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Note From The Editors:

Welcome to the inaugural edition of the Contemporary Performance 
Almanac. We have been wishing to make this book since the inception 
of the Network, but it wasn’t until recently that the Contemporary 
Performance Network reached such a critical mass that we realized the 
necessity for the project matched the resources to produce it. 

So often presenters do not have access to artists and works that haven’t 
traveled outside their city or country of origin, and artists do not have 
access to survey the work of peers that might be working in sympathetic 
modalities. Contemporary Performance sees a need to give artists,  
presenters, and others in the field an opportunity to start new working 
relationships. We hope that this Almanac — as an extension of the  
Network — can meet that need, and to aid discovery, spark curiosity, 
and facilitate exchange. 

We’re excited to see the breadth of disciplines practiced by the 
participants and the sheer geographical scope of their nationalities 
spanning 47 countries. Inside the pages of the Almanac are the artworks 
described by the artists in their own words: eloquent, challenging, 
provocative and urgent. Enjoy.

     -Caden Manson and Jemma Nelson

Participate in the next 
Contemporary Performance Almanac 2014 

by submitting your work online at 
http://almanac14.contemporaryperformance.com
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Download the Almanac13 inside the free Pform App 
for iPhone and Andriod at

http://pform.contemporaryperformance.com

About Contemporary Performance Network: 

The Contemporary Performance Network is a social network and 
community organizing platform providing artists, presenters, scholars 
and festivals a space to meet, share work, and collaborate. The term 
contemporary performance is used to describe hybrid performance 
works and artists that travel between the fields of experimental theatre 
& dance, video art, visual art, music composition and performance 
art without adhering to one specific field’s practice. The Network was 
founded in 2010 and has grown to 5300 artists, presenters, curators, 
foundations, scholars and publishers from 85 countries world wide. 

As artists, we began to tour internationally with Big Art Group in 2001. 
Some of our most meaningful experiences have been the personal 
encounters that we’ve made with audiences and with other artists 
through the years, and we wanted to take that experience of the festival 
“artist’s tent”— a meeting place to have informal conversation, exchange 
ideas, and compare notes — and recreate it for a global network, in 
order to bring more people under its canopy and ignite more discussion. 
We’ve been thrilled with the response. 

The Network continues to grow, evolve and adapt. As we are 
experimentalists ourselves, we are always looking for new ways to 
leverage technology, discover fresh communication strategies and play 
with form. In the process, we are continually learning and encountering 
surprises of our own as the Network changes. We couldn’t have done 
it without the support of family, friends and colleagues who provided 
encouragement and patience through the process, and to them we say 
thank you. And we thank above all the community of the Contemporary 
Performance Network for their participation and spirit, whose creativity 
daily inspires us and to whom this book is dedicated.

Join the network at www.contemporaryperformance.org
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Emmanuel Hernandez  
(Las Varillas - Córdoba, Argentina) 

Biography: The Fine Artist who is native of Las Varillas Town, Cordoba Province in Argentina, 
studied at ‘Escuela de Bellas Artes Dr. Jose Figueroa Alcorta in Cordoba, Capital. He started working 
in the performance, taking part in seasons of performances, and international festivals doing 
public presentations in different countries of Latin-American. He uses different languages through 
installations and interventions in the streets. His work is based on the action in its pure state, taking 
profit of the spaces as strategic places, creating questionable values about the countries. He also 
develops activities such as cultural advisor. Nowadays, he has opened his own art gallery called TEO in 
his city of origin. The artist makes his work aiming to transmit different emotions, trying to move the 
feelings of the observer using his body as a support. In the cultural management, he tries to break the 
myths and have a contemporary look at art through teaching, reaching different places, which are far 
away from the artistic and cultural field with a more social work. 
 
Disciplines: Performance

IRRITABLE

The objective of this action is to develop a process of production where the different periods 
and situations that people who suffer from irritable bowel syndrome go through, can be shown. 
Description: He starts sitting down on a wooden box in front of a mirror with a rope tied to his neck. 
The other extreme of the rope goes into a hole in the wooden box. Then he changes different kinds 
of masks. He gets around the room until the length of the rope allows him. Behind the mirror, there 
is an axe. When he picks it up, he starts breaking the top of the box, until it opens. When he reaches 
his objective, he ‘discovers’ that the rope is tied to an overall, which is alike the one he is wearing. He 
hugs it and leaves with it in his hands. When one is silent, the body speaks... when the soul cries, body 
explodes... when the mind is blocked, is he who is responsible for her to remember it. It is difficult 
or impossible trying to decipher the channel of communication between these two subjects.  In this 
absurd analogy, one tries to symbolize the body as another subject that must deal with every day. 
Trying to overcome obstacles and defying limits that haunt the embarrassing for fear of ridicule. And 
here the great unknown that ends up making us more human and worldly... without guys or fellows. 
Looking at us ourselves and no one gives us a hand...

Keywords: Bowel, Irritable Body, Mirror, Mind, Space.

Production History: Aún Sin Título Performance Cycle  Córdoba- Argentina
 
Contact: emmahernandez08@hotmail.com

Website: http://www.emmanuelhernandezarts.com/

@emmanuelharts

https://www.facebook.com/emmanuel.hernandez.39
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AñA Wojak (Lismore, Australia) 
AñA Wojak is an award winning cross-discipinary artist working in performance, assemblage, 
installation, painting and theatre design. Australian born, she studied in Poland amid the turmoil 
of Solidarity and Martial Law, attaining a Master of Fine Arts in 1983.  ‘My ongoing interest in 
site-specificity, ritual and altered states are often physically demanding and durational in nature, 
manifesting in visually poetic performance pieces that resonate with a visceral depth. I create rich 
tableaux incorporating found objects in the performance which remain as as a trace installation, 
incorporating smell; the sense most directly connected to cerebral memory.  I am motivated by the 
belief that the site of the body is the most accessible and emotive medium available to an artist; 
using it in ways that may be percieved as extreme enables direct access to the heart and to create a 
lasting the experience in the mind of the audience. The powerful effect of art has a capacity to move 
people.’ Based in Northern Rivers NSW, her work has been shown extensively throughout Australia 
and internationally. She has appeared at festivals and collaborated with Tony Yap Co, Pacitti Co, 
senVoodoo (co-founder), La Pocha Nostra, and Felix Ruckert.  In 2013 AñA performed in Lismore, 
Brisbane, Sydney, Java and Malaysia. stepping stones... the culmination of a 4 year project re-tracing 
her family’s migration to Australia will be shown at Lismore Regional Art Gallery in early 2014. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Assemblage, Installation, Painting, Theatre Design.

sincerely yours, Love Letter Project

love letters, written or never sent received or perceived lost love found love true love tainted love pure 
love longing love their love your love words of love hand and ink tracing the heart  across paper...   
sincerely yours, The Love Letter Project was initiated in August 2013 whilst the Very Terry Reid 
Award Artist in Residency at BigCi, Australia, with a callout on social media for hand written love 
letters to be sent to a small country post office, in the mountains west of Sydney. Each day for two 
weeks I rode my bicycle to collect the letters, documenting the project on a blog: lovelettersincerely.
wordpress.com.  sincerely yours is the performative outcome derived from the content of the letters, 
devised in collaboration with Textile Audio: composer soprano Eve Klein. The physical presence of the 
letters feature in both the performance and trace installation. I see my roles as custodian of secrets that 
cross the space between distant people: the resonance created by these communications forms the basis 
for this performance. To maintain trust all contributors names were kept anonymous.  This anonymity 
allowed an unaccustomed freedom of expression and intimacy. The performance evolves at each new 
location, in Java there were mounds of aromatic spices. A writing desk is made available for audience 
members to become a part of the tableau as they sit and write love letters, depositing their missives in 
a lidded box. Love letters are a universal language.

Keywords: Sincerely Yours, Love Letters, Performance, Festivals

Production History: August 2013: BigCi Bilpin NSW Australia. August 2013:Undisclosed 
Territories#7 International Performance Art Meeting, Solo, Java. September 2013: Watusaman 
Gallery, Yogyakarta, Java. November 2013: Melaka Art & Performance Festival, Melaka, Malaysia.
 
Contact: artist@anawojak.com

Website: http://lovelettersincerely.wordpress.com
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Aphids (Melbourne, Australia) 
Aphids is a company of artists who create cross-artform works using performance, music, new 
technologies and site-responsive, participatory methodologies. The group is led by Artistic Director 
Willoh S.Weiland in collaboration with Artistic Associates Elizabeth Dunn, Martyn Coutts, Lara 
Thoms, Tristan Meecham and Thea Baumann. Aphids is ambitious, experimental and collaborative. 
It is driven by what is current and urgent in contemporary culture and a passionate belief in the 
social role of art. Aphids’ work has been presented across Australia and in the Netherlands, Germany, 
Switzerland, Japan, China, USA and Mexico. Current projects include: Forever Now, a major 
international project inspired by the 1977 Voyager Golden Records, with outcomes online, on earth 
and in outer space; Flyway, an award-winning audiovisual birdwatching tour through urban spaces; 
Fun Run, a riotous spectacle produced by Insite that pushes the limits of endurance with hundreds of 
community participants over a five hour treadmill marathon and Thrashing Without Looking, a 3am 
ride through loneliness, frenzy, banality and cliché. A performance you can watch, create, perform and 
control. 
 
Disciplines: Cross Artform, Theatre, Hybrid Arts, Performance

Thrashing Without Looking

Thrashing Without Looking is an experiential, intimate work that combines performance and live 
cinema to deliver a one-night-stand of condensed love-story clichés that point to our increasingly 
mediated relationship with one another and ourselves. Created by the audience, for the audience, it 
involves video goggles, champagne and a lot of loud music. While one part of the audience creates 
the performance with the artists, the remaining audience members experience the event through 
video goggles that capture a live video feed. The performance concludes with the audience regrouping 
to watch themselves in a big-screen playback of the karaoke-style film clip they have just created. 
Reviews: ‘It provoked all sorts of thoughts about the modes of dismbodied communication we engage 
in now - televisual, internet - how trust and agency are still called upon and how intense and liberating 
is the sense of touch ... I didn’t want to leave.’ - Fiona McGregor, RealTime.   ‘It makes me clearly 
realise that no matter how much my contemporary perception is shaped by the intricate, informative 
pixilation of technology, nothing in the world will ever replicate that unmistakably visceral exchange 
that happens simply by being tenderly held’ - Susie Hardgrave, Australian Stage   ‘The whole effect is 
disorientating, tender, a little scary, and utterly thrilling. The thoughts provoked linger with me long 
after we are gently ushered out.’ - Miranda McCallum, Rhum Media

Keywords: Hybrid, Cross Artform

Production History: Arts House (Melbourne), Performance Space (Sydney), Brown’s Mart Theatre 
(Darwin), Salamanca Arts Centre (Hobart), Perth Institute of Contemporary Art,

Video: https://vimeo.com/aphidsarts
 
Contact: info@aphids.net

Website: http://www.aphids.net

@aphidslab

https://www.facebook.com/aphidsarts
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April Albert (Melbourne, Australia) 
I am an actress, dramaturg and academic. I trained at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in London, 
studied Theatre in the USA, as well as Germanistik at Heidelberg University in Germany. I have 
performed all over the world. My own practice comes from a very international and varied cultural 
background. It is through my own practice, that this show was created and keeps having ‘another life,’ 
much like Hildegard Knef.  My work usually involves connecting the present with the past, as a way 
to understand and possibly to heal. I am interested in the context and themes of history, married with 
our very postmodern, postdramatic world and how that might influence the themes, the audience, the 
dramaturgy and performance. My work explores the ever changing landscape of global collaboration: 
how a show is created through different artistic imputs and the metamorphises of that show through 
different performance spaces and audiences. These are the things that drive me. 
 
Disciplines: Music, Drama, Experiential

HILDEGARD/KNEF

I have lived through it...survival in a city pronounced dead. A city on the mend and making steady 
progress. The world becomes tangible, available, waiting to be conquered.’ Hildegard Knef Amongst 
the ruins of her memories and a nation ravaged by war, post World War II German chanteuse and 
actress Hildegard Knef forged her own path.  This show explores her music, her struggles and her 
unabashed commitment to ambition, survival and succes. It is an exploration of what it means to be 
a woman in an ever changing, post modern world correlating with the backdrop of Berlin: a city in 
70 year limbo between destruction, rubble and the shiny new capitalism taking over its every corner. 
‘One dares not forget the immortal things-music, nature, the creative force- during this melting 
process which is swallowing the world.  We have, of course, been ordered not to retreat. Berlin must 
not retreat.’ Hildegard Knef

Keywords: Berlin, Post Modern, World War Ii Germany, Music

Production History: The Butterfly Club, Melbourne, Australia, The Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, 
London, Sept 2013
 
Contact: a.albert@gmx.co.uk

Website: http://artistecard.com/dieknef
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Branch Nebula, Matt Prest & Clare Britton  
(Sydney, Australia) 
WHELPING BOX is a first time collaboration between Sydney-based company Branch Nebula 
and artists Matt Prest and Clare Britton. BRANCH NEBULA (Lee Wilson and Mirabelle Wouters) 
began collaborating in 1998. Driven by an eclectic and diverse passion for culture in all its forms, 
working in a range of settings; public space, conventional and non-conventional, with diverse artists 
like skaters, BMX-ers, dancers, parkourists, footballers, Bboys and Bgirls, and performance artists, to 
create experiences for audiences that are immediate, risky, physical, visceral and challenging. MATT 
PREST makes performance and installation that exists in the space between theatre and performance 
art with a focus on creating visceral and sensory experiences for audiences.   CLARE BRITTON is an 
interdisciplinary artist who works across concept, design and performance.  She is a founding member 
of theatre company My Darling Patricia. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Contemporary Performance, Dance, Installation

WHELPING BOX

Provocative and intelligent, visceral and strange: Whelping Box is a breeding ground for wild things; 
for dogs and gods. Two male performers take up their positions in an intimate 10m x 10m arena, 
with the audience at close proximity, and engage in a series of tasks seemingly design to test their 
limits and to strip themselves of civility. Through feats of endurance, absurd rituals and idiosyncratic 
mythmaking, they map out a restless and aggressive initiation. Like athletes or shamans, they are 
the audience’s guides, guinea pigs and preachers. They feed on their energy in a bizarre and anarchic 
quest to transcend the confines of normality. With the audience seated around the action in a giant 
whelping box-cum-catwalk, this is a place to test the body, the performer, and the spectator; a place 
of unsettling permissions and a pageantry born from violence.  A new collaboration between Branch 
Nebula, Matt Prest and Clare Britton, Whelping Box blurs the lines between theatre, dance and 
performance art to fearlessly explore concepts of self-made mythology, machismo and the power that 
lies in places of powerlessness. An absurd spectacle carried of with absolute conviction. ‘A long-awaited 
reminder of how visceral, provocative and intelligent contemporary performance can be... Whelping 
Box breathtakingly delineates the pleasures, pain and contradictions of play, initiation, bonding, 
competition, risk and self-mythologising.’  REALTIME MAGAZINE

Keywords: Visceral, Sensory, Anarchic, Ritual, Absurd, Intimate

Production History: Performance Space, Carriageworks, Sydney; Arts House, Melbourne

Video: http://vimeo.com/57439675
 
Contact: matthewprest@gmail.com

Website: http://intimatespectacle.com.au/production/whelping-box-2/

https://www.facebook.com/BranchNebula
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Deanne Butterworth (Melbourne, Australia) 
Born 1973, Deanne has been working in contemporary dance, since 1994 performing in Australia 
and abroad. She has a fascination with the simplicity of the moving body in space, how we choose to 
watch a performance and what we bring to it. Since 2006 she has concentrated on creating a body 
of mostly solo work and since 2009 has collaborated with sound artist Michael Munson. Forcefully 
changing the performance space through a range of sounds; the delicacy of ‘almost silence’ to wild 
thundering repetitive moments, she is also very interested in changing the setting of the space in 
which she performs.  In 2012 she has begun collaborating with artist Linda Tegg on live site-specific 
performances. A long time performer in the work of Shelley Lasica, she has also performed with other 
renowned choreographers: Sandra Parker, Jo Lloyd, performed in the work of prominent visual artists 
and created collaborative works with other dancers. Her work has been presented at Dancehouse, 
Critical Path, Lucy Guerin Inc and in Dance Massive and she has been nominated for Green Room 
Awards. Deanne has undertaken residencies at Bundanon, Dancehouse and at PAF, France. 
 
Disciplines: Solo Dance Performance, Collaboration, Light, Sound

TWINSHIPS

TWINSHIPS is one result of a six-month Housemate residency at Dancehouse. Over a period of 
six-months, I proposed a program for working that included others. My intention was to find and 
develop a practice and have others involved in that. So, I set up something called, ‘Groups:Meetings’ 
which operated alongside my solo time in the studio. During ‘Groups:Meetings’ I would show others 
a little of what I had been working on. What came from those moments of showing something and 
the discussion that followed has influenced TWINSHIPS.  TWINSHIPS became an attempt to create 
two simultaneous worlds, the sonic and the physical, in order to challenge the way we observe and 
perceive people. A jewel-like reflective centerpiece that projects images of botanical and architectural 
landscapes is both set and metaphor. As Butterworth dances her solo, she manipulates the mirrored 
psyche of the Twinships’ worlds to expose notions of perception, truth and misrepresentation.  For the 
second incarnation I worked with the same collaborators to find something else within the work, to 
revisit what I thought I liked and disliked in order to understand if these things had changed since the 
first presentation. I had originally set out to make huge changes, and to somehow present and reveal 
the apparatus used in creating a performance work for a gallery setting. I wanted it to be messy. I was 
unsure about repetition and time. It became two simultaneous projects, an attempt at refinement and 
a layering of image. Interloping majors. Bounce bounce, kick kick, spin. Stop. Wander. Light. Black 
grind.

Keywords: Solo, Flicker, Screen, Light, Thunderous, Repetition, Fierce

Production History: Dancehouse, Melbourne (2010). Westspace, Melbourne (2012)

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eBS2ZKjUAf8&feature=player_embedded
 
Contact: deanne@deannebutterworth.com

Website: Http://www.deannebutterworth.com

@DMBUTTERWORTH

https://www.facebook.com/DEANNE.BUTTERWORTH
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Deborah Leiser-Moore (Melbourne, Australia) 
I work in contemporary physical/visual/installation performance. For four years I was a core member 
of Entra’cte Theatre in Sydney devising new works, which toured regularly. During this time I trained 
in the theatrical language of Decroux and also Suzuki, with whom I trained with in Japan (I have 
taught Suzuki method for many years). I have since made my own physical and visual contemporary 
performance works. The process is a collaborative one and I have worked with many key members of 
the performing arts community – both Australian and international performance makers. The works 
have toured nationally and internationally to festivals and theatres. Highlights include the Festiwal 
Szekspirowski (Gdansk, Poland), Melbourne, Brisbane, Sydney and Adelaide International Festivals, 
Marsh Theatre (San Francisco), Theater J (Washington DC), Toga Festival (Japan), Magdalena 
Aotearoa Festival (New Zealand), Sydney’s Carnivale Festival, Performance Space and Belvoir St. 
Theatre, Searchlight Festival, Melbourne’s La Mama and Bekkett Theatres, The International Women’s 
Playwrights Festival in Athens, Greece, and an Australia Council residency in Israel to research Israeli 
theatre.   My work uses the multiplicity of theatrical/performance languages to explore life, identity 
and humanity in the contemporary world. The works aim to draw the audience into the performance 
event - making them active participants, rather than passive spectators. The theatrical construct is used 
to allow audiences to absorb the themes - sensorially and viscerally. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Performance, Physical Theatre, Installation, War

KaBooM

KaBooM is a physical performance event – its subject is War. KaBooM is based on real stories of 
ex-soldiers who have fought on the frontline: Fabrice, a child soldier from Burundi, who hid in lakes 
to escape machetes wielding hoards; Majid, who deserted after 10 years in Saddam Hussein’s army; 
Ivor, who, as a 16 year old escaped the Holocaust to fight for his family in the Pacific Islands along 
with a guardian monkey.   Each of the 7 tales serves as a basis for 7 leading theatre directors to create a 
theatrical response - using the body of one female performer and an arsenal of contemporary theatrical 
weapons - projections, aerial work, pulsing sound track.  Like a contemporary Scheherazade this 
performer functions as the central storyteller, adding an original feminine perspective to the tales of  
‘Men at War ‘ by assuming complimentary and companion roles in the story telling: the war widow 
reading a last letter from the heat of battle; the waiting mother; the daughter brought up with the 
constantly hovering ghosts of war. KaBooM positions the audience, as witness, into the midst of the 
performance arena. They are placed in a metaphorical field of war, populated with visual imagery and 
the debris of battle. Spectators are led to discrete performance areas. There is no fourth wall - the sense 
of involvement and engagement is direct.   KaBooM is both deeply personal and universal – stories 
of the real lives of ordinary people plunged into extraordinary circumstances. As you read these words 
there is a war going on in several corners of the globe.

Keywords: Performance, Physical, Visual, Installation, War

Production History: Meat Market @ Arts House Melbourne (Work in Development), 
fortyfivedownstairs (2014)

Video: https://vimeo.com/66939537
 
Contact: deborahlm4@bigpond.com

Website: http://deborahleisermoore.com

@deborahlm4
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Julie Vulcan (Sydney, Australia) 
Julie Vulcan is a Sydney based interdisciplinary artist with a strong practice in performance, 
installation, durational and site-specific work. Her early video+sound installations investigated 
time, memory and place. These were presented in Sydney, Melbourne and Perth by the 4th and 7th 
Australian International Video Festivals, ARX 3, Experimenta and the Performance Space, Sydney. 
Julie’s video installation work informed her transition into performance and live art in which her 
highly stylised and visual aesthetic continued to expand and create space for more intimate encounters 
with an audience. Much of her work, subsequently, situates itself in the very personal, soliciting 
contributions and/or participation from the general public. She creates environments where her 
intention is to reflect the macro within the micro and provide a place where insecurities are equally 
matched by wondrous moments. Julie proposes that life in the everyday can be extraordinary and 
random collisions can be revolutionary. Alongside her solo practice Julie is a collaborator, director, 
mentor and advocate for experimental performance forms. Since 1993 she has been a core member of 
the contemporary performance and live art collectives Unreasonable Adults, Frumpus and Icarus and 
has performed in ‘Finale’ 2007/8 with Pacitti Company (UK) and the video works of Australian artists 
Anna Davis (A/PROXY[MATE] ENCOUNTERS 2006) and Sam James (Dreamshelving 2011). 
Recent works include ‘I Stand In’ SPILL Performance Festival 2013 (UK); ‘Redress Series’ Exist-ence 
5 2013 (AUS), Dimanche Rouge #21 2012 (AUS) 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Performance Art, Installation, Durational, Site-Specific, Moving Image

I Stand In

‘I Stand In’ is a work that reflects upon the difficulty in personally understanding and processing 
global human tragedy. We think we empathise but really we intellectualise. In this work 32 volunteer 
participants ‘stand in’ for a faceless individual while Julie consecutively attends to each one in a stylised 
‘corpse-washing’ ritual. Over eight hours, the physical remains of the activity - oil imprinted shrouds - 
accumulate in the space as a ghostly testimony to the lost. Media connectivity means we can no longer 
claim ignorance to world events but this awareness often leaves us feeling ineffective and powerless. In 
this durational work, the artist focuses upon how we can affect a more authentic response anchored 
in the here and now. By being a proxy, each participant puts a face to a number, a human presence 
to a concept and collectively returns the cold hard statistic of a death toll to the flesh and blood of an 
individual and what it means to be mortal. The audience experience is a haptic one, connection with 
the artists touch on each body eventually transcends this ritual for the dead into a ritual for the living.

Keywords: Performance Art, Durational, Volunteer Participants, Live Art, Ritual, Life & Death

Production History: 2013 SPILL Festival of Performance – National Theatre Studios London UK

Video: https://vimeo.com/64395612
 
Contact: julie@julievulcan.net

Website: http://julievulcan.net

@mzvulcan
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Kellie O’Dempsey (Byron Bay, Australia) 
Experiential and ephemeral my work is currently focused on the synthesis of organic and electronic 
or analogue and digital drawing. This emergent performance drawing practice invites audience to 
directly engage with the visceral process of drawing, enabling an inclusive form of cultural interaction 
via performance and play. Incorporating dynamic gestural line work using traditional drawing 
materials on large scrolls of paper with digital drawing and animation and make site generated works. 
Interdisciplinary and collaborative working with music and dance I aim to combine the hand drawn 
mark with projection as live improvised performance. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Art, Drawing, Improvisation, Collaboration, New Media

Mutable+luminous

Working with my collaborator Michael Dick we performed this work at MONAFOMA (Museum 
of Old and New Art: Festival Of Music and Art), Hobart Australia in January 2012. I have been 
collaborating with a sound artist and double bassist Michael for 3 years. He has become an integral 
part of the musical direction of the performances. At MONA the performance began with two double 
bassists (Michael Dick and Nick Haywood), the shakuhachi player (Brian Ritchie, the curator of 
MONA FOMA). I wielded a giant calligraphy brush. Wearing an evening dress I travel through the 
audience space to the foot of the stage. As I start to put the black ink on the paper the musicians 
begin to play. They can see the reference point from a projected image at the back of the stage. I have 
a camera filming the brushwork with a live feed to a projector screening to the back of the stage. The 
performance was in three parts. Act 1 developed a connection between my self, the audience and 
the musicians. In Act 2 a larger group of musicians join the stage and respond to the rising action of 
applied ink. I draw on a large vertical screen at the back of the stage. Act 3 concluded the performance 
with an interpretation of John Cage’s Ryoanji. Here hand-drawn digtal and animated illuminated 
projections transformed the previous drawings and expand the performance area to include the 
audience and the site.

Keywords: Performance, Art, Drawing, Improvisation, Collaboration, New Media

Production History: 2013 Live Drawing in the Vitrine, Draw International Research Centre, Calyus, 
France 2012, Art After Dark, Pier 3/3 Walsh Bay, 18th Biennale of Sydney Mutable+Luminous, 
MONA FOMA, Hobart, Tasmania

Video: https://vimeo.com/47977096
 
Contact: kellie@kellieo.com

Website: http://www.kellieo.com
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NO SHOW: Bridget Balodis + Mark Pritchard  
(Melbourne, Australia) 
NO SHOW: Bridget Balodis + Mark Pritchard. NO SHOW is the joint project of two independent 
theatre directors investigating new ways of telling stories in live spaces. We create interactive and 
immersive theatre experiences, striving to engage generously with urgent contemporary questions 
and create meaningful encounters with audiences. We’re stripping our theatre craft back to its roots 
in myth, ritual, and the power of the live, shared experiences. Our works reimagine contemporary 
rituals as performative encounters, drawing the audience into the reconstruction and deconstruction 
of clichés and dominant mythologies, exposing the roots, desires and power structures within them. 
Our theatre is communal, provocative, inventive, unwieldy, and plays to both the spectacular and the 
intimate. NO SHOW was seeded through the Victorian College of the Arts and Next Wave, with key 
support from the Australia Council for the Arts and the Besen Family Foundation. Our works to date 
include: ‘Unfinished Business’ (This Is Not Art Festival 2013; You Are Here Festival 2013), ‘Outside 
Line’ (Pop-Up Playground 2013), ‘The Séance’ (2013 La Boite Indie; 2012 Melbourne Fringe 
Festival) and ‘Shotgun Wedding’ (2012 Next Wave Festival). 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Performance, Dramaturgy, Interactive, Immersive

Shotgun Wedding

Shotgun Wedding is an interactive performance experience investigating the phenomenon of 
contemporary marriage by engaging audiences in the fabrication of wedding. Approaching this 
ancient cultural institution as if we’ve just invented it ourselves, and using guests as guinea pigs for the 
experiment, Shotgun Wedding exposes the mythologies, superstitions and meanings that the wedding 
ritual represents. Marriage in Australia sits somewhere between sacred rite, commercial accessory, 
homophobic monolith, sexist relic, and meaningless irrelevancy. As young queer artists, NO SHOW 
conceived Shotgun Wedding to engage with contemporary debate and understand the power and 
place of the institution.  It’s like no wedding you’ve ever been to, but speaks to every wedding you’ll 
ever go to. A man and a woman are quickly frocked up and led down the aisle, with the audience 
cast as their soon-to-be merged families. Melding Corinthians, Shaniah and The Little Mermaid, the 
ceremony evokes the bare bones of a contemporary union that walks the delicate line between satire 
and sacrament. Then, in a bare hall, the audience creates and enacts the wedding reception from 
scratch.  ‘Shotgun Wedding’ unravels as a desperate celebration of the contested idea of marriage, with 
ancient rituals jammed up against contemporary practices. The entire audience become performers, 
navigating through action the meanings and falsehoods of this politically contentious act. ‘Shotgun 
Wedding’ investigates the marriage rite as a container of cultural meaning, and asks us to consider 
how and why we celebrate it.

Keywords: Marriage, Community, Interactive, Immersive,

Production History: St Peters Eastern Hill, Melbourne

Video: https://vimeo.com/46182837
 
Contact: pritchmark@gmail.com

Website: http://www.noshow.org.au

@pritchmark

https://www.facebook.com/noshowtheatre
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Plasticus (Melbourne, Australia) 
Through collaboration, physical theatre director/performer Carolyn Hanna and inter-disciplinary 
artist Vanessa White forge their skills to create Plasticus, investigating the integration of performance 
and visual art through a multi-disciplinary performance bringing together painting, dance, video 
and animation. In an attempt to create a dialogue and intersection between visual arts, dance and 
performance art practices, investigating the boundaries of cross-disciplinary art, derived from 
humorous, genuine reactions created in the moment through improvisation and their over 30 year 
since friendship to feed their work. Plasticus involves highly energetic physical interactivity with the 
two-dimensional world, drawing from life, their physical play and reciprocal action with it. Carolyn 
Hanna - Performer and co-artistic director of physical theatre company ‘Born in Taxi’ since 1996 
and Co founder of Squeeeze Street Theatre Company. Trained in clown and Bouffon with Philippe 
Gaulier, London and Desmond Jones School of Mime and Physical Theatre. Established in 1989, 
‘Born in a Taxi’ is one of Melbourne’s most highly regarded physical theatre ensembles and creators 
of unique performances for Arts Festivals and events. Vanessa is an interdisciplinary artist who has 
studied Visual Arts at Sydney College of the Arts and Film and Animation at Victoria College of 
the Arts. She also pursues professional development in performance with De Quincy Co (Sydney). 
Received an Australia Council for the Arts, Artstart grant (2012). Major solo exhibitions include 
Rubicon ARI, Melbourne, Firstdraf 
 
Disciplines: Art, Physical Theatre, Dance, Video, Improvisation, Animation

Plasticus

Through collaboration, physical theatre director/performer Carolyn Hanna and multi-disciplinary 
artist Vanessa White forge their skills to create Plasticus, exploring integrating performance and visual 
art. This will be carried out through a multi-disciplinary performance bringing together painting, 
dance, video and animation.  In an attempt to create a dialogue and intersection between visual 
arts, dance and performance art practices, they investigate the boundaries of cross-disciplinary art, 
derived from humorous, genuine reactions created in the moment through improvisation. Plasticus 
involves highly energetic physical interactivity with the two-dimensional world, drawing from life, 
their physical play and reciprocal action with it.  In the performance a projected cinematic sequence 
presenting subconscious material is given physical form as it evolves into live painting and dance. 
The dance dialogue between the performer and media is based on contemporary physical theatre 
improvisation, echoes of contemporary Japanese dance and European Expressionism developed 
through Bodyweather movement techniques. In this way an experience of the body in the world is 
explored through a model of inter-mediality.

Keywords: Collaboration, Cross-disciplinary, Art, Exploration, Physical Theatre, Multimedia

Production History: FeltSPACE, KINGS ARI, Parramatta Park Spring Festival, Artplay, The Rocks 
Pop-Up

Video: https://vimeo.com/69142655
 
Contact: plasticusperformance@gmail.com

Website: http://vanessawhite.me/

@van_j001

https://www.facebook.com/plasticus01
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pvi collective (Perth, Australia) 
pvi collective produce interdisciplinary artworks intent on the creative disruption of everyday 
life. Every artwork aims to affect audiences on a personal and political level and is geared towards 
instigating tiny revolutions. The company aims to stretch the limits of performance by creating 
playfully subversive interventions and taking our audiences along with us for the ride. underpinning 
the work is our ultimate goal of saving the world through creative play and revolutionary fun by 
seeking out provocative darkly humorous solutions for an unstable 21st century.  Our work is situated 
in public space and operates from the participatory perspective of the audience, encouraging them to 
have a strong sense of agency in a work. we are a tactical media arts group; our main tactic -  to use 
play and task based interventions to explore the social dynamics of the cities we live in. Since 1998, 
the company have produced an eclectic body of work ranging from bus tours, dvd rentals, radio 
broadcasts, sticker campaigns, privacy tours, tug-of-war competitions, community policing initiatives 
and more recently, work with locative mobile media. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Tactical Media Art, Street Art, Participatory Art

deviator

deviator players are charged with the mission of seeking out hidden audio instructions which 
encourage them to temporarily transform their city into a playground. having installed the deviator 
app onto your iphone or android phone you take to the streets for 1 hr. from the tiniest of private 
deviations to the boldest of public actions, deviator blends radically altered versions of childrens’ 
games with subtle live performance, placing audiences as interventionists out on the streets, ready 
to creatively disrupt the city, one game at a time. are you ready for some serious play? from guerrilla 
pole dancing and ring-a-ring-a-roses, to spin the bottle and twister, each instruction is an open 
invitation to exploring public spaces in a new way, and deviate from the norm. for children, the 
street has always been a de-facto playground. the ‘juvenile code’ rules supreme in a playground; space 
becomes transformed from its original intent, reality becomes flexible and the capacity to be creative 
and deviate from the norm is fundamental. deviator proposes revisiting the city streets with play in 
mind, inviting adults to rediscover a sense of freedom and consider public space as one of playful 
enquiry. deviator is inspired by the situationist’s psycho-geography and ‘the coming insurrection’ 
an anonymous book written in 2007 which is part anti-materialist manifesto and part manual for a 
modern day revolution. deviator activates philosophies around revolution, positioning ‘games’ as a 
potential trigger to alter the official narratives of place.

Keywords: Participation, Intervention, Play, Performance, Outdoors, Mobile Phone App

Production History: Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts, Perth, March 2013. Performance Space, 
Sydney, June 2013.  Surge Festival, Glasgow, UK, July 2012

Video: https://vimeo.com/43014252
 
Contact: projects@pvicollective.com

Website: http://www.pvicollective.com

@pvicollective

https://www.facebook.com/pvicollective
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Tim Darbyshire (Melbourne, Australia) 
Tim Darbyshire is not a professional swimmer. Tim is a choreographer and performer. His works 
employ physicality, choreography, sound, set and lighting design, visual installations and theory, 
exploring ambiguities and tensions between humorous and melancholic states.  Tim was introduced to 
performance in 1992, when he joined his father in a mid-life crisis by participating in a rock musical 
about schizophrenia. This obscure world captured him for years to come. Tim graduated from Dance 
at Queensland University of Technology (2003). His education has continued through programs 
including DanceWEB (Scholarship recipient in 2006 and 2009), Formation d’artiste Chorégraphique 
at Centre National de Danse Contemporaine (France 2006-2007) and Victoria University’s Solo 
Residency program (2008). In Europe he has worked for choreographers including Vera Mantero, 
Emmanuelle Huyhn, Nuno Bizarro, Shelley Senter, Meg Stuart, David Wampach, Marianne Baillot, 
Antonio Julio, Christine de Schmedt and Eszter Salamon.  In 2012 he presented More or Less 
Concrete at Arts House in Melbourne and in 2013 as part of Dance Massive. He recently undertook 
an Asialink Residency in China and is currently collaborating as a performer on Matthew Day’s 
MASS (working title) and developing his new work Stampede the Stampede.  Without a religion, 
Tim continues to create and perform work. He believes performance has the potential to shift and 
transcend perceptions on how we relate to the world. 
 
Disciplines: Choreography, Performance, Experimental, Dance, Sound, Lighting

More or Less Concrete

I have investigated links between human movement and sound since initial pursuits in tap dance 
and swimming as a child. Here the sonic is intrinsically connected to the physical. Adopting this 
awareness I have continued to tune-in to varying sonic terrains throughout travels and residencies 
in different parts of the world. This awareness was a starting point and prompted me to make More 
or Less Concrete. More or Less Concrete is an analytical performance work, centred on introverted 
and contained bodies that observe and listen. Through the act of listening they produce ‘audible 
movements’ as they pass through cyclical patterns, transcend thought, and embody meditative states. 
The bodies are abstracted as they transform between human, animal, monster, machine, and ‘other’. 
The choreography oscillates and suspends between recognisable ‘concrete’ realities and ambiguous or 
surrealistic states. This dichotomy is further enhanced through the colour blue, which permeates the 
work. Blue creates space where receding and ephemeral qualities contrast the concrete harshness of the 
physical. A long tunnel-like space supports the performers as they move from an illuminated cavity 
at the back of the space, towards the audience at the front. The sounds of the performers are captured 
and delivered to the audience through headphones. This creates tension, as observers’ perceptions 
constantly shift between the sonic and the visual.

Keywords: Sonic, Physical, Analytical, Reductionist, Transformative, Surrealist

Production History: Arts House - Season One Program 2012, Arts House - Dance Massive Program 
2013

Video: https://vimeo.com/62003230
 
Contact: takeanotherfall@gmail.com

Website: http://timdarbyshire.blogspot.com

@tim_darbyshire
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Andrea K. Schlehwein, NETZWERK AKS/ Platform 
for Contemporary Dance + Art (Millstatt, Austria) 
NETZWERK AKS  since 2008 Platform for Contemporary Dance + Art  International collective 
out of worldwide working freelancing artists from different genres like dance, acting, film, fine arts, 
design, set design, photography, stage direction and art concepts working together interdisciplinarily 
if budget and concept is in esse.  Production processes and premieres are happening in Carinthia. 
The productions then travel on to festivals or to other regional, national and international places 
of contemporary art. Artistic Direction+Art Concepts: Andrea K. Schlehwein I am interested in 
the design of pictures, text and stage – works that are sometimes called musical theater, sometimes 
dance, dance-theater or dance poems, installations, films fragments or performance. I am interested 
in working with strong, idiosyncratic personalities, with rough surfaces, with the fine-tuned dialogue 
of inner and outer worlds, with breaks and edges, strong images and associations. I am interested in 
creating a three-dimensional world that leaves space and air for the individual world of the viewer. I 
am interested in coherent dramaturgy that can attain detail by overstepping boundaries as well as by 
focusing on a single medium, a triviality. I seek visual, formal and /or narrative depth; multi-layered 
images and connections that can be read outside a specific cultural context. I regard silence as music.  
But also set complex soundtracks parallel to the development of stage works, which are then often 
played live, as a composition, during the theatrical performance event. AKS 2013 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance-Theatre, Concepts, Installations, Soundtracks, Light Design, Opera

wozzeck_woyzeck_reloaded

wozzeck_woyzeck_reloaded is not telling a narrative story, anyhow stories develop - tight images and 
atmospheres. A relational structure of dependencies is shown in which the three protagonists embody 
Wozzeck, Marie, the drum major, the captain and the doctor, fast and constantly changing.   Each 
small cog in the wheel needs the others in order to keep up self-preservation and demonstration of 
its own power: Marie needs Wozzeck; or rather Marie is source and basis of life for Wozzeck himself; 
Marie does not love the drum major with whom she is cheating on Wozzeck, but she loves his desire; 
he anon is driven by his lust for Marie; the doctor is running specious experiments with Wozzeck 
lyingly disguised as scientific expermient; and the captain dominated by the want of power steps 
downward – towards the weakest link in the chain. Finally everyone depends on everyone, if one cog 
would fall off the wheel change was possible. All in all a very present scenario that could stereotyped 
fit on many constellations of human togetherness. In terms of music the piece is carried by a compiled 
soundtrack in which moments of Alban Berg’s opera sound again and again, mostly in the form 
of Three fragments of Wozzeck for soprano, orchestra and children’s voices ad. Libitum’, that was 
performed one year before the opera’s premiere.

Keywords: Contemporary Dance Theatre, Female Trio, Soundtrack, Bruchstücke für Orchester und 
Stimme, Alban Berg

Production History: Stiftsaal/ Stift Millstatt/ Austria,  Theater Halle 11/ Klagenfurt/ Austria

Video: www.youtube.com/user/netzwerkaks, http://vimeo.com/user15548132/
review/72005622/7d1263be40
 
Contact: buero.akes@ymail.com,netzwerk_aks@yahoo.com

Website: http://www.andreakschlehwein.dance-germany.org

https://www.facebook.com/NetzwerkAks
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Alias Rosalie (Vienna, Austria / Italy) 
Alias Rosalie was founded in 2012. Following the artistic direction of Giovanni Jussi. Losers 
Symphony 2012 at Palais Kabelwerk, Vienna. AT Balance is Everything 2013 at Schloss Broellin. DE 
What does Souvenir remind you of? 2013 Ars Electronica festival Total Recall, Linz. AT The works 
of Alias Rosalie focus on performance as a form of play with theatrical and dance structures, and on 
the combination of media and unusual artistic constellations. Substantial for Alias Rosalie is the play 
with authenticity and clear presence in the very moment of the now, which effects the performers, 
their movement and every presentation. Working within fixed structures, every performance is 
understood as something unique realitve to time, space and all present people. A central component 
of the artistic research is the work with live music, media, and installation elements, within 
contemporary and present contexts. Alias Rosalie understands itself increasingly as an alliance of 
interdisciplinary working artists. For us, Performance, installation, artistic research are an essencial 
part of comunication within our society. 
 
Disciplines: Performing Arts.

Losers Symphony

A team of talented performers and dancers put themselves under the pressure to compete with each 
other. They can’t escape to be part of the game, although the rules aren’t always so clear defined. What 
will happen when everyone is convinced only he or she deserves the title of being the number one? 
A never ending battle? And what will happen when everyone wants to be a loser, and decides to hide 
his talents. Who do we want to be? The one who devotes all his energy to be the best, or the one who 
thinks that the real losers are people who only work, strive and compete and have no time left to enjoy 
life. ‘Losers Symphony’ is about the drive, the dance, the struggle, the crash in the very moment of 
competition. It’s about the sweat and tears of winning and losing. It mocks the idea that the lasts will 
be the first. It celebrates going beyond borders. ‘Losers Symphony’ questions a society that is built 
on competition. What gives us the desire or the need to consider the others as concurrents. Is our 
wish to never be a loser an instinct or a cultural phenomena. Do we immediately recognize who is 
the alpha male or female in a group. Has that something to do with good looks? How sexy is this all 
anyway. Concept: Alias Rosalie / direction: Giovanni Jussi (IT) / dramaturgy: Robert Steijn (NL) / 
assistant: Iliana Estanol (MX) / light: Svetlana Schwin (RU/DE) / sound: Elektro Guzzi (AT) / stage 
and costumes: Otto Krause (AT) / production: Simon Hajos (AT) / performer: Claire Garnier (CH), 
Sebastian Geč (SLO), Agnieszka Dmochowska (PL), Raphaël Michon (FR), Maria Spanring (AT)

Keywords: Performance With Live Electronic Music

Production History: Palais Kabelwerk

Video: www.loserssymphony.com
 
Contact: mail@aliasrosalie.com

Website: http://www.aliasrosalie.com

https://www.facebook.com/AliasRosaliecom?ref=hl
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Davis Freeman / Random Scream  
(Brussels, Belgium) 
Random Scream was created in 1999 to expose the eclectic elements of everyday culture with 
proposed lines of flight for dance, theatre, and visual arts. The projects aim to draw attention to what 
is already there by focusing on our personal interactions and how our choices directly affect each other 
and the community we live in.  Davis Freeman (1969) is a performance artist who has been working 
with Forced Entertainment (Bloody Mess, The World in Pictures), Meg Stuart (Built to Last, Highway 
101, Alibi), Stephan Pucher (Kirshgarten, Snapshots) and Superamas (Big 2, Big 3, Empire).With his 
company Random Scream he has created an extremely eclectic array of work from dance performances 
and theatre works to installations and late night lounge acts. The work is often considered devious 
political theatre or docu-performances and is supported by theaters across Europe and the Belgium 
government. A few of the latest touring works include 7 Promises, Investment, Expanding Energy, 
Too shy to stare, A better place, & Karaoke (ART) 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theatre, Installation, Interactive, Political, Environmental

7 Promises

7 Promises features two ecological preachers (Davis Freeman & Jerry Killick) who call for the 
audience to turn their words into action. We know we’re up against an impending ecological disaster 
but the question is, why are we not doing more about it?  7 Promises looks at these issues with a 
sense of urgency and humor. It’s an evening where we actually change the world together and what 
greater inspiration then free alcohol.  (7 Promises begins with a humorous 15 minute evangelical 
speech about the ecological challenges we currently face today. With a live organist playing in the 
background, they propose 7 promises the audience can make to help offset an ecological disaster. 
For every promise the audience agrees with, they come up to the front of the stage, write down 
their name, get a button that says ‘I made a Promise’ and receive a free shot of vodka. They are 
simple promises that become increasingly harder that tackle some of our ecological challenges. A 
few examples:  Promising to go to a local farmers market and buy 10 euros of food every week for 4 
weeks (cutting down food miles). Buy only second-hand clothes for 6 months (reduce consumption). 
Not eating meat for one month (18% of global warming is attributed to the meat industry). Not fly 
for one year (a 7 hour flight emit 3 tons of CO2 in the air per passenger).  Promising to not having 
children for the rest of your life (exponential growth vrs. limited resources).  By the end of the show 
the audience has become a bit drunk which we sometimes turn into a party and continue to discuss 
our commitments with a laugh.)

Keywords: Devious, Interactive, Environmental, Theater, Humorous, Political

Production History: Kaai Theatre (Brussels), Kampnagel (Hamburg), International Congress 
Of Energy Security (Geneva), Beurschouwbourg (Brussels), Rotterdam Schouwburg, Balto 
Scandl(Estonia)
 
Contact: randomscream@hotmail.com

Website: http://www.randomscream.be
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Joke Raes (Bruges, Belgium) 
Joke Raes’ interdisciplinary work brings about entanglements of sensuous aesthetic caresses and 
repulsiveness. Disorienting elements are merged with archetypal themes, intimidating stickiness, and 
smoothness beside rough prickly nature and unbearable heaviness. Slowness and airy playfulness are 
interwoven with sudden endings. In her polyvalent visual art and performances, Joke Raes works with 
hybrid forms using textiles, ceramics, glass, mirrors etc. Her output reaches across installations, film 
- and live performances, theater costumes and a variety of wearables. With movement as a defining 
aspect in her work, the medium of performance manifests throughout. Its mainly work looking for 
interaction. Her performances bring together dancers, performance and musicians in Hypnagogic and 
hypnopompic slumber images. The short flashes occurring before and after the dream stage, make 
up the basis of many of her pieces. SlumberS is a collective name for creatures that she in new local 
contexts. These hybrid life-works are in continuous flux, evolve over time, as part of an eternal series. 
SlumberS emerged in various identities between 2010 and 2013, as cross-over total concepts. Always 
looking for unusual spaces that have an interaction with her work and trigger her as an artist, she dove 
in the Red Sea in Egypt where she made her knitting works were dance in the water, and went to the 
enigmatic Amazon forest in Peru where she created the Amazon SlumberS performance series. 
 
Disciplines: Film - And Live Performances, Installations,  Drawings, Theater Costumes And A Variety Of 
Wearables

Self-portrait (Captured love)

Joke Raes refers with this work to the pure nudity of the body, a collection of thoughts, fantasies and 
knowledge that’s hidden behind glass rods.  The transparency of the glass facilitates connecting with 
the internal and external worlds. The Cutout drawings are contours of inner worlds of creativity, life 
twists, experiences, emotions, love, knowledge, fullness and opposites. In contrast to the flexible suit 
consisting of organic lines, the woman is enclosed in a shell of ceramics and glass. In opposite of the 
smooth soft body wrapped in textiles, stands the hard and heavy tactility of ceramics and glass. Inner 
stirrings are visible in the laser-cut organic line drawings and are enclosed by a wall, where reality lies. 
Imagination proliferates into infinity and embodies the limits of her reality. She symbolizes ultimate 
freedom and smooth waves, like the dangerously sensual sea.  This apparition consists of lines, curls, 
waves, pleats and is enclosed by a heavy almost unwearable ‘glass Niqab’ of petrified tears and drops.  
The performance was presented to the audience at VanhaerentsArtCollection in Brussels. It was a part 
of her multifaceted performance; Devil’s Advocate. This emerging from the enigmatic entanglements 
of humans with darkness, seduction and (dis-)appearance.  In reflexive, alternate and myriad 
observations of the devil, musical figures disguise themselves in mirror pieces.  Self-portrait (Captured 
love) shows here unattainable love, trapped within themselves.

Keywords: Performance, (Un)Wearable Sculpture, Self-Portait, Captured Love, Enigmatic

Production History: 2013, VanhaerentsArtCollection in Brussels. (www.vanhaerentscollection.com)

Video: www.jokeraes.net
 
Contact: smartyzip@gmail.com

Website: http://www.jokeraes.net

@J_R_SlumberS

https://www.facebook.com/joka.raes
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Mireia Arnella (Brussels, Belgium) 
Mireia Arnella is a contemporary dancer and performance artist.  Her work is action based. She deals 
with ways of detaching from emotions and work with them as playful objects.  Mireia uses her body 
knowledge as a tool to transcend ordinary physical actions.  By going to the extreme of exploring the 
limits between what is inside and outside the body,  the performance becomes a ritual that involves 
everyone in the room.  It’s a ritual that is structured as a game and by playing this game with the 
audience  Mireia gives a certain lightness to the topics she addresses. She finished her studies at the 
Salzburg Experimental Academy of Dance in 2010.  Afterwards she has been involved in dance and 
performance work in cooperation with other artist. Throughout the year 2012 Mireia was an artist 
in residency at Sign6 (Brussels).  There she investigated ways of making performances in which the 
different ingredients make a reality happen.  Interested in rituals, she is in touch with the people 
present where the action is taking place. Mireia Arnella’s work is  born of the need to objectify 
emotions through a language that is physically and verbally encoded through performance. From 
an anthropological perspective where the study of an individual is related to each individual who 
witnesses the work. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Contemporary Dance, Physical Theatre

Ohh FORTUNA!!!

This work comes from the necessity to keep living. While trying to find ways to confront a conflict , 
there was no other way than creating work. Ohh FORTUNA!! It’s a performance that invites you to 
take part of a game of cards.  Every card is related to an action executed by the performer who asks for 
volunteers when necessary.  A card is chosen, the time is set, the action is executed.  This work travels 
between vibrations and tension creating expectation, through entertainment.  Concerned with the 
raw beautiful cruelty and confronted with fear, love and even pain accepting its beauty. For those who 
witness this work, there is an involvement from the beginning. Everyone is invited and welcome to 
enter the game. The people chooses the structure of the performance, not knowing what will happen 
from there, and which is the action that will take place. Some comments received after a play;  It 
works with a raw reality or cruelty. I don’t know what to expect or what is gonna happen next.  It 
made me laugh, but because of the ‘wrong’ reasons. It keeps the tension. I want to leave, but I need 
to see what happens. There is certain aggressiveness, while being gentle and friendly with the people, 
ironic.

Keywords: controversial, confronting, visual poetry, boundaries,  physical limits

Production History: frasq Rencontre de la performance,Le Générateur, Paris. Volksroom Open 
Monday, Brussels. PERFOILINNE_066, Artpotheek and sign6, Brussels. La désinvolture de nos 
gangsters, Les Salaisons, Paris. FRCC, sign6, Brussels.

Video: https://vimeo.com/69709078
 
Contact: meiarnella@gmail.com

Website: http://meiarnella.com
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Planète Concrète (Antwerp, Belgium) 
Planète Concrète is NOT dead. La Bête, PouBelle, GinJeanny, Lilitron and Zé Houseman aka Mister 
Proper aka Da Mahatma. The music of four queens and a slave. Somewhere far out in space. Planète 
Concrète was founded in early 2012 by three artists living in the same house: Margareth, Charlotte 
and Sven. When Charlotte moved out, we got a request to play at a party in a squatted former cloister 
on the backside of the Antwerp Central rail station. Marthe replaced Charlotte and from that moment 
on The Desaster Tour’ started. Afterwards we were asked to play on the Bloemekesfestival at Kavka in 
Antwerp. In the meantime Marleen joined us. We rehearsed intensely for a week and played a great 
show, changing the tour name into You & We’. Another concert followed, on December 8, at the 
River Bar of artist residency AIR in Antwerp; an evening of concerts, performances and installations, 
organized and curated by logement vzw. Shortly after, on December 17, Planète Concrète performed 
a show at ZSenne Art Lab in Brussels. These two shows featured guest appearances by Lili, Helena’s 
persona, who has now joined the group under the name of Lilitron. 
 
Disciplines: Music, Cabaret, Performance Art

You & We Tour

A band, a gang, a performance group, combining the impossible: cabaret and punk, Schlager and 
electronic music, opera and noise – a Gesamtkunstwerk! We don’t have a common ground, a common 
language. We have different intellectual, artistic and professional backgrounds and practices. BUT we 
come together because we want to explore collaboration on stage in many directions - performance, 
music, scenography etc. and because we want to challenge notions of what a band is and can be. We 
all sing, write lyrics, play all instruments and change positions during the concert. Being together 
on a spaceship towards a universe that is not there yet. Hosting the aliens (the audience). A trip 
towards transformation & transgression of the inside and the outside. Planetary constellation games. 
Making new prostheses, writing lyrics, playing a new beat, trying a movement. Creating a space for 
encounters. Creating a space for a really strange show.

Keywords: Queer, Pop, Punk, Fragile, DIY

Production History: Kavka (Antwerp), AIR (Antwerp), ZSenne Art Lab (Brussels), LLS 387 
(Antwerp)
 
Contact: planeteconcrete@gmail.com

Website: http://planeteconcrete.tumblr.com/
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Reckless Sleepers (Gent, Belgium) 
Reckless Sleepers is a company that has been making theatre, performance, and gallery projects since 
1988. In the ever-changing system of artists, colla- borators, ideas, spaces, and processes that the 
com- pany works with, the one thing that remains constant is artistic director, Mole Wetherell. He 
is obsessed with making theatre; with the relationships and responsibilities that exist in these live 
situations; with developing rules, shapes and patterns; with finding new ways to share ideas; with 
having a meaningful dialogue with his audience; with making things, building things, and playing 
with things. Mole’s obsessions, his fixation on a particular thought or idea, are what you see in many 
of Reckless Sleepers’ work. These projects are often seen as an attempt to work something out, to share 
what has been discovered about the obsession in the process of making. They offer questions; they 
start a conversation rather than finishing it. Kevin Egan 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Performance, Live Art,Contemporary Theatre,

The Last Supper

We were asked if we could make a Last Supper project for a festival in Gent, we said yes. The story of 
how it was conceived goes like this... Festival: Would you like to make a last supper project for our 
festival? Mole: Yes.... I’d like to eat last words,  An image of the cook the thief the wife and his lover 
came to mind, a scene where the lover is force fed pages from a book. Tim: Yeah – we could use rice 
paper... A general conversation went on about the idea, last words of famous people, what we knew, 
what we didn’t know, jokes....and then a stranger a man we didn’t know came over to our table and 
said  Stranger: I have these last meal requests from prisoners who were on death row Texas, would 
these be useful? Mole: Yes. And that became the basis of the project, we then worked for a few days 
collecting last words, researching on the then very slow internet, deciding on how we would meet 
an audience, where they would sit, what we would say and then writing what we would say with an 
edible ink pen on small pieces of rice paper, choosing some of the last meal requests, and presented 
a work in progress version. The audience sit around a U shaped table, we eat last words and then we 
serve 13 last meal requests...

Keywords: Last Supper, Last words, Death Row,

Production History: Time festival, Leeds Met Studio, National Review of Live Art, Greenroom, 
Preset,  Hoxton Hall,  The Showroom, Baltic, Phoenix Exeter, Riverside Festival Lincoln, Alsager Arts 
Centre, Limelight,  Niewuwpoort theatre,  Chester university, Tramway, South hill park, Les Halles 
Schaarbeek, CC Hasslet, CC De Werft, IETM - Minard,  Schouwberg Brugge, Nuffield Theatre, 
Arnolfini, La Batie, Vreede Van Utrecht, Curve, Chester Performs, Neat Festival,  Escritanapaisagem, 
West Yorkshire Playhouse / Compass Live Art,  Powerhouse Brisbane, Performance Centre Sydney, 
Exeter Guildhall Unexpected

Video: https://vimeo.com/64879300
 
Contact: molewetherell@reckless-sleepers.co.uk

Website: http://reckless-sleepers.co.uk

@RecklessSleeper

https://www.facebook.com/Reckless-Sleepers/171511027417
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Sara Vilardo (Brussels, Belgium) 
Sara Vilardo is an Italian performing artist living and working in Brussels. She has worked as 
performer and actress with different companies and artists in Italy and Belgium, such as Rodrigo 
Garcia, Davis Freeman, Ensamble Leporello, Verenidge Planeten, Lundahl&Seitl, Tino Sehgal, Cie 
Willy Dorner in between others. She works as maker for her own creations. She is very interested 
in using theatre as the imaginative eye that speaks about reality.In her work she uses the body as the 
main instrument of expression. She is now focused on her artistic work on femininity and how gender 
affects communication in society. The purpose of her work is to create questions in the spectators and 
create poetic ways for exploring reality. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Theatre, Dance, Research, Visual Art, Installation

A room on my own’, ‘I’m looking for the face I had before 
the world was made’, ‘Le mie parole sono uomini/My 
words, they are men’

The work of Sara comes out of the observation and the exploration of the human body. How the 
body affects our presence in society and create an identity of what we are - what the others think we 
are - in front of the gaze of society. How our body affects the communication of the others towards us. 
The work investigates around questions such as the existence of a neutral body, or of when a person 
becomes a person. Specifically: what our bodies tell even if we don’t want them to tell?  Is it really true 
that the ‘body doesn’t lie’? What does a feminine body tells? Is it possible in our society to leave aside 
the fact of being a woman and just be a human being without sexual/gender connotation?Is it possible 
to be considered an human being without having to assume a specific gender distinction?  The 
audience is directly addressed in those questions and put in a position where he feels pushed to pose 
himself those questions, so is an active and necessary part of the performance.

Keywords: Femininity, Gender, Body, Identity, Communication, Gaze

Production History: Les Brigittines’, Working TItle Festival Bruxelles, Stuk, Leuven, B-Motion 
Operaestate Festival, Bassano del Grappa

Video: http://vimeo.com/search?q=Sara+Vilardo 
 
Contact: saravilardo@gmail.com

Website: http://saravilardo.wordpress.com

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sara-Vilardo/614703885222187
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Stef Meul (Brussels, Belgium) 
STEF 2 STEF MEUL STEF MEUL STEF 8 TOO NAIEVE 11 SCHOOL TOO STUPID FOR 
BUSINESS 17 ARROGANT FOR WORK TOO COMPATIBLE 23 LOVE TOO DISTRACTED 
FOR ART 29 MEUL STEF MEUL STEF MEUL STEF 36  TOO NAIEVE FOR SCHOOL TOO 
STUPID FOR BUSINESS TOO ARROGANT FOR 48 TOO COMPATIBLE FOR LOVE TOO 
55 FOR ART 58 MEUL STEF MEUL STEF MEUL STEF MEUL TOO NAIEVE 68 SCHOOL 69 
STUPID FOR BUSINESS TOO ARROGANT FOR WORK 77 COMPATIBLE FOR LOVE TOO 
DISTRACTED 83 ART STEF MEUL STEF 88 STEF MEUL STEF MEUL TOO NAIEVE FOR 
SCHOOL TOO STUPID FOR BUSINESS TOO 102 FOR WORK 
 
Disciplines: Choreography, Performance, Dance, Experiential Design

NAKED RECOURSE

I’ve dreamt of waking up amidst many warm and soft bodies. Their words were of movement and 
almost inaudible sound. Many fears showed up and were forgotten. All kinds of desires passed by and 
left for good. There is something that I can’t keep my mind of. It is about my practice. This thing is 
bugging my brains when trying to fall asleep. How to write it? I can give an example: There is this 
little kid that wants a new toy gun. After endlessly repeating its wish to its parents and grandparents, 
the grandmother takes the kid to the toy store. There the kid gets distracted, there are so many guns to 
choose from, price doesn’t matter, but it can only choose one gun. Time goes by and the kids grandma 
is in desperate need of her afternoon ritual of devouring cake and coffee. The last thing the kid wants 
is to make grandmother grumpy, because for the kid her grumpiness always seems to last for ages. So, 
here is the moment, what will the kid do? -Choose a gun and fire it all along the public space until 
it gets bored of its new toy? -Ask the grandmother to choose a gun for the kid and never play with it 
because grandmothers have such a savory retro taste for personal assault weapons? -Buy a book with 
pictures of all the guns in the world to look at it with grandmother while consuming coffee and cake? 
None of the above will satisfy the kids incorruptible demand, no matter the options offered, so when 
the time to leave the toy store is coming, the kid decides to hide from its grandmother in the last place 
she would look: the barbie house. So, since then the practice has started.

Keywords: Performance, Clitorial, Conversation, Erogenous, Durational

Production History: Uferstudios Berlin, Sign6 Brussels
 
Contact: stef.meul@gmail.com

Website: http://stefmeul.net

@tweetsign6

https://www.facebook.com/stefmeul
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Artur Matuck (São Paulo, Brazil) 
Since 1984, I have been teaching Visual Arts, Performance, Communications and Literature at the 
University of São Paulo. In São Paulo, Brazil, Europe, United States and Canada and Asia, I have 
worked as teacher, researcher, writer, visual artist, video producer, and performer and more recently 
as a media philosopher. Since 1977, I have delivered conferences and workshops on New Media Arts, 
Interactive Television, Telecommunication Arts, Performance Art, and Computer-Generated Writing. 
Since the late 80s I have been planning videocommunication and web-based exchanges between artists 
and individuals from different countries and cultures. In 1990, I have completed a comprehensive 
study on the history of video art and interactive television, which resulted in a book entitled ‘The 
Dialogical Potential of Television’. Medformance - short for media performance - has been a mark 
of my work since the 80s. It examines the possible ways to re-present reality and the self through 
body-media interaction. The production of an auto-medformance launches the self into media-reality 
awareness as reverberations in images, sounds, videos, writing, painting, and drawing are recorded 
and sent back to the body. Auto-medformance or self-medformance engages the self and the body in 
a process of self-discovery and self-construction through the consciousness of media-realities, that is, 
realities forged through body-media interactions. The process is also transmmited to the public, which 
becomes conscious and participant in the medformer’s actions. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Mediatecture, Media History, Media Sciences,  Creative Technologies, 
Media Theory

VOX2SKIN: Exploring the Body thru a Tactile Camera

VOX2SKIN was made possible by a tactile camera - conceived in early 2012 – a webcam connected to 
a rubber glove which allows the hand to become an instrument of video-mediated vision. Examining 
my body with the tactile camera seemed natural, following the first experimentation. The body was 
easily reachable, allowing me to experience myself as never. The result was an engaging process of 
self-touch, -discovery, -imaging and -listening. VOX2SKIN is primarily an examination of one’s 
own body through a tactile camera and continuous talking and listening. The video-vision induces 
the consciousness to reflect, remember and talk about head, hair, eyes, nose, mouth, chest, heart, 
arms, hands, legs, feet, fingers, and genitals. The videohand goes under shirts, pants and underwear, 
touching the skin and the organs from very close. The work favours a sense of body segmentation as 
touch and vision induces the mind naturally to to recover the memory of each organ. The primary 
audience at the small television studio at the University of São Paulo was quite receptive. But as I was 
told afterwards the audience was also somewhat anxious with the possibility of genital exposure that 
it did not actually happened. As I came out of the stage, another performer, a lady, told me to enjoy 
those moments after performance, when we feel a general exhilaration all over our being. She was 
somehow sensitive to the effects that the action has had on myself more than on her. That was quite 
impressive.

Keywords: Medformance, Video Self-Discovery, Tactile Camera, Micro-Camera, Meta-Writing, Audio-
Video-body interaction

Production History: The work was performed and simultaneously transmitted on June 12th, 2012, 
at Ubicities 2, the second edition of a teleperformance festival, I have organized and co-curated with 
Vanderlei Lucentini with the production, participation and performances of graduate students from 
the Interfaculty Graduate Program in Aesthetics and Art History [PGEHA] at the University of São 
Paulo, Brazil.
 
Contact: arturmatuck@gmail.com

Website: http://www.colabor.art.br/arturmatuck/
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Calé Miranda Cia. da Ação! (Rio De Janeiro, Brazil) 
Calé Miranda is a theater director, choreographer and performer. For over 20 years is a professor of 
drama and dance. Trained in mime, mask and body arts. Was artistic director of ‘Cia. Moderna de 
dança do Rio de Janeiro’ and performer of ‘Stanley Hamilton and friends Company’ in London. Since 
2006 is dedicated to butoh dance and has taken classes with the masters: Yoshito Ohno, Carlotta 
Ikeda, Astsuhi Takenouchi, Juju Alishina, Katsura Kan, Tadashi Endo and Nourit Masson-Sekiné, in 
several European countries, and Maura Baiocchi, in Brazil. In his personal research develops the ‘afro-
butoh’ that seeks a relationship between butoh dance and afro-Brazilian mythology described on the 
Candomblé religion- animist religion where the gods are the elements of the nature. He is the artistic 
director of ‘Cia. Da Ação!’ , dance theater company that works on urban interventions, environment 
and site-specific performances, all based in ‘ afro-butoh. ‘ movements. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theatre, Butoh Dance, Performance, Environment Performance

ORÍ

The word ‘Orí’ means ‘head’ in Yoruba (language pan-African) and is designed to identify the Orishas 
who protects the initiated in Candomblé (afro-Brazilian religion). The performance comes from  the 
elements that represent the three Orishas who protects the performer Calé Miranda: Shango- god 
of fire, Yemanja- goddess of seas and Oshalà- god of air. ‘Orí’ is created from mythological stories 
of Candomblé. The performance is divided into three sequential frames: Dance of the fire, dance 
of the seas and dance of the air Afro-Butoh: Since 2006 Calé Miranda investigates the relationship 
between afro-Brazilian mythology  and Japanese butoh dance. The creation part of the mythological 
and animist culture in Candomblé (fire, wind, stone, leaf, water, earth, etc..). Both in butoh as 
Candomblé, the dance come from the interior to the exterior of the body and the performer seeks a 
state body like the trance. We call this our dance ‘afro-butoh ‘, where the creation is made possible 
from the artist’s personal mythology. Soon the whole environment and personal history of the artist 
is a fundamental part of creation. Within this proposal were developed spectacles ‘Orishas Urbaines’ 
outdoor performances in public spaces, ‘Ear and Mushrooms’ piece of dance theater, winner of the 
prize ‘Funarte de teatro Myriam Muniz 2007’, ‘Urban Orishas’ performances street award winner 
Funarte Performing Arts in the Street in 2009, ‘Orum-Aiyê-Orum’ and ‘Na Encruza’- urban 
interventions.

Keywords: Afro-Butoh, Butoh, Dance-Theatre

Production History: VI Festival Bacelona en Butoh’- Barcelona, Espace Culturel Bertin Poirée- Paris, 
Espaço Z- Resende- Brazil

Video: http://youtu.be/92ACYrjrcW4
 
Contact: calemiranda@hotmail.com

Website: http://www.ciadaacao.com.br

https://www.facebook.com/pages/ORI/374266222676243
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Hyenas Collective (Rio De Janeiro, Brazil) 
Formed by Leo Teixeira (leobug), Luciano Rocha and always open for collaboration. The Hyenas 
investigates work done exclusively live, with space for improvisation with what we have available, 
that demonstrates narrative and experimentalism; projects in continuous tension with the perceptive 
experience and the performatic act. Studies of gender in contemporary art, vision of body, sexual 
identity disconnected from LGBT stereotypes and the language of video and internet media as a way 
of emancipation of a new artistic proposal. FROM THE POSSIBILITY of a work ADVENTURE 
from the POSSIBILITY of a work RISK from the POSSIBILITY of a work in CONSTANT 
transformation  from the POSSIBILITY of a work EVOLUTION To contest the present doesn’t 
mean returning to past, it means TO GO FURTHER - Artus Barrio - in relation to labels/fine art 
schools and possibilities. 
 
Disciplines: Live Cinema, Dance, Sound, Sculpture, Telematic, Av Performance

Mercúrio

The performance is done in the Hyenas studio or any designated room and broadcasted live via a 
stream channel to monitors at the exhibiting space with a reverse feed of audio and video of the 
audience to wherever is our studio. This work deals with original sounds, projections, light, interaction 
with the public anywhere in the world. Takes, costumes, webcams, cut, edition, dance, focus and 
body in an unique presentation all done live. Its a contemporary game played by the audience, the 
artist behind the camera (Leobug with the light and technical connections) and the artist in front of 
the camera (Luciano Rocha) using the internet and digital gadgets to connect and make it work. The 
narrative is about the intergalactic adventures of Mercúrio interpreted by the meta-character Lourdes 
Maria. Its a web live art series. At each new venue we show Mercúrio is a ‘new episode’. An evolution. 
Never repeat, never rehearsed. Its a telematic experience as we will be seeing the audience live as well, 
and subtle interaction will take place and will be discovered with time.

Keywords: Live Cinema, AV Performance, Dance, Sound, Telematic

Production History: LPM (Rome/Italy), Oi Futuro Ipanema (Rio/Brazil), Xumucuí Digital Art 
Salon at Museu Casa das Onze Janelas (Belém/BR)

Video: http://vimeo.com/user7260606
 
Contact: as@hyenascollective.com

Website: http://www.hyenascollective.com

@as_hyenas

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Hyenas-Collective/111880765492632?fref=ts#
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Lia Jupter (Sao Paulo, Brazil) 
Lia Jupter is a performer and actress. She divides her time between doing live performances, teathre 
acting and writing (plays and screenplays), as well as practicing medicine (she’s a doctor, and pos-
graduated in general surgery, in a not so long time ago). The intersection of these two areas - art and 
medicine- she called art-and-medical research. As a part of the feminist movement, she did a live 
performance at ‘Doing Gender X- Current Challenges in Feminism’, held in Florianopolis, Brazil, in 
September 2013. Her actual work consists in doing a creative research about vanity and (in) women 
bodies, an how the beauty patterns pressure their bodie’s modification. 
 
Disciplines: Live Performance, Art-And-Medical Research

Ready for the prom

I made this work as a part of a research in women’s bodies and its modifications due to cultural 
pressures. Vanity, beauty patterns, fear of getting old, are all substract for my experiences. As a doctor 
and also a woman patient, I got the feeling that we’ve gone too far, I mean, we really don’t know 
where are we going to. Can this modified body be called a political body? What are the assumptions 
for becoming him political? I made this statement and began to explore how I could make (not 
permanent) changes in my body and reflect about if I was being political or not. It’s not a easy 
question. If we (woman) can make bodie’s modifications as a manner to assume our autonomy and 
independence (because  body is OURS) we also can reflect about it’s consequences. This performance 
is about a woman who is getting ready for the prom, a metaphor for her life.  The first time I did 
this performance, audience was shocked. My bloody face terrified and surprised all of them, but in 
different ways. Some people came to talk to me, after the performance, to tell how was the experience. 
They felt invited  to think about how trivial medical procedures could be so agressive and unnecessary.

Keywords: Vanity, Political Body, Woman

Production History: Doing Gender X- Current Challenges in Feminism- Florianopolis, SC- Brazil
 
Contact: liajupter@yahoo.com.br

Website: http://liajupter.wordpress.com

https://www.facebook.com/liajupter
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Marcelo D’Avilla (São Paulo, Brazil) 
Marcelo D’Avilla is an interdisciplinary creator, a dancer by nature and an artist who investigates the 
body. A performer who incorporates diverse dancing, acting, body art and fine art techniques, he is 
the co-founder of the ‘The Burlesque Takeover’ collective, the first and only active group of burlesque 
performing artists in Brazil, as well as a member and body coach of ‘Desvio Coletivo’, a group that 
merges urban intervention and relational performance theatre. Both groups are based in the city of 
São Paulo. The pieces created seek to empower the human organism as a tool to question gender roles, 
to provoke the audience and the social environment. The versatile artist aims to attain and invoke 
respect for the living creature through his multiple outlooks on life and its singularities, using his own 
body as a path to spread the word for these unspoken voices. D’Avilla uses pop art and pop culture as 
tools to bend political rules, recombining transgression as he cross-references multi symbolic artists 
and sources, not only looking for a form of art that is unique, but also a sui generis way to express, 
create catharsis and entertain. His aim is to enthrall and enlighten as he goes from choreography to 
acting, from body preparation to performance, from scenography to puppetry, from costuming to 
nudity, from live to online, from X and Y to respecting all beings. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Bodyart, Boylesque, Live Painting, Installation, Choreographer

Gender Freeeak

In the act the artist takes on his alias ‘Sete de Ouros’ (which may be translated both as Seven of 
Gold and Seven of Diamonds) and shapes himself into a new body, with a fresh sexuality, image and 
movimentation. Using simple organic materials, the performer aims to extricate new body structures 
which will be transformed into sensations, feelings and desires. Questioning the orientation of 
burlesque, the performer claims the transgression of his gender by changing his own sexuality and 
sensuality before the crowd, transforming his body into a request for respect and space regarding the 
discussion of the social construction of gender and identity. In the course of this reverse striptease 
act, designed to deconstruct choreography and bareness, the dancer surfaces his bodily manifest in a 
manner that supports the tool of his trade, his power over it, the enhancement of its mechanism, it’s 
transmutation, renewal and reintegration into live action. By outwitting each pattern and exploring 
every restriction while saying NO to exclusion, this performance accesses the limits between social and 
gender roles, aesthetics and pop culture, creating art in its own time and leading the audience through 
a simple and unique place where it will be dazzled by a cutting edge approach to body investigation in 
a visual act.

Keywords: Gender, Transmutation, Transgression, Bodyart, Boylesque, Visual Art

Production History: Pop Porn Festival - São Paulo

Video: https://vimeo.com/72743151
 
Contact: davilla.marcelo@gmail.com

Website: http://www.marcelodavilla.wordpress.com

@marcelodavilla

https://www.facebook.com/Se7eDeOuros
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Mirella Brandi and Muepetmo (São Paulo, Brazil) 
Mirella Brandi is a Light Artist and Muep Etmo is an experimental musician. They have researched 
and created experimentation projects with unique artistic languages since 2006, always exploring, 
through image and sound, their capabilities of perceptive transformation in different artistic spheres, 
developing audiovisual languages that generate individualized narrative pathways and which 
employ live creation to expand these characteristics. They explores expanded language that explores 
experimental narratives in the audiovisual universe, moving away from the screen and finding 
insubstantial support between the spectator and the artist. Why we do make this work Contemporary 
art, in its many unfoldings, points to collaborative creative processes, to the union of more and more 
undefined artistic languages and formats. We are therefore looking for an artistic plunge through 
research and experimentation, aiming at understanding or merely questioning how art interferes and 
reflects the world we live in and which is constantly changing around us. 
 
Disciplines: Immersive, Audiovisual, Performance

BRANCO and CRUSH

BRANCO ( WHITE) is an immersive audiovisual performance that employs music, visual and 
performing arts, languages which merge in this project through the concepts of expanded cinema. 
Artists and audience are involved in an immersive audiovisual environment, which finds its 
connections in the subconscious generating a narrative trajectory created through the basic elements 
of cinema: light and sound. CRUSH  is a contemporary dance project that engages in audiovisual 
narratives to explore the limits of a body in the midst of specific interferences of today’s world and 
its direct influences on the body and individuality of the contemporary urban being. Crush’s central 
theme is the urban contemporary being. Body, audiovisual, space and dramaturgy are researched in a 
continuous and independent choreographic process, which relies on inter-relation of space and time 
to alter states of perception. The performances can be presented in enclosed spaces that have at least 
20 square meters, or auditoriums and theaters that have between 80 and 500 places. The audience sits 
during the presentation and the act/ display happens among the spectators.

Keywords: Immersive Audiovisual Performance, Audiovisual, Contemporary Dance, Expanded Cinema, 
Contemporary Art, Light Artist, Experimental Music, Performance

Production History: MIS ( Museum of the Image and Sound), Sesc Ipranga, Sesc Consolação ( São 
Paulo); Oi Futuro (Rio de Janeiro); Tangente ( Montreal)

Video: http://vimeo.com/69697680
 
Contact: brandimirella@gmail.com

Website: http://www.mirellabrandixmuepetmo.com

@migsbrandi

https://www.facebook.com/mirellabrandi and https://www.facebook.com/muepetmo
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Sophiline Arts Ensemble (Phnom Penh, Cambodia) 
Like western ballet, Cambodian classical dance is a technically complex and aesthetically beautiful, 
refined and stylized form with a codified vocabulary and body line/silhouette. Both genres were 
nurtured in the court, and story-based dances are hallmarks of each.  In Cambodian classical dance, 
these dramas typically take place in a mytho-poetic realm populated by gods and kings, demons 
and fantastical beings. During the 20th century, western ballet makers began experimenting, 
seeking to extend this form’s vocabulary, subject matter, and audience.  Cambodian classical dance 
is now undergoing its own sea change.  Since 1999, Sophiline Cheam Shapiro has been expanding 
Cambodian classical dance’s possibilities through works that push against the form’s boundaries by 
enlarging the movement and gestural vocabularies, introducing new narrative devices, originating 
movement patterns, and experimenting with musical accompaniment, setting and costume – all of 
which were once considered inviolate.  Cheam Shapiro’s choreographic patterns are dynamic and 
sometimes asymmetrical; movement flows out of but is not restricted to codified gesture, vocabulary 
or posture.  Inventive partnering and lifts define and reinforce relationships and add dimensionality 
and tensions to the stage frame.  Her work  explores issues of morality and how they relate to 
Cambodia’s turbulent modern history. This rigorous, robust experimentation links her and her 
company, Sophiline Arts Ensemble, to dance-makers across the globe such as Senegal’s Germaine 
Acogny, Indonesia’s Sardono, and India’s  Chandralekh. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Cambodian Classical Dance And Music

A Bend in the River

Conceived and choreographed by Sophiline Cheam Shapiro for 15 dancers, seven musicians, a vocalist 
and a cheekily unreliable narrator, A Bend in the River is a contemporary telling of a Cambodian 
village tale of love, heartbreak, vengeance, consequence and redemption.  In A Bend in the River, 
Cheam Shapiro breaks with mythological story lines to set her work on earth rather than in heaven, 
and among humans and animals rather than among gods and fantastic creatures.  Characters include 
Moha the crocodile, the lovely Kaley, a young woman whose family, fearing the unknown, attacks 
the unsuspecting croc and are subsequently killed by it, a narcissistic mother, a reclusive hermit, 
village mobs and more. Internationally renowned sculptor Sopheap Pich has created the large-
scale rattan crocodile puppets with and within which the dancers perform, as they bring the story’s 
central characters to life.   Him Sophy’s score for pin peat ensemble, the percussive and woodwind 
instrumental group that accompanies classical dance, replaces standard musical themes with original 
polyphonic leitmotifs.  Instruments include a multi-level gong and xylophone commissioned 
specifically for A Bend in the River. The cast is costumed in lighter, more transparent materials than 
the heavy velvets and brocades traditionally employed in classical dance.  A Bend in the River is first 
and foremost a spellbinding tale full of intriguing characters and plot turns.  We rush to vengeance 
rather than justice at our own peril.  Crocodiles have been known to eat their young, after all.

Keywords: Dance, Music, Puppetry, Classical, World, Cambodia, Asia

Production History: Northop Concerts & Lectures, Minneapolis; The Joyce Theater, New York City.

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rJH9yiBqRw0
 
Contact: info@khmerarts.org

Website: http://www.khmerarts.org/sophiline-arts-ensemble/

https://www.facebook.com/groups/230711743610668/
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Anandam Dancetheatre/Brandy Leary  
(Toronto, Canada) 
Brandy Leary Artistic Director: Anandam Dancetheatre I create contemporary performances 
through dance based entry points. I view this work as part of a distinctly poly-cultural tradition 
that integrates techniques and perspectives from East and West and defies easy categorization.  This 
work has been produced in Canada, Europe, India and the USA in theatres, urban environments, 
festivals, museums and isolated landscapes.  I have lived between Canada and India for the past 15 
years training, collaborating and creating in the traditional Indian performing languages of Seraikella 
and Mayurbhanj Chhau (dance), Kalarippayattu (martial art) and Rope Mallakhamb (aerial rope). 
In Canada I work with western approaches to aerial rope work and the bridge discipline of Axis 
Syllabus to support choreographic creations that are interested in site specific ness and non-traditional 
audience/performance relationships that base themselves in ritual and participatory structures drawn 
from the spectrum of my artistic practice.   My current work and processes are focused on exploring 
performative constructs that renegotiate the relationship between audience and performer through 
transmission, transformation, participation, and fluid shifts in perspective in the performance event. 
It asks how these adaptable and permeable systems can operate both inside and outside traditional 
European performance structures. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Contemporary Circus, Choreographic Installation, Site Specific, Contemporary 
Performance,

Divergent Dances

Why did you make it? Divergent Dances was originally a production collaboration between Anandam 
Dancetheatre and the Bata Shoe Museum in Toronto (designed by architect Raymond Moriyama).  
I was the resident choreographer there from 2010-2012, creating work with the architecture and 
public spaces of the building.  Since its original creation the work has been presented in different 
settings as a malleable continuing choreographic exploration. What is it About?  Falling. Adaptability. 
Collaboration. Slowing down the busy-ness/density of city spaces, creating shared communal spaces/
dances through performance activities, participatory performance, and shared responsibility.  How 
does the Audience Experience it? In their own way.  The performance happens in several places 
simultaneously and the audience is free to move through the performance, take photos and at times 
are directly involved in crafting the shape of the choreography each time.

Keywords: Architecture, Public Space, Participatory, Aerial, Ritual, Transmission

Production History: Bata Shoe Museum (Toronto), Young Centre (Toronto), Collective Space 
(Toronto)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5049CMunwbI
 
Contact: brandy_ca_2000@yahoo.com

Website: http://www.anandam.ca

@anandamdance

https://www.facebook.com/AnandamDancetheatre
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Cryptozoology Playground (Toronto, Canada) 
Cryptozoology Playground creates performance adventures of a fantastical sort. We make multi-
disciplinary immersive performance that embraces imagination and spectacle while often exploring 
social and environmental themes.Lead by artistic instigator Zita Nyarady, in collaboration with a 
network of talented artists, Cryptozoology Playground draws from a variety of artistic territories 
including (and not limited to) dance, theatre, stilt-walking, circus arts, slack line, music, mask, clown, 
poetry and puppetry.It is our hope that through the usage of spectacle we can create playful discussion 
on the different ways in which we interact with the world. 
 
Disciplines: Stilt Walking, Dance, Theatre, Site Specific, Circus, Environmental Theatre

Bird Brains and City Hearts

Provoked by news stories on migratory birds and fatal light pollution, Bird Brains and City Hearts is 
a stilt walking promenade. Three tall birds (and one musical squirrel) travel through the city looking 
for a place to rest their nest. As they explore the city they might just ask you (in their bird language) 
to help build their nest. A nest that evolves from location to location depending on what items 
(twigs, leaves, garbage etc.) they find to add.Many any questions flutter about the brains of these 
birds. What makes an ideal home? What prevents us from resting in certain spots? How do animals, 
of both the bird and people kind, survive in the city?  Will that person on the bench feed us some 
bread crumbs!?!!?The birds will keep on wandering and wondering as they continue to explore their 
surroundings where ever they may land.

Keywords: Stilt Walking, Environmental Theatre, Sit Specific, Promenade, Birds, Spectacle

Production History: Theatre Passe Muraille (2012 Toronto)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZsnL0gmQng
 
Contact: cryptozoologyplayground@gmail.com

Website: http://cryptozoologyplayground.com

@birdbrains3
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Dana Gingras/Animals Of Distinction (Montréal, 
Canada) 
Dana Gingras is an artist whose works have established her has a game-changing, boundary-pushing 
choreographer, performer and film-maker. As an artist it is Gingras’ goal to explore the full depths 
of interdisciplinary, personal, and physical collaboration: to amplify the sense of physical possibility, 
to show what bodies are capable of, and to allow this focus to manifest in the most innovative way 
possible. Through her multi-media performance company, Animals of Distinction, established in 
2006, Dana has fostered the creation of cutting-edge works with innovative collaborations across all 
mediums and artistic practices, shaped by the possibilities of new technologies and cultural shifts. 
The company produced Smash Up, a collaboration with animators/programmer James Paterson and 
Amit Pitaru conceived as a collision between dance, animation and sound. Since the work’s premiere 
at the 2008 Festival TransAmériques it has been presented in various forms across Canada, the United 
States and Europe in traditional theatres, alternative venues and interactive design conferences. The 
company’s second full-length work, Heart As Arena (2011) features a site-specific radio installation by 
sound artist Anna Friz and in 2013 Heart As Arena: nocturne evolved out of this full length work.  In 
addition Gingras has directed numerous short films including What Is Mine Is Yours for Let Them 
Eat LACMA an event at the Los Angeles County Museum Of Art in 2010 that was presented as a 
video/performance installation.  Dana is an Associate Dance Artist of Canada’s National Arts Centre. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Dance, Film, Sound, Installation

Heart As Arena::nocturne

Heart as Arena  (co production of the CanDance Network Creation Fund and Festival 
TransAmériques ) is a collaboration between choreographer Dana Gingras and sound artist Anna Friz. 
A full-length show for five dancers, with a suspended, tilted ‘arena’ of Crosley retro radios overhead, 
and a host of mid-century transistor radios on the floor manipulated by the dancers directly. Radios 
are triggered by dancers’ movements, dancers are propelled by the search for songs of love embedded 
in the static of the radiophonic landscape. The physically demanding choreography embodies the 
socio-technical relations of push and pull, desire, repulsion, and interference. The piece was born from 
direct experiences of longing and displacement; and from the paradoxes of intimacy and distance. The 
fundamental desire to connect, despite obstacles of time and distance, is a central paradigm of human 
communication.  Heart as Arena: nocturne is a multimedia durational work for two performers which 
can be presented in traditional venues or as an installation in gallery spaces/alternative venues. The 
work explores ideas of receptivity, transmission, and the invisible language of electricity that animates 
heart, mind, and muscle. In the dream of the digital future, radio, like love and imperfect bodies, was 
supposed to be left behind in favour of more transcendental versions of wirelessness. What we find is 
that there is no such thing as dead air: the radio landscape is alive though connections are fragile and 
prone to interference, urgently vibrating with activity, temporary and unstable.

Keywords: Performance, Dance, Radio, Sound, Installation, Art

Production History: The Cultch (Vancouver),  National Arts Centre (Ottawa), L’Agora de la Danse 
(Montréal), The Centennial Theatre (Sherbrooke), La Salle Multi (Québec City)

Video: https://vimeo.com/27749744
 
Contact: dana@animalsofdistinction.org

Website: http://www.animalsofdistinction.org

https://www.facebook.com/animalsofdistinction
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Dorotea Saykaly (Montreal, Canada) 
Dorotea has been dancing with Compagnie Marie Chouinard where has since 2006. She has had 
the opportunity to performed lead roles and solos such as Prelude to the Afternoon of the Faun and 
other repertoire pieces such as Orpheus and Eurydice and bODY_rEMIXSince 2010, she has been 
experimenting with screen dance and has choreographed and performed in two collaborations with 
director Duncan McDowall. The first short film entitled PAINTED (2011) has been screened at 
film festivals internationally, namely dance Camera West, Cinedans, FIFA and Dance on Camera in 
New York city. Brief Candle, the second short film which was recently finished this Summer 2013, 
has already been accepted to this years Festival du Nouveau Cinema in Montreal and is in official 
competition. While continuing to explore the possibilities in screen dance and is embarking on a third 
project with Duncan McDowall, she also has a strong interest in installation performances.  In July 
2012, she co-produced and co-created a one hour interactive collective performance entitled Ricochet. 
It took place in Montreal’s Ste-Brigitte de Kildaire church within the framework of the Rope+Thread 
exhibit.  In October 2013, she was invited to perform in the Harlem Art Factory Fest which will 
took place New York city. In A Box is a 2 hour installation revolving around the theme of the couple. 
She wanted to explore the notion of instant choreography and intense physical situations that would 
unleash an emotional state. She continues to investigate these various forms of performance and 
movement evolution. 
 
Disciplines: Ballet, Contemporary, Acting, Voice Work

In A Box

In A Box is a situation, an environment, a cocoon. Revolving around the theme of the couple, this 
installation studies the unions and collisions of two people in a relationship. The intent is to create 
an intimate habitat in which the performers can feel free to tap into concrete emotional states 
through various physical impostitions (ex: restriction) and merge into one and other. In an open 
space scattered with men’s dress shirts, two chairs and one bed, visitors are invited to observe the 
interactions, fluctuations, obstacles and solutions found by the couple from a close distance. An 
hommage to dedicating oneself to another being that can make us cry, laugh, love, hate, sleep and 
be sleepless.Created by: Dorotea SaykalyPerformers: Dorotea Saykaly and Gerard ReyesMusic: Karl 
Turpin Bourque, https://www.facebook.com/LIMMTL

Keywords: Live, Installation, Dorotea, Saykaly, Intimate, Gallery

Production History: 126 St West, New York city (Open gallery space in Harlem)
 
Contact: dorosay@gmail.com

Website: https://www.facebook.com/dorotea.saykaly

@Dorosay

https://www.facebook.com/dorotea.saykaly
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Freya Björg Olafson (Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada) 
Freya Björg Olafson is an intermedia artist who works with video, audio, painting and performance. 
Her creations have been presented and exhibited internationally at venues such as SECCA - 
SouthEastern Center for Contemporary Art (North Carolina), OchoYmedio / Alas de la Danza 
(Quito, Guayaquil and Manta in Ecuador), The National Arts Center (Ottawa), Sequences Real Time 
Media Arts Festival (Iceland) and Medea Electronique / Onassis Cultural Center (Athens, Greece).  
Conceptually, Freya is engaged in an ongoing exploration of the theme of identity. In AVATAR 
(2008 - 2012) she examined outward methods of creating, validating and disseminating one’s identity 
through the use of technology and the Internet. This series resulted in a 60minute performance, 
fourteen paintings, an online live-streamed performance, and six videos. Freya’s solo performance 
AVATAR received the ‘Buddies In Bad Times Vanguard Award’ at the Summerworks Theatre Festival 
in Toronto and toured across 7 provinces in Canada, 4 states in the USA, three cities in Ecuador 
as well various excerpts were shown across six countries in Europe. To develop her work Freya has 
benefitted from residencies: most recently through EMPAC - Experimental Media & Performing Arts 
Center (Troy, New York), Atlantic Center for the Arts (Florida), Plug In ICA (Summer Institute) and 
Studio 303 (Montréal). Freya combines her 10 years of professional dance training with the directness 
of her performance, video and theory studies from her completion of an MFA in New Media from the 
Transart Institute / Donau Universitat in Krems, Austria. 
 
Disciplines: Video, Performance, Dance, Visual, Interdisciplinary, Cinema

HYPER_

At the intersection of performance, visual and digital arts, HYPER_ explores the limits of perception. 
By shifting the dimensionality of the live body in relationship to the immersive screen HYPER_ 
moves between 2D and 3D representations of corporeality. The work inherently becomes a site for 
expanded choreography where bodies and disembodied technology mix. The performer’s physique 
is dissected and transformed, disappearing and merging with the stage and screen. Animated by a 
series of transformations, layered and colorful, the body becomes our dreamscape.   HYPER_ deploys 
an intriguing combination of HYPER_ deploys an intriguing combination of lo-tech [UV light, 
phosphorescent paint and 3D glasses] alongside hi-tech video projection to create stunning illusions 
and reflect the body as permeable. The performance premiered to standing ovations on September 
5, 2013 in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Olafson’s most recent award winning work AVATAR achieved 
international success, touring across seven provinces, four states, three cities in Ecuador, as well as 
various showings across six countries in Europe. Her work has been recognized for its innovation, 
interdisciplinarity, evocative imagery, dark humour and was called ‘Incontournable (Not to be 
missed)’ by Le Devoir in Montréal. Duration: 60 mins note: The audience can wear 3D Chromadepth 
glasses for parts of the second half of HYPER_. The glasses create a false sense of depth by isolating 
color - red comes to the foreground and blue falls furthest into the background - all the other colors 
follow in order of the rainbow.

Keywords: Corporeality, Body, Ontology, 3D, Authenticity, Cyber, Virtual

Production History: Premiered at the núna (now) festival in September 2013  |||||  The HYPER_ 
series received production and residency supports from: EMPAC – Experimental Media and 
Performing Art Center  (Troy, New York) Studio 303 – Danse & Arts Indisciplinés (Montréal, 
Quebec) Latitude 53 – Center for Visual Culture (Edmonton, Alberta)

Video: https://vimeo.com/74437648    password: excerpts
 
Contact: curious@freyaolafson.com

Website: http://www.freyaolafson.com

https://www.facebook.com/freya.olafson.5
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John G. Boehme (Victoria, Canada) 
What interests me as an artist is the ongoing reformulation of a set of key interests. These interests 
are drawn from my observations of some of Western society’s less considered compulsions. Looking 
into the performance of gender, specifically masculinity, the valorization of labour, the pursuit of 
leisure, and the marshalling of amity, I explore language and paralanguage, that is, both the spoken 
and gestural aspects of human communication. Live artwork presents a direct relationship with 
material, with action and process, with human interaction. As I understand it, physical involvement 
is the most embodied way in which to create meaning. Through durational works both the artist and 
the audience gain access to the experience uniquely available through such commitment. This is of 
course the archetypal modality of ‘performance art’, an experience that unfolds through an extended 
period of time. Nothing can replace that learning, that specific duration of being. But although there 
is no alternative to the durational aspect of performance per se, I remain interested in the question 
of representation of performance. I believe that art is rendered ultimately in the social domain. With 
regard to multi-disciplinary works, I prefer the alternative term ‘trans-disciplinary’, as it refers to 
integration between media, as opposed to, say, a sequential use of different forms. For instance, I 
employ performance, video, audio and objects simultaneously in a number of my pieces. I am not 
constrained to any particular mode; rather, I utilize integrated approaches within my practice. 
 
Disciplines: Trans-Disciplinary, Performance Art

Sandbox Psychology

Explorations into Labour, Leisure and Sport Berlin, Germany TESLA, 2 sunlamps 1 gallon skin tone 
sunscreen 1 gallon tropical sun oil 10 Mai Tai’s 1 miniature horseshoe game 1 miniature croquet 
game 1 g-string bathing suit 1 outdoor chaise lounge 1 sun umbrella ACTION: Sunlamps on 1 hour, 
sunscreen body followed by oil body, ask audience to feed me Mai Tai drinks while playing both 
miniature croquet and horseshoe on my screened oiled body. Performance is over when sunlamps turn 
off 1 hour.

Keywords: Explorations Into Labour, Leisure, & Sport

Production History: Solo Exhibitions 2011 MEME 55 Norfolk St. Cambridge, MA, USA 02139, 
2007 Exploration in Labour, leisure, & Sport, Nanaimo Art Gallery, Nanaimo BC    
CAMAC, Marnay sur Seine France, 2006 University of Northern Iowa, Waterloo Art Center, 
Iowa  2003, Western Front, Vancouver, BC (curated)  Khyber Arts Centre, Halifax, Nova Scotia 
(curated) Gallery Farbiarnia, Bielsko Biala, Poland (curated) Ministry of Casual Living, Victoria, 
BC, Canada,  2002 AKA Artist Run Centre, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan (curated), 2001 Trace: 
installaction artspace, Wales, UK (curated), 2000 Open Space Gallery, Victoria, BC, Canada (curated) 
articule, Montreal, QC (juried) HAVANA, Vancouver, BC, (curated), 1999 Western Front Lodge, 
Vancouver, BC (curated) C.I.T. University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, Canada, 1998 Uno Festival of 
Solo Performance Victoria, BC, Canada. (Juried), 1997 Banff Centre for the Arts, Banff, Alberta, 
Canada Rogue Art, Victoria, BC, Canada (curated) Grunt Gallery, Vancouver, BC, Canada (curated) 
Struts Gallery, Sackville, New Brunswick (juried) Group Exhibitions, 2010 The Video Body: The 
Private Self as Public Nanaimo Art Gallery, Nanaimo, BC, 2009 Assume Nothing Art Gallery of 
Greater Victoria, Victoria, BC  Grace Space, Brooklyn,NY, 2008Western Front Vancouver, BC XVI 
Sound Symposium, Nfld, 2007 Pathetic Fallacy, International Helen Pitt Gallery, Vancouver,BC  
Voice++, OPENSPACE,Victoria,BC  Culture Crash SAW Gallery, Ottawa, Ontario    
Trace:Traces Howard Gardens Gallery, Cardiff, Wales RPM, Deluge Contemporary Art, Victoria, BC, 

Contact: johngboehme@shaw.ca

Website: http://people.finearts.uvic.ca/~jgboehme/

@johngboehme
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Kate Barry (Toronto, Canada) 
I am a Canadian, Toronto-based, multi-disciplinary artist. I explore themes related to the human 
body, and I question notions of agency, desire and subjectivity through drawing, video and 
performance. As a feminist, queer, artist investigating the performative capacity of the human body, 
I am concerned with the changing role of the audience in contemporary art. I present my artwork 
in museums and galleries as well I perform in public spaces, including city streets, alleyways, and 
courtyards. In 2009 I was invited by the National Gallery of Canada to perform Victorine Meurent 
in their twentieth-century permanent collection galleries. Victorine Meurent is a tableau vivant 
based on Édouard Manet famous painting Olympia.  I lived in Vancouver, Canada for more than 
ten years and received my B.F.A. from Emily Carr University. I was based in Ottawa from 2004 
to 2010 where I completed my M.F.A. at the University of Ottawa. I have exhibited or performed 
works curated through the National Gallery of Canada, Carleton University Art Gallery (Ottawa), 
Galerie SAW Gallery (Ottawa), and The Rider Project (New York City) and Glad Day Event Space 
(Toronto). I have also self-produced work at the Musée d’Orsay (Paris, France) and Art Gallery of 
Ontario (Toronto, Canada). I have won several awards for my work including Best Emerging Artist 
Nomination, RBC and Ottawa Council for the Arts (2010); Charles Gagnon Scholarship, University 
of Ottawa (2007); Entrance Scholarship, University of Ottawa (2007); Dennis Tourbin Fund, 
Ottawa, (2007), as well as several recent grants form the Ontario Arts. 
 
Disciplines: Visual Art, Performance, Feminism, Queer Studies

Lesbian Love Letter

I felt beautiful standing there in your arms. All I want is you and all I have ever wanted is you. I love 
you.’ This quote is taken from a found letter written to a young woman, from her female lover. It is 
the inspiration for my performance Lesbian Love Letter. In my 2013 performance I focus on three 
actions: balloon blowing, applying a honey-mask and writing a love letter. The performance begins as 
I lay on my back, slowly blowing up 9 pink balloons and 1 gigantic red one. The act of blowing up 
balloons is focused on the action of breathing and it is a means to direct attention to the body. The 
balloons also act as a metaphor representing one’s lover(s). During the second action, I apply four 
pounds of honey to my face, neck and arms. The honey is very beautiful, golden and opulent. I chose 
honey as a medium because it adds a strong aesthetic to the overall piece. The honey-mask references 
artist Joseph Beuys’ seminal performance, ‘How to Explain Pictures to a Dead Hare.’ In part three 
of this performance I slowly standup and my face, neck, arms and hands are completely covered in 
glowing honey. I then write a short love letter on a paper scroll that is attached vertically to the wall. I 
write the letter large enough for the audience to read, as if I am writing directly to them.

Keywords: Feminism, Queer, Performance Art, Sexuality, Gender, Letter, Writing, Space, Body, Movement, 
Live Art, Subjectivity, Desire, Love, Vulnerability, Agency, Relationships

Production History: National Gallery of Canada, Carleton University Art Gallery (Ottawa), Galerie 
SAW Gallery (Ottawa), The Rider Project (New York City) and the Musée d’Orsay (Paris, France), 
Glad Day Event Space (Toronto)  and Art Gallery of Ontario (Toronto, Canada).
 
Contact: kate@katebarry.com

Website: http://www.katebarry.com/

https://www.facebook.com/pages/katebarrycom/276805692346288
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Kevin Jesuino (Vancouver, Canada) 
Kevin Jesuino is an emerging artist and performance practitioner devoted to theatre and technology 
experimentation through interdisciplinary research, performance creation and education. He is 
intrigued by notions of transhumanism, incorporating the machine as another player on stage or in an 
installation and investigating our relation to one another and everything around us. He lives within 
the negative space and asks of his audience to explore the unseen phenomena of our living world.  He 
is a graduate from Grant MacEwan University (Diploma in Theatre Arts) and the University of British 
Columbia (BFA Interdisciplinary Performance) where he graduated with distinction with a Medal 
in Fine Arts.  From 2006-09 he founded and was the Artistic Producer of New City Collective, a 
site specific performative installation based company which was based out of Bangkok, Thailand. He 
has also produced under the company name Mixed Parallel Performance Co. and today works as an 
independent performance and video/projection installation artist exploring live art and new media. 
He has also presented both graphic, video and interactive projection design work in the context of 
art gallery installations, most notably ‘XY* Series’ (2013, Calgary Pride Festival; 2012, UBCO FINA 
Gallery; 2012, Alternator Centre for Contemporary Art), ‘Aquarium’ (2013, Alternator Centre for 
Contemporary Art), ‘You Are The Only One Living’ (2013, UBCO FINA Gallery) along with ‘Os 
Telemoveis’ which was presented in Tondela, Portugal as part of a 2 week artist residency in Spring 
2013. 
 
Disciplines: Director, Performer, Projection Designer, Installation Artist, Video Artist, Technologist

Finding Pessoa

Finding Pessoa took 10 years to write. Having been brought up in a Portuguese household, Jesuino 
became inspired by Fernando Pessoa, an early 20th century Portuguese writer who wrote under 
countless names but was never acknowledged by his real name until after his death. Intrigued by this 
authors projection of character and his understanding that he could be anyone he made himself out 
to be, Jesuino devised this biographical piece to explore modern-day individuals ability to project 
ourselves through the lens of our multiple online identities. Be it curating our Facebook walls or 
advertising our professional skills on LinkedIn, seducing viewers of our dating profiles or creating a 
community in an online forum, Fernando Pessoa represents those other people who live within us.  
The audience experiences the show by interacting online with whatever social media tool they wish to 
use. Audience members are encouraged to leave their mobile phones on during the show and are asked 
to take photos or comment, post, pin or tweet throughout the show using their smart phones. As of 
today, the hash-tag #findingpessoa has built a database of viewership from three different presentations 
of this show. Each presentation directly interacts with the online posts made by the audience members 
to further explore this theme of projected and curated identities of our modern day world.  The work 
is entirely lit with video mapping projection and has very little technical needs on the part of the 
venue.

Keywords: Portugese, Online, Projection, technology, biography, identity, #findingpessoa

Production History: University of British Columbia’s Okanagan Campus, Alternator Centre for 
Contemporary Art, Chilliwack Directors Festival

Video: https://vimeo.com/73741894
 
Contact: kevinjesuino@gmail.com

Website: http://www.kevinjesuino.com

@kevinjesuino

https://www.facebook.com/artistkevinjesuino
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Linda Rae Dornan (Sackville, Canada) 
I am an interdisciplinary artist creating performance, installation, video and audio art about language, 
the body, and memory. Recent projects include a road movie, ‘Walking with EB’ in the CD/DVD ‘I 
am in need of music’ by Suzie LeBlanc, ‘Remember,’ a performance in Beijing about our connection 
to land and place, and ‘Topophilia,’ a two projector video score for the music group Motion Ensemble 
to improvise from. My work has been shown in North and South America, Asia and Europe. One of 
my pleasures is to program a weekly late night audio art radio show in Sackville. Experimenting and 
exploring is a way of life to me. I see performance work as a hybrid inclusive of physicality, politics, 
ideas, and anything else. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Writing, Installation, Video, Sound, Language, Body

Where the Bee Sucks

This is a performance about how we inhabit our lives and about the particularity of place in our 
psyches. It includes video and spoken text with singing, sound making, and original soundtracks 
commissioned from composer Ian Crutchley.  The whole reflects sensual, emotional and psychological 
experiences where verbal and gestural languages intersect in a spatial and sensual world of 
communication, inclusive of the non-human world. The performance’s allegorical format stretches 
over a twenty year period in eight chapters, including both quirky and serious elements about life. 
The audience faces the two screens and the performer as the soundtracks and the videos play (Isadora 
software controlled).

Keywords: Memory, Body, Loss, Senses, Poetry, Song

Production History: Sackville Music Hall, OK.Quoi?! Festival

Video: https://www.facebook.com/linda.dornan
 
Contact: lindaraedornan@gmail.com

Website: http://lindaraedornan.ca

https://www.facebook.com/linda.dornan
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Michael Palumbo (Montréal, Canada) 
Michael Palumbo is a computer musician and performance artist whose work explores networked 
performance, augmented musical instruments, and existing and emergent control in performance and 
audience interactivity. His works have been presented at the Toronto Electroacoustic Symposium, 
Audio Engineering Society Convention, Eastern Bloc, The University of Toronto Festival of Original 
Theatre, Stazione di Topolo, and Concordia University. He is the founder of objetsonore.com, and is 
working towards a BFA in Electroacoustic Studies at Concordia University, Montreal. 
 
Disciplines: Computer Music, Electroacoustic Performance,

CrossTalk

CrossTalk is an electroacoustic performance in which the audience and two singers interact with 
each other through a single augmented instrument, developed in Pd. The instrument analyzes the 
performers’ incoming signals and maps them to signal-processing parameter-controls in real time. 
An extension of using music information retrieval technology to control actions and processing, 
CrossTalk maps the control data to the opposite performer and therefore each singer is at once both a 
performer, and controller of the other’s signal. It is a piece about control. It explores the ways in which 
control structures affect the relationships between performers; performers and their audience; and 
of the audience members amongst each other. It is a live performance piece with 2 singers, audience 
interaction, and no fixed media. It has been performed as an installation and several times as a lecture-
recital.

Keywords: Augmented Performance, Social Performance,

Production History: Centre for Performance Studies, University of Toronto; Eastern Bloc; Toronto 
Electroacoustic Symposium

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZeHdqc5SYg
 
Contact: emailmichaelpalumbo@gmail.com

Website: http://www.objetsonore.com

@objetsonore
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Radix Theatre (Vancouver, Canada) 
Radix has been creating and producing original live performances for twenty-five years with 30 
original works and multiple additional smaller-scale projects since its inception in 1988. Radix 
operates as a team of Artistic Associates where ideas are generated by the group and then facilitated by 
Artistic Producer Andrew Laurenson and an administrative/production assistant. The Producer liaises 
with the Board of Directors to ensure financial oversight and stability. Radix’s mandate is to foster the 
creation and production of original, socially relevant interdisciplinary performance work with a focus 
on experimentation and collaborative creation. The company works at the edges of the performing 
arts ecology of Vancouver and BC by stepping outside the frame of conventional theatre and using 
space, movement and media as central components of live performance. Radix has inhabited a 
distinctive position in the Vancouver performing arts community—not because it worked in unusual 
sites, integrated new technology or operated in a collective model of performance development, but 
because it has consistently explored new ways of engaging what constituted performance itself, seeking 
ways to engage audiences directly through shared experience within a space, often involving a degree 
of intimacy using touch and hearing. The company’s experimental approach to both process and form 
has allowed it to create fresh and unusual work that engages audiences of different backgrounds, ages 
and experiences. The Radix experiment is an attempt to lay bare our shared humanity, and above all, 
inspire 
 
Disciplines: Interdisciplinary, Theatre, Dance, Installation

Slowpoke (and additional works)

Slowpoke is a new original, performance inspired by the on-going issues related to the 1986 
Chernobyl nuclear power plant disaster in Ukraine. Directed by Jimmy Tait and featuring Billy 
Marchenski and Alison Denham, Slowpoke is formatted like a traditional slide show telling the story 
of Billy and Alison’s 2011 visit to the Chernobyl Exclusion Zone. The piece incorporates intense 
physicality and a haunting live score of traditional Ukrainian music played on the hurdy-gurdy 
and sung by Beverly Dobrinsky. While Slowpoke engages with details about Chernobyl, it does not 
dwell on the tragedy, instead focusing on the fragility of life and love with the Exclusion Zone as a 
background. The audience is taken on a virtual journey to the space and given a sensation of what it 
is like to be there, a feeling of the enormity of the problem it poses, and the resiliency and strength 
of the human spirit to carry on in the face of enormous risk and challenge. In addition to Slowpoke, 
Radix has a variety of performance installations that would complement a festival opening or large 
celebration, such as ‘The Performance Art Trap’ which features giant cardboard boxes that ‘trap’ single 
audience members for one-on-one performances on some of the trappings of life: fame, love, death.  
‘Letters’ features a confessional booth where audience members dictate a letter to an unseen typist.  
‘What Does the Sun Looks Like’ is a mobile drawing installation that collects illustrations from the 
public and projects them. Contact us for more info!

Keywords: Theatre, Dance, Chernobyl, Installation

Production History: Various venues, Vancouver

Video: https://vimeo.com/user4689852/videos
 
Contact: info@radixtheatre.org

Website: http://www.radixtheatre.org

@radixtheatre

https://www.facebook.com/radixtheatre
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Restless Productions (Vancouver, Canada) 
Founded in 2011 by choreographer Claire French and composer James Maxwell, Restless is an 
interdisciplinary performance company dedicated to aestheticizing interdisciplinary collaboration. 
Our work has the collaborative process at its core, focusing on the new and unforeseen element 
that arises when disciplines meet; drawing on all, and exclusive to none. A dancer is presented as a 
classical musician’s ‘page-turner,’ and the traditional hierarchy of music and dance is stood on its head; 
responsibility for the flow of musical time is denied the musician and given over to the interpretive 
instincts of the dancer. Maneuvers like this arise from a highly personal conception of the idea of 
‘implication:’ identifying a convention in one discipline that is considered essential to a tradition, 
and repurposing that convention by assigning its function to one or more other disciplines. Through 
the play of repurposed conventions, the audience of a Restless production is invited to experience 
an intermingling of purposes, as the tried-and-true meets the newly-invented, in a collaborative 
exploration of the space between traditions. 
 
Disciplines: Collaboration, Inter-Arts, Dance, Music, Theatre, Choreography, Music Composition

The Moment of Forgetting

The Moment of Forgetting explores in movement, sound, and performance the human experience 
of being abandoned by our knowledge; the shock of meeting an absence where we most expected a 
presence. It captures the paradoxical space and time—at once an instant and an eternity—between 
action and stasis, familiarity and surprise, in a performance that is simultaneously jarring and 
comforting, sensuous, hypnotic, humorous, and pensive.   Created by Restless’ Artistic Directors, 
choreographer Claire French and composer James Maxwell, for a cast of five dancers and four 
musicians, this 60-minute work is set in an environment developed in collaboration with visual artists 
Hadley+Maxwell and lighting designer James Proudfoot. The Moment of Forgetting premiered in 
Vancouver (Canada) in 2012 as a co-presentation of Restless Productions, Redshift Music, and The 
Dance Centre.

Keywords: Dance, Music, Interdisciplinary, Contemporary, Ensemble, Choreography, Music Composition

Production History: The Scotiabank Dance Centre, Vancouver, Canada

Video: http://vimeo.com/52055994
 
Contact: info@restlessproductions.com

Website: http://www.restlessproductions.com

@RestlessInfo

https://www.facebook.com/restlessproductions
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Sandra Lamouche, International Dance Council 
(Member) (Fort Macleod, Canada) 
Sandra Lamouche is a member of the Bigstone Cree Nation in Northern Alberta, Canada. She 
has fifteen years’ experience in ten international styles of dance. As a professional hoop dancer and 
contemporary dancer she has been showcased and has traveled nationally and internationally. She is 
an emerging choreographer who uses dance to bridge the gap between traditional and contemporary 
Indigenous experiences. Through her own experiences she has learned that Indigenous dance can assist 
in the journey towards self-determination and healing. Her passion is to use dance and performance 
as a tool to help increase the well-being of Indigenous people, communities and nations through 
the embodiment of Indigenous philosophies, languages, stories and traditions. She is currently in 
the final stages of completing my M.A. Thesis- ‘Nitona Miyo Pimadisiwin (Seeking a Good Life) 
Through Indigenous Dance’ at Trent University. This research looks at Indigenous Dance as a Social 
Determinant of Health and Well Being, and is analyzed through decolonizing and Indigenous 
methodologies. This research has been a major influence in her creation process as a dancer and 
choreographer. In 2013 her knowledge and experience as a dancer and as a scholar was acknowledge 
through nomination and membership in the International Dance Council (CID), the United Nations 
of Dance, and the highest authority for dance in the world. For more information on Sandra and her 
experiences in Indigenous dance please visit her website and blog at www.sandralamouche.com 
 
Disciplines: Hoop Dance, Indigenous Contemporary Dance, Choreography, Indigenous Dance & History

Sagowsko (Bush Woman)

Sagowsko (Bush Woman) is titled after a nickname given to me from my mother because I enjoy 
picking medicines in the bush (forest) with my father. Sagowsko was inspired by the hoop dance story 
I was taught when I first started learning to hoop dance in 2005. It is a Nishnaabeg story and can be 
found in Basil Johnston’s book ‘The Manitous: The Spiritual World of the Ojibway’. The story is about 
Pukawiss, the disowned one, who was fascinated with nature. He became disowned by his father 
who wished Pukawiss was more like his older brother, a great hunter and warrior. Pukawiss leaves his 
family and does performances for different villages and eventually creates the hoop dance.  Sagowsko 
is a Nehiyaw Iskwew (Cree Woman’s) interpretation of the hoop dance story. The main themes are 
oppression, perseverance and being true to oneself. These issues are ones that I strongly related to as 
an Indigenous person, woman, artist and scholar. The story clearly demonstrates Resurgence Theory 
which is explained by Dr. Leanne Simpson (Nishnaabeg) as a cycle of creation-destruction-re-creation 
that is found in many Indigenous stories.

Keywords: Indigenous Contemporary Dance, Storytelling, Decolonization

Production History: Indigenous Peoples Performance Space- 2011 (Trent University), Native Earth 
Performing Arts- 2011 (Toronto), Alberta Summer Games- 2012, CASA Community Arts Center- 
2013 (Lethbridge, AB)

Video: When It Rains, Directed by Cara Mumford (Short Film)- http://tinyurl.com/n6mbzza

Contact: sandraiskwew@gmail.com

Website: http://www.sandralamouche.com

https://www.facebook.com/sandrayellowhorn
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Theatre Junction (Calgary, Canada) 
Mark works as a creator of experimental theatre with an international multidisciplinary company of 
artists. His writing for the stage is created organically out of a friction between fragments of history, 
visual art, contemporary dance, music, and an alphabet of material coming from dramaturgical 
research. All of this is put in motion through a process of improvisation. Short works and experiments 
include Archeology and The Atlantis Project, and full-length works make up a trilogy including Little 
Red River (2008,) On the Side of the Road (2009), and Lucy Lost Her Heart (2011), that toured 
to World Stage in Toronto and to Usine C in Montreal. Mark has collaborated with choreographers 
and directors in opera, theatre and dance. In 2003 he lived in Paris where he worked on projects at 
l’opéra de Paris, at the théâtre de l’Athenée, at the Abbey Theatre in Dublin, at la scène nationale 
d’Orléans, and at the Steirischerbst in Graz. Prior to establishing himself as a creator of contemporary 
performance, he worked as an actor and director with a repertoire of classical and contemporary 
texts.  In 2012, Mark was selected as laureate of the City of Paris and Institut Français art-in-
residence program at the Récollets to begin his creation Sometime between now and when the sun 
goes Supernova which premiered in March (2013). Mark is the founding artistic director of Theatre 
Junction and was the driving force and visionary behind the redevelopment of the GRAND Theatre 
in Calgary.  Under his direction, Theatre Junction GRAND has become one of the leading centres for 
creation, presentat 
 
Disciplines: Multidisciplinary, Theatre, Dance, Multi-Media, Experimental, Live Art

Sometime between now and when the sun goes Supernova

Sometime Between now and when the sun goes Supernova is Mark Lawes’ new multidisciplinary 
creation for a hyper-accelerated world, where the familiar rubs shoulders with the strange. Inspired 
by Marshall McLuhan’s theories on media which essentially predicted the internet 50 years before 
it’s application, Sometime between now and when the sun goes Supernova is an inquest, one that 
investigates manifestations of personal isolation in an increasingly connected globalized world, where 
obsessions and quick fixes replace meaningful relationships and experiences. Unfolding somewhere 
between the false promises of suburban life, the hyperaccelerated, suicidal auto-amputation of the 
‘global village’, and the wild forest where the wolves roam, Sometime between now and when the sun 
goes Supernova is an attempt to build shelter against a transient and self-destructive world. Created 
and performed in both English and French, and the multiple languages of artistic expression; video, 
live feed video, fake live-feed video, live music, pre-recorded and processed sound, the body, the text, 
Sometime between now and when the sun goes Supernova brings a complex and troubling subject to 
the stage.  The performers are caught on the soundstage of a B-horror movie or a pornographic film; 
yet the setting also strongly resembles the suburban home where amnesia produces a psychosis in the 
family resulting in the convulsions of a hyperactive consumer society. Sometime between now and 
when the sun goes Supernova is a heterogeneous scenographic language of a rapidly evolving society 
out of control.

Keywords: Lawes, McLuhan, Globalization, Consciousness, Multidisciplinary, Theatre

Production History: Theatre Junction GRAND (Calgary) – March 6-16, 2012 (premiere) Theatre 
Junction GRAND (Calgary) – May 7-10, 2014 (reprise) Théatre Aux Écuries (Montreal, QC) – May 
28-30 2014 (confirmed)

Video: http://vimeo.com/76104435
 
Contact: mark@theatrejunction.com

Website: http://www.theatrejunction.com

@theatrejunction

https://www.facebook.com/theatrejunctioncalgary
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Evie Demetriou (Limassol, Cyprus) 
Evie is a dance artist based in Cyprus. She graduated with BSc in Land Management at the University 
of Reading and worked in the field of Urban Planning in London and Paris. She studied dance 
at the Laban Centre in London and with scholarship at Limon Institute in New York. She is a 
2004 Danceweb scholarship recipient and a travel grant recipient from the E-motional European 
Programme 2011-2014. She is an invited artist at the EU Programme ‘Act Your Age’, a european 
collaboration between Holland, Italy and Cyprus. She is a founding member and resident artist at 
the Dance House Lemesos. Central to her work is the role of the person in the society.  In the process 
of the work she takes  time for exploration, following a path of inquiry to the unknown. Using  the 
body as the primary material, she often integrates other forms of art experimenting with live music, 
theatre and multimedia, to allow this research to be completed. Her staged work, video dances and 
video installations have been presented in various venues in Cyprus and were invited in over fifteen 
international festivals in Europe, US and Africa. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance, Choreography, Visual Art

Unusual Suspects

Unusual suspects is a performance which arose from my concerns, from my thoughts of dualism 
in society. It explores the need and desire for an ideal partner and an ideal relationship and the fear 
of being alone.  It was developed at this point of my life that I really felt the need to communicate 
with the audience breaking or rather questioning the boundary and the limits between performer 
and audience.  Unusual Suspects is an interactive performance that relies on the participation of the 
audience and challenges the audience to be an active spectator. The performer while looking for a 
partner invites audience members to go on stage and spend time with her. While playful and fun 
the performance is at the same time bold and risky as it takes the audience out of the confines of 
the spectator.  The audience reactions challenge and modify the set  performance structure creating 
a different performance every time ( giving the audience the role of the performance collaborator). 
As an interactive piece the reactions of the audience make a unique environment of collective energy 
between the audience members which allows them even more freedom to express themselves, their 
feelings, during the performance.

Keywords: Dance, Performance, Interactive, Evie, Demetriou

Production History: 11 March 2012 Cyprus Dance Platform, Rialto Theatre, Limassol Cyprus 18 
October 2012 Aerowaves Nights, Rialto Theatre, Limassol Cyprus 13 April 2013 E-motional Festival, 
National Museum of Contemporary Art, Bucharest Romania 15-18 June 2013 Time to Dance 
Festival, Betanovuss, Riga Latvia 5-7 Sept 2013 International Dance Festival Abundance,Karlstad 
Sweeden 12 Sept 2013 5th X-dream Festival, ARTos Foundation, Nicosia

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J9AweRhy7ZQ
 
Contact: evie@endrasi.com

Website: http://www.eviedemetriou.com

@Evie_Demetriou

https://www.facebook.com/evie.demetriou.1
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Annika B. Lewis / Kassandra Production  
(Aarhus / Copenhagen, Denmark) 
Annika B. Lewis/Kassandra Production creates innovative contemporary performing arts at the 
intersection of dance, theatre and performance art.  She challenges theatre concepts and creates work 
distinguished by strong conceptual and visual elements - mixing the trivial with the philosophical. 
Her work is characterized by skewed and humorous angles, often with multiple layers and the use of 
multimedia – in a boundary defying and complex scenic expression. She explores new performative 
spaces, places and concepts. In addition to traditional theatre venues, her performances have been 
staged at private apartments, caravans, fairs, abandoned factories and on the Internet. Annika B. 
Lewis/Kassandra Production creates international collaboration projects and is interested in new 
partnerships, touring opportunities and in artist-in-residencies. Kassandra Production has toured, 
presented performances and worked with collaboration projects in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, 
Iceland, Portugal, Italy, Germany, Latvia, the US, Russia, Finland and Belgium. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Dance, Performance, Multimedia, Interventions, Artivism,

COVER UP

COVER UP is  a performance about smoke-screens, cover stories, diversion tactics and stage 
craft – everything that comes in handy when ‘there’s absolutely nothing to hide!’ Real events and 
breaking news stories have motivated the performance optimizer Annika B. Lewis to take a closer 
look at a reality in which role-playing and theatre attitude is business as usual; from media-designed 
politicians, to corporate branding of new products, spin doctor’s framing their messages, mainstream 
media chasing headlines – or our daily self-promotions on Facebook. We all play our parts, and 
we’re good at it! But how far would you go to reach the top? With bite and humor COVER UP 
questions the concept of power, the glorification of media reality and our dealings with the stories 
we are fed. WELCOME TO THE ENGINE ROOM OF ILLUSIONS, THEATRE AND OTHER 
DECEPTIONS! The press wrote:  ‘The performance’s great strength lies not at least in the ambiguous 
way in which this whole performance culture in our modern society is presented. On the one hand it 
‘s taken very seriously - because it is a basic condition that no one can escape - but on the other hand, 
it reveals subtle and latent ironically the disturbing and deeply depressing elements that are behind 
this culture. It is a difficult balancing act, but it succeeds to a grand gold medal for the team behind 
Cover Up. ‘

Keywords: Contemporary, Innovative, Devising, Cross-Disciplinary, Political, Visual

Production History: Brigittines in Bruxelles/Belgium, National Museum of Art in Oslo/Norway, 
Atalante in Gothenburg/Sweden, DC Arts Center in Washington DC/US, Hamner Theater in Nelson 
County/US, Hillyer Art Space in Washington DC/US, Dock 11 in Berlin/Germany, Aarhus Theater 
in Aarhus/Denmark, Bora Bora in Aarhus/Denmark, DanseHallerne in Copenhagen/Denmark, 
Warehouse 9 in Copenhagen/Denmark, CaféTeatret in Copenhagen/Denmark, with other places.

Video: http://vimeo.com/48136238
 
Contact: annika@kassandra-production.dk

Website: http://www.kassandra-production.dk

@KassandraPro

https://www.facebook.com/KassandraProduction
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Electric Alhambra (Copenhagen, Denmark) 
Electric Alhambra is singer and electronic composer Gustav Carl Rey Henningsen, guitarist and 
composer Henrik Liebgott, electronic composer and dancer Ellen Birgitte Rasmussen and dancer, 
performance- and installation-artist Nana Francisca Schottländer.  The group is solidly rooted in 
traditional flamenco: The emotionally saturated song, the rhythmic and intense imagery of the dance 
and the equilibristic guitar. But the aim is to explore a modern and experimental interpretation 
of the flamenco nerve, which affects both visually and emotionally.  The project is a hybrid of the 
specific rhythms and cultural past of flamenco and an electronic, contemporary form. The approach 
is experimental and draws in elements from many traditions and impulses from many directions, 
moving in an electronic borderland where loops and electronic compositions play up against, integrate 
and manipulate the guitar, the song and the sounds of the body.  Video and site specific elements are 
used to create images and sequences that stretch and loop the spatial and visual experience, repeating 
and manipulating to enhance or expose the space and that which takes place in it.  In this landscape 
the body appears and morphs with the video in expressions that draw both on butoh, performance 
and flamenco. Becoming a moving image in a landscape of sound. We seek to create dense or 
saturated moments where all the elements come together in a sometimes unexpected synthesis. Where 
age old stories of life and death and all, that is in between, are conveyed in images, sounds and bodily 
presence. 
 
Disciplines: Flamenco, Electronica, Dance, Performance

La Somnambule

The project began with the aim to merge flamenco with our respective fields of artistic expression 
(electronic music, acid rock, performance and installation art) and to reformat the flamenco nerve to 
meet a different audience.  We work in dialogue with the performance space, and through a site-
specific approach to each new venue, we work to immerse the audience in a landscape of visions, 
pulses and sounds.  The piece evolves around the darker sides of human existence and invites the 
audience on a journey to the dark side of the human heart. To explore and transform the darkness into 
visions and pulses that strike a chord within the hearts of those, who share the space and the moment.

Keywords: Rite Of Passage, Journey Through The Dark

Production History: Dome of Visions (www.domeofvisons.dk) Kunstforeningen Gl. Strand (www.
glstrand.dk)
 
Contact: info@electricalhambra.com

Website: http://ElectricAlhambra.com
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Molly Haslund (Copenhagen, Denmark) 
Molly Haslund trained at the Royal Art Academy of Fine Art (2005) in Copenhagen, Denmark and 
Glasgow School of Art (2003-2005). She works in the intersection between sculpture, installations 
and performances referring to visual arts, performing arts, stand-up, literature and music. Haslund has 
worked on several projects simultaneously that embrace personal rituals, socially engaging workshops 
and interaction design. ‚ Between 2006-2010 she developed and toured three performances with ‚ the 
artist duo Lone Twin (UK) and four other international artists. Haslund now develop her performance 
works alone, but also often in challenging constellations involving friends, local performers, musicians 
and volunteers. Lately the core of her practice has been solo performance, where she addresses 
existential and cultural questions. Here a ukulele is often used as accompaniment supporting her 
integrated songs and compositions. In different ways Haslund’s work uncovers her personal story and 
background equally to the lives of famous, and less famous, artists. Haslund’s work is often identified 
as site-related and is either developed locally, or adapted to new locations. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Workshops, Humor, Drawing, Music, Ukulele

CIRCLES, drawing upon the universe

CIRCLES Molly Haslund ventures out into the city wearing grey; a grey suit, grey socks and grey 
shoes so that she blends with the tarmac and the pavement. She carries a huge pair of compasses 
much taller than herself. She stops somewhere and starts drawing a white circle on the ground. She 
completes the first circle and then moves the pair of compasses and starts drawing a new circle that 
overlaps the first one. She draws a third circle and stands in her grey shoes in the middle of the circle 
for a moment before snapping the pair of compasses together and moving on.  Molly Haslund brings 
up to four compasses with her, so that the audience or people passing by can add to the drawing.  
The compasses uses chalk to be used on surfaces as tarmac, cement, wooden floors; in streets, on 
squares, in school yards, in hallways, parking lots etc. Sometimes the chalk is replaced by metal bits 
to be used on gravel, sand  and alike; in yards, gardens, fields and other places. Molly Haslund’s work 
is a physical reflection on how we use and move around in urban space. She chalks out lines for an 
investigation of how hedges, walls, lines and other abstract enclosures demarcate and define our scope 
of action. She literally draws a stage and keeps it open what can happen there.

Keywords: Participatory, Performance, Solo, Drawing, Art, Contemporary

Production History: Museum of Contemporary Art, Denmark, Roskilde 2013
 
Contact: molly@mollyhaslund.com

Website: http://www.mollyhaslund.com

@ https://twitter.com/MollyHaslund

https://www.facebook.com/molly.haslund.1
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Mute Comp. Physical Theatre  
(Copenhagen, Denmark) 
Mute Comp. Physical Theatre was founded in 1999 by the choreographers, dancers, actors Kasper 
Ravnhøj and Jacob Stage. Mute Comp. tackles urban themes and tendencies in performances that 
embrace theatre, contemporary dance, live music, slam poetry, slapstick and crash dance. Their 
daring is combined with a playfulness and a unique physical language, which has its own vocabulary 
and defies any school or method. Mute Comp. has wowed Danish audiences with their subtle and 
figurative performances through a fresh and accessible dance style that embraces all genres and moods 
– from slapstick comedy to dark melancholy. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Live Music, Physical Theatre

Blackout!

With BLACKOUT! Mute Comp. completes three years of intense immersion in the criminal 
economies of the world: sex, weapons and drugs. BLACKOUT! – ABOUT DRUGS AND 
ESCAPISM is one last major exclamation mark where Mute Comp. turns their attention towards 
the use of drugs, the temptation and the multifaceted consequences that are related to addiction. 
BLACKOUT! focuses on the strangeness of human behavior and the dark sides of the human  
personality as it addresses mankind’s desire to escape reality – the urge to daydream, repress  or even 
deny reality.  The show has had great reviews from both critics and audiences.

Keywords: Dance, Physical Theatre, Live music, Slam Poetry,

Production History: Dansehallerne in Copenhagen

Video: http://vimeo.com/59188603
 
Contact: stage@mute-comp.dk

Website: http://www.mute-comp.dk

https://www.facebook.com/groups/140618199489/
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Secret Hotel - Christine Fentz (Aarhus, Denmark) 
Secret Hotel is a spacious guest house with multiple rooms, Christine Fentz is artistic director. Every 
‘room’ hosts a unique experience, be it a dance performance, a performance lecture or a walk in the 
countryside. Our interest is creating new encounters and live interaction between places and people, 
adult or children.  Central to the creation of our rooms is the idea – inspired by the philosophy of 
Deep Ecology and by travels to Tuva in Siberia – that humans are connected to one another and the 
world around us. The drive behind our interdisciplinary work is a need to make people re-member 
that we are all part of something bigger... Sometimes our guests are participants, sometimes they walk 
with us, sometimes they simply watch – and we aim at always welcoming and involving them as true 
guests. Secret Hotel has hosted projects and events since 1999, and toured since 2008 (Europe, Russia, 
USA and Canada). We are based in Aarhus, and have our own research space in the countryside where 
residencies and retreats are arranged. 
 
Disciplines: Participatory Performing Arts, Audiencebased, Site-Specific, Interdisciplinary.

In the Field

The performance lecture In the Field deals with our perspective on human’s role on this planet.  It 
conveys the hostess Christine Fentz’ experiences and reflections from the open spaces of Siberian Tuva, 
the fields of Denmark and big cities.  As a guest at In the Field you are served tea and stories, pictures 
on an oldfashioned overhead projector, local guest appearances, smells, surprises and observations 
about how humans see the same things differently. In the Field’s mix of theatre and lecture with 
reflective discourse, audience participation and playfulness has toured since 2008 and proved to be an 
entertaining way of presenting and sharing complex material. A maximum of 40 persons will drink 
tea, make their own drawings and share observations on cultural differences, spirituality and critical 
evaluation of nomadic, rural Western and urban life. In other words: In the Field appeals to both 
nomads and dwellers!

Keywords: Reflection, Senses, Dialogue, Participatory, Worldviews, Atmospheres.

Production History: All kinds of both odd and bigger spaces and places, in Finland, Finnish Sapmi, 
Sweden, St. Peterborg, Berlin, Amsterdam, Bologna, Campsirago/Milan, Iceland, Ireland, Germany, 
Toronto, Arizona, Maryland and Denmark... at Solar Culture, Body Navigation Festival, Performer 
Stammtisch and KuLe - both Berlin, The Pick Up Club A’dam, Pyramid Atlantic Art Center, 
Performance Center Helsinki, Kedja Iceland, Warehouse9 Copenhagen, Kühlhaus Flensburg, etc.

Video: www.youtube.com/user/SecretHotelDK 

Contact: mail@secrethotel.dk

Website: http://www.secrethotel.dk

https://www.facebook.com/secrethotel
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Teater Viva (Aarhus, Denmark) 
The performances of Teater Viva celebrate life. ‚ ‚ Danish performer, storyteller and singer Katrine 
Faber founded Teater Viva in 2007, and makes performances for people of all ages. Teater Viva 
explores the interaction between performer and public, space and body, silence and sound and the use 
of the human voice in all possible and impossible ways in text, song, music and sound. It is a meeting 
between comedy and tragedy as well as a meeting between the language of word, gibberish, music and 
an expressive physicality.  The theatre strives to span various art forms, combining the archetypical 
with the innovative, exploring what it is to be human. The inspiration stems from myths, fairytales, 
literature and dreams. Creating cultural exchanges is an important task for the theatre.  In 2015, 
Teater Viva premieres the show ‘Sound of Human’, designed to create a new choir of voices for each 
city, working with local residents. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Theatre, Music, Song, Dance, Storytelling

Dreams and Voices from The Human House, One Step (for 
Humanity ) Katastrophe

Viva performs in English, Italian, Spanish, the Scandinavian languages and in Gibberish       The 
theatre is often inspired by myths, fairytales, litterature and dreams .Every new performance opens 
new artistic areas.  Teater Viva often collaborates with other theatrecompanies, artists, musicians and 
composers. Teater Viva creates cross-artistic performances, which connects the archetypal with an 
innovative sensual expression that explores being human.The theatre sees it as an important task to 
create cultural exchanges and meetings at home and abroad. Teater Viva has done this in as different 
places of the world as Mexico, Nepal, Spain, Tuva in Central Asia, Uzbekistan and isolated places 
in the North of Scandinavia. In 2015, Teater Viva premieres an ensembleperformance with the title 
Sound of Human with seven voiceperformers and a choir of 25 people. The vision is to create a new 
voicechoir in each new city in cooperation with local residents.Sound of Human explores what it 
means to be a human being and having a voice or not having a voice.

Keywords: Performance, Cross-Artistic, Myth, Voice, Music ,Theater

Production History: Aarhus Åbne Scene, Nordens Hus , Faroe Islands and Mexico City.

Video: http://www.youtube.com/edit?video_id=xo5jfLwbBRA&video_referrer=watch&ns=1
 
Contact: teaterviva@gmail.com

Website: http://www.teaterviva.dk
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Eliu Almonte and Jessica Hirst (Puerto Plata, Domin-
ican Republic) 
Eliu Almonte is an artist from Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic.  Jessica Hirst is an artist from 
Washington, DC, USA.  An interdisciplinary artist, Eliu’s proposals manifest themselves through 
reflexive processes embedded in the world of the present moment through ‘escapist’ actions that 
approach situationism, the experimental processes of ‘post-art’ and the art of attitudes. The political, 
the establishment, poetry, play, chaos, uncertainty; all these situations are intertwined in Eliu’s work, 
creating spaces of tension and reflection. His work spans the unpredictable gesture, humor and the 
use of a body convulsant, absent, present, visceral.     Jessica makea metaphoric crumple zones, the 
parts of a car’s body designed to absorb the massive energy caused by the impact of a crash.  Like the 
engineering of a crumple zone, her works create a space to observe controlled deformation, rather 
than merely succumb to chaotic destruction.  They explore ways to redirect and absorb the forces that 
threaten to crush us. Jessica is interested in how human interactions with objects represent how we 
treat ourselves internally and how we treat one another. Together we makes interdisciplinary work, 
from performance to collage to video.  We make work in order to better understand and interpret the 
world around us. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Installation, Collage, Video-Photo, Interventions

Federal Reserve, 2013

The piece examines and provocatively questions the power relations behind the dollar, in the seat 
of its power.  The action can be read on an interpersonal or a geopolitical level, with the performers 
representing themselves as individuals from the US and the Dominican Republic or as broader 
national economic interests from ‘first world’  and ‘developing’ countries.  Currency from both our 
countries is made of paper and symbolically valuable metals; but in reality, if the social compact that 
assigns value to this paper and metal fell apart, we would be left with a useless pile of paper and metal.  
‘Federal Reserve’ contrasts the modern currency system with that of the Masai of Kenya, who still 
use cows as a form of currency.  A cow has intrinsic value, both in trade and in possession.  At the 
same time, the referential use of a gold ingot as an object of desire of the establishment questions the 
manner in which the international mineral interests introduce in the lesser-developed countries a new 
means to colonize.  The audience experiences a shock at seeing money manipulated as a worthless 
object; at the same time it is fascinated by the presence of a cow in a downtown business district.  It 
is impressed by the symbolic value of the gold ingot, and possibly confused by the juxtaposition of 
currency with a cow.  This confusion grows into a deeper understanding of the international economic 
system.

Keywords: Currency, Dominican Republic, Dollar, Geopolitical, Cow

Production History: SUPERNOVA Festival, Rosslyn, Virginia

Video: http://tinyurl.com/qdu8l82

Contact: palmerfishman@gmail.com

Website: http://eliualmonte.com

https://www.facebook.com/plataformadrp
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Gaynor O’Flynn (London, England) 
Gaynor O’Flynn (b. October 22, 1963, Manchester) is an interdisciplinary artist & creator of sound, 
music, performance, film & installation.  A pioneer in interactive, interdisciplinary performance, 
O’Flynn creates works that thrives at the intersection of music & movement, light & sound, 
technology & nature – her work relaxes & challenges the mind to create new modes of perception.  
Her groundbreaking exploration of the voice as an instrument & the relationship between the 
voice, body & technology expands the boundaries of musical composition, creating landscapes of 
sound that allow us to simply be.  She has been hailed as ‘that conscious cathartic voice’ by The 
BBC & of her recent performance work for the British Council & Kathmandu, Frieze said, ‘Gaynor 
O’Flynn transmuted the sound into an exhilarating show – a memory that will stay with  us for a 
long time.’ Her music is in Oscar Award Winning, Argo Best Film 2013. In 2000 O’Flynn founded 
beinghuman, a company dedicated to an interdisciplinary approach with a major interactive work in 
the Himalayan Valley of Spitti. In 2002 she founded the beinghuman collective – a group of award 
winning musicians, technologist, dancers & film makers who create unique interdisciplinary work 
under O’Flynn’s direction. Recently O’Flynn has worked alongside David Nash OBE & Turner Prize 
Winners Richard Long & Martin Creed. She created a major work on a UNESCO World Heritage 
site. In her 25 year career she has also worked with Bjork, The Verve, John Parrish, Wayne Mc Gregor 
& The Dalai Lama.  Her Buddhist belief informs her life & work. 
 
Disciplines: Voice Work, Sound, Performance, Interactive, Film, Music

Kora

A major commission for Kathmandu International Art Festival & The British Council - 2012. The 
work shows how sound is the primordial creative force, creating light & displaying the interconnected 
nature of all. Working with the Tibetan Buddhist nuns of Nagi Gompa, the nuns voices & chanting 
of ancient Tibetan mantras were turned into circles of light. The light emerging out of the sound 
was projected in real time onto Boudhanath Stupa a sacred place for both Buddhists & Hindu’s in 
the Kathmandu Valley & a UNESCO World Heritage site.  The audience experienced how the nuns 
voices created the light by their observance in situ both on & around the 36 metre high stupa, the 
work creating an interactive installation & immersive meditative experience. Kora is a transliteration 
of a Tibetan word that means ‘circumambulation’ or ‘revolution’. Kora is both a type of pilgrimage 
and a type of meditative practice in the Tibetan Buddhist or Bon traditions. The circular Boudhanth 
Stupa is a traditional site for Kora both as a pilgrimage destination & also a traditional stupa where 
practitioners circumambulate as a form of meditation. The work incorporated a long term them in 
O’Flynn’s work of ancient wisdom, modern world.

Keywords: Sound, Light, Interactive, Performance, Meditative

Production History: Boudhanath Stupa, Kathmandu, Nepal - a commission from Kathmandu 
International Art Festival & The British Council.

Video: https://vimeo.com/55366429
 
Contact: info@beinghuman.com

Website: http://www.gaynoroflynn.com

@gaynoroflynn

https://www.facebook.com/gaynoroflynn
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millimeter performance group (Tallinn, Estonia) 
millimeter performance group was formed in 2012 by choreographer Mihkel Ernits, dancer Laura 
Kvelstein, sound designer Indrek Soe and visual artist Einar Lints with the aim to establish a 
collaboration between artists across genres. Through dance, video and electronic sound we create 
performances with a strong visual impact. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Performance Art, Interdisciplinary Art, Video Art

Hope

Hope portrays the notion of hope. The feeling which remains when everything is lost, but the human 
will persists. According to a secular definition, hope means a person trusting himself and being able 
to communicate positively with the world. Moïsi sees hope as the opposite of surrender and a form 
of trust which brings people closer together. ‘A very intensive and tensionally loaded performance 
capturing the perception of the audience totally.’ Gerhard Lock at Hiiumaa Dance Festival 2013 
‘Hope’ is the first part of a trilogy. millimeter performance group is currently working on the second 
part ‘Faith’.

Keywords: Dance, Performance, Video Projection, Visual, Minimal

Production History: May 15, 2012 at KorFest, Kanuti Gildi SAAL, Tallinn, Estonia; May 25, 2012 
at Tallinn Treff Festival, Tallinn, Estonia; November 22, 2012 at IFMC Festival, Vitebsk, Belarus ; 
April 13, 2013 at New Dance Festival, Haapsalu, Estonia; August 8, 2013 at Hiiumaa Dance Festival, 
Hiiumaa, Estonia

Video: https://vimeo.com/70468916
 
Contact: mihkel@millimeter.ee

Website: http://www.millimeter.ee

https://www.facebook.com/pages/mıllımeter-performance-group/534808556592847
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Twisted Dance Co (Tallinn, Estonia) 
Twisted Dance Company was established in 2007 and still remains the leading street dance collective 
in Estonia. Aside from working in their home country, the group have also begun making a name for 
themselves in Sweden, Germany and the UK through their exciting productions, performances and 
workshops.  Twisted are renowned for creating theatrical, eccentric and high-energy performances, 
focused on playing with the many strands of the dance medium.  Inspired by the fusion of unexpected 
and disparate elements, Twisted Dance CO produce unique, original work that unites concept and 
culture in a fresh, fun and unexpected way.  The company’s recent works have been received extremely 
well by the public and critics alike, with nominations from the National Theatre Association for best 
dance performance of the year both in 2012 and 2013. 
 
Disciplines: Streetdance, Contemporary, Multimedia, Theatre, Music

NOX

‘NOX’ is a macabre, contemporary – streetdance performance based on the ‘Hellblazer’ comic book, 
revolving around the central character John Constantine as journeys through the underworld and 
encounters many strange characters. Immersing the audience into the dark world of the Hellblazer 
Comic book series,  ‘NOX’ blurs the lines between spectator and participant through the use of 
dramatic special effects. ‘The aim was to make the audience experience the performance as if they 
were a part of that fantasy world’ says co-choreographer, Carmel Koster.  The project was born 
from the desire to unite the energy and immediacy of street, with the more cerebral and forward 
thinking sensibilities of contemporary dance, which, in this macabre, comic-book setting both find 
themselves in an unfamiliar stylistic territory.  Through this union of street and contemporary dance, 
with theatrical mise-en-scene, Twisted Dance take a unique approach to dance theatre, in which the 
sophisticated use of music, costume and lighting come together to compliment the choreography, 
presenting a powerful performance which inspires, shocks and captivates its audiences.  ‘They were 
goin 100 km/h in a 50 zone. ‘ Iir Hermeliin Curator for Estonian Theatre Festival Draama 2013

Keywords: Hellblazer, Streetdance, Music, Costume, Horror, Humor

Production History: Augusti Tantsufestival’ Performing Arts Festival Tallinn 2013, Kanuti Gildi 
SAAL, Estonian Theatre Festival Draama 2013

Video: http://vimeo.com/50432948
 
Contact: dance.twisted@gmail.com

Website: http://www.noxofficial.com

https://www.facebook.com/TwistedDanceCo
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Krista Köster & Arne Forsen (Tallinn / Stockholm, 
Estonia / Sweden) 
KRISTA KÖSTER - dancer, choreographer, teacher based in Tallinn.   Movement and dance is almost 
something instinctive for me, it’s a practice of living. Trained in jazz, contemporary, ballet, street 
styles, martial arts and more I am continuously looking for new challenges. Collaboration with other 
disciplines and stepping out from the traditional ‘black box’ format is most interesting for me at the 
moment, in last few years I have been working closely with musicians, video artists, actors and moving 
more towards site and space specific performances. In my work I like to stimulate the audience’s mind 
with not telling exactly what it is they are looking at.  Through the shapes, energy, rhythms, patterns 
and sounds I hope to take the audience on a trip where they can create their own story. ARNE 
FORSÉN – musician, improviser, composer who has a wide range in his artistic registers. He is well 
reputed as pianist in the field of open-minded jazz and experimental improvisation. Arne is classicaly 
trained as well, and has a deep interest in folk music from Sweden and other cultures, especially 
from West Africa. He has toured and recorded with musicians from Sweden, Europe and US. Some 
examples are John Tchicai, Roscoe Mitchell, Phil Minton and Paul Lovens. Forsén collaborates eagerly 
and willingly with other art forms such as dance, visual arts, theatre etc. Besides working freelance 
Forsén teaches at Royal College of Music and University of Dance and Circus in Stockholm.  Aim is 
improvisation and curiosity to explore new dimensions of life and arts. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Music, Performance Art, Theatre, Improvisation, Installation

What’s beyond - a mystery of sound and space

We don’t want to conquer the cosmos, we simply want to extend the boundaries of Earth to the 
frontiers of the cosmos. We are only seeking Man.  We have no need of other worlds. We need 
mirrors. We don’t know what to do with other worlds. A single world, our own, suffices us; but we 
can’t accept it for what it is.’  ‚Äï Stanisław Lem, Solaris  Duet between a musician and a dancer, 
meditative, poetic and intimate, looks at human life and relationships between ourselves and 
the universe.  Using instruments like cymbals, piano, violin and elements like metal, stone and 
skin we create a mystical space, a small universe with it’s beauty, power and dangers, chaotic and 
unpredictable, yet everything is functioning in order and with reason. We started our collaboration 
with improvising, trying to catch each others inner rhythm and impulses, this lead us to listen to the 
silence between sounds and movements, to notice how rich stillness can be.  In Japan there is a word 
Ma, which means ‘negative space’ - the space in between, interval which gives shape to the whole. In 
the West we have neither word nor term. A serious omission.

Keywords: Duet, Mystical, Meditative, Poetic, Experimental, Intimate

Production History: Köster & Forsén collaboration started November 2011  in Tallinn during an 
International Network workshop for dance and music students from Scandinavian/Baltic countries.  
During 2012 they met for intensive periods of improvisational work in Stockholm, Copenhagen and 
Tallinn and September 2012 during residency in Tallinn Okasroosikese Loss we started to work with 
ideas of ‘What’s beyond – a mystery of sound and space’ It is a very fresh production, first encounter 
with an audience was at the Estonian Contemporary Dance Platform ‘Uus Tants 2013’ in Haapsalu, 
as work-in-progress  http://www.tantsuliit.ee/new-dance/uus-tants-11-program Next step is public 
premiere in the end of January 2014 at Fylkingen Stockholm  (www.fylkingen.se).  The work has been 
supported by the Swedish Arts Grants Committee, Nordic Culture Point and Eesti Kultuurkapital.

Video: https://vimeo.com/67300172
 
Contact: kosterkrista@gmail.com

Website: http://www.damuco.weebly.com

https://www.facebook.com/Damuco
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Robel Temesgen (Addis Abeba, Ethiopia) 
I KNOW I WILL NOT DIE IF I AM NOT DOING ART My community is piece and parcel of 
my artwork. Although it is common for art and community to co-depend on one another, the co-
dependence in my case is so extreme that my idea and artworks cannot exist nor be materialized with 
the absence of my community. My artwork as art and I as an artist cannot be, without the existence 
of my community. However my artwork and artistry extends beyond the community, individuals 
and the social group. I mostly work on ideas as they come to me or/and as I get inspired. One good 
example of this could be my recent work on the influence of commercials, ads and Sponsorships in the 
case of MNCs products like Coca-Cola. I believe I am an artist who does not delimit himself, instead 
thrives to be free and live in freedom-express in freedom. Then tries to portray and communicate 
exactly that through my diverse choice of Medias to suit the ideas. My works have as my muse, the 
community, circulates in applications fitting my ideas. I believe I am myself as a society in a society 
and compare myself with the society that I believe I am. Hence, in my artistry by no means do I 
suggest solutions for problems or directions to the ‘right way’; rather I simply live the art of it all. 
ROBEL TEMESGEN 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Community Art, Painting, Installation, Video, Mixed Media

THE GIRL IS PRESENT

This artwork was done as part of the FANA WOGI art exhibition. It focuses on Ethiopians who are 
fleeing to the Middle East in search of job opportunity, dominantly house maids. It focuses on them, 
but it is not judging them. Many ideas have been entertained by different structure of the society but 
none have materialized significant ‘change’ on the issues since the ‘change is needed’. Even though 
Citizens in general and young people in particular migrating from Ethiopia seeking job opportunities 
have benefited themselves and families, it is undeniable that many been incapacitated in the process 
.  As part of the process, people who wish to have job in the Middle East have to send a figure 
photograph where both hands are visible.  So it is being selected using the images through agencies 
working on the ‘sector’. I found it interesting to be selected and make a selection...Person from person, 
from persons, one person, a person by person, a person for persons... in all these processes time runs 
out, man will pass, life disappears. Life will appear. The work focuses on selecting and being selected.  
I have presented myself as one of the girls (boys) to be selected by the audience of the exhibition. And 
the interaction between me and the audience was more a psychological connection where people give 
time for themselves as many of them have been involved in the issue, directly or indirectly, sending 
relatives, going or at least hearing about the issue. 

Keywords: Ethiopian Youth, Performance, Job, Middle East, Ethiopia

Production History: Modenrn Art Museum, Gebre Kristis Desta Center, Addis Abeba, Ethiopia
 
Contact: robi_fine@yahoo.com

Website: http://robeltemesgen.weebly.com

@temesgenrobel

https://www.facebook.com/robeltemesgen
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TITS (Scandinavia, Europe) 
TITS is an independent performance group that create atmospheric and sensual performances. They 
joined forces at the Norwegian Theatre Academy and started to work with the elements of light and 
sound design, the architecture of the given space, and the physical and vocal presence of performers, 
in a way that made all of these components equally important - keeping simplicity as a keyword. 
TITS deal with instinct and emotions the audience can relate to directly. They aim to appeal to 
the spectator’s feelings and suddenly squeeze something unforeseen out of them.  Members: Nela 
H. Kornetovà (CZ) is a performer, choreographer and theatre maker. In her ‘kitchen’ she mixes 
the ingredients, play with their proportions and relation. The presence of body - its movement and 
vibrations - is essential. She seeks a balance between instinct and intellect, safety and risk.   Juli 
Apponen (FIN/SWE) is a performer, dancer and director. She believes in live presence and the 
resonance of a body. Her work moves between various art forms such as performance, dance and 
theatre. Björn Hansson (SWE) is a sound and visual artist. His music doesn’t reference recognizable 
form. The results are deconstructed to the extent that meaning is shifted and possible interpretation 
becomes multifaceted. With the textile performance artist Kristin Jonsson, he creates the artistic duo 
Släkten. Ann Sofie Godø (NOR) is a visual artist and scenographer. Her work is a study in how to 
frame already existing surroundings, in order to create awareness of presence in place and time. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Black Box Specific, Dance, Sound, Light, Multimedia

Trumpets in the Sky

‘Trumpets in the Sky’ is a black box specific performance which relates to the actual architecture of the 
given space. By highlighting spatial features and qualities, the universe of two red headed characters 
is created. The piece is atmospheric and sensuous, based on the exploration of anticipation of an 
apocalypse. The apocalypse is used as a metaphor for different sources (concrete or illusional) of fear 
and anxiety.  Physical presence of performers, light design, space and sound, support and complete 
each other in order to mould the flesh of this performance. The piece starts as a dark fairy tale which 
unravel a fragmented line of live images that deal with instinct and emotion of fear. Spectators from 
the beginning embraced by darkness have to actively search for the images themselves. We ask them to 
metaphorically step into the piece and become a part of the world of ‘Trumpets in the Sky’. A world 
we fear will end.

Keywords: Black Box Specific, Performance, Multimedia, Light, Sound, Apocalypse

Production History: Norwegian Theatre Academy, Fredrikstad, Norway, March 2013

Video: https://vimeo.com/64703513
 
Contact: nela.kornetova@gmail.com

Website: http://trumpetsinthesky.wordpress.com
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K&C Kekäläinen & Company (Helsinki, Finland) 
As a woman I’m taking a stand on the world. It is shocking to see the current division into east and 
west, north and south, rich and poor, A- and B-class citizens. I have investigated how very private 
things experienced in the body can be linked to broader contexts. I want to stress the possibility of 
discovering shared opportunities as opposed to division and isolation. My great passion is to find 
out how to instil as much information and thought as possible into movement. I am convinced that 
movement can be as accurate a tool for communication and expressing the mind as any other form of 
communication. I dislike the vocabulary of market economy, which is appearing more and more in 
the areas of culture and art. I don’t consider myself a provider of services, perhaps more like a servant. 
I work because of the fear of the increasing lack of values and the growth of the meaning of money in 
the world: the commercialism in art, the disappearance of humanism and the increasing of inequality 
and exploitation. I see my role as an artist as a role of an observer, provocateur, problem-setter, poet 
and promoter of female existence. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Performing Arts

QUEER ELEGIES

QUEER ELEGIES ‘This is about identity. Feminine, northern identity or weird, multiple identity. 
Or whatever identity. This is asking questions from the heart of Human diversity. This is what is the 
not quite right. This is how identity formulates life. How culture modifies identity. This is about 
what/who is a woman and what/who is a man. Is there a(ny) difference? This is about controversial 
existence. This is a palimpsest of feminine existence. This is a clashing of northern reality - identity - 
with the volcanic landscape of the return of the repressed. My aim is to shake the power structures, 
our structures, power lines. This is about the obsession with identity and, at the same time, its 
destruction. This is off the bounds.’  - Sanna Kekäläinen

Keywords: Identity, Gender, Text, Movement

Production History: Kiasma Theatre, Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art

Video: http://vimeo.com/kekalainenco
 
Contact: kc@kekalainencompany.net

Website: http://www.kekalainencompany.net

https://www.facebook.com/KekalainenCompany
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Sara Pathirane (Helsinki, Finland) 
Helsinki based artist who researches the moment. I work both with liveinstallations and 
videoperformance  and as a painter. My main interest is in the light and in color as well as the 
presence. I think art is about encounter and artist push images front to be encountered. The images 
have their own existence even if they never gain a material form. Sometimes as an artist I wish the 
image to invite me rather than me trying to haunt it down by force. I see all my artistic practice as 
image making, even it has links to literature and philosophical questions. 
 
Disciplines: Live Installation

A certain Shipwreck

A certain Shipwreck is a piece that haunted me a year before I knew how to realize it.  It is about  
existence, and the absence and the presence. How one moment contains other future and past than 
the next moment. The work is shot in the Sahara desert on the Tunisian side.  I wanted to be able to 
bring the desert with me and shipwreck with it to an other environment, such as an urban indoor 
space. The video is projected as a loop showing me lying on the sand during a smooth sand storm. In 
front of the projection I am lying down on the floor on a plexiglass that reflects both the projection 
and my figure. The audience is pointed to sit down near the work and rest there long time. As the 
work is on it’s best when it’s long durational, or repeats daily in the same place, the audience can also 
just pass by the piece and return to it later. The work is about shipwrecking an image to a place where 
it doesn’t belong to.

Keywords: Shipwreck, Sahara, Absence And Presence,

Production History: Kuvan kevät 2013, Helsinki, Finland

Video: http://vimeo.com/73248206
 
Contact: sara.pathirane@gmail.com

Website: http://www.sarapathirane.wordpress.com
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Tero Nauha (Helsinki, Finland) 
Tero Nauha is a performance and visual artist. He has studied fine arts at the Lahti Art Institute in 
Finland, Poznan Art Academy in Poland and Rijksakademie van Beeldende Kunsten in Amsterdam. 
His research interests are subjectivity and performance in the context of cognitive capitalism. Aside 
from the theoretical part his research consists of three artistic works: ‘Loop Variations’ at the MUU 
gallery in Helsinki in 2008, ‘Life in Bytom’ at the CSW Kronika in Bytom, Poland in 2012 and 
‘Astronomer’, which will be presented in January 2014. In the past fifteen years he has had exhibitions 
and performances in Performance Matters in London and CSW Kronika in Bytom, Poland aside 
from several other venues in Europe, United States and Asia. He is a doctoral student at the Theatre 
Academy of Art University in Helsinki. He was a visiting research student at the Goldsmiths College 
of London in the department of Visual Cultures in 2011. He has presented his research at the PSi and 
Performance and Philosophy conferences, among other venues. His research interests are subjectivity 
and performance in the context of cognitive capitalism. His research, which is titled ‘Plasticity 
and performance: contagious performances in the context of cognitive capitalism’, which tries to 
accommodate the theoretical discourse of Félix Guattari in artistic research. He has been working in 
the field of performance as a solo artist and collaborating with several groups such as Kukkia with 
Karolina Kucia. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Live Art, Video, Projects, Research Based Practice

Life in Bytom

Bytom is a former mining town in Upper Silesia, Poland. This area is famous for mining industry, 
which, however, has almost disappeared during the past twenty years of economic transformation. 
Bytom is an exemplary of the transformation, which neo-liberal politics produces. In 2011 I was 
invited by the curator Stanisław Ruksza from CSW Kronika to do a project in Bytom, and thus 
visited this city in several occasions during the year 2012. These visits were composed of workshops, 
interviews, field trips and other events, which aimed to produce source material for an affective 
interpretation of the situation. Eventually, the final results were presented at the Kronika as a scripted 
performance, installation and a video piece. During my visits, I encountered many individual and 
singular stories and events, which revealed things not particular only to Poland, but as a signs of 
general transition in neo-liberal Europe. I was working almost a year in shorter periods in Bytom 
encountering people from all walks of life, paying attention to the material differences as well as my 
self-reflections, expectations and desires. My artistic work, a scripted performance and a twenty-
minute video work, was based on these encounters, meetings, interviews, workshops, images, 
reflections, recordings, archives and questionnaires from Bytom. The project was not an objective 
socio-political articulation of the effects of neoliberal politics in Poland, but an affective interpretation, 
as such.

Keywords: Poland, Neo-Liberalism, Social Interactions, Workshops

Production History: CSW Kronika, Bytom, ]p e r f o r m a n c e space[ London, Malmö 
Konstföreningen, Theatre Academy Helsinki, New Performance Turku, Sesc Pinheiros, São Paulo.
 
Contact: teronauha@gmail.com

Website: http://teronauha.com

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Tero-Nauha/1412162419001180
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Caterina & Carlotta Sagna (Paris, France) 
Caterina Sagna began dancing with her mother, Anna Sagna, who was also a choreographer and 
pedagogue, before joining Carolyn Carlson at the Théâtre de la Fenice in Venice and participating in 
several creations by Jorma Uotinen. In 1987, she began a cycle of creation lasting ten years, creating 
works strongly connected to literature (Genet, Cocteau, Büchner, Kafka, Rilke, Paul Valéry). In 2009, 
Caterina Sagna and her sister Carlotta Sagna united their two companies, creating the company 
Caterina & Carlotta Sagna. Caterina and Carlotta wish to investigate the junction between dance 
and words. Theater and text have always played an important role in their choreography and all 
performances can be played in French, English or Italian. Despite this emphasis on text, the work of 
the Sagna sisters is fundamentally contemporary dance. Their shows highlight and intensify dance by 
way of words  Text is handled from the standpoint of a choreographer or dancer: onstage, words are 
given the same treatment as movements. Their choreography never aims to be purely aesthetic, but 
examines the relationship between dance and narration. Depending on the show’s topic, dance can be 
the pivot for constructing a discourse or it can deliberately hide, substitute, amplify, censor, sidetrack, 
or undercut the topic at hand. ‚ These diverse functions can also coexist in a single show, enabling the 
audience to perceive the overall show as contradictory, absurd, puzzling, and funny. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theatre, Music.

Bal en Chine

In a sizeable apartment building with large windows where everyone can be seen by everyone else, 
five tenants of various nationalities spy on one another, listen to one another, criticize one another. 
Against all expectations, a strange solidarity gradually forms between them, maintained solely by their 
shared distrust of their other neighbours: a Chinese family deemed to be more even more different. 
It allows them all to give free rein to their fantasies and prejudices... A piece subtly blending theatre 
and dance, Bal en Chine is a metaphor for our uncontrollable fear of the other and of anything 
foreign to us. But what if a different way to live together were possible? With humour and visual 
acuity the choreography hones in on society’s  burning anxieties,  the Presence of the Foreigner. 
CHOREOGRAPHY : Caterina Sagna ‚ / TEXT : Roberto Fratini Serafide‚ / PERFORMERS  : 
Alessandro Bernardeschi, Chinatsu Kosakatani or Chiharu Mamiya, Cécile Loyer, Mauro Paccagnella, 
Kenji Takagi /‚  COSTUMES : Tobia Ercolino‚  / MUSIC : Arnaud Sallé / ‚ LIGHTS : Philippe 
Gladieux /‚  STAGE AND SOUND MANAGER : David Ferré /‚  COSTUMES REALIZATION : 
Vanna Bellini

Keywords: Irony, Kinetics, Multinational Performers, Polyglot Play, Exuberance

Production History: COPRODUCTION : CCN Roubaix Nord-Pas-de-Calais (F) / Pôle Sud, 
Strasbourg (F) / CCN Rillieux-la-Pape (F) / L’Espal, Le Mans (F) / Réseau Escales Danse en Val 
d’Oise, (DRAC Ile-de-France) : L’apostrophe, Cergy Pontoise - Théâtre Paul Eluard, Bezon - l’Orange 
Bleue*, Eaubonne (F) / l’Avant-Scène Cognac (F) / Charleroi danses, Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles 
(B) With the support of CCN Nancy-Ballet de Lorraine and King’s Fountain  The company 
Caterina & Carlotta SAGNA is supported by DRAC Ile de France - Ministère de la Culture et de 
la Communication - au titre de l’aide à la compagnie conventionnée. 2013: Strasbourg, Besançon, 
Dijon, Toulouse, Pau, Eaubonne, Belfort, Cergy Pontoise, Bezons, Paris, Charleroi.  2014: Niort, 
Troyes, Limoges, Le Mans, Vannes, Roubaix

Video: https://vimeo.com/59787227 keyword : lucriolon
 
Contact: caterina@caterina-carlotta-sagna.org

Website: http://caterina-carlotta-sagna.org/
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Mehdi FARAJPOUR / ORIANTHEATRE Dance Com-
pany (Paris, France) 
Mehdi FARAJPOUR is a choreographer and artistic director for ORIANTHEATRE Dance 
Company. He was born in Iran and is graduated from Theater department of Soureh Fine Arts 
University, Tehran. He began as a theatre artist but now is considered a conceptual performance 
artist. Mehdi’s artistic career covers many fields such as Dance, Video, Photography, Literature and 
poetry, theater and performance art. He divides his time between creating work for the stage and 
teaching his creative way of dance called MEDITATIVE DANCE. The Monk Performers is the title 
of Mehdi’s book published in 2008. This book is the conclusion of his personal/practical experience 
on the stage. In 2008, in collaboration with Indian Bharatnatyam dancers, he won The Prize for the 
best choreography and creative music at the 26th international theatre festival of Tehran. At the end 
of 2008, he got a grant from ‘Hooyong performing Arts Center’ to create a performance in South 
Korea as a part of Artist in residency program. 2009 brought him another grant for creation from 
Poland. The grant was titled Orient and Europe. In 2010, he was chosen and invited to be part of Jury 
at international Theater festival in Minsk, Belarus. In the summer of 2011, he was awarded The best 
Director prize for his performance BECKETT and in 2013, he got the best performance award for 
his performance called ‘etc, etc.’ from 19th International theatre festival PUF (Croatia). The countries 
where he has been most frequently performed are India, Poland, South Korea, Croatia, Sweden, 
Germany, France, Finland, Spain. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theatre, Performance, Installation, Video, Poetry

etc, etc.

«etc» is not only a word but it s an implication. It is a sign of continuity and to resign at the same 
time. It represents a moment when one prefers to stop talking about a specific subject while that 
subject can still continue in his/her speech. Very often there is a reason behind this interrupting action 
or reaction. A reason which functions as a barrier. This barrier could be set up by society or by inner 
feeling of the speaker itself. In either way, the conclusion is the same; limiting freedom of expression 
whether verbal or bodily. However, when this barrier is set up by society, the result would be a sort of 
social censorship and when it is tied to one’s own character, it leads us to self censorship. In anyway, 
«etc» is more a mental challenge than a physical action or reaction. The performance «etc, etc.» tries to 
open up a new page in contemporary performance field called Psychological Choreography. Following 
this topic Mehdi Farajpour built up a performance based on the word «etc». He explains this very 
moment through Choreography, gestural expressions, online drawing & video mapping technology, 
poetry & video projection.

Keywords: Choreography, Dance, Theatre, Poetry, Video, Drawing

Production History: Istrian National Theatre (Pula, Croatia) - Théâtre Atenue (Celrà, Spain) – 
International Contemporary Theatre Festival Zadarsnova (Zadar, Croatia)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qdr_fY9pCzU
 
Contact: oriantheatre@live.fr

Website: http://www.oriantheatre.com

https://twitter.com/Oriantheatre

https://www.facebook.com/ORIANTHEATRE
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Paulo Henrique (Paris, France) 
I’m a multimedia performance artist and choreographer. I’ve created a number of performance / 
installation works integrating video, sound, text, voice, and technology. My work is about the different 
ways through which a person or a body can communicate. As I work in performance projects, my 
attention is in equal relation to movement / sound / image / content. These projects may include 
voice / gestures / dance / video / sound or simply body presence and what is beneath this, but I’m also 
interested in the use of technology as a way to reach aims; to investigate the different written supports 
beyond writing and also the human body as a medium to originate / receive / create / destroy / feel. 
The body as a multi-mechanism: what does it mean? How can we use this mechanism? My work is 
reflective of issues and attitudes that position us as individuals. The attitudes we currently exist within 
and work from have come to us from people / places / history / geography / culture. At the very core 
of my work is therefore a visual mapping and exploration of these places, bodies and environments. 
Images produce to work against and from within to re-define and contest such assumptions, histories, 
attitudes. To explore and appropriate new physical and emotional spaces. My work can be considered 
to come from a ritualistic & entertainment tradition (dance) and documentary tradition (word / 
image), often re-working them, producing what I call image|poetry| performance constructions which 
are generated using new technologies.  Work in ‘Digital Performance’ by Steve Dixon/Mit Pess 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance, Video, Installation, Multimedia

Paulo Henrique

‘Transformation or metamorphosis - Towards a Progress uninterrupted’ We progresses in a 
uninterrupted metamorphosis ..or transformation and imposed mutation: social / cultural / political. 
The body in movement is captured in a non specific moment transforming it in a specif visual 
moment. Mobile body + Immobile space Bodly positions were chosen, almost static but with fast 
reduced and repetitive movement. Elements chosen, were to complete the concept of transformation 
/ metamorphosis. This transformation is visible through the sequence of actions (body positions/
outside) but invisible biographically (body memories/inside), supported with the objects performed 
in the action. - Paulo Henrique was born in Africa, Angola, a civil war refugee in Europe, Portugal in 
1975 - the exterior elements to my body in this construction represent and support somehow both 
those places and underline my condition of mutation; the body becomes both, a place and an object 
of reflection. My body progressed in a uninterrupted metamorphosis ..or transformation and imposed 
mutation: Social / Cultural / Political.

Keywords: Transformation, Mutation, Reflection, Cultural, Social, Political, Imposition

Production History: World Wide Web

Video: http://vimeo.com/pauloh
 
Contact: phmultimedia@yahoo.com

Website: http://paulo_henrique.tripod.com/

https://www.facebook.com/paulo.henrique.performance
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International company Dialogues Inévitables (Berlin 
/ Cotonou / Genova / Paris / Montreal, France / 
Benin /Canada / Germany / Italy) 
The company Dialogues Inévitables is a multicultural group consisting of artists from different 
African, European and other Western countries. The artistic work of the company is the result of 
their research on the intercultural dialogue and on the complex relationship between the ‘South’ 
and ‘North’ of the world. The group reaches to get to know each other in the process of creation, to 
discover similarities and differences and to make real encounters possible. The company was born in 
the context of the homonymous artistic and cultural project conceived and directed by the Italian 
dancer and choreographer Francesca Pedullà and the Beninese musician Eric Acakpo. In 2008 the 
collaboration of the Associations CQB -Italy, Créations Entrelacées -France, Sonagnon -Benin, 
marks the full manifestation of the project’s potential for cultural exchange, as well as the birth of the 
over-arching concept ‘Dialogues Inévitables’. The company was hosted in artistic residency at : CCF-
Cotonou in 2009 and 2010; Centre Culturel Cité Culture/Brussels in 2010; Teatro dell’Archivolto 
in 2012 /Genoa; Tanz Fabrik Berlin in 2012. Company: ERIC ACAKPO /Benin, RICHARD 
ADOSSOU / Benin, ANICET  GILDAS AIMONDE /Benin, ALIOU GUESSERE /Benin, PAPIS 
NDOYE /Senegal, KELLY KEENAN /Canada, ROBERTA MESSA /Italy, SARA  PARISI /Italy, 
FRANCESCA PEDULLA’ /Italy, ANTOINE RENOUARD /France, MEDARD SOSSA /Benin, 
SARA TASSARA /Italy Collaborations: DAVIDE FRANCESCA, LORENZO GASPERONI, 
LUCIANO NOVELLI, MARTIN PILZ, DAVIDE DALL’OSSO  Planning, organization and 
administration:  ASSOCIATION CQB 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Music, Theater, Video, Plastic Arts

Du Mythe du Dieu Argent - theatrical dance performance 
with live music

The subject of the piece is the urge to consume, considered as a common cultural denominator 
that nullifies or highlights the differences in gender, race, class and nationality, and serves as the key 
mediator in the regulation of interpersonal relations, as well as generating mechanisms for adaptation 
between individuals and communities. As each artist contributed their own cultural resources and 
imagination to the creative process, a vision of ‘cash’ as a divine entity began to emerge, a powerful 
new deity that held all of humanity in sway. His character and history were described by a ‘myth’ that 
the entire cast collaborated to write, which then provided the allegorical power and the dramaturgical 
and conceptual tram for the piece. African and occidental cultural archetypes, symbols and stereotypes 
are therefore  woven into and unfold out of the piece throughout its structure and provide the 
foundation for an articulate and ironic new language. Du MYTHE du DIEU ARGENT leads  into an 
imaginary yet familiar universe.  Artistic languages: Dance backgrounds include hip-hop and various 
contemporary and traditional occidental and African forms, enhanced and integrated to create a  new 
artistic dialect. Live music, composed for traditional African and occidental instruments. 

Keywords: Money, Cultural Exchange, African Dance, Consumerism, Dialogue

Production History: Fitheb (International Festival of Theater in Benin) - March 2010, choreographic 
center TroisC L-Luxembourg and  at the Centre Culturel Cité Culture in Brussels - September 2010.
  
Video: https://vimeo.com/76817614, https://vimeo.com/39860960#
 
Contact: associazionecqb@gmail.com

Website: http://www.assocqb.it
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Alexa Wilson (Berlin, Germany) 
I am an artist from New Zealand based in Berlin nearly 3 years and have presented over 20 
interdisciplinary live and video works in NZ, Europe, Australia and NYC over 15 years. ‘Star/Oracle 
of Delphi’ was performed across Berlin, Frankfurt and New York City in 2012/2013. ‘Extraordinary 
Aliens’ was in AUSUFERN Berlin festival and Month of Performance Art Berlin 2013. I performed in 
Hamburg for ‘Aktionen/Attraktionen’ 2013. The youtube clip ‘Berlin Bedroom Dance’ was selected to 
screen on an ABC/Disney TV Series in the USA 2013. I will perform ‘Weg: A-Way’ at Hau Theatre in 
Berlin in 100 Grad Festival 2014. I worked with performance artist Linda Montano in NYC in 2012, 
while doing a PG Dip Fine Art with Transart in Berlin/NYC. I have won several awards for works in 
New Zealand, ‘Weg: A-Way’ (4 Auckland Fringe Awards/Auckland Arts Festival Award), ‘Toxic White 
Elephant Shock’ (Creative NZ, Tup Lang Award), Magic Box (Best Emerging NZ choreographer/
NZ Listener). I have danced for top NZ choreographers (eg Douglas Wright, Lisa Densem, Malia 
Johnston), danced in Florian Habicht’s Feature Film ‘Woodenhead’ (02). The work I make is 
interdisciplinary, with highly political and ambiguous questions around sexuality, gender, culture 
and power structures. Performance and videos are solo or group works, collective or interactive, 
collaborative or directed. I make work performance and video work and write because during such 
consumerist times these are all very ephemeral and powerful art forms capable of engaging with deeper 
existential and socio-political issues in the chaos and changes 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance, Video, Theatre, Writing

Toxic White Elephant Shock

I conceived this work in response to what was on the verge of environmental catastrophe, around the 
economic crisis and as the unrest of climate change started to really be noticed. I was interested in how 
our treatment of the Earth parallels the way we treat our own bodies, and therefore the responsibility 
we have to take care of our health and our environment in the same breath. This work looked at some 
of the various denials we have in our current global climate which make up a ‘toxic culture’ with 
attempts to both satirise and transform them. This toxicity was mapped conceptually in this work 
onto and into the body, which in this context becomes both the vessel for pollution and vehicle for 
transformation.  Mapping an internal/external climate of fear, capitalist and media control onto the 
body via scrutiny and control on top of environmental decay this work attempted to look at ways each 
individual is responsible for their own behaviour, health and contribution to a world community of 
‘response-ability’, which can potentially purify overwhelmingly toxic forces from the inside out.  The 
audience experiences this piece through a tidal wave of performance episodes morphing in and out of 
each other with 8 performers dressed in rainbow coloured military outfits from different cultures all 
relating to experiences of ‘toxic shock’ within our contemporary environment.  ‘at times a violently 
jarring commentary of 21st century living, it lived up to her turbulent, gritty best.. it was a hilarious 
joy ride of subversive images.’ - Francesca Horsley, Danz Quarterly NZ.

Keywords: Political Contemporary Dance, Environmental, Performance Art, New Zealand, Toxic

Production History: Mau Theatre, Corban Estate, Auckland New Zealand.

Video: https://vimeo.com/58511147 password ‘colourful’
 
Contact: lightningsgirl7@yahoo.co.nz

Website: http://alexawilson.blogspot.com

https://www.facebook.com/alexawilson.roseofdaworld
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Anna Kautenburger (Saarlouis, Germany) 
2012 Artist Residency LIVING COPENHAGEN,          School of Critical Engagement, 
Kopenhagen, Dänemark 2011 Diplom Fine Arts with distinction at HBK Saar, Saarbrücken 2005/
Study of Fine Arts at HBK Saar, Saarbrücken 2011 Prof. Ulrike Rosenbach, Prof. Georg Winter and 
Prof. Eric Lanz 2008 scholarship DFJW at ESAD Reims, France 2009 scholarship,15. Internationale 
Schillertage, Nationaltheater Mannheim ‘Art should raise questions.’ Bruce Naumann My works are 
based on research in different kinds of media, mostly the internet.I analyse the images and the role 
models I find, I also do research in non fiction books and  newspaper archives and then I elaborate 
sketches.These sketches serve as a concept to simulate the models taken from the media. I analyse, 
interpret and stage subjective role models from the media.In my performances the viewers plays an 
important role. The work as itself develops only with his/her participation. With my visual aesthetic 
and by means of texts i involve him in the process. I always have a concept and additionaly a text or 
a soundrecording as a basic. Generally i develop the works site specific, only for a venue, playing with 
the background of this specific event or festival or geographical area. In a first stage the audience gets 
the opportunity to identify themselves with those images after that they get confronted with a twist 
that leads to the solution and thus makes the audience question their former views. 
 
Disciplines: Video, Performance, Media, Installation

100 Artist Statements

100 Artist’s Statements Performance 2012 Performancefestival Frau Freitag, Karlsruhe 30 min. 
Transformed in a performance i read 100 Artist’s Statements. Cutted in different Parts. Part One is 
‘I’, Part two ‘The work’, Part three ‘The artwork’.  The Papers are falling down after reading. In the 
last part i propose to the audience to win a glass of wodka. For this they have to find out, from which 
artist i quote the sentence.

Keywords: Site Specific, Critical, Participative

Production History: Performancefestival Frau Freitag, Staatliche Akademie der Bildenden Künste 
Karlsruhe
 
Contact: info@annakautenburger.de

Website: http://annakautenburger.de
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BOOOM CIE | Christian Garcia (Berlin, Germany) 
A musician and composer, a member of Velma – collective from Lausanne, since 1997 – Christian 
Garcia has worked in a musical universe, with its forms, codes and staging, for the past few years. In 
1999, he works more specifically on theatre stages and creates Velma ºs distinct style, performances 
oscillating between theater, opera and concert: Cyclique, Applique, Rondo, Velma Superstar, 
Requiem.  In 2010, he signs his first solo projects under his own name, ‘Glissando’ for the City 
Theatre of Warsaw, ‘Pastiche’ for the City Theater of Bern and is one of the eight artists associated 
to Stefan Kaegi’s and Lola Arias’ project Ciudades Paralelas, a traveling documentary theater festival 
produced by cities like Berlin, Buenos Aires, Zürich, Warsaw, Cork and some other locations. His 
contribution is titled ‘In the Name of the People’ and is performed in court houses: it takes the form 
of a liturgical concert with a text based on local jurisprudence. Then in 2012, he creates ‘Teenage 
Lobotomy’. At the core of this research is the idea that everything that makes up a scenic device can 
be created and composed in the same way that notes are written on a partition or sounds in a score. 
The whole of what is presented on stage takes an entirely new dimension because its elements, even 
when already potentially representative, become abstract. They no longer serve the precise narrative or 
meaning but the musical literature now following strict, although different, rules.These shows tried to 
re-situate the place music holds on stage. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Music, Theater

Teenage Lobotomy

Music is not innocent. Nothing shapes identity more strongly that the soundscapes of our childhood. 
But: What do we expect from music in a theatrical performance? Either it’s rather unimportant, 
something in the background, perhaps illustrative, at any rate not on an equal par with the other 
aspects of theater. Something like that. Or it’s meant to release us from the permanent acoustic 
carpeting of commercial, political, or social propaganda and be something pleasantly else – this as well 
being something of a means to an end Teenage Lobotomy puts music center stage, while at the same 
time refusing us the concert. Two musicians, two guitars, two mikes, two chairs, two speakers, a whole 
lot of cable. Melancholically looping the sound of our everyday lives, seizing the incessant flood of 
sound and words and the instrumentalized sound of daily life. At the same time, however, distilling 
an antidote to the acoustic brainwashing to which we are continually exposed.  For all the endless 
reproducibility of tones and images, their lasting accessibility and excessive use has fundamentally 
marked our perceptual capabilities. It is nearly impossible to divest oneself of the capitalist interest 
in repetition. Teenage Lobotomy uses the means of theatre, with its possibilities for increased 
attentiveness, to decipher music and sound as almost material signs.

Keywords: Performance, Music, Theater,

Production History: Théâtre de l’usine-Geneva, Théâtre 2.21-Lausanne, Forum Freies Theater-
Düsseldorf, Dampfzentrale-Bern, Mousonturm-Frankfurt, Impulse Theater Biennale-Köln.

Video: https://vimeo.com/62903417
 
Contact: cgarcia@velma.ch

Website: http://www.christiangarcia.ch/

https://www.facebook.com/christian.garcia.14268
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Boris Azemar (Berlin, Germany) 
Born in Paris and trained as an actor and assistant director, Boris is a multidisciplinary artist active in 
the vibrant queer scene of Berlin. His works span a variety of productions : interactive performance 
art, sound installations and video art. They focus on the shifting conflicts between what’s intimate and 
what’s public ; they always softly play with the boundaries of bodies and spaces. The result is often 
simultaneously funny, uncanny, sweet and nostalgic, with an audience elated by their participation 
and triggered to self-reflection. 
 
Disciplines: Interactive Performance, Sound Installation, Video Installation, Vocal Performance, Burlesque

a golem, a clown, a recluse

Interested in exploring his paradoxical desires for pregnancy, provocation and isolation, Boris created 
this myriad of self-therapeutic interactive performances, curated by Camilla Graff Junior as part of 
the program Crossing Context. The piece offers the choice between 60+ interactive performances in 
strictly 60 minutes, and was featured in 2013’s Month of Performance Art in Berlin and other art 
spaces and venues. Solo works:a golem, a clown, a recluse (2013, Month of Performance Art Berlin)
abNormaL JeanNE ButchER (2013, quEAR audio festival)does the Insurrection come? (2011, Kotti-
Shop)Group works: From Tea Lady to Übermodel... (2013, 100˚ Berlin) Transform: Work (2012, The 
Big Draw Berlin)Urban Sports Club (2012, street performances & installations)Die Daimonen (2012, 
ACUD / Kotti-Shop)Inventional Alltag (2011, Transmediale)

Keywords: Vocal, Queer, Interactive, Intimate

Production History: kunstraum t27, galerie su de coucou, alphanova kulturwerkstatt & galerie 
futura, kotti-shop,  HAU3, ACUD, Uferhallen Berlin Wedding

Video: https://vimeo.com/boriscyborg
 
Contact: boris.azemar@gmail.com

Website: http://boris-cyb.org

@boriscyborg

https://www.facebook.com/boris.azemar
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CALVIN KLEIN (Berlin, Germany) 
CALVIN KLEIN was founded in 2011 by Jessica Lauren Elizabeth Taylor, Alexander Coggin and 
Michael Norton. The three performers participate currently in various mediums within an art 
context. Having come together under the umbrella of theater, they engage in a performance arena 
in order to examine the possibilities of limitless collaboration. Their work combines devised theater, 
movement, visual art, music and sound. As a multi-disciplinary performance group, CALVIN KLEIN 
challenges themselves to make site-specific performance creating parameters that adapt to each piece. 
The theme of over-saturation is ever present is their work. Due to the constant desensitizing that 
the contemporary brain experiences, CALVIN KLEIN explores interpersonal relationships and the 
dualities of emotional experience that lie within them. Critical issues like war, sex, death and love 
are assessed clinically rather than sympathetically, while mundanity and the commonplace are valued 
highly. Their series, ‘the rapture will be televised’, has been shown at the Hebbel Am Ufer Berlin, 
Sophiensaele Berlin and the English Theater Berlin and curated at Kunstfabrik Berlin in collaboration 
with AUNTS IS DANCE(NYC), at Basso Berlin in collaboration with Jeremy Wade’s ‘Creature 
Feature’ and at ROCKELMANN & Gallery Berlin in their INTRODUCTION group show. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Performance, Dance, Sound, Movement, Narrative

the rapture will be televised

‘the rapture will be televised’ is a performance series that explores the relationship between fantasy 
and disaster. The series examines what ties the two together and contemporary society’s obsession with 
their interplay. Through ‘the rapture’ CALVIN KLEIN experiments with extreme physical articulation 
of the ordinary and attempts to express the complexities of the mundane, while considering one’s 
distorted perspective of time in moments of extreme crisis. A meticulous examination, aided by 
sound, projection, song and dance, each piece in ‘the rapture’ series speaks to the incongruous 
dynamic that contemporary audiences incidentally experience through persistent media exposure. ‘the 
rapture will be televised’ inspects what happens when an audience is bombarded with the hyper-real, 
a world that is saturated with sensation and sentiment. ‘the rapture’ investigates the transition that the 
contemporary brain makes on a daily basis when it is forced to shift between states of overstimulation 
and muted comprehension. CALVIN KLEIN stages an existence where life attempts to function 
between these two planes.

Keywords: Movement, Music, Apocalyptic, Hyper-Reality, Visual Art, Theater

Production History: Hebbel Am Ufer Berlin, Sophiensaele Berlin, English Theater Berlin, 
Kunstfabrik, ROCKELMANN & GALLERY

Video: https://vimeo.com/70667541
 
Contact: calvinkleinperformance@gmail.com

Website: http://calvinkleingroup.com
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Camila Rhodi (Berlin, Germany) 
After a proposed scene based on my own memories while still in the school of theater, I realized how 
powerful and touching the artist may be when transforming simple moments of life. Reaching for 
a truly emotional state without representation, I have been working with autobiography, constantly 
discussing strong and intense feelings, in order to surface feelings that everyone shares. The question 
of absence, present throughout my work with a high level of intimacy, creates a strong relationship 
with the audience. In 2008 I did my first solo presentation ‘A Filha da Chacrete’ soon after writing 
the monograph ‘The Process of Creating the Scene from an Autobiographical Performance’. Three 
years later, sponsored by Oi Futura, I created a multimedia performance entitled ‘A Dona do Fusca 
Laranja’, in which I drove the audience in my own car while telling stories of damaging events through 
the streets of Rio de Janeiro. After that, I gravitated toward a feminist point of view. Discussing sex, 
violence and freedom, I created the video installation ‘Over 18 Only’ which took place in the 15th 
WRO Media and Art Biennale in Poland. Recently, the live performance ‘Take Me’ was one of critic 
Anja Müller’s highlights in the 100˚ Grad Festival 2013 in Berlin. Upcoming projects include ‘Do You 
Wanna Talk About It?’ regarding sexual violence in childhood, a video installation titled ‘A Possibility 
to Love’ and an urban space audio performance ‘Das ist Doch a Love Song’. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Autobiographical, Feminist, Post Colonized, Sexual Violence, Woman Artist

Take Me

As an autobiographical portrait, ‘Take Me’ explores personal history, cultural influences, and 
loneliness. In a private room, a blindfolded Camila Rhodi cuts a grapefruit with a big, sharp knife 
while the audience hears a list of her biggest fears. Soon, the artist breaks the distance by walking 
up to the audience while still blindfolded, and touches them, whispers in their ears, and offers them 
a piece of fruit. The table, in combination with the strong colors of the chosen objects, the focused 
light, the mechanical voiceover and movements, builds an aesthetic distance between the artist and the 
audience. The gap breaks when she is still blindfolded and heads into the audience. With her dirty wet 
hand, she touches them. At this moment they can feel and smell the artist as well the smell and taste 
of the fruit. When she offers the grapefruit, she is offering her own body and soul. The performance 
is comprised of both conscious and unconscious writings, interrupted silences, and painful, romantic 
images of the body.  In order to create something related to the fragility of the body, risk, and fear, 
Camila Rhodi created a draft of ‘Take Me’ in the process of ‘A Dona do Fusca Laranja’. However, the 
live performance had its premier only one year after in Berlin, inside her own bedroom.

Keywords: Performance, Autobiographical, Feminist, Private Space, Woman Artist, Fragility Of The Body

Production History: 100˚  Grade Festival 2013. Sophiensaele. Berlin. Germany/// Altes Finanzamt. 
Month of Performance . 2013. Berlin. Germany // Musterzimmer Gallery. 2013. Berlin.Germany.  // 
HB Lab . 2012 Home Base Berlin . Berlin. Germany.

Video: https://vimeo.com/78164228?

Contact: camilarhodi@gmail.com

Website: http://www.camilarhodi.com

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Camila-Rhodi/110351379129321
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Caroline Finn (Munich, Germany) 
Born in the UK Caroline graduated from the Juilliard School with a BFA in dance in 2004. Since 
then she has danced with Balletttheater München, Ballet Preljocaj and Compagnie Carolyn Carlson 
in Roubaix, Since 2009 Caroline has been working as a freelance choreographer and has presented 
her works at international festivals in cities such as Berlin, Busan South Korea, Paris and Munich as 
well as receiving commissions for companies such as Tanz Luzerner Theater, Cross Connection Ballet 
Copenhagen, Theatr Groteska, Krakow, Theater in Kempten, Germany and the Munich international 
D.A.N.C.E festival. She was most recently a recipient of the Matthew Bourne New Adventures 
Choreographer Award 2013. My work stems from a highly visceral physicality which serves to support 
the innate humanity present in the stories that I weave. A shot of dark british humour combined with 
poetic theatricality enables me to express the idiosyncrasies of human behaviour and allows audiences 
to be voyeurs of situations where fantasy and reality become intertwined.  I create work as a means to 
communicate with an audience on more than a purely physical level. To create worlds where they can 
both lose themselves inside the story and at the same time connect with the performers in such a way 
that they are perhaps confronted with aspects of their own lives. I enjoy exploring the conflict and 
tension between what is abstract and what is concrete and developing a movement language which 
enhances this; creating a playground for the viewer to be challenged without feeling alienated. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Theater, Physical Theater, Tanztheater

Them

This piece was created as a development of two solo works entitled ‘Bernard’ and ‘Bernadette’. In 
these solos we bear witness to a touchingly futile struggle against the odds as a seemingly mundane 
task spirals into a fight to maintain order amidst impending chaos. Whether the loss of control is 
a result of external influences or whether the terror is self inflicted - if their feelings of terror are 
understandable or pathological- remains for the audience to decide.  In ‘Them’ the audience finds 
themselves invited to be voyeurs as Bernard and Bernadette’s paths cross and their story continues. 
Apple pies continue to prove to be a challenge and even poultry cannot be trusted.

Keywords: Cooking, Apple Pie, Tanztheater, Ocd, Turkey

Production History: PasingerFabrik, München (2012) Theater in Kempten (2014)

Video: https://vimeo.com/68091945
 
Contact: carolinefinn@muenchen-mail.de

Website: http://carolinefinn.com

https://www.facebook.com/cfinn2
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Dovrat Meron (Berlin, Germany) 
With background in Theatre directing and acting teaching, my work spans between Theatre, 
performance and participatory art in the public realm.  I do not believe in one statement nor see 
myself committed to any style or medium which might restrict my creation. Each one of my Live 
Performances and curatorial projects is explorative statement at the time that it is being created and 
acted. I perform in conventional Art spaces and Theatre as well as public spheres, urban or nature 
environments. Some performances are purely action others are more physical, verbal or medial or 
mixture between various genres. Weather I perform solo for audience or interact with the public. 
Collaborating with other Artists or alone for the video, my projects range in theme context and 
duration.  My curatorial work engages mainly with different curatorial approaches to site specific 
performance, action, intervention and participatory projects in the public realm. Further interests are 
the complexity between live performance art and commodity, institutional critique and cultural policy. 
I tour with my performances, lecture and give various workshops internationally. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Theatre, Participatory Performance, Intervention In Public Space

Untranslatable words

‘Untranslatable Words’ have a specific meaning in a certain language but have no exact equivalent 
in another. In order to translate the meaning and the emotion behind, it needs to be described 
in sentences. ‘Untranslatable Words’ is a participatory action in public space with flexible length 
depending on the character of the event and the location. The idea is to interact with people in 
different locations - in the nature side /cities/public space - and ask them for ‘Untranslatabl Words’ 
from their mother tongue and to herewith evoke a discussion about their cultural context.  I 
merely give the impulse to discuss the words and their explanation or cultural background and it 
is not possible to foresee what will happen. I don’t consider language gaps as an obstacle for fluent 
communication, but rather as a catalyst for cultural exchange between people. The project aims 
to regain and re-activate the social role of public spaces by creating an exchange of ‘Untranslatable 
Words’. Though it seems that my main material is the words, my intention is not to conduct 
an exhaustive scientific lexicon and the result is not intended as a contribution to the science of 
linguistics. It is a dialogic project which involve people as the medium, it is not only the act of 
collecting words but meeting people and engage in a conversation that is in its nature non productive 
in manners of financial profit, nevertheless it is produced for theatre.

Keywords: Participatory Performance, Site Specific Intervention, Theatre

Production History: Took part at the Motion 5 Performance Art festival, at Performance action 
congress  ‘Radical Moments’, 20 October 2010 Berlin; and at ‘Facing the Word’ in Mantova Italy, 19 
November 2010. Venice Biennial June 20 2011, ‘Diverse Universe’ Performance Festival, in Estonia 
and in Finland 19-30 May, Stromereien Performance Art Festival Zürich 3-12 August 2011, Brooklyn 
International Performance Art Festival NY July 2013 online catalogue that will serve an open source 
for Untranslatable Words is in plan.

Video: http://vimeo.com/user2430134/videos
 
Contact: dovratmeron@gmail.com

Website: http://www.dovratmeron.com

@Dovrat_Meron

https://www.facebook.com/dovrat.meron
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Jos Diegel (Offenbach, Germany) 
Born1982 w. dutch/german nationality; Diploma 2010 at Academy of Arts andDesign Offenbach.
2013Bodensee Art Fund residency, 2012 grant of Institut fürAlltagsforschung, Hessischer Film 
Award  Feature Film Nominée andMedienboard Berlin First Steps 2012 Nominée, 2011 Residency 
atTheater Mannheim, intern. Summeracademy Salzburg, scholarship city ofSalzburg, Invitation of 
Rijksakademie, Amsterdam, Art AwardFrankfurter Künstlerhilfe, 2010 2nd Theater Award Theater 
Augsburg,Wardrobe-Scholarship, Offenbach, 2009 German Film Award Exp. FilmNominée.
Since2004 exhibitions, projects and screenings at Arse Elektronika, SanFrancisco, TheaterGessnerallee, 
Zürich, Werkleitz,Halle, Cabaret Voltaire, Zürich, SchauspielFrankfurt, Frankfurt,  Mousonturm, 
Frankfurt, Schmiede, Hallein,Galerie5020, Salzburg, SparkContemp. Art Space, Syracuse, 
HfbKStädelakademie, Frankfurt, Ringlokschuppem, Mülheim a.d.Ruhr,GalerieKUB, Leipzig, 
FifeMaroc, Casablanca, Xin Dan Wei, Shanghai, Theater Augsburg, Augsburg,DeutschesFilmmuseum, 
Frankfurt, KunstvereinFrankfurt, Frankfurt, DokFest, Kassel, EMAF,Osnabrück, BerlinerKunstsalon, 
Berlin,CourtMétrages, Clermont Ferrand, Berlinale, Berlin, AthensVideo Art Festival, Athen, Full 
Dome Festival,  Jena, perspektive,Nürnberg, Filmfest, München, Frankfurter Filmschau, Frankfurt 
andother 

For Jos Diegel as an artist and filmmaker exploring social-political andnormative-narrative themes and 
working also with installations,performance, painting, theater, literature and multi media projectsand 
interdisciplinairy fields in between, there is interest in themultiple-disciplinairy contributions, spread 
out in Poetry, Painting,Theater, Novel, Cinema, Performance Art but also in the socialsciences, 
Economics, Law, Psychology and natural sciences.Thusit became the artists personal science piece 
of how to create ownstructures and construct situations of experimental narration,post-dramatic 
medialisations and alternative world perspectives. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Film, Video, Painting, Installation, Literature

There is no//a sexual report - entity, identity and the 
construction of a relational San Francisco

The text of French philosopher Jean-Luc Nancy, entitled ‘there is a sexual report’ - emphazising the 
‘is’, e.g. the existence of that relation itself, the entity - refers to Jaques Lacan’s provocative thesis: ‘there 
is no sexual report’. That would mean that there is always sex, but no reportable relation. That would 
be a space of intimacy, non-existent, it would be a physical communication of the bodies.  Since a 
kind of mutal interest can be reported on both sides, there has not been much of a reportable relation 
between Jos Diegel and Lisa Schröter. But this project is about to create one in San Franscico. The 
project shifts as an paradox medial parody of pornographic revelation and or an examination of the 
high value placed on sexual identity. The scenario went on for the six days of Arse Elektronika and 
would shift the private act into the public sphere, as a public presentation and lecture.  Watching 
and hearing is the audience` primal lust for that the artist delivers its report, whether it is a  personal 
intimate one or a met-en-scene spectacle, what is surly not easy to differ nowadays. most of the artists 
would agree to the audience watching them performing or creating their artwork is like observing 
them while having sex. The audience is other people. Vice versa to the audience the artist is other 
people. Other people is the secret place where vocabulary of erotic and passion can be created, what 
can be called the exile of imaginary.

Keywords: Love, Sex, Situationist, Representation, Artist, Identity

Production History: Arse Elektronika, San Francisco

Video: https://vimeo.com/79251314
 
Contact: naturalbornjos@aol.com, josdiegel@gmx.de

Website: http://www.josdiegel.de

https://www.facebook.com/josdiegelbenutztdiesemailnicht
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Mad Kate (Berlin, Germany) 
Mad Kate is an American performance artist based in Berlin since 2004. She integrates her skills as 
a singer, mover, writer and conceptual artist, exploring sexuality, queering our global identity, poly-
singularity and transformative imagination in a digital age. She was one of the members of the Queer 
X Team (documented by Emilie Jouvet in Too Much Pussy: Feminist Sluts in the Queer X Show) 
and has performed extensively around Europe, Russia and the United States. Her heart-cunt-gut-
performance-band MAD KATE l THE TIDE explores the concept of ALIVE:ness--to what extent we 
are alive in each other’s lives. Most recently she has formed a dark wave electro duo with TUSK called 
HYENAZ--androgynous bottom-feeders on the surface of a planet eating itself; exquisite creatures 
whose soundscapes spring from the surplus of civilization’s cultural and consumerist material. Mad 
Kate creates out of urgency: ‘There will never be enough time to explore all the different women I 
would like to inhabit. But in each of the personas I explore, the through-line has been my interest 
in the politics of borders–both between bodies and within bodies. This pursuit manifests itself in 
many forms–whether it be interviewing women who live in rural farming cooperatives; advocacy of 
immigrants and political asylum seekers; teaching creative writing inside a women’s Jail; sex/work/
performance/art; critical and creative writing; or diving off the stage into a crowd of rowdy punks.’ 
 
Disciplines: Writing, Singing, Dancing, Music Production, Costume Making

RITUALZ

RITUALZ is the practice of the HYENA. An essential element to the HYENAZ performance and 
musical project is an integration of sound (recorded, found, created, dreamed); movement; video 
art; photography and evidence, the collection of tangible bits of collected pieces that they integrate 
into the fabric of their artistic practice. They know that an idea cannot be expressed in one form 
alone. To the HYENA, there is no concept of distraction: every bit of color, every sound, every idea 
that comes into the visual frame becomes part of the lived and artistic experience. Their goal is to 
imbibe every waste and reinterpret everything of their surroundings into a sound and movement 
project. HYENAZ they share one multigendered, multisexualized, multi-oriented body that can be 
and will be manipulated in relationship to the world. HYENAZ inhabit their ritual artistic practice; 
collecting, scavenging, reusing, recycling, re-creating and re-interpreting found objects. They remain 
consciously aware of their privilege to do so and their freedom of movement.  HYENAZ believe 
in the democratization of their music and the free and open access to what they have created. They 
do not hold back their ideas or the products of those ideas. They do not believe their ideas, their 
material possessions or their modalities of styling are precious or unique. They strive for unity with the 
audience, that will live with them in the present moment through the passion and pain of the ritual 
experience through the body in shape and song.

Keywords: Hyenaz, Scavenge, Electronic, Darkwave, Butoh, Performance

Production History: Lovelite Berlin, Kvir Festival Vienna, Queer Festival Wroclaw, Reich und Schon 
Festival Saxony, Ich Bin Ein Berliner Martigny, Metro Club Bialystok

Video: https://vimeo.com/75490558
 
Contact: madkate27@gmail.com

Website: http://www.alfabus.us

@madkate27

https://www.facebook.com/mad.kate
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Martha Hincapié Charry/Periferic (Berlin, Germany) 
Studied Dance in her homecountry Colombia. Finished her studies in Dancetheatre and Solo Dance  
at the Folkwang Hochschule Essen, in Germany, under the guidance of Pina Bausch. As a dancer she 
worked for the Wuppertal Dance Theatre, the Münster State Theatre, the Schauspielhaus Bochum, 
and the Aachen Theatre. Her own creations have been invited to Festivals in France, Croatia, Italy, 
Holland, Germany, Ecuador and Colombia. She founded in 2007 the Colombian - german group 
PERIFERIC. Her piece ‘Autorretrato con Màscara – Self-Portrait with Mask’’ was realized with 
the support of the Spanish Foundation IBERESCENA, obtained the Prize of the Audience at the 
Festival 100˚ in Berlin, Sophiensaele 2009 and was nominated for the National Dance Prize 2010 
of the Colombian Ministry of Culture. Martha works as assistant choreographer in Community 
Dance projects for Josef Eder, Royston Maldoom, and Rhys Martin, among others with the Berliner 
Philharmoniker and with homeless kids at the National Theatre in Bucarest, Rumania. In 2010 her 
creation ‘The Second Time in Between’, was produced with the Einstiegsförderung of the Berliner 
Senate and the Berliner Theatre Dock11. In 2012 her piece ‘Transparente’ was coproduced in Bogotà 
with the company Danza Común and the Cultural Department of the Colombian Government. In 
2013 choreographed the piece ‘Angst’ for the German theatre director Volker Lösch at Theater Basel, 
Switzerland and created the performance ‘Backwards 7’ for the art gallery Musterzimmer. She is 
artistic director of Plataforma, Iberoamerican Festival in Berlin. 
 
Disciplines: Choreography, Performance, Research, Video, Movement, Curation

Transparente

Four bodies and their possible projections in time and space: the body at the other side of the 
mirror, the body of yesterday, of twenty years ago, the forgotten body, the sick body, the morbid, the 
ecstatic one, the peaceful one. During 70 minutes ‘Transparente’ tries to keep the instant through 
a fragmented movement language, to conserve the moment capturing imperceptible fractions of 
a face, of a minimal encounter that nevertheless unite the essential of the plot. Inspired in texts of 
Susan Sontag, this piece aims to take hold of time, to retain it. However everything falls apart, moves 
off, escapes. Again we are compelled to understand that life and its phenomena are uncapturable 
and that as time goes on everything vanishes. We are bones, decaying into dust. Hand to hand we 
fight and struggle, tied through a subtle thread that stretches or shrinks until the moment, this 
fragile connection, inevitably will break. In a short instant, right before we leave this world, maybe 
we’ll be able to track our path again, the one we walked until the border. Images from childhood 
to death will pass our inner eye before we fall into the void. ‘Transparente’ integrates the body, its 
images and sounds to relate to a condition of the world, the fleeing and inevitable evanescence of life. 
‘Transparente’ is a choreographic work by Martha Hincapié Charry created in collaboration with her 
Berlin based group Periferic and the Bogotà collective Danza Comun. It brings together on stage four 
bodies with the live music of the composer Mauricio Colmenares and the visual arts of Leo Carreño.

Keywords: Dance, Performance, Live-Music, Live-Video, Photography, Dancetheatre

Production History: Teatro Varasanta Bogotà, Colombia. Fundación Gilberto Alzate Avendaño 
Bogotà, Colombia.  La Factoría Bogotà, Colombia. Hotel Bogotà Berlin, Germany.

Video: https://vimeo.com/lahincapie
 
Contact: martha-hincapie@dance-germany.org

Website: http://www.martha-hincapie.dance-germany.org

@_Mantarraya_

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Periferic-Berlin-Bogotà/119498264744715
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Maya Weinberg and Lee Meir (Berlin, Germany) 
Maya Weinberg and Lee Meir met in Tel-Aviv in 2009, and today live and work in Berlin. Maya 
works as a choreographer, dancer and  teacher for improvisation and release technique. She worked 
with Yasmeen Godder Company for 8 years and since 2008 has produced her own work, often 
collaborating  with dance, video-art and performance artists. Her work raises basic questions about the 
medium of performance while offering unexpected ways of dealing with the tragicomic gap that exists 
between language and unexpressed intentions. Lee works as a choreographer, dancer and costume 
designer. She has worked with Clipa Theatre, Israel’s leading visual theatre group, and with various 
performance artists. Her solo,Translation Included, was awarded 1st prize at the Israeli Biennale for 
young choreographers in 2011. Lee approaches performance by focusing on notions of paradox and 
friction; she explores multi-tasking as a basic means of generating her work. Maya and Lee share 
the same urge to explore the flexibility of the creative mind and to investigate different strategies of 
transforming boredom into successful art. Their collaborative research field derives from testing the 
artificiality of the performative situation. They see performance as a space that unfolds by straddling 
the line between the polished  and the raw. Their work examines the emergence and transformation 
of meanings by using patterns of daily situations transported to a highly artificial environment; it is 
constituted by the co-relation between sense and nonsense, boredom and ecstasy, clichés and pure 
nothingness. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Performance Art, Theater

if it’s fun

When I think about the word creativity I immediately stop being creative. I would like to accept 
creativity as a fact. (Anonymous artist) The performance if it’s fun is a rummage into a state of hyper-
creativity. A habitat of superabundance is our starting point; we yield to a physicality of open links, 
wandering about and through self defaults, upset objects, and flickering cultural signposts. Moving 
on a stage full of misplaced goods, everything we encounter becomes a platform for potential play. 
Narratives of the bodily and the imaginary reveal themselves by emptying and alienating the grammar 
and rhetorics of daily actions. 

This work resulted from our common need to grasp the role of creativity in our artistic work, and 
to relocate and reposition ourselves in relation to our own creativity. From the economic sphere to 
the personal sphere, contemporary Western society increasingly demands everyone ‘be creative.’ We 
find that as artists, we are forced into a state of constant production of creativity in order to  produce 
ever more of it. We cannot avoid seeing this as a paradox:  does this marathon of activating creativity 
actually create creativity? How assertive should we actually be in the creative process? Would creativity  
emerge regardless of our conscious attempts to produce it?

Keywords: Creativity, Boredom, Artificiality, Paradox, Too-muchness

Production History: Tanztage 2014,Sophiensaele, Berlin / Diver festival 2014, Tel-Aviv / Uferstudios, 
Berlin.
 
Contact: weinbergmaya@gmail.com, leemeir@gmail.com

Website: http://leemeir.com

Photo: André Lewski

https://www.facebook.com/lee.meir.5, https://www.facebook.com/maya.weinberg.3
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Moran Sanderovich (Berlin, Germany) 
Moran Sanderovich is an Israeli visual and performance artist based in Berlin. She has presented 
her works in exhibitions, festivals and art events In Israel and Europe. In 2013 she is taking part in 
the study program ‘Smash’ GBR Berlin intensive program of experimental physical performance 
(DE). Her works were presented in the Museum of Modern Art in Aalborg, Denmark ,in the 
Gihoitegaard Gallery in Copenhagen, Denmark (DK), at the ‘InsightSkin’ in District Berlin Gallery 
in the exhibition ‘Warp & Woof ’, ‘Dada & Surealism’ exhibition, Israel Museum, Jerusalem (IL),  
Fist Festival, Belgrad (SRB) at which she won an award for ‘Best Show’, Miedzynarodowy Festival, 
Bialystok (PL), Tallinn 24e International Theaterfestival, Dordercht. Moran Sanderovich’s elaborate 
costumes constitute the core of her work. She Creates modern mythological alternative bodys to 
tell their own story. she is searching for a different body movement and expression that blurs the 
perception of the ‘normal body’ and Throe that exposeung our perception of our Being Inside 
society. a body that is unaware of the terms ‘disability’ and ‘imperfection’, and aims to change the 
perspective of what is displayed on the outside front-vie what is hidden and suppressed. It challenges 
the boundaries between interior and exterior. Moran Sandrovich want to examine why Internal organs 
Received repulsive. she reshapes the body, while no longer treating the skin as a boundary. . The 
transformation undergone by the body in the course of the performance is an expression of supressed 
interior conflics. 
 
Disciplines: Performance-Art, Installation, Sculpture , Drawing ,Costume-Design

InsightSkin

‘Insight skin’ deals with the way trauma transforms a body, its behaviour and shape. This performance 
investigates the boundaries culture places on women, their sexuality and shape, thereby dictating 
what they may hide or reveal. Insight skin aims to alter the perspective of what is shown outwards 
vis-a-vie what is hidden and supressed. It challenges the boundary between inside and outside and the 
implications of each. Insight skin sets out to examine why inner organs are considered repulsive. It 
reshapes the body, while no longer treating the skin as a boundary. Within Insight skin, an alternative 
body is created, one to which the terms ‘disability’ and ‘imperfection’ are irrelevant. A body, which 
naturally produces its own movements and way of being. The transformation undergone by the body 
in the course of the performance is an expression of supressed interior conflics and past encounters 
with reality. Through this transformation, dialogue between different sides of the skin and a discourse 
of aesthetics is created. Insight skin turns the inside out and leaves nothing undiscovered.

Keywords: Insightskin, Metamorphosis, Mutation, Deformation, Shapeskin

Production History: Warp and Woof ’ at the ‘District Berlin’ gallery , ‘Out Of Fashion’   international 
contemporary art exhibition , ‘Gihoitegaard’ Gallery  Copenhagen Denmark, ‘KUNSTEN’ Museum 
of Modern Art Aalborg Denmark , ‘Urban Art Clash’ platoon kunsthalle, berlin (DE), Shift Berlin 
- performance and Exhibition, Month of performance art in Berlin - AV Format  v2.7 gallery, RAW 
gallery, |OKK| - Organ kritischerKunst, Beyond Commemoration - performance in the ‘Holocaust 
memorial’ Month of Performance art Berlin , Manisensations, ‘Leap’ Gallery Berlin (DE)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPHDj5pDaYc&feature=youtu.be
 
Contact: moran.sand@gmail.com

Website: http://www.moran.sanderovich.com

https://www.facebook.com/moran.sanderovich
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Philippe Rives / BK COMPAGNIE (Berlin, Germany) 
Am educated in body theatre which includes mime, african dance, circus, voice, masks, corporeal 
expression, taiji and kung fu, tango. When I moved to Berlin in 1998, I started to get interested 
in contact dance and butoh. I’ve been developing a skill based on slow-motion, which I use in my 
researches, in teaching to explore the movements and the choreographies, and also as a performing 
tool. As I’m performing for different types of contexts, indoor and outdoor, site specific, events, 
festivals, etc, my work is very diverse. From dance performances to body installations, walk-acts 
to stage shows, I like to create works that definitely engage the people. In their reactions, in their 
emotions, in their personal experiences. Therefore, time and space are two very important tools in any 
of my creations. In 2009, I’ve been initiated the UIDS (Urban Instant Dance Series) with a partner of 
mine. Our goal was to hit public spaces without being invited. We then went to places, streets, shops, 
subways to invade these spaces for 3 to 5 hours each time. We also hit the german chancellery and an 
art trade fair for which we also paid our entrance fee! We consider these interventions as happenings 
rather than performances cause we don’t want people to take like that. We rather like them to 
experience a new perception of the public space and their inner timing. This is a good example of my 
main intention as a performer. I then consider myself as the tool between people and their personal 
experiences. 
 
Disciplines: Performances, Interventions, Concepts, Teaching, Indoor/Outdoor, Site-Specific

Evo

At the very beginning, my intention was to find a way to create a performance which would not tell 
anything specific, a performance thought more as a space rather than just a spectacle to offer people 
the chance to sense. I also wanted to find the simplest choreography ever, so the images can remain 
strong, impacting and inspiring emotions or imagination. I ended up into a challenging visual and 
acoustic work which I rather name a body installation. Evo is not really about something. It’s more a 
proposal, a free invitation to witness oneself expectations, limits and personal process. It’s done in a 
way to challenge emotional, physical and mental borders. During the years I’ve been performing Evo 
for many diverse audiences, I experienced very deep emotional reactions from the spectators, which 
always surprised me as I never thought it could be affecting people so deeply. From culture related 
to gypsies, adults to kids, Asia to South America via Europe, it has been incredibly touching. People 
starting to speak about themselves, expressing their feelings and experiences.

Keywords: Butoh, Performance, Slow-Motion, Installation, Dance, Mime

Production History: Macau International Arts Festival, Urban Vision Festival (Sao Paolo), Timisoara, 
San Telmo Museo, Ruhrfestspiele, Fest’arts, Mimos, Sibiu Theatre Festival,Beeldig Lommel, Trafalgar 
Square Festival, etc...

Video: http://youtu.be/JpZoFo7a7Gc
 
Contact: bkcie@bkcie.net

Website: http://www.bkcie.net

@BKCompagnie

https://www.facebook.com/pages/BK-Compagnie/199019076349
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the guts compny (Dresden, Germany) 
Born in Dresden in 1984, Johanna Roggan received her dance education in Germany and Austria. 
After graduating in 2008, she moved to Israel to work with various choreographers and to train with 
the Bat Sheva company, where she studied Gaga, their unique movement method. She returned to 
Germany in 2010 and started work as a freelance dancer/ choreographer and as a teacher of sound 
specific movement for interactive environments in Germany and internationally. She also holds 
a certificate in GYROKINESIS. Besides using tools like motion-sensing-systems, a main focus of 
her work is creating set-ups that generate the public’s inevitable need for self-integration. Johanna 
Roggan’s work deals with a highly physical atmosphere, not only reduced on techical skills but 
using technique that moves the performers and, consequently, the audience. Aside from her own 
creations in the fields of performance, site-specific, installation, video dance projects, and working 
with a variety of interactive set ups, most recently, she has began to collaborate with directing teams 
for drama and opera at different state theatres. In 2013 she founded the guts company, together 
with Josefine Wosahlo, which has the artistic goal to touch the audience on a ‘gut-level’. Her latest 
work ‘Wo es eben passt, Kapitel II’ was awarded a prize including a co-production for her new piece 
‘MONSTERBOX’ in 2014 together with HELLERAU – European Center for the Arts Dresden and 
the Societaetstheater Dresden. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Movement, Performance, Interactive Performances, Site-Specific

Wo es eben passt, Kapitel II

My creations always deal with socially related topics because I feel the need to explore this broad 
matter. This specific piece is in line with my personal style to integrate the audience. The public has 
to move itself in order to experience the whole performance. It was my aim to make the audience feel 
the same way as I do while performing. The award winning performance ‘Wo es eben passt, Kapitel 
II’ deals with human action and interaction within society. How do we fit in? Do we want to fit in? 
With a sense of humor and a notion of irony, it’s a visual stunning piece that provokes audiences 
into motion, as well. The special set up of this performance creates an intimate atmosphere where 
the public is in charge of its own experience, allowing for communication amongst the viewers. A 
direct result of the inconvenient and unusual perceptive situation. Some said it gave them a sense of 
trepidation. Others where reminded of ‘Alice in Wonderland’ or Kafka’s ‘The Castle’, or felt like a 
voyeur. But most importantly, all of them had strong emotions from the experience.

Keywords: Society, Human Action And Interaction, Solo Work, Dance, Installation

Production History: HELLERAU - European Center for the Arts Dresden

Video: https://vimeo.com/57220411
 
Contact: post@thegutscompany.net

Website: http://www.thegutscompany.net

https://www.facebook.com/thegutscompany
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The Wanted Berlin (Berlin, Germany) 
In 2000, Claudia A. Daiber and Caroline Wocher met at the Academy of Performing Arts in Ulm, 
Germany. Both became graduated actresses. They moved to different cities to expose themselfs to new 
impressions and ideas, but kept contact and stayed friends thoughout all the years. Claudia went to 
Berlin. She attended various method acting workshops with John Costopolous, Community Dance 
traings with Royston Maldoom & Contemporary Dance trainings in Berlin and Tel Aviv with Maya 
M. Caroll and Ohad Naharin, amongst others. Since 2009, she is actress at Volksbühne Berlin, 
currently in a play by renowned theater director René Pollesch. She is Yoga teacher and freelance 
director for theater, dance theater and performing arts. Caroline Wocher attended Musical Actress 
Education at Stella Academy in Hamburg. Her main focus was Ballet, modern and tap dance. She 
was part of the cast in Oh What A Night’, as well as dancer and singer in Come what may’ at Imperial 
Theater and Schmidt`s Tivoli Hamburg. She was choreographer for the childern’s musical Jim 
Knopf and Pinoccio (directed by Christian Berg, music by Konstantin Wecker). ‘The Wanted Berlin’ 
celebrated the debut of their latest dance theater piece ‘Hotel: Inland Kingdom’ in October 2013. 
They plan to go on tour with it in 2014. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Contemporary Dance, Dance Theater, Contemporary Performances

Diskothek International’ (Dance Performance, 2012), 
‘Interstellar’ (Dance Performance, 2012), ‘Comandante! 
Comandante!’ (Dance Theater, 2013), ‘Hotel: Inland 
Kingdom’ (Short Movie & Dance Theater, 2013)

The Wanted Berlin - contemporary dance, music and theater. To put emphasis on creating an intense 
atmosphere. The dreamlike, the suppressed, silent and unconscious ought to be given expression, yet 
are outer influences on the inner equally tested. Longings, desires and experiences play – just like 
film, fine arts, natural sciences and psychology – a significant role. We study perception, spheres, 
metamorphoses, social and personal beliefs and place them in a narrative or surrealistic context. To 
intertwine speech, rhythm, movement, music, time and space. These are the essential elements of our 
work.

Keywords: Community Dance, Contemporary, Theater, Music, Short Movie

Production History: Ballhaus Ost Berlin, Theaterhaus Berlin Mitte

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJ_sJ1_YzfE
 
Contact: mail@thewantedberlin.de

Website: http://www.thewantedberlin.de

https://www.facebook.com/thewantedberlin
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Atelier Obra Viva (Berlin, Germany / Brazil) 
Nathalie Fari, performance artist and art educator (b. 1975, São Paulo). Visual arts teaching degree at 
the Fundação Armando Alvares Penteado university, the Centro de Pesquisa Teatral theatre institute 
under the direction of Antunes Filho and Master of Arts in Raumstrategien (EN: spatial strategies) at 
the Kunsthochschule Berlin Weißensee. Final thesis on migration processes, being foreign and habitat 
entitled MEIN RAUM – Eine Untersuchung über den Verlust von Boden (EN: MY SPACE – An 
investigation into the loss of certainty). Since 2004 Nathalie lives in Berlin, where she established 
the atelier obra viva to develop and produce collaborative projects in the performing and fine arts 
field, specially with the focus on site specific performances and public space.  ‘I use the body as a 
central medium to experience, demarcate and change, subtly, the atmosphere and character of spaces, 
generating a type of physical cartography. This ‘body mapping’ not only illustrates and reorganises a 
specific site, it also gives spectators, and the performer(s), the possibility of reflecting on and finding 
his/her position, either in the urban space or in the natural surroundings in which the performance 
takes place.’ 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Interventions In Public Space, Body Mapping Workshops

co.co.co ______ street

The performance co.co.co _____ street is part of the trilogy co.co.co. about the topics: community, 
cooperation and competition. At the first part of the project the artists Juliana Piquero, Michaela 
Muchina and Nathalie Fari introduce the focus on the meaning and experience of community. At one 
hand they investigate the timeliness of that complex topic and how it’s handled today in the public 
discourse. On the other hand they develop artistic positions based on biographical and fictional 
material, i.e. in co.co.co the artists take diverse roles that embody the idea of co-existing and the joint 
action, thought and feeling. Is it possible to develop an autonomous community in a precarious, fast 
moving and unequal world? And what resources and opportunities are avalaible to us? are some of the 
central questions.   In order to make the different forms of the Co-Existence sensible and experienced 
for both artists and audience, it was created a multifunctional object from which the Dramaturgy 
arise. In this object the proportions and the relationship between body and space, inside and outside, 
as well I and the others are organized and constantly re-established by the artists. What is told is the 
arriving, living together and the go on of two isolated human beings, that come closer only by the 
event of a disaster and that are trying to find and build up together a new base. It’s about the getting 
lost and the shared experience of helplesness and hope which increases to an emptiness and absurdity.

Keywords: Performative Theater, Collaborative Work, Interdisciplinary

Production History: One-Shot Residency Program in Berlin

Video: http://vimeo.com/60417134
 
Contact: nat@nathaliefari.com

Website: http://www.atelierobraviva.org
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Fotini Kalle (Athens / Thessaloniki, Greece) 
Fotini Kalle was born in Athens in 1978. She studied painting in the Athens School of Fine Arts and 
Performance design and practice at Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design in London with a 
scholarship from the Alexander S. Onassis foundation. She has exhibited her work in many venues in 
Greece and abroad such as the 2cd Biennale of Contemporary Art of Thessaloniki, the Gemäldegalerie 
in Berlin, the Cricoteka/Center for the documentation of the art of Tadeusz Kantor in  Krakow and 
others. She also followed seminars in Europe and the USA reflecting on the idea of the body as a 
cultural vehicle, the concept of utopia, the importance of the space and the object in live art. She is 
currently conducting a PhD research  concerning performance art pedagogy and its affiliation with 
the state of politics at the School of Visual and Applied Arts, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. She 
holds a scholarship from the State Scholarships Foundation.  Her work revolve around the general and 
the partial, the ideal and the ordinary. Video, installation and performance are all used as elements 
of space while found or constructed objects are always integrated in her work. For the artist, art is 
considered as another layer of the everyday, another role she is invited to act out. 
 
Disciplines: Visual Art, Performance Art

Das Paradies in a moment of crisis

Performance Duration: 2 hours and 20 minutes Materials: sound, bricks and an apple This work was 
inspired by the painting of Roelant Savery ‘Das Paradies’, painted in 1926. The painting refers to 
the ideal world of paradise using the stereotype of harmonious nature. Though at the same time this 
harmony already shows signs of the fall of mankind. The bull, symbol of power, greed, violence and 
sex in many cultures dominates in the image while the apple from the forbidden tree is in the hands 
of Eve. This inevitable moment of crisis that is hiding under the colorful alternation of plant and 
animal kingdom, transforms the painting into a time bomb. The idea of paradise oppressed humanity 
for many centuries, either used as a tool of manipulation in religion, or as a hunted idea of utopia. 
With this performance, the artist tried to make visible this crucial moment of crisis when harmony 
and beauty start to produce repression more than enjoyment. The time for a change has come, but 
body and mind still resist. The audience seemed at first surprised since they didn’t expect to experience 
a performance in the Gemäldegalerie, a museum with paintings dating from the 14th to the 18th  
century. Towards the end of the performance the energy was filling up the room and a lot of people 
surrounded the action, almost holding their breath  not to break the thin balance between the weight 
of the bricks and the artist effort to move towards an invisible exit.

Keywords: Long Duration Performance

Production History: Gemäldegalerie, Berlin

Video: https://vimeo.com/78214169
 
Contact: fotinikalle@gmail.com

Website: http://fotinikalle.com

https://www.facebook.com/FotiniSoultana.Kalle
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Olga Spiraki (Soyuz) dance company  
(Athens, Greece) 
Manifesto: To be present and aware, live along with our social reality, for we want to change it. Our 
starting point can be a poem or theater play or even news (newspapers, internet, television etc.). 
Next step is interaction of the body with text, within frame of studio improvisation. Next step is to 
reform improvisation results into per formative frame, create a dramaturgy – build our performance. 
For P.Perperidis, V.Kiriazidou and O.Spiraki, (SOYUZ) is our meeting point. Our company created 
TIME IS UP and The worlds’ Neighborhoods (both productions were presented at Kinitiras 
studio, PK Theater, ARGO Theater – (participated at the Annual Dance Festival by the Greek 
Choreographers Association). We’re working on the ongoing project RADIO TRANSMISSION: 
research on the body interacting with documentary sound material of news broadcasts, also presented 
at Annual Dance Festival in 2012.  The Slaughter Game was also collaboration between Olga Spiraki 
of Soyuz Company and Circle Team Theater Company, based on Ionesco’s’ play Le jeu de massacre. It 
was presented at ALKMINI theatre, February 2013.  Our next work is on Becket’s play ROCKABY, 
and how it corresponds with our social economic and political state of Greece for the past and present 
5 years. WHY...is our society’s structure so inhuman?  ...human nature accepts injustice and violence 
so easily- when solidarity, love and happiness are all we really need to move forward as humans? 
We research- create based on our need to understand, expose and if we can, suggest. For we trust in 
humanity and life. 
 
Disciplines: Text Frame, Physical Expression, Political Stance

RADIO TRANSMISSION

RADIO TRANSMISSION is an ongoing process of body interacting with sound documentary 
material of social political events as they evolve day by day. We research how body corresponds to 
social and political frames of now days. Body and soul feels, interacts, bursts out, re acts or silently 
accepts, enters a routine, works or seeks for work, needs money, seeks money, does for money, lives 
for money... and thus within these frames, people - events - social groups occur of all kinds and 
measures... We just place at each period a specified political sound material and interact to this, 
in research of what our body may reveal. At this point, we focus on the social phenomenon of 
FASCISM, as it is of high interest as a phenomenon these days in our country. We have collected 
material which refers to neo nazist Greek party called GOLDEN DAWN, and research how our 
bodies react as we expose ourselves to sound material considering: poverty and crisis in Greece 
which favors creation of such movements, and structure, history,activity of this specified party. 
Last performance was June 2012, were sound material focused on crisis’s first years. Audience felt 
inconvenience, nevertheless positively remained after for along and deep political discussion. Our goal 
was at a first level achieved.

Keywords: Dance Theater, Political Dance, Social Body.

Production History: OLVIO THEATER, June 2012, Anual dance feastival of Greek Choreographers 
Association.

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5RjQ5vnzJ-I
 
Contact: olga_spy@yahoo.gr

Website: http://fromstagetopage.wordpress.com/2013/10/07/company-soyuz/
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Nadi Gogoulou (Athens, Greece) 
Since 2007, I am a dancer and performer of contemporary dance. In the span of these six years 
I gained a bachelor degree in Economics, I have graduated a professional school of dance in 
Greece, attend many workshops about contemporary arts specialized in various dance techniques, 
improvisation and dance performance tools in Greece and abroad and worked as a performer, 
dancer, choreographer, assistant of choreography, assistant of lights in theatre performances, teacher 
of contemporary dance technique and dance improvisation in kids and adults. Among all these I 
occupy myself with the creation of videos, filming and editing, especially dance video projects. At 
this moment of my life my interest focuses on choreographing dance performances and directing, 
filming and editing, videos. I believe that my work can be described as moody, sad, maybe dark and 
sometimes weird with a touch of goofiness and nosiness full of oxymoron states. Improvisation is 
my co-worker through all different tasks I am up to. The fact that I started training as a dancer quite 
late led me to a point of ascertained earlier the purpose of what I am doing. It is true that my work 
is a way of expressing feelings and statements about my personal and the general environment. I am 
affected of all the political and social changes in my country and base of working and living, as much 
in the rest of the world. My work for me is my way of dealing with the developments and facing all 
the dysfunctions of our nowadays life. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Movement, Videomaker, Improviser

DownFall

DownFall is a solo I choreographed November 2012 to be performed by me.This solo is the result of 
2 months exploration in and out the studio,in theoretical and practical level.The reasons why I started 
to create this piece are many but basically I wanted to put together my thoughts and my feelings that 
I was experiencing during certain circumstances at that time.In fact there was a time when almost all 
my friends and people that I know,including me,were questioning their way of living,their opinions 
on social situations,the way of continuing their life,their goals in life and professions even their 
choices for simple everyday issues.All these led me to a point where I needed to speak them without 
words.I got in the studio and started to improvise specific topics,some general and some descriptive.
All the improvisations had been recorded in videos that I examined later.The piece came together after 
approximately seventy days.My choreographic approach is a connection from the movement to the 
topic as much as from the topic to the movement.For me DownFall is a storm that none knows when 
it is coming and what to expect. Would make you believe that everything happens for a reason.It can 
make you small and big,fast and slow as even dark and bright.The point is how each one of us adjusts 
the consequences or not.As far as I am concerned audience experienced the piece in a common path as 
my intentions.Melancholic,stressful,confusional,personal,impersonal,conscious and reborn at last,were 
some of the feedback from the audience.Some of them recognized feelings or pieces of themselves.

Keywords: Dance Performance, Repetition, Conscious, Confusion, Reborn

Production History: Premiere at the Art Space ‘14th Day’ May 2013,Athens Big Bang Festival June 
2013, 12th Dance Festival of the Association of the Greek Choreographers July 2013, #5 West Side 
Innovation Festival September 2013

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-tv1rDkUv0c
 
Contact: naditog@hotmail.com

Website: http://www.youtube.com/user/nadimilanog/videos

@nadi_glou

https://www.facebook.com/nadi.gog
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Koala YIP (Hong Kong, Hong Kong / China) 
I work across different media - performance, installation and moving image that reflect the ongoing 
exploration of my own artistic voice ranging from contemporary body identity to multiculturalism. 
My works address issues grounded in the complexity of my upbringing from a metropolitan city 
physically located in Asia but historically and culturally weaved with western consumer capitalism.  
Contemplation of bodily motion is a prime cultural reference of all my works that echoes in the 
duality of human perception between the real and surreal, analog and digital, abstract and realism. 
Often charged with visual symbolism, the notion of the corporeal is expressed with graphic 
imageries and text as essential elements to formulate poetics and clarity in my artistic expression.  I 
graduated from the California Institute of the Arts with a MFA and the Hong Kong Academy for 
Performing Arts with a BFA (Honors). My interactive dance performance ‘Current’ was the first 
of its kind broadcasted live on China’s National Television Channel in 2013. I received grants and 
awards including Emerging Interface Award from UW-Madison, Sir Edward Youde Memorial Fund 
Fellowship, Jacky Chan Foundation Scholarship, Asian Cultural Council (BAT) Fellowship, California 
Arts Council, APA Director’s Prize, Bauhinia Cup Hong Kong Dance Championship and also 
received Certificate of Commendation from City of Los Angeles. I am currently teaching at School of 
Creative Media, City University of Hong Kong and guest lectured at Beijing Dance Academy. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Choreography, Dance, Interactive Media, Installation

Current of Air

This piece anticipates a new dimension of artform, ‘Performative Installation’. The performance 
integrates live performance and interactive media installation intends to bring the audience an 
innovative way of theatre experience. This form of art merges boundaries of contemporary media arts 
and conventional stage performance.  The intention is to investigate a more philosophical issue of 
‘sense of Air’ but use an artistic way of expression. The performance illustrates the diffusiveness of airs, 
which human body flows between visible and invisible, between presence and absence and between 
the extremity of natural terrain and urban terrain. The audience experience performance sequences 
according to chapters. Each chapter aims to bring up certain theoretical enquiries between theatre 
performance and new media. These questions are expressed through an experimental art practice –
performative installation. It intends to shift the physical action from ‘watching’ to a more scholastic 
way of ‘reading’. In later part of the performance, audiences can physically enter the performance‚–
turn‚–into‚–installation space. They can continue their contemplations by emerging themselves in the 
media‚–driven installation set or involving in dialogues with artists from the production. In the whole 
performative reading process, a deeper exchange between affective / intuitive feeling and intellectual 
thinking is observed.

Keywords: Performance, Performative Installation, Dance,  Multimedia, Interactive Media,,

Production History: Multi-media Theatre, HKICC Lee Shau Kee School of Creativity

Video: https://vimeo.com/68307775
 
Contact: treeanimal@hotmail.com

Website: http://koalayip.com

https://www.facebook.com/CurrentOfAir
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Amitesh Grover (New Delhi, India) 
Amitesh Grover is a time-based artist. He is a director, perfomance-maker, inter-media artist and 
a gamer. Having completed his MA (Digital Theatre) from University of Arts London (2006), he 
investigates overlaps between performance, digital technologies, game design and public intervention. 
He works across disciplines and cultures and evolves his work through a collaborative process. 
His interventions range from multimedia creativity (fluxing live, recorded and digital arts) to site-
specific work, game-making and installations. He has created 15 Performances & Multiple-Media 
Installations, which have taken a total of 125 showings across 11 countries so far. His work has been 
showcased in Germany, Australia, United States, Switzerland, England, Mexico, China, Philippines, 
Romania, Pakistan, Oman and India. He is the recipient of numerous awards including Arte 
Laguna Prize (Finalists Exhibition, Italy, 2013), KMAT Residency, Melbourne (2011), YCE Award 
nomination (2010), National Award for Emerging Director (India, 2009), BC Theatre Sutra Award 
(India, 2009), Pro Helvetia Residency (Switzerland, 2008) and Charles Wallace Scholarship (U.K., 
2005). He has also been on the jury of TheatreSpektakel’08 and was invited to give a guest lecture 
on ‘Public/Self in Performance’ at Cornell University, Ithaca, U.S. in 2011. He was invited as Artist-
Visitor at Theatretreffen (Germany, 2013) and at Tokyo Culture Creation Project (Japan, 2013). 
At present, he holds the post of Assistant Professor at National School of Drama, India and is an 
independent artist based in New Delhi, India. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Theatre, Inter-Media, Installation, Gaming, Internet

GNOMONICITY

GNOMONICITY is an interactive digital installation, built upon security camera web-streams and 
the viewer’s presence. The installation captures the viewers’ bodies and projects them as silhouettes 
through a motion-sensing process onto a white screen. It fishes for public security camera web steams 
from the internet for ‘crowding’ the viewers’ silhouettes with live imagery from across the world. These 
web-streams are meant for private consumption, not for the virtual public domain. The two live feeds 
- the viewers in the gallery and the public web-streams - are collated and assembled on the screen. 
This makes the viewers’ presence visible through and as an aggregate of illicitly sought surveillance 
streams from around the world. As viewers walk in the room, their silhouettes move across the screen, 
revealing more of the surveillance image. At present, the installation is using 9 live streams from 5 
different countries.  The visuality is offset by a recorded narration of excerpts from Italo Calvino’s 
novel Invisible Cities. The book explores the rendition of descriptions of cities by an explorer, Marco 
Polo. The narrative is overlaid on a sample of A Shepard’s Tone, an auditory illusion of a sound that 
continually ascends or descends in pitch, yet which ultimately seems to get no higher or lower. This 
note is an example of ‘self-similar’ sound, an idea innate to the title of this installation - Gnomonicity, 
a contemporary concept in a recent book by Gazalé, M J. for experiences of self-similarity among 
locations, maps and realities.

Keywords: Internet, Interactive, Digital, Installation, Motion-Sensing

Production History: SARAI 09; The Exhibition at Devi Art Foundation, Gurgaon, India (2012)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnlY6n9ba1Y
 
Contact: amiteshgrover@gmail.com

Website: http://amiteshgrover.blogspot.com

@amiteshgrover

https://www.facebook.com/
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Marintan Sirait (Bandung, Indonesia) 
I am a trans-disciplinary artist with interest of the inter-relational process between somatic practice, 
material meditation, philosophy and science.   My works are showing a landscape of dialog between 
my inner world and cultural, social & environmental issues. In my performances/ installation, 
mostly I involve collaborators/ participants/ audience, to share the experience and developing new 
awareness on both sides. Practicing traditional dance and diverse body movements, graduated from 
Fine Arts Department of Technology Institute of Bandung (ITB) and since’90 participating in 
diverse local/ international workshops, residencies, seminars, exhibition & performances. Selected 
performances:2013  Artist, performer and choreographer of wide screen movie Dancing Gale, directed 
by Sammaria Simandjuntak, a contemporary interpretation based on Batak –tribe story Si Gale-Gale 
( will be released in 2014)2012 Undisclosed Territory#6, Long distance call from Home, performance 
& installation, sound by Bintang Manira Manik at Lemah Putih – Solo, ID2007 - 2008 Intimate 
Distance, National Gallery, Jakarta, ID 2003 - 2004 Last Night I Heard A Dog Barking at The Moon, 
commonroom networks, Bandung & Bentara Budaya Jakarta, ID 2002 I Hear The Sound of You in 
My Mind, P.A.U.S.E. Gwangju Biennale, Korea, curated by Hou Hanru & Charles Esche. The work 
was developed in collaboration with the audience.1997 - 2002 My body, my home, Cities on The 
Move at The Secession - Austria; CAPC Museum Bordeaux - France; KIASMA, Helsinki - Finland; 
Hayward Gallery, etc in collaboration with Andar Manik. 
 
Disciplines: Visual Arts, Performing Arts, Trans-Disciplinary Projects

Long distance call from home, 2012

Dealing since the’80 with the theme Body-Home, I start doing exhibition & performances in 1992: 
Building a House, My Body my Home, Home Body Home, Unexplainable Moments ( My House 
burns ), I hear the sound of you in my mind  ( Home ), Long distance call from Home etc. Start as 
an individual piece, the concept open itself for interventions and  has been collaborated with diverse 
artist, dancers, musicians and also involving audience/ participants.Body-Home has been developed 
as a physical, psychological, spiritual and scientific idea and has been going through personal, social, 
political and cultural issues (reflections, conflicts, engagements,  dialog, interactions)Natural material 
like soil, ash, water, clay, fire, charcoal has become a medium to enter this understandings, while 
working with it as a ritual.

Keywords: Home, Body, House, Building

Production History: Undisclosed Territory #6, International Artist Workshop, Solo, ID

Video: http://tv.qagoma.qld.gov.au/2012/11/08/apt2-marintan-sirait-membangun-rumah-artist-
performance/
 
Contact: marintan.msirait@gmail.com

Website: http://marintansirait.blogspot.com

@https://twitter.com/marintansirait

https://www.facebook.com/marintan.msirait
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Tara Fatehi Irani (Tehran/London, Iran / UK) 
I am a storyteller. I tell true stories picked from here and there and over there and right here. My 
performances are concerned with the experience of living, of being in the city and breathing on the 
bus. I work across theatre, dance, documentary making, photography, texts, sounds, videos, archiving, 
object making, singing, storytelling, politics, visual arts and historiography. I am a recorder. I record 
videos, sounds, photos, words, notebooks, doodles, dreams, newspapers,  theatre tickets, menus, 
coins, letters, buttons, maps, matchboxes, blood, bottle corks, fruit pits and everything with a 
memory behind it. I document the present and make it the past, turn it into a memory and share my 
memories. My fragmented memories of how the cat was poisoned and my friend fell of the mountain 
and the boy was beaten on the street and my mother was bleeding and the little boy drowned in the 
pool and they were both shot at dawn and the cellist lost his arm and how sweet was the persimmon.  
I was born in Tehran, Iran, 1987. I have a BA in Drama(Tehran) and an MA in Performance and 
Creative Research (London). 
 
Disciplines: Live Art, Performance, Documentary, Sound Art, Storytelling

Dear Hypothetical, there is oil all over the place.

1979 - Tehran, Iran: It was in spring 2009 or late autumn. Early morning. They had to burn all the 
photos with a whole new no-smoke burning-technique: soak photos in an underground oil puddle, 
wire the puddle to a kitchen lighter on the ground, light the lighter, bury the hatchet, cover your 
ears and done. Welcome to the second land of red soil. Dear Hypothetical is a personal-political 
performance based on family archives and historic documents from Iran. It employs personal history, 
cultural difference and documentary style narration to tell stories from Iran. With unsettling audience 
interactions and restless visuals, the performance plays mind games with the audience and suggests 
an alternative way of historiography by piecing together fragments of collected evidence, documents 
and stories. The performance examines the authority of the narrative and questions the authenticity of 
the author and that of history. Dear Hypothetical’s (hi)stories immediately engage the audience with 
notions of trust and reliability and the manipulative power of mediatisation and translation.   Dear 
Hypothetical is made in collaboration with Pouya Ehsaei.

Keywords: Archive, Historiography, Autobiography, Politics, Testimonial, Trauma

Production History: RichMix-London

Video: https://vimeo.com/tarafatehi
 
Contact: info@tarafatehi.com

Website: http://www.tarafatehi.com

@TaraFatehiIrani

https://www.facebook.com/Teraaaa
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Ambra Gatto Bergamasco (Dublin, Ireland) 
I come from an experimental research theatre family. As a product of that, I kept researching my 
own poetics and my own vision into physical theatre, mime, dance theatre and found Butoh Dance. 
Since 1998 I have practiced Butoh dance as a personal and performative research that at times saw me 
performing at times quietly inwardly looking finding thinking. I have trained with Anna Vullo, who 
has been my teacher, Minako Seki, Sabine Seume, Iwashita Toru, Ken Mai, Yoshimoto Daisuke. I am 
currently running the ‘Butoh Cafe’ ‘ in Dubli, Ireland and facilitating workshops in all Ireland. I am 
co-directing the Butoh Festival Dublin. I often work in silence or with a live musician. My main area 
of interest is in emotional evocative scapes. I work on post-traumatic solutions, I engage with all what 
is transformative, I dig deep as a witness of life in itself, My performances often refer to the feminine, 
the old lady, the girl. I walk through states of being offering reconciliation as a possible way. I develop 
a relational dialogue with the animal and natural world, how elements and memories unfold in the 
body and ultimately in a dance. In 2014 I will start a residency in Dance House, Dublin, Ireland, to 
develop a piece on Francis Bacon, the painter.  I do work to connect with the audience and with the 
process of creativity that Butoh allows for. I like to present universals in my particular approach. I like 
to perform raw and vulnerable, so that the audience can witness with me, different facets of human 
experience. 
 
Disciplines: Butoh Dance

Love My Heart; Mud; Just walking; Blossoming somehow

Love my heart: looks at the heart, in itself and as the blood stream that circulates around our body, in 
our brain. It is our life, that is pushed around through the vessels, our veins. The imagery that inspired 
this piece were the curious girl and the funny sharped eyed granny. Mud: finding one self immobilised 
in mud, and at the same time, it is by turning mud that life springs. ‘From mud I come and from 
mud I shall return’ inspired me to explore mud as quality as a path, as a spring of new life. I worked 
from the basis of my own reflection ‘ from birth to monkey, rain falls from my hands. I fertilise the 
earth and make what is back shift in front so that new layers can be fertilised’ Blossoming somehow: 
there are traumatic situations that keep shutting one’ own vision; a blockage, a loop in our brain, in 
our own rhythm. We repeat hoping to un-loop to progress to move forwards, slow, alone and with 
someone, but we become empty, sterile, rats, or waisting what could be a richness a possibility. And 
still, we take the dried bouquet and we dance, dance, dance until, courageously, we blossom somehow.

Keywords: Emotional Landscape, Feminine; Animals, Transformation, Love

Production History: Espace teatro, Torino Italy; Culturlann, West Belfast, N. Ireland; Smock Alley, 
Dublin, Ireland, Back Loft, Dublin, Ireland, Axis, Ballymun, Dublin, Ireland; Exchange, Dublin, 
Ireland; Darpana, Natarani, Ahmedabad, India; Firkin Crane, Cork, Ireland

Video: https://vimeo.com/search?q=rushes+butoh
 
Contact: ambrabergamasco@gmail.com

Website: http://www.butohfestivaldublin.com

https://www.facebook.com/butohcafe
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Danah Katz (Tel-Aviv / New York, Israel) 
Danah Katz focuses on the human aspects of political, social and cultural issues.  People - their 
habitats and their relationships to their cultural environment - fascinate her most. In her projects, 
she explores various social phenomena. By doing so she strives to raise awareness, initiate discussions, 
and challenge dominant preconceptions. Katz begins with movement, capitalizing on the body as her 
primary instrument.  From there, she enlarges the space of investigation to move beyond pure dance, 
integrating other disciplines of expression. Katz received her BA in Dance from VCA in Melbourne 
University, Australia and her MFA in Dance from NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts. Trained upon the 
Bat-Sheva dance company fundamentals, Danah danced with the Israeli Opera House, as well as with 
various independent choreographers from Israel and abroad. Her work has been commissioned by 
The Suzanne Dellal Center in Tel-Aviv, The Guelph Dance Festival (CA), Danca em Foco (BR), Act 
Festival (SP), Dance-Media Tokyo (JA), Cunningham Theater (USA), The Flea (USA), finalist in The 
ZsoloDuo Festival (HU), and The American Dance Festival, where she won an award of distinction. 
In  2009 she was a Bessie Schonberg choreographer-in-residence at The Yard in Martha’s Vineyard, 
and in 2011 premiered at Usine-C as part of Springboard Danse Montreal. She is the Artistic Director 
of Danaka Dance, a group that aims to sustain collaborative work between international artists. 
Selected as a 2013 Chez Bushwick Artist-in-Residence, she is developing a new work, Thousand 
Plateaus, which will premiere in the 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Music, Installation, Performance

Prospect Minds

‘Prospect Minds’ investigates the need to leave old habits behind and ‘prospect’ for a better future.  
Drawing from the Jewish religion, in which there certain occasions in life when one is encouraged 
to start over, Katz delves into the celebration of a new season and the reasons one might wish to 
purify one’s soul and advance new beginnings.  The work gathers three people, placing them in an 
‘other world,’ a comment on a secular way of perceiving the afterlife.  The three characters attempt 
to release old memories and help one another connect to their inner voices.  They collectively recall 
private events from the past and grapple with the concept of forgiveness.  The work was presented in 
theaters, but could be adjusted to an open space venue as well.   Choreography: Danah Katz Original 
cast: Esme Boyce, Brendan Duggan, Danah Katz Additional cast: Eldad ben sasson, Keren Hoffman, 
Danah Katz Duration: 34 min. Premiered on January 2013 at the 92nd Street Y, NY, followed by 
shows at Triskelion Arts and La Mama in New York

Keywords: Lust, Desire, Sentimental, Memories

Production History: Prospect Minds premiered on January 2013 at the 92nd Street Y (NY, 
USA) Triskelion Arts (Brooklyn, NY)  La Mama Theater (NY)  Suzanne Dellal Center (Tel-Aviv)  
Warehouse 2 (Jaffa, il)
 
Contact: danakadance@gmail.com

Website: http://danakadance.com

https://www.facebook.com/danakadance
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Ella & Edo (Tel-Aviv, Israel) 
Ella Ben-Aharon & Edo Ceder are a choreographic duo based in Tel-Aviv. Through diverse activities 
they aspire to create high quality and thoughtful art that promotes awareness and dialogue. Ella is a 
former dancer with the ‘Kibbutz Contemporary Dance Company 2’, she holds a BFA from CalArts 
and an MFA from Jacksonville University/White Oak, FL. In addition, Ella is a movement educator 
and a Pilates Master Teacher. Edo is a performer, holds a black belt in Jiu-Jitsu, teaches Contact 
Improvisation, a computer programer and a psychology major. Ella & Edo work together since 2008. 
Understanding movement as functional means for survival is a guide to seek and emphasize the 
individual’s instinctual movement; the choreography of natural existence - the ways that reactions, 
desires, thoughts, compulsions, corporeal and spatial environments manipulate one’s physicality. In 
order to evoke phenomenology, we aim to disorient the performer’s perception in order to enhance the 
desirable presence in the immediacy of real-time calibration of the nervous system.  The confluence 
between art, philosophy, and anatomy constantly renders the negotiation between aesthetics and 
functionality. Our teachings and choreography are saturated with experiential anatomy, images and 
conceptual ideas in order encourage complex and versatile performers, that understand their body’s 
structure vs. function, their internal/external spatial intentions, and above all, how expression is a 
result of an action. Hence, the content of human experience emerges and transcends itself as the 
creative process evolves. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary/New Dance, Contact & Improvisation, Anatomy, Philosophy, Collaboration, 
Soundscape

Ich Bin Du 

Ich Bin Du, is based on Ella’s MFA thesis research: investigation of Infant reflexes as a base for 
developing a choreographic approach that seeks not only to prevent the performer from falling into 
automated patterns, but encourage phenomenology. The return to the primal, the most origin of 
movement that stems from a survival mechanism, is an analogy to a process of integration between 
times and identities into a clear present. The world of three characters emerges from the investigation 
and allows for relationships, rituals, questions, and an ongoing duality in how the perceive themselves 
as well as each other.  The work explores stimuli and reactions. The attention turns to the delicate 
moment of mind-body calibration as a response to a change. We are composed of many layers of 
patterns which I ask to challenge in real time on the stage. As a creator and a spectator I am searching 
for means to constantly unfold and change what is already clear. From movement vocabulary - 
complex sound - surprise in the relationship and interactions amongst the characters - and eventually 
25 kg of rice that is covering the stage... The rice is not only a symbolic gesture, it is providing a 
meaningful tool for breaking (physical) patterns. It is shaking the faulty sense of security and by that 
alerts the sensory and emotional systems, hence encourages a phenomenal presence of the performers.  
The human and primal movement language breeds empathy for the audience. When the venue 
permits, the audience is invited to experience the rice in a ‘rice party’ that follows the show!

Keywords: Rice, Infant Reflexes, Instinctual Movement, Phenomenology, Choreography, Ella & Edo

Production History: Jacksonville University, FL / ‘Le Centre’ in Pontlevoy, France / Gay Center 
Theater, Nachmani Theater, Suzanne Dellal Center, Warehouse 2 - TLV.

Video: http://youtu.be/K7KOE2cHRTk
 
Contact: info@ellaedo.com

Website: http://www.EllaEdo.com

https://www.facebook.com/Ella.and.Edo
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Mica Dvir (Tel-Aviv, Israel) 
ARTIST STATEMENT I hate clichés. I really hate clichés.  I dread the ‘too obvious’ and I am 
drawn towards the abstract. Visually I prefer the imperfect and the rough to the symmetrical and 
neat. Therefore I’m exploring my own unique ways of expressing the themes I’m dealing with. I’m 
a performance artist. I’m creating interdisciplinary stage performances. I thrive at transferring ideas, 
visions, words, images and energy. Preferably in a provocative, non-main stream way.  I’m interested in 
shaking stagnant concepts and patterns of thinking and in creating new forms of discourse. I’m aiming 
at integrating the personal, the social and the political and at bringing them together as an inseparable 
unit, an interconnected one. Mica was Born 1971, Tel-Aviv, Israel. She lives and works in Tel-Aviv and 
Tiruvanamalai, India. Mica studied acting in ‘Bet- Zvi- School for Performing Arts’ during the years 
1995-1998. She worked as an actress in ‘Hakameri Theatre’-Tel-Aviv’s municipal theater in the years 
1998-2003, and in ‘Tmuna Theatre’- Tel-Aviv’s main fringe theatre- in the years 2001-2005. Over the 
past years she devised and performed the following pieces: 2012-13 - ‘Around Dark Matter’. 2010-11 
- ‘Fin-Land’. 2010 - ‘Voice Over’. 2008 - ‘Transparent Packaging’. 2007 - ‘15 minutes starting now’ 
(in cooperation with Alit Kreiz). In her performances she deals with themes such as attachment to 
objects and ideas, getting free of the control of the mind, the course of time, memories, synchronicity, 
and the collective vis-a-vis the individual. 
 
Disciplines: Interdicsiplinary, Theater, Performance Art

Around Dark Matter

Around Dark Matter By Mica Dvir (Duration 50 minutes) I try to understand my obsession regarding 
the Holocaust and the huge interest that this piece of history invokes in me. I try to understand the 
force that keeps pulling me, again and again, to immerse myself in this dark matter. And sometimes 
I just try to forget. The performance focuses upon my strong pull towards the Jewish Holocaust. 
There is an attempt to explore my attraction and to understand its origins. This performance brings 
up questions such as: is this attraction individual and personality based or is it a result of the Israeli-
Jewish sub-conscious?  How much influence does the state of Israel - as the maintainer of the ethos 
of the holocaust- have on this obsessive attraction?  And is the way the state of Israel preserves the 
memory of the holocaust still relevant or has it turned into some kind of cliché?   The performance is a 
live-art theatre play. It is an interdisciplinary work, integrating spoken words, recorded text and video 
projections. There isn’t an imaginary 4th wall separating between the performer and the audience, the 
audience is addressed directly by Mica-the performer and experiences the performer as mica and not 
as a fabricated character.

Keywords: Provocative, Experimental, Innovative

Production History: Tmuna’ Theatre- Tel-Aviv , Israel

Video: http://www.micadvir.com/#!wwwmicadvirwixvideoaround/c6o7
 
Contact: micadvir@gmail.com

Website: http://www.micadvir.com
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Nataly Zukerman and Atalia Branzburg (Tel-Aviv, 
Israel) 
We have met at Tel Aviv University and found out that we share questions and ideas about theatre 
that we would like to explore together and so we have decided to join forces... We are interested 
in the relationship between theatre and performance and what it means in our present-day life. 
In our work, we like to draw on and play with stories from our personal history and everyday life, 
and to combine them with fictional stories taken from books, films, newspapers and plays. We 
explore various performative means to connect to and communicate with our audience by making 
challenging, moving and engaging performance work.  Nataly Zukerman is a performance artist and 
a theatre director based in Tel Aviv. She is the co-founder and artistic director of ‘Talooy-Bamakom’ 
[in Hebrew: place dependent] – A Site Specific Festival and in the last ten years she has created 
performance works across Europe. Among her works: ‘Talking to the Bartender’ (Various bars, Israel), 
‘Are You Cold’ (The National Review of Live Art, Tramway, Scotland) and ‘Willo & Robo’ (Wrap 
House, Norway). Atalia Branzburg is a theatre director and a performer. She received her B.Ed. in 
theatre directing from Kibbutzim College of Education, Tel-Aviv, where she directed Spoon River. She 
is currently studying for an M.F.A in performance art at Tel-Aviv University. 
 
Disciplines: Experimental Theatre, Performance, Live Art

The Other Body

‘The Other Body’ is a live art piece in three parts, comprised of three short solo performances, which 
together construct a complex private collage of true and fictive stories. Nataly’s stories come to life 
as they unfold textually and visually on stage creating an intimate atmosphere of shared community 
between her and the audience.  In part one, she invites her dad to come on stage and  read her a 
bedtime story – ‘The Steadfast Tin Soldier’ - which allegorizes Nataly’s unnoticeable physical disability, 
thereby challenging spectators to deal with their own inner disabilities. How do we perceive disability? 
How do we respond to its presence? Can we accept an - ‘other’, non-normative physicality?  In part 
two a poem about a man who assembles an ideal wife from different body parts of various women 
is transformed into a map drawn on stage. A map of Nataly’s love stories and the emotional scars 
they left.   In part three she asks a guy from the audience to go on a fictional blind date with her. 
Is it possible to fall in love on stage? In a journey to win Nataly’s heart, he finds himself answering 
questions familiar to all those who ever went on a date, fulfilling tasks like holding hands at sunset 
and fighting for her heart against Vincent, her French ex-lover, who appears on a homemade video 
projected on-screen.

Keywords: Theatre, Performance, Body, Stories, Disability

Production History: Tmuna Theatre, Tel-Aviv, Israel

Video: http://www.youtube.com/user/natalyzukerman1
 
Contact: natalyzukerman@gmail.com

Website: https://www.facebook.com/nataly.zukerman

https://www.facebook.com/nataly.zukerman
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Lior Kariel (Herzliya, Israel) 
Born 1951, in Israel Is an interdisciplinary artist, who works,Primarily, Perform, Performance 
Ainstliisn, open public space political and social issues;;1973-2006 Graduate of the;’Avni Academy 
for painting and sculpting;Art college  ‘MIDRASH’ painting and sculpting;;New seminar for 
visual arts, criticism and cultural approach to theory ‘Camera Obscure’ TLV;;. The Nagger School 
of Photography Musrara, Jerusalem Peace Seminar for Arabs and Jews.;;Fashion design modeling. 
Participation in the Activist artist conaervatory for Social change in Israel, Nagger School of 
Photography Musrara;;, Jerusalem;; Lives and works in Israel;; Since 1996 present performances and 
video  Works, in festivals, exhibitions and art events, in Israel and around the ;World.My thoughts 
are to direct the activity towards people who come out of curiosity and interest but also to those who 
happen to drop in and are willing to take the challenge,of engaging in the different, the unknown and  
of experiencing the arousal which is  generated by  cooperating in the acting performance.  . In this 
case, as in many others, the acting performance arouses a feeling of danger from a nearby boundary, 
conflict and investigation and unravels norms by providing challenges for myself and for the audience. 
I am influenced in my work by my biography, the plastic arts and the reality Local and universal.In 
My Art,performance Art,I bring dilemmas political and social issues of local and universal.Embed a 
narrative identification of individual parts Biografim,My performance does sometimes enigmatic 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Art, Multidisciplinary Artist, Artists, Audience Creates, In Real Time

lior kariel ;Incomprehensible; ‘Kick Side’

Need to belong is a fundamental human motive and motivation for action According abilities, skills. 
‘Maslow’s hierarchy of ’ social psychologist Abraham Maslow major theorist, humanistic psychology 
Say, a person needs to know and understand and develop his self including feelings, thoughts 
and  perceptions about himself and his environment.In performance art work has a realization of 
the need to belong Interaction, internal authority, environmental awareness, and personal goals.
Creativity, process and connect more powerful cosmic phenomena occurrences.My interest is in 
practice indicate dilemmas, social and political issues of local and universal self-identity through a 
crowd and implementation of a biography.  observing life raises questions  It was a statement against 
social blindness. Statement for transparent for the people who are pushing the edge; The audience 
mesmerized, Strait internal rejection, because if you encounter a strange, dirty, fishy, outside, the 
audience met with fear anxiety What is this? Is not clear where the image pair. Pass filters of the 
audience immediate defenses. Performance finds them unawares question what they see? The audience 
experiences it speaks stimuli and internal interpretation of itself without words, sometimes expressing 
anger and violence. KIK SIDE / performance and video Bag lady, a woman, all her possessions trolley, 
even intellectual property. 

Keywords: Nomadism, Identity ,Absence, Exile, Object ,Confines.

Production History: Kick Side’ Street corners ‘ Walks Haifa Jane’s Walk 2012 – 6 Tips for Leading a 
Jane’s Walk 2013 Haif Israel Kick Side’-’Tr olley & Woman’ Kibbutz Berry gallery 2012 Israel ‘Kick 
Side’ Trolley & Woman’ Musrara Mix 11 Jerusalem2011
 
Contact: liorkarielfp1@gmail.com

Website: http://www.liorkariel.com
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Andrea Abbatangelo (Terni, Italy) 
Andrea Abbatangelo was born in Terni in 1981, and works on the edge of the art system with a 
cross-over of media and methodologies and belongs to a generation of artists who tries a different 
approach to art and reflecting on the concept of ‘artistic production’, understood as a discontinuity 
methodology of industrial production. Infact, in his art process promotes and carries out experiments 
in which explores the reciprocal relationship between art and the public, between known and 
unknowns. In some series of works, the use of the word takes on a chart, and philological, reveals his 
interest in the concepts of ‘presence’ and especially ‘role’ in the series WAY - What About You  and in 
Current Mood or as is central reflection on the Ego and the Super - Ego, on the primacy of feeling 
over reason and, as a metaphor, a Neo-Dionysian age, which coincides with the decline of post - 
capitalism 
 
Disciplines: Living Sculpture, Video, Performance.

Ecco Come Sarà il Futuro / Current Mood #3

This performance was presented to Reilway Lecture Hall, in Kassel, for dOCUMENTA 13 and is a 
part of Winning Hearts and Minds, a project by Critical Art Ensemble. This performance is a political 
act, an analysis of the effects of Austerity imposed as a diktat on European cultural economies. As an 
African ritual, the conquest of balance is a symbol of status and maturity gained; this performance is 
a balancing act, where a player must remain standing on a trunk with only one foot. To be in balance, 
it’s important to breathe slowly, consuming little energy. Three actors alternate this comparison as a 
metaphor of international activity in macro-community.

Keywords: Body, Political, Ritual.

Production History: Reilway Lecture Hall, Kassel

Video: https://vimeo.com/69619142
 
Contact: abbatangeloandrea@gmail.com

Website: http://andreaabbatangelo.tumblr.com/

@mynameismancuso

https://www.facebook.com/AndreaAbbatangeloJustArtist
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Francesca Cola/VOLVON (Turin, Italy) 
Francesca Cola lives and works in Turin. She’s a performer, a dancer and a dance movement therapist; 
she’s got an MA degree in Contemporary Theatre’s Studies. She is formed from when she was 5 years 
old up to the 15 years in the discipline of the synchronized swimming getting results of national 
relief. When she was 19 years old she begun her training in the performing arts with ‘Teatri anni 
‘90’ in Italy. She collaborated with Teatro del Lemming and with the Laboratorio Operativo Sistemi 
Sensibili (Luigi Coppola). She deepened her studies between contemporary dance and contemporary 
theatre with Nicola Hümpel, Nina Dipla, Caden Manson and Jemma Nelson from Big Art Group, 
Peter Gemza, Donata D’Urso, Virgilio Sieni.  She produces personal jobs leading a personal research 
of new expressive semiotics through the integrated use of body’s language, gestures and the use of 
the electronic mean for the elaboration of sonorous maps, with a special care to the perception of 
the audience and the experience people lives while attending a performance. In 2011 she founds 
VOLVON Performing Group and collaborates with Weber&Weber Art Gallery in Turin linked with 
Saatchi Gallery. On 2012 She founds ‘Superbudda Creative Collective’, a new space in Turin for 
contemporary art. She’s actually working on a big  project with 15 dancers and three sound designers 
call ‘We Used To Be Lovers’ that links body, space, sound and abandoned structures. 
 
Disciplines: Performance

IN LUCE

I have done In Light for two reasons: the first one concerns the possibility and the wish of the 
performer to leave to be seen and to be oserved. The second one it’s about ‘La chambre claire’ by 
Roland Barthes who wrote that ‘imago lucis opera expressa’ or: ‘revealed image, ‘pull out’, ‘prepared’, 
‘squeezed’ (as the juice of a lemon) from the action of the light’. Then ‘In Luce’ is a performance in 
the dark for seven spectators at time which have just one flashlight to share. In a room that remember 
a David Lynch set, the performer change herself through different appearance and the spectator can 
capture some frames of her. This performance ask the eyes of the spectator to slow down in order 
to train to the dark and to look for the rhyhm of the images. The picture comes to the light and 
plays with the perception of the spectator. Who looks for is able to gather a subjective sense that’s 
in the other and to play with this correspondence. The image that comes to the light is not only a 
performative fact but, above all, an emotional and symbolic fact as to appear to the look of the other. 
In this performance there is a tension to a visual and sonorous details, a disposition to enter in a 
subjective way through a shared rhythm, a listening and a vision that are not only a physical but also 
emotional. This type of feeling constitutes the point of meeting between event and spectator. The 
spectator, through a volunteer act of perception that break up the daily life, becomes part of the event 
and he returns the poetry, brief fragment that reveals itself in ordinary life.

Keywords: Roland Barthes, La Chambre Claire, Vision, Shadow Aspect, Perception

Production History: PERFORMA FESTIVAL (CH)
 
Contact: volvongroup@gmail.com

Website: http://superbudda.com

www.facebook.com/pages/VOLVON/136840159749359
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Francesca Gironi (Ancona, Italy) 
Francesca Gironi is active as independent dance artist since 2008 with the aim of exploring the field 
of contemporary dance whilst staying open to other artistic influences. Since then she has worked 
with musicians, video artists and photographers in her research into the poetics of the performing 
body. Recently she is interested in investigating dance and digital media, as well as forms of audience 
interaction. She is currently touring in Italy with CAMILLE, a performance installation via webcam 
which is supported by Dance_B, a project for creative residencies at DanceHaus (Milan). In 2012, she 
was working with the photographer, Francesca Tilio, on the photographic performance THE GIRL 
IS MISSING, which has been shown at several festivals of performing arts. Her performance, LOVE 
TALK, was a finalist at GAME, a competition for young artists of the Marche region. In years 2009, 
2010 and 2012 her creations were selected for Vetrina GDA, Ravenna, an annual showcase of young 
Italian choreographers. In 2010, her dance solo, SPETTRO, was selected for the creative residency 
promoted by Anticorpi XL in the showcase. She has worked as an interpreter in IPERREALISMI 
by choreographer Helen Cerina, as a model for the photographer Francesca Tilio, as a dancer for the 
songwriter Marco Parente. Francesca studied contemporary dance, contact improvisation and aerial 
arts both in Italy and abroad (in New York, Berlin, Vienna and Halifax). She is part of Progetto 
Matilde, a regional showcase for the promotion of new theatre, sponsored by the Marche Region and 
AMAT, Italy. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance,

CAMILLE

The starting point for CAMILLE is the reproduction, translation, misrepresentation and betrayal of 
the series of Edgar Degas’ Nudes: ‘Suite of female nudes bathing, washing, drying themselves, wiping 
themselves, combing themselves or being combed.’ The series of pastels and sketches by Degas is used 
as a choreographic score. Theoretical materials go with an investigation of the concept of intimacy 
in private versus public space. The intent is to make an utopian gesture, to break into the anonymity 
of the body. Camille - as I will call the bather of Degas – is a woman absorbed by her own intimacy. 
* During the video installation the audience can get in touch with Camille and spy her through a 
webcam. The performer is hidden in a different room with a webcam, and the audience will be able 
to see her as a video projection in real time. The performer is also connected with a public webcam 
in Times Square, and will show the live streaming while dancing: her private world looks out into 
the public and vice versa. by and with Francesca Gironi music by Luca Losacco technical realisation: 
Matteo Mancini chat: Monica Gironi costume design: Laura Bastianelli, Sara Costarelli Artistic 
residency: Dance_B 2013

Keywords: Degas, Intimacy, Webcam, Private, Public, Dance

Production History: Festival NotteNera Serra de’ Conti, HangartFest Pesaro, Festival Exister

Video: https://vimeo.com/75165686 https://vimeo.com/68400987
 
Contact: francescagironi@virgilio.it

Website: http://www.diadi.org/

@FrancescaGironi

https://www.facebook.com/francesca.gironi.96
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Franz Rosati (Rome, Italy) 
Franz Rosati lives and works in Rome. He’s active since 2006 with his audio/visual projects and 
interactive installations. He has presented his works in Italian and International festivals [Nuova 
Consonanza, Quit Festival, Les Bains Numerique, Flussi, Digital Life, Code Control, Nuit Blanche 
Bruxelles]. As curator of Nephogram Label, Franz Rosati publishes works himself and by italian and 
international sound-artists and musicians. His approach on sound is deeply marked by the use of 
concrete and instrumental sources, transformed in real-time into dense violent sonic masses as into 
microscopic particles spread into the aural space. Audio-reactive visuals, mainly based on the use of 
complex mathematical equations, are a strong part of his live sets. Franz Rosati developed his approach 
starting from radical improvisation applied on both sound and visuals with the use of his own custom 
made software, keeping on preferring a live approach also during studio productions. He’s actually 
teaching Interactive Technologies for sound and images at Instituto Europeo di Design in Rome. He 
collaborated with Quiet Ensemble as sound/visual designer and interactive software developer for 
interactive installations, and with guitar player Francesco Saguto as GRIDSHAPE. He’s also part of 
AIPS collective [Archivio Italiano Paesaggi Sonori]. 
 
Disciplines: Sound Art, Visual Art, Computer Graphics, Generative Art, Interactive Systems

Slow Light

SLOWLIGHT is the third part of Tryptic, a set of three Audio Visual live-set produced by Franz 
Rosati and started with Pathline #1 [2011] and Streakline #1 [2012/2013]. Every project is based on 
a strong use of procedural/audioreactive 3D Graphics and real-time processed sounds coming from 
field recordings and acoustic instruments, organized and structured via chaos theory and probabilistic 
algorithms. Following a method close to architectural procedural modelling, the math inside the work 
is the perfect instruments to generate complex forms from scratch without using any kind of 3D 
modelling software and have the freedom to shape the structure following a precise aesthetic ideas. 
The visual part, composed by a large amount of simple lines, dots and triangles generates a synthetic/
organic abstract structure morphing by its own behavior in a constant balance between tension, chaos 
and order. Spasms, tortions, vibrations and stroboscopic pulses of the structure itself are connected 
to apparently out of control distorted sounds, drones, benheated melodies and outlined irregular 
rhytmic pulses, through crescendos and sudden comebacks to silence and subtle high frequencies.  
SLOWLIGHT is totally based on custom made software realized by the artist itself

Keywords: Nephogram, Audio-Reactive, Sound Art, Franz Rosati, Live Performance, Audio/Visual

Production History: Les Bains Numerique, Code-Control Festival, Il Pagliaio Re/Opening
 
Contact: info@franzrosati.com

Website: http://www.franzrosati.com

@franzrosati

https://www.facebook.com/franzrosati.official
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Gabriele Castaldo (Napoli, Italy) 
nato a Napoli nel 1951. Artista multiforme ha lavorato in vari campi e si è occupato di pubblicità, 
design, restauro. Ha realizzato scenografie per il teatro, il cinema e il centro di produzione RAI di 
Napoli. Nel 1977 realizza  sculture per il film ‘ Nel regno di Napoli ‘ del regista tedesco Werner 
Schroeter. Vincitore del primo premio al concorso ‘Renault Italia’ nel 1978. Sono degli anni 80 le sue 
prime sculture, realizzate accumulando abili assemblaggi e trasformando oggetti d’uso quotidiano in 
immagini, raffinate ed ossessive, minacciose verso l’osservatore. 1982 è con Arnaldo Pomodoro ad 
Anacapri per gli ‘Stages internazionali  d’arte’. Segnalato da E.Bay per la mostra ‘La giovane pittura 
Italiana ‘.  La struttura narrativa del suo lavoro si manifesta più evidente in una serie di opere  degli 
anni Novanta che và sotto il titolo de ‘La freccia del Tempo’, realizzate prelevando materiali diversi 
assemblati con molteplici stratificazioni. Dal 1995, comincia a sviluppare una suggestiva idea di 
natura  con opere che dialogano e si relazionano fortemente con lo spazio che le accoglie. Compaiono 
nei suoi lavori frammenti di materiali organici, lische, conchiglie, gorgonie, carapaci, prelevati 
nel corso di solitarie immersioni in apnea, dove l’amore per il mare e la cupa presenza della morte 
rimandano al tema dominante del suo lavoro. Con  il poeta Gabriele Frasca, ha fondato il gruppo 
Orologio ad Acqua, dando inizio ad una serie di mostre che ben presto si trasformano in grandi eventi 
performativi, culminati con ‘Viaggiatori senza bagaglio’ del ‘99 a cura di A.B.Oliva. 
 
Disciplines: Scultura; Pubblicità, Design, Restauro, Scenografia

I fisher of soul

dall’ affresco ‘il pescatore’conservato al Museo archeologico di Atene e proveniente dall’isola di 
Akrotiri  in Grecia, una immagine che mi ha fulminato, che mi rappresenta pienamente, nella quale 
mi sono riconosciuto immediatamente e trasposto in 3D

Keywords: Bronzo, Rame, Minnow

Production History: Opera Inedita, Pubblicata Sul Web
 
Contact: gabrielecastaldo@libero.it

Website: http://castaldoartista.blogspot.it/
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Gruppo e-Motion (L’Aquila, Italy) 
FRANCESCA  LA CAVA She graduated at the Accademia Nazionale di danza of Rome 
(contemporary dance) and at the University D.A.M.S. of Bologna,  she won a scholarship at the 
London Contemporary School. She worked as a dancer and choreographer in many companies in 
Italy and Europe. In 2010 she received the prize Vignaledanza. Since 2007 until 2010 she has been 
director of the ballet to the Marrucino Theatre-Lyric Theatre of Abruzzo – Italy (choreographies: 
Carmina Burana, Cenerentola, La Traviata, Pierino e il Lupo and Carmen). She is the Artistic director 
and choreographer of the Gruppo e-motion - Italy (choreographies: La mela d’oro, Le spose degli dei, 
K 2007, Street dada - Street mama, Pentesilea: Wonder Woman, Water, Alice, Tango dream, Trans-
u-mare and Dido&Aeneas). In 2013 realized the Flash Mob Preventing Sexual Violence in Conflict 
and Post-Conflict Areas for the British Embassy. Since April 2009 until 2011 she was Chairman of the 
Committee Support the DANCE in L’Aquila, that was born after the 6th of April earthquake to help 
young people of L’Aquila to continue to study dance in their own city. Choreographer and dancer. She 
is interested in the analysis of myth, anthropology and theater of XX century, in her work she puts on 
stage the daily, complaints to the society and the history of our times. She is interested in the diversity 
of peoples and the personality of each dancer/individual that enhances with irony communicating to 
them the meaning of the steps and gestures to interpret according to their own personality. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Music, Theater, Song, Light, Video-Art

Dido&Aeneas

DIDO&AENEAS is full of allegories that lead us to reflect on the problems of contemporary life 
and human relations. It ‘a journey back in time, you pays attention to the feelings and instincts of 
man: Eros, creative and positive energy, you need to create and obtain joy and pleasure and Thanatos, 
negative and destructive energy, need to destroy and relive the experiences of sadness and pain.  A 
sign choreographic and expressive gestures characterise this work, which is the result of a crossover 
between dance, theatre and song. DIDO&AENEAS is the constant search for a dialogue between 
two characters. Their path is marked by the events of the Virgil ‘s work (The Aeneid, a Latin epic 
poem, written by Virgil between 29 and 19 BC, that tells the legendary story of Aeneas, a Trojan who 
travelled to Italy, where he became the ancestor of the Romans.). It recounts the love of Dido, Queen 
of Carthage, for the Trojan hero Aeneas, and her despair when he abandons her.  DIDO&AENEAS, 
which is set in our society, is rich in allegory and leads us to reflect on the problematic existence 
of contemporary man and human relationships. The frequent exchange of roles underlines the 
contemporary and topical nature of the subject matter together with the endless search for a difficult 
yet not impossible means of communication.  The two characters, extrapolated from any temporal 
frame of reference  represent a moment in which fear and diffidence towards the different is often 
greater than the desire to meet each other.

Keywords: Body, Voice, Gesture, Truth, Poetry, Multidisciplinary

Production History: Teramo (Italy), S. Benedetto del Tronto (Italy), L’Aquila (Italy), Albano Laziale 
(Italy)

Video: https://vimeo.com/73993912
 
Contact: info@gruppoemotion.net

Website: http://www.gruppoemotion.net

@gruppoemotion

https://www.facebook.com/gruppoemotion
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Mara Cassiani (Pesaro, Italy) 
Mara Cassiani , artist and choreographer whom operates in the fields of performance and dance. She 
trained and worked with Teatro Valdoca and Societas Raffaello Sanzio . From 2011 she realized as 
author DADDY’N ME (vetrina danza 2011), Ten ways to kill an egg /primo modo (Arte Laguna 
ArtPrize 2011 selection), UNOSUUNO (Arte Laguna ArtPrize 2012), TRA$HX$$$/premiere 
Drodesdesera 2013) ,YOU AND ME AND EVERYWHERE (Premiere,Santarcangelo dei Teatri 
2012) and The Perfect Human (2013) is currently supported by Mibac Ministerial project for culture 
and Teatri del Tempo Presente. UNOSUUNO won the special price at the Arte Laguna Art Prize 
2012. The work is a reflection on modern life,  on all that   man is willing to do for money, when 
it is seen as evolutionary element of the last centuries of human development. A work based on the 
imaginary today’s western body, where the present is money, media and oil. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Choreography, Visual Art.

UNO SU UNO

A BODY IS TRYNG TO LIVE and move in a space of 1 sqm, when the square meter is considered 
the measure of life. The Vitruvian man is a drawing created by Leonardo , where a body is studied in 
is whole  extension. Instead of the vitruvian and modulor study by LeCorbusier, a body is studied in 
a space of 1 square meter , performing a really narrow choreography. The choreography trying to live 
in the square meter lines, developing the sense of the performance. A body is immersed into a square 
meter, extremely compressed, with no more possibilities of movements; over it, its orthogonal 2D 
projection. The audience see the body and its projection and live a full sense of empathy with its state 
of compression. The work is born from the contemporary necessity of creative and living spaces and 
the lack of them.

Keywords: Performance, Choreography, Art/Theatre, Contract Body, Vitruvian Man, Visual Art.

Production History: 6^th Arte Laguna Art Prize, Venice Arsenal // Venice Art Night // Visual Art 
Center Pescheria, Pesaro // Vetrina giovane danza d’autore 2013, Ravenna 2013.

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=79SIzzwYL3Q
 
Contact: maracassiani@gmail.com

Website: http://www.maracassiani.com
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Mirko Feliziani / Le Sembianze di Marion Ilievski 
(Ascoli Piceno, Italy) 
After an Acting BA at the National Academy of Dramatic Art ‘Silvio D’Amico’ and a Screenwriting 
MA at RAI Television, Mirko Feliziani works as a performer, theater director and playwright. He has 
received the ‘Vittorio Mezzogiorno’ award (2009), ‘Premio Dante Cappelletti’ award (Prize of the 
Audience Jury, 2012), and has been finalist at the ‘Premio Scenario’ award (2007). Besides his artistic 
work Mirko Feliziani has given master classes - in collaboration with the theater director Massimiliano 
Civica - in C.U.T. (Centro Universitario Teatrale; Perugia);  E.T.I. (Ente Teatrale Italiano; Rome); 
Fondazione Pontedera Teatro (Pontedera, PI). His work is an original mixture of dramaturgy, 
theater, performance art and music, usually inspired by everyday life situations transformed into 
claustrophobic dreamscapes on the stage. In 2012 he started a new artistic project, under the name of 
‘Le Sembianze di Marion Ilievski’, whose current focus is to explore the boundary area that separates 
the theatrical space/time from everyday life, working on the relationship between fiction and reality in 
connection with the audience’s perception. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Performing Arts, Video, Playwriting, Education

Milk

‘Milk’ is the second work of the long-term project ‘Le Sembianze di Marion Ilievski’: while its first 
chapter (‘Sacri Resti/Holy Garbage’) was a collection of audio-memories organized so as to form 
an audio tour through a specific city, the second chapter, ‘Milk’, is a performance designed for 
claustrophobic spaces such as rooms of hotels and apartments, where the audience is in the presence 
of a man who carries with him nothing more than his mother’s wedding dress. While the performer’s 
talking to his mother as if she is present, his trip down memory lane leads through a series of physical 
actions in which the audience is not just a witness, but an active participant helping the performer 
to bring together the fragments of a real experience. ‘Milk’ aims to explore different aspects of our 
experience of time, and does so by working in two dimensions: the duration of the performance in 
presence of the audience; the time recalled by the memory-objects in the room.

Keywords: Memory, Claustrophobic Spaces, Ephemerality, Physical Theatre

Production History: Ascoli Piceno (IT) / ‘Le Monachette’ Residency

Video: https://vimeo.com/mirkofeliziani
 
Contact: mirkofeliziani@gmail.com

Website: http://lesembianzedimarionilievski.com/

@marionilievski

https://www.facebook.com/marionilievski
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Negin Vaziri (Venice, Italy) 
Negin Vaziri is a photographer and set designer who was born in Iran and studied theatre at the 
‘Cinema and Theatre’ University of Tehran, graduated in set design. In 1999 she immigrated to Venice 
(Italy), where she attended the Academy of Fine Arts and studied the entwining between photography 
and set design. she graduated in 2005.  The dual experience, Italian-Iranian, has allowed her to get 
into the ‘heart’ of two cinematographic and artistic traditions, stimulating thoughts and cultural 
contaminations that interact with the same creativity, consequently revealing the possible way for 
dialogue and mediation. She has held various art’s solo shows and several international ones. In the 
last 10 years her path has followed a red thread: a research on feminine reality in an artistic and social 
field. 
 
Disciplines: Set Design, Photography, Performing Art, Multimedia

Reactive Donuts

Installation and Live Performance created and directed by Negin Vaziri. The installation consists of 
a set of fragments of text, Black and white film on canvas, sounds and actions. ‘A circular shaped 
bread with a hole in the middle is not a lifebelt ...Crosses, moons and stars and Creation of religions 
and their symbols, undone and vanish, where the sounds and religious noises join. A horizontal and 
vertical step where those who create, those who believe and those who suffer are annhilated in the 
confusion of applauses.’’ Sweetness is illusory, it’s an invite that seems sympathetic, so it easily attracts 
those who join, but hiding sufferance and the historical faith to the pain. Through an evident analogy 
of purposes, at once music fades into clapping, that in ancient times were used to cover the screams 
of those who were condemned to the stake.Despite its ‘’softness’’, this faith doesn’t embrace, it doesn’t 
warm, on the contrary it looks back on the primordial gesture of collective nourishment and it turned 
into an induced one, forgetting that in ancient times it was a medium to grasp a higher knowledge. 
We are ‘’fed’’ with holy food, but our spirit isn’t satisfied, this kind of nourishment leaves us empty, 
waiting for other supposed truths. So convulsive workings of reliance on pain are activated, they cross 
as far as the loss of their sense by creating circles of self pity,where our guilt feelings suggest to have 
it more and more. Suddenly involved into a waltz rhythm we realize the warp, we have the obscure 
perception to be unsteadily tied to a DRIPPING sign...

Keywords: Photography Installation, Live Performance

Production History: Big Deal N 5, London

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ma5-vou2mdc
 
Contact: nnvaria@hotmail.com

Website: http://www.neginvaziri.com

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Negin-Vaziri-Arte/112546268786314
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Roberta Orlando (Milan, Italy) 
Roberta Orlando is basing her artistic research on gender identities and performance art, with a 
specific attention to discrimination on sexual orientation.  She works on visual art with video, 
photography, installation, performance and sound.  Her artwork has been exhibited in several and 
different public spaces, art galleries and museums in Europe and USA.  Further more her study on 
gender and LGBT action has been performed in different countries such as: Italy, Spain, Germany, 
Estonia and UK. Her work is polyhedric and shaped on different artistic fields, but the common 
things are simplicity and attention to details, with the aim to be reflective, natural, questioning and 
courageous as somebody told her by now. Usually she works for human rights, environment, cultural 
valorisation of public and urban space. She likes to experiment new solutions and create a dimension 
between reality and imagination for a constructive relation. She has many questions and she wants to 
keep on doing it. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Installation, Sound, Video, Photography

A sound used in speech

The composition of ‘A sound used in speech’ is represented by dozens of letters. Each one is part of 
the most common words to define people by their sexual orientation or gender identities. In fact, it 
shows terms as gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer and straight, also used in different languages. 
From these words, Roberta Orlando concerns to create a new sense, phrase or term by their anagrams. 
It starts like a linguistic play which projects our way of reflection on new views. This work is created 
against discrimination on sexual orientation and clearly, a thought to the sounds attributed by society 
and ourselves. The wooden letters are original handmade pieces created by the artist. There are many 
different reactions, depending on where you perform it. In Berlin the public played a lot, composing 
a variety of playful, funny and political words, still based on gender. It was a comfortable place. In 
Verona it was very different with a difficult participation from the people on the streets, even if it 
was better inside the art fair space. An old italian lady asked ‘Why did they write ‘Gay is good’? It’s 
a pity that we still need to say that! Why is so hard to understand it here?’. Then the most beautiful 
response comes always from children, they are so much instinctive and creative that it’s difficult to 
stop them from the game. They show how it’s hard for us to act without any prejudice, complication, 
explaination or submission.

Keywords: Performance, Discrimination, Sexual, Orientation, Intervention

Production History: Month of Performance Art w/ Us Inc. (UK), Shift, Berlin, Germany, 2013; 
ArtVerona, Independents w/ CUNTemporary (UK), Verona, Italy, 2013

Video: https://vimeo.com/r0inconnu
 
Contact: r0.roberta.orlando@gmail.com

Website: http://r0inconnu.blogspot.com/

@r0bertaorlando
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Roberto Rossini (Genoa, Italy) 
Since the mid-70s, has been active in the Italian scene of performance art. His works are shaped as 
events dealing with the separation experienced between sense and the instruments of knowledge: 
perception-receptiveness-presence. In the early 80s was one of the founders of the Centro UH! 
(performance art, experimental radio drama for RAI broadcasts, video art, mail art and the direction 
of the UH! Magazine). He participated in international festivals, with events staging in atypical 
areas such as industrial plants, historical buildings, religious temples and natural or defunctionalized 
environments, and deepened the anthropological roots of performative research by getting in touch 
with native cultures and through many seminars on corporeal research. Moreover, he realized video 
art works dealing with the processes of the unconscious mind, gave lectures and leaded workshops on 
the subjects of performance and multimedial communication. He collaborated with the Museum of 
Contemporary Art of Genoa with performances, exhibitions and educational projects. Rossini is also 
co-director of Art Action International Performance Art Festival (Monza), professor of Performance 
Art Theory at the Traditional Art Institute  of the Museum of World Cultures in Genoa and at the 
Museum of Exhibition and Design at the Istituto Europeo di Design in Milan, and co-founder of 
Albedo Cultural Association for Active Imagination (Milan). In 2012 he published the book La 
performance tra arte, mito, rito e gioco. He is currently working on Zeitgeist, a project that has been 
goin on since 2006. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Event, Visual Art, Video Art, Therapy

Zeitgeist cycle - aesthetic-rituals actions

Zeitgeist is the consciousness of matter as the realms of the fragmentary, the parcelled-out, the 
discontinuous; it is a reparation action to the plague of the spectacle world; the materials used are 
chips of sign, parts of sense, traces of thought, shadows of meaning. Performing a ritual means 
walking; rites and their executors, the traveler and the road, are one and the same thing: the traveler is 
the way that runs itself. There is no exit from the cycle of life, there is no exit from the cycle of history. 
The rite of the performer is an enterprise in failure; it is a product that remains unsold and even when 
the product is marketable, the performer can’t gain anything: in the performance act there are no 
revenues, it immediately begins anew.

Keywords: Performance Art, Ritual, Video, Mail Art, Anthropologic, Corporal Research, Unconscious, 
Multimedial Communication, Theory Of Performance, Active Imagination

Production History: 2013 tpa torinoPERFORMANCEART, Torino (I), 2012 Interakcje XIV, ODA 
Gallery Piotrków Trybunalski (PL); 2011 Lucca Center of Contemporary Art, Lucca (I); 2010 Corpi 
esposti, Rocca Grimalda (I), Fama_fame, Wankdorf Center, Berna (CH), La voce del corpo, Osnago 
(I), Museo di Sant’Agostino, Genova (I); 2009 Eventi Collaterali - 53a Biennale, Venezia; 2008 
London Biennale-Pollination, London (UK), XX.9.12 Fabrika, Piombino Dese (I), Infr’Action, Séte 
(F), Optica Festival, Gijón - Madrid (E) - Paris (F); 2007 Interrotti Transiti, Genova (I), Zero 3 + tre, 
Rosignano Marittimo (I); 2006 Vertical Action Poetry, Monza (I), In the Context of Art, Warszawa 
(PL), Catodica, Galleria LipanjePuntin, Trieste (I).

Video: https://vimeo.com/73364388
 
Contact: info@ontheground.it

Website: http://www.ontheground.it

https://www.facebook.com/roberto.rossini.374
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Sara Marasso | il Cantiere (Turin, Italy) 
Dance offers my look an emptied space. Emptied from the overload in which we are immersed. 
Dance contribution is cleaning. This is necessary for the act of seeing.’ Along with cinema studies, I 
started my dance studies in Turin and later I attended a course at the Laban Centre in London and 
I obtained a PhD in Dance Studies, Paris VIII University. My research on movement continued 
with contemporary dance, improvisation, movement analysis, BMC and Iyengar yoga.  In 2004 
I obtained the movin’up grant support for young artists mobility and I started my site specific  
creations, presenting them in several international festivals, from l’Havana to Lisbon, Porto, Genoa 
and, in 2006, also in Turin for the Cultural Olympiad. All my creations are conceived as research 
projects: WHEN I DANCE represent a trilogy which started in 2008 with ‘Solo Carta’ (produced 
by Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities) later presented within Festival Les Repérages and 
Charleroi Danses programmes. In 2009 ‘Volte sempre’, actually my last site specific performance, 
was created within the French-Italian project Marchè Commun supported by CNC Maguy Marin, 
Les Hivernales, Les Invites, Lieux Publics, Corpi Urbani, Mosaicodanza. In 2010 Torinodanza 
Festival produced ‘Soluzione parziale a problema transitorio’ internationally touring in Belgrade and 
Dusseldorf.  In 2012 I came back to WHEN I DANCE, my research on creative processes tools and I 
created ‘When I dance, I dance. When I sleep, I sleep’, last fragment of the trilogy. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Performance, Dance Dramaturgy

WHEN I DANCE

The subject of ‘When I dance’ is the creative process with a focus on communication and signs. This 
4 years long research is composed of 3 fragments: a solo in which a body acts in the silence, a solo 
in which body interacts with live music originally composed, and finally a duet. The audience could 
experience the 3 fragments in the same session or just having a look on one of these pièces. In the 
first fragment ‘Solo Carta’ a body is searching for the flat, the vague, the white. This body is posing a 
question on the creative process birth: what’s at the beginning? Which is the Void that precedes the 
Fullness of a creation?  The second fragment, ‘Soluzione parziale a problema transitorio’ follows the 
silence and is realized collaborating with a music composer. It investigates the path that, from the 
blank paper, leads to the simplest form of writing: the sign.  ‘When I dance, I dance. When I sleep, I 
sleep’, the third fragment, is a duet in which 2 performers would like to say but choose not to, leaving 
space for the body and its language. They play with both the need to say and the need to keep silent, 
moving between the everyday gesture and the abstract sign in order to emphasise, through their 
dance, the refined animal we call human. WHEN I DANCE, the whole trilogy, can be considered 
as an evolution from an introspective approach of a solo to a duo, as the core of interpersonal 
communication.

Keywords: Composition Process, Sound, Silence, Relationship, Sign

Production History: In 2008 ‘Solo carta’ was first presented for the Dance Roads International 
Dance Meeting and  obtained a production from the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities, 
ETI - Ente Teatrale Italiano and Piedmont Region. The performance was selected as the Italian 
proposal for Festival Les Repérages in Lille in March 2009 and presented at Charleroi Danses.  
In 2010, ‘Soluzione parziale a problema transitorio’ is produced by Torinodanza Festival in co-
production with Interplay Festival and premiered for Festival Prospettiva within Teatro Stabile di 
Torino’s season; it toured internationally and has been presented, among the others, at the National 
Theater of Belgrad and selected for the official programme of Tanzmesse Dusseldorf 2012.  In 2012 
‘When I dance I dance. 

Video: http://vimeo.com/47658706
Contact: sara.marasso@gmail.com
Website: http://www.ilcantiere.net

https://www.facebook.com/saramarassoilcantiere
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Dance theatre comma8 (Vilnius, Lithuania) 
Rūta Butkus is a choreographer and actress graduated from the Lithuanian Academy of Music 
and Theatre in 2007. She gained a remarkable professional experience working with Lithuanian 
choreographers Aira Naginevičiūtƒó and Vytis Jankauskas, recognized Lithuanian theatre director 
Oskaras Koršunovas, Norwegian director Per-Olav Sørensen and Polish director Mariusz Trelinski. 
Rūta performed together with 33 artists in international contemporary dance and music project 
‘maProject’ (ch. Agnija Šeiko, Liat Magnezy, Konrad Szymanski) carried out as a part of an 
educational programme of ‘Vilnius – European Capital of Culture 2009’. In 2011 she directed a 
contemporary haiku opera ‘Snow’ (composed by J.Sakalauskas), drawing attention by its minimalistic 
style and impressive play between an unusual syntax and movement aesthetics. In 2012 she performed 
in project Crossing Lithuania, A Dance Discovery’ and directed a dance theatre performance ‘Lost 
eyes’ in the Korzo theatre /Netherlands/. In 2012 she directed a performance ‘5g of Hope’.  Her latest 
dance theatre performance ‘Blessed’ premiered in spring, 2013. That same year Rūta directed an opera 
‘Giulio Cesare’ by G.F.Handel and established her own dance theatre  comma8.  At the age of five 
Rūta began to dance Lithuanian folk, later proceeded with the contemporary dance, acting skills and 
Suzuki technique developing her style into essential dance theatre aesthetics. Rūta draws inspiration 
from various arts, nature and human life using the sense of absurdity and irony to search for existential 
truth. 
 
Disciplines: Dance Theatre

Blessed

...about N’s paradise. When she met God...

Keywords: Blessed, Paradise, Dance, Theatre, Comma8

Production History: Blessed’ premiered in the International Student Festival of Contemporary 
Dance SHOCK ACADEMIA, in 2013.

Video: https://vimeo.com/74358020
 
Contact: hello@comma8.lt,vytaute.br@gmail.com

Website: http://www.comma8.lt

https://www.facebook.com/RutaButkusSokisDance
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Jaras Ramunas (Vilnius, Lithuania) 
Born 1975, Lithuania, School of Arts, Music and Theater Academy, performances from childhood, 
found art piece and publications of short stories in press starting school years, work in various radio 
stations starting 1992, first real music album in 1993, work in TV 1994, first edition of avant-garde 
music festival ‘Sumirimas’ in 1996, first European tour with solo theater show in 2003, started 
to work as a performance art teacher in 2008, issued short story collection in 2008,  I perform 
performances, do longer solo theater works, compose classical music, other styles of music, write 
literature. I make my work because I believe in art as a form of spiritual development. 
 
Disciplines: Solo Theater, Performance, Music Composing, Literature

Poetry in aquarium

I did make it because all subtle arts that has soul are cover now from public eyes like water covers 
poetry. I dived into a huge aquarium in supermarket and tired to read poetry there. Audience heard 
nothing.

Keywords: Performance, Aquarium, Poetry, Reading, Scuba, Diving

Production History: MEGA supermarket

Video: http://www.youtube.com/user/PhilosophicalStoning
 
Contact: ryaras@gmail.com

Website: http://www.jaras.org/

@JarasRamunas

https://www.facebook.com/jaras.ramunasEN
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bewegingstheater De Storm  
(Rotterdam, Netherlands) 
The founder of movementtheater De Storm is John Giskes. He is born in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. 
Educated at Willem de Kooning academy for visual arts, Rotterdam. In 2007 he founded 
movementtheater De Storm, there he worked for over 2 years with seven collaborators, musician, 
dancers and visual artists. The movement vocabulary depends strongly at contemporary Japanese 
dance (Butoh). After those 2 years with a lot performances on stage at theaters the character changes 
from a fixed company in an organization with John Giskes as organizer/performer whom works alone 
or together with different artists depending on the production. Movementtheater De Storm works 
together with contemporary dancers, musicians/composers contemporary music, butoh dancers/
performers and visual artists. Movementtheater De Storm is known for the incorporation of the 
surrounding in its performances and the use of light- and sound effects. 
 
Disciplines: Movement, Butoh, Dance, Costumes, Video, Photography

Struggle with the enviremont

The performance ‘struggle with the environment’ is a solo performance of John Giskes, with music / 
soundscape from a cd. But sometimes this performance is done with life music. Its about the threat 
of the  effect of human activity to all living creatures including ourselves. Roaring engines in factories, 
at sea and rivers, in the air and on the roads, there is no escape. Its fast, its noisy, its dirty and it is 
distorting all values in life. In that environment we are lost, losing our bonds with ourselves whatever 
that maybe. We are ruptured from our natural surrounding, a surrounding that provided us with 
what we need for body and soul. What’s left of us is a confused and troubled person with anxiety 
and agitation.  No wonder the person wants to flee to a safe area, more and more this individual is 
shielding himself from the others. Ending with his retreat to the womb...

Keywords: Environment, Danger, Soul, Fear, Nature, Destructive

Production History: Dimanche Rouge at Le Divan du monde Paris, Moscow Museum Of Modern 
Art, theater Castagnet, theater Musica, theater ‘t Kapelletje, Open dans,  Stichting Sanne, Extrapool, 
Galerie Kralingen, galerie Kunstliefde, galerie ‘t Oude Raadhuys,  Brouwsels op Straat Belgium, 
Streetfestival Lokeren Belgium, Museumnacht Rotterdam, Illuma

Video: https://vimeo.com/72345974
 
Contact: info@destorm.eu

Website: http://destorm.eu

@jogi97

https://www.facebook.com/pages/bewth-De-Storm/257664047584487
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CCCompass (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 
CCCompass stands for Creative Collective Compass, and is a collective founded by the two dance 
makers/performers Eline van Ark and Barbara Ebner. Together they are interested in performance 
research approaching dance in the full spectrum of art. Both of them are challenging their own 
choreographic practice, always stepping beyond the borders of dance, connecting to other art 
disciplines, and even further, with economists, office workers, designers, etc. Alongside of this, they 
are developing their teaching practice in dance and dance improvisation. Eline van Ark (NL) is a 
dancer, maker, teacher, researcher and organizer. She graduated in ArtEZ School of Dance in 2010, 
and since then she is building her own interdependent dance practice, f.e.  by organizing CLOUD@
Danslab. She is interested in developing new forms of dance and new ways of approaching the art 
form and art practice. One important aspect of that is researching how we treat and can relate to 
the audience, within and outside of a performance. Barbara Ebner (DE) is a dancer, choreographer 
and teacher. In 2010 she graduated in ArtEZ School of Dance, and since then she worked in various 
interdisciplinary projects performing and developing artistic research. Fascinated by the intimate 
qualities of performance she specialized on teaching improvisation to emerging dancers. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Mime, Performance, Interaction Design

RADAR

Choreography and dance: Eline van Ark and Barbara Ebner RADAR is about listening. The piece 
starts off with two dancers standing with their eyes closed, pointing their noses in various directions 
with a mysterious togetherness. Once the audience understands that the dancers are not moving their 
heads randomly, but that they’re pointing at the sounds that the audience is making themselves, the 
ball starts rolling. The audience knows now that they are being addressed directly and answers in 
their own way. Every audience has its unique dynamic, yet a direct dialogue with the dancers happens 
naturally, especially when the dancers start to translate the sounds they hear into more complex dance 
movements. The audio input of the audience is their motor; without any sounds the movement of 
the dancers will also fade away. This open invitation to directly influence the performance leads to 
the audience taking the role of the orchestra, with the dancers (guided by a clear score) mirroring 
the sounds of the audience into movements. In RADAR the audience gets a chance to play, and even 
create the dance they see in front of them. This piece questions the power relation between audience 
and performers: who is in control? Also it questions the current culture in dance: the audience sits 
back to consume a piece that is mostly highly spectacular or moving (physically or emotionally). In 
RADAR we propose a different approach: each step of the dance is a result of the involvement of the 
audience. The piece has a vulnerability that is very much appreciated by the audience.

Keywords: Interaction, Listening, Audience, Movements Reflecting Sound

Production History: http://cccompass.wordpress.com/on-tour/  - Amongst others: SoloDuo Festival 
(Cologne), Cultfest (Utrecht), Nightscapes (Maastricht), Regensburger Tanztage (Regensburg), 
Limburg Festival (Roermond), Nijmeegse Kunstnacht (Nijmegen), Random Collision (Groningen), 
De Nieuwe Regentes (Den Haag), Dansweek Gelderland (Arnhem), Stukafest (Utrecht), Science & 
Nonduality Conference (Doorn), CLOUD@Danslab (Den Haag).

Video: https://vimeo.com/63996512 - https://vimeo.com/74100502 - password of both video’s: 
sound
 
Contact: info.cccompass@gmail.com

Website: http://cccompass.wordpress.com/
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Dario Tortorelli (Rotterdam, Netherlands) 
Dario Tortorelli (˚Italy, 1977) is a choreographer/visual-artist currently based in The Netherlands. He 
graduated as a dancer (Florence, 1995), and started his career in France with the Junior Ballet Rosella 
Hightower (Cannes) and the Ballet de l’Opera de Nice. In 2001, he moved to The Netherlands where 
he danced for Introdans, ConnyJansenDanst and performed in projects of Jaakko Toivonen, Sara 
Lourenço, Bruno Listopad and Lucinda Childs. Since 2006, he has been performing and artistically 
collaborating with the Belgian choreographer Ann Van den Broek (WArd/waRD). Alongside he 
develops visual and performing art projects under the name of diveinD. In 2009 he shaped the 
alter ego character Romeo Heart, used as a main subject in his shorts and post studies that have 
been exposed as solo performances, art videos and installations.  His visual work develops from still 
images, flat as postcards where the subject unnaturally moves within the frame of a disconnected 
background. His stage work has been defined as minimal, dark, surreal and cinematic. In June 2013 
Dario Tortorelli opened a new chapter of the Romeo Heart’s post studies by creating the piece ‘After 
Nearly Land(e)scaping’ for seven dancers of ConnyJanssenDanst (Rotterdam).The major goal of the 
artist is to offer an experience that goes beyond the traditional performance. He wants to assemble 
the essential elements of theatre, music, light and space in one entity with the subject(s). The 
strong aesthetic stage setting results in an image of immortality that transforms the performers into 
characters. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Dance, Art Video, Installation, Light Design,

Post studies for ROMEO HEART

The character of Romeo Heart is a contemporary version of a knight errant. He wears a silver shiny 
shirt (his armour), a pair of sunglasses (his helmet) and travels in space searching a lost feeling of 
nature: his origins. The body of the performer is thrown in the middle of theatrical forces governed 
by music, light, darkness and time. His essential and prolonged movements result in a slow motion 
effect while other movements are imperceptible like in butoh. The timing of the performance is 
precisely measured. In the background, a heartbeat, sounds of storm and delicate single notes played 
from a precious sound box match the filmic setting aesthetics. Armed in sunglasses, the spectators 
obey to these forces, even though they are at times attacked by light rays coming from two lamps 
held by silhouette figures standing in the dark. Behind his sunglasses the viewer feels closer to how 
the choreographer wants the work to be seen. This brings together a simultaneous balance between 
guidance and manipulation. Extremely loud music surrounds the body like a ring, and finally it 
persists the uncertainty of what will happen next.  Se la forma scompare la sua radice è eterna  (Mario 
Merz)

Keywords: Minimal, Surreal, Cinematic, Mysterious, Dark, Iconic

Production History: Dansateliers Rotterdam (The Netherlands),  De Gouvernestraat, Rotterdam 
(The Netherlands),  Motel Mozaique festival, Rotterdam (The Netherlands),  Cultuurcentrum 
Berchem, Antwerp (Belgium),  Festival Ammutinamenti, Ravenna (Italy),  Volksroom Open Monday, 
Brussels (Belgium),  Melkweg Theater, Amsterdam (The Netherlands),  Klub ≈ªak, Gdansk (Poland),  
Conny Janssen Danst, Rotterdam (The Netherlands),  Paris Boehme, Art events, Lucca (Italy)

Video: https://vimeo.com/62022617
 
Contact: dario.tortorelli@gmail.com

Website: http://www.dariotortorelli.com

@diveinD

https://www.facebook.com/diveinD
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Driewieler Collectief (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 
Gens and Pedro started to work after they both moved to Amsterdam. Living together and sharing 
the need of creating, it didn’t take long until they start working as a collective.  Since 2010 the 
Driewieler Collectief have been developing small videos mostly with a sexual and non-sense humour. 
The performativity on the videos and the aim of exploring new mediums brought them to live arts. 
In the past years, Pedro and Gens have been researching and learning how to use their own bodies as 
a tool to communicate with the other. The performances developed together are mostly connected 
with awareness and the notion of being, believing that the inner self would always be better exposed if 
coming within the limits of the body. Their approach to live arts is through the body, with a physical 
methodology, linked with concepts such as fetish, repetition, obsession or sexual boundaries. The two 
artists bring together backgrounds of classical music, philosophy of art, movement and visual arts, 
in an intensive search for a sensation.  The collective’s ambition is to ease an experience to the other 
by researching his own experiences while performing.   In art, Pedro and Gens believe that sensation 
should always be present as a way of transformation – reorganizing your body, mind and mostly your 
boundaries. 
 
Disciplines: Live Arts, Performance Arts, Visual Arts, Improvisation, Physical Theatre, Music

86,3 in 8,2

This piece starts with a confrontation of realities, in which private and public are reviewed. It is about 
perceiving something beyond our boundaries. Extreme behaviours are normally shocking for many 
of us, but why is that, if we are dealing with something as real as our own reality?  Conceptually, it 
was imperative for us to work around the notion of awareness of each one’s boundaries as a possibility 
to rethink those self-limits. In this starting point was included also the aim of understanding how 
could we experience an obsessive-compulsive impulse within our bodies, concerning the relations 
between body, object and space.  With our physicality we raise an uncanny emotion while performing 
an action that could be understood as fetishist to one’s attention.  This piece dialogues between the 
‘need of doing it’, an OCD notion, and a sexual component present in a role-playing game. With 
these two particular inputs, the piece creates a new ‘inner-space’ within our own reality in which the 
relationship between performers is created step by step. The audience experiences this intimacy until 
it becomes something else. The observers are able to take their own decisions in the piece. With the 
possibility of interaction there is an opening for a power-change between performer and spectator. Do 
you have more of a voyeur or of an exhibitionist in you?  Through out this feeding of senses between 
the observer and us, a growing tension is built, bringing excitement and allowing a projection of the 
observer’s inner-self in the action.

Keywords: The Uncanny, Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder, Sensation, Tension, Voyeurism, Exhibitionism

Production History: DeSlang (Amsterdam), Vlaams Cultuurhuis de Brakke Grond (Amsterdam), 
Volksroom Brussels (Brussels), Centro Cultural Vila Nova de Cerveira – Bienal de Cerveira 2013 (Vila 
Nova de Cerveira - Portugal), De machinist / Une matinée des rejetés (Rotterdam)

Video: https://vimeo.com/55448285
 
Contact: driewieler.collectief@gmail.com

Website: http://driewielercollectief.com

@driewieler_c

https://www.facebook.com/driewieler.collectief
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Edan Gorlicki (Groningen, Netherlands) 
Edan Gorlicki (1982) from Israel, is a choreographer, teacher and movement researcher based in 
the Netherlands. As a dancer he has worked with the Batsheva Ensemble Dance Company, Inbal 
Pinto Dance Theater, NND/Galilidance and Club Guy and Roni. In addition, Edan has performed 
the works of many choreographers such as: Sharon Eyal, Paul Selwyn Norton, Emmanuel Gat and 
many more. Edan is the creator of LAMA movement research which he teaches worldwide and as 
a maker he has choreographed works on numerous companies such as: Random Collision, Sasha 
Waltz and Guests, NND/Galilidance, Club Guy & Roni’s Poetic Disasters Club, Codarts Rotterdam, 
Noord Nederlandse Dans and De Noorderlingen. Edan’s work is produced by the Grand-Theatre 
Groningen. The philosophy and beliefs surrounding Edan’s artistic approach are based on searching 
the self within its surroundings. Inspired yet confronted by the world around him, Edan finds artistic 
comfort within the search for belonging and connecting. His work always explores psychological and 
emotional realms. He believes that through personal experience he can use his work as a mirror for 
both his audience and himself. In the past Edan has made stage works on numerous subjects such as 
hierarchy, sexuality, fantasy, stress, addictions, belonging and perceptions amongst others. Every work 
of Edan has been a personal and touching transparency of what we all as humans go through on a 
daily basis. Through his work he dares to approach these difficult issues and expose them respectfully 
yet courageously to his audience. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theater, Performance, Movement, Research, Lama

God Bless

God Bless is a solo performance that surprisingly reveals the prejudices in our worldview. Told through 
the perspective of an American dance artist on tour in Europe, the work comically and ironically plays 
with the way in which we judge others and with our urge to ‘belong’. Where do we come from, and 
is that where we belong? Should we be proud of our roots or apologize for them? And what happens 
to our pride when we find ourselves in an unfamiliar place? God Bless was inspired and created by 
the challenging experience Sarah Parton (collaborator and friend of Edan Gorlicki) faced being an 
American citizen in Europe. Not only that, she is an American artist trying to survive in the respected 
European performance art scene. By taking a daring fresh mocking look on the contemporary art / 
research scene slowly Edan discovered a deeper layer of struggle, a surprising discrimination within 
our own field. The same field that fights regularly for diversity - or does it? So do we discriminate 
artistically based on cultural and social backgrounds? Is this not a contradiction with arts goal in 
general? This confusion became the starting point and inspiration for the creation of this theatrically 
funny work.  God Bless has proven to be a thought provoking experience for both theater-go’ers and 
the general public.

Keywords: Funny, Surprising, Theatrical, Story-Telling, Daring, Political

Production History: God Bless has performed in the Netherlands at the Grand-Theatre Groningen, 
Melkweg Amsterdam and Korzo Den-Haag.

Video: https://vimeo.com/60291151      (password: GodBless)
 
Contact: edangorlicki@gmail.com

Website: http://edangorlicki.com
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Genetic Choir (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 
While genetics is the science of genes, heredity, and the variation of organisms, Genetic Choir is the 
collective evolutionary process of vocal instant composition. Born in a living-room in Amsterdam 
in 2007, Genetic Choir began when Thomas Johannsen invited a group of musicians and actors to 
investigate the use of the human voice through non-idiomatic improvisation. In the years to follow, 
the Genetic Choir evolved into a diverse group of vocal improvisers, investigating the dynamics 
of open systems, self-organization and complexity. The ensemble sings fully improvised concerts, 
but also collaborates within multi-disciplined fields; exploring semi-open structures like graphic 
scores and using the architectural-acoustic properties of a building to create site-specific aural 
experiences. Additionally, the Genetic Choir method has been employed as part of the Huddersfield 
Contemporary Music Festival (UK), the Grachtenfestival Amsterdam (NL), the European Choir 
Festival (IT) and at Robert Wilson’s Watermill Centre (NY, USA). We enjoy creating significance and 
beauty from seeming randomness, not unlike oscillators that sync after a certain tipping point. Our 
voices engage and influence each other in an undirected musical eco-system. Our ‘free will’ acts within 
natural group tendencies and the imposing logic of the music itself. In this way, our work deals with 
nature and the human condition: being initiator as well as small cog in the machinations of reality, 
and what this teaches us about living in the complex, networked society of today. 
 
Disciplines: Voice Work, New Music, Performance, Improvisation, Instant Composition, Site-Specific

Genetic Choir Concert / Genetic Choir ‘the early years’ CD

Each Genetic Choir concert is a unique work and unrepeatable in its exact musical content.  Anything 
– from the characteristic silence of a building to a conversation between audience members – can 
form the basic ingredient for our compositions.  Through the principles of mutation, replication 
and natural selection, the various and subtle aspects of sound and the human voice are employed to 
create a volatile sound eco-system. Both micro-aspects of sound (ie. pitch, timbre, overtones, etc.) 
and macro-aspects of music (ie. riffs, melody, rhythm, etc.) can function as the ‘DNA’ chain on which 
the music develops. This open and eclectic approach results in a certain amount of complexity in the 
composition process, creating at times both rich and empty, both organic and erratic compositions. 
No single human sound is excluded and no musical genre is forbidden or favored.  Foremost, we strive 
to trust our intuition throughout the improvisation process in order to maintain vocal authenticity 
and intense contact with our audiences. As a concrete trace of all these works, we decided this year 
to bring out a CD of our favourite live recordings. The ‘early years’ album (2013) contains eight 
very different musical pieces which all raise questions of authorship and composition: no musical or 
structural agreements were made beforehand, neither was there a conductor who indicated actions or 
decisions to the singers. The composer of all these intricate pieces of music is simply: the ‘intelligent 
system’ of the Genetic Choir in full blow.

Keywords: Voice, New Music, Performance, Improvisation, Instant Composition, Site-Specific

Production History: Genetic Choir concerts are as often in site-specific (sometimes public) 
locations as in regular concert/performance venues. List of 2012/2013 performance places: PuntWG 
(Amsterdam, NL) / Methaalkathedraal (Utrecht, NL) / Hembrug terrein (Zaandam, NL) / Haagse 
Toren (The Hague, NL) / MLK (Amsterdam, NL) / Loos (The Hague, NL) / Provadja (Alkmaar, NL) 

Video: http://youtu.be/t5qnTeVf2XU
 
Contact: mail@genetic-choir.org

Website: http://www.genetic-choir.org

@instantcomposer

https://www.facebook.com/genetic.choir
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Jochen Stechmann (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 
Jochen Stechmann studied pure mathematics and contemporary dance. He performed with 
experimental companies (TRASH, Nir De Volff, Montajstroj, Blue Elephant) and co-authored the 
two-hander Will You Ever Be Happy Again? (Dutch BNG Award 2010). In 2010 he graduated from 
DasArts - The Master of Theatre in Amsterdam. His works reject an aesthetic approach towards dance 
and aim for a sober and authentic movement quality as radically personal as possible. Often they 
challenge the boundaries of what can be understood as ‘choreography’. This ‘conceptual’ approach is 
strongly influenced by a mathematical and analytical background and a passionate desire to playfully 
undermine one-dimensional perceptions of hierarchies and power relations. In a postdramatic way, 
choreography gets often replaced by discourse and is juxtaposed with elements of science, popular 
culture, live music and an efficient use of animated projections.  In 2013/2014 he is in-house 
choreographer at Dansmakers Amsterdam 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theatre, Performance, Video Art

The Critical Piece

THE CRITICAL PIECE turns around the usual order of writing a review as a reaction to the dance. 
Instead the dance is constructed as a response to the review. THE CRITICAL PIECE probes the 
relation between Criticism and performing Arts, between language and movement in unexpected 
ways. What is and what does Critique? In a setup that combines features of a partially improvised 
laboratory, a quasi-objective power point presentation and a pop concert, three dancers deal with the 
difficulty of this task. Dance reviews from local sources are in-cluded in the score of the performance 
The initial idea was to give a critical comment on the scanty state of dance criticism and the arrogant 
attitude of some critics in the Netherlands and Germany. During the process, our focus shifted 
towards the causes and effects of judgments and the conditions of writing reviews. Finally, our vision 
on dance criticism found entrance in the performance: one that has an open attitude, is passionately 
engaged with the work, and daring enough to include a personal perspective into the writing process. 
THE CRITICAL PIECE is a collaboration between choreographer Jochen Stechmann and director 
Claudia Van Rooij. co-produced by Dansmakers Amsterdam and Dutch dance-theatre company 
Traum-A.  ‘Direct and in your face. The Critical Piece boldly deconstructs dance criticism and reflects 
bravely on dance and its discourse. An enjoyable and thoughtful evening about the eternal cycles of art 
and its reception, expanded by an exciting loop.’

Keywords: Dance, Criticism, Stechmann, Schrödingers Cat

Production History: Dansmakers Amsterdam, Melkweg Theatre Amsterdam, dOCUMENTA13, 
LOFFT Leipzig/euroscene, Tanzmesse Düsseldorf, Moving Meetings Maastricht, Why Not? Festival 
Amsterdam

Video: http://vimeo.com/56019354
 
Contact: jochen@traum-a.nl,jstechmann@gmx.de

Website: http://www.jochenstechmann.com

https://www.facebook.com/jochenstechmann
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Kirsten Heshusius (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 
Kirsten is a selftaught artist who lives and works in Amsterdam. Her roots are in visual live-art. 
For five years she worked with an art collective where she developped performances based on the 
relationship between body and location using improvisation, movement and objects.  Since 2010 
she works solo. Her work is best described as visual poetry provoking universal thoughts about the 
world and existence itself.  She developpes her ideas in her atelier where her material research is 
persistent and ongoing. Within her performances she deals with body transformation and visual 
poetry often based on autobiographical events. Because the body functions as a mirror, through the 
transformations she provokes sentiments of recognition.  Her work is always strongly connected to the 
surrounding it takes place, as well architectural as history-wise, and therefor every work is submitted 
to a profound research. Her work is easy accessible, throughout the performance she tries to reach a 
level of significance which is as intense as possible. She wants to open the lid to your mind. 
 
Disciplines: Live-Art, Performance Art, Visual Art,

Blackbird

I made this work as a reference to lives of my friends in Iran, which I try to visit as frequent as 
possible.  It is about selfsensorship and a huge longing to freedom. I stand on a block of wood and 
open a tin can I wear around my  neck. I slowly start to blacken my left hand, then my right hand.  I 
proceed with my arms and my neck.  A toypiano starts playing the Moonlightsonate through a small 
speaker. I blacken my chin, my nose, my cheeks, my ears my forehead and finally my hair.  The music 
stops and I see every member of the audience in the eye.  I grab a green birdshaped waterwhistle from 
my pocket, i put it in my mouth and gently start to play. When the water in the flute is  finished it 
is no longer making any noise and the performance is coming to an end.  During 25 minutes the 
audience looks at how I slowly disappear into the background. Although they are not always aware of 
the actual background of the performance, through my action I appeal to the sentiment. I leave young 
and old silent and seized with emotion that corresponds with my intentions.

Keywords: Poetic, Body, Iran, Selfsensorship, Freedom,

Production History: AcciónMAD!, Madrid, Spain 2012 / Duizel in het Park, Rotterdam, The 
Netherlands 2012
 
Contact: kirstenheshusius@gmail.com

Website: http://kirstenheshusius.nl
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Liat T. Waysbort (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 
Liat Waysbort (Israel 1974)  was educated as a professional dancer (ballet, modern contemporary 
and hip hop) in Israel and began her dance career at 18 at the Bat-Sheva Dance Company. Liat 
worked with Ohad Naharin, William Forsythe, Wim Vandekeybus and others. Waysbort obtained 
her master in choreography studies in 2006. She has been busy developing her style and working 
strategies as a resident choreographer in the Dansateliers production house in Rotterdam until 
2012. Liat created 5 full evening programs. ‘What’s Left’ premiered in November 2012 and was well 
received by the audience. Waysbort made numerous shorter pieces for  companies as Conny Janssen 
Danst, Dansgroep Amsterdam, VATA Brasil and the AHK-Modern Theater dance department. Her 
pieces were performed in  Juli Dans (Amsterdam),NDD, Recontres Choreographique (Paris), World 
Minimal Music, Gender Bender and Interplay (Italy), and more venues.  In 2012 Liat was nominated 
for the choreographer prize of the N D D (Dutch dance days)  As an important branch of her work as 
a choreographer Liat is dedicating her time to teach and educate new generations of talents intensively 
at the AHK (Modern Theater Dance) and in the Henny Jurriens Foundation in Amsterdam. Over 
her long carrier as a dancer and choreographer, she developed a unique and original style of dance. 
Waysbort’s work is characterized as raw,unpolished,crafted,musical and original .The work is aimed to 
touch and move people wether you are an observer or actively moving on stage. The emotional and 
accurate body of of the performers is always a trigger point. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance And Performance

WHAT’S LEFT

What’s left is a vivid performance with five dancers, who run around, make signs, twist their hips and 
tickle themselves.  There’s childlike and adult behavior, force and sweetness, humor and concentration. 
The dancers are playing; playing with notions of gender and other social codes, playing with each 
other and with the experiences of the audience.  With the musical score a filmic atmosphere is created, 
which reminds of westerns and forgotten cities, where the dancers reveal an intriguing (inner) world. 
With energy and power, the audience gets invited to connect with the dancers and the universe they 
disclose. The audience that has already seen Liat’s work, characterized it as being an intense, strong, 
physical and kinesthetic challenging, as much as transparent, fragile and confronting experience.  As is 
was my last piece as an ‘in house’ choreographer, I took the chance to re-exmine the changes  imposed 
on artists in the current times. The shifts in this discipline has inspired us to explore the necessity in 
connecting and the existential need to keep moving. Moreover, we looked at the capacities of both 
sides of our brains to create the complete ‘picture’ of our lives. Sticking to that idea, supported the 
development of a unique and particular vocabulary and universe.  Choreography Liat Waysbort   
Dancers Francesco Barba, Ingrid Berger Myrhe, Martijn Kappers, Mayke van Kruchten, Ivan Ugrin   
Dramaturgy Peggy Olislaegers /Annette van Zwole  Music JesterN Alberto Novello  Light Design 
Remko van Wely   Scenography Eline Baks  Costumes Liat Waysbort with Yanaika Holle

Keywords: Sensitive, Reflection, Energetic, Connecting, Feeling, Profound

Production History: De Gouvernestraat’ Rotterdam, ‘Melkweg’ Amsterdam, ‘Theater aan Zee’ 
Oostende

Video: https://vimeo.com/58976449
 
Contact: liattwaysbort.dc@gmail.com

Website: http://www.liattwaysbort.com

https://www.facebook.com/liat.waysbort
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MyChapeau (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 
MyChapeau is formed by Myrna Hoed, a dramaturge, theater-maker and social entrepreneur who is 
also trained in coaching on business transformation and attitude change. Her theater and performance 
work is small scale, with a personal and interactive impact. MyChapeau likes to question the audience 
look on their own life, and leave them with a mindset they did not expect. The work is simple, playful 
and surprising and tries to create a direct experience of how your perception of the world shapes 
your experience of it. In a time were making a difference is key to changing the world we live in, 
MyChapeau keeps on developing the work to offer meaningful experiences and to address the core 
qualities in people that make those changes possible. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Installation, Experiential Theater, Interactive, Conceptual

I-Profile

I-Profile is an interactive installation performance that gives individual visitors a chance to register 
an inner-profile. After years where different social media platforms stimulate external connections, 
I-Profile offers a moment of inner reflection and interaction on who you are and what is important in 
your life. It is a fifteen minute journey that gives a surprising experience and leaves you with thoughts 
to share. The I-profile registration-assistant will be pleased to guide you through the registration 
process... so be welcome at the registration desk and sign in! Audience reviews: ‘Thank you for this 
experience. It was confronting but in a positive, self-discovering way, so also inspiring. I hope to carry 
it with me for a long time.’ ‘Don’t open a Facebook account. Do your ‘I-profile’ you will be surprised! 
You won’t regret it!’ Technical requirements: The I-profile installation consists of three hanging boxes 
that can be adjusted to any space or environment. I-Profile can be performed outdoor and indoor, 
like a peaceful corner on a busy (outdoor) festival, an art gallery or in a theater or hotel lobby. 
Every 5 minutes one person can enter the installation construction and follow the three steps of the 
registration process. Every performance lasts a maximum of 3 hours or approximately 25 registrations. 
Further necessaries: two actors and one technician, space 2x3 meters, electricity, two hour build-up, 
one hour build-down.

Keywords: Interactive Theater, Installation Performance, Personal Experience

Production History: One World Festival (ES), Magneet Festival (NL), Zappening ExpresArte (ES)
 
Contact: bureau@mychapeau.nl

Website: http://www.mychapeau.nl
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Risa Takita (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 
Born in Tokyo. studied dance improvisation, composition in Europe and USA, anatomy, physiology, 
bodywork (Body Mind Centering) in USA. Since 2000,As an artist, dancer participating in art 
festivals, performance festivals, collective projects in France, Germany, Netherland, UK, Poland, 
Hungary, Italy, Korea, Japan. also organize art festival, performance project, study fine art and 
interactive design in Gerrit Rietveld Academie in Amsterdam. Work has acknowledged a wide frame 
of dance, performance, improvisation, mixed media, live art, installation, painting, photograph. Body 
Material For me body is not only object but also subject. My dance deal with sensory experience with 
the sense of body, of touch, of movement, of smell, emotion, memories, hearing, seeing, space. these 
process emerge diversity aspect of physicality. It allow me to realize this world. In this high developed 
technology, science era we also face to complicated phenomenon, emotion,  discord. In cellular level 
body reflect , project to outside world.  My body is culture, society, world. 
 
Disciplines: Body Is Culture, Society, World.

Tirvyous Wagon

Risa Takita - butoh dance Bartłomiej Chmara - guitar, electronics Tomasz Sroczyñski - violin, 
electronics Marek Pospieszalski - saxophone, electronics, turntables Qba Janicki - drums, percussion, 
electronics Karolina Jacewicz - visualisation november 2012 Tirvyous Wagon  power, body,  emotion, 
ghosts and crystal swords, sound, vibration, cell, life, universe, moment in time

Keywords: Samurai, Ghosts And Crystal Swords

Production History: International art performance festival 8th Mózg in Poland 2012

Video: vimeo.com/14355305
 
Contact: risatakita@gmail.com

Website: https://www.facebook.com/risa.takita

@risatakita

https://www.facebook.com/risa.takita
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Thomas Körtvélyessy / Reàl Dance Company  
(Rotterdam, Netherlands) 
Thomas Körtvélyessy has been a steadily growing presence in the experimental dance scene of both the 
Netherlands and internationally, since 1997. His performances under the name Reàl Dance Company 
always provide unusually sensorial and personal experiences of movement beyond traditional 
conventions, and he does this with a signature that is markedly his own. His latest interests and focus 
are musical theatre and intercultural dialogue for the 21st Century. Grants for productions have been 
provided in the past by the Rotterdam Arts Council, the Municipality of the Borough of Delfshaven, 
Kinetic Arts & Sciences / Kinetic Awareness® Center, European Cultural Foundation., Stg. Elise 
Mathilde Fonds, Stg. Bevordering van Volkskracht, and the Fleur Groenendijk Foundation. He has 
been collaborating with several groups of visual and media-artists, both nationally and internationally, 
and written several articles based on his artistic practice.  ‘My art celebrates the touching and 
awakening connection which can be made in the fleeting moment by the fully dancing human 
being. Dance is for me the most logical way to live in the current situation and I am pushing towards 
understanding more, in order to create solutions for what I experience as deeply rooted problems, be 
they aesthetic, socio-ethical, or philosophical.’ 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Intermedia, Aesthetic Analysis, Education

Pelléas material / b.a.n.q.

Pelléas material / b.a.n.q.’ comes from an ongoing questioning of cultural hegemony and 
continued deep compassion for the frailty of the human condition, in all its mysterious and layered 
ephemeralness. The piece re-interprets the original opera ‘Pelléas et Mélisande’ that was composed 
by Claude Debussy in 1902 by closely following a recording of the opera which is also played during 
the performance. This year a first beginning was made with a solo-version in the interpretation and 
performance by multi-talent Gavin Viano Fabri, and with consultation and dramaturgy by conceptual 
visual artist Jean-Ulrick Désert. The audience experiences a performer shifting between being himself 
as a Master of Cerenomies, a re-interpreter of the involved characters, both male and female, and a 
vibrant and dedicated dancer who fully undergoes the various transformations without reserve.

Keywords: Debussy, Music Theater, Post-Hegemony, Experimental Dance

Production History: Dansateliers (Rotterdam, NL) roodkapje (Rotterdam, NL)

Video: http://youtu.be/h4cUwwxgzpo
 
Contact: info@realdancecompany.org

Website: http://realdancecompany.org

@tkortvelyessy

https://www.facebook.com/realdancecompany
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Wild Vlees (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 
Wild Vlees is a collaboration between Tamar Blom and Kajetan Uranitsch. It was founded in May 
2013 during a collaboration within the Mime school of Amsterdam. Wild Vlees creates physical 
theatre about social, political, philosophical subjects that affect themselves in their lives. Taking these 
subjects they try to look at them in a broad perspective making them not just about them but about 
everyone. By researching several facets of daily life in its quiet details, ordinary aspects and complex 
structures they aim to generate scenarios that point up the absurd, playful and poetic functionality 
of the human body, its relationships and possibilities. In their performances they look at the most 
innocent, common, and familiar things, inserting an imaginative charge that works on many levels. 
Tamar and Kajetan met each other in the Mime school and Amsterdam and soon discovered they 
shared a love for the same style of work. Both looking for movement that is clean and reduced to 
the minimum necessary. This combined with the interest for the material body and its possibilities 
brought them together to work on Body On. 
 
Disciplines: Mime, Dance, Performance

Body On

In two duets, four performers are together in an empty space in search for each other. They are looking 
for a way of allowing the other to be close, testing the limits of intimacy and pushing the boundaries 
of being together.   We see bodies sexually struggling with the space around and with each other; 
trying to approach the other in its most intimate reality: its liquids, its weight, smell, skin, touch. 
It is about questioning yourself: How far can I go with my own body in relation to another body? 
Where do I lose myself and where do I lose the other in this search for physical relation? Where do 
I start to be afraid of the intimacy, of the wilderness of our human bodies? It can be uncomfortable, 
intimidating, shameful, disgusting... and then a pleasure that slowly drives us to our most primal way 
of dealing with our desire for the other. Who is always challenging us and showing us the unknown 
reality of being together. In this search the body changes, and so our perception of it changes too. 
We have to reconsider our thoughts and adapt the meanings we gave to the bodies. Which raises the 
question: How do I relate to those bodies? And why?

Keywords: Intimacy, The Body, Physical Boundaries, Relations, Perception

Production History: Progkunstfestivalen, Oslo. Theatre Frascati Amsterdam.  
Theatre school Amsterdam

Video: https://vimeo.com/70123030    password: schwuz
 
Contact: tamar.blom@gmail.com

Website: http://wildvlees.wordpress.com/
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Pedro Goucha Gomes/Miguelangel Clerc  
(Rotterdam/Lisbon, Netherlands / Portugal) 
Pedro Goucha Gomes was born in Lisbon. He danced with companies such as the Netherlands 
Dance Theatre. Between 2006 and 2011, he was a resident choreographer at the Korzo Theatre in 
The Hague, where he made several choreographies and installations. Many of Pedro’s performances 
emerged from collaborations with artists from other disciplines such as writers, visual artists and 
composers. In 2013 he premièred and performed his solo Amongst Millions in New York City. Along 
with his creative work, Pedro also teaches in several open studios, schools, and companies.  Since I 
do not hold any specific method of work, a particular style nor a technique, I don’t feel I can reflect 
objectively on the type of work I make. For me, each project demands a redefinition of priorities, 
vocabulary and approach. Rather than building the work on readymade systems, I much prefer to 
start a project by asking what is it that the work is asking for? What does the work wants to become? 
What does it need from me? However, one thing I can say is that I always aim at creating emotional 
immersive environments. Environments in which, the space between the audience and the performers 
is charged with a resonance that ideally contains within itself the very essence of the work.  I make 
work in order to exteriorize my sense of existence and connection with the world. My work reflects 
how I sense the world. I use it to (re)connect with what I already know but don’t remember. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theatre, Music, Art, Performance, Light

Amongst Millions

My intention was to distance myself from the ‘civilized’ and educated body, and explore the 
sensorial, ‘pre-historical’ body with its innate fears, memories and intuition. Amongst Millions is 
a work inspired by life as well as engaged in finding a personal performative aesthetic.  Moving 
beyond representation to embody only experience, Amongst Millions is a ritualistic work with 
no ornamentation. In this politically incorrect performance the polite, urban and educated body 
is suppressed from the stage, emerging in its place a struggling and vulnerable naked body. In an 
uncompromised pursuit for purification, the body is used as a vehicle for protest against injustice, 
war and hypocrisy. The music should be perceived as a sonic environment that immerses the spectator 
and the performer in a common vibrating womb. Amongst Millions may be described as physically 
and emotionally immersive.  ‘Gomes’ embodied commitment chills with its haunting brutality.’ Erin 
Bomboy  ‘This man metamorphosed into another man, at times into several men, into a woman, or 
a couple, or a child, later into an animal; like a live Guernica marching and carrying within a single 
body the immense desperation of the current humanity.’  Rodrigo Leite de Oliveira  ‘After Amongst 
Millions ended, I spoke with many people who I did not know, and we all felt like brothers and sisters 
since we had witnessed and shared something like an accident or a thunderstorm of some sort, which 
made us feel, strangely enough, somehow affectionate and intimately connected.’ Kenzo Kozuda

Keywords: Experience, Ritual, Brutal, Nude, Real, Immersive

Production History: Between the Seas Festival (Wild Project, New York), Korzo Theatre, The Hague, 
The Netehrlands

Video: https://vimeo.com/73029037  (password: becurious)
 
Contact: pedrogoucha@hotmail.com

Website: http://www.nowebsite.com
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Richard Daniels Dances for an iPhone  
(NYC, USA) 
Dances for an iPhone unites a lifelong interest in camera work and dance. Dance and music have 
always generated the heartbeat of Richard Daniels’s artistic passion. As a child, he studied piano, 
giving recitals and accompanying musical productions, choirs, and orchestras. Throughout his 
schooling, he participated as a dancer, actor, and singer in numerous school and civic productions. 
The enrichment of his musical training laid the cornerstone for Mr. Daniels’s vibrantly musical 
dancing and choreography.Dances for an iPhone creatively merges technology and the arts, giving the 
user a unique and convenient opportunity to experience dance in its purest form. The application is 
appealing to an audience that ranges from dance dilettantes, to experts in the craft, to anyone who 
appreciates the magnetism of modern dance. The app charts new territory in bringing modern dance 
to a wider audience, accessible through the iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Film, Digital Performance

A Scriabin Suite - Volume 3

A Scriabin Suite is the App, Dances for an iPhone, Volume 3.  It can be experienced on an iPhone, an 
iPad or an iPod Touch. Using video consistently as a part of my creative process, I had always intended 
to explore that in a deeper way. The creation of the iPhone was a starting point. As I manipulated 
footage on computer, I mused about what a suite of dances would look like made for the iPhone. The 
rules have always been about providing an intimate experience of dance, simple production values, 
available light and a hand-held camera.  Drawn from original improvisational material by Richard 
Daniels, four other dancers interpret that original material in seven movies. Those performers include: 
David Leventhal, Barbara Mahler, Jason McDole, and Christine Wright.

Keywords: Dance App, Richard Daniels, Dances for an iPhone

Production History: Lincoln Center Dance on Camera Festival, Pillow Talk at Jacob’s Pillow, 
MovementTalks at 92 St. Y Harkness Dance Center, Gina Gibney Dance Center, Baryshinikov Arts 
Center

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8w_rkwaajGE&list=HL1382709781&feature=mh_lolz
 
Contact: dancesforaniphone@gmail.com

Website: http://DancesforaniPhone.com

@iDancesTheApp

https://www.facebook.compages/Dances-for-an-iPhone/151608801570333
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Tatjana Andreeva (Hammerfest, Norway) 
As an artist and a human being, I firmly believe in the magic and honesty of the unforseen moment. 
Therefore, my practice is firmly based in the field of improvisation. In my work, I aim to find the 
link between my personal experience of the reality surrounding me, and the overwhelming number 
of other possible ways to understand our common shared existence. I look for the visual images 
and connections, that offer the feeling of recognition and personal envolvement. I do not, however, 
believe in forcing my truth upon others. My only objective is to present my perception of it all, as 
a suggestion for the audience to join in on, or not. I believe in creating multilayered audiovisual 
experiences, through the use of carefully selected improvisational scores and tools, sound, light, and 
visual effects. I also believe in love, and in the joy of living. Call me a hippie, I don’t care. 
 
Disciplines: Improvisation

The Silent Echo of My Choices

I have always had a strange fascination about how we humans choreograph and stage out lives through 
the act of making choices. Sometimes with such ease and choices so banal, that we don’t even notice it 
ourselves. Other times with agony and long lists with ‘pros’ and ‘cons’. One single choice can change 
everything. And in some situations there’s ‘no other choices’. All these choices throughout a lifetime, 
you don’t really need anything more to start thinking about what could have been ‘if only...’ The Silent 
Echo of My Choices premiered on the 23rd of August, at Tou Scene in Stavanger, Norway. The 30 
minutes long performance incorporates a red, see through dress, hanging in mid air and dancing; both 
with me inside of it, and on it’s own. The dress is my costume, my partner, my prop and my set, my 
future and my past, and a very important tool and symbol in expressing the concept of the project as a 
whole.

Keywords: Performance, Dance, Impovisation, The Empty Dress

Production History: Tou Scene, Stavanger, Norway. Åpen Scene, Schous Kulturstasjon, Oslo, 
Norway.

Video: https://vimeo.com/73286797
 
Contact: t.andreeva@hotmail.com

Website: http://www.tatand.com

@tatjanandreeva

https://www.facebook.com/tatjanandreeva
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iselinki (Sarpsborg/Zurich, Norway / Switzerland) 
With a background in fine arts I tend to have a conceptual and experimental approach to 
performance. I make works out of curiosity and a drive to learn. For me, art is a place for experiment 
and research where experiences can be shared. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art

Performing Reflection

The work consists of one performer, the mirror-suit, spoken words, choreography and a sound-scape. 
Its duration is approx 4 min. With the only light-source coming from the performer, it creates an 
intimate little moment of quiet spectacle.

Keywords: Performance Art

Production History: Kunstresepsjonen, St. Croix, Fredrikstad NO, De Beloofde, de Openbare 
Verlichting, Amsterdam NL, Tribschenhorn, Luzern, CH, Out of Control, Holland Festival, 
Amsterdam NL

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xySfZfln_zM&feature=youtu.be
 
Contact: iselinki@hotmail.com

Website: http://iselinki.com
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Longva+Carpenter  
(Bergen And Alfred, Ny, Norway / USA) 
Founded in 2010, Longva+Carpenter is a collaborative partnership with Norwegian video/
performance artist Terese Longva and US performance/installation artist Laurel Jay Carpenter. 
Employing visual and gestural reiteration, Longva+Carpenter examine the struggle and strength of 
difference. We share personal commonalities, broad and general, in terms of gender, race, age and 
education, but our individual backgrounds, cultures and bodies provide significant grist in generating, 
as well as performing, our durational projects. We also share a keen interest in material study and 
sculptural space—grounding our process in a tradition of visual art—to create heightened sites for 
specific and directed actions. In performance, singular focus over a length of many hours allows us 
to charge the space with both an intimacy and intensity of presence.  Yet, our development process is 
usually conducted remotely. Using digital communications, we discuss and deconstruct aspects from 
our daily lives: memories, fears, desires, dreams, and our shifting identities across our two cultures. 
In this way, we are able to explore the relationship to self via the other. Our works continue to 
manipulate both the body and time as an investigation into personal longings, feminist ideologies and 
political urgencies. 
 
Disciplines: Duration, Performance, Sculpture, Feminist, Interdisciplinary, Visual

Thirst

Thirst is inspired and sustained by water. Two women in matching dress carry a handblown glass vessel 
to a water source to fill. They strain lifting the heavy jug and walk toward a small drinking glass on a 
pedestal. The vessels are riddled with holes, however, and steadily leak down the front of the women’s 
dresses, marking their futile effort, and leaving behind only a disappearing trail. They never fulfill 
the goal; the glass cannot be filled.  Thirst is dually inspired by ancient myth and an urgent global 
concern. Some of the most prominent sufferers in mythology are The Danaïds who must forever carry 
water in leaky jars as their punishment for killing the men they were forced to marry. By reperforming 
the punishment of these mythical women, Longva+Carpenter are examining labor, futility, effort and 
hope. The artists are also asking questions particular to women’s history and personal narrative: what 
are the ways we are still forced to make unfulfilling choices? Is there a way out of this cycle? Thirst also 
investigates the current global water crisis. With the growing scarcity of usable water and increasing 
extent of water pollution and groundwater overdrafting, are our personal and political actions enough?  
Is there a way out of this cycle?  Thirst is a non-linear durational performance that speaks to enduring 
effort, so is best performed for a standard 8-hour workday. The artists are interested in the ebb and 
flow of viewer traffic and their own stamina over the length of a day.

Keywords: Water, Site, Outdoor, Glass, Duration, Women

Production History: The Needs Trilogy, consisting of the performance/installations Hunger, Thirst 
(seen here) and Shelter has been exhibited at the Bergen International Festival (Festspillene) in 
Norway; Big Orbit Gallery in Buffalo, NY; Microscope Gallery in Bushwick, Brooklyn; Rochester 
Contemporary Art Center in Rochester, NY, and on-site at Foster Lake in Alfred, NY.

Video: http://vimeo.com/57006347
 
Contact: longvacarpenter@gmail.com

Website: http://longvacarpenter.com

@LaurelJayJay

https://www.facebook.com/longva.carpenter
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Anaze Izquierdo (Lima, Peru) 
Anaze Izquierdo is a visual, performance artist and organizer from Lima, Peru. She studied in 
Corriente Alterna School of Fine Arts until 2012, she left her studies to become a selftaught 
performance artist. Her exhibitions have been shown in Universo Denso Art Gallery (Lima, Peru) 
with ‘Feminine Deconstruction’ and in Koca Kinto Cultural Center (Lima Peru) with ‘Youth’. She 
participated in different performance arts festivals, like ‘Flesh Experiences’ (Lima, Peru) with ‘Memory 
Excercices’, a festival promoted by the cultural area of the municipality of Lima, and in the Brooklyn 
International Performance Arts Festival re-performing ‘Feminine Deconstruction’. As an artist, she 
wishes to remain as distant as possible from direct subjects like political activism and patriotic topics, 
and work more with memorable experiences and analysis and critique towards morality and ethics 
within their environment. Nowadays Anaze Izquiedo is working in using performance as ways of 
healing. It is with great pride that she introduces her next piece ‘Trance for residents’ to the 52 O 
Street Studios Art Gallery with the hope that it will inspire or excite the next wave of performance, 
here and around the world. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Arts, Installation, Videoart

Feminine Deconstruction

I criticize the perception of female beauty based in the male eye. I deconstruct myself to get rid of 
various elements that make different icons of beauty to be a sexualized femininity and it is there where 
the audience is emotionally affected by this process. The process is about showing the two extremes 
of woman, a hooker and a saint. This piece explores how a real woman lives in the dichotomy of 
punishment and forgiveness from their cultural concepts of double standards, shame, recognition and 
violence.

Keywords: Deconstruction, Feminism, Saint, Beauty

Production History: Universo Denso Art Night. Lima Peru, / BIPAF Brooklyn International 
Performance Art Festival. NY, USA

Video: http://vimeo.com/70148194
 
Contact: anaze.izquierdo.azorin@gmail.com

Website: http://cargocollective.com/anazeizqvierdo

https://www.facebook.com/Anaze.uno
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Josephine Turalba (Manila, Philippines) 
An interdisciplinary artist who incorporates performance, sculpture, video, sound, and painting 
to explore my subject matter, I take a visceral approach to the politics of violence, focusing on the 
dynamics of infliction and trauma, as well as depicting traces and spaces, a mental place where 
empathy translates into healing.  Six years ago, I started creating objects out of bullet and shotgun 
shells; I soon found myself creating full armors in many scales. My ‘ballistic’ medium grew from a 
personal trauma, losing my father to 4 bullets. Past personal traumas experienced, converging with 
collective history, engulfed me. I brought to the forefront of my work, the idea of being a prey, the 
target of violence as well as the psychological state of mind of shooter, conflicted with having to 
live with guns in my midst. My work embraces influences from different cultures and takes on an 
investigative approach to place and time, in relation to a sense of self. I explore the female body as a 
‘site’ of my sculptural pieces to speak of history and speak to different spaces in the world. I endeavor 
to examine personal lives throughout diverse communities, marginal and liminal. Each performance 
building upon new sculptural armors; their production and transport worldwide all wrapped around 
social, cultural, and legal complications. My works have used more than 30,000 spent shotgun and 
brass bullets of different calibers - wondering if any among those I have used has taken a life. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Sculpture, Video, Painting, Drawing

In Wonderland

In Wonderland is an interdisciplinary project that explores through video, photography, drawings, 
and sculptural elements the notion of power struggle in various locations of the world described in 
political literature as ‘Third World’ or ‘South.’  Josephine Turalba plays on the universal memory of 
the audience and their acquaintance with the fable of Alice in Wonderland to propose that all and 
everyone exists in the artist-assumed wonderland, a wonderland of continuous conflict. In the three-
minute video, a goddess comes out of the fields, dressed up in a bullet armor dress (fabricated by the 
artist in Schöppingen, Germany last year out of approximately 3000 bullets and shotgun shells). This 
almost science fiction protagonist walks on asphalt, a road within the fields, flirts with camera, and 
goes back to the mysterious wonderland, never be seen again.  The ambient sounds used in the video, 
also shot in Schöppingen in 2011, are composed of a juxtaposition of harsh metal sound of the bullets 
and shotgun shells of the dress dragging on the road, as the goddess-protagonist dwells, and the serene 
sound of wind and windmills. The images depict the artist playing a mixed role of goddess of the 
fields, as well as a vulnerable human engulfed in bullets, both roles engage audience to contemplate 
the thin line between fiction and reality.

Keywords: Bulllet, Violence, Trauma, Ballistic, Diwata, Wonderland

Production History: Künstlerdorf Schöppingen, Germany 2012;  Manila, Philippines 2013

Video: http://vimeo.com/54295174
 
Contact: jturalba@gmail.com

Website: http://www.josephineturalba.com

@jturalba

https://www.facebook.com/josephineturalba
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Fabryka Destrukcja (Warsaw, Poland) 
Fabryka Destrukcja is two Polish doers, Piotr Filonowicz and Paweł Olejnik.Their common experience 
is mainly a few years of intense work on physical and vocal improvisation. The group has performed 
several artistic installations and destruction improvisations at its premises,art galleries in Warsaw 
(Poland) and Barcelona (Spain). They performed at festivals in Italy and Estonia. The objective of 
Fabryka Destrukcja is improvised destruction/transformation of art installations.  The modus operandi 
was conceived out of a belief that each act of destruction is simultaneous with an act of creation. It 
is to show that destroying something can be just as beautiful as creating. It is to show that destroying 
a work of art can itself be a work of art. For these reasons their  typical work consists of: vernisage of 
installation, finisage (physical and vocal improvisation in which they transform/destroy art works) 
and postfinisage (exhibition after improvisation).  The group not only creates their own installations, 
but also collaborates with artists who build or offer their work of art up for destruction. Act of 
destruction/transformation is based on the assumptions of total improvisation. The doer reaches a 
state of openness, permeability, multidimensional perception. He receives an unlimited number of 
stimuli (through their eyes, ears, touch, sense of time, space, associations). His task is to select the 
stimuli intuitively and respond to them in a fully psychophysical manner. Performative actions add up 
into a story, a commentary on the work of art being destroyed. 
 
Disciplines: Physical Improvisation, Destructive Art

Closing Installation III

Installation No. 3 was developed on foundations of a destructive improvisation  of Installation No. 
1. Dried parts of the destroyed installation were framed to make pictures in their traditional form. 
When talking about the meaning of installation, we only tell a story of how it was built. To choose the 
foundation for installation, we directed our footsteps towards the memory and took a stroll through 
our personal past. Hence a children’s school table and condoms filled with water which we threw 
from windows in tall buildings as little boys. During all improvisations we transform piece of arts into 
new shapes, tones. We show that art don’t need to last in their original functions and meanings. We 
look at the installations objectively. We play them, we forget their meaning.All the improvisations are 
initiation acts, happen for the first time. We move away the memory of pass events. In Installation No. 
3 we relate to the idea of a perfect observer, the one who knowingly chooses the channel and frame 
of perception. They can move around during the act, they can close their eyes and listen, they can 
watch things which are not directly related to what the performers do, they can create visual and audio 
stories or make sense of things themselves. The performers’ task is not exactly to smash the observer 
with the enforced story, but to provide them with a high quality material for experiencing things.

Keywords: Closing Installation III

Production History: Center of Destructive Art in Warsaw

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yK4tjhgZE_E
 
Contact: info@fabrykadestrukcja.pl

Website: http://www.fabrykadestrukcja.pl

https://www.facebook.com/FabrykaDestrukcja
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Cao Danado (Porto, Portugal) 
Cao Danado [Mad Dog] is a cultural association created in 2001. It is an organization of arts’ creation 
and production, developing its work in performing arts, fine arts, music, cinema and education. 
It is is characterized by the multiplicity of its elements, by synergistically as develops his projects, 
developing a method of reducing action, but responding to the reality evaluating it, adapting it, using 
its innovation capacity and perception and reaction, the use of its resources for action in reality and 
its transformation, the constant demand for improvement, with the eternal sense of dissatisfaction, 
the need for further research, looking for and developing through its elements, research and interests 
outside the group itself, not creating stagnation, by the incessant willingness to risk, truth and 
commitment. 
 
Disciplines: Performing Arts, Fine Arts, Music, Cinema

BORIS YELTSIN, HUMUS, CASSANDRA, DANS LA SOLITUDE 
DES CHAMPS DE COTON, BAAL BABILONIA, EMILIA 
GALOTTI, MARIA STUART

The work proposes the knowledge of each of our endemic experiences, relationships in micro - system 
family , which confront the political, economic, social and emotional . The work throws us into 
dreams betrayed that we try to solve, looking for new solutions , ‘new opportunities’ , the disaggregate 
of reality, the need for a consistency to continue to exist. We no longer are human and we have had 
enough . And are not manifest or demonstrations or pamphleteering actions that cause change. The 
change must be extremely deep. With all the pains and weaknesses and uncertainties and unknowns. 
The system is no longer in power, but what is already written in the lines of Time. All speech becomes 
inconsequential! The action becomes inconsequential. And the laughter is because the proposed 
solutions are always in the same places, poor us! Considering the Theater not as a commodity but 
as a process work. The identification of the spectator and his participation . Thinking and thinking 
in future, live the future. Breaking the rules of time and build in different tempos and rhythms . 
Dedicated to those who have died during this times!

Keywords: Impactful, Emotivo, Poético, Racional, Pertinente, Contemporâneo

Production History: Teatro Nacional Sao Joao, Sao Luiz Teatro Municipal, Teatro Academico Gil 
Vicente, CACE Cultural, Teatro Taborda, Mosteiro de Tibaes, , Teatro Carlos Alberto, Teatro Helena 
Sa e Costa

Video: http://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1bdUq_bd_mzzXb2oxS52lg?feature=c4-feed-u
 
Contact: geral@caodanado.com

Website: http://www.caodanado.com

@NUNOMCARDOSO

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Teatro-O-Cao-Danado/174698549229117
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CiM -  Integrated Multidisciplinary Company  
(Lisboa, Portugal) 
Created in 2007, CiM - Integrated Multidisciplinary Company is a contemporary dance company 
with Ana Rita Barata (choreography) and Pedro Sena Nunes (video and dramaturgy) in the Artistic 
Direction and António Barata and Célia Carmona, among other creators, in the production and 
executive direction. CiM results from a partnership between Vo’Arte and the Association of Cerebral 
Palsy of Lisbon and counts on the participation of interpreters, ballet dancers and actors with and 
without special needs. It promotes an inclusive approach of the artistic creation through dance, 
image and sound and develops a work focused on movement particularities and on the expressivity 
of each interpreter. Promoting a unique approach to inclusion, CiM searches diversity and a constant 
enriching with experiences, being its multidisciplinary loom an impulse to find new methods and 
answers to creation and exploring. Ana Rita Barata develops a personal work focused on the particular 
movement and unique expressiveness of each interpreter, in search of integrating limitations and 
determine action by the best each one presents. 
 
Disciplines: Dance,Technology, Blindness, Body, Science

EDGE

EDGE is the outcome of FRAGILE, an European project on the inclusion of visually impaired in 
performing arts, a partnership between three choreographers from Estonia, Norway and Portugal. The 
main focus of this project had to do with building a new movement language, through the sharing 
of experiences between visually impaired people and professional dancers, affirming the possibility 
of professionalizing people with visual impairment in performing arts and researching new inclusive 
proposals of presenting dance to a plural audience. EDGE’s choreographer, Ana Rita Barata, focused 
on the creation of a different ‘movement pattern’, since not being able to see or having low sight causes 
a blind person to have a different starting point. EDGE is an opportunity to explore new expression 
possibilities. An innovative project that grants a sustainable and inclusive perspective, Edge structures, 
destructures, creates ambiguity, organizes and concentrates.  Edge weakens the sight, guides it on a 
network of relations stabilized in the limits of space.

Keywords: Moment, Space, Limit, Movement, Sight

Production History: Teatro Municipal Joaquim Benite (Almada, Portugal); Bærum Kulturhus, 
KUMU Art Museum, Talin (Estonia); Sandvika (Oslo, Norway)
 
Contact: avoarte@gmail.com

Website: http://www.voarte.com/en/prodvoarte/cim/espectaculos/2907
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João Garcia Miguel’s Theatre Company  
(Torres Vedras, Portugal) 
Liberty and Theatre are our two main axes. They preside to our activities – those of creation, teaching 
and world conquering. We focus on these two concepts because when they interact their relevance 
in present society is extremely important, it contributes to the self-growth of the individuals. In the 
search of a humane project shared through the investment in creativity, as the base for the difference 
and the ability to change the worlds we live in. We believe that the daily exercise of the conquest of 
individual liberty is concomitant with the increase of the freedom of those who surround us. It is this 
binomial that limits and defines the quality and the ambition of what we are and what we wish others 
to be: more freer and better human beings. 
 
Disciplines: Physical Theatre, Contemporary Theatre, Performative Theatre, Contemporary Performance, 
Contemporary Dance,

YERMA

Yerma it’s a Joâo Garcia Miguel’s play based on Federico Garcia Lorca’s homonym tragic poem from 
1934. Cast: Miguel Borges, Sara Ribeiro, Lula’s, Miguel Moreira y Miguel Lopes. Yerma is a married 
woman who, as the rest of the women of her age, strongly wishes to have a baby. She discovers his 
husband doesn’t want to give her the wished baby. Desperate, she doesn’t give up and resists to the 
idea of being the prisonere of an sterility  which she doesn’t feel guilty about. She chooses the path 
that will lead her to a  personal tragedy.  THE AUDIENCE SAYS: «It’s a play that integrates the 
performing arts nowadays. With a drama that replaces much of the text of Lorca by body work and 
voice, aesthetics comes to the viewer without leaving any interference of the notion of ‘technic’. 
The live music played by Lula’s print narrative and participates in the show without  illustrating it. 
Rigorous work with a metaphysical dimension of guilt and misogyny.» (SCHIAPPA, Bruno, 2013) 
«Never before I read the text, much less seen a play, or adaptation. If my interpretation is valid then 
the text and the play are brilliant. I really liked it. Could hardly be better!» (GAMEIRO, Paulo, 2013) 
«A dystopian love story told in the language of the body, the vibration of the essence of women, in 
sequence excels. An amazing spectacle not to be missed!» (GATO, Rui, 2013)

Keywords: Performative Theatre, Contemporary Dance, Music, Performance, Contemporary Theatre

Production History: Les Informelles Festival, Teatro-Cine de Torres Vedras, Teatro Municipal de 
Almada, Teatro Municipal da Guarda, Plataforma das Artes de Guimarães

Video: Not yet available
 
Contact: info@joaogarciamiguel.com

Website: http://joaogarciamiguel.com

@companhiajgm

https://www.facebook.com/companhiajgm
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Mundo Perfeito / Tiago Rodrigues (Lisbon, Portugal) 
Mundo Perfeito means perfect world. People say it’s ironic of us to have chosen that name. Whatever. 
We created this company 10 years ago in the kitchen of a small apartment in the suburbs of Lisbon, 
Portugal, where we’re still based. Our pieces often deal with using theatre to challenge the perception 
of social subjects and human phenomena. We focus in developing processes of collaborative writing 
and creation. Our performances are, most of the time, the result of the debate between an ensemble 
of actors and other artists. They’re not closed before the audience comes into the theatre. Actors are 
free to make choices on stage and shape each performance to the reality of each evening. We don’t 
have a specific method of doing performances. We have principles and questions and always search 
for new ways to deal with them on stage. Be it doing the live dubbing of a real television newscast 
in If a window would open or teaching the audience a sonnet of Shakespeare in By Heart, our 
performances always mix fiction and reality, theatre and the street. In a decade of activity we created 
30 performances that we presented in more than 15 countries around the world, including co-
productions with some of the foremost European theatres and festivals, such as kunstenfestivaldesarts 
in Brussels or Festival d’Automne in Paris. But we keep on being a tiny team of artists, traveling light, 
like a small guerrilla group or the grocery shop around the corner. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre

Three fingers below the knee

The text of this performance is a collage of fragments of reports written by the censors of theatre 
during the fascist dictatorship in Portugal, which lasted 48 years. In these texts, only recently made 
public, censors explained why the decided to cut or forbid certain texts and also performances. The 
title of the piece, for instance, was the size that censorship considered decent for the skirt of an actress: 
three fingers below the knee. What we wanted to do was taking the work of those who oppressed the 
freedom of theatre in the past and transform it in a tool to search what can still be dangerous and 
transforming in theatre today. We decided to transform censors into playwrights and perform the 
censorship reports as if they were Shakespeare or Eugene O’Neill. By doing that, we hope to perform a 
piece written by people who would wish to censor it. It’s a sweet revenge. This way, we hope to expose 
and question the mechanisms through which censorship happened and still happens today.  This 
performance had been awarded several prizes, as the Golden Globe and the Authors Prize for Best 
Performance of the Year in Portugal. Performed by Isabel Abreu and Gonçalo Waddington, two of the 
foremost Portuguese actors, this piece takes the audience through a number of styles of acting, always 
addressing the audience and making them a protagonist of this operation where words are still full of 
the naïve and vibrant power to transform the world.

Keywords: Theatre, Censorship, Political, Tiago Rodrigues, Portugal, New Playwright

Production History: Teatro Nacional D. Maria II, alkantara festival, Lisbon (PT); Stage Helsinki 
theatre festival ,Culture Factory Korjaamo (FI); De Internationale Keuze van de Rotterdamse 
Schouwburg (NL); Teatro Académico de Gil Vicente, Coimbra (PT); Teatro Municipal de Bragança, 
Bragança (PT); Teatro Viriato, Viseu (PT); Teatro Vila Real, Vila Real (PT); Kunstenfestivaldesarts, 
Brussels (BE); PT. 13, O Espaço do Tempo, Montemor-o-Novo (PT); Emilia Romagna Teatro 
Fondazione, Modena (IT); Théâtre des Abesses / Théâtre de Ville, Chantiers d’Europe, Paris (FR); 
Teatro Municipal da Guarda, Guarda (PT); Dublin Theatre Festival, Project Arts Center (IR)

Video: http://vimeo.com/61711225
 
Contact: geral@mundoperfeito.pt

Website: http://www.mundoperfeito.pt
@mundoperfeito2

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Mundo-Perfeito/116969695045875?fref=ts
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Patrícia Carreira (Lisbon, Portugal) 
Patricia completed her MA on Directing for Screen at Central Saint Martins (Drama Centre London) 
and her BA in Theatre Directing inPortugal and Spain. She was an intern at Compañia Nacional de 
Teatro Clàsico at Madrid. In 2010 her short film The List, co-directed with Rungano Nyoni, won 
the BAFTA Cymru award for Best Short Film. She has been working between Lisbon, Madrid and 
London, as a theatre and film director, performer, teacher, writer, producer and editor. The beginning 
is the feeling (or the thought) that appears when something awkward is seen. Then the connections 
start to develop a narrative, organizing themselves in films, theatre plays, performances. Introducing 
the awkwardness in what is already known helps me to put some sense into my world. 
 
Disciplines: Director, Performer, Devising, Video

The Man Who Isn’t There

The Man Who Isn’t There is a live online call: an actress on a stage, with audience, talking through 
Skype with another actor (located in Moscow).  The russian Ivan and the portuguese Sofia only know 
each other through Skype, they’ve never met physically. If she would know a bit of russian, or if he 
would know a bit more of english, they would communicate better, but because that doesn’t happen, 
they have to use the existing technologies to speak with each other. The show is about attraction 
for the unknown, idealization and projection. It’s about these actors realities, on internet, without 
speaking the same language, with different time zones and the obvious cultural difference. The result 
is an hybrid communication.  Each one of them projects things on the other makes suppositions, a 
dramatic space filled with multiple personalities: who they are, who they want to be and who they 
want to be for the others. So they speak about it and they try to stage a bit of it. When we are online, 
we no longer exist, we are only a perception. We transform ourselves in a man that is not there. PS: 
Falling in love is easy when a person thinks too much: people project on the other whatever they want. 
But reason says that this is the wrong path.

Keywords: Internet, Communication, Projection, Idealization, Online

Production History: Teatro Taborda (Lisbon)

Video: https://vimeo.com/patriciacarreira
 
Contact: patricia@patriciacarreira.com

Website: http://patriciacarreira.com

@patacar

https://www.facebook.com/patricia.carreira
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Ricardo Correia / CASA DA ESQUINA  
(Coimbra, Portugal) 
Gulbenkian Foundation Bursary / Advanced Course of Devising Theatre and Performance at LISPA 
(London International School of Performing Arts)/ 2013 Master in Theatre Directing / Escola 
Superior de Teatro e Cinema / 2010.  Actor and Director since 2001. Worked with National Theatre 
São João, Escola da Noite, T- Zero, Teatro Oficina, TAGV, Casa da Esquina, Teatrão, Skimsotne 
Arts (UK), Culturgest/Panos, among others.  Theatre Teatcher – interpretation and dramaturgy in 
several Schools CST,  ESEC;  University of Coimbra. Other Formation :  Professional course in 
Physical Theatre - with Norman Taylor, Katie Mitchell/Living Pictures 09; R.A.D.A - Directing 
course with Sue Dunderdale 07; Make them Laugh with Jos Housben;  Theatre Dublin Festival 2011/
Next Stage 2011 (Gobsquad, She She Pop, Ivo Van Hovë, Emma Rice, Ruth Litle, etc)   My work is 
about Life and how Art can work with Life and transform it and vice-versa. Sometimes i do devised 
work, sometime it starts from a text, but always trys to connect to the audience and the context 
where is made. Nowadays i am using a lot of contemporary texts and writing my own work based in 
testimonies to make pieces that speaks about our times, our social economical condition, our lifes. I 
work a lot with non-conventional spaces, in a very intimacy to look each other in the eyes.   I create 
to be together with people, and to talk to them, to provoke and to tear them a part. I make work to 
make our Art essential, to protest against the big economical powers, to go away from my safety zone. 
To be. 
 
Disciplines: Devised Work, Site-Specific, Physical Theatre, Documentary Theatre, New Writing

O MEU PAÍS É O QUE O MAR NÃO QUER / MY COUNTRY IS 
WHAT THE SEA DOESN`T WANT

My intention with this work is to tell about my PERSONAL journey and the encounters I had with 
the Portuguese people that I meet when I was living in London in 2013, some of them that had to 
leave our country because they where afected with austerity measures by troika and the Portuguese 
government. And People that left the country because they wanted, like me, but now they can go 
back home because of the state of the country, remaining in this exile.  This work is a autobiographic 
journey structured with some episodies of my own life, at the time i lived in London. This journey 
documents the encounters i had with Portuguese people that left Portugal or Portugal had left them. 
It`s a performance that uses a lot of documents colected during my stay in London,. It`s a mix of 
performance instalation (video, sounds, interviews, objects, etc) with physical Theatre that tells about 
the new wave of emigration that is happen in Portugal and in South European countries due to the 
austerity measures, and financial collapse of Europe.  The audience seats and watchs this story told by 
me using and manipulating a lot of documents (live camera, video projection, sounds od testimonies, 
photos, etc).

Keywords: Autobiographic, Documentary Theatre, Physical Theatre.

Production History: Three Mills Studio - Lispa London

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xE0fk36wBDI
 
Contact: ricardito.correia@gmail.com

Website: http://algumacoisameconsome.blogspot.pt/

https://www.facebook.com/ricardo.correia.3158
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sentidosilimitados (unlimited senses)  
(Lisbon, Portugal) 
Paula Pinto was born in São Tomé Island in Africa, but lives in Lisbon, Portugal since an early age. 
She studied classical and contemporary dance in Portugal at the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation and 
in France at the Centre de Danse Rosella Hightower. In 1981 enters the Gulbenkian Ballet where she 
danced for two decades and was a principal dancer. Highlights include the work with Mats Ek, Ohad 
Naharin, Nacho Duato, Itzig Galili, Louis Falco, Vasco Wellencamp, Rui Horta, Olga Roriz and 
Benvindo Fonseca. Her interest in learning and experience has led her to Belgium, Germany and New 
York for collaborations on various projects with masters such as Benjamin Harkavy, Maggie Black, 
Kazuku Hirabaiashi, Merce Cunningham and Jan Fabre. As creative director at sentidosilimitados, 
Paula’s artistic motivation is to trigger creative freedom as a path of knowledge and individual 
progress. She has worked in multidisciplinary projects around the theme of ‘identity’ since 2003. The 
concept of her projects is based on the triangulation between Art, Sustainability and Family, under 
a motto of Agostinho da Silva (Portuguese author and thinker), ‘To be who I Am’ as basis of ethical, 
aesthetic and social progress of human beings through the arts.  Paula has a strong drive for creativity, 
aiming to promote collaborative work through sentidosilimitados and concerned about providing new 
experiences to foster closeness between the different artistic and social communities. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Music, Video, Theater, Painting, Circus

COMPOTA

Compota ‘dance, music and image’ was formed in February 2004 to unite and link people’s intimacy 
through art and the creative process. Exists to experiment with the blending of various art forms and 
stimulate interactions between artists and audiences.  With a growing acceptance of the project by 
creators and students, we started the Residence editions in September 2012. One other purpose of 
the project is to encourage young performers, giving them the opportunity to step into a professional 
work flow, with the support of senior artists. The Compota Residence proposal and ultimate challenge 
is to create an original performance in only 5 days, based on collaborative work of the entire team, 
under the creative direction of Paula Pinto.  Compota is a unifying project that brings together artists 
from different areas of creation in research sessions and shows. The word ‘Compota’ is the direct 
translation from the Jazz (JAM), where musicians gather to play and share informally. We use the 
same concept but added more ingredients to the original recipe. The performance is multidisciplinary, 
interactive and improvised; a mixture of ingredients, sweet and engaging. Each performance is unique 
and unrepeatable, full of interchangeable relationships, simplicity and humanism. With dance, music, 
video, fine arts or culinary tasting, Compota is a combined appeal of sentidosilimitados (unlimited 
senses) to see, hear, touch, smell, taste and feel. Join it, embrace it and savor every moment! Compota 
adapts to any space and integrates all artistic areas and performers according to the obj

Keywords: Multidisciplinary, Performance, Improvised, Composition, Blending, Arts.

Production History: Compota performances have been presented in Portugal since 2004 at 
Sociedade Portuguesa de Autores (SPA), Modern Art Center at Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation 
(CAM), Festival Dança in Leiria, Box Nova do Centro Cultural de Belém, Festival Dança 
Contemporânea in Portimão, Festival Paisagens Urbanas in Algés, Casa Museu da Fundação Bissaya 
– Barretto in Coimbra, Teatro Eunice Munoz in Oeiras, Armazém 13 in Benfica, many exhibitions at 
Teatro do Bairro in Lisbon and at Auditório Carlos Paredes in Benfica. 

Video: www.youtube.com/sentidosilimitados  /  https://vimeo.com/sentidosilimitados
 
Contact: universo@sentidosilimitados.com

Website: http://www.sentidosilimitados.com

https://www.facebook.com/Compota.sessions /  www.facebook.com/sentidosilimitados0
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teatromosca (Sintra, Portugal) 
teatromosca is a theatre company, created in Sintra in 1999. The company has produced more than 
40 different projects. It has also a Pedagogical Department responsible for the formation of children, 
teenagers, amateurs and professionals.  teatromosca privileges coproduction and collaboration with 
different institutions, private or public, and has collaborated with national (theatre companies, 
cultural centres, universities and ministries) and international institutions (Baerum Kulturhus; Tallin 
University; Virgulle). The company has been supported by the Portuguese Ministry of Culture, 
Sintra’s Town Hall and the Ministry of Education. teatromosca brings together the contribution 
of creators with different artistic paths, gathered around the recognition of common concerns and 
objectives. The company reflects on which creative behavior is desirable facing the conditions imposed 
by the contemporary landscape. These (social and artistic) concerns translate into the search for an 
expressiveness that may confer Theatre with contemporary thematic and form. We tend to privilege 
the establishment of a Portuguese dramaturgy of original texts, and/or finding an international 
contemporary repertoire identified with the concerns listed above.  We have used texts by Beckett, 
Gao Xingjian, John Berger, Thomas Bernhard, Goethe, Sharman MacDonald among many others, 
and, since 2011, have published different texts by young Portuguese authors through moscaMORTA 
publishing. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre

Moby-Dick

With this novel by Herman Melville, published in 1851, teatromosca starts a new trilogy, that will 
go on with the adaptation of two other North American complex narratives (‘The sound and the 
fury’ by William Faulkner; and Cormac MacCarthy’s ‘Blood Meridian’).  Maze-like text - ‘infinite’ 
(in the words of Jorge Luis Borges) -, it narrates through the voice of Ishmael, the obsessive voyage 
of Captain Ahab to destroy the white whale, ‘Moby-Dick’. For some, a narrative of adventures, 
and a metaphysical epic for others, it can be summarized as the story of a whaling trip and a study 
of obsession and revenge and how these dominant traits become the ruin of man. In this narrative 
Theatre with which we want to continue our work of an intentional ‘return’ to the text as theatrical 
founding material, different layers of fiction are being introduced and managed by actors-narrators 
- assuming, in a way, the role of the author’s double/ the actor’s double. It is a constant movement 
between the inner fiction (where the narrator’s presence is motivated and justified by the action) and 
the destruction of illusions. The challenge of working from a work so vast and complex (like the other 
two that will follow) marks the beginning of a project that will extend until the end of 2015, based 
on three fundamental American novels, seeking to elaborate a reflection on narrative and theatre, 
document and memory, order and chaos.  A first version has been presented in April 2013. The final 
version will première in December 2013.

Keywords: Theatre, Portugal, Narrative, Performance, Monologue, Melville

Production History: National Museum of Natural History (Lisbon); Casa de Teatro de Sintra 
(Sintra); Teatro Meridional (Lisbon); Teatro Mirita Casimiro (Cascais)

Video: https://vimeo.com/72187373
 
Contact: teatromosca@gmail.com

Website: http://teatromosca.com.sapo.pt

https://www.facebook.com/teatromosca.teatro
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Tiago Cadete (Lisboa, Portugal) 
Tiago Cadete is a young portuguese performer and maker  who’s  work lies at the border between 
theater, dance and visual arts. He has created the solo ‘HIGHLIGHT’ premiered at the Festival Temps 
d’Images (2011, Lisbon). Since 2009 he collaborates regularly with Raquel André with whom he 
has created ‘NO Digital’ (premiered at Teatro Taborda in Lisbon, 2011), ‘LAST’ (premiered at the 
CIA. dos Atores in Rio de Janeiro / Brazil, 2012) and ‘TURBO_LENTO’ (première at 2013 Festival 
Tempo(BR)). His work as a maker and performer has been presented in several countries in Europe, 
America and Asia. He has been collaborating with various Portuguese choreographers and theater 
directors such as Jorge Andrade / Mala Voadora (‘Memorabilia’, 2012), Rafael Alvarez ( ‘sweetSKIN’, 
2012) and Catarina Vieira and Solange Vieira Freitas (‘Fora de Jogo’ in 2011 and ‘Festim’ in 2012). 
He collaborates regularly with the Education Department of Culturgest in Lisbon  highlighting 
the creation of ‘The History that didn’t want to become a Book’ (2013) a performance for children 
aged between 6 to 10 years old.  He has a degree in Theatre from the Lisbon’s School of Theatre and 
Cinema (2009), attends graduate System Laban/Bartenieff- Angel Vianna School of Dance (BR) and 
he has also partaken in workshops by choreographers and theater makers  such as Gustavo Ciriaco 
(Brazil), João Mota (Portugal), among various others. Since 2013 is an associated artist of  EIRA 
(Resident Artist since 2011). 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Dance, Visual Arts

Highlight

HIGHLIGHT came up when Tiago Cadete was living in New York, the city where ten million 
people live in, searching the success and pleasure. Ten million stories that intersect with each other 
within the city that welcomes everyone one, promising them the hapiness, but in which one third 
of its population lives in lonelyness.  HIGHLIGHT is a reflection of the consequences of living in 
society. This piece relies on a coreographic, theatrical and plastic research around a form of social 
conformism called The Bystander effect or Genevose effect: a social psychological phenomenon 
which refers to that situations where viewers of danger or violence don’t offer any help to the victims 
when other people are around. Lastly, I wish to highlight / Finalmente realço / I wish to highlight the 
importance / Destaco a importância / I would like to highlight two / Gostaria de focar dois deles / I 
want to highlight three aspects / Gostaria de salientar três aspectos / I would like to highlight two of 
them / Gostaria de referir duas / There are two points I want to highlight / Hà dois pontos que desejo 
sublinhar / I would like to highlight five questions / Gostaria de levantar cinco questões / I think it is 
important to highlight this / Creio que é importante salientar isso / I wish to highlight four essential 
points / Gostaria de salientar 4 pontos essenciais / Amongst these weaknesses I would highlight / Entre 
essas debilidades destaco / I only want to highlight a couple of points / Queria apenas seleccionar 
alguns pontos .

Keywords: Solo, Dance, Performance, Video, New York City

Production History: Lisboa (PT) Eira33 Festival Temp’s dimage, Torres Vedras (PT) Cine Teatro 
Torres Vedras,  Coimbra (PT) Teatro Académico Gil Vicente,  Blanca(ES) Teatro Vitória, Montemor-
o-novo (PT) PT’13 - Plataforma Portuguesa de Artes Performativas,  Almada(PT) Teatro Municipal 
de Almada, Rio de Janeiro (BR) Festival Tempo, Montevidéu (UY) Festival Internacional de Dança 
Contemporânea do Uruguai

Video: https://vimeo.com/33299299
 
Contact: iagocadete@gmail.com

Website: http://tiagocadete.tumblr.com/
@TiagoCadete

https://www.facebook.com/cadetetiago
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Lorgean Theatre (Bucharest, Romania) 
Home is where your heart is. And art can be where your heart is, at home. This is what Jean-Lorin 
Sterian proved since he opened his door for performances, plays, lectures, conferences and residences. 
lorgean theatre, the first ‘apartment-theatre’ in Romania, was born in December 2008 and it soon 
became a benchmark for the contemporary underground cultural scene. Every actor, performer, 
playwright, choreographer or scenographer who performed at lorgean theatre learned how to adapt 
their creations to a domestic space and how to meet the public in a more direct, intimate way. And 
every guest, who became a member of the audience, had free and full access to the shows, after the 
ticket had been replaced by a donation, an object related to the theme of the event. During the 
projects and festivals organized by lorgean theatre, more and more houses have been opened and 
transformed and more people have met and have become closer. Every time, the audience had an 
direct implication, becoming in this way a spectaformer. Thus, the artistic act became accessible and 
gathered artists and spectators, transforming the daily space in a performative one. The name, lorgean 
theatre, is written with a lower case, because it takes not « Art », in the artificial and pompous sense, 
but « art », in its simple, personal sense, and brings it back into daily life. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Performance Art, Theatre Anthropology, Underground, DIY, Proxemics

Home Alone 1-7, Talk to the Bomb, The Human Trashcan, 
Unpredictable Me, Home 1, The End Work in Progress, 
Gargaland, Home 1, Strip-tease, A Dog Day Afternoon,

In a world where everything has already been seen, consumed and explained, lorgean theatre 
reinvented the house, the place of our most banal actions. The artistic touch transformed the domestic 
space intoone of re-enchantment, a space that gives the artists the possibility to experiment artistically 
in the familiar, yet strange, environment where the spectacle of every-day-life is taking place. This 
transformation was made possible by Jean-Lorin Sterian, the manager of lorgean theatre, who has 
a long experience as a writer, anthropologist, journalist, actor, scriptwriter and performer. Since 
December 2008, his name became synonym with lorgean theatre, and part of his personal questions 
found answers in the activity of the apartment theatre. Through each performance, each play and 
each exhibition organized in what Jean-Lorin Sterian estates as ‘the domestic box theater’, there is 
an interrogation of the degrees of authenticity of the performer, and the distance between the stage 
persona and the self. To perform is a way of exposing, and that is the kind of experience lorgean 
theatre offers : the exposition of artistic acts which can produce an authentic feeling in the audience. 
Thus, Jean-Lorin Sterian also became a curator of live acts, working with the living matter offered by 
every artistic creation invited in the intimate space of a house. As the performance art has began to 
move to museum and galleries, the relationship between the act of performance in itself and the stage 
of performance is continuously evolving, and the domestic box theatre it finds new dimen

Keywords: Domestic Box, Performance, Objects, Intimacy, Spectaformer, Authenticity

Production History: lorgean theatre, other many flats of Bucharest city, National Center of the 
Dance, WASP

Video: https://vimeo.com/2994240
 
Contact: jeanlorin.sterian@gmail.com

Website: http://lorgeantheatre.wordpress.com/

https://www.facebook.com/pages/lorgean-theatre/115251810388
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Farid Fairuz  
(Bucharest / Berlin, Romania / Germany) 
Farid Fairuz took by storm in 2009 the Romanian cultural scene with his manifesto and subsequent 
critical performances on capitalism, sexuality, cultural production and religion that sharply mirror 
failures of the society. Until he reinvented himself as Farid Fairuz and assumed a fictional biography 
the artist Mihai Mihalcea was one of the most active and appreciated in the field of contemporary 
dance in Romania. He played a key role in the establishment of structures and institutions that have 
become landmarks of this area. He was the director (2005-2013) of the National Dance Center in 
Bucharest, a public institution subsidized by The Ministry of Culture. He was artist in residence at 
TQW (Wien), National Center of Dance Paris, Hebbel Theater Berlin and he presented his work 
and performed in festivals across Europe and U.S.A.. In 2013 Farid Fairuz is fellow at Akademie 
der Künste, Berlin, section Performing Arts. For 2014 he is the curator of a dance & performance 
festival (title not decided yet) taking place at Hebbel Am Ufer Berlin, in November 2014. His work 
(installations, performances, public interventions, photos, videos) comes out at the fluid borders 
between assumed exoticism, post-9/11 global news, reinvented urban shamanism and social satire, 
often doubled by assumed frivolities. Unpredictable and inconvenient, Farid Fairuz lives in the 
universe of a popular culture which is to be approached and attacked with its own weapons, pushed 
to the extremes, left without the apparent respectability and thrown backwards as the only possible 
expression of social critique. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance, Intervention, Installation, Photo, Video

Realia (Bucharest/Beirut) (2012)

Created & performed by Farid Fairuz Music: Dhafer Youssef, Brent Lewis, Karpov not Kasparov, P. I. 
Ceaikovski, Margareta Paslaru Technical support: Mircea Andrei Ghinea Production: Solitude Project 
& Caminul Cultural In ‘Realia (Bucharest/Beirut)’ Farid Fairuz questions the frail limit between the 
real and the fictional, thus emphasizing a discourse based on the construction of multiple identities. 
His approach underlines the ability of today’s culture to impose the unreal and the fictional as realities, 
as components of a realm in which the line between the possible, the virtual and the real no longer 
function as they once did.  ‘Realia (Bucharest/Beirut)’ is a performance that combines different 
temporal layers, real and fictional events from the life of a character that simultaneously has two 
identities: Mihai Mihalcea, born in Bucharest and Farid Fairuz born in Beirut. Unhesitatingly this 
character re-mixes different concepts, ideologies and religions thus giving birth to a show in which 
he also questions how the performer relates with the audience. He addresses political issues and he 
alters the universe from which he is part of, in turn allowing himself to be altered by it. ‘I was born 
horny, but I was baptized as a Christian Orthodox’, this is what Farid Fairuz addresses as a first line in 
his show. ‘Three years ago I had to reinvent myself into a character so I can still exist. Now I’m Farid 
Fairuz and I tell you two things: The Ottoman Empire did not disappear. A part of it has for sure 
remained inside me, otherwise I cannot explain myself anything from all this’.

Keywords: Performance, Social Critique, Sexuality, Cultural Production And Religion

Production History: subRahova (Bucharest), Temps d’Images Festival (Cluj Napoca), Dance House 
(Limassol), The National Dance Centre (Bucharest)

Video: https://vimeo.com/74841203
 
Contact: mihalcea.m@gmail.com

Website: http://faridfairuz.ro

https://www.facebook.com/faridfairuz
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Isadorino gore dance co-op (Moscow, Russia) 
Isadorino gore dance co-op created by alumni of Vaganova Ballet Academy Alexandra Portyannikova 
and Daria Plokhova. We participated in following festivals: Culturescapes (Basel, Switzerland), Art of 
Movement (Yaroslavl), OpenLook and OKNO (St.-Petersburg), Zdvig (Kirov), Isadora (Krasnoyarsk), 
Hopscotch and Performing Art (Moscow). In work we take an inspiration from current circumstances: 
it could be space (site-specific performances Waterline, Points of View, Cake with sense, He was a 
husband for Her, Bench) or correspondence with managers (Let’s Lack mentored by Tabea Martin). 
The aim of our artistic activity is to achieve the level of creative unpredictability and possibility to 
combine incongruous which demonstrate our government. 
 
Disciplines: Site-Specific Performance, Dance Performance

Let’s Lack

Initially we asked ourselves why we need to do art? What fail come short for us in our lives? The idea 
of lack inspired us. Why we feel the lack of existence? How we try to fill up it? Is it lack of freedom? 
Or resources? Or allies?... Finally we became in situation lack of understanding between us and our 
future collaborators. As the work based on correspondence documentation, the idea of lack hidden 
quite deep. The material expression of lack idea solved in our passion to chocolate (because we made 
it in Switzerland). In Switzerland, we arrived with characteristic typical tourist luggage myths and 
legends of the country, chocolate, watches, knives and banks. The abundance of new experiences, 
objects of desire and unprecedented opportunities immerse us in the condition of the child at the 
stage of primary separation from the mother - we avidly learned the new world and probed the 
boundaries of what is permitted. Audience always appreciated this piece warm and very friendly.

Keywords: Dance, Russian, Swiss, Chocolate, Irony, Institution

Production History: Roxy Theatre (Basel, Switzerland) Volkov Theatre (Yaroslavl, Russia) Open stage 
(Moscow, Russia) Skorokhod (St.-Petersburg, Russia) Contemporary Arts Center Progress Gallery 
(Kirov, Russia) Experimental Stage of Youth Theatre (Krasnoyarsk, Russia) Theatre on Vasilevsky (St.-
Petersburg, Russia) Moscow Museum of Modern Art (Moscow, Russia)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hn6sjB3CKso
 
Contact: alexport86@gmail.com

Website: http://www.isadorino-gore.com/
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Julia Lazareva (Moscow, Russia) 
Russian artist Julia Lazareva was born in the south of Russia near the Black Sea. Changed different 
professions and living places. Takes part in multiple art projects. Currently working on the art 
projects, one of them is ZED.  Practices contemporary dance and engaged in producing. Idea of 
cration ZED belongs to her. We are looking for members and art fans all over the world to join us to 
create contemporary performing arts in Moscow. And to be a part of the largest professional art team 
for kill the needs of the hungry, but supersaturated by advertising actions viewers. Producing and 
organizing is my breath, the oxygen which is extracted hearts of  participating artists. 
 
Disciplines: Contemp, Spiritual, Performance, Hybrid, Theatre, Show

ZED

ZED sounds like last letter of the English Alphabet, meaning is that we can’t go further anymore.   
ZED is an online community & blog with presentations of members in different fields for making 
great performances on the stage and around.

Keywords: Dance, Art, Hybrid, Street, Contemp, Music

Video: http://vimeo.com/60231575
 
Contact: mellory@gmail.com

Website: http://www.zed.ru

https://www.facebook.com/ZEDMoscow
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Vik Laschenov (Moscow, Russia) 
Vik is a Moscow based artist. He works in the performative photography field.  From the beginning 
he was interested in performative side of the photography. As a artist he changes the reality by 
interaction with a participants. He uses a ordinary space and a trivial situations and add to it 
performative actions. Through it he makes the emphasis on important for him issues. His perforative 
photographies has neutral form style, in which hasn’t got enough visual drama or exaggeration. The 
sense and the experience for spectators are produced by his personal story laid in background. Now, 
he is a student of the Rodchenko Moscow School of Photography and Media Arts/ video art and 
studying at the FotoDepartament Foundation Educational program ‘Photography as a research’. 
 
Disciplines: Performative Photorgaphy, Performance Based On Personal Story

HELLO, I SLEPT WITH YOUR WOMAN, LET’S TAKE A PHOTO

I’m lucky because I often fell in love and it was mutually. Now we are friends and I know husbands 
and children or boyfriends some of them. Sometimes we have tet-a-tet meeting with some and no 
contact with others. Each of them, who was the most close people for me, became ex-girlfriend, 
when I met a new one. But the thing is I became the ex-boyfriend for them to. I am ex-boyfriend. I 
feel it actually when I see my ex-girlfriend with her current man. I see them and understand, I still 
love her. Or, may be I still hate her. I’m sure, I still have feelings for her and I am overflowing by 
memories the time we were close. At the same moment I see her being happy with another man – and 
alienation occurs from her and her image inside me. The image of ‘we are together’ is ruined. Usually 
we don’t speak about our EX and don’t meet them with a current passion.  During this project I tried 
to became a friend of each couple. We was walking in park, talking and photographing. At the end 
of each walk I asked ex-girlfriend to take a picture of me with her current boyfriend. I didn’t told to 
each man about our relationship with his girl, but actually they felt that we are not just friends. And it 
created some tension.

Keywords: Performative Photography; Ex-Boyfriend; Relationship; Collaborative Performance; Deadpan 
Portrait
 
Contact: vik.laschenov@gmail.com

Website: http://laschenov.com

https://www.facebook.com/vik.laschenov
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Kai Eng and Sviatlana Viarbitskaya  
(Singapore, Dijon, Singapore / France) 
Collaboration between a Singaporean dancer and choreographer Kai Eng and a Belarusian artist 
Sviatlana Viarbitskaya started in 2009 in Stockholm, when, together with a Swedish artist Per Kruger, 
they created a full-length provocative dance-theater piece House Hole (2010). Subsequently, the trio 
conducted House Hole’s sequel, an improvisation-based, participatory event, Unmaking House Hole 
(2011). Kai and Sviatlana co-created My Mind is Pie - a Horredy (2010), and fPhD (2011), a parody 
of a PhD thesis defense. In 2012 Kai’s solo project The Prayer was shown at M1 Singapore Fringe 
Festival and shortlisted for the Outstanding Performance Award at Prague Fringe Festival. During 
2012-2013 the duet co-created a 20 min dance-theater piece Porno (Stockholm, 2012); its full-length 
version The Pleasure of Eating Oranges was shown in Berlin, Brussels, Stockholm, Toulouse and 
Singapore (2013). In 2013 Kai joined Directors’ Lab, a mentorship programme for emerging theatre 
directors at The Substation, Singapore. Sviatlana lives and works in France. This collaboration aims 
at making work that interlaces dance and theater in some new and interesting ways. The themes of 
our performances have so far been orbiting around human conditions such as sex, family, dreams, 
love, mental health. There are two ambitions behind why we make our work. One is to deeply touch 
spectators and have some new profound experiences together. The second ambition is to contribute to 
the always-continuing process of development of performance as media. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theater, Dance-Theater, Physical Theater

The Pleasure Of Eating Oranges

We wished to take upon ourselves the challenge of creating a performance which blurs the borders 
between dance and theater, and which is true, emotional and loving. We create images of different 
physical and emotional situations between two human beings who love each other. Human love, 
as we experience it - beautiful, painful, egoistic, stupid, disgusting, blind and deaf - is lived in sexy, 
funny, absurd, disturbing and sometimes puzzling scenes. Although not our primary intention, two 
female characters performing on-stage love can be interpreted as lesbian. In areas where homosexual 
communities are marginalized we welcome the potential of our performance to drive socio-political 
discussions.

Keywords: Dance, Theater, Love, Beautiful, Disgusting, Lesbian

Production History: Performing Arts Forum, St Erme; Ackerstadtpalast, Berlin; SITE, Stockholm; 
SignSix, Brussels; Le Ring, Toulouse; The Substation, Singapore.

Video: https://vimeo.com/76305042
 
Contact: kaifishfish@gmail.com    sviatlana.viarbitskaya@gmail.com

Website: http://kaifishfish.tumblr.com

https://www.facebook.com/tpoeo
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Tiffany Theatre (Ljubljana, Slovenia) 
Tiffany Theatre is group working on the premises of queer club and cultural center (club Tiffany) in 
Ljubljana. Production variates from short performances to whole evening events. We are composed 
of different artists coming together in different styles and artistic disciplines to create a raw queer 
performance. We use methods of contemporary dance, butoh, opera, cabaret in unique dark shows, 
where we transgress established or better comfortable identitites. Inspiration comes from masters 
like John Waters, Divine, Lindsay Kemp, Kazuo Ohno, etc.. We are interested in relations between 
bodies and identities, how they’re reflected in socila relations. But even so are main quest is a search 
for beauty. Not in a classiccal aesthetic sense, but in beauty of life, where beauty and grotesque dance 
togehter. 
 
Disciplines: Cabaret, Butoh, Opera, Performance Art, Queer, Drag

Twilight: Echoes

Echoes are stories that crawl in the mist between graves, when the moon is full. They are silent words 
lost in dirt, frozen in time, when moon and sun shine together. They  are a ray of sunlight on fingers, 
frozen, dying fingers. Four  performes bring together butoh and opera in a cabaret show, where they 
intertwine stories of lost love, possesion, desperation and death.

Keywords: Butoh, Opera, Cabaret

Production History: Club Tiffany (Ljubljana, Slovenia), SKUC Gallery (Ljubljana, Slovenia)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/user/KlubTiffany
 
Contact: jernej.skof@gmail.com

Website: http://www.kulturnicenterq.org

https://www.facebook.com/jernej.skof
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Urban Belina (Ljubljana, Slovenia) 
Urban Belina (Celje, 1981) is an artist, writer and translator. His interdisciplinary works range 
from performance to art installations.  The only true bridge, that has the power to connect different 
cultures, is the process of translation. Cultural appropriation happens in a void between cultures 
and is the only possible means of true communication. Translation is an on-going and perpetual 
process of bridging the void; it creates a new, joint world, in which pristine meetings can happen. 
My intent is creating temporal spaces, that foster multicultural co-existence. Multicultural and 
interdisciplinary experiences are open to interpretation and may be recognized as eclectic, associative, 
or perhaps hybrid. As such they support the cohabitation and co-contemplation, crucial contemporary 
communal/group activities, that remain the primal means of realization of the full spectre of 
emancipated/empowered cultural and subcultural groupings. Communication, that occurs in such 
spaces, is almost always partial/not fully comprehended, and acceptance of the unavoidable failure 
helps open a new space of shared blindness, gradually being filled with live created/generated content. 
It is not about the story the poet wanted to tell, it is not about the story the artist wanted to tell, 
not even about the story any of the contributors wanted to tell, it’s about you, about your personal 
contents, about your own blind spots, and most of all, about our co-creation and, as dear de Campos 
brothers would phrase it, transillumination & cannibalization. Urban Belina Artist/Translator 
 
Disciplines: Audiovisual Performance, Multilingual, Multicultural, Hybrid, Interdisciplinary

BS-LP: Beling One’s Own Translation

1 special mention and counting. 2 performers and counting. 8 locations and counting. 13 voices and 
counting. 14 languages and counting. 19 translators and counting. Being One’s Own Translation 
(BS-LP), is a perpetuum mobile of translation, that occurs in a constantly evolving, malleable form, 
transformed upon every contact with a new culture. The process was initiated within the framework 
of Ljubljana, World Book Capital 2010 UNESCO programme, and evolves around the radical 
translation of a Slovene poetry collection. It has been transcreated into a live audiovisual performance 
event, verses were cut and re-assembled, visualized as generative content with computer language 
translation, sonified as a labyrinth of human language translations, and spatialized as a network of 
dance/movement language translations. BS-LP is an ongoing experiment of new ways of staging 
poetry, a hybrid, multicultural landscape of poetic stanzas, intended for both, readers and nonreaders, 
theatre and gallery goers, locals and foreigners, for all interested in otherness, cultures and sharing.  
Open participatory form allows for re-stagings and adaptations in line with the festival’s/public’s ideas, 
and each new occurrence collects/produces new translations, multimedia content and contributions, 
that help evolve the event according to specific local context and needs, in line with the given 
experimental premise. Experience of this work is highly individual and diverse, and the language 
barrier prooves to be a catalyst for creative interpretation, rather than any form of inhibition.

Keywords: Translation, Identity, Multicultural, Poetry, Androginy

Production History: Koper Theater (Slovenia), ŠKUC Gallery (Slovenia - part of the Ljubljana World 
Book Capital 2010 ), SC Zagreb (Croatia), The Edge (Australia), The Concourse (Australia), Perth 
Cultural Centre Big Screen (Australia), Cultural Center Smederevo (Serbia), INALCO - National 
Institute of Oriental Languages and Civilizations (France)

Video: https://vimeo.com/23357844
 
Contact: info@zrakogled.org

Website: http://zrakogled.org/

https://www.facebook.com/zrakogled
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Nina Jan and Urša Sekirnik / KUD NUM (Škofja Loka 
/ Barcelona / Amsterdam, Slovenia / Spain / The 
Netherlands) 
Nina Jan and Urša Sekirnik / KUD NUM met in kindergarten and they like to claim that this 
is where their artistic career started. Today they mostly work between Slovenia, Barcelona and 
Amsterdam. Their works are hybrids that travel through art without submission to established artistic 
norms and trends and cover the fields of performance art, installation, inter-media art and literature. 
Most of the latest works of KUD NUM are busy with curating as the main work method. Curating 
meanings, contexts, questions, emotions, atmosphere. They never fail to be conceptual and yet they 
always remain poetic. Nina and Urša claim art is a serious matter, although one should never forget 
to have fun while making it. They make work because there is no other way to live. Believing in 
nonsense, word puns, laughter, joy, enthusiasm and poetry, Nina and Urša always aim to step beyond. 
Because beyond, there is beyond. And what is not there, is irrelevant. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Text, Video, Movement, Conceptual Art

Arriving.Soon.

Arriving.Soon. is a stage adaptation of the www.arrivingsoon.org website which developed 
continuously between November 2010 and July 2011. Questioning artistic practices in every chapter/
post of the show, the performance becomes an ironic comment on the current state of the arts. The 
authors’ ‘great’ attempt to contribute to the history of arts turns out to be a dedicated contribution 
to Nonsense, which as we see has many layers. PROGRAMME OF THE EVENING: • the.state.
of.ego. • on.dead.artists. • prosperity. • ode.for.the.electricity.bill. • ama.te.ur. • non.sense. • nonsense.
for.nonsense. • in.visible.kitch. • after.noon. Arriving.Soon. was a search for a different kind of work 
process. Driven by the necessity to work together while living in different geographic locations, we 
started the project with a blog and a long-distance cooperation. Working this way, we gathered a lot 
of material which had to be transformed for a theater setting. But we were faced with a problem. At 
the beginning it seemed that none of the material fitted together. This issue kept us busy for quite 
a while, until we managed to find a way to contextualize and curate the proposed content in a way 
that satisfied our artistic ambitions. Arriving.Soon.’s process inspired us to develop a specific work 
method that is now the core of our artistic practice. For the audience, Arriving.Soon. is a pleasurable 
experience as it offers a fresh approach to performance execution and a relaxed ‘giving all’ attitude 
towards the spectators.

Keywords: Nonsense, Existentialism, Joy, Playing Games, Quest

Production History: Dance Theatre of Ljubljana, Slovenia; 100˚Grad Festival, HAU 1, Berlin, 
Germany; MKC Pri Rdeči Ostrigi, Škofja Loka, Slovenia; NFTA Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 
Festival Živa, Španski borci, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQvdGTfx7Is
 
Contact: kud.num@gmail.com

Website: http://www.kudnum.org
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Anthea Moys (Johannesburg, South Africa) 
I am a South African performance artist with a special interest in sport, games and play. My 
performances often involve collaborations with teams, clubs or associations. They might involve the 
boxers at an inner city boxing gym, the residents of an old-age home, or a rugby team, but their 
thematic concerns cohere around an interest in the liberating possibilities of play. I have always loved 
games, but I have never been competitive - and much of my work represents an effort to reconcile that 
contradiction. For me, there is something pure and powerful – almost spiritual – about connecting 
with strangers by learning the rules of their games.  I love performance art because it can be so 
immediate. It takes art out of the galleries, and drama out of the theatre. It’s art that uses the body - 
and I’ve always felt more expressive and articulate with my body than with my words.  I have shown 
work in South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, London, Australia, Miami, New York and Berlin, and 
have participated in festivals and residencies around the world. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art

Anthea Moys Vs. the City of Grahamstown

In 2013, as winner of the Standard Bank Young Artist of the Year for Performance Art, I created the 
first iteration of what has become a larger body of work entitled ‘Anthea Moys vs. The World’.  I spent 
three months living in the small South African city of Grahamstown, during which time I trained 
with six different sports and cultural groups - learning karate, football, choral singing, ballroom 
dancing, chess and battle reenactment.  What followed was a series of performances at the National 
Arts Festival, in which I completed solo against the groups I had been working with: a soccer match 
against a full soccer team, a karate competition in which I fought against six karate black belts and so 
forth. In each case, the rules of the specific sports or games were strictly observed, and were judged 
by professionals from within each discipline. A Master of Ceremonies tied the different performances 
together, and created a bridge between performance and audience.  These contests were an attempt to 
bring performance art to the general public, and also to find ways to include and honour the residents 
of Grahamstown in an arts festival, which struggles with issues of inclusion. They were simple, 
accessible and staged in the spirit of fun, but also represented an attempt to unearth some of the 
poetry, pathos and spectacle of defeat.  Between December 2013 and February 2014, I will be staging 
the second leg of this performance in Europe - Anthea Moys vs. The City of Geneva.

Keywords: Games, Sport, Contest, Failure

Production History: The work was first developed for the National Arts Festival in Grahamstown, 
South Africa in June 2013, and a new version of the work will be performed in Geneva, Switzerland 
in February 2014.

Video: http://www.antheamoys.com/180913/1925150/work/anthea-moys-vs-grahamstown-cuetv-
videos
 
Contact: anthea.moys@gmail.com

Website: http://www.antheamoys.com

https://www.facebook.com/AntheaMoysVsTheCityOfGrahamstown
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Gavin Krastin (Cape Town, South Africa) 
South African, Gavin Krastin, is an award winning performance artist, theatre-maker and designer-
scenographer with an interest in the body’s representation, limitation and operation in alternative, 
layered spaces. His work is inspired by his immediate South African environment and the history 
embedded in its shifting socio-political climate. Apart from operating within the conventional theatre 
context, Krastin advocates a migration towards unconventional spaces, where unknown risk factors 
are continually imminent. The social underpinnings and philosophies of space intrigue him and 
inspire a questioning of operational systems, thresholds, proximities and the politics of boundary-
crossings and transgressions (and the myth making thereof ) in his work.  His approach offers 
opportunity for intimate engagement, immersive journeys and unique participatory involvement.  
Krastin holds a Master of Arts Degree in choreography, theatre design and performance art and an 
undergraduate degree in art history and visual cultures. The dove-tailing of these various influences 
is evident in his multidisciplinary works which constantly seek to interrogate space, choreograph the 
visual and augment the body-silhouette. He presents works at numerous festivals in South Africa and 
internationally, has lectured at Rhodes University, worked with the First Physical Theatre Company 
and has won Standard Bank’s Ovation Award, Encore Award and Aha Award. Working from a mode 
of questioning and inquiry, Krastin seeks to complicate conventional notions of choreography, 
performance and the body-image. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Choreography, Performance Art, Site-Specific, Installation, Immersive Theatre, 
Visual Theatre

Rough Musick

Commissioned by the National Arts Festival (South Africa), Rough Musick, interrogates the social 
dynamics and performativity imbued in immersive and participatory archaic shaming rituals and 
explores the emotional effect of shame when it is used as a means to control. It calls into question the 
act of looking and implication in humiliation and othering. Rough-music is a practice that originated 
in the small villages of medieval England as a means for the public to disgrace and humiliate petty 
criminals, sexual deviants and ‘others’. It involved the creation of a brutal cacophony of sound, 
mostly made by cursing and angrily banging found domestic objects. Along with mildly-violent and 
‘acceptable’ torturous acts, the public would direct this barrage of sound at the chosen individual like 
a weapon, damning them through a symbolic expression of displeasure and exclusion.  Fundamentally, 
the public and environment were the rough music. Inspired by these practices, the site non-specific 
work, Rough Musick, is a contemporary re-engagement with these dark rituals in unconventional 
found spaces. In the risky performance a visual and visceral experience unfolds through the brazen 
clashing of images and activities sourced from Gaelic folklore, Welsh ‘sin-eating’ ceremonies, bogey 
man mythologies and queer psycho-sexual fetish role-playing games. Through striking theatricality 
and Krastin’s characteristic heightening of the visual image and jarring movement language, he and the 
pre-Empire white culture of the United Kingdom are rendered exotic, ‘primitive’ and ethnically-other.

Keywords: Performance Art, Post-Colonial, Queer, Immersive Theatre, Shame, Whiteness

Production History: Rough Musick has been performed in the St Andrews College old boy’s 
changing/locker rooms (Grahamstown, South Africa) as part of the National Arts Festival 2013 (July 
2013); in the Wesleyan Church (Cape Town, South Africa) as part of/in the Theatre Arts Admin 
Collective (July/August 2012); and at the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama (Cardiff, United 
Kingdom) as part of World Stage Design 2013 and Scenofest 2013 (September 2013).

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiO6ztc85vc
 
Contact: gavinkrastin@gmail.com

Website: http://www.gavinkrastin.com
https://www.facebook.com/gavin.krastin
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Beneath the Skin (Barcelona, Spain) 
Beneath the Skin is a dance-theatre-performance company, which was founded by Maisa Sally-anna 
Perk and Chiara Di Biagio in late 2010. Beneath The Skin started with two dance- theatre pieces of 
small format; Humanos, which means Humans, was the first project; a story that combined dance 
theatre with sensory theatre. Humanos was presented in different cultural centers as. The second 
project was ‘SED’, in English translated as ‘Thirst’ SED, is a dance theatre piece that was specially 
created for the fifth anniversary of the CAS (Centre of attention for drug dependence) of the prison 
Can Brians I.  Vísceras, which means Entrails, was prepared as a work in progress for the February 
2010 edition of the open stage event ExpresArte. In Autumn 2011, Beneath The Skin decided to 
retake the idea of Vísceras and to further develop work into a presentation.  The intention of Beneath 
the Skin as the name of the company says, is to work with everything everything what occures 
underneath our skin and all that completes us like human beings and that is reflected in every act, 
through the different artistic disciplines in which the members of the group are involved.   Another 
essential element for the company is to create an environment in which the public is not reduced 
only observing from an external point, but that they can empathize, participate, feel involved and 
integrated into the artistic and human experience. 
 
Disciplines: Sensory, Dance, Physical Theatre, Music, Poetry

Vísceras/Entrails 3 different formats

Vísceras/ Entrails  A labyrinth. Seven different areas to explore. A heartbeat as a guide. The Blood 
flows, the Skin invites the viewer and turns it into traveller receptive to the sensations of his own body 
and the body that which he enters. Seven women. Each one embodies an organ, tissue, a metabolic 
process, with their sensory and emotional resonance Vísceras/Entrails is a work that combines physical 
theatre sensorial theatre, intergrated dance, music and artistic instalations. A personal and collective 
journey where the spectator follows an itinery composed by seven different spaces, a physical space 
that is presented as a body a network of impulses, movements, stimulations and information. An 
encounter with seven women who offer an individual and social experience of their bodies and 
through their bodies they give another answer to the cultural representations and question the issue 
of an aesthetic model of the body in order to inhabit the body as an integral system physical, sexual, 
emotional, mental and sensorial. Beneath the Skin offers two other formats of the same concept next 
to the Labyrinth version of Vísceras/Entrails,   Format 2: Vísceras 2.2 Visceras2.2 is especially made to 
be showed at more conventional places as theatres. It combines, monologues, poetry, dance, physical 
theatre and music.   Format 3: A sensory passage A sensory passage individual and collective, based on 
performance, music, movement, and improvisation. Where the viewers move through an open space 
in which they have a individual,sensory encounter with 4 different dancers.

Keywords: Performance, Labyrinth, Interactive, Women, Dance, Body

Production History: Centro civico Barceloneta, Rai, Fabra i Coats, centro civico les Corts, Nun art, 
centro cultural lAlbareda

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t81gH9CidUQ&feature=youtu.be,  
 
Contact: beneaththeskin2012@gmail.com

Website: http://expresarte.moonfruit.com/

https://www.facebook.com/Cia.Beneath.the.Skin
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Elisa Arteta (Madrid, Spain) 
Elisa Arteta studied classical and contemporary dance. Her choreographies and videoart works have 
been shown in different countries and she has obtained several artistic residencies. Currently, she 
is attending a MA in Performing Arts and Visual Culture in Madrid. Her work is focused on the 
practice of dance and videodance, both understood in a wide sense and with the objective of talking 
about the body in all its dimensions. Two main topics are central in her research: exploration of space, 
creating choreographies in many different places, and studying proprioception, which is the self-
reflexive sensation of the body. Besides, she questions the meaning of the concept of choreography. 
How do you present the body to the audience? In which spatial and temporal context? And how 
can you translate thoughts (political, social and philosophical ideas) into movement? She tries to 
respond to these problematics through her practice and movement. The purpose is re-codifying the 
own language and making a different use of the body in order to confer it a political status: the body 
is impregnated with discipline but it can also oppose it by being presented outside of the established 
stereotypes. It doesn’t consist in appearing, but in making; not dancing, but moving; not pretending, 
but feeling; not believing, but thinking; not acting, but being. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Videodance

IMPERMANENCIA

IMPERMANENCIA is an investigation about mental and corporeal states. It presents a situation in 
which it is impossible to dance, but instead, a new form of movement is created. With a very concrete 
visual, sound and corporeal language, the work spreads diverse layers of lecture out, from the most 
purely sensorial to the most political, social and intellectual one. In the process of learning the basic 
movements for surviving, the dance follows a trajectory on the installation of glasses. The underlying 
discourse makes reference to the uninterrupted transformation of existence.  On the one hand timeless 
but on the other one current, the project suggests a reflection about the convulse times in which we 
are living right now, through the instability of the base on which the dancer is moving. Thus, it creates 
a tension on the spectator that is only released in the last action, when a glass falls down deliberately.  
In a theoretical level, it can be established a connection with the ideas of Judith Butler when she 
talks about performativity and precarity, focusing on those more vulnerable minorities of society. 
IMPERMANENCIA reflects the difficulties that adverse extern circumstances carry on. At the same 
time this project looks for showing a body liberated from techniques, not only dance techniques, but 
also social ones.

Keywords: Experimental, Movement, Sound,

Production History: - Huarte Contemporary Arts Center  - Collective exhibition at the University 
of Alicante Museum ‘Mulier, mulieris’ (video-documentation of the piece)  - Collective exhibition at 
the Guggenheim Museum, in Bilbao (installation with the video-documentation of the piece)    Next: 
- Artist-in-residence at La Casa Encendida and Centro Dos de Mayo, Madrid   - Artist-in-residence at 
Djerassi, in Woodside

Video: http://vimeo.com/elisaarteta/impermanencia
 
Contact: elisaarteta@gmail.com

Website: http://www.elisaarteta.com

@elisaarteta
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Montserrat Rodríguez aka nyx10110 (Girona, Spain) 
Montserrat Rodríguez is nyx10110. Multidisciplinary Artist. Born in Barcelona. Live and work 
in Girona for family and creative reasons. I studied Geography (University of Barcelona, UB) and 
Multimedia (Open University of Catalonia, UOC). I’m Environmental Technician. My training in the 
area of Contemporary Art is recent and largely autodidact ... I am enthusiastic about the ‘DIY - Do 
It Yourself ’ philosophy and everything that involves a ‘edupunk’ conception, I complimented with 
courses and workshops. Currently I develop artistic projects in the disciplines of Video Art, Video 
Performance, LiveCinema, Photography and Soundscape. The concept of my work revolves around a 
personal relation with the water, the time and the memory. It is my vision of metaphysics and ecology 
within the new media arts. In the present environment of economic and ecological crisis, I bring the 
eyes to a critical vision with the economy growth and the current patterns of consumption to generate 
a discourse or debate in the public on a alternative sustainability. I am interested in the relationship 
can be created between aquatic ecology and technology when working on an artistic level, well as 
audiovisual creative process, as methodology and as expression interdisciplinary. The study of nature 
of things, their structure and composition, is for me a need so substantial as hydric, so substantial as 
to know myself and express the models I build in my mind from my experiences. I try to clarify these 
fundamental principles of my time-space reality that seem inaccessible, that go beyond what I can see. 
 
Disciplines: Video Art, Performance Art, Photography, Sound Art, Installation, Live Cinema

Respira

This performance art (‘Breathes’ in EN) a work in progress I am making along 2012-2013. It consists 
of a photographic series and video recordings to camera: ‘Mar incognito’, ‘Ensoñación’, ‘Ávalon’, 
‘Brumas’, ‘Inspirar y espirar’ ... It has been made ‚Äã‚Äãwith the help of my technical assistant and 
using a tripod and timer. The initial concept is photography as a mirror. See again the pictures I keep 
in boxes is like traveling to the past or imagine locations where I always dreamed of going ... but afraid 
that not be expected. What is it? Is it a metaphor for the feeling of avoid me from the real world or 
from a world dreary, cold and dark, in which I move to a mythical or legendary place? Is a journey 
personal self improvement or to escape for a while from the harsh reality? The present economic 
crisis makes it clear that to think you live in a fantasy world that does not live in that utopian world 
and, sooner or later, someone or something will remind you. Create in your mind what you want to 
happen can help you become stronger before reality or can hurt you if life is totally different ways 
than imagined. Many times we see the world myopically or it is all uphill. Time does not exist, is 
inside your head, we perceive only motion, the difference between the current and previous state we 
remember. I prepare myself to deal with temporary setbacks, I explore my subconscious, I face difficult 
emotions. I want to stay sleeping on a dark place or discover my space-time? I want to cross the sea by 
swimming or I want to act now to try to realize the dream projects for the future?

Keywords: Performance, Darkness, Dream, Escape, Journey, Sea

Production History: Portfolio Review by Juan Curto in Visions of Art, Berlin (Germany), May 2013 
// Private Passes in rehearsal space, L’Estartit (Spain), September and October 2013

Video: http://youtu.be/I7gmHZwgyIg
 
Contact: nyx10110@gmail.com

Website: http://cargocollective.com/nyx10110

@nyx10110

https://www.facebook.com/nyx10110
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Pilar Villanueva LAN 1 (Madrid, Spain) 
PILAR VILLANUEVA L.A.N.1 is a multidisciplinary performance crew with a core competency in 
contemporary dance and, because of our Loose Artist Network (L.A.N.) creative process, a natural 
way to fusion other performing arts like Poetry, Video, Theater, Improvisation, Circe , etc. Pilar did 
a BFA in Dance/Choreography (2006 Cornish College2006, Suma Cum Laude) in Seattle after 
moving from Madrid where she studied dance techniques and danced with the Victor Ullate Ballet 
Company. Since 2007 directs PILAR VILLANUEVA L.A.N.1 and creates between Madrid and 
Seattle. In the last 6 years Pilar has created for and with PILAR VILLANUEVA L.A.N.1 over 12 
original pieces and performed in dozens of Festivals and venues through Spain and U.S.A. (Seattle). 
Pilar has also been awarded with several prestigious residences. Last ones (2011 and 2012) at the CDC 
of Teatros del Canal ( Madrid) were she created ‘A Drop of Soul’ and ‘Dancing Goldberg’ around a 
new string version of Batch’s Goldberg Variations. Actually she is working in a new piece for L.A.N.1 
and creating a choreography for a 3D ‘Virtual’ Dancer model with one of the top designers in Spain. 
PILAR VILLANUEVA L.A.N.1 makes work mostly to translate feelings, sensations and experiences 
to movement. We believe artists are creators by nature and translators by trade. We have to develop 
our own ‘language’ to communicate our work. Getting together different ‘translators’ for every project 
exponentially increases the artistic load and the capability of the project to trill, generate experiences 
and impact every individual spectator. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary, Dance, Multidisciplinary, Performance,

DANCING GOLDBERG

DANCING GOLDBERG is a collaborative creative work between the string trio GARNATI 
ENSEMBLE and PILAR VILLANUEVA L.A.N.1 GARNATI ENSEMBLE has created a new and 
innovative version for string instruments of The Goldberg Variations of J.S. Bach.   Looking to extend 
their reach, they sought the choreographic collaboration of PILAR VILLANUEVA L.A.N.1 and we 
created a multimedia project bringing together on stage: musicians, video DJs, jugglers, actors and 
dancers to configure a rich multidisciplinary concert able to generate unique moments, excite and 
thrill the viewer. The performance setup, as most of the PILAR VILLANUEVA L.A.N.1 projects, is 
very flexible. We can perform any combination from all the Goldberg Variations (55 minutes) with 
the full crew (5 dancers/performers, 2 Video DJs and 3 musicians) to a ‘very light’ version of 15 
minutes with only 3 dancers/performers. Contact us to define the best setup for your event.

Keywords: Bach, Goldberg, Contemporary, Dance. Multimedia, Multidisciplinary

Production History: Teatros de Canal ( Madrid, Blach Hall, Premiere). Talent Madrid Final ( Teatros 
del Canal, Green Hall)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJPWj-hyy0s
 
Contact: txemaarnedo@hotmail.com

Website: http://www.pilarvillanuevalan1.com

@PVLAN1

https://www.facebook.com/PilarVillanueva.LAN1
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Frauke (Gothenburg, Sweden) 
Butoh choreographer Frauke (Caroline Lundblad) is based in Gothenburg, but also work 
internationally. She has created her own genre within butoh where her work is site-specific and 
unique. Frauke often work together with other artists from diffrent  artistic disciplines and her 
performances are taking influences from contemporary art. She has been acclaimed internationally 
with awards from The Standard Bank Ovation Award and the Sunday Independent for his 
participation at the Dance Umbrella in Johannesburg and the National Arts Festival in Grahamstown, 
South Africa. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Butoh

Godai - How to be invisible

Performanceverket GODAI- How to be invisible is a cyclic process during four evenings. Four 
completely different performances, linked to one. According to the Japanese philosophy, the world 
is created from Godai – The five elements: fire, air, water, earth and void. The fifth element void 
is invisible but is included in the full cycle. The fifth element is the precondition for being able to 
send out a movement and also be able to take the movement back - to get it to return. The audience 
can experience the performances as a continuation of each other or completely independent.  The 
different performance is Rubescent fire, Iridescent air,  Achromatic water and Nigrescent earth. The 
choreographer Frauke created GODAI- How to be invisible out of an interest to investigate spatiality, 
change in the form of shedding and creating performances of several works that could act as one.

Keywords: Butoh, Performance, Five Elements

Production History: Atalante

Video: https://vimeo.com/57235262
 
Contact: info@frauke.se

Website: http://www.frauke.se

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Frauke/218042874925678
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Geist (Stockholm, Sweden) 
GEIST is a swedish-german performance company and has shown productions at The Royal Dramatic 
Theatre, at Teater Giljotin and at Stadsteatern Stockholm. ‘Titanic or The art of failure’ is GEISTs 
third production, directed by Emelie Jonsson and Paul Garbers, created with Robin Jonsson, Kristian 
Hallberg, David Redmalm and Mariana My Suikkanen Gomes. Emelie Jonsson started her career 
as a dancer and has been touring internationally with several choreographers. For the last ten years 
she’s been working as an actress, in theatre and film both in Sweden and France. She is attending the 
Master-programme in New performative practices at the University of Dance and Circus Stockholm. 
Paul Sebastian Garbers is a german theatre director and stage designer based in Stockholm. Following 
his graduation from the Stockholm Academy of Dramatic Arts (SADA), he has shown his diploma 
production and made his directing debut at the Royal Dramatic Theatre, created stage- and 
costumedesigns in Sweden and Norway, worked as a performer, as teacher, and founded the company 
GEIST. He is attending the Master-programme of Directing and dramaturgy for motion-based 
performing arts at SADA. (www.cargocollective.com/paulgarbers) Robin Jonsson is a swedish dancer 
and choreographer based in Brussels, where he studied at PARTS. He has created amongst others the 
pieces Super Conflict, I Believe I Can See The Future, Simulations and is currently touring with The 
Hollows 1 and 2. His pieces have been shown in e g Belgium, Germany and Scandinavia. (http://
www.robinjonsson.net/) 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Performance, Dance, Music, Concert.

Titanic or The art of failure

‘Titanic or The art of failure’ is a a tragicomic Indiepop-musical with low-budget-estetics that is 
loosely based on the history of the Titanics sinking, its dramaturgy and popular cultural signifance 
but focuses mainly on the notion of failure specifically in combination with hybris. We see failure not 
only as a key part of the story of civilization and personal identity production, but also as an artistic 
standpoint and method. In this project we explore what failure can offer, we turn the object of fear 
into something achievable and interesting. We argue that the notion of failure becomes the key to 
innovation. This performance is a one-way-ticket to the bottom of the ideas that didn’t reach their 
goal. Pavle Heidler wrote about the show in his blog (http://pavleheidler.wordpress.com/2013/09/08/
review-titanic-or-the-art-of-failure/): ‘I have to confess to being entertained by the content of the 
work, the combinations continued to surprise me. The childlike imagery with which these artists were 
crafting, materialising some very abstract and complex ideas was thrilling. The aesthetics produced by 
the excitement, the speed and the almost hipsterlike-ukulele-youtube-video look this show’s content 
was framed in provided for a smart distraction – because ‘a spoonful of sugar helps the medicine go 
down’. Because, remember: whenever, however and in whichever context, it’s an extremely powerful 
thing to leave the theatrical space knowing the feeling of loneliness you feel after the crash – is a 
feeling familiar and shared by others.’

Keywords: Theatre, Dance, Performance, Art, Failure, Discourse

Production History: Royal Dramatic Theatre, Stockholm Stadsteater, Teater Giljotin

Video: http://www.youtube.com/user/psg810
 
Contact: paulgarbers@gmx.de

Website: http://www.geist-performance.se/

@PGarbers

https://www.facebook.com/geistperformance
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Héctor Eguía del Río (Stockholm, Sweden) 
I’m a Mexican theater maker based in Stockholm since 2002. I have a bachelor degree in Acting 
from the National Autonomous University of Mexico (1994-1999), and a Master in Fine Arts ‘The 
Autonomous Actor’ from Stockholm Academy of Dramatic Art (2010-2011). I have been doing solo 
performances since 2005 and presented my work in Mexico and Europe. In my artistic practice I use 
different techniques and disciplines to create my work. A constant in my performances is the search 
for a personal hybrid theatrical language. Artistically I’m not at home in the traditional theatre and 
personally I left my country and my mother tongue. I’m a stranger that creates its own language to 
communicate with a world that doesn’t belong to me but that I live in. I create video/performance/
installations, where the borders of each of those disciplines are intentionally blurry. And where the 
relation performer-audience is always consider in the concept of each piece. Since most of the time 
I work on site-specific projects, the space have a central role in my performing. When creating a 
new piece I let myself be seduced by the noises of the world around me, by unexpected meetings, 
uncomfortable questions and challenging ideas. I do art for surprise myself; formulating question 
where the relevant is the process of finding answers more than the answers itself. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Video, Installation, Theater, Site-Specific

DISQUIET

DISQUIET is an unusual theater evening in a hotel room. Based on Fernando Pessoa’s ‘The Book of 
Disquiet’ (which never existed, strictly speaking, and can never exist) this is a site-specific show where 
the audience is invited to share the private room of Bernardo Soares. A haunting mosaic of dreams, 
psychological notations, fragments of literary theory and criticism of the reality. Exploring Pessoa in 
this context allows for new ways of relating between spectators, space and performer. When I first 
got the Idea of DISQUIET I knew I wanted to work with text and video. So I started collecting the 
fragments, first at random and organizing them by themes. After one month of obsessive reading, I 
went to Lisbon to film the material that I live-mix with the texts in the show. I had no plans for the 
shooting and started by walking and letting the memories of the readings be my guide through the 
city and its spaces. I created ephemeral installations with objects found in the streets, I collected them 
in short films, just fragments. Back in Stockholm I started shaping the dramaturgical structure of the 
show. The last element was the space, a hotel room where I present the material in random ways, a 
risk that is still present in each new room I play DISQUIET. I literally live in the room for the period 
I perform the piece, usually not less than 3 days. This piece can be presented in Swedish, English or 
Spanish.

Keywords: Performance, Pessoa, Disquiet, Installation, Video, Theater,

Production History: Dramaten Stockholm, Supercinema  Tuscania, Stockholm Fringe Festival
 
Contact: sanmefisto@gmail.com

Website: http://theshowofdisquiet.blogspot.se/

@midesasosiego

https://www.facebook.com/bernardo.desasosiego
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ilDance (Gothenburg, Sweden) 
ilDance is an independent and international contemporary dance company and a production 
coordinating collective based in Gothenburg Sweden.  ilDance was founded as a result of Israel 
Aloni and Lee Brummer’s humble belief in the diversity of methods and ways to produce and create 
contemporary performing arts. They sensed that the time has come to channel their many years of 
experience into a new entity which would introduce new orders and patterns into the otherwise 
preconceived system of independent dance around the world today. At ilDance we are determent 
to nurture and strengthen the links between the artists and the audience. We aspire to bind local 
and global dance communities, relate independent artists and large institutions and deepen the 
connections between the professional dance world and the education of future generations. We believe 
in the necessity of uniting the various work methods within the broad spectrum of contemporary 
performing arts. At ilDance we stand for contemporary art which is honest and expressive. We 
create and support productions which are triggered by an urge to react and create as a subjective 
reflection upon contents from our reality and the mysterious dimensions of the body, mind and soul. 
Our work focuses on art which is genuine, humble and communicative. We believe that art is an 
authentic expression of the self and therefore, should be rewarded. We highly value individuality and 
personal expression and we promote the legitimacy and importance of verity and versatility within the 
contemporary dance community. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary, Dance, Collective, Art, Movement, Physical

And also, time

Time, is the indefinite continued progress of existence, it is present regardless of our need or care 
for it. Mostly, our life span is an intertwined chain of the effects, in subjective recollection, of the 
experiences we go through according to their location on our personal timeline.  If we could travel 
in time, go forward to visit, or back to revisit the turning points in our lives, possibly change or act 
differently in the moments we re- live, would our experiences in life loose their authentic significance 
all together? More frequently than not we find ourselves at a crossroad of timelines, interacting with 
each other for short moments or possibly long periods of our lives. However, it is still rare that while 
meeting at these crossings we experience the same things as another; but this indeed also happens, 
resulting in an incredible occurrence of individuals having the same impression at the same place 
and at the same time. ‘and also, time’ takes the audience on a  journey by a group of individuals 
with whom they can relate. Though foreign to each other, these individuals share a bond generated 
by moments of similarity due to the rare synchronization of the clockwork of their timelines. They 
share time. The effect of this on the perception of life is strongly evident. In a world where time is 
not sequential and the order of events are able to be altered, the individuals encounter an unordinary 
version of their lives, leading to assessment, discovery, exploration and understanding. Maybe as 
individuals we have a lot more in common than we think, and also, time.

Keywords: Time, Lost, Dramatic, Relate, Physical, Emotional,

Production History: Regionteater väst- Borås, Sweden. Teater Talia- Göteborg, Sweden

Video: https://vimeo.com/67163181
 
Contact: info@ildance.se

Website: http://www.ildance.se

@ilDance_

https://www.facebook.com/pages/ilDance/243871915679792
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Irina Anufrieva (Stockholm, Sweden) 
Irina Anufrieva works as an independent dancer, choreographer and performance artist. She was born 
in Belarus and got education at the studio of InZhest Theatre (Minsk/Belarus) and SU-EN Butoh 
Company (Sweden). Currently she lives and works in Stockholm, Sweden. ‘In my artistic work I 
research body and its possibilities of expression. Through dance I pursue to reflect the relationship 
between the body and the world. I research vulnerability of an alive being confronting the inevitability 
of the present moment where inside and outside, physical and mental are one. Exploring natural 
physical manifestations I am developing choreographic materials which become dance. Performing 
for me means to step out of the ordinary, to create space where anything is possible, where anything 
can take place. Body is an instrument. It becomes a living organism that makes  performance space 
live and be in a constant state of becoming. Nature, poetry and sound are endless sources of my 
inspiration.’ 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Butoh Dance, Performance Art

VOID

VOID Dance and choreography: Irina Anufrieva Composer (Schrei 27): Diamanda Galàs Visual 
design: Joanna Bodzek In VOID Anufrieva investigates vulnerability of any alive being brought to the 
edge of her/his existence, confronting the reality which manifests itself through an extreme situation. 
Torture, isolation, trauma and post-traumatic states are the subjects of this work. From the review of 
VOID by Taciana Arcimovic published at pARTisan, Magazine of Contemporary Belarusian Culture: 
‘... The voice and the body merge into one, creating dance of genuine beauty, dance that discloses 
unbearable pain and torment. ... The sound that extends beyond harmony and dance that challenges 
stereotype ideals of beauty, – still it is impossible not to watch and not to listen. ... Unable to avert 
their eyes the viewers witness secrecy of someone’s excruciation. Or maybe of one’s own? First comes 
the shock, then acceptance – of that other, injurious side of life – and at last, the void, emptiness, 
where alive heart starts beating. ... It is that emptiness and void, after which one starts living anew, 
getting one’s own voice and body, and – an alive soul.’ Supported by Längmanska kulturfonden and 
the Swedish Arts Grant Committee.

Keywords: Dance

Production History: PlaStforma-Minsk-2013, the First Belarusian Forum of Dance and Physical 
Theatres, Belarus, 2013; Platform for Performative Practices ‘ziErnie’, Belarus, 2013.

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NslEBVEe6zo&list=UUC6UF3eluX71HbMgv5jMX5Q
&index=1
 
Contact: ira.anufrieva@gmail.com

Website: http://partisanmag.by/?p=7938

https://www.facebook.com/irina.anufrieva
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Kristal and Jonny Boy (Stockholm, Sweden) 
-short bio: KRISTAL AND JONNY BOY is a pop and performance duo that combines their music 
and contemporary dance on stage. Consisting of Kristina Hanses; dance, voice and songwriter, and 
Jonny Eriksson; guitar, drum machines and electro mechanical props. They started out in Amsterdam 
2010 but are now based in Stockholm. Their vision is to bring the popmusic into the theatre and 
the contemporary dance into the music clubs. -what kind of work do you make: KRISTAL AND 
JONNY BOY makes pop music, dance and choreography and our performances are made for both 
theatre and music scenes. Age 13+ -why do you make work: We make work because it brings us joy, 
creativity, satisfaction, it is our way to express ourselfs. We love to perform and to combine different 
art forms. 
 
Disciplines: Pop Music, Contemporary Dance, Electro Mechanic, Masks, Performance

KRISTAL AND JONNY BOY - THE MOVIE

-why did you make it: We made this work because we had a lot of songs and we wanted to perform 
them. We started to get gigs at music venues and because Kristina is a dancer, the dance was there 
naturally. We were asked to perform ‘Kristal and Jonny Boy’ in a theatre and then a whole new world 
opened up for us. There were so much more space to work with in a theatre than in a music venue and 
for us that was amazing. That is how we started to create Kristal and Jonny Boy - ‘The Movie’ -what is 
it about: The performance is based upon movement and our music. We have taken inspiration from 
the world of movies, a world where one happening can be shorten to a few seconds. The thought 
of that a movie can contain a hole life, a history or one second of a thought is to us fascinating and 
inspiring. In the performance ‘Kristal and Jonny Boy - The Movie’ you will see seven short movies 
based on the lyrics and the poetry in the songs. -how does the audience experience it: We only got 
good feedback for our work. We heard that it is special, new and fresch and that people haven’t seen 
something like it before.

Keywords: Dance, Performance, Pop Music, Electro Mechanic, Masks

Production History: 2013  4/10 Kulturnatten, Karlstad  28/9 Far i hatten, Malmö  27/9 
studenterhus, Odense, Danmark  21/9 Wasabryggeriet, Borlänge  2/9 Debaser slussen, hyllningskväll 
till Peace & Love festivalen  24/8 Indie, Hopp & Kärlek, Göteborg  14/8 Club King Kong med 
Zacharias Blad, Stockholm  9/8 Paradiso 6 invigningsfest, Stockholm  3/8 Gårdscaféet, Leksand, 
Support till KARIN PARK  1/8 Scandic Malmen, Stockholm, Support till KARIN PARK  30/7 
Brocante festival, Frisanco, Italy  29/7 Brocante festival, Frisanco, Italy  28/7 Brocante festival, 
Navarons, Italy  26/7 Scenkonst Z, Stockholm  20/7 Spejaren, Leksand  19/7 SVMK Lydmar, 
Stockholm, support till TOVE LO  6/7 Putte i Parken, Karlstad  5/7 Putte i Parken, Karlstad  29/6 
Kärleksfestivalen, Borlänge  22/6 Festival St Dans, Oslo, Norway   6/6 Make Music Stockholm, 
Kungsträdgården stora scen   21/5 Story hotell, Stockholm. support till KARIN PARK  25/2 Move 
be Moved, Hörsalen kulturhuset, Stockholm  24/2Move be Moved, Hörsalen kulturhuset, Stockholm  
4/2 stödkonsert i Sofia Kyrka, Stockholm  5/1 MY2013 Stockholmsmässan i Ölvsjö 2012  31/12 
New years eve consert, together with KARIN PARK. in Djura  24/8 Stockholm Fringe Festival, kl 
17:00 på TAKET  24/8 Stockholm Fringe Festival, kl 13:00 på Sergels torgs scen  24/8 Stockholm 
Fringe Festival, kl 12:00 på TAKET  23/8 Stockholm Fringe Festival, kl 14:00 på Sergels torgs scen  
22/8 Stockholm Fringe Festival, kl 19:00 på TAKET  18/8 Grolsch Block Party, Stockholm  2/8 
Gårdscaféet i Leksand   28/7 Storsjöyran, Indiedagis. Östersund  14/7 Musiikkikahvila Sointu, Turku, 

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lCrlVuihac
Contact: kristalandjonnyboy@gmail.com
Website: http://wp.Kristalandjonnyboy.se

@kristalandjonnyboy

https://www.facebook.com/kristalandjonnyboy.se
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Rani Nair Choreographer / Kate Elswit Dramaturge 
(Stockholm, Sweden) 
Rani Nair works as a dancer and choreographer, concerned with ideas of post-colonial conflicts and 
social bindings. She is based in Sweden, currently a Mejan Resident at the Royal Institute of Art 
in Stockholm, but works internationally and has performed and made research in countries such 
as, Norway, Morocco, Mexico, France etc. Her interest in various body practices has resulted in 
many trips to India where she has studies Yoga, Bharata Natyam and Kalarippayatu. Rani Nair is a 
collaborator of the network Sweet and Tender Collaborations, Ful – an artist collective using post-
colonial and feminist perspectieves and We Insist – a nomadic trio with Norwegian dancer Mia Habib 
and French sound-artist Jassem Hindi. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance, Photography, Text, Video

Future Memory

What does it mean to inherit a dance? German choreographer Kurt Jooss made his last piece Dixit 
Dominus in 1975 as a gift for Swedish-based Indian dancer Lilavati Häger, who gave it to Rani 
Nair to reconstruct in 2003. Future Memory (2012) returns to Dixit, this time focusing not on the 
choreography but on the stories around it. It is a second-order performance — a performance about a 
performance — that uses the personal responsibilities of inheritance to move towards larger questions 
of history, memory, and legacy. A review from the premiere described it as combining ‘Humor, 
warmth, and intellectual sharpness, all in one.’ With a combination of gentleness and challenge, 
Future Memory embraces the possibility of an alternative history, one in which a ‘minor’ dance takes 
ten years of another artist’s life, and where insider and outsider are more complicated than we might 
think. Here both identity and dance history are understood not in terms of Indian versus Western 
European, but in a hybrid way that uses real and imagined archives to allow for shades of Indianness, 
Swedishness, and Germanness.  Nair’s one-hour solo uses dance, spoken text, film, and singing in 
more and less spectacular forms. There are moments when audiences are invited to touch and smell. 
And there is a duet between a hair-dryer and a costume that was never worn in performance. Elements 
of the piece have also been presented in other formats, including a reading circle of published and 
unpublished letters from Nair to Häger.

Keywords: Kurt Jooss, Lilavati, Inheritance, Performance, History, Memory

Production History: Dansstationen, Malmö, Sweden Lunds Konsthall,  Lund, Sweden 1st Swedish 
Biennal for Performing Arts , Jönköping, Sweden House of Dance, Stockholm, Sweden Skånes 
Dansteater, Malmö, Sweden Royal Institute of Art, Stockholm, Sweden Cullberg ballet Stockholm 
(residency)

Video: https://vimeo.com/76239684
 
Contact: rani@nair.se

Website: http://www.raninair.se
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Christian Kuntner and Astride Schlaefli (perfor-
mance operators) (Kuettigen, Switzerland) 
Those responsible for the project REMOTE CITIZEN have been cooperating as performers for 
several years. They perform nationally and internationally as individuals as well as a group. Christian 
Kuntner is a musician and performer and operates with his audio installations in the neighboring 
areas of the performing arts, Astride Schaefli is a pianist, pianist, stage director and performer. Their 
interdisciplinary projects, often represented as interventions in the public space, combine elements of 
theater, music, multimedia, object-art and performance.  Our Art is keeping our mind open: minds 
are like parachutes - they only work if they’re open’ 
 
Disciplines: Move, Dance, Action, Theatre, Performance

REMOTE CITIZEN

Were are the boundaries of our freedom? Freedom of thought and effectuation? Up to what point 
are we self-determined and where does the subordination to externally defined structures start? Are 
we partly automatons that synchronize to a superimposed rhythm? Is the vanishing of individuality 
a daunting or just a logical, evolutionary development, which allows the human survival in the first 
place? Our goal is to perceive the motion flow in public places, directly analyse it and use it in its 
spontaneous evaluation via performative elements. Through direct control of the actions, we influence 
the flow of normality, deflect it, bring it to a standstill, or speed it up. Our intervention is subtle, it 
gives the place a slight temporary stir that can be mysterious, eerie, or funny. The decoding of human 
behavioral and movement patterns within the crowd and their arbitrary subsets is pivotal to our work. 
REMOTE CITIZEN uses controlled intervention on the happenings of crowded locations and evokes 
a seamless transition between reality and staging. REMOTE CITIZEN is interactive, subtly anarchic, 
fast, and moves within cities from location to location. REMOTE CITIZEN mingles with passers-
by who only eventually realize being within a staging. REMOTE CITIZEN is open to all: Anyone, 
regardless of age or abilities can participate. As the performance takes place in public space, the 
audience experience differs a lot. From highly amused to slighlty disturbed or confused, but mostly 
interested in what’s going on as a bunch of weird acting participants appear and disappear ghostly.

Keywords: Performance, Public Space, Xtended Flashmob, Action

Production History: Open space of: Munich (GER), Marseille (FRA), Buenos Aires (ARG), Istanbul 
(TUR), Yerevan (ARM), and all major towns in Switzerland (Zurich, Lausanne, Lucerne, Bern, and so 
on)

Video: https://vimeo.com/album/2160292/video/33367572
 
Contact: citizen@remote-citizen.ch

Website: http://www.remote-citizen.ch

@remotecitizen

https://www.facebook.com/remote.citizen
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Björn Neukom  
(Zürich And Berlin, Switzerland / Germany) 
Björn Neukom – born in the suburbs; amazed by the light pollution above Zürich emerging from 
behind hills and meadows. After art school in Zürich he studied scenography (2009 – 2012) on 
a small Norwegian island that was flooded by five weedings a weekend during summertime and 
gleaming snow in the winter. As well as some birds, he’s enthralled by everything reflecting the sun. 
His pieces arise out of a fascination with a specific material. It’s consistency guides the dramaturgy 
of his performances. Björn Neukom functions as a carrier of the material and  becomes - through 
reshaping the body by the choosen substance - an object by himself. He attemps to exlpore alternative 
narrative strategies focused on sensous imagery and nonverbal aesthetics rather than text and gestures.  
He’s a found member of Der Pfeil, a performance art collective based in Zürich (CH). Der Pfeil 
curates and organizes  bi-monthly performance art events in alternating locations where they merge 
the fields of performance art, scenography and cinematography. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Scenography, Sculpture, Visual Art

Sleeping With Sharks

Dogfish shark, Tiger Shark, Milk Shark, Bull Shark, Caribbean Reef Shark, Lemon Shark, Bramble 
Shark, Greenland Shark, Angle Shark, Hammerhead Shark, Silky Shark, Great White Shark, Thresher 
Shark, Swell Shark, Leopard Shark, Whale Shark, Blue Shark, Crocodile Shark, Mega Mouth Shark, 
California Horn Shark ...  The shark is a species which – despite suffering constant sleep deprivation – 
only attacked eight people deathly in the year of 2012 (ISAF).

Keywords: Object, Material Shape, Beauty, Tape, Sculpture

Production History: Der Pfeil - Performance Art Fest 2, Remise, Zürich
 
Contact: bjoern.neukom@gmx.ch

Website: http://bjoernneukom.com

https://www.facebook.com/bjorn.neukom
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Chou, Tung-Yen ( Very Mainstream Studio)  
(Taipei, Taiwan) 
Chou, Tung-Yen holds a MA in Scenography with distinction from Central Saint Martins College 
of Art and Design in London and a BFA in Theatre Directing from TNUA. He is the founder and 
director of Very Mainstream Studio, and lecturer in school of Theatre Arts, TNUA. Besides working 
on film & theatre pieces that are performed and screened internationally, he also dedicates to the 
realm of technology & performing arts. ‘Memory, Space and Time’ has been the core of his past video 
and theatre works. Inspired and influenced by writers such as Marguerite Duras, Haruki Murakami, 
‘text’ has also been an important part of his works.  Why does he make work? He is still in search of 
the answer, but mostly ‘to share’, and hopefully, to be echoed in the audience’s heart. 
 
Disciplines: Digital Performance, Scenography, Multimedia Design

Emptied Memories

Emptied Memories is an exploration into space and memory through theatre and moving image 
that director Chou, Tung-Yen has undertaken in recent years. In 2011-2012, under the sponsorship 
of Ministry of Culture, he invited the choreographer Chou, Shu-Yi to try to co-create an ‘empty 
space’ by using ‘memory’ as the core from which to start. The creation employs the technological 
integration of panoramic video, real-time image processing, sensors and wireless stage control system. 
The performer drives the external deformation of the material world, echoing the internal state, in 
order to present the organic flow of one’s mind landscape.  The creative team filmed and accumulated 
huge amount of visual sources along the way. Ladybug camera is a significant partner for them. 
They took the Ladybug camera to various places in the city to familiarize themselves with its unique 
features and study how its image vocabulary changed under different conditions. From the eye of the 
ladybug camera, audience can see a special arched view of the world. Panel (The wireless stage control 
system) is also one of the most distinctive break-through of this work. Each panel is made by 3-by-
2.4-meter metal frame on a wood base, which contains a motor and wireless transceiver. And they are 
covered by semi-transparent gauze. Their most special feature is that they move silently and smoothly 
to coordinate with projected images and shape ever-changing spaces. During the performance, 
panels with its distinguished features become automated moving projected screens and can interact 
organically with the per

Keywords: Interdisciplinary, Dance, Panoramic, Memory, Automated, Space

Production History:  •Winner of Interactive & New Media Design of World Stage Design 
2013,Cardiff, UK • Invited by 2013 Cross-strait City Arts Festival; performed at Experimental 
Theatre of Guangzhou Opera House, China • Dance Video is screened at Duri Theatre in Seoul, 
Korea, 2013  • Premiered in 2012 Digital Performing Arts Festival, Song Shan Cultural Park, Taipei, 
Taiwan

Video: (1) trailer http://youtu.be/UZEyoJb7p74 
 
Contact: vmstudio.tw@gmail.com,yenniechou@gmail.com

Website: http://emptiedmemories.com/

https://www.facebook.com/emptiedmemories
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Maxine L. Y. Hsu (Taipei, Taiwan) 
Maxine, L. Y. HSU is a Taiwan-based independent performer and teacher who has participated lots 
of work over the past 10 years, such as drama, musical and voice-over. Her solo work ‘Can We Talk 
About This...’ and research is about media monopoly and culture perspective recently. Maxine’s work 
continues to explore the internal face of intercultural and cross-language performance. She engages in 
teaching performing arts and developing internal body movement. Maxine HSU will graduate with a 
MA in Drama from De Montfort University and finish another MA in Drama from National Taiwan 
University of Arts in 2014. 
 
Disciplines: Experimental, Live Art

Can We Talk About This...

A combination of performance and installation presented by an artist from TAIWAN. It will examine 
the tensions between human and media. Through varies of visual colour emerged by daily groceries, it 
is essentially what we read through our eyes by text, image, video and production. However, meanings 
of live, then propagandized and disseminated by media. The interesting is that there would be distinct 
meaning in different culture. This performance highlights media as a threatening tool that we ought to 
use scrupulously.

Keywords: Media Monopoly, Protest, Ritual, Live Art

Production History: Black Studio @DMU
 
Contact: maggiciris@yahoo.com.tw

Website: http://colourinmedia.tumblr.com
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Shu-Yi & Dancers (Taipei, Taiwan) 
Shu-Yi & Dancers  Shu-yi & Dancers wishes to play a role in Taiwan’s dance and culture field. It 
hopes to become an experimental theatre for all dancers and artists who wish to make a breakthrough. 
In return allowing arts to be experimented, learned, and polished through time so as to build dance 
theatre aesthetics unique to Taiwan. Chou, Shu-Yi  The winner of the 2009 Global Dance Contest 
in UK  The Bronze Medal winner of the 2010 Cross Connection Ballet choreography competition 
in Denmark He started his career as an independent choreographer from 2003. His works mainly 
focus on the physical movement of a dancing body, while he never stops challenging the pre-existing 
artistic structure to explore a cross-genre performance style. His recent productions include Start 
with the Body, 1875 Ravel and Bolero, About Living, and etc. His works have been invited to 
Düsseldorf, London, Paris, Avignon, New York, Beijing, Hong Kong, Singapore, and many other 
cities. He established the dance company ‘Shuyi& Dancers’ in 2011, presenting projects such as ‘Next 
Choreography Project,’The Dance-Travel Project,’ to explore the possibilities of dance with dancers 
and artists. 
 
Disciplines: Improvisation, Ballet, Body Realization,Cross Over Experiment

About Living

Its dramatic lighting, hung from the ceiling, each shielded on one side so that when rotating they 
swept the darkness with broad patches of illumination, as if from lighthouses. –New York Times 
About Living –Compared to death, living is indeed more of a burden to me. This solo piece of work 
was another self-questioning exercise for my very human body, it was a way to look at what living 
actually means. We are all living, and this is precisely the reason why we can enjoy everything we see, 
every sound we hear and every sense we feel. Until the exact moment at which one’s life reaches an 
end, no one ever truly knows the due date. About Living’s concept started from ‘lights’. Shu-yi Chou 
and the creative team - Visual artist Chou Tung-yen, Automaiton Installation artist Wang Chung-
kung and Music arrangment Wang Yu-jun, lighting designer Kao I-hua and Costume Designer Lin 
Ching-ju developed two unique illuminant installations to create a real and fake space by lights. He is 
aware of the relations between life and lights, so that he let the dark and bright sides spin as abstract 
and concrete parts in the world. It’s like sun, like moon, and like life itself. Light enables us to see 
and gives us vision, and even if we cannot see, we still need light, at least in our heart, in which light 
fulfills our very basic requirement to be called a living being.

Keywords: Light, Shadow, Moment, Movement, Moon, Total Lunar Eclipse

Production History: 2012 January Black Box Theatre,Kwai Tsing Theatre | Hong Kong (30mins 
version) 2013 May Bessie Schönberg Theater | New York (30mins version) 2013 May Black 
Box,FOYER | Seoul (30mins version) 2013 October Wellspring Theater | Taipei (60mins version)

Video: http://youtu.be/KrY-psouwdE
 
Contact: shuyidance@gmail.com

Website: http://www.chou.org.tw

https://www.facebook.com/shuyianddancers
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NBprojects/Nicole Beutler  
(Amsterdam, The Netherlands) 
NBprojects realises the artistic and curatorial projects of choregrapher and curator Nicole Beutler 
often in collaboration with numerous other artists and institutions.All NBprojects initiatives are 
deeply grounded in the desire to create conditions for exchange and reflection within an artistic 
practice that naturally goes beyond the borders of constructed disciplines. Whatever the discipline, 
the main motivation lies on the desire to articulate the instability of a rational logic. It is strongly 
motivated by the desire to work against ideologies and by the desire to create space and the conditions 
for encounters. That motivation leads to performance projects, installations, books, to various forms 
of collaboration, as well as to the curating of conferences, lectures and festivals. NBprojects receives 
structural funding by the Performing Arts Fund NL. 
 
Disciplines: On The Brink Of Dance, Performance And Visual Art

4: STILL LIFE

In 4: STILL LIFE choreographer Nicole Beutler distils elements from the long history of partner 
dance. Onstage are a woman and a man. Their physicality and actions are guided by the principles of 
body geometry, and the geometry of space and light. All the elements of the piece are interdependent 
and composed musically in space and time; leading or following, merging or interfering, distant or 
intimate. 4: STILL LIFE is a court dance, a mating dance, a play, a ‘Lichtspiel’, a ritual. Beutler drew 
inspiration from the early twentieth-century Bauhaus movement for this ‘mechanical ballet’ dance 
duet. She worked in close collaboration with the dancers, and with light and space designer MINNA 
TIIKKAINEN and composer GARY SHEPHERD, both of whose artistic visions have had a strong 
influence on her work for many years.

Keywords: 4: Still Life Is A Court Dance, A Mating Dance, A Play, A ‘Lichtspiel’, A Ritual.

Production History: NL: Malpertuis, Zuidpool, De Werf, CCHaqsselt, NEXT festival Kortijk; NL 
Frascati, Rotterdamse Schouwburg, Ins Blau, Schouwburg Arnhem, De Nwe Vorst, Kikker, Korzo, De 
Lieve Vrouw;, D fabrik Potsdam,

Video: https://vimeo.com/79392662 password 2013
 
Contact: m.oosthoek@xs4all.nl

Website: http://www.nbprojects.nl

https://www.facebook.com/nbprojects.nl
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biriken (Melis Tezkan, Okan Urun) (Istanbul, Turkey) 
We [Okan Urun, Melis Tezkan] formed biriken in 2006 in Istanbul with the aim of conceiving 
stage performances, installations and videos. The Turkish word ‘biriken’ meaning ‘piled up’ says a lot 
about of our functioning: a shared creative process in which we use both our mutual and individual 
accumulations. Exploiting our diverse backgrounds — theater-acting, visual communication and 
aesthetics —, we collaborate in a symbiotic way to produce works where the codes are incessantly 
blurred. biriken’s work deals with today’s reality, whether it’s daily, social or conceptual. Throughout 
our performances, the political is in the critical attitude of the body moving back and forth between 
the character and the performer, the intimate and the social. Degeneration, discordance, physical 
waste and low-tech appearance technology are some of the layers employed to highlight the 
ambiguous constitution of the present. From our originals texts (Now There is a hole where once 
stood our house; Re: Fwd: die in good company) to Özen Yula’s plays that we staged (Treachery 
in the Near East; Lick But Don’t Swallow!) there are some reoccurring patterns such as: identity 
games, local-global and self-space relationship and fragile subjects which are challenged by incessant 
change. Amongst the venues and the festivals where biriken performed: De Keuze International - 
Rotterdamse Schouwburg, Under The Radar Festival - La MAMA Theater, Stückemarket’11 - Theater 
und Orchester Heidelberg, iDANS Festival, French Institute of Istanbul, Ankara International Film 
Festival, garajistanbul, Galata Perform. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Performance, Video, Installation

Re: Fwd: die in good company

text, direction, set: biriken  with Gökçe Yiğitel, Okan Urun  production: Bimeras-iDANS, with the 
support of the Jardin d’Europe network (Jardin d’Europe is funded by the Culture Program of the 
European Commission). interface: darma  music: kim ki o  lighting designer: Metin Çelebi  A post 
on the Internet, three characters are waiting for a reply. Visions of mass suicide, the idea of dying for 
a cause ... Someone trapped between the mundane and the extraordinary, is taking a final look at the 
space she/he occupies on earth, when there are so many meals to be had, so many books to be read, so 
many movies to be watched and so many journeys to be taken. Re: Fwd: die in good company is based 
on political loss, dreams of a revolution and the idea of reaching the end of it all.  In their fourth stage 
performance, biriken explores topics such as the gentrification of big cities, Istanbul in particular, and 
its damage on people’s habits and memories. In the play, a virtual character named Ultimo living in 
‘fireplace’ (a web page designed as a part of the project) goes with two performers on the stage. Each 
one of them says fragments of a text; the apartment where they live is fragmented like their words. 
Performers go between themselves and movie characters; sometimes they cite films, they sing or dance, 
but each action degenerates and cancels one another out. Despite its subject, Re: Fwd: die in good 
company is ironic and humorous.

Keywords: Political Loss, Gentrification, Social Media, Dreams Of A Revolution, Virtual Self.

Production History: iDANS 06 - Contemporary Dance and Performance Festival (premiere); 
garajistanbul; D22 Istanbul.

Video: https://vimeo.com/54730611
 
Contact: birikenbiriken@gmail.com

Website: http://www.biriken.com

@biriken_

https://www.facebook.com/birikenbiriken
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TUĞÇE TUNA / RemDans (Istanbul, Turkey) 
Tuğçe Tuna one of the pioneer lecturer on field of contemporary dance and movement techniques 
in Turkey. Choreographer, mover, interdisciplinary performance and contemporary dance artist, 
academician based in Istanbul.Tuğçe Tuna’s develops a wide range of representational forms 
incorporating body, space and concept in response to the diverse contexts of her projects. She has 
been working in many capacities and many contexts both in Turkey and internationally since 1993 
including numerous international festivals, organizations, academies etc.Also teaching Europe, in 
Istanbul, Tuna has been teaching contemporary dance and movement techniques, composition-
improvisation and repertory at MSFAU Performing Arts Department since 1996 as an Associate 
Professor and as guest faculty member of SEAD–Salzburg since 2002.  In 2012, Tuna was in 
Germany as DAAD scholars. One of her piece called ‘DISPLACEMENT’ which premiered in 18th. 
Istanbul Theater Festival, won the jury prize in ARENA Festival 2013 in Germany. Tuğçe Tuna 
‘considering the body as the space in which one lives and practices her own politics.’www.tugcetuna.
com’RemDans’ ‘The last stage of sleep is REM, the real sleeping stage when one dreams. The scarcity 
of REM, which also means clarifying of the brain, can lead to cognitive, memory, and perception 
disorders.’Founded in 2001 by Tuğçe Tuna, RemDans takes part in international platforms as an 
interdisciplinary contemporary dance-performance collective and recognized as an innovative, bold 
and pioneering initiative. www.remdans.blogspot.com 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Performing Arts, Site-Specific Creation, Body, Mind And Impulse

DISPLACEMENT

‘You can fix the umbrella, but you can not stop the rain ...’ *ARENA Festival 2013 Germany / Festival 
Jury Award *18th. IKSV International Istanbul Theater Festival‚– 15.16.17. May 2012 Premiered 
‘DISPLACEMENT’ What did you steal in your life, to become this person? What is your best 
wish?When directing emotions and impulses towards their sources poses a threats and problems, 
their course will be changed and they will be directed at a living soul or at an object, and this is called 
displacement (changing direction). Displacement is also expressed as the mass of the water over flown 
by a floating object. Starting from this concept, Tuğçe Tuna asks the question: How is the equilibrium 
in the body, in the individual and in the mind achievedwhen the energy, behaviour and physical 
activity –sucked from the threatened, unmanageable subject or stimulant– are transferred to the other 
stimulant/ stimulants considered as ‘reliable’?-Jury of Arena Festival 2013’...In precise bodywork and 
few use of the atrical device the group RemDans/Tuğçe Tuna turns us into participants of a state of 
emergency. We are displaced, disprivileged, we are refugies, sharing, distrust, wishes and future visions. 
The body forms language, in the moment when the political surrounding gives no space anymore 
and art turns into resistance... We reached the borders of growth and the borders of believe that we 
can go on that way unharmed. Displacement deranges and opens the space in between and is pure in 
expression...’

Keywords: Displacement, Site Specific, Istanbul, Contemporary Dance,

Production History: *Haskoy Wool Factory-Istanbul/Turkey 2012 , ARENA Festival 2013 Germany

Video: http://www.youtube.com/user/TunaTugce
 
Contact: tugce.tuna@gmail.com

Website: http://tugcetuna.com

@2chetuna

https://www.facebook.com/tugce.tuna
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Karolina Nieduza (Somerset, UK) 
My name is Karolina Nieduza. I studied archeology in the years 1999 - 2004 at University in Poland 
(UMK - Torun). I competed my MA in 2004. Beside archeology I have been always interested in 
dance and movement. Since 2009 I study movement, first with Sandra Reeve in UK - Dorset . In 
2012 I went to Indonesia - Surakarta where I was studying (one year) in Padepokan Lemah Putih 
an interdisciplinary arts institution with Suprapto Suryodarmo. The aim of my research is creating a 
relationship between the art and archeology/museum or the place of heritage as revealed in movement. 
My work is trying to reliving/ reconnecting with the ancestor creation/ heritage and transform the past 
into a new form.  I am doing my work to fill up gaps, gaps in time. At the moment I am working on 
my own project ‘Artist in Archeology’ Archeologist in Art’. 
 
Disciplines: Movement, Archeology, Performance Art

how many years

As a student of archeology I was studying about human evolution from seminars, lectures and 
books. When I was invited to an International Sharing Art Festival in museum in Sangiran ( an 
archaeological excavation site in Java in Indonesia , Pithecanthropus erectus Java Man was found 
here. According to a Unesco report from 1995 Sangiran is recognized by scientists to be one of the 
most important sites in the world for studying fossil man) an idea came to me to create performance 
about timeline of human evolution. I really wanted to have a physical experience of it; especially here 
in Sangiran, to make that human journey through millions of years, journey through struggling in 
adaptation, transformation; touching the source of my being and my ancestors being. During the 
presentation I used 3 different sizes of Indonesian hens cage. Each time when I was changing cage I 
was removing part of my cloth too, by the end of my presentation when I was pushing up the last cage 
hundred of Indonesian adults and children start to follow me, join in, to be a part of that, it was a 
very powerful moment.

Keywords: Hybridize Archeology And Art

Production History: Museum in Sangiran - Java - Indonesia 20.04. 2013
 
Contact: nieduzakarolina@yahoo.com

Website: http://www.behance.net/nieduza
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Ana Mendes (London, UK) 
Ana Mendes is a playwright, performer and visual artist living in London, after finishing an M.A. in 
Writing for performance at Goldsmiths College, University of London. Previous to this, Ana studied 
animation film in France, photography in Germany and communication sciences in Portugal. Ana 
develops multidisciplinary projects in which she speaks in language, identity and memory, using 
video, text, photography and sound. Her work is based on the idea of movement and rhythm. Ana 
has started her career as a writer, having published books, short-stories and plays in Portugal, France 
and Brazil. Gradually, she turned into visual arts., although  performance is the core of her work.  Her 
performance career started accidentally when she wrote Self-portrait, a play about her identity. Since 
then, she has been developing other works in which she plays with accident, casuality and intuition.  
Ana’s performances have been produced in the UK, Bosnia, Germany, France, Portugal, Spain, 
Poland, Canada and Sweden. Ana was the recipient of several awards, including the prize of the Jury 
Sophiensaele, Festival 100% Berlin, Germany, 2013; Prize Act-Act Arriaga Prize, Act – Performance 
Art Festival, Bilbao, Spain; Second Prize Lift Off, Lift Art Gallery, USA; Literary Prize – theatre, 
City of Albufeira, Portugal, 2010 and co-won the New Writing Competition, Artistas Unidos, 
Lisbon, Portugal, 2008. As a visual artist, she has taken part in exhibitions in Canada, Germany, UK, 
Portugal, Belgium, China and Poland. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Playwriting, Photography, Video, Dramaturgy

Self-portrait

SELF-PORTRAIT Where were your born? What’s your nationality? Are you sexual active? Do you 
go to the toilets regularly? Are there any diseases in your family? Who had cancer? Please answer the 
question. Self-portrait is a play about my identity. Over the years, I collected my personal records 
(medical examinations, radiographies, vaccines) and wondered what’s the role that our heritage plays 
in our life. It could be an interrogatory, an inquiry or, even, a manifesto against all the questionnaires 
that we have to answer during our lives, but it isn’t. It is just a self-portrait. Perhaps, an automatic self-
portrait.

Keywords: Performance, Documentary, Dramaturgy, Playwrighting, Biography, Sound

Production History: The Basement (Brighton, UK), Sodra Teatern (Sweden, Stockolm), Kulturhuset 
(Stockhom, Sweden); Act - Perfroming Arts Festival (Bilbao, Spain); ICIA - University of Bath (UK), 
Defribillator Gallery (Chicago, USA),  Future MESS Theatre Festival (Saravejo, Bosnia),  Contact 
Centre (Manchester, UK).

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ykeYLWwvuo
 
Contact: ana@anamendes.com

Website: http://anamendes.com

@anamendesana

https://www.facebook.com/anamendes
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Bristol Experimental Theatre Company (Bristol, UK) 
Formed in 1999 Bristol Experimental Theatre Company stages Brechtian style theatre based on his 
theoretical work. The plays are issued led, exploring themes of reality and encourage the audience to 
question different perceptions of how they see the world. The plays, with their continually changing 
perspectives, encourage the individual to question their own understanding of the issue being 
presented. Using archetypal characters in self sustaining scenes, with minimal sets and strong visual 
imagery, the plays are accessible to a wide range of audiences. Emphasis is placed on comedy, satire, 
absurdity, providing entertainment and thoughtful productions. The actors demonstrate roles through 
their physicality, creating visual pictures which allow the audience to concentrate on the issues being 
explored. The writing actively encourages interaction between audience and actors in thoughtful 
exploration rather than seek an emotional response.  Although each scenes stands alone they are 
connected by the issue. There is no particular structure of time or place with actors playing both male 
and female roles as determined by the cast. Although we are currently touring with three new plays 
any of the plays listed on our web page are available for performance on commission. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Satire, Drama, Comedy, Issues, Brechtian

Obliging Victim  Pole Dancer  Twitching Curtains

We are currently touring three new plays Obliging Victim which explores issues of control, 
manipulation and the abuse of power. The play opens with an idyllic loving relationship that quickly 
develops into an abusive cycle of punishment and reward. With help from a Fairy Godmother the 
victim becomes aware of her situation.  Pole Dancer opens with the entry of a bag lady carrying 
plastic bags which contain all her identities. As she relives her life we discover the multifaceted world 
she has discarded. Twitching Curtains is a satirical comedy about secrets, private and governmental 
as surveillance permeates every aspect of our lives. Logic has disappeared as events unfold which 
reveal that even our most intimate and private moments are sold on the internet for voyeuristic 
purposes. The company have staged over twenty three plays and two satirical revues some of which 
can be viewed on YouTube under dramaex. We are committed to bringing an alternative theatre that 
stimulates the mind and encourages discussion on issues that are relevant today. Some of the issues 
the company have explored are Vengeance, Paedophilia, Jealousy, Bi Sexuality, Bureaucracy, Class, 
Integration, Transvestism, Object Relationship and Idol Worship. Instead of audiences being totally 
immersed in the production, we have implemented a range of theatrical devices that keep them 
involved but also at a distance. By constantly changing direction within the production it ensures that 
audiences constantly have to think about the events unfolding on stage.  Discussions are welcomed at 
the end of the evening.

Keywords: Visual, Physical, Archetypes, Political, Creative, New
 
Production History: Edinburgh,Bristol,London,Bath,Exeter,Brighton,Liverpool

Video: Martine Shackerley-Bennett or dramaex
 
Contact: dramaex@hotmail.co.uk

Website: http://www.bristolexperimentaltheatre.com

https://www.facebook.com/Martine Shackerley-Bennett
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Caroline Bergvall (London, UK) 
I’m a writer, artist and performer who works across artforms, media and languages. Of Norwegian 
and French nationalities, based in London. Projects alternate between books, audio pieces, live 
performances and installations. I do spoken solo readings, installations and sound pieces,  and 
collaborative performances, frequently with musicians. Contextual concerns, sexual politics, 
multilingual identities, speech trauma, linguistic pleasure as well as other collective or singular events 
are some of the motifs that are rigorous and riotous throughout my work. I’ve exhibited/performed 
my work internationally and in many different types of venues and environments from museums to 
black boxes to white cubes to theatres and concert halls and bars and staircases to the open skies.  I 
write in English as well as in a playful, dynamic, morphic type of historic and vernacular multilingual 
form of English. Language is in a constant state of evolution and I enjoy manipulating it into various 
narrative and structural forms. My live delivery is tight, tense yet layered. A rhythmic, at times 
soulful mode of spoken delivery which can break into playful and melodic lines but never breaks into 
song. Sound and space are important aspects of my performance work.  I am a strong exponent of 
writing methods fully integrated to audiovisual media arts. This changes the way writing functions, 
is perceived, gets heard and is read out. It can make it more relevant, urgent, physical, current yet 
powerfully archaic. 
 
Disciplines: Live Literature, Performance, Sound And Music, Electronic Arts, Site Work

DRIFT

Drift is a live performance for spoken solo voice, live percussion & electronic texts. It is inspired by 
the language and themes of an anonymous, 10th Century Anglo-Saxon sea poem. This text formed 
the pretext for a contemporary meditation on migrancy, exiles and sea-travel, as it shadows the plight 
and losses of today’s wanderers across the waters.  The ancient is conjured up to cohabit with the 
present.  The piece is dense and hypnotic, urgent and archaic. The audience experience the immersive 
and layered quality of the integrated narratives through the elements of percussion, voice and a  canvas 
of slowly disintegrating textmass. Duration : 75 minutes. Creative Team: Caroline Bergvall (overall 
concept, text and live voice), Norwegian improv percussionist Ingar Zach (live percussion and treated 
sounds), Swiss visual artist Thomas Köppel (electronic text projections).

Keywords: Intense, Relevant, Mixed Arts, Hypnotic, Exile At Sea

Production History: GRU/Transtheatre (Geneva, June 2012), Shorelines festival (Southend-on-Sea, 
Nov 2013)

Video: http://carolinebergvall.com/content.php
 
Contact: carolinebergvall@gmail.com

Website: http://www.carolinebergvall.com

https://www.facebook.com/caroline.bergvall
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Caroline Smith (London & Southend-On-Sea, UK) 
Curiously Cathartic’ The Times. ‘Deliciously Dark’ The Guardian. ‘We are able to see more than our 
eyes see to look at nature afresh’ BBC Radio 4 Woman’s Hour I explore new ways of experiencing the 
commonplace (eg eating) and rarified (eg bird-watching) activities. I often work within communities 
to explore its identity: its desires, drives and what may be linger under the surface. My themes explore 
complicity and exchange and the inevitable disturbances that arise between self and other. I work site 
specifically and also make work for the black box.  I often perform and host under the guise of comic 
alter egos: 50s suburban housewife Mertle Merman; M. Abrakadabrovic or the theatrical bird, Rita 
Grebe (The Great Crested) – a pilot project in  partnership with the Royal Society for the Protection 
of Birds on Wallasea Island in the UK and supported by Metal Culture Southend and the Arts 
Council of England.  I am formerly Arts Editor of Attitude magazine in London; European Editor 
of Black Book in New York. I was at the University of Greenwich running the Creative Writing, 
Journalism and Media Writing programmes for a decade and was appointed Teaching Fellow and 
Principal Lecturer. I regularly run workshops attached to a project in which I apply and combine my 
lecturing experience with tools of mindfulness.   I have performed at many of the UK’s leading venues 
including the Royal Festival Hall, Tate Modern and the  ICA. I am currently a PhD candidate at 
Chelsea School of Art, UK, undertaking practice-based research in performing silence. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Performance, Feminism, Participatory, Solo, Socially-Engaged

Eating Secret

Eating Secret is a two part theatrical piece. The first part is a one-to-one performance where my alter 
ago, Mertle, invites secrets on eating. Each participant brings her a secret and in return is offered an 
experience. The secrets are then worked into the second part: a collective performance, where Mertle 
plays out the secrets in absurdist and  ‘accurate’ ways. The secret givers remain anonymous, which 
makes for an energetic atmosphere as the audience do not know where and from whom the secrets 
have come. The secrets are ‘spilled out’ during the piece, using Mertle’s kitchen apparatus and  live 
constructs- part messy re-enactment and part symbolic.  The piece was made in order to explore 
our secrets on eating and in defining what those secrets might be to come into contact with hidden 
aspects of ourselves. Mertle is a construct and as participants offer the secrets, they realise they enter 
into fiction where their own fantasies and fears of food are playfully re-worked into the stuff of 
drama, freeing up the pathologising language or everyday narratives constructed around eating and 
food consumption in the West. The show has been staged in the UK and Serbia. I am interested in 
the shifting nature of the secrets as its geographic location changes. Are there profiles and tendencies 
according to a place? Each component of the show can be bolted together or they can be staged 
separately. They are easily adapted to sites (secrets have been collected in a cleaning cupboard, a tent or 
a toilet), the collective performance can be performed outdoors or in a black box.

Keywords: Eating, Secrecy, Participatory, Site-Specific, Intimacy, Food

Production History: UK: Tate Modern, Arts Depot, Roundhouse,Greenwich University, Cochrane 
Theatre.

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZJvKmxkfLM&noredirect=1
 
Contact: carolinesmith123@yahoo.co.uk

Website: http://www.carolinesmithonline.com

@caroandmertle

https://www.facebook.com/caroline.smith.300
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Casson & Friends (London, UK) 
After his first few forays into choreography, London based Dance Artist Tim Casson, soon realized 
there was strong theme in his work - collaboration. Casson & Friends has been created to acknowledge 
the value of collaboration in our creative processes, focussing on interaction; between members of the 
public, dancers and non-dancers, the creation of models and structures within which choreographic 
work can be created, and the use of technology and social media as a means of enhancing, promoting 
and distributing dance work. None of the work we create can be made without our collaborators, or 
‘friends’ whether longstanding or fleeting. So we aim to create dance focused work through interesting 
dialogues with interesting people, from dancers and digital artists to musicians and members of the 
public. Whether the focus is on product or process, our aim is to create and share forward-thinking 
and accessible dance for all! 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Contemporary Dance, Physical Theatre, Performance, Interactive, Site Responsive

The Dance WE Made

The Dance WE Made is the Record Breaking interactive dance performance that invites YOU to be 
the choreographer – no experience required! The project roams public spaces, inviting members of 
the public to devise original choreography in collaboration with UK based dancer and choreographer 
Tim Casson. The newly created dances are then performed by Tim in each location, filmed, and 
posted online for the world to see! Since starting as part of ‘Big Dance’ in 2012, The Dance WE 
Made has taken place at nearly 30 iconic locations across London and New York including Canary 
Wharf, Chinatown, The Brooklyn Bridge and Glastonbury Festival. To date, the project has worked 
with nearly 300 people to create over 30 unique dances, and the online videos have had over 10,000 
views so far. In 2012 the project set a New World Record with ‘152’ - the dance piece with the largest 
number of choreographers ever created. In 2013 the project visited New York City and the project 
continues into 2014 and beyond... ‘The Dance WE Made brings dance to the public in wonderful 
new ways’ The New York Times ‘It’s a creative project that not only draws attention to public space 
and how we inhabit it, but exemplifies the creative force in each and every one of us.’ The Huffington 
Post Watch the videos and see a trailer on YouTube at www.youtube.com/thedancewemade

Keywords: Dance, Contemporary Dance, Interactive, Public, Choreography, Online

Production History: Theatres and Festivals: Sadler’s Wells (London), The National Theatre (London), 
Glastonbury Festival (UK), Dance New Amsterdam (NY), Downtown Dance Festival (NY), Kings 
Theatre (Edinburgh), Greenwich World Cultural Festival (London). Site Specific Venues: Canary 
Wharf, St.Paul’s Cathedral, Trafalgar Square, Piccadilly Circus and Leicester Square (London), 
Brooklyn Bridge, Bowling Green, Battery Park (NY) and many more...

Video: http://youtu.be/JkZiMbM6NCA
 
Contact: tim@cassonandfriends.com

Website: http://www.cassonandfriends.com

@timcasson

https://www.facebook.com/cassonandfriends
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CiCi Blumstein (Brighton, UK) 
CiCi Blumstein is an artist film-maker, choreographer, installation & performance artist. Born in 
Germany, she has been based in the UK since 1989. Her work seeks to instigate a re-coding of urban 
and wild space through direct interaction and construction, creating new, often startling experiences 
and connections between people and their environment. She is inspired by ideas and processes 
drawn from urban planning, biodiversity research and ecology, wild habitats and architecture, visual 
and movement arts. She loves frogs and is currently artist in residence at The FuseBox in Brighton, 
where she is developing a pilot project entitled Space Encoders: When Frogs Go Digital. The project 
was featured in the Brighton Digital Festival 2013. CiCi’s work has been commissioned for large-
scale performative installations at Tate Modern; performances, workshops and screenings in village 
halls and town squares, in derelict factories and on urban waste ground, in schools, libraries and 
universities. She is the co-founder & director of arts practice Involuntary Park and was a core steering 
group member of Movement 12 independent international dance artists & curators. ‘I work with 
the moving body as the smallest architectural unit in the built environment and in the wild. Once 
danced, a space cannot be un-danced, it remains in the imagination and in the body as a space of 
infinite possibilities. My work seeks out and vibrates in these unknown spaces between body & film, 
science & performance, architecture & theatre, transforming the physical and personal for others to 
experience directly. 
 
Disciplines: Artist-Film, Performance, Installation, Choreography, Live Art

i am too big for this town: The Measuring Room

The Measuring Room is an interactive and performative installation that challenges participants to 
engage with a set of precise rules and boundaries. Audience / visitors – one-to-one or in small groups - 
are invited to re-assess their relationship to space through the introduction of a simple urban planning 
rule, the Floor Area Ratio [FAR], within the clearly defined space of a large sculptural triangle. The 
more they play and physically negotiate and inhabit this open yet confined space, the more creative 
plot [in the form of paper or other materials] they will be able to take away with them, to use as 
they wish. The spatial, emotional and choreographic information gained through this process will 
eventually feed into the building of a new installation work – a large-scale architectural model city 
entitled Cytomotion City. A score of evolving micro choreographies will be created and performed 
on the basis of this new urban environment. The work is accompanied by a program of workshops, 
screenings and performances, created bespoke for each venue. The Measuring Room was originally 
designed for CiCi’s on-going installation project i am too big for this town, which in turn developed 
out of a large-scale installation created for the Turbine Hall at Tate Modern. It is being especially 
adapted for Space Encoders, an artist-in-residence pilot project CiCi is currently developing at The 
FuseBox in Brighton.

Keywords: Performance, Installation, Choreography, Live-Art, Interactive, Architecture

Production History: Tate Modern; The FuseBox; The Basement; Phoenix Studios & Gallery; Blank 
Studios & Gallery; South East Dance; Brighton University
 
Contact: cici@ciciblumstein.com

Website: http://www.ciciblumstein.com

@ciciblumstein

https://www.facebook.com/
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Clerke and Joy (Bristol, UK) 
Clerke and Joy is an ongoing collaboration between Rachael Clerke and Josephine Joy. They met in 
2009 whilst studying at Dartington College of Arts. Together they have created a piece of theatre 
about an ash cloud (Volcano, 2013) and another one about a dead old woman (Isabella, 2010), a 
synchronised swimming cabaret act (The Gogglettes, 2010-13), a performance lecture about post-
graduation survival (Clerke and Joy’s tips for the Real World, 2013) and an online fan club replete 
with girls-on-youtube videos (The Rafiki Band Fan Club, 2012).  Their work is funny and deadly 
serious. Everyday and over the top. Smart but not highbrow. They are committed to creating work 
that resonates for both their grandmothers and their peers. ‘Clerke and Joy are part of a new wave of 
experimental theatre makers bending all the rules to suit their own purposes. Definitely a company to 
watch.’ - Robert Pacitti, Director: Spill Festival of Performance 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Live Art, Comedy, Writing, Education

Volcano

show about eruptions and emotions, volcanoes and the Righteous Brothers, tension and release. It is 
funny and it is deadly serious. And it’s about letting go, because sometimes you’ve just got to get it 
out. Part performance, part lecture, part school science experiment, Volcano follows the story of one 
pilot’s personal eruption whilst grounded during the Eyjafjallajökull ash cloud in April 2010. The stage 
is a landscape of thick ash, strewn from the white papier-mache volcano at the front. Small towns, half 
buried create a mythical topography that is destroyed and rebuilt throughout the performance. The 
pilot stands still: stuck, displaced and falling apart. Drawing parallels between human eruption and 
the dramatic geological happenings of volcanic activity, Volcano incorporates storytelling, karaoke, 
Top Gun inspired dance routines, and a lecture from a real volcanologist complete with DIY science 
experiments to explore themes of ageing, loss and falling out of love. Constantly jumping between big 
and small, documentary and make-believe, Volcano uses the gulf between humans and rocks to play 
with scale and the scope of individual emotion. ‘The performance combines wild, naïve dancing, sharp 
text, experiments and scientific fact... It is a hard balance to strike to not make light of disasters that 
have affected millions of lives, but Clerke and Joy’s lo-fi show manages to make us think and enjoy 
ourselves.’ - Lisa Wolfe, Total Theatre Review.

Keywords: Volcano, Loss, Flight, Devised, Science

Production History: The Performance Centre, Falmouth University, UK. SPILL National Platform, 
Ipswich, UK. Camden People’s Theatre, London, UK. BUZZCUT// festival, Glasgow, UK. The 
Basement, Brighton Festival, UK. FLINT microfest, The Point, Eastleigh, UK. Shoreditch Town Hall, 
London, UK. Reims Scenes d’Europe, Champagne-Ardenne, FRANCE.

Video: http://vimeo.com/63364531
 
Contact: rachaelandjojo@clerkeandjoy.com

Website: http://www.clerkeandjoy.com

@ClerkeAndJoy

https://www.facebook.com/clerkeandjoy
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DominiqueBB (London, UK) 
Dominique has a multi-disciplinary approach in her artistic practice, making performances outside 
of theatres and into installations, site-specific pieces, community-based arts events and durational 
actions. She works much like a visual artist in creating her pieces, working with colours, symbols and 
concepts in the creation of abstract narratives which she brings to life through physical presence.   By 
creating powerful images she questions the structures of society and identity and explores the gaps in 
between, often referring to the ontology of performance and its juxtaposition of reality and artifice as a 
way to address the contemporary psyche. The theme of the human body as canvas, and its’ connection 
to the space and environment recurs within her work and draws inspiration from Japanese Butoh 
dance’s ideology of ‘body material’. Her recent practice has been nomadic, taking in many countries 
and influences in a conscious decision to readdress her identity as an artist and to become aware 
of the social and cultural influences of place on her work. Being from a mixed background, Indian 
and French and growing up in Europe and Africa, her references are varied and vast, forcing her to 
constantly readdress her own ‘otherness’ within the unknown Dominique works as a solo performer 
as well as having worked on many international collaborations: the socio-political implications of the 
collaborative process are of particular interest  in the making of her work. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Visual Theatre, Durational Action

Pas de Deux

At the ballet’s final curtain call I’ve often visualized the scenario of the prima ballerina being trapped 
behind the curtain, unable to get out to receive the flower: the unease, the expectations, the held 
breath. ‘Pas de Deux’ is a solo piece which incorporates film and live performance. At first inspired 
by the theatrical symbols of the red curtain, the spotlight, the costume, the mask, it reframes these 
into illusory and abstract narratives.  The film part plays with the expectations of the theatre and was 
shot within the classical proscenium arch of Hackney Empire, London: someone is trapped behind a 
curtain, but when it eventually opens the vast stage is empty. The live performance is developed as an 
Odyssean journey through the energies of the space: ‘the passive darkness’ of the chair; the ‘illusion 
of the image’ within the light of the film projection; ‘the cycle of existence’ in the red circle of burst 
balloons that mirror the spotlight; ‘the Creator of light’ in the object of the projector, ‘the freedom 
to breathe’ in the balloon. ‘Pas de Deux’ becomes a dance of inner and outer selves (‘omote’ and 
‘ura’ in Japanese thought) within this visually charged territory and under the conscious gaze of the 
audience. The role of the viewer is constantly addressed through the direct and unflinching look of the 
performer which makes them complicit witnesses to this ritual of ‘becoming’. ‘Pas de Deux’ is a piece 
that morphs and transforms with time reflecting my constantly changing attitudes to the body in 
performance as well as engaging with the space it is performed in.

Keywords: Theatrical Symbols, Red Curtain, Mask, Dance

Production History: Hackney Empire, London; European Yoga Studio, Bergen, Norway; Barcelona 
Butoh Festival; Siberia Project Space, London; Little Room, London; Chiyoda Arts 3331, Tokyo; 
UrbanGuild, Kyoto

Video: https://vimeo.com/71865045
 
Contact: dominique.bonarjee@gmail.com

Website: http://www.dominiquebb.com

@dominiquebbee

https://www.facebook.com/
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Figs in Wigs (London, UK) 
Figs in Wigs are an all female, five strong performance company who make work that is a unique mix 
of theatre, dance and comedy. We use puns, fake fruit and pop culture references to create shows that 
are refreshingly surreal, absurdly comic and always aware of their own theatricality. As dancers with 
no formal training our routines are distinctive and meticulous, with a great sense of humour. With 
deadpan monobrows we seek to address big issues one sequin at a time, and although we might not 
change the world with glitter we’ll have fun trying.  Imagine Kraftwerk meets Carmen Miranda – like 
a girl band, but better.  Figs in Wigs have been playing hard to make their work since 2010. They 
have developed a reputation as an exciting and innovative young company amongst theatre, cabaret 
and live art audiences alike. They have presented work at prestigious UK venues such as Soho Theatre, 
Riverside Studios, Southbank Centre and The ICA. Figs in Wigs are Rachel Porter, Rachel Gammon, 
Suzanna Hurst, Alice Roots and Sarah Moore. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Dance, Comedy, Live Art

We, Object

We, Object is an absurdist amalgamation of visual puns, word play and amateur dancing that deals 
with objects and objectification. It begins with a slide show and ends with a dance routine. The 
middle is somewhat embarrassing and a plethora of miniature props begin to complicate the bigger 
picture.  As the show progresses it becomes increasingly unclear as to who (or what) is (or isn’t) 
being objectified.  Figs in Wigs are five women placing themselves in the spotlight, using comedy to 
highlight something so frequently laughed off. Or perhaps it’s just a show about small things. We, 
Object is an accessible piece of devised theatre that uses dance, comedy and a touch of surrealism 
that encourages audiences to engage with social issues. Taking the form of a bizarre sketch show, five 
women take you on a strange journey that explores the politics of sexual objectification in a fresh, 
absurd and lighthearted way.

Keywords: Experimental, Surreal, Funny, Feminist, Women.

Production History: The Roundhouse (London) : winner of Show Slam! 2012, TheSpace @ 
Surgeon’s Hall (Edinburgh): Edinburgh Fringe Festival 2013, Camden People’s Theatre: as part of 
CALM DOWN DEAR- A Festival of Feminism

Video: www.youtube.com/figsinwigs
 
Contact: figs@figsinwigs.com

Website: http://www.figsinwigs.com

@figsinwigs

https://www.facebook.com/figsinwigs
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Gabriella Daris (London, UK) 
Gabriella Daris is Greek-Canadian, London based, art and dance theorist, dancer, choreographer, 
writer and curator of visual cultures. From an early age, she has been experimenting with the 
technologies of the body and the natural elements, practicing a variety of sports, experiencing the 
process of metamorphosis and ways of becoming. Her main subject of research is the archaeologies 
of the female body. In search of primitiveness and alternative methods of corporeal discourse through 
speech, silencing and sign language, she views the body as a mediator between the one who desires 
and the object, which s/he desires. She works around what she calls, ‘distorted pornography’ and 
‘anthropomorphoeroticism’, focusing on the object of desire and the wounded subject, the perverse 
polymorphism of paraphilias, the rationality of sports compared to that of eroticism, and the distorted 
vision of the eye of the beholder. Her work incorporates elements of athletic fetishism and dance 
poetry, exploring notions of synaesthesia and transformation when poetics and sadism interweave 
through her ritually activated, erotic-dance performances, in search of sexual sacredness and sex 
magick. She has studied Classical Ballet at the Royal Academy of Dance; History of Art, Philosophy 
and Literature at Goldsmiths College; History of Photography at Christie’s Education; Dance History 
and Criticism at University of Chichester; Social and Ecological Justice with Platform at the London 
School of Economics and, Humanities and Cultural Studies at the London Consortium 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Poetry, Performance Philosophy, Performative Architecture

HOLY CORNERS GOLF CLUB

What Kant grounded transcendentally, the affinity of knowledge and planning, which impressed the 
stamp of inescapable expediency on every aspect of bourgeois existence that was wholly rationalized, 
even in every breathing-space, Sade realized empirically more than a century before sport was 
conceived. The teams of modern sport, whose interaction is so precisely regulated that no member has 
any doubt about his role, and which provide a reserve for every player, have their exact counterpart in 
the sexual teams of Juliette’ (Adorno&Horkheimer, Dialectic of Enlightenment) Holy Corners Golf 
Club is an anthropomorphoerotic mini golf course, an interactive platform for play, based on athletic 
fetishism. The performative architecture of the golf course evolves throughout time and represents the 
voyeur’s distorted fantasy as this is being performed, turning passive voyeurs into active golf players. 
In Holy Corners Golf Club submission and objectification are ultimately holy enactments towards 
sexual sacredness. The work investigates the idea of the roles and rules that exist in sports, compared 
to De Sade’s pornographic scripts, where all activities are rule bound. Like Michel Leiris’ account 
on bullfighting (Mirror of Tauromachy), Holy Corners Golf Club encourages an athletic, earthy 
eroticism by aestheticising the sport of golf, turning it into fine art, and proposing that all sports could 
be re-played as sex sports. Women’s orifices not only reflect, but they become one with the void of the 
earth, where we all end up; their flagsticks stand as ‘memento mori’, their death tombs.

Keywords: Golf, De Sade, S/M, Fetishism, Interactive, Annie Sprinkle

Production History: Colchester Art Centre
 
Contact: gabrielladaris@gmail.com

Website: http://www.gabrielladaris.com
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Haworth + Hayhoe (London, UK) 
Haworth + Hayhoe is a collaboration between live artists Lara Haworth and Lucy Hayhoe. 
They recently returned from a month-long residency in Chemnitz, Germany where they were 
commissioned to make New National Parks as part of Begehungen No10.  New National Parks creates 
national parks at sites of extraordinary degradation, neglect or ugliness. In 2012 they developed The 
Library Project in Japan as part of Koganecho Bazaar with Abigail Conway. They are currently touring 
their one-on-one performance Citizens Exchange Bureau around the UK. Haworth + Hayhoe create 
participatory installations that ask audiences to re-imagine or reinterpret their lived environments. 
Lately their work has focused on public environments and institutions that are somehow under 
threat: places like local libraries and Citizens Advice Bureaux, whose benefits are felt directly by local 
communities but are compromised by government because their value cannot be easily quantified. 
Their fictive environments have a hold on the real, but through employing elements of play, agency 
and surprise, they introduce a dynamic of uncertainty that casts a new light on the sites, spaces 
and structures with which they work. They create carefully calibrated levels of participation in their 
projects, so that audiences are given the option to actively create the outcomes of each piece, or to 
simply walk through, read, observe, or be. The heart and meaning of their work lies in the material 
generated from encounters between participants, performers, facilitators and physical installations. 
 
Disciplines: Live Art, Installation, Performance, Theatre, Visual Art, Participation

The Library Project

The Library Project is a miniature interactive library where the books are made, bound and authored 
by its local community. Visitors to the library have the opportunity to make, write and illustrate 
their own book, which is added to the library collection and contributes to a local, individual and 
uncommon archive in an environment built for and by its community. The books in the library are 
small, hand-bound, and open to all participants to create on any subject of their choice. We offer 
a range of simple pre-made books for those with little time and also more complicated handmade 
books, which can be made by participants during workshops. Completed books are titled, catalogued, 
and shelved in the appropriate category; in return each author receives a library card. We work as 
librarians, on hand to offer advice as to how to use the library, cataloguing books and preparing for 
and running workshops. We have been trained in a number of book binding techniques and will 
teach a variety of bindings. The project feels important at a time when so much of our knowledge 
is learnt and shared digitally and virtually, and so many of our local libraries are being closed. The 
library creates a physical site for knowledge exchange and enables the gathering and sharing of skills: 
creative, social, and practical. The legacy of this project is a library of knowledges created by its local 
community, with each book joining a growing collection that will travel the world as part of the 
ongoing project.

Keywords: Interactive, Bookbinding, Writing, Illustration, Community, Installation

Production History: Koganecho Bazaar, Yokohama, Japan: October-December 2012. Discovery 
Season (Capsule), The Library Of Birmingham, UK: December 2013. Midland Arts Centre, 
Birmingham, UK: December 2013 .

Video: https://vimeo.com/haworthandhayhoe
 
Contact: haworthandhayhoe@gmail.com

Website: http://www.haworthandhayhoe.com

@haworth_hayhoe

https://www.facebook.com/haworthandhayhoe
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Just a Must (London, UK) 
Just a Must was founded in 2009 by producer Berislav Juraic and director Vanda Butkovic to 
introduce postdramatic  theatre in translation to international and British audiences. The company’s 
work focuses on showcasing exciting authors who have generally been neglected in the international 
performing arts arena. Just a Must is one of only a few British companies that specialise in 
postdramatic theatre using text as a starting point for devising. Breaking with theatre conventions are 
at the heart of Just a Must’s artistic practice. Besides Sports Play, recent productions include the UK 
premiere of Ivana Sajko’s Woman Bomb and the first UK revival of Holy Mothers by Werner Schwab. 
 
Disciplines: Performing Arts, Postdramtic Theatre, Live Art

SPORTS PLAY

Coinciding with the London 2012 Olympics, Just a Must, in partnership with the Austrian Cultural 
Forum London and five UK venues, staged the English language premiere of Nobel Prize laureate 
Elfriede Jelinek’s seminal play Sports Play (Ein Sportstück). Dealing with universal themes which 
transcend language barriers; exploring contemporary’s society’s obsession with fitness and body culture 
and sport, this production moved away from its original context. In this text, Jelinek explores the 
marketing and sale of human bodies and emotions in sports with angry wit, questioning our obsession 
with fitness, body image and high performance at any cost. Sport is seen as a medium for fanaticism, 
as a form of war in peacetime.  Director Vanda Butkovic staged the play with seven performers, 
six of whom in addition to individual roles also act as the chorus. The ‘chorus’ changes from being 
commentators, to ‘team’, to crowd. Performatively the production also plays with shifting between the 
performers playing ‘themselves’, being ‘text bearers’ and becoming ‘characters’, underlining the visible 
construction of characters that is also evident in Jelinek’s text. Simon Donger’s set design, consisting 
of 160 kilos of white toy stuffing, creates an ever-changing landscape in performance. Depending on 
its use and context in each scene, it may bring up associations of snowy mountains, sports fields or 
battlefield, or the ‘stuff’ that artificially enhanced bodies are made of. It is ultimately left up to the 
audience how they choose to read it at any moment.

Keywords: Elfriede Jelinek, Postdramatic Theatre, Austrian, British

Production History: 3 November 2013 Palais de la culture Moufdi Zakaria, Algiers, Algeria /1 
November 2013 International Theatre Festival, Bejaia, Algeria /24 July 2013 Ohrid Summer Festival, 
Ohrid, Macedonia /13-14 July 2013 Camden People’s Theatre, London, UK / 12 August 2012, 
Soho Theatre, London /30 July – 4 August 2012 Chelsea Theatre, London, UK / 23 – 24 July 2012 
/ The Bike Shed Theatre, Exeter, UK /20 – 21 July 2012 Chapter Arts Centre, Cardiff, UK /13 July 
2012 The Maltings Theatre, Berwick-upon-Tweed, UK /11 July 2012  Live at Lica, Lancaster, UK - 
PREMIERE

Video: http://vimeo.com/67714580
 
Contact: info@justamust.com,berislav@justamust.com

Website: http://www.justamust.com

@justamust

https://www.facebook.com/justamust
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Michael Twaits (London, UK) 

Playing between the live and visual medium Michael’s work focus’s on the gender
 

Disciplines: Performance Artist, Actor And Cabaret Performer.
 
Having focused on full length, commercially packaged,  performances the current work has been 
creating short stand alone pieces that challenge the environment they are performed in.

Keywords: Gender, Performance, Live

Production History: Mixed Bill Nights Across London - Madame Jojos, Royal Festival Hall, Royal 
Vauxhall Tavern

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5i24VxE_RQ
 
Contact: michael@michaeltwaits.com

Website: http://michaeltwaits.com

@michaeltwaits

https://www.facebook.com/michaeltwaits
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Motley Theatre Company (Bristol, UK) 
Motley’ is a fast paced physical theatre company based on the Commedia dell’Arte style. Their 
knockabout comedies with grotesque characters, bawdy language, outrageous plots and incredible 
visual imagery are unique and exciting entertainment. These shows, festooned with huge phalluses 
and titanic heaving bosoms, are incredibly clever, fast, breathtakingly rude and very, very funny and 
should not be missed.  The company was formed in 2001 to provide theatre that could be performed 
in any venue or event. Since then they have appeared in festivals, pubs, clubs, theatres and streets 
throughout the country. Although outrageously bawdy, their highly visual style and colourful language 
has universal appeal, which has delighted thousands of spectators over the years. To the delight of the 
audience as the plot unfolds, all the skulduggery and deception of the characters and their scheming 
becomes revealed, which provides a strong moral content to the show. ‘Motley’s’ plays include the ever 
popular Samuel Vice, Clara Mycock, Cute Tip Mary, Fiesty Shag the Lad and Fanny Buckett. Due 
to the success of the bawdy comedies ‘Motley’ was commissioned to write a family show and have 
two plays Sally May and Sammy Greenfellow which are also currently on tour.  Please contact us for 
further information on all our plays. New commissions taken. 
 
Disciplines: Commedia Dell’arte,Theatre, Comedy, Grotesque

Samuel Vice   Fanny Buckett   Sally May

Currently touring is Samuel Vice, who is a rich licentious old rogue looking for a  new young wife and 
when he sees a naive young girl for sale his lust overcomes his reason. Jack Daw, an opportunistic and 
cunning young man means to deflower the girl before him. The old crone who is selling the girl is not 
what she seems and has her own schemes. In this outrageous and bawdy tale of trickery and deceit all 
the character’s worlds are turned upside down. Fanny Buckett is the tale of a clever young country girl 
from the west seeking to make her fortune. Linking in with Sergeant Slapitin, an inn owner, they plot 
cunning devices to relieve old Tom who is also a virgin but wants to experience the full pleasure of life 
before he dies and Sir Featherwick, an upperclass fop, of their cash in exchange for Fanny’s virginity. 
Blackmail, double dealing and unexpected twists make this an incredibly funny show. For family 
entertainment the company have on tour Sally May, who is cruelly treated by her miserly old father. 
He has arranged to sell her to Sir Lionel Crust, who is rich but incredibly ugly and decrepit. Sally is in 
love with Jack Sprightly, poor but handsome and who loves her. What tricks can he devise to thwart 
both Sir Lionel Crust and her miserly father and gain Sally’s hand in marriage? Fast paced physical 
comedy enjoyed by young and old.

Keywords: Bawdy, Comic, Outrageous,Visual, Entertaining, Physical
 
Production History: Edinburgh Festival,Ashton Court Festival, Noz Stock,Ashley Wood 
Festival,Oxford Festival, Reading Festival, Brisfest,Pubs and clubs in whole range of venues.
 
Contact: dramaex@hotmail.co.uk

Website: http://www.bristolexperimentaltheatre.com

https://www.facebook.com/Martine Shackerley-Bennett
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Proto-type Theater (Manchester, UK) 
Proto-type Theater are a company of multi-disciplinary artists interested in live performance. We 
make original theatre and media work that is diverse in scale, subject and medium. Currently, we 
are exploring distributed narrative, city as source/site, the relationship between technology and 
intimacy, the sung-through format of music theatre and the nature of love and death. Proto-type’s 
work is demanding and intricately crafted to create experiences for a diverse audience of intelligent, 
modern humans. Proto-type are an ensemble company, based in Manchester (UK) and led by 
Co-Artistic Directors Gillian Lees, Rachel Baynton and Andrew Westerside. Our work has been 
performed throughout England and in the US, Korea, Zimbabwe, Armenia, Scotland, Russia, 
China and Mongolia. We like to experiment with different media and forms, developing site and 
subject responsive work and have made (amongst other things) installation work in a Roman 
garden in Chester (UK), multi-media theatre that unravels the stereotype of American suburbia, a 
two-week long performance experience for pervasive technologies, a delicate two-hander that looks 
at the mythology surrounding two of history’s most notorious criminals and a unique sight-read 
performance for a revolving cast of 3 performers that has been performed hundreds of times in 
locations across the globe. All of our work has a focus on precise execution and in making complicated 
material accessible. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Performance, Contemporary, Inter-Disciplinary, Multimedia, Installation

The Good, the God and the Guillotine

A show that steals its style from the gig, the opera and the recital, The Good, the God and the 
Guillotine is a music-driven piece of theatre like no other.  It features sung performance, bold 
animation and a specially composed score played live by a laptop ‘orchestra’.   In this extraordinary 
multi-layered show, ensemble company Proto-type Theater collaborate with the musicians and 
composers of MMUle, skilled lighting designer Rebecca M. K. Makus and cutting-edge animator 
Adam York Gregory, to present a film-noir-like journey through a tangle of relationships and 
technologies.  The company create an atmospheric music-driven world, all set against reactive objects, 
lights and hand-drawn animations. The show alternates between the playful, the epically-operatic and 
darker, more sinister moments of approaching menace. It is a show full of light and dark which will 
remain with you long after you have left the theatre.   The specially composed score for The Good, the 
God and the Guillotine is unique in its approach and unique in its use of technology. The audience 
hears a web-like mixture of production effects, generative sound, triggered music motifs, real-time 
music performance and pure live singing.  Stylistically the music draws its influences from a diverse 
range of worlds - from popular music to ambient electronic, from experimental noise to contemporary 
avant-garde, from electronica to worksong.

Keywords: Theatre, Music-Driven, Animation, Film-Noir, Contemporary, Multi-Media

Production History: Lincoln Performing Arts Centre (World Premiere), Glasgow Tramway (UK), 
Live at LICA (Nuffield Theatre, Lancaster, UK), Contact Theatre (Manchester UK). Further 2014 
tour dates forthcoming.

Video: http://vimeo.com/75048789
 
Contact: info@proto-type.org

Website: http://www.proto-type.org

@proto_type

https://www.facebook.com/prototypetheater
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Rosie Kay Dance Company (Birmingham, UK) 
Rosie Kay Dance Company is a national and international touring dance company, based in 
Birmingham, UK. Set up 2004, the company has built a strong reputation for making intelligent, 
athletic work that tackles interesting subjects with exciting collaborations. Led by Artistic Director 
Rosie Kay and Executive Director Hannah Sharpe, the company creates touring theatre works, site-
specific works, digital dance and dance film and installation work. RKDC believes dance has the 
power to transform, educate and help people to see the word in a new light. This is achieved through 
performance in theatres, non- traditional spaces and participation. The company has a clear ethos 
in supporting professional artists and strong education work in school and colleges. RKDC creates 
cutting-edge work at the highest technical and production values possible, working with the most 
exciting talents in the arts world in key collaborations. The work is consistently cutting edge and 
builds stability for innovation within the genre. Theatre works include Sluts of Possession (2013) 
collaboration with the Pitt Rivers Museum; There is Hope (2011) UK tour and 5 SOLDIERS (2010) 
UK and International tour. Outdoor works include Haining Dreaming, a large-scale outdoor work 
with professional and over 70 young people in a Scottish Country House estate, and The Great Train 
Dance, an outdoor work with over 300 dancers in and along a preserved steam train line, the Severn 
Valley Railway. Art works and films include 5 SOLDIERS (2011), 22 (2005) and choreography for 
the box office feature film Sunshine on Leith. 
 
Disciplines: Dance,Theatre, Film, Outdoor, Education, Academia

5 SOLDIERS

5 SOLDIERS is a critically acclaimed dance theatre work with 4 male and 1 female dancers that 
looks at how the human body is essential to and used in warfare.  Created in 2010, 5 SOLDIERS 
is a timely, controversial, thought provoking and moving exploration of war in modern times. 5 
SOLDIERS explores the physical training that prepares you for war, as well as the possible effects 
on the body, and the injury caused by warfare. ‚ Featuring Kay’s trademark intense physicality and 
athleticism, 5 SOLDIERS weaves a story of physical transformation, helping us understand how 
soldiers are made and how war affects them. The work was created after an intensive research period 
where Rosie Kay joined the 4th Battalion The Rifles on battle training and spent a period at Headley 
Court Rehabilitation Centre working with injured soldiers.  5 SOLDIERS has Kay’s trademark 
intense physicality and athletism, and is a tour de force for the senses.    Recently, with wars in Iraq 
and Afghanistan, in the UK we are surrounded by the images of Britain at war. Can we see beyond 
the stereotypical soldier and try to understand their lives? How can you possibly put yourself and your 
body at such risk as part of your job? It is young soldiers and their bodies that are the ultimate weapon 
in war. 5 SOLDIERS serves to humanise war and help us build a deeper understanding of what it is to 
be sent to war and the effect of profound life changing injury.

Keywords: War, Military, Embodiment, Soldiers, Injury, Dance

Production History: Tour Dates 2010-2011 12 March / NEWCASTLE / Dance City, Temple Street, 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE1 4BR / 0191 261 0505 / www.dancecity.co.uk 23 March/ CARDIFF / 
Wales Millennium Centre, Weston Studio, Bute Place, Cardiff Bay, CF10 5AL / 029 2063 6464 / 
www.wmc.org.uk 1 April / WOLVERHAMPTON/ Arena Theatre, Wulfruna Street, Wolverhampton 
WV1 1SE  / 01902 321321 / www.arena.wlv.ac.uk

Video: https://vimeo.com/19665566
 
Contact: info@rosiekay.co.uk

Website: http://www.rosiekay.co.uk
@rosiekaydanceco

https://www.facebook.com/RosieKayDanceCompany
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Sohail Khan (Huddersfield West Yorkshire, UK) 
I graduated from Dartington College of Arts with a degree in theatre in 1992.  I also studied at the 
High School of the Arts in Utrecht and at the Institute of Cinematography in Moscow. I have been 
making live art and performance related work since 1983.   I create ‘new work’ ‘live art’ ‘performance 
art’ or whatever that comes from and is developed through a performance based practice background.  
My work exploits explores, incorporates most disciplines which involve some sort of live presence of 
performance.  To the degree where the performers are sometimes an audience and sometimes they do 
not know this and sometimes they are in ‘it’. ( As an act of performance.’) And making ‘it’ as well.  I 
am interested in exploring the social nature of what performance is and what do we mean by it how 
we negotiate it and what we can do with it.  I believe that most human interaction is performance and 
therefore can be framed  explored and exploited as such in most spheres of human contexts. I work in 
established theatre venues  galleries, studios , festivals and outside in the streets shopping emporiums 
and most other places. These places are to me  performance zones and sites and all of these places are 
full of random and preordained potential for live encounters . I have performed at as an invited artist 
at the National Review of Live Art in Glasgow  (NRLA)  and Spill Festival National  Platform in 
London. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporay Performance, Live Art, Performance Art

White Man’s Ghost

I made this work as a performance that could create a live encounter with a number of types of 
audience in diverse settings and environments. The work was made to re-frame an audience / 
participants perspective to the landscape they live in on a cultural, historical and personal level.  White 
Man’s Ghost  has been performed in public spaces and has been used as a ‘bridging’ work between 
public spaces and  studios, theatres galleries, arts academic gatherings, festival and  other performance 
venues.  From a marketing perspective the work is about: ‘An  performed encounter with a historically 
charged figure haunting your landscape.’ On the artistic level: ‘ White Man’s Ghost From the ever 
present past To the ever unfolding future.   White Man’s Ghost A figure of power and authority 
trapped in the landscape. White Man’s Ghost From the empire on which the sun never set  to global 
histories the world over  haunting us forever.’ The audience experiences this performance on a number 
of levels. On that of a figure in a landscape to a searching spirit  that  forms intimate encounters.  The 
work is performed (technically) as a presence that inhabits another plane of being. The artist performs 
this work at a radically slower pace than that of the action around him. The artist wears white makeup. 
The performance is non verbal (except where it transforms into another work in the symposium or 
gallery context.)  It is a durational work and totally self contained.

Keywords: Gallery’s, Public Facing, Festivals, Touring

Production History: Hull Time Based Arts.  South Square Gallery (Bradford) . East Street Arts 
(Leeds)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4P0HgyHzI1g
 
Contact: sohailkhanage@gmail.com

Website: http://www.youtube.com/user/trilobitefulness
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Tani Ghaffarsedeh (London, UK) 
Being fascinated with sound from a very early age has inspired me to concentrate on getting trained 
as an classical singer, then  later as a composer.I did my training Under Soprano Patricia MaCmahon 
at RSAMD and composers William John Sweeney and Nick Fells at the university of Glasgow. While 
studying Composition, I showed great interest in sonic art and experimental composition, which 
then allowed me to experiment with my vocals and sounds when writing music. My work consists 
of elements of improvisation, sonic art, vocalization, multi speakers and visual art. As an inspiring 
opera singer, I decided to use my talent in a different way instead of following the traditional route of 
playing operatic characters. Human voice is one of the strongest instruments to communicate within 
music and for that reason I mainly use my vocals when composing. The other element of my work 
consist  on visual art, which again is another strong communication with audience. The Combination 
has allowed me to create  both strong in visually and musically.  I create my own work as I believe 
sound is a very important communication source in our life. I like to keep my listeners surprised at all  
times by introducing new elements in each piece. 
 
Disciplines: Singing, Visual Art, Soprano, Sound Art, Electronic Music, Classical Music

State of Mind

I decided to write this piece, as I got fascinated with philosophy of conscious and unconscious 
mind, which inspired me to read though books by Carl Jung, and  Sigmund Freud. By reading their 
philosophy I got to know other elemnts in both music and art which were  inspired by this philosophy 
for example: Aleatoric music _ some elements of the composition left to chance, Aleatoric music _ 
some elements of the composition left to chance. Which then led me to write this piece.State Of 
Mind is an Audio-Visual work which explores the inner thoughts and feelings between conscious 
and unconscious mind. Where through out the program we experienced the two worlds of these 
two fundamentals. The story begins with the destroyed diary (Memories) of the girl. This is the 
conscious mind where she is controlled by her mind and doubts. As we progress into the program, her 
unconscious mind fight against her conscious mind in order for her to open up to her memories. The 
audience experiences this work by both sound and visuals. The visual is there to represent her inner 
feeling and music is representing her outer feeling.  The music begins with no words at the beginning 
as all her thoughts are controlled by her conscious mind and she is unable to open up. Slowly as we 
progress into the program her unconscious gets stronger, as the result she begins to talk more and 
more about her memories.

Keywords: Visual Art, Sound Art, Conscious And Unconscious Mind, Electronic Music,  Experimental 
Music

Production History: Dog Eared Studio & Gallery, Espacio Gallery

Video: https://vimeo.com/user6062194
 
Contact: tani-ghaffarsedeh@hotmail.co.uk

Website: http://www.t-an-i.com/

@tani_ghaff

https://www.facebook.com/Ghaffarsedeh
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Theresa Bruno (London, UK) 
Theresa Bruno is a conceptual artist who works predominantly with found phenomenon. Her 
practice is primarily engaged with appropriation; using choice as a tool for signification. She is 
a ‘creative entrepreneur’; an ‘ideas manager’ who constructs, fabricates, synthesizes and mixes a 
multitude of mediums. Academically based in sculpture she has recently diversified her methodology 
by experimenting with both installation, film and performance. She nominates and manipulates 
semiotics with judgement and presentation being vital within her practice. She collects, selects, 
arranges, superimposes, organises and manipulates fragments from the bigger economy of life; creating 
constellations, montages, collages and a selection of un-useful socially distinctive unique ‘things’. Her 
‘objects’ are bearers of ideas, anchors of intellectual labour/property. She uses aesthetic simplicity to 
explore majestic subjects; order and colour mixed with wit and humour act as signatures of her artistic 
authorship. 
 
Disciplines: Conceptual, Sculpture, Performance, Installation, Film, Research

Will I be famous in art history?

In ‘Will I be famous in art history?’ she explores a 24 year old woman’s anxiety of whether she will 
become famous in art history. The performance took place at the tarot readers house and was an 
intimate affair between just the two of them. She recorded the reading by sound, which accompanied 
a framed Celtic Cross spread; with performance usually being an ephemeral affair the event was 
documented via sculpture. This was a performance that now is a sculpture for others to consume. She 
has used performance as a tool to explore how we consume the future; performance is traditionally 
associated with the present tense; however she provokes argument of a play in between the two. Being 
a self-reflective piece, a possible self portrait, she uses humour to lightly poke fun at the anxieties of 
the young artistic ego and it’s art world.

Keywords: Tarot, Fame, Art History, Future, Now, Sculpture

Production History: Hatchspace London, SIX project space Bournemouth

Video: http://theresabruno.squarespace.com/videos/
 
Contact: theresanbruno@gmail.com

Website: http://www.theresa-bruno.co.uk

@theresa_bruno

https://www.facebook.com/teri.bruno
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Xristina Penna/aswespeakproject (London, UK) 
Xristina Penna is a designer, performance maker and researcher at the PCI department of the 
University of Leeds. As the artistic director of the aswespeakproject Xristina collaborates with 
performance, visual and sonic artists to create performance and installation work in theatres and 
found spaces internationally. Xristina’s work is cross-disciplinary and has as principal focus to create 
a collective, archetypal language that communicates visually.  In her current performance practice 
she uses multi-media and the stage space as temporal and spatial representations of the human brain. 
Key research area of the work is the new hybrid social spaces in which the private and the public are 
intertwined. Scenography is used as the backbone of the project’s methodology in devising work. Her 
research aim, through her performance practice, is to experiment and develop processing mechanisms 
that can be applied to the ‘stage’. These mechanisms/systems draw inspiration from cognitive sciences 
and the theory of systems thinking: the process of understanding how things influence one another 
within a whole. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Installation, Devising Theatre, Interactive Theatre

I know this, I do this all the time (I don’t like it though)

Main tool of this interactive performance installation is a device (similar in function to an overhead 
projector), which allows the watcher to draw on a piece of paper while her/his action is recorded 
and projected on the performer’s visage. The doer, over a period of four hours, collects each of the 
audience’s drawings, which gradually overtake her private territory. With the use of projection, direct 
audience participation and the performer’s body the piece unearths the patterns that shape the space 
of the self, the messages, codes and images that invade, embed and collude on our encounter with 
the Other. The piece is a reference to the mind and its processes: how information is represented 
(audience’s drawings), processed (performer’s drawings on the paper), and transformed (performer’s 
drawings on the wall)

Keywords: Repetition, Interactive, Performance Installation, Patterns

Production History: June 20131) Currents 2013, The Santa Fe International New Media Festival, 
El Museo Cultural de Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA. 2) Emergency Festival2012, Blancspace Gallery, 
Manchester, UK. 3) Accidental Festival2011 The Round House, London. 4) 7 Quiet acts of domestic 
violence, 58, Shelmerdine Close, London. 5) Locus Solus 2010, Benaki Museum of Modern Art, 
Athens, Greece. 6) Locus Solus 2009, Byzantine Museum, Athens, Greece. 7) Locus Solus 2009, 
Shunt Vaults, London. originally commissioned by Out of the Box Intermedia

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=131DrdG2cEM
 
Contact: aswespeakproject@gmail.com,xristinapenna@gmail.com

Website: http://www.aswespeakproject.org

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Aswespeakproject/169643419790536?ref=br_rs
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Yiota Demetriou (Bristol, UK) 
Yiota Demetriou has a BA (Hons) in Theatre Studies from Queen Mary University of London, an 
MRes from the University of Hull and is currently undertaking a PhD at the University of Bristol, 
which is entitled An Exhibition of Hidden Stories: The Lives’ of Others - Research into methods of 
staging oral history archives. She is a practitioner (Live Artist and Researcher). The applied theatre 
method that she developed in 2010-2011 through the research of her MA thesis, Young Voices: An 
Applied Theatre Project Bridging the Gap Between Youth and Adults is widely used by youth workers. 
Demetriou also has her own column in a Cypriot online magazine, SkalaTimes, called I Think of 
Art, where she publishes articles, on a weekly basis in regards to her research interests and upcoming 
events both in the UK, where she is currently based and Cyprus, where she is originally from. Her 
work focuses on the memories of the audience and employs live art, video, sound, photography and 
installation. An Exhibition of Hidden Stories is her signature performance project that consists of 
a series of performances that explore the concepts of memory, nostalgia, and focus on her interests 
personal history and narrative, as well as how oral history can be staged and documented. In addition 
how material can be re-used for the development of a performance. Moreover, she is the initiator/
curator of the Performance & Live Art Platform in Cyprus, where she attempted to reach new 
audiences and create opportunities for young people working with Performance and Live Art in 
Cyprus. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Live Art, Theatre, Film

An Exhibition of Hidden Stories: Love Letters

Love Letters is an on-going performance project with no definite shape or end as it is in constant 
development. It has taken the form of a happening, a durational performative installation, a 
performance lecture, a 15-minute performance as well as a durational performance; but always 
with audience interaction. The audience is asked to write anonymous love letters addressed to a 
significant other using one of the following types of love: Agapi, Eros, Philia, Storge. Whilst reading 
the love letters aloud, the audience members document their memories of love on the performer, 
the performers dress and the canvases that surround the performer. This piece explores the concept 
of sharing memories, the embodiment of those memories, alongside creating temporary spaces to 
accommodate them and materialising them in the context of giving them a tangible form. More 
importantly Love Letters also looks at approaches to ‘recycling’ material, the notions of re-visiting 
memories, documenting them, archiving them and re-using (to perform and re-perform) them.  Up 
to now it has been performed 5 times at different locations for a diversity of audience members and 
each time it’s performed the same materials are used, that are archived after each performance, and 
simultaneously new material is generated. In this sense, at every performance new layers of stories are 
added to the dress and the canvases as well as this, new love letters are gathered and old letters that are 
part of ‘past performance remains’ are re-visited and re-activated.

Keywords: Re-Perform, Re-Enact, Embody, Re-Embody, Love Letters, Performance

Production History: Apothikes  (Larnaca - Cyprus), The Island (Bristol-UK), Arnolfini (Bristol-UK), 
Point Centre for Contemporary Art (Nicosia-Cyprus),

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MG9AYrrKVSE
 
Contact: yiota.demetriou@bristol.ac.uk

Website: http://yiotademetriou.wordpress.com/

@yiota_demetriou

https://www.facebook.com/
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Zierle & Carter (Alexandra Zierle & Paul Carter) 
(Penzance, Cornwall, UK) 
Interdisciplinary, multi-sensory and often site/context responsive, our practice spans performance, 
happenings and interventions, sound, video and installation. Through our collaborative practice, we 
critically examine different modes of communication and what it means to be human, addressing 
notions of belonging, dynamics within relationships, and the transformation of limitations. Our 
work sites an embodied investigation into human interactions and encounters, acting as an invitation 
to venture into the spaces in-between the external and internal, permanent and transient, spoken 
and unheard. The work fundamentally explores society’s conventions, traditions, and rituals, often 
flipping them on their head, reversing orders, and disrupting the norm.  We have exhibited nationally 
and internationally, including performances in Europe, North and South America and Asia and we 
are twice recipients of Arts Council England grants, including support for a residency at the Banff 
Centre in Canada. In addition to others, our work is featured in the major new Personal Structures 
publication published by The Global Art Affairs Foundation and in Manuel Vason’s new Double 
Exposure publication, due to be released summer 2014. Our work will be included in numerous 
forthcoming exhibitions and events, including SAAVY in Berlin, 8. Biennale of Photography in 
Poznan in Poland, Federation Square, Melbourne and Chiloé Island in Chile, among others. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Live Art, Photography, Installation, Video, Sound

Encounter – The Arrival

‘Encounter – the Arrival’ was informed by an investigation on love through one to one interviews 
as part of  ‘Through the Heart: Works on Love, Life and Laughter’, an eighteen month project that 
began at the Banff Centre, Canada. The work is a homage and response to our personal encounter 
with an elk bull at the very site where the performance was situated on a mountain plateau, meeting 
the bull through eye to eye contact, standing motionless in its presence for quite some time. This 
durational work portrays a series of actions, which move between surreal encounters and ritualised 
actions, inspired by the majestic atmosphere of the moonlit night and the relationship between each 
other’s inner and outer landscapes. With ‘antlers’ on our heads, we are experienced from a distance as 
dark figures sparsely lit by natural light reflected in the glistening snow and from a small flashlight. 
Performatively this flashlight acts as the main focal point. It is passed from one to the other as a 
precious and fragile gift and features in an ‘infinity dance’, where our nightly figures gradually blur 
and merge through our movement with the dark mountainscape, emerging finally in our stillness 
as gate keepers, framing a portal into the distant river valley. Through this work, we intend to 
communicate an extraordinary encounter that reveals mysterious moments between two figures that 
stand on the threshold of two realms, of wilderness and the world of man, and through exploring 
these boundaries find what makes us more human.

Keywords: Encounter, Connection, Canada, Durational, Site Specific, Context Specific

Production History: The Banff Centre (Canada), Exeter Phoenix Gallery (UK), East West Art Award 
(UK), The 1st Venice International Performance Art Week (Italy)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/user/ZierleCarter/
 
Contact: info@zierlecarterliveart.com

Website: http://www.zierlecarterliveart.com

@zierlecarter

https://www.facebook.com/zierlecarter
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CHOKRA (Dubai / New York, United Arab Emirates / 
USA) 
CHOKRA is a performance artist from the United Arab Emirates based in New York. His multi-
dimensional performances integrate multi-lingual rap rhymes in Arabic, Urdu and English; live 
surrealistic visuals; digital and analogue sound; algorithmic electronics; ceremonial attire from the 
Arabian Gulf; and a theatrical build of ceremony through engulfing explosions of bright pigment in 
brilliant hues. 

CHOKRA’s work has been seen at Robert Wilson’s Watermill Center, MoMA (Museum of Modern 
Art), P.S.1 Contemporary Art Center, Drawing Center, New Museum of Contemporary Art, KUMU 
Museum, Kunstmuseum, Casoria Contemporary Art Museum, Scope Art Miami and numerous 
prestigious venues. Presentations of his video performances have also been selected for exhibitions 
worldwide. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Sound, Aroma, Film, New Media, Cosmology

Zawaj Al Khaleej (Gulf Marriage)
CHOKRA presents Zawaj Al Khaleej (Gulf Marriage), a futuristic, hyper-glamorous, and hybrid 
cultural rendition of an Arabian Gulf marriage ceremony. This performance-happening imagines, 
as described by CHOKRA, the “social practice of marriage in an effective dissolution of separatists 
gender customs and normalizing operatives.” A multi-sensory spectacle incorporating neon 
pyromania, brilliant pigments, aromatic spices, and world music exotica, this dramatization of a Gulf 
wedding accelerates through performance dynamics that collapse concepts of masculine/feminine, 
bride/groom, modesty, and hyperdrama. It is requested that the audience wear white. Zawaj Al 
Khaleej was commissioned by Queer New York International through the André von Ah research 
and development grant for the 2013 festival.

Keywords: Arabian Gulf, Gay Arab Wedding, Futuristic, Glamorous, Voguing, LaBeija
 
Contact: ilovechokra@chokralovesyou.com

Website: facebook.com/chokralovesyou
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Amy Woodruff (New Orleans, USA) 
I am a performing artist / visual designer and a tenth generation Louisianian, who moved to New 
Orleans in 1998 to work in underground theater. I hold a BA in Theatre from McNeese University 
and an MFA in Interdisciplinary Art from Goddard College. I grew up along the prairies and rice 
fields of the Mermentau River Basin, and I was the first member of my family to earn a college degree. 
Trained in traditional theatre, my practice has transformed in the new century into time-based work 
in performance art, experimental theatre, visual arts, handmade costume, and digital media design 
(still+moving images-light-sound, projection, performative photography). I’ve trained with Dah Teatar 
of Serbia, Odin Teatret of Denmark, Shakespeare & Co of Massachusetts, and Vortex Rep Theatre 
of Texas. My works have won grants from the Jazz & Heritage Foundation of New Orleans and the 
Louisiana State Division of the Arts, and have been seen at the Montréal Fringe Festival in Canada, 
in Maine, in Vermont, at Louisiana’s McNeese Theatre, in online exhibitions, and at about a dozen 
New Orleans spaces, including five Dramarama festivals at the Contemporary Arts Center. Recurring 
themes in my artworks include psychiatry, Louisiana culture and heritage, mourning traditions, 
ghosts, sexuality, loss, and death. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Theatre, Digital Video, Sculpture, Photography, Multimedia

Moon Cove

MOON COVE is a fictional ghost story from the Cajun Prairie of Louisiana about my non-fictional 
Acadiana ancestors. I created and perform the piece using solo performance, digital projection, and 
handmade objects and garments. MOON COVE weaves together live theatre, music, and projection 
of visually-striking photography to tell an epic story of the heartbreak, tragedy, and resilience of a 
South Louisiana family. The highly personal story I created for MOON COVE not only tells the 
stories of my Thibodeaux and LeBlanc ancestry, both real and imagined. It also spotlights the historic 
and cultural significance of Cajun life in rural Louisiana, local traditions such as ‘La Toussaint’ (All 
Saints/All Souls) mourning practices, and precious locations such as Istre Cemetery in rural Acadia 
Parish (the resting place of my father, grandparents, and great-grandparents). The cemetery is a 
National Historic Register site as the home to the only extant examples of Cajun wooden ‘grave 
houses.’ When such structures were common a century ago, Istre had around 40 of the houses; today, 
only three original ones remain. MOON COVE is an intricately woven web of sorts, because the 
project consists of the core performance, as well as performance installations, various kinds of visual 
art, and digital video shorts. These seemingly disparate elements are coming together gradually so as 
to be presented as a whole; meanwhile, this work in progress is being experienced by audiences in a 
variety of ways, much like a trail of bread crumbs they can follow into an alternate universe.

Keywords: Cajun, Louisiana, Ghosts, Cemetery, History, Culture

Production History: Contemporary Arts Center, New Orleans: debut at the Dramarama festival, Apr 
2008 | Voodoo Mystère Lounge, French Quarter, New Orleans: 9 shows, Aug-Sep 2008 | Goddard 
College, VT: one show, Jul 2009 | Byrdie’s Café & Gallery, New Orleans: ‘Moon Cove :: ex voto’ 
ritual installation, Mar 2012 | Historic Istre Cemetery, rural Acadia Parish, LA: ‘La Toussaint’ 20-
hour overnight installation vigil, Nov 2012 | Shadowbox Theatre, New Orleans: 4 shows, Dec 2012 | 
Vimeo: ‘La Toussaint’ Istre installation documentary short uploaded, May 2013

Video: https://vimeo.com/album/1945365
 
Contact: amy@amywoodruff.com

Website: http://www.amywoodruff.com

https://www.facebook.com/AmyWoodruffArtGoddess
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Blessed Unrest (New York, NY, USA) 
Blessed Unrest uses the safe structure of training, rehearsal and performance to create an environment 
where dangerous things can happen. We produce dynamic, disciplined, and exuberant new works 
for the stage in New York City and abroad, building original pieces and reconstructing established 
texts with our diverse ensemble of artists. We are an ensemble-based, experimental theatre company 
generating original work since 1999. Blessed Unrest received New York Innovative Theatre Awards for 
Outstanding Production (2008), and Outstanding Choreography/Movement with Eurydice’s Dream 
(2013). Artistic Director Jessica Burr received the 2011 Lortel Award from the League of Professional 
Theatre Women. We believe that artistic collaboration has the power to break down cultural barriers 
and build bridges. We therefore pursue international exchange and partnership including with Teatri 
Oda of Kosova with whom we have twice toured internationally with original bilingual plays. We 
train in and develop material using methods including Viewpoints, Suzuki, Butoh, and Lecoq. Our 
diverse artists include those who are Indian, Korean, Chinese, Colombian, Albanian, Brazilian, Italian, 
and Russian performers. We experiment with communication across language barriers, and our 
productions over the last four years have included actors speaking nine different languages. We strive 
for precision and rigor on stage while maintaining a sense of joy and humor. Our productions are 
exuberant, not alienating, and allow audiences to interpret the layers of story through their own lens. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Physical Theatre, Devised, Experimental, Movement, Dance

EURYDICE’S DREAM

Theatre is our way of making sense of the world in all its beauty and horror. Blessed Unrest spent 
over two years building Eurydice’s Dream, creating a story that reaches far beyond the limits of 
narrative to include the unseen, the unvoiced, the secret, and the unspeakable. It is the culmination 
of over thirteen years of theatre-making as an ensemble. Eurydice’s Dream won the 2013 New 
York Innovative Theatre Award for Outstanding Choreography/Movement.Rooted in the myths of 
Orpheus/Eurydice, Echo/Narcissus, and Amerika/Foreigner, three narratives of wayward love overlap 
and are woven together with humor, precision, and sweat. Lovers are torn between two worlds, lost 
and found in a desolate land, and shaken to the core by a shocking encounter. This half texted and 
half purely physical piece full of magnetism and electricity(Time Out New York), uses movement, 
dance, and multiple languages to create a powerful abstract journey with physical ingenuity and 
visual artistry(nytheatre.com).  This piece is full of intensity, emotion, and heat, taking the audience 
on a moving journey while allowing them to interpret the story in their own way. The physicality is 
powerful and dangerous, pushing the boundaries of what is possible on stage. The performers play the 
archetypes in an extremely personal way, exploding what we knew about the characters and exposing 
their own inner truths. It’s tremendously impressive. ...from beginning to end one never wants to stop 
looking— even blinking at Eurydice’s Dream seems a nuisance. (Let’s Talk off-Broadway).

Keywords: Award-Winning, Exuberant, Multilingual, Experimental, Physical Theatre, Dance

Production History: The Interart Theatre, New York City

Video: https://vimeo.com/65119699
 
Contact: info@blessedunrest.org

Website: http://blessedunrest.org

@_BlessedUnrest_

https://www.facebook.com/groups/22078208184/
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Douglas Eacho (Brooklyn, NY, USA) 
Douglas Eacho is a young theater director working in Brooklyn, NY. He is a graduate of Brown 
University, where he studied both Performance Studies and Philosophy, and received the Weston Fine 
Arts award for Directing. He studied with John Emigh, Rebecca Schneider, Kym Moore, and Erik 
Ehn; he spent a year working as an assistant to Howard Shalwitz, Artistic Director of DC’s Woolly 
Mammoth Theatre Company. His directing work has been seen at DC’s Source Theater and Arena 
Stage, and NYC’s Magic Futurebox, Theatre for the New City, Producer’s Club, and CutureFix, with 
upcoming work at the Center for Performance Research and the Judson Memorial Church.His work 
minimalist, spiritual, and questioning, with an emphasis on performers just-barely accomplishing 
difficult tasks. There is very little onstage; the performances themselves are similarly unadorned. 
Techniques of performance (sound, lighting) are visible and articulated. There is always some text 
that the performance uses, and a contrapuntal relationship with fiction: each piece attempts to create 
a framework that moves in and out of narrative, to be alternately vivid and uncanny. Each piece is 
motivated by basic moral and philosophical questions, using theater as a venue for emotional inquiry 
and communal feeling. There’s also a general openness and looseness to the event - rehearsals are 
brief, allowing for a quick movement from concept to event.Above all: a hope to create a space for 
strangeness, humility, being. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Devised Work

Once and Future

Once and Future is a ritualized presentation of ten stories from Malory’s Mort D’Arthur. Five actors, 
as white knights, sit in a circle; around them are a musician, narrator, and two stagehands. To begin 
the performance, the narrator deals a deck of cards, which determine both the order of the scenes 
and which actor plays which role in each scene (the knights each know the entire script.) The knights 
then move through a structured procession of scenes, which mix narration and dialogue, in which 
each of them attempts to bring goodness to their kingdom, and wind up creating more and more 
violence. Throughout the hour, their white robes become drenched in blood, and the performance 
always ends with a single knight, as Galahad, being bathed and leaving the stage. The final image is 
of the remaining knights standing, left behind, bereft.The goal of the piece is to discuss how violence 
emerges out of systems - out of randomness, out of codified western morality, out of other violence - 
and to create a narrative drama where tragedy comes neither from individuals or from outside forces. 
Additionally, with rule-bound blocking, constant electronic drones, and a physical acting style, there 
was a stylistic attempt to create a spiritual, moral ritual as a response to artistic spaces which have 
frequently relinquished this role. And, of course, the piece hopes to be entertaining, gripping, and 
vivid in its relationship with its audience.

Keywords: Theater, Chance Theater, Tragedy, Devised Work, Adaptation, Live Music

Production History: Theatre for the New City

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXGWdl0GlGY&feature=youtu.be
 
Contact: doug.eacho@gmail.com

Website: http://douglaseacho.com

@douglas_eacho
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Karen Bernard/Solo (New York, NY, USA) 
Karen Bernard is a choreographer and interdisciplinary solo performance artist based in New York 
City. She began studying dance at age three with her father, Steven Bernard, a company member with 
20th century pioneer, Charles Weidman. She grew up in a household which incorporated her father’s 
dance school, with students crossing through the family space, so performance art has been deeply 
engrained throughout her life. As an artist and the Founder and Director of New Dance Alliance 
(NDA), she performs, teaches, lectures and serves on advisory panels across the U.S., Canada and 
Europe. This cross-pollination strengthens an ongoing social dialogue among international artists, 
one that exemplifies her lifelong commitment to performance. That commitment is fully brought to 
life in NDA’s justly-renowned Performance Mix Festival. Karen Bernard has used her own aging body 
unflinchingly as a canvas to push the boundaries of what dance is and, in the process, expand the very 
definition of how a dancer evolves and can continue performing, in theory, to the end of her life. Her 
work contributes significantly to the continuing dialogue about our socially accepted ideas of beauty 
and age and their relevance to performing live dance works. Bernard’s work is explicitly feminist and 
transformative in a non-sentimental, non-confessional, and non-didactic way that engages audiences 
in her and the audience’s inner journey; one that does not offer easy or simplistic resolution. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Interdisciplinary Performance

Karen Bernard

In Suspending and Other Tricks Karen Bernard continues her work at redefining choreography 
for solo dance and—more audaciously—at redefining who dancers are and what they can be.  The 
viewer is taken on a voyeuristic journey sharing a bird’s eye view from outside an arched window 
that leads in to an intimate experience between audience and performer.  That experience, which 
evokes the limitations of aging and mortality, makes Suspending a journey that is closer to the end 
than the beginning.The costume by Hwa Park transforms a vintage black tulle and gold-threaded 
dress into a tutu, creating a likeness to a figurine in a jewelry box, and a black coat with a long train 
that perhaps alludes to a shroud.The videos created by Bernard suggest a spiritual ambience that can 
be unpredictable and undetermined.  The set includes a coffinlike box, emergency rug inspired by 
the work of the 20th-century artist, Joseph Beuys, and a vintage footstool with horse hair stuffing 
exposed.The score created by Bernard includes subtle environmental indoor noises and outdoor 
sounds, foreign rhythmic nonsense text by French installation artist Boris Billier, and Michael 
Jackson’s Stranger in Moscow.The movement is specific and sculptural, sourced from eclectic dance 
styles like modern and post-modern dance, as well as pop culture.  These seemingly cliché and 
mundane movements are nevertheless imbued with emotion.

Keywords: Dance, Interdisciplinary, Performance, Video, Audio, Text

Production History: Liguria Study Center (Bogliasco, Italy), D’Clinic (Lendava, Slovenia), 
Movement Research and Amos Enos Gallery (New York City)

Video: vimeo not available
 
Contact: kb@newdancealliance.org

Website: http://www.newdancealliance.org

New Dance Alliance

https://www.facebook.com/groups/32125263294/
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A Host of People (Detroit, USA) 
A Host of People, born in Brooklyn but being raised in Detroit, is the collaboration between Sherrine 
Azab and Jake Hooker and, thankfully, a host of people.  Their artistic work has lived everywhere 
from a storefront window near Times Square, a disused hair salon in Berlin, their own home, and 
traditional performance spaces like On the Boards, The Kitchen, HERE Arts Center, Dixon Place, 
The Bushwick Starr, The Chocolate Factory, and Detroit Contemporary. We produce 1-2 devised 
shows a year.  We create art around these questions:  How can we host more people into theatrical 
works that are complex and multifarious; work that situates itself betwixt and between; work that is 
poetic, visual, non-conformist, and is looking to free the viewer’s imagination, curiosity and spirit? 
A Host of People locates our work around the idea that ‘alternative’ and ‘experimental’ art-making 
is not the elitist practice it is so often made out to be, but an inherently populist one.  We strive to 
offer work that gives the viewer agency in their interpretation, as we work to entertain.  We invite our 
audience into our art as we would guests into our home, whether it is in a house, on the street, in a 
gallery or in a theater. 
 
Disciplines: Devised Theater, Interdisciplinary

The Harrowing

We are interested in what makes things grow. With our new piece, The Harrowing, A Host of People 
looks at the roots of things and words; stories and histories. The Harrowing puts our process of 
creating ‘handmade,’ devised theater together with the process of tilling the soil. The piece is site-
responsive, engaging with outdoor urban community gardens -- not only their physical makeup, but 
the work done there. It includes texts from diverse sources, movement and music inspired by the 
labor of gardening, and even power generated by the ensemble via purpose built bike-generators.  
We’ve discovered new joy in presenting our brand of experimental, visual performance -- work that 
has tended to take place in darkened theaters and galleries away from the everyday world -- in a 
highly visible bustling neighborhood. We found that by simply choosing to present our sometimes 
‘underground’ aesthetic very much above ground (and working with material that is also about 
the ground), we were able to enter into new conversations about generative processes and diverse 
imaginative acts of neighborhood beautification.  As the piece travels from garden to garden, we work 
with each community to identify a local person who performs the role of the Local Host, delivering—
amongst other things—a speech of his or her own composition responding to the question: ‘Why are 
we here?’  We’re exploring the basic human need to create – to manifest one’s own world – and the 
struggle to maintain that energy against the everyday struggles that tend to stifle the creative impulses 
of working class communities.

Keywords: Site-Responsive, Theater, Devised, Interdisciplinary

Production History: The Sidewalk Festival of Performance

Video: https://vimeo.com/channels/ahostofpeople
 
Contact: info@ahostofpeople.org

Website: http://ahostofpeople.org

@ahostofpeople

https://www.facebook.com//ahostofpeople
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Abigail Levine (Brooklyn, USA) 
Abigail Levine is a dance and performance artist from New York. Her works bring together the rigors 
and resources of dance’s bodily specificity with performance art’s experiments with time and human 
action. She has created works for galleries, theaters, and diverse public spaces. Levine is currently 
designing a choreographed execution of a Sol LeWitt Wall Drawing, part of a larger exploration of 
what dance may produce and leave behind.  Levine’s works have been shown in the US, Canada, 
Cuba, Venezuela, Mexico, Brazil, and Taiwan, recently at venues including the Movement Research 
Festival, Mount Tremper Arts Festival, Center for Performance Research, Art in Odd Places, 
Trinosophes/ Detroit, Movement Research at the Judson Church, Foro Performàtica (Mexico), Taipei 
Fringe, Hemispheric Institute Encuentro (Brazil), and SESC São Paulo. She has recently performed in 
the work of Marina Abramoviƒá at the New York MoMA, Carolee Schneemann, Clarinda Mac Low, 
Larissa Velez, and Mark Dendy. Abigail has lectured and taught at universities in the US and abroad 
and published articles on dance, reperformance, performance and place, and Cuban contemporary 
dance. She is currently co-editor of Movement Research’s Critical Correspondence and holds a BA 
in Literature and Dance from Wesleyan University and a Masters in Dance and Performance Studies 
from New York University. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance, Public Space Installation

Refrain

The series Refrain creates a cyclical choreography through the writing of a repeated phrase. Precisely 
crafted movement incantations, these danced refrains produce visual documents that, like their 
performance, expand the original phrase through imperfect repetition.  Performance Score: Write a 
single phrase 500 times Begin in the same place each time Do not lift pencil from paper while writing 
Do not look at the paper while writing Keep your free hand touching the wall while writing To mark 
each repetition, move a stone Materials: Paper, graphite pencil, small stones, dancers Phrases are 
selected from a unique text for each performance of Refrain. The first performance used phrases from 
John Cage’s 1959 Lecture on Nothing and 1951 Lecture on Something.  The performance is suited 
for a space in which audience can move freely in, out and around the work. The completion of the 
score requires approximately six hours of writing, ideally spread over a 7-8 hour period. Performers 
may stop and start their work at their choosing, as long as one dancer is always active in the space. The 
piece must be completed in a single day. Refrain premiered July 2013.

Keywords: Choreography, Durational, Performance, Writing, Language, Gallery

Production History: Farm project space and gallery, Wellfleet, MA

Video: http://youtu.be/M-cgvDGdyhs
 
Contact: abigailhlevine@gmail.com

Website: http://abigaillevine.com
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Abraham Ferraro (Albany, Ny, USA) 
My Art is about Art.  Through real sweat, my performance / installation work details the struggles, 
trials, and tribulations that artists undergo to create Art.  Whether I am getting punched in the 
face by my contraption, climbing an endless Sisyphean treadmill, or cranking my way up a 20 foot 
tall Pencil my Art depicts the artist in the midst of creation and each performance yields a piece of 
Art as a byproduct. I frequently adopt the strategies and techniques of Art historical movements in 
order to both mock and pay tribute to them. Ferraro is a graduate of SUNY Fredonia (BFA) and 
SUNY Albany (MA & MFA). He has exhibited internationally and extensively in New York State, 
including solo performance / exhibitions at Artists Space in New York City, Fulton Street Gallery in 
Troy, Time & Space in Hudson, and Rochester Contemporary Arts Center. He is in Art collections 
at the Albany Institute of History & Art, the University Art Museum, Monroe Community College, 
SUNY Fredonia, and Paul Hobart.  He was a resident artist at Sculpture Space in 2006.  Ferraro was 
awarded Best in Show at the Schweinfurth Memorial Art Center’s Made In NY exhibition 2010 & 
2012 and was named Best Performance Artist in the Capital Region by Metroland 2012.  Articles 
on his Art have appeared in international magazines and books: Climbing, UK’s Climb Magazine, 
Hyperdrawing: Beyond the Lines of Contemporary Art (published by UK University Loughborough 
School of Art and Design).  Ferraro’s Art has been featured on Youtube.com, WNYT-TV Channel 13 
News, and Utica’s TV show Explore!. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Sculpture, Installation, Endurance, Performance Architecture

ART Course

The Art Course is part obstacle course, part performance Art, and part adrenaline induced smashing!  
The piece is based on my Artistic development over the years and incorporates elements from my 
other performance pieces.  The 1st obstacle in the Art Course starts with me smashing out of a 4’ 
cube, which in the ends resembles sculptures from early in my career.  To complete the course a series 
of walls must be broken through, gallery walls must be climbed, rusty barbed wire hoops must be 
jumped through, ladders descended, hurdles, whacks and punches must be taken, and it ends at a 
giant oversized button...all in the pursuit of realizing ART.      The performance / obstacle course is 
evolving, changeable for different venues, and site specific.  The audience is permitted to be within 
close proximity to the event but kept out of harms way through orange plastic fencing, stanchions & 
chain, traffic cones, caution tape, and other barriers.   The event can take place both on and off the 
stage in order to have more interaction with the audience and give the freely of a sports spectacle!

Keywords: Sports, Endurance, Performance Architecture, Struggle, Extreme, Spectacle

Production History: Artists Space, Rochester Contemporary Art Center, Albany Institute of History 
and Art, University Museum, The Arts Center of the Capital District, Sculpture Space

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJclLfHkF0I
 
Contact: abrahamferraro@gmail.com

Website: http://abeZart.com
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Adelaide Mestre (NYC, USA) 
Adelaide Mestre is an actress, singer, writer and solo show performer. As an actress she has performed 
in numerous plays, musicals, cabarets and films including Woody Allen’s ‘Husbands and Wives.’ In 
her writing she mines the autobiographical material of her childhood and family history, chronicling 
the trials and tribulations of growing up in an eccentric family among artists and other over the top 
personalities. She’s written and performed several solo shows including: Dead Mosquito at Emerging 
Artists Theatre’s One Woman Standing Festival and Out of Step at Where Eagles Dare Theatre. Her 
ten-minute play, It’s My Amygdala was produced at the Estrogenius Festival and the SoHo Playhouse. 
Her solo-show, Top Drawer: Stories of Dysfunction and Redemption from Park Avenue to Havana 
premiered in the 2011 New York International Fringe Festival and enjoyed a successful, extended run 
at Stage 72 in 2012-2013. Most recently, Top Drawer was presented at New York’s Symphony Space 
by The Cuban Cultural Center of New York and in Miami by the Cuban Museum. Adelaide makes 
work that affirm her belief that art can be a kind of alchemy that transforms painful experiences of loss 
and abandonment into powerful, moving stories of hope and triumph. She particularly loves memoir 
and writes and shares stories from her life to illuminate what it means to be alive and why people, she 
herself in particular, think and feel and act the way they do. 
 
Disciplines: Solo Show Performance, Storytelling, Musical

Top Drawer: Stories of Dysfunction and Redemption from 
Park Avenue to Havana

Top Drawer: Stories of Dysfunction and Redemption from Park Avenue to Havana is the 
autobiographical story of Adelaide’s journey to Cuba to seek out her deceased father’s piano, left 
behind when her family fled in 1960.  The show takes place in both the past and present, as the 
audience follows Adelaide on her quest to reclaim her family’s heritage.  In flashbacks, she chronicles 
her life growing up on Manhattan’s Upper East Side with her mother, a thrice married, opera-singing 
socialite with impossible top-drawer standards, and her father, a gay, Cuban, manic-depressive concert 
pianist. In story and song, she explores her parents doomed love affair, her father’s struggle with his 
homosexuality, and his eventual tragic suicide.  On her journey, she learns of a famous speech her 
grandfather gave against Castro and recover old recordings of her father playing the piano with an 
orchestra in Havana in 1954. In the show she also shares of her own thwarted artistic ambition, as she 
faced the challenges in her growing up, and of finding her voice, with the help of a singing teacher 
years later, who, coincidentally like her dad is Cuban and gay! With sentiment and humor she spins 
a tale of dysfunction and redemption and, ultimately, shares her discovery that art can be a kind of 
alchemy that transmutes loss and abandonment into freedom.

Keywords: Poignant, Powerful, Triumphant, Theatrical, Illuminating

Production History: Top Drawer premiered in the 2011 New York International Fringe Festival. 
It was then produced for multiple engagements at Stage 72 throughout 2012-2013. Most recently, 
Top Drawer was presented at New York’s Symphony Space and in Miami’s Miami Dade County 
Auditorium.
 
Contact: mail@adelaidemestre.com

Website: http://adelaidemestre.com

@adelaidemestre

https://www.facebook.com/mestreadelaide
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Adrian Jevicki (Brooklyn, USA) 
I am a theater artist and educator. I make process oriented works originating from personal histories 
and traveling outwards to performance through a game and rule-based approach to theater making. 
My works are located between highly structured improvisations with lightly applied cultural 
overtones, and performed transcripts of games played at rehearsals. I am interested in reclaiming the 
term ‘play’ as applied to theater away from the commonly held associations with the realm of children 
and amateurs, and towards an active and dynamic approach to engaging the rules we live by. I often 
choose to work in collaborative contexts in order to illicit the hidden rules I’ve made for myself. My 
primary tool and dominant mode of visual communication is the body in motion and its alternating 
and sometimes simultaneous roles as a performer,  spectator,  dancer, spiritual medium, speaker and 
listener. Through this journey, I display the simultaneous and sometimes contradictory truths of the 
body in space. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theater, Video, Puppetry

The DEEP

If an 80’s French graphic novel and a screw-ball buddy comedy met on a beach in Israel, went to a 
Happening together in the mid-60’s and conceived a baby there, that baby would be The DEEP, a 
multi-media performance by Run Shayo and Adrian Jevicki. In a mutable world of paper, plastic and 
vhs, the two men reduce, reuse, and recycle memories of erotic awakenings from their childhood and 
bring characters from these fantasies to life in the process. Curious about the connection between 
objects and memories as identity-makers,  Shayo and Jevicki create a world that is part exhibitionism, 
part conversation, part re-enactment, part-dance, part video, part story-telling. part audience 
participation, part puppet show, and part incantation. The DEEP, as such, is a theater of parts and is 
ultimately about the glue that two men need to keep it all together.

Keywords: Dance, Theater, Puppetry, Comedy

Production History: Irondale Center, BK, NY; The Brick, BK, NY

Video: https://vimeo.com/75036066
 
Contact: movementpants@gmail.com

Website: http://movementpantsdance.blogspot.com/

@AdrianJevicki

https://www.facebook.com/
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Adriana Varella - ANARKO ART LAB (NYC, USA) 
Adriana Varella produces works in multiple media: installation, video and audio, photos, drawings, 
sculpture, performance, and site specific public art projects. Born Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, lives and 
works in New York City. 
 
Disciplines: Video/Audio Installation, Performance, Poetry, Dance, Music, Drawings, Public Art

ANARKO ART LAB

We are many artists of many nationalities and different media such as visual arts, performance, 
video, photography, musicians, poets, dancers, etc. The group is run by artists who gather freely, we 
organize ourselves in an egalitarian and non-hierarchical way. We value the wild states of the collective 
soul, that teaches us to see with free eyes.   This laboratory proposes the return of the process, the 
investigation, the interventions, the situation actions, the immersion and direct participation by 
the public. Our intention is decipher: ‘Where and when the world of the creation (imaginary) 
TRANS-MEDIA exists? and once there, when to have consciousness of ourselves?’ We use different 
concepts with each experiment, so we work with and in the unpredictable, unexpected, surprising, 
polyphonic,with risk, uncertainties, impermanence as in a state of ‘trance’. We want to break the 
barriers and find the way where each member engages in the development of their own part in the 
encounter...we want a creative collaboration, forming new language of synthesis and dialogues and 
new collaborative esthetics.  The interventions don’t have a beginning or end... so which would be the 
anarchical forms in this laboratory? We arrived at the conclusion that as soon as we try to define them 
they will stop being anarchical...we know that some artists and theorists are trying to define anarchical 
art...but than what??? We know that we are indefinable by definition.

Keywords: Multimedia, Art Laboratory, Experimental, Anarchy, Lesbian, Feminist, Interventions

Production History: The Living Theater

Video: http://www.anarkoartlab.com/videos/
 
Contact: adrianavarella@yahoo.com

Website: http://www.adrianavarella.com
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Alan Tollefson (Kagel Canyon, USA) 
Alan Tollefson has been Technical Director, Properties Master, Master Carpenter, and Scenic Designer 
for Sacramento Theater Company and B Street Theater, in Sacramento, CA , Shakespeare Santa Cruz 
in Santa Cruz, CA and Bootleg Theater in Los Angeles. Alan earned an MFA in digital art and new 
media at University of California, Santa Cruz and a BFA studying performance art at The School of 
the Art Institute of Chicago. He was Master Carpenter and Adjunct Professor of design and stagecraft 
at UCSC in the Theater Arts Department. Currently He is Adjunct Professor and Technical Director 
of Theatre Arts at the University of La Verne. He is also the Bureau of Social Research Unit Chair 
which explores the interactions between architecture and performance. At present the Bureau is active 
in developing The Center for Performance and New Media, as a part of the University of La Verne’s 
20/20 Strategic Vision. 
 
Disciplines: Architecture, New Media, Performance Art, Theatre, Visual Art

Pink Noise/Frozen Music

Frozen Music/Pink Noise combines hypnosis, performance art, authentic movement and butoh, 
with the goal of interrogating interior states of being through movement and vocalizations, which 
reveal to the audience a \’negative space of an invisible architecture.\’ The title Frozen Music refers to 
the quote: \’Ich nenne Architektur gefrorene Musik\’ by Goethe that suggests architecture is frozen 
music. The Bureau on Social Research Unit Asks: What are the acoustics of that invisible building, 
where in the performers listen and move while in various states of hypnotic trance? Frozen Music/
Pink Noise a performance in 12 parts: foundation/ excavation/ ascension/ undergirding/ cantilever/ 
sheer/ reflection/ absorption/ sustain/ attack/ release/ decay; It is a new original work derived from 
workshops in a special process of improvisation while in trance. The ensemble of performers and 
designers developed this special process over a month long period of collaboration and it will be 
realized for the first time in the gallery before the audience. The creative artists of The Bureau on 
Social Research Unit have included: Alan Tollefson, Michelle Lai, Sarah Day. Max Baumgarten, 
Amara Gyulai, Jeff Worden, Dana Murphy, and Pearl Merril. Sound Design and accompaniment by 
Andy Sykora and Lighting design by Cameron Mock. Audience/performer separation will be minimal 
in this show as in environmental theatre with even some audience/performer interaction.

Keywords: Hypnosis, Architecture, Performance Art, Intersubjectivity, Alan Tollefson

Production History: Human Resources, Chinatown, Los Angeles
 
Contact: atollefson@laverne.edu

Website: https://www.facebook.com/events/125570990909981/?source=1

Photo: Amara Gyulai

https://www.facebook.com/bureauonsocialresearchunit
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Alejandro T. Acierto (Chicago, Il, USA) 
Alejandro T. Acierto is a musician and interdisciplinary artist whose innovative work in contemporary 
music, performance art, and installation has led Time-Out New York to call him a ‘maverick.’ His 
work explores themes of ambiguity, liminality, and cultural memory to think through the slippages 
of cultural definitions and identities. While seeking to highlight and articulate these various modes 
of fluidity, his work employs time-based mediums of performance, sound, video, and new media. 
His deliberate use of elusive and ephemeral moments and materials are utilized to evoke the tenuous 
constructions of identity, often fostering sensations of displacement and/or disorientation. Through 
this practice, Acierto draws upon critical race and ethnic studies, critical pedagogy, and experimental 
time-based aesthetics as points of departure to establish a critical and conceptual framework from 
which my practice emerges. He had his first solo exhibition at Untitled Gallery at Marwen in 
Chicago and has exhibited installations at the Arts in Bushwick SITEFEST in Brooklyn, as part 
of the New Voices In Live Performance show at the Center for Performance Research, and at the 
Color Field Festival in Madison. His work has also been shown in group shows in LA, San Fransisco, 
New York, and Detroit. His work was recently featured in Emergency Index, an annual publication 
of performance art and in Trifecta Publishing’s premiere art box publication. Acierto has attended 
residencies at the Virginia Center for the Creative Arts, the Banff Centre in Canada, and High 
Concept Laboratories in Chicago. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Sound/Music, Installation, New Media, Video

(in stages)

Considering the medical condition of aphasia as a cognitive and linguistic glitch, this work employs 
a contradiction of multiple anatomical impossibilities to create a glitched vocal performance 
methodology. While the notion of glitch is often considered a property of electronic systems, this 
work foregrounds the voice and language as part of systems that can also exhibit short-lived faults, 
thus proposing multiple positions from which glitches can occur. Drawing upon the notion that 
digitally influenced perceptions and embodied presence manifests itself as a disturbance of the senses, 
this audio/visual performance blurs the lines of realities and highlights the perceptual ambiguity 
surrounding the fictional and real, physical and virtual, live or pre-recorded, etc. Utilizing the voice, 
pre-recorded and processed sounds, and processed live projections, this work engulfs the audience 
within an environment that becomes a stage for multiple expressions of the glitch.  Thus, not only is 
the environment a stage, but the body is a stage for the voice – the voice a stage for language. These 
multiple stages, constantly in fluctuation, thus consider broader ideas of faults within communication, 
or the glitches of misunderstanding that occur between multiple communication systems.

Keywords: Vocal, Performance, Glitch, Sound Installation,

Production History: Panoply Performance Lab (Brooklyn), DePaul University (Chicago)

Video: http://vimeo.com/66514579
 
Contact: info@alejandroacierto.net

Website: http://www.alejandroacierto.com

@aacierto

https://www.facebook.com/alejandrotoledoacierto
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Alissa McCourt (Minneapolis, USA) 
My work is an investigation on themes of violence, gender, and trauma with an emphasis on naming 
the pervasive ways we have culturally made space for sexual violence and the oppressive categorization 
of bodies. To do this, I utilize sculpture, performance, and both theatrical and documentary 
photography to imagine hybrid boundaries between mythology and personal history.   Derived from 
my physical theatre training in the techniques of Bertolt Brecht and Jerzy Grotowski, the body is a 
driving force to my practice. My sculptures are objects of obsession and accumulation built from the 
repetition of the hand, the stitch, and the caress. Puppets, costumes, props and partners, they form 
a collection of characters haunting my studio, closet or trunk, constantly restructuring themselves in 
relation to each other. So, why do I make art? Social violence surrounds every human being to various 
degrees. Our existence as human beings is marked by our social vulnerability, a vulnerability capable 
of destroying our ability to function and connect, or leading us back to each other.  I received my 
MFA in Sculpture from the Minneapolis College of Art and Design and my BA at the University of 
Minnesota in both Theatre and Studio Art. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Spoken Word, Sculpture

Into the Lake

Once there was a woman on the bank of a lake who opened her eyes and fell in love with a corpse. 
She couldn’t decide if this was breaking or growing. This project is the exploration of sexual trauma 
through myth, theatrical photography, physical artifacts, and spoken word poetry.  The myth is 
a poetic daydream, a way of escaping the reality of a lived experience through both voluntarily 
engagement and unwanted interruption.  While it may be a myth that a woman by the lake was 
undone by violent forces and transformed herself into a stag, a fish, and eventually a man, it is no 
myth that trauma strips away the power to speak, that grief can drive one to destroy who they are, 
and survival calls for transformation.  With thanks and love to  Photographer/Lighting Designer: Nic 
Hager   Stylist: Willie Cherry

Keywords: Gender, Sexuality, Violence, Love, Performance

Production History: Minneapolis College of Art and Design
 
Contact: mccourtalissa@gmail.com

Website: http://www.mnartists.org/Alissa_McCourt

@AlissaZM

https://www.facebook.com/
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Allie Hankins (Portland, Or And Seattle, Wa, USA) 
I am a choreographer attempting to subvert a virtuosic notion of dance by severing choreography’s 
anticipated relationship to mobility, stasis, and graceful expertise. My work is theatrical, and emerges 
from an improvisational practice wherein my actions are continually informed, deconstructed, and 
reinterpreted in consequence of a complex cascade of urges, memories, emotions and fascinations. 
Through highlighting the suppression of desire and impulse, and the conditions real or projected 
that thwart our attempts to self-actualize and/or connect with Other(s), my choreography reveals 
the simultaneous determination, failure, and vulnerability of our quest for communication, 
comprehension, and belonging. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Choreography, Performance, Research

Like a Sun That Pours Forth Light but Never Warmth

Like a Sun That Pours Forth Light but Never Warmth serves as a correspondence between 
choreographer Allie Hankins and Ballet Russes danseur noble Vaslav Nijinsky. Against a backdrop 
of lurid color and gold-bathed muscle, Hankins negotiates the impermanence of identity, and the 
volatility of solitary retrospection. Appropriating Nijinsky’s obsessive repetition, approach-avoidance, 
sexual deviancy, and struggle with gender identity, Hankins constructs an amalgamation of herself 
and the notoriously troubled dancer. Embodying movement’s capacity to engender lust, repugnance, 
confusion, and ultimately elation, Like a Sun inhabits the space between confinement and liberation, 
reality and fantasy, myth and man. As imitation dissolves into disorientation, false memories, 
and transfiguration, Hankins endures with a determination unique to bodies in spiritual crises—
confronting isolation and desperation in the pursuit of corporeal transcendence

Keywords: Nijinsky, Solo, Transcendence, Psychology

Production History: Velocity Dance Center (Seattle), Conduit Dance (Portland), Patricks’ Cabaret 
(Minneapolis), Rauschenberg 19th St. Project Space (New York)
 
Contact: alliebethhankins@gmail.com

Website: http://www.part-and-parcel.com

@allie_hankins

https://www.facebook.com/
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Allison Wyper (Los Angeles, USA) 
Los Angeles-based interdisciplinary performance artist Allison Wyper vitalizes the performance space 
as a site of critical investigation, with focus on collaboration, intimacy, endurance and sustainability 
within extreme body-based performance practices. Allison situates herself in a transnational 
community that nurtures the artist and art praxis as fundamental to a critically self-aware and just 
society. Drawing from performance, dance and political activism, her work produces critically charged 
encounters between performer and viewer that prompt both to consider their roles in the political 
moment and the possibilities for mobility within the score.  Allison has been an Associate Artist of 
the infamous international performance group La Pocha Nostra since 2004, and a collaborator with 
Western Australian media/performance company Hydra Poesis since 2011. She has performed, taught 
and collaborated with Guillermo Gómez-Peña, Tim Miller, Micha Càrdenas, Michael Sakamoto, 
Kinodance Company, and Katsura Kan, among others. Her work has been seen in theaters, festivals, 
galleries, universities, museums and on streets across Los Angeles, the San Francisco Bay Area, Boston, 
Chicago, Berlin, Calgary, Perth and Melbourne.  She founded and directed San Francisco-based Black 
Stone Ensemble from 2005-2008.  Her Artist Sustainability Project looks to the independent and 
experimental performance communities to explore how we can support one another through dynamic 
and sustainable arts administration and support systems.   MFA Choreography, UCLA; BA Theatre 
Studies, Emerson College. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, One-To-One Performance

Witness

Witness is a performance for one audience member at a time that configures the viewer as accomplice 
to an event in which power is borrowed, trafficked, and stolen. Witness engages people one-on-one, 
creating accountable witnesses out of impartial observers. By activating both performers and viewers 
as witnesses we engage in critical questions about the role of the individual, citizen, and audience 
member, and the politics of engagement within political actions, social movements, and live art. We 
are challenged to acknowledge our participation in acts of violence, and to confront our responsibility 
for the other.  Then, we are charged to act. The performance is installed in a private room for up 
to 4 hours per day with performances looping every half-hour.  Audience-participants sign up for 
individual showings.  The single audience member enters a space equipped with a video camera that 
relays her image to an exterior television monitor.  There, two performers inhabit the uniforms of 
prisoner and interrogator.  Incorporating the viewer, they take turns commanding one another in 
a brutal ritual with mysterious rules.  The participant ‘Witness’ becomes a co-performer and active 
participant in this ritual. In isolation with the performers (but visible to witnesses on the outside), the 
viewer is asked to intervene, to decide when to help and when to let things happen.  She is asked to 
make a contribution to the score, evaluate her participation.  The performance confronts her with her 
own limits, asking, how far are you willing to go, to get involved?  How much will you risk?

Keywords: Witness, Torture, One-To-One

Production History: Mountain Standard Time Perforative Art Festival (M:ST), Calgary, Canada; Los 
Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions; University of California, Los Angeles; California State University, 
Long Beach; Too Much! A Queer Performance Marathon, San Francisco; POW!POW!POW! Action 
Art Festival, San Francisco

Video: https://vimeo.com/31109323
 
Contact: allisonwyper@mac.com

Website: http://www.allisonwyper.com

https://www.facebook.com/allisonwyper
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Amy Kaps (Venice, Ca, USA) 
As an interdisciplinary artist, I am in constant dialogue with my surroundings and those who inhabit 
it.  Possessing a predilection for the abstract and surreal while emphasizing the human form and 
condition, I present a psychological puzzle hoping to entice the viewer to question what they see.  
Photography and video play an integral role in my performance art in the form of projection, prints 
on costumes or as documentation.  Highly conceptual with the intention of altering perception and 
provoking thought, my objective is to create honestly and to question the status quo while reveling 
in a feast for the senses. My challenge is to decipher the common denominators, recognizing the 
similarities within the differences that connect us regardless of age, race or gender. As a solo performer, 
a seemingly self-indulgent display of personal history yields to an amorphic universal body in an 
attempt to elevate the banal to the beautiful. I play with the boundaries of my body. A body. Anybody.  
This is truly the essence of my work. Whether interpreting Goethe’s Faust as a black poodle by 
channeling current socio-spiritual issues or concealing myself in a piece of cloth as a living sculpture 
in Victus Versus ...I am always implying, this could be you. Working in the realms of performance, 
video, photography, music and words in the United States and Europe since 1981, Amy Kaps was 
born in Brooklyn, NY and currently resides in Venice, California. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Music, Video, Spoken Word, Improvisation

Victus Versus

Victus Versus aka Living Stripes is an improvisational performance piece with no beginning and no 
end. Wrapped in black and white striped spandex, I move, strike a pose and breathe.  The cadence of 
the cloth camouflages the figure; the graphic quality of the stripes accentuates the profile acting as a 
puzzling interruption to the landscape or any backdrop. By placing a foreign ‘object’ in an unexpected 
place, the existing environment actually shifts into focus.  Entering a space, my form appears at times 
humanoid, at times like a rock, or an architectural element, or a twisted, knotted piece of fabric.  
Within the confines of this elasticity, whether flowing or static, the supple nature of the cloth allows 
for infinite iterations enveloping, wrapping, and cloaking the human body affecting a living sculpture. 
Victus Versus has evolved into a quasi-choreographed experiment in movement and perception. The 
performance is equally effective within the walls of a theater or gallery accompanied by a soundtrack, 
as well as, outside on street level or in a park.

Keywords: Performance, Abstract, Surreal, Dance, Theater, Art

Production History: 2013:  Hwy62 Art Tours, Joshua Tree, CA; Damen aus Neu York, Cologne, 
Germany. 2012: Dogtown, Venice Art Crawl, Dia de los Muertes, The Blue House, Venice, CA; 1019 
Manchester, Inglewood, CA; Art in Odd Places, NY, NY; The Edwardian Ball at the Belasco Theater, 
LA, CA; max10, Electric Lodge, Venice, CA. 2011: LA Art Machine, LA Urban Art Festival, LA, CA; 
Burning Man Decom, LA, CA. 2013:  Hwy62 Art Tours, Joshua Tree, CA; Damen aus Neu York, 
Cologne, Germany. 2012: Dogtown, Venice Art Crawl, Dia de los Muertes, The Blue House, Venice, 
CA; 1019 Manchester, Inglewood, CA; Art in Odd Places, NY, NY; The Edwardian Ball at the 
Belasco Theater, LA, CA; max10, Electric Lodge, Venice, CA. 2011: LA Art Machine, LA Urban Art 
Festival, LA, CA; Burning Man Decom, LA, CA. Hwy62 Art Tours Joshua Tree, CA; Damen aus Neu 
York, Cologne, Germany; Dogtown, Venice Art Crawl,
 
Contact: amy@amykaps.com

Website: http://amykaps.com

https://www.facebook.com/amy.kaps.5
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Anna Sperber (Brooklyn, USA) 
Anna Sperber is a performer and choreographer based in Brooklyn, NY.  Sperber’s work explores 
rigorous, intricate, gradually shifting patterns to get at a deeper energetic layer of expression. Using 
a combination of technical rigor and improvisation to generate a deep rawness of emotion through 
endurance, Sperber’s investigations into shaping energy and momentum within given architectural 
spaces continue with A Superseded Third.  Her work has been presented at The Kitchen, Dance 
Theater Workshop, Baryshnikov Arts Center, The Chocolate Factory, The Brooklyn Museum of Art, 
Joyce SoHo, The Ronald Feldman Gallery among many other venues. Sperber is a 2013-14 BAX 
Artist In Residence. She was a 2013 Artist In Residence at The Gibney Dance Center & a 2006-08 
Movement Research Artist In Residence.  In 2008/09 she was selected as a resident choreographer 
of Sugar Salon, a program of WAX with the Barnard College. Her work has also been supported by 
residencies through Lower Manhattan Cultural Council at Governors Island, the Harkness Dance 
Center at the 92nd Street Y, and the Experimental Television Center. Sperber’s has collaborated with 
composers Mario Diaz de Leon and Nate Wooley, lighting designer Joe Levasseur and Thomas Dunn, 
video artist Jay King, and has collaborated extensively with artist and musician Peter Kerlin. As a 
performer she has worked with many NYC based choreographers including luciana achugar, and 
Juliette Mapp. Sperber is a co-founder of classclassclass. She founded and runs BRAZIL, an intimate 
studio and performance space in Bushwick, Brooklyn. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance, Choreography, Music, Installation

The Superseded Third

The Superseded Third is an evening length dance performed by Molly Leiber and Anna Sperber 
situated within Thomas Dunn’s stark minimal set / installation framing and creating a pathway for the 
performers. The audience faces each other seated along each side of the work.  Sperber’s work utilizes 
the power of the collective force of bodies moving in space; examining the experience of the singular 
and collective body. The work explores what we project and asks what we can glean from how we see 
ourselves in each other. This dynamic is laid bare between the two performers, and the performers and 
the audience; illuminating what is between two people, as it becomes a potent third thing. The music 
is composed by Sperber’s long-time collaborator, Nate Wooley. In The Superseded Third Wooley has 
composed a piece for trumpet and live singers. Embedded in the audience, they work with the unique 
acoustic properties of the performance space to create layers of sound that fill and charge the room. 
At times creating a crowded sonic landscape, at others providing the feeling of a vast open terrain 
enhancing the immersive and intimate experience of this work.

Keywords: Installation, Live-Music, Duet, Dance, Brooklyn, NY

Production History: The Chocolate Factory Theater, L.I.C, NY

Video: https://vimeo.com/67176340
 
Contact: annavsperber@gmail.com

Website: http://annasperber.com

@AnnaSperber1

https://www.facebook.com/anna.sperber.73
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Annie Wilson (Philadelphia, USA) 
Performance is a place to practice survival, to inoculate yourself against what is most uncomfortable 
in life: absurdity. Chaos. Lack of resolution. If the body is the locus of all earthly experience, 
performance is a place to put it under a microscope. Or a telescope. I am a Philadelphia and body-
based performer and creator who pursues new modes of performance as a method to illuminate new 
ways to live. I graduated from University of the Arts and Headlong Performance Institute. I am the 
Development Coordinator for Mascher and write for online dance publication Thinking Dance. My 
dances are magic, animistic, pop-spectacle church services. I find epic poetry in banal moments. I steal 
from the rhythms of daily life to create dances that burst with contrary value systems. I take questions 
from other worlds –  burlesque, standup comedy, religion, and Dan Savage advice columns – and 
answer them in contemporary dance.  In Lovertits, dancers in granny panties rip food from their fake 
breasts as they hump the air for just a little too long. In my solo work I reenact a famous YouTube 
video and employ my pineal gland as a character to tell a story of grief. Or I get naked, smear myself 
with glitter, and perform free exorcisms in my basement at dawn. Unlike cats, humans see their doom 
awaiting them. What do we until we reach it? Let’s remix dances. Rub our nipples on strangers. Throw 
our cynicism and belief in the ring together and watch them fight. Or hold hands. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theater, Comedy, Performance, Glitter

Solo

I made Solo when I had just broken up with the collective I had co-founded and run for three years. I 
didn’t know to make alone in the studio, so I made a piece about not knowing how to make alone, or 
what alone even meant. Every time I danced, I could feel unintentional influences shaping my body 
and my decisions. I felt the pull of mainstream culture, of my own dance education, of my colleagues, 
my friends, my parents, my lovers, my mentors, my idols. Eventually it became clear I wasn’t much 
more than a collection of those influences, gathered into, and filtered through, one body. The initial 
setup of the piece is of a traditional proscenium. I explain the studio that I rehearse in, Mascher Space 
Cooperative, to give the audience a feel of the ‘true’ space the piece takes place in. This explanation 
makes the pieces incredibly adaptable to every performance scenario. Then I talk about making the 
piece. I perform the dance from the Youtube video ‘Evolution of Dance.’ I dance my own work. I 
bring roughly half of the audience onstage to stand and watch from various vantage points. I give the 
labels- lovers, friends, teachers, parents. I peel off my black costume to reveal glitter pants, a white 
t-shirt that the breasts have been cut out of, and a pink sports bra that the nipples have been cut out 
of. I start blasting the music of Girl Talk, exit, and begin repeating the dance.

Keywords: Solo, Existentialism, Youtube, History, Pineal, Meta

Production History: the fidget space, Papermill Theater, Christ Church Neighborhood House/
Mascher Space Cooperative

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgxmkFg5hsU
 
Contact: anne.macg.wilson@gmail.com

Website: http://dancesterdam.wordpress.com

https://www.facebook.com/
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Another Language Performing Arts Company  
(Salt Lake City, USA) 
Another Language Performing Arts Company is an interdisciplinary performing arts organization 
founded in 1985 by Co-Directors Elizabeth and Jimmy Miklavcic.  The company focuses on the 
unique challenge of investigating new art forms and pioneers new ways for a worldwide audience 
to access artistic experiences.  Another Language was the first performing arts company in Utah to 
establish an extensive digital presence on the Internet with www.anotherlanguage.org, where a wealth 
of creative, historical, educational, interactive and multimedia content is available.  The Company 
is known for forging new ground and stretching the boundaries of artistic expression by creating 
work that stimulates and challenges. Www.anotherlanguage.org is a digital repository that is the 
Company’s venue and archive spanning its history from 1985 to the present. The Company offers 
classes, workshops and lecture demonstrations to schools, and engages in creative partnerships with 
other arts, educational and civic organizations. The Company has received international recognition 
for its groundbreaking work in telematic cinema performance with its InterPlay series (2003-2010), 
performing and presenting at such venues as ACM SIGGRAPH, Supercomputing Global, the Utah 
Symposium in Science and Literature, the Utah Academy of Sciences Arts and Letters, as well as 
the Digital Resources in the Humanities and Arts at Dartington College of Arts and Cambridge 
University, England. 
 
Disciplines: Interdisciplinary, Art & Technology, Multimedia, Science & Art

XYZ

XYZ, is a 3D digital poem exploring the social and personal elements of width, height and depth 
through poetry, music, movement and 3D stereographic media. This multimedia work investigates 
concepts such as humanity’s width of knowledge and experience, heights of aspiration and its depth 
of spirit.  The work features one live performer, Gaia (Earth), and four on-screen entities that float 
inside spherical shapes. Each entity discusses, in poetic form, their point-of-view about their existence 
The four entities Colored-By-Numbers, Ghost, Marooned and Rose exist because of technology. They 
know the benefits of technology, but are cautious of living technologically dependent lives. There is 
even the suggestion that these entities have become trapped in their own technological bubbles.  The 
travelers communicate using abstract prose, Colored-By-Numbers is an open book so-to-speak and 
has only partly experienced some barriers to life, as a result she is only partly written on. Ghost is 
transparent, she wants to communicate and wants someone to hear what she has to say, but hasn’t 
found anyone to listen. Marooned revels in freedom. He represents digital data, and is able to travel 
when and where he chooses. Rose rises to visibility; she doubts perception, knowing everyone sees 
through their own rose colored glasses.

Keywords: 3D, Performance Art, Cinema, Art & Technology, Multimedia, Poetry

Production History: Some Company Venue Highlights: Bumbershoot Arts Festival-Seattle, 
Washington, University of Utah Center for High Performance Computing-Salt Lake City, Utah, 
The Utah Arts Festival-Salt Lake City, Utah, The Utah Academy of Sciences Arts & Letters-St. 
George & Provo, Utah, ACM/SIGGRAPH-Los Angeles, California, Supercomputing Global-Seattle, 
Washington, Supercomputing Global-Tampa Florida, The International Federation of Theater 
Research-College Park, Maryland, Humanities and Technology-Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, 
Terre Haute, Indiana, 

Video: http://www.youtube.com/user/anotherlanguagepac
 
Contact: beth.miklavcic@gmail.com

Website: http://www.anotherlanguage.org

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Another-Language-Performing-Arts-Company/53479575905
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Anya Liftig (Brooklyn, USA) 
Anya Liftig’s work has been featured at TATE Modern, Exit Art, MOMA, Center for Performance 
Research, Chez Bushwick, Highways Perfomance Space,  Lapsody4 Finland, Fado Toronto, The 
Performance Art Institute-San Francisco,  Atlanta Contemporary Art Center, Grace Exhibition Space 
The Flea, The Kitchen at the Independent Art Fair, Performer Stammtisch Berlin, OVADA, Joyce 
Soho and many other venues. In ‘The Anxiety of Influence’ she dressed exactly like Marina Abramovic 
and sat across from her all day during ‘The Artist is Present’ exhibition. Her work has been published 
and written about in The New York Times Magazine, BOMB, The Wall Street Journal, Vogue Italia, 
Next Magazine, Now and Then, Stay Thirsty, New York Magazine, Gothamist, Jezebel, Hyperallergic, 
Bad at Sports, The Other Journal, Flavorpill and many others. She is a graduate of Yale University and 
Georgia State University and has received grant and residency support from The MacDowell Colony 
The Field, Flux Projects, University of Antioquia and Casa Tres Patios-Medellin, Colombia. 
 
Disciplines: Live Art, Performance Art, Interspecies Communication, Slapstick, Performance As Research, 
Performance Psychology

Consider the Lobster

Taking a cue from David Foster Wallace’s essay Consider the Lobster, Anya Liftig silently stared at a 
live lobster across a small table for 30 minutes. She placed a hot plate and steamer pot on the table, 
poured a bottle of water into the bottom, and turned the power on.  She spoke telepathically to the 
lobster about her beloved grandfather, a man she had shared many lobsters with. Two years ago to the 
day, Liftig’s grandfather had died after an extended illness. His deteriation was slow and agonizing. 
Liftig communicated to the lobster that she believed him to be a reincarnation of her grandfather. 
She said she wanted to reconnect with her grandfather by eating him.  Liftig’s performance was 
interrupted at that moment by two fellow performance artists. Sandrine Schaefer pulled the electrical 
cord out of the wall to stop the performance. Sandy Huckleberry, a veteran performance artist and 
member of Boston-based Mobius group, knocked over the lobster pot, spilling boiling water the 
scalding hot plate on Liftig. She then literally stole the lobster and ran out of the gallery into the 
night. Huckleberry later said that she ‘released the lobster into Pleasure Bay, under a blanket of stars.’ 
Huckleberry, who once killed and ate a live rabbit on stage, later stated that she felt that she was being 
made complicit in the lobster’s suffering. She also stated that she currently eats lobster in restaurants 
but does not cook them herself. Huckleberry claimed not to have realized that she was also stealing 
Liftig’s dinner. Schaefer did not comment.

Keywords: Lobster, Violence, Animals, Food, Death, Female On Female Violence

Production History: Anthony Greaney Gallery, Boston   (Public Intervention Deptford Fish Market, 
London) Produced by Something Human

Video: https://vimeo.com/52817699
 
Contact: aliftig@gmail.com

Website: http://www.anyaliftig.com

@anyaliftig

https://www.facebook.com/anyaliftig/loveandtrouble
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Applied Mechanics (Philadelphia, USA) 
Applied Mechanics is conducting ongoing experiments with bodies and space, parallel narrative 
structures, and audience-performer relationships.  We believe that theatre is, at its core, inclusive 
and that the audience is a vital part of the performance event.  We create worlds that are immersive, 
that engage all the senses, that include many intersecting stories. As an ensemble of artists we create 
visual landscapes for the audience to wander through, and multiple intersecting storylines for them 
to choose how to watch.  Our plays are immersive, multi-sensory, and choose-your-own adventure.  
Our process is collaborative, democratic, and based on a commitment to organizational and artistic 
innovation.  We eat a home-cooked meal together at every rehearsal. We are based in Philadelphia. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Experimental, Installation Art, Dance

Some Other Mettle

In a not-too-distant future, in a world a few notches over from our own, five unlikely heroes set off 
on incredible journeys.  Fallow just wanted to catch fish and keep the lamp burning to ward off evil 
spirits, until she met Tesam, who has been chosen by his people to travel to the Barrens, a mysterious 
wasteland that might hold the key to all power and might hold only ghosts.  Usco the Teller can hear 
the rhythms of the earth changing, there are crazy things happening in Laeta’s crystal cave database 
that she can’t understand, let alone categorize, and Sy the Seer just wants to kick his drug habit, even 
if he has to leave home forever to do it.  Though they travel different paths, the five stumble into each 
other again and again until their fates are inextricably linked through a series of extraordinary events. 
Part live video-game, part future mythos, Some Other Mettle is a coming-of-age story that examines 
the nature of bravery and the spirit of epic in a post-technologized world.

Keywords: Epic, Immersive, Video-Game, Choose-Your-Own-Adventure, Coming-Of-Age, Brave

Production History: Philadelphia Live Arts Festival and Philly Fringe, Annenberg Center for the 
Performing Arts
 
Contact: thomas@appliedmechanics.us

Website: http://www.appliedmechanics.us

https://www.facebook.com/appliedmechanicsmakesartforyou
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Armando Lopez-Bircann (Washington DC, USA) 
Armando Lopez-Bircann (1990) is an interdisciplinary artist currently focused on performative, 
wearable sculpture and the ceremonial display of identity. He was raised in Dominican Republic 
and moved to the U.S.A. where he received his BFA in Fine Arts from the Corcoran College of Art 
+ Design in 2013. He is co-founder of the performance art platform Animals & Fire, which seeks to 
increase performance art literacy through workshops, site specific projects, exposure and exchange. 
The artist’s archetypes include the Space Geisha, Pretty Paradise Prince Panache and the ARLOBI 
brand. 
 
Disciplines: Performative Sculpture, Body-Architecture, Performance, Interdisciplinary

Refraction 2

Refraction 2 . Mixed Media . 2012 The wearable sculpture is engineered to mirror the plumage used 
by male Birds of Paradise for courtship. It packages the body with male flamboyancy, a characteristic 
thoroughly feminized in patriarchal societies. The performative sculpture is reliant on a performer 
for its activation. It unfolds through a ceremonial performance; sculptural actions of expansion and 
contraction in response to the audience’s gaze.

Keywords: Performative, Wearable, Performance, Interdisciplinary,

Production History: Corcoran Gallery, ConnerSmith Gallery

Video: http://vimeo.com/arlobi/refraction2
 
Contact: arlobi@gmail.com

Website: http://www.arlobi.info

@arlobi

https://www.facebook.com/arlobi
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Asimina Chremos (Philadelphia, PA, USA) 
Asimina Chremos (born 1966) is a dance improviser. In her solo and collaborative performances she 
explores continuity, ongoingness, and recursiveness. She believes that form and pattern arise naturally 
from a creative force inherent in self and environment, and that it is a joy to embody creative and 
expressive capabilities. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Improvisation

Dancing

Chremos has the sort of facility and strength that, combined with her quicksilver imagination, makes 
her improvisations a relentlessly exciting challenge to the eye; she’s a prima ballerina for the laptop 
generation.’ — Windy City Times, Chicago Chremos’ practice evidences formal training in ballet 
technique, followed by studies in modern and postmodern dance with teachers such as Simone Forti 
and Ishmael Houston-Jones. She began her professional dance career in 1983 as a member of the 
Pittsburgh Ballet Theatre. In 1991 she graduated, summa cum laude, with a BFA in Dance from 
Temple University (Philadelphia). Other influences include various techniques of contemporary 
dance, yoga, Continuum, contact improvisation, and Contemplative Dance (in the lineage of Barbara 
Dilley). She has recently been studying Aikido as well. She has collaborated, performed and toured 
in and around Philadelphia, Chicago, and Seattle as a soloist and with improvising musicians such 
as Carol Genetti, Fred Lonberg-Holm (both Chicago), as well as Bonnie Jones and Andy Hayleck 
(both Baltimore), among others. Chremos’ choreographic explorations have been supported by the 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts (1995); the Chicago Dancemakers Forum Lab Artist Grant (2005); 
the Crosscut Program, a partnership of the Experimental Sound Studio and Links Hall in Chicago 
(2008); and the Project Space Available Residency in Seattle (2010).

Keywords: Improvisation, Dance, Experimental

Production History: Highwire Gallery, Philadelphia PA; Links Hall, Chicago IL; Project Space 
Available, Seattle WA; Stamp Gallery, University of Maryland Baltimore MD; various small and 
underground venues.

Video: http://youtu.be/1sKwPgncpIE
 
Contact: silverspacedance@gmail.com

Website: http://asiminachremos.com

@asiminachremos

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Dance-Artist-Asimina-Chremos/473126122740442
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ATOM-r (Anatomical Theatres of Mixed Reality)  
(Chicago, USA) 
Atom-r is a provisional collective exploring forensics, anatomy, and 21st century embodiment through 
performance, language and emerging technologies. Participants include Mark Jeffery (choreography), 
Judd Morrissey (technology & dramaturgical systems), Justin Deschamps, Sam Hertz, Christopher 
Knowlton, Blake Russell, & Kevin Stanton (collaborators/performers). Co-founders Mark Jeffery 
and Judd Morrissey are a long-standing collaboration merging visual performance and digital literary 
practices. Their projects are constructed as lush computational systems flowing between bodies, 
objects and screens. Each work evolves slowly through context-specific research and practice and 
always considers the constraints of a given venue or occasion. Site- responsive considerations include 
the performance space as well as the local community and online activity happening within the 
locale. Typically, a given work is a fluid body of material that may have no singular fixed form but is 
alternately or simultaneously presented as internet art, participatory event, durational live installation 
or a performance of fixed length. Projects include The Labors: An Astronomical System, The 
Precession: An 80 Foot Long Internet Art Performance Poem, and the collective Anatomical Theatres 
of Mixed Reality. The work is an attempt to acknowledge the contemporary entanglement of bodies, 
cognition, computation and networks by constructing a controlled but flexible embodied information 
pattern that allows for close attention, emergence and interruption. http://markjefferyartist.org http://
judisdaid.com 
 
Disciplines: Augmented Performance, Mixed Reality, Electronic Literature

The Operature

The Operature is a live performance and augmented reality poem engaging histories of forensics 
and anatomical science and spectacle. The work’s choreography, objects, text, and overall form and 
structure are influenced by research into historical archives including early modern anatomical 
theatre, Francis Glessner Lee’s miniature crime scene re-enactments known as the Nutshell Studies of 
Unexplained Death, and The Stud File, a methodical record of the sexual exploits of Samuel Steward, 
a 20th century tattoo artist, pornographer, and friend of Gertrude Stein.  The work revives unknown 
or forgotten histories and places them in relation to the 21st century vision of the augmented body, 
in order to construct a new body that is coded, queer, evasive, complex and risky. At the core of 
ATOM-R’s performance is an operating table that generates virtual content and can be extended by 
four additional table-leaves. The choreography of bodies with this performative set enacts anatomy 
as both intact whole and distributed data-consuming system, as the elevated surface of the work 
shifts underfoot, fluctuating between references to surgery and banquet. The Operature conflates the 
vocational and the erotic, procedure and performance, forensic observation and sexual voyeurism. The 
piece is in two parts, interrupted by a demonstration in which audience members may scan markings 
on the bodies of performers to unveil hidden anatomical layers of the work.

Keywords: Augmented Reality, Surgery, Poetry, Choreographic Systems

Production History: Sculpture Court at Edinburgh College of Art, Inspace Gallery (Edinburgh), 
Sullivan Galleries (Chicago), Opera Cabal Hyde Park Salon (Chicago)

Video: http://vimeo.com/67282359
 
Contact: jmorrissey@saic.edu

Website: http://atom-r.tumblr.com/

@anatomr

https://www.facebook.com/
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Banana Bag & Bodice (Brooklyn, USA) 
We are a Brooklyn-based collaborative of artists/technicians that make live-event-theater-play-show-
things. We mash together original writing, music composition and collective design in order expose 
and celebrate the inspiring awkwardness of being a human. So far we have made 9 unique shows 
that vary in style and scope – from large-scale spectacles (Sandwich, a musical about killing animals) 
to intimate portraits (Space//Space, a sci-fi study of claustrophobia). Sometimes we function as 
an anarchic punk band (The Fall & Rise of The Rising Fallen) and at others with the precision of 
surgeons sucking ether (The Sewers). Our design is inspired by the objects and materials thrown into 
the theatrical dumpsters of midtown Manhattan. Our elastic approach to creating live theater has one 
common goal – to entertain and confound through thoughtful provocation. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Performance

Space//Space

Two brothers volunteer for a work program, are placed in a time capsule, then launched into outer 
space. One brother falls into a deep sleep while the other entertains himself through awkward stand-
up comedy routines. One brother evolves into a female while the other spirals inward towards death. 
This space experiment provides the ideal setting for comedic futility and existential tragedy and is 
a ruthless examination of how human beings cope in the most arduous and punishing conditions. 
Employing video projection, otherworldly sound scoring and original song, in combination with 
the tiny, jewel-like, steel and plexiglass space pod, Space//Space evokes the expansive cosmos beyond 
and the loneliness of our inner orbits. ‘a mythic and slyly theatrical production’...NY TIMES ****4 
stars and a critic’s pick!...TIME OUT NEW YORK ‘has the feel of a spastic Endgame’!...VILLAGE 
VOICE ****Backstage Critic’s Pick!...BACKSTAGE ‘one of the most fiercely intelligent experimental 
theater companies in New York’...NYTHEATRE.COM

Keywords: Space

Production History: Jun 8 - Jul 1, 2012 - World Premiere at The Collapsable Hole, Williamsburg, 
Brooklyn Jun 1 - Jul 2, 2011 - Residency at The Abrons Arts Center, NYC May 13-22, 2010 – Work-
in-progress performance, Bushwhack Series at The Bushwick Starr, Brooklyn, NY Aug 12-15, 2009 
- Workshop production at Soho Think Tank’s Ice Factory, NYC

Video: http://bananabagandbodice.org/show/spacespace/
 
Contact: bananabagandbodice@yahoo.com

Website: http://www.bananabagandbodice.org

https://twitter.com/BananaBagBodice

https://www.facebook.com/BananaBagBodice
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banished? productions (Washington DC, USA) 
banished? productions embrace the ‘avant-pop’ by conveying critical and conceptual ideas in an 
accessible, even entertaining, way. We create, stage and install projects that are immersive, experiential, 
and engaging. A banished? production: -is ruthlessly interdisciplinary, but has narrative as its clew 
-uses performance and its relationship with the audience as its main expression for its ideas -has 
a compelling, inextricable relationship to time, space, architecture, storytelling and the sensorial 
experience -repurposes/refashions/upcycles ideas, forms, and artifacts as it acknowledges that it is 
creating along a continuum -generates surprise and fun as much as it triggers emotions and intellectual 
thought -conveys particles of information within a concept that an audience must assemble and 
interpret; -forces its audience to rethink its relationship with (insert idea here) and look at (insert idea 
here) differently in unpacking and assembling this information   A banished? production might look 
like a tactile seven-course ‘meal’ of gastronomic revolution, an interactive audiowalk that toys with 
space and time, a meditative montage-story shadowplay in an outdoor garden, or an original devised 
dance-theatre/installation work with a soundscape of both live and recorded pop songs. Whatever the 
means, a banished? production asks questions and resists giving answers. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Installations, Sensory Experiences, Avant-Pop Experiments

Into the Dollhouse

Into the Dollhouse’ is an original devised performance - equally integrating dance, text, music, 
and installation art - that explores girlhood, nostalgia and looking back in order to walk forward. 
Seemingly-innocuous incidents shape how we see the world; navigating a society that dictates what 
constitutes femininity shapes how we see ourselves. Who did we think we would become? Will we 
ever get there? Which rituals have left an imprint in our journey?   This meditation on childhood and 
its beauty in oddity and evolution draws from personal memories collaged with (con)textual elements 
from several works: Monk’s ‘Education of the Girl Child’; Halprin’s ‘Parades & Changes’, and snippets 
from Mee’s ‘Salome’ fused with songs that trigger reminiscing such as ‘Tea For Two’, ‘Que Sera Sera’ 
and ‘Close to You.’ The effect of collaging borrowed prose, songs from popular culture, and dance 
as metaphor for personal transformation evokes in the audience similarly emotive memories and 
sensations pulled from their own personal mythologies. The project’s set design frames the work as a 
memory installation of tactile illogic: a dollhouse that plays home to one’s pervasive, reconstructed 
memories. Baby dresses are swept aloft to create a strange canopy overhead. Among their company 
the audience is invited to choose their seats and are welcomed by a parading June Cleaver-esque 
housewife. A teenager reads about sex from a book hidden behind Archie comics. A girl bashfully 
offers ‘tea.’ Cocooned in this soothing, gauzy diegesis, we are gently asked to play and reminisce along.

Keywords: Nostalgia, Performing Gender, Whimsy, Memory Collage

Production History: February 2012 – Flashpoint Mead Theatre Lab, Selected and funded by a panel 
for the Mead Theatre Lab program;  November 2012 – Arena Stage, Selected and funded for the 
inaugural Kogod Cradle series

Video: http://www.vimeo.com/48039220
 
Contact: info@banishedproductions.org

Website: http://www.banishedproductions.org

@banishedpdtns

https://www.facebook.com/banishedproductions
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Big Art Group (NYC, USA) 
Big Art Group was founded in New York in 1999 by Caden Manson and Jemma Nelson. The 
company uses language and media to push formal boundaries of theatre, digital media and visual arts 
creating live performances, installations, participatory events and online works using original text 
and immersive technology. The company has produced 14 original works. The performers in Big Art 
Group execute exacting split second task based choreography, digital puppeteering, cinematic framing, 
and have a facility to deliver texts that are conceptual and heightened. The company’s works exists in 
the contemporary stream of expanded performance, wherein traditional narratives and established 
performer-audience relationships have been opened up to create possibilities of innovative discovery. 
The work blends high and low technology, marginal and mainstream culture, and blunt investigation 
to drive questions about contemporary experience. In its 14 year history, the company has risen to 
internationally prominence and is a critically recognized ensemble with publications in theatrical 
journals, PAJ, Theater, TDR, Theater der Zeit, Theater Heute and co-productions with Festival 
d’Automne, Vienna Festwochen, Hebbel am Ufer, Le Vie de Festival Rome, Wexner, and Yerba Buena 
Center For The Arts.
 
Disciplines: Theater, Performance, Technology, Multimedia, Ensemble, Live Cinema, Video, Installation

Broke House

The Performance explores the process of construction, when that process becomes sharply interrupted 
by historical events, and dissolves into the shapelessness of an aftermath. Those processes that were 
“building” previous to the play’s beginning include a life, a family, architecture, or a system of beliefs, 
an economy of values, and the creation of the performance itself. But when events intervene— events 
like collapse, upheaval, disaster, abandonment, forgetting, fear, and strife— all the raw materials and 
the players themselves become deformed into a new formlessness, and enter a transitional state of 
potentiality. Like the pause loop in a video game, Broke House takes place in this marginal time zone.

Broke House follows the residents of a house and their hangers-on, once a documentary filmmaker 
arrives to capture their lives. On a skeletal set webbed with video cameras, the characters try to recall 
their given roles as inevitably the foundations of their dreams collapse, and they are thrown into the 
desert of their own futures. Part comedy, part ritual, part love spell.

Like all of Big Art Group’s works, Broke House offers our meditation on the current states of America, 
which we believe have been in flux for at least as long as our ensemble has been up and running. 
Beyond the topical symptoms of foreclosure crises, credit crises, occupy movements and extremist 
rhetoric, we suppose that the metaphorical heart of the country has been suffering, and perhaps has 
decided to rebuild the body that surrounds it.

Keywords: Theater, Live Cinema, Three Sisters, Occupy,  Economic Crisis, Housing Collapse, 99% 

Production History: Abrons Arts Center, NYC

Video: https://vimeo.com/bigartgroup
 
Contact: info@bigartgroup.com

Website: http://bigartgroup.com

@bigartgroup

https://www.facebook.com/bigartgroup
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Big Dance Theater (Brooklyn, USA) 
Founded in 1991, Big Dance Theater is known for its inspired use of dance, music, text and visual 
design. The company often works with wildly incongruent source material, weaving and braiding 
disparate strands into multi-dimensional performance. Led by Co-Artistic Directors Annie-B Parson 
and Paul Lazar, Big Dance has delved into the literary work of such authors as Twain, Tanizaki, 
Wellman, Euripides and Flaubert, and use dance as both frame and metaphor to theatricalize these 
writings.  For over 20 years, Big Dance Theater has worked to create over 20 dance/theater works, 
generating each piece over months of collaboration with its associate artists, a long-standing, ever-
evolving group of actors, dancers, composers and designers. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Dance

Alan Smithee Directed This Play

With their next dance/theater work, Alan Smithee Directed This Play, Big Dance Theater liberates 
film scripts from their narrative moorings to reveal a stunning series of pure film tropes, which meld 
pathos and politics from iconic films of the American70’s and Cold War Russia.  On a stage littered 
with fur coats, lawn chairs, and telephones, decades merge; renegades draw guns on their adversaries; 
astronauts self- congratulate, revolutionaries pontificate; tragic lovers bid farewell under the threat 
of nuclear war; and American suburbanites grapple with abortion, debt and divorce. Using a flurry 
of mind-bending dance and theater fragments, Big Dance masterfully creates an irrational Dada 
landscape where 1918 Moscow mingles with 1970s America in ways which evoke our own 21st 
century moment. Note: Alan Smithee is the pseudonym used by members of the Directors Guild 
when a director, dissatisfied with the final product, leaves a film for lack of creative control, effectively 
erasing his participation in the project.  ‘In the waning days of the cold war, I was working for the 
State Department. All my days at State were hard ones: Russia had invaded Afghanistan, detente 
had collapsed, the threat of Nuclear War was very real, and at the end of the day, I would often draw 
the curtains, curl up in my arm chair, with two television monitors side by side, I would pop two 
videos into two VCR’s so I could watch two movies at the same time. Always the same two movies. 
As I slipped into semi-consciousness 1918 Moscow would mingle with 1970 Houston in ways my 
conscious mind could not co

Keywords: Theater, Dance, BAM, Cold War, Russia

Production History: Big Dance Theater has been presented around the world at venues including: 
Brooklyn Academy of Music, Dance Theater Workshop, The Kitchen, New York Live Arts, The 
Chocolate Factory, Classic Stage Company, Japan Society, Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival, The Museum 
of Contemporary Art (Chicago), Walker Art Center, Yerba Buena, On the Boards, UCLA Live, 
and The Spoleto Festival. Internationally, the group has performed in France, Italy, Belgium, The 
Netherlands, Brazil and Germany. Most recent commissions have been from Les Subsistances in Lyon, 
Chaillot Theatre National in Paris, The Brooklyn Academy of Music and The Walker Art Center.
 
Contact: aaron@bigdancetheater.org

Website: http://bigdancetheater.org

@bigdancetheater

https://www.facebook.com/bigdancetheater
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Blackbird Dance Co (Hollywood, USA) 
The mission of Blackbird Dance Company is to promote accessibility of the arts and the celebration 
of cultural diversity through educational opportunities; along with providing a creative space for 
the community and interactive live music & dance performance to the public.  Blackbird Dance 
Company launched in 2005, in Los Angeles, CA, under the brilliant direction of Alexandra Blackbird 
de Ochoa. After almost two decades of touring as a performer:  including Off-Broadway musicals, 
Guest-Artist teaching residencies, dance and theater companies, non-profit artistic boards and studio 
ownerships throughout the US and Canada, she has settled in Los Angeles to create more connections 
in the industry while raising her two children.  Blackbird Dance Company has been educating 
the public through group and private dance classes offered to all ages and levels in many styles of 
movement. BDCo has also been creating and presenting culturally artistic dance opportunities for pre-
professionals and professionals of all ages in a variety of live/ filmed venues, showcases and by renting 
space for group rehearsals, performances/ filming. While most performances have been presented in 
the Los Angeles area, some performance opportunities have been extended across the nation over past 
years.   Currently, Blackbird Dance Company has its home, dance studio and performance space, 
located at: 6767 W Sunset Blvd. Hollywood, CA 90028. BDCo continues to serve the community 
through private and group movement classes, as well as provide community groups and organizations 
a space to create & rehears 
 
Disciplines: Jazz, Afro-Modern, Contemporary, Burlesque, Latin Funk

Love Songs of the Blackbird series

Blackbird Dance Co presents Love Songs of the Blackbird Series, a live music and dance event. 
Recently performed in Hollywood, CA, this eclectic contemporary jazz modern company, 
choreographed by Director; Alexandra Blackbird de Ochoa , infuses African, Latin American and 
popular US rhythms to tell dance stories of Love. Intertwined amidst cultural artistry and global 
costuming, this show evokes a range of emotions that is found in relationships where love has no 
boundaries.

Keywords: Culturally Eclectic Art, Live Music, Dance Performance, Burlesque Jazz,

Production History: Blackbird Dance Theater Space, House of Blues, Madame Tussaud, Glendale 
College, El Porto Theater

Video: http://youtu.be/axtHUMlfiZw
 
Contact: info@blackbirddance.com

Website: http://www.blackbirddance.com

@ablackbird3

https://www.facebook.com/blackbirddance
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BodyCartography Project (Minneapolis, USA) 
As co-directors of the BodyCartography Project Olive Bieringa and Otto Ramstad investigate 
empathy and the physicality of space in urban, domestic, wild and social landscapes through dance, 
performance, video, installation work and movement education. Our works range from intimate 
solos for the street or stage, to large community dance works in train stations, short experimental 
films in national parks, to complex works for site or stage amidst installations of video and sound. 
We have created numerous works and workshops across the USA, Canada, New Zealand, Japan, 
Europe, Russia and South America and were recently named Dance Company of the Year by the Twin 
Cities City Pages. Recent works include Super Nature, with composer Zeena Parkins, commissioned 
by the Walker Art Center, Performance Space 122 and PADL West. Symptom, with Minnesota 
twins Emmett and Otto Ramstad. Mammal, a commission for the Lyon Opera Ballet, 1/2 Life, a 
performance and installation with physicist Bryce Beverlin II, visual artist Emmett Ramstad and 
composer Zeena Parkins. Our triology Holiday House (2005-2007) was commissioned in part by 
the Walker Art Center, Minneapolis and was the winner of two Minnesota Sage Awards. Our site 
spectacle Lagoon was the winner of the Perlorous Trust Creativity Award at the New Zealand Fringe 
Festival in 2003. We are featured artists in the first book about site dance in the USA published by 
University of Florida Press entitled Site Dance, the Lure of Alternative Spaces. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Dance, Film, Site Specific, Installation

Super Nature

Full of artifice and animal appetites, Super Nature engages the wild, the domestic, and the civilized 
aspects of human nature to create a radical ecological melodrama. Devised in two parts; a one-on-one 
performance installation for a gallery and an evening length performance for the stage, Super Nature 
invites an audience’s visceral and empathetic engagement. The cast includes seven touring and seven 
local performers. Bessie award winning composer Zeena Parkins plays an immersive sound score to 
amplify the moving. Visual artist Emmett Ramstad designs the costumes and stunning moving set.  
For the installation in an empty gallery, one member of the public will meet one performer and have a 
non-verbal experience. Both performer and audience will have agency to transform the space through 
their behavior and social interaction, sometimes very subtle and sometimes extreme.  National US 
touring support is available for Super Nature through the National Dance Project and for National 
Performance Network partners through the National Performance Network. Super Nature is a 
National Performance Network Creation Fund/Fourth Fund project co-commissioned by the Walker 
Art Center, Minneapolis; Performance Space 122, NYC; and PadlWest, San Diego. Additional 
support for Super Nature come from New England Foundation for the Arts National Dance 
Project, MAP Fund, American Composers Forum, Metropolitan Regional Arts Council, American 
Dancers Abroad, CEC Arts Link, ImPulsTanz Festival, Lily Springs, Studio 206 and the McKnight 
Foundation.

Keywords: Ecological, Animal Spirits, Visceral, Physicality, Human-Animal Binary, Social Behavior

Production History: Walker Art Center, COIL Festival, Performance Space 122, American Realness, 
City of Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs, Performativity/Karas Gallery, Ukraine

Video: Stage work: https://vimeo.com/55790755 and full length link available on request & 
installation: https://vimeo.com/69911417
 
Contact: info@bodycartography.org

Website: http://www.bodycartography.org

https://www.facebook.com/BodyCartographyProject
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boomerang (NYC, USA) 
boomerang is a fearlessly physical, poetically nuanced dance and performance project comprised of 
Kora Radella, Matty Davis, and Adrian Galvin. Recognizing the body as an evolving repository for 
both physical and psychological life, boomerang sifts through and siphons from their rich, eclectic 
histories. Davis’s and Galvin’s foundations as movers arise from aggressive rollerblading, soccer, 
snowboarding, tennis, hockey, ultimate Frisbee, and long-distance running. Guided and provoked by 
Radella’s gifts for idiosyncratic movement invention, unpredictable phrasing and choreographic skills, 
boomerang delivers unfailingly committed, physically intense, vulnerable explorations of how human 
histories might be sensitively layered, distorted, and recontextualized so as to yield new movement 
vocabularies and articulate the complex breadth of interpersonal relationships. They have been referred 
to as the ‘punk Mozarts of dance.’ 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Dance Theater, Physical Theater, Modern Dance, Theater

Shred

Oscillating between spectrums of camaraderie and antagonism, brotherhood and isolation, the 
performers continuously shred various barriers within themselves, between themselves, and between 
them and the audience, emerging both strikingly but intrepidly alone, and tenderly complete. They 
become the shreds of their own efforts, as they almost sacrificially strive to communicate. Davis’s 
and Galvin’s journey is both multidimensional and linear. It’s a physical dialogue that chisels at the 
psychic space between them, that goads and examines our capacities to see and connect with one 
another. That space sprouts and blossoms. It contracts. It dives down into where things become 
murky, complicated, and inarticulable, attempting to surface with something new and unforeseen in 
hand. Although ceaseless, refusing, their physicalities wear thin. There’s almost too much energy, too 
much sacrifice, too much to bear between two people. In sets the reality of fatigue—the revelations of 
fatigue—that both curtails their conversation and constitutes its honesty. ‘Shred’ wrings trails of sweat, 
as it carves through the vicissitudes of shared experience within the performers and the audience.

Keywords: Intense, Vulnerable, Raw, Primitive, Intimate, Dance

Production History: Irondale Center

Video: https://vimeo.com/69486898
 
Contact: boomerangdance@gmail.com

Website: http://www.boomerangdance.com

https://www.facebook.com/boomerangdancekma
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Broken Box Mime Theater (NYC, USA) 
Broken Box Mime Theater (BKBX) is a collaborative group of artists who tell original stories through 
mime technique.  Set to lights and music, our pieces range from realistic to metaphorical, heart-
wrenching to hilarious, cinematic to intimate and everything in between, held together by the belief 
that great theater requires little ornamentation, only great vision.  Without the use of props, sets, 
costumes, or words, our stories are told only with our bodies.  It is this process of ‘essentializing’ Story 
that is, ultimately, what makes our work both dynamic and compelling.  Each audience member is 
cast as our Final Playwright, projecting onto our white face-paint and seemingly blank stage their own 
memories and visions.  As a company of 12 professional actors, we come together to make work that 
sustains us. Collaboration is our path, and meaningful theater is our passion.  Ultimately, our mission 
is threefold: to activate the imagination of our audiences, contemporize the art of mime, and remind 
us all of the power of simple storytelling.  At just over two years old, BKBX has gathered significant 
credentials, mounting 5 full-length shows and numerous festival appearances. BKBX also operates a 
widely popular series of workshops for both students and professionals in the art of Silent Storytelling, 
including a Teen Ensemble residency with 52nd Street Project. 
 
Disciplines: Mime, Theater, Storytelling, Dance, Performance Art

At First Sight (and Other Stories)

At First Sight (and Other Stories) is our latest and most innovative production of original shorts, 
born from our desire to achieve both riveting storytelling and exploration of complex themes.  With 
twelve pieces told only with lights, music, and mime, BKBX takes the audience on a whirlwind 
journey through worlds as diverse as the company that conceived them.  Pieces include: Fifth Wheel, 
an uproarious sitcom that begins when an uninvited guest crashes what would have been a lovely 
double-date, Reservoir, a thought-provoking illustration of the process of depression and recovery, 
and Some Day, the story of an old man who is transported to the past by putting on his favorite 
record.  The record player becomes a woman on a street corner, and the two of them carry us to an 
unexpected romance in the rain—the power of a moment.  Between these we weave a Wild West 
complete with horses, trains, and revenge, a bizarre comedy in which a mugger gets quite carried away, 
and a thoughtful look at PTSD as it affects a family welcoming home a Veteran.  There is something 
for everyone. BKBX’s artful use of the Universal Language, body language, makes At First Sight 
(and Other Stories) accessible, engaging, and moving for any audience.  It is an inspirational night 
of theater that will leave each audience member with a different set of memories—a different dining 
room wallpaper, a different color horse, a different costume on the villain—but all the same question: 
How did I just see all that?

Keywords: Mime, Stories, Shorts, Theater, Diverse, Ensemble

Production History: Dixon Place

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0HLoN3sst_A#t=82
 
Contact: brokenboxmime@gmail.com

Website: http://www.brokenboxmime.com

@brokenboxmime

https://www.facebook.com/brokenboxmime
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Bryce Cutler (NYC, USA) 
I believe in bold, strong spaces that innately lend themselves to highly theatrical visuals and 
experiences.  Strong risk is vital to crafting strong storytelling and ideas.  It is my hope to utilize 
design, extending it beyond a presentational setting into one that is experienced, smelled, touched, 
seen and heard.  Space and architecture should ignite more then our eyes, and instead transport 
the critical undertones and themes of the story. I find scenic design to be mainly about crafting 
light onstage. The way an audience understands a space is thru light and spaces should build on it’s 
principles.   Employing new materials, alternate story telling methods and digital media are all strong 
influences on my work.  Substituting the form of an actor thru hologram, animation or robotics 
has also become a personal obsession. Previous credits include The Lady In Red Converses With 
Diablo (A@R), Victor Frange Presents Gas (Incubator Arts), Inexperienced Love (NYC Fringe), Titus 
Andronicus (Folger Shakespeare Library), Secondhand Shakespeare (WVMTF), Spring Awakening 
(CMU).  He recently won the Lloyd Weinger Award for Scenic Design and his booth design was a 
finalist to represent the United States at the 2015 Prague Quadrennial. 
 
Disciplines: Scenic, Media, Experience, Design

Spring Awakening

The musical version of Wedekind’s play, Spring Awakening, explores the sexual undercurrent of school 
children in the repressive German society in the late 1800s.  We ended up looking at black voids, as 
a way of trapping these kids in this world of the unknown. These kids can’t see the problems in front 
of them, let alone a direction to proceed.  A large, completely black forest rolls in and out of the 
darkness, allowing us to condense the space, and yet provides us a tether to reality. Light became a key 
role, and building on the expressionistic elements in the story we shaped the space around it’s energy, 
theatricality and ability to move us from place to place.  Strewn throughout the stage, is a series of 
stringed light bulbs acting as a contemporary contradiction to the realistic forest, and providing a rock 
and roll environment for our song numbers. They are also a direct correlation to the stars, the only 
constant that stays with these kids from the beginning to the end. The bulbs illuminate the space, as 
the kids learn more of their world. As they experience sexual intercourse for the first time, the light 
strings grow to their full intensity, culminating in a blinding white light.  The one pure moment of 
sight, shape and sound that these characters and our audience experience together as the characters 
take one step forward in their world towards adulthood.

Keywords: Expressionism, Void, Lightbulbs, White, German

Production History: Phillip Chosky Theater, Pittsburgh PA
 
Contact: bryce.c.cutler@gmail.com

Website: http://www.brycecutler.com

@brycecutler

https://www.facebook.com/BryceCCutler
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Buran Theatre (NYC, USA) 
Buran Theatre is NYC-based ever-changing ensemble of disparate artists led by writer/director Adam 
R. Burnett, performer/director Jud Knudsen and designer Nick Kostner. Buran is process-based 
and develops its shows via a satellite system of collaborating theatre artists in NYC, Minneapolis, 
Kansas City, Albuquerque, Los Angeles, and Vilnius, Lithuania.   Buran’s work has been described 
as ‘rigorously playful’ (Culturebot), ‘vehemently defying categorization’ (Backstage) and containing 
‘the chaotic postmodern aesthetic of Radiohole blended with the rigorous precision of the SITI 
Company, glued together with the gleeful anarchic spirit of the Marx Brothers’ (nytheatre.com). 
Buran’s performance and design aesthetic is guided by each project and is always being worked and re-
worked throughout the development and touring process.   Touring throughout the U.S. reimagining 
a repertoire as a relentless work-in-progress, Buran Theatre has performed at The Brick, Dixon Place, 
Exit Art, Incubator Arts Project and The Silent Barn in New York; Metropolitan Ensemble Theater 
and Unicorn Theater in Kansas City, MO; at Tricklock’s Revolutions International Theatre Festival in 
Albuquerque, NM; Studio/Stage Theater in Los Angeles, CA; Las Vegas Little Theater and The Box 
Office Theater in Las Vegas, NV; William Inge Theater, Lawrence Arts Center, Old Father Studios in 
Lawrence, KS; Marigny Opera House in New Orleans, LA; and Elfus Teatras and Vilnius Chamber 
Theater in Vilnius, Lithuania. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Performance, Installation, Design, Music, Avant-Garde

Nightmares: A Demonstration of the Sublime

NIGHTMARES situates itself between terror and comedy (the sublime), beneath the gaze of Henry 
Fuseli’s iconic painting, and in the midst of an enveloping soundscape to plumb the extremities 
of our contemporary condition and posit the question: are we still capable of being overwhelmed?  
Initiating at the birth of the modern sublime—the summer of 1816, when literary heavyweights Lord 
Byron, Mary Shelley, Percy Bysshe Shelley, and Jon Polidori convened on Lake Geneva to create their 
literary shapeshifters, namely Frankenstein’s Monster and the Vampyr—the performance takes on the 
overwhelming anxiety of confronting nature and ourselves in the 21st century, an era that seemingly 
reaches for zeros. Each time the piece is performed a new company of artists is brought on board--
there have been well over 75 involved to date.  The audience experiences the show as an immersive 
performance taking hold of all senses - from the wafts of growing sod installed on stage as a playing 
area, to the interactive whiskey shots taken throughout, to the beer and face paint swathed over 
performers: it is an experiental event that changes each time the production is mounted due to the 
ever-rotating company of disparate artists involved.  It’s also very funny.

Keywords: Music, Anxiety, Video, Projections, Sublime, Post-Human

Production History: The Brick (Brooklyn, NY); William Inge Theater (Lawrence, KS); Tricklock 
Performance Lab (Albuquerque, NM); Studio/Stage Theater (Los Angeles, CA); Marigny Opera 
House (New Orleans, LA)

Video: https://vimeo.com/73441812
 
Contact: adamrburnett@yahoo.com

Website: http://www.burantheatre.com

@burantheatre

https://www.facebook.com/burantheatre
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Cara Scarmack (NYC, USA) 
Cara Scarmack is a theater-maker living and working in New York City. Her plays include Better Not 
Touch That; What Happened In Ohio; Ohio, Revisited; in the shadow of a truck and Before You Get 
Too Far Afield. She has presented her work at The Kitchen, New York Theatre Workshop 4th Street 
Theatre, Dixon Place, Triskelion Arts, Cornelia Street Café, Cherry Lane, various site-specific locations 
and The Off Center. A native of Ohio, she has studied at Denison University, Lee Strasberg, Will Geer 
Theatricum Botanicum, LaMaMa International Symposium for Directors, Odin Teatret and Brooklyn 
College.  Scarmack believes that the work of theater fundamentally belongs in the philosophical realm, 
and she aims to construct a piece of theater as though it were a poetic composition. The rhythms 
of text, the passage of time, the architecture of the landscape, the images, action and music—these 
aspects all collect to form the currents that run through her work. Her task is to compose a theatrical 
language that veers from everyday discourse and to take objects, events, beings and words out of their 
habitual context and put them in an unusual context.  Scarmack makes theater to point at that which 
we cannot explain and to acknowledge, and to celebrate, how we are so many things at once, all at 
once. She aims to cultivate a deep attention from the spectators and to give them the experience of 
something resembling but not quite like life—rather, to see life rearranged. 
 
Disciplines: Experimental Theater, Music

OHIO, REVISITED

OHIO, REVISITED is an avant-garde operetta. Four siblings come of age in an era reminiscent of 
the 1950s, determined to feel alive before they die. As soon as one sibling’s heart starts to rumble, so 
do all the rest of the hearts. It’s as though the first heart unleashes the rest, gives them permission. 
As soon as one sibling leaves home, it’s only a matter of time before the others leave, each in her 
own time. Ultimately the characters are bound by something that lets them know who they are. 
Almost like they aren’t whole without each other. When they go away, that binding gets lost. When 
they come home, it tightens up again like a knot in the rain. The spectators experience the piece as 
a brave and spirited exploration of living and loss, unfolding through a striking mix of transcendent 
songs, poetic and aphoristic language, magnificent theatricality and absurdist happenings, intermixed 
with rural American nostalgia, dreams, death, anguish and joy. In this hauntingly beautiful play, 
the imagery and language wash over the audience, the music entrances, questions are posed but not 
answered and events become abstracted versions of themselves. The play’s action of revisiting gives the 
spectators a palpable sense of the suffocation among the familiar smack dab along with the comfort of 
it.  The production is transportable, in antique suitcases, and can be performed anywhere—theaters, 
warehouses, church basements, train depots, big back porches...

Keywords: Operetta, Experimental Theater, Avant-Garde, Music

Production History: New York Theatre Workshop 4th Street Theatre, NYC; Dixon Place, NYC; and 
The Off Center, Burlington, Vermont

Video: http://youtu.be/L7OMgrPPfak
 
Contact: carascarmack@gmail.com

Website: http://www.carascarmack.com

@carascarmack
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Carroll Simmons (Brooklyn, USA) 
Carroll Simmons is a pop-up collective made up of emerging New York-based writers, performers, 
directors, and designers. Carroll Simmons began when founder David Bernstein realized that many 
of his female friends -- all recent graduates who studied interdisciplinary theater creation at New 
York University -- either identified with or were constantly compared to American writer/filmmaker 
Lena Dunham. Carroll Simmons -- a combination of Dunham’s father’s first name and mother’s last 
-- was formed as a dream-team of up-and-coming performance makers, with the intent of creating 
a single collaborative piece in response to Dunham’s rise as the patron saint of the new struggling-
artist-as-diarist archetype. Embarking on a quest to create a creation myth/mash note ‘cri de coeur’ 
for our generation’s hipster-artist-wannabes, Carroll Simmons became an ongoing investigation into 
a kind of performance portraiture/autobiography. Our performance portraits assimilate multiple 
sources, aesthetics, and narrative strategies into unified theatrical performances that seek to answer the 
question: how do we make performances about our icons that are actually about ourselves?   Carroll 
Simmons is Brittany Allen, David Bernstein, Sam Corbin, Stephanie Hsu, Holly Jo, Stephanie Levin, 
Tessa Skara, Dillon Slagle, Haley Traub, & Jaime Wright. Members have performed and created 
original work in venues across downtown New York, Brooklyn, and abroad. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Theater, Dance, Cabaret, Ritual, Autobiography

Too Many Lenas

In Too Many Lenas, Carroll Simmons imagines what might happen if five Lena Dunhams all lived 
together in a Brooklyn loft. The work takes the titular writer, actress and filmmaker as an object of 
iconic obsession and refracts her persona into a kaleidoscopic alternate universe in which Apologetic 
Lena, Naked Lena, Perfect Lena, Self-Depicted Lena and Urban Lena reach for the heights of 
grotesque self-dramatization. Using a formal style that blends the confrontational deconstruction 
of feminist performance art, the rigorous formalism of avant-garde theater, and the colloquial 
naturalism of contemporary narrative film and television, Carroll Simmmons presents an evening 
length performance piece that portrays both Lena Dunham and themselves as heroic icons, distorted 
stereotypes, and vulnerable human beings. The absurdist episodes, chunks of dance, formal fissures, 
and the final intrusion of reality accumulate into a biting parody of the excesses of the 21st century 
diarist impulse, as well as an affirmation of the very human impulses that fuel it. ‘The most important 
piece of post-creative entertainment for the millennial generation of 2013’ -- Carroll Simmons. TOO 
MANY LENAS is instigated, curated & directed by David Bernstein performed by Sam Corbin, Ali 
Eagle, Stephanie Hsu,  Tessa Skara, Haley Traub, & Jaime Wright written by the performers, Brittany 
Allen & David Bernstein with sets by Holly Jo, costumes by Stephanie Levin & dramaturgy by Dillon 
Slagle

Keywords: Portrait, Lena Dunham, Millennial, Devised, Emerging, Feminism

Production History: Dixon Place Lounge (excerpts), Dixon Place Mainstage, Williamsburg 
Community Arts Festival (workshop of new version)

Video: https://vimeo.com/69669920
 
Contact: tocarrollsimmons@gmail.com

Website: http://carrollsimmons.tumblr.com

@simmonsperforms

https://www.facebook.com/pages/TOO-MANY-LENAS/113544562163276
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Cherie Sampson (Columbia, Mo, USA) 
I am an interdisciplinary artist working in environmental sculpture, performance and video art. 
Invoking the ‘traditional’ image of the individual artist working in the studio, I seek out isolated 
natural environments in which to work and the manner in which I work is once contemplative and 
physically challenging. In the process of creating and completing a work – whether a live performance 
for an audience, performance for the camera or video installation in a gallery - my roles are many: 
I am director, camerawoman, choreographer, performer, and sculptor and responsible for all post-
production and dissemination. Working in intensely slow movement, I place my body within what I 
call ‘found’ landscapes as an extension of them and an embodiment of temporality and cyclical change 
in nature – its evolution often not perceptible at the moment in its infinitely gradual process, but as 
an after-image. The intentionally abstracted body may appear at once human, animal and vegetative 
with the imagery reflecting and mimicking patterns in the environment and contemplating the 
stirring and stilling of time.  My work has been exhibited internationally in live performances, art-
in-nature symposia, video screenings and installations for over 20 years in the US, Finland, Norway, 
Holland, Cuba, France, Italy, Hong Kong, and other countries. I am a recipient of two Fulbright 
awards, a Finnish Cultural Foundation Grant and multiple research grants from the University of 
Missouri, where I am a Professor of Art. I completed my MFA in Intermedia & Video Art from the 
University of Iowa in 1997. 
 
Disciplines: Environmental Performance Art, Video, Video-Dance

Mettä Vuoti Kuivat Kuuset  
(From the Dried-out Fir Leaked Honey)

For this work I drew inspiration from select passages from the Finnish epic poem, The Kalevala 
describing generative and entropic forces of the forest as well as from my intimate experience of the 
Finnish environment spending hours hiking and working in the diverse ecology of Koli National 
Park. The poetry has been rearranged in a subversion of the original text to form a new narrative: 
descriptions of the idyllic forest environment are overlaid with images of the felling of the forest 
and its demise, eventually transformed once again and renewed. It is impossible not to notice the 
deforestation in the areas surrounding one’s approach to Koli, often referred to as Finland’s ‘national 
landscape’. The video images of one figure (myself ) presenting multiple times within a single frame 
in related, but unique performance gestures in the forests of birch, spruce and pine is a repeating 
motif in this work.  It portrays a tension between singularity and multiplicity and the myriad ways in 
which this manifests in the vast upward and expansive horizontal planes of the boreal landscapes. As a 
gallery installation, it fuses live performance & video. Projected video imagery depicting performance 
vignettes recorded in the forests and an audio track comprised of chanted poetry and sounds from 
the environment set the ‘stage’ for the solo performance. Video is projected onto silk scrims within a 
constructed installation space and onto the white costume of the performer.  Simultaneous projections 
of video imagery, sound and live performance create an interactive, metaphoric space.

Keywords: Interactive Video-Performance In Sculptural Space

Production History: Ahjo Art Center, Joensuu, Finland; Pori Art Museum, Pori, Finland

Video: http://vimeo.com/user988677
 
Contact: sampsonch@missouri.edu

Website: http://www.cheriesampson.net

https://www.facebook.com/cherie.sampson.3
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Cherrise Wakeham’s Project 7  
Contemporary Dance Company (Marietta, USA) 
Founder, director and choreographer of Project 7 Contemporary Dance Company, Cherrise Wakeham 
has been dedicated to the art of movement since age seven and is now recognized nationally for her 
choreography as well as her success as an influential instructor.  With a relentless vision for style and 
innovation, she has shared her passion for dance with hundreds of students and several companies, 
studios, and intensives in the southeastern U.S., including Project Dance, Circuit on Tour, Breathe 
the Intensive, Gotta Dance Atlanta, Dance 101, and others.  Recently, Cherrise has been featured in 
Dance Informa Magazine, chosen as a finalist for the Capezio ACE Awards in New York City, and 
recognized in Dance Spirit Magazine for a work named Editor’s Choice, Video of the Year. Having 
graduated Summa Cum Laude with Honors from Georgia State University with a B.A. in Psychology, 
Cherrise aims to combine a concentration in child development with her passion for cultivating 
creativity, discipline, and self-worth within her students and a positive creative experience in her 
company. I enjoy making work that is accessible and relatable through contemporary movement. It is 
athletic, physically-demanding, edgy, very driven towards sending a message, whether through lyrics 
or musical arrangement. I make dance because I think it’s important to share the idea of expression 
through movement. For many people, words don’t work, but movement does. I am one of those 
people. And I believe there is an understanding of human interaction that can only be fulfilled 
through the combination of movement 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary, Lyrical, Modern, Jazz

In This Shirt

I created ‘In This Shirt’ to use the idea of hope as a focus in my movement and through my dancers.  
This piece represents the process of carrying our unique burdens as individuals and as women. Every 
moment we are alive, we are given choices to allow these burdens to be an obstacle, or forge on with 
hope and optimism, embracing the challenges we encounter. Our burden may resurface time and 
time again. It may haunt us. It may call us to cope in ways we may think we are too weak to handle. 
But in truth, our burden is our own for a specific reason. If we can become vulnerable enough to see 
ourselves, flaws and all, we will come to understand all aspects of our humanness and even celebrate 
that within ourselves and each other. The audience experiences this piece with reflection, hope, and 
energy. I believe it motivates our audiences to maintain fortitude and tap into inner strength despite 
obstacles.

Keywords: Metamorphosis, Strength, Contemporary, Transition, Power, Hope

Production History: Georgia World Congress Center and The Balzer Theater at Herren’s

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQZjncAdmx0
 
Contact: cherrise@hotmail.com

Website: http://project7dance.com

@project7dance

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Project-7-Contemporary-Dance-Company/105491192847348
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Christen Clifford (Queens, NYC, USA) 
Christen Clifford has performed at the Culture Project, Grace Exhibition Space, PPL, Joe’s Pub, PS 
122, Judith Charles Gallery, Postmasters Gallery, the Kitchen, Invisible Dog and Mesto Zensk/City 
of Women in Ljubljana.  She is a core member of the feminist performance collective The No Wave 
Performance Task Force.  Her work has been featured in Flavorwire, Smith Magazine, Culturebot 
and The M Word: Real Mothers in Contemporary Art.  She is a curator at Dixon Place and is on 
the Theatre and Performance faculty at SUNY Purchase. I make cross genre work that explores grey 
areas, often about sexuality, the family, and women in society. I make performances, reperformances, 
installations, collaborative events, public practices and text based work.  I am a feminist performance 
artist, an activist, actor, writer, performance artist, scholar, curator and educator.  Ultimately, my work 
is about love.  I make work because I have to. 
 
Disciplines: Feminist Performance Art, Installation, Performance Art, Text, Video, Theatre

Feminist Peep Show

I was invited by AUNTS to make a performance for their Chain Curation- someone curated me and 
then I curated someone else- I chose Lenora Champagne, because her book Out From Under had 
an enormous impact on me in 1991.  So my performance became an installation for the 5 hours of 
the multilayered evening.  I chose a room, the walls were lavender, I hung white curtains at the back 
and put craft paper and flokati rugs on the floor, and hung a shiny gold rain curtain in the front for 
the audience had to peep through.  Inside the room was an altar to feminist art, and I wore a crown 
of flowers a la the fake activist group Femen.  I performed many aktions throughout the evening and 
spoke with the audience ; showing my cervix with a speculum a la Annie Sprinkle became a sexual 
education performance.  ‘That thing that you bump up against when you have sex with a cis female?  
That the cervix.  You can see mine is open, I have delivered two children through that orifice, I am 
ovulating now, you can see the whitish mucous...’   There were times when I had a large audience 
outside the curtain, and other times when it was very intimate in the space, just me and three or 
four participants.  The evening ended with me duct-taping a cantalope to performance artist Salley 
May and fucking her cantalope with a sharpened metal dildo as  a FULL MOON FEMINISM 
performance in honor of the late Tom Murrin.  I made this work because I knew the audince would 
be a few hundred young artists/dancers and they are the keepers of feminism for my children.

Keywords: Feminism, Feminist Performance Art, Performance Art, AUNTS, Cervix, Cis, Love

Production History: AUNTS, Arts@Renaissance, Brooklyn International Performance Art Festival

Video: https://vimeo.com/babylove
 
Contact: cdclifford@verizon.net

Website: http://christenclifford.tumblr.com/

@cd_clifford

/https://www.facebook.com/christen.clifford
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Christine Bonansea Saulut (San Francisco, USA) 
Graduated in French National Dance school, she was selected in National Choreographic Centers 
with Catherine Diverres, Regine Chopinot (ENMD), Mathilde Monnier (Exerce 99) in France 
where she pursued her choreographic researches and physical performing techniques. She’s been 
challenging the dynamic of live performance within the diversity of environment that she experienced 
internationally. She’s performed with numbers of companies including Faustin Linyekula, Companie 
Allias, Kathleen Hermesdorf, Sara Shelton Mann, Tino Sehgal, Nita Little and more recently Katie 
Duck.My work covers a broad artistic field, featured an integrated and participatory process carried 
out in collaboration with artists as musician composers, visual artists. I aim to generate this curiosity 
and create an experimental form that evokes the perception we have of ourselves, of the others, 
challenging the agreement of conventional identities and behaviors of human beings. In order to 
reveal the display of the human nature, I create a complex series of intense images and environments 
that revealing tensions, visceral states and movements.Commissioned by festival organizations or 
residency programs, her recent pieces has been seen performed at Movement research-NYC, ODC-
San Francisco, Portland, Dock 11- Berlin, the Whenever wherever Festival-Tokyo 2013 and will be 
seen at the Judson Church New York City.She’s been supported by Theater Bay area CASH Grant, the 
Zellerbach Family foundation and the French Consulate of San Francisco. 
 
Disciplines: Dancer and Choreographer

FLOATERS#1

My work is elaborated in a dedicated time of experimentation using diverse medias, generated for 
live performance as well as for other media in a variety of sites and contexts.This project really started 
when I performed a solo in Brooklyn January 9th 2013 at movement research work in Progress 
showing with David Thomson.Since I’ve been working on a trilogy for seven dancers that illustrate 
the subjective perception of the physical reality, referring to the thematic of identity and alienation 
of human being. I’ve been researching about the mental mechanism of projection that is an essential 
mechanism of empathy and identification in order to define the work. I’m interested in the physical 
states that reveals the complexity of our consciousness through, the phenomenon in which there is a 
loosening of boundaries between self and non-self, inner and outer, and a fusion or confusion with 
the others as well as with any object within the space. The physical reality is revealed though the 
variety of body tensions in space. I emphasize the uncertainty of individual identities and their reality 
in the physical space. I explore the threshold between real space and conceptual space. I embody the 
space, crafted with visuals, sounds and movements and move it as my reality changes.I sets a paradox 
rigorous structure where the being will be incessantly lost trying to generate a new reality in order to 
survive and create a contained referral world. The 3 parts structured within each other, increase the 
confusing ambiguity of perception, the perpetual instability of the physical reality

Keywords: Perception, Kinetic, Subjective Reality, Instability, Space

Production History: Dock11-Berlin, Studio Morishita, Whenever Wherever Festival -Tokyo, Kunst-
Stoff arts,FRESH Festival San Francisco,

Video: https://vimeo.com/81560190
 
Contact: christine.bonansea@gmail.com

Website: http://www.christinebonansea.com

@chrisaulut

https://www.facebook.com/
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Christine Ferrera (Baltimore, Md, USA) 
Christine Ferrera is a Baltimore-based painter, performance and video artist who crosses disciplines to 
create singular, wry performance work. She has presented experimental plays, monologues and stand-
up comedy at theaters, galleries, crawl spaces and hotel conference rooms throughout the U.S. Her 
odd, personal narratives dwell awkwardly at the intersection of art and entertainment. She counter-
poses live and recorded performance, as well as satire and sincerity. Ferrera’s work can be self-reflexive 
and often refers to the vulnerability she experiences while making art. She uses humor as a tool for 
feminism and feminism as a source for many hilarious jokes.  Ferrera received a BFA in painting and 
printmaking from Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design and an MFA in Imaging and Digital Art 
from the University of Maryland, Baltimore County. Her work has appeared on NPR’s The Story and 
The Signal. Christine was awarded a residency at the Sanskriti Foundation in New Delhi, India where 
she collaborated on a video experiment with text and translation. She has performed at Centerstage, 
Artisphere, Transmodern Festival, Brooklyn Art Space and the Baltimore Contemporary Museum 
of Art among others. Ferrera was the recipient of a 2013 Maryland State Arts Council Award. Her 
forthcoming book, Starbux Diary, documenting her 10-year correspondence with Starbucks Coffee 
Company is scheduled for release in 2014. She is currently in production on a solo performance tour 
for international debut next year. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Video, Painting, Radio/Voice, Stand-Up Comedy, Writing

Google Art Video

During an artistic dry spell, I noticed that I questioned my creative instincts and the relevance 
of my ideas. I fantasized looking up certain words on-line and receiving clues containing hidden 
truths and the inspiration to create without inhibition. Google Art Video depicts a series of strange 
and mystical interactions between two women. The characters are not specific. They are more like 
masks that represent different voices in an artist’s inner-dialogue about creativity and self-doubt. I 
play one character live on-stage interacting with my projected video counterpart. I alternate roles in 
each vignette. The conversation weaves between profundity and nonsense, giving the piece an aura 
of dissonance and dark humor. As the women discuss art, their power dynamic mirrors the self-
undermining emotional process inherent in creative work and the universal tension between fear and 
longing in relationships. The audience experiences this piece much like a theatrical play in that it is 
seen from a frontal proscenium view. However, an intimate gallery space, blackbox theater or cabaret 
setting best conveys the exquisite nuance in facial expression and voice, as well as the odd tension 
between the live and video performances.

Keywords: Feminist, Comedy, Multimedia, Video, Conversation, Absurdist

Production History: Baltimore Contemporary Museum, Transmodern Performance Festival, 
Itinerant Performance Festival, Current Gallery, Brooklyn Art Space, VisArts Art Center

Video: https://vimeo.com/77445059
 
Contact: chrissy.ferrera@gmail.com

Website: http://christineferrera.com/

@chrissyferrera

https://www.facebook.com/christine.ferrera.9
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Chuck Chaney (Boston, USA) 
Chuck Chaney’s studio practice has fused his photographic background with a performance 
foreground, to produce projects which envoke a sense of presence or the memory of presence in each 
of his projects. He holds a Bachelor of Arts in photography, and a Master of Fine Arts in studio art 
with a concentration in performance. Chuck was born in Alaska and raised in Honolulu, Hawaii. In 
2008 he founded a summer artist residency in Alaska, The Homestead AK. 
 
Disciplines: Photography, Performance, Installation

Roots

I gathered a variety of plants from local farmers at the open air market in the days preceding the 
festival. I cared for them making sure they got the light and water they needed. I spread them out 
in the space I would be working in. I began by selecting a plant to preparing it for its new life, 
new soil, new land. Once carefully cleansed, I made an offering of the plant with its roots exposed 
to individuals in my presence, to hold and with which to share their breath and life forces. After 
repeating this action with many people I reclaimed each plant and took them outside to find their new 
place in this world. I replanted, watered and cared for each one. After this I rested and reflected.

Keywords: Roots

Production History: Palac Mastactva, Weems Atrium
 
Contact: chuckchaney@gmail.com

Website: http://www.chuckchaney.com
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Cloud Eye Control (Los Angeles, USA) 
Cloud Eye Control is a Los Angeles-based performance collaborative comprised of three members: 
animator and performer Miwa Matreyek, musician and performance artist Anna Oxygen, and 
experimental theater director Chi-wang Yang. To explore this techno-humanistic moment, Cloud Eye 
Control is dedicated to the creation of cross-disciplinary performance works that embrace the inherent 
synergies, as well as the intriguing dissonances, that arise when screen, stage, media and body meet.  
Technology and humanity are undergoing parallel physical transformations: digital media is leaping 
from the confines of screen, device, and speaker into all corners of human experience. And conversely, 
now more than ever humanity is seeking to digitally expand and accelerate its ability to see, be, and 
know. This space of mutual leaping, of colliding bits and bodies, is the milieu out of which Cloud Eye 
Control’s art arises. The principle concern of Cloud Eye Control’s work is the convergence of flat and 
three-dimensional space that is occurring in the modern media landscape, and the resulting impact 
on representation and storytelling. Video functions as scenery and interactive environment. Both high 
and low-tech methods are used to allow the live actor to interact with the video. Multiple planes of 
video are layered onto stage so that the audience can simultaneously experience illusion and artifice. 
The resulting work is a unique hybrid of theater, cinema, puppetry, rock show, and opera. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Music, Animation, Multimedia, Performance, Video

Under Polaris

At once playful and deeply expressive, this young Los Angeles-based multimedia ensemble confronts 
head-on the tension between primal nostalgia and modern technological optimism. In their latest mix 
of projected animation, live theater and electronic music, Cloud Eye Control charts an epic journey 
across a vast arctic expanse—a sublime icebound landscape illuminated under the ethereal lights of 
the Northern sky.  At the center of Under Polaris is the quest to preserve, inside pristine shards of 
ice at the top of the world, a seed containing the wealth of all human history: a back-up system for 
our genetic imprint and the sum total of our personal memories. En route, the story’s protagonist 
shape-shifts into many a mythic creature to survive the elements and, in the process, learns about the 
inextricable interdependence of humans and nature.  Cloud Eye Control’s unique blend of digital and 
physical stagecraft has been hailed as a ‘transcendently spectacular piece of theater’ by the Los Angeles 
Times, and a ‘multidimensional, seductively cinematic experience’ by the LAist. Under Polaris is a 
National Performance Network Creation Fund project co-commissioned by REDCAT (Roy and Edna 
Disney/Cal Arts Theater), PICA and Leslie B. Durst. Created with support from the Princess Grace 
Foundation Special Project Award.

Keywords: Animation, Video, Music, Interdisciplinary, Environment, Arctic

Production History: Santiago a Mil (Chile), EXIT Festival (Paris), REDCAT (Los Angeles), Time-
Based Art Festival (Portland), Fusebox Festival (Austin), New Genre Festival (Tulsa)

Video: https://vimeo.com/52419723
 
Contact: info@cloudeyecontrol.com

Website: http://cloudeyecontrol.com

https://www.facebook.com/cloudeyecontrol
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Colin Michael Self (Brooklyn, USA) 
Colin Self composes and choreographs new trajectories for Global Queer Consciousness. His 
performances explore aesthetic temperament between vocality, violence, popular culture, and sincerity. 
Spanning a transdisciplinary lifestyle, Colin seeks to embellish diverse cultures with queer presence 
and develop a highly stylized language of transnational communication. Through his performance 
work, community organization, and personal life, Colin exhibits the power and beauty of feminized 
identities as a constant praxes of collective resistance.  Colin Self creates music, dance, installation, 
video, and community into new trajectories to discuss issues of gender, sexuality, humanity, death, 
and transfiguration. His work demonstrates cultural defiance and an expansion of human possibility 
in the midst of global entropy. His work heeds a focus on the possibilities of reifying human presence 
through actualized cultural mutation, and sets forth new possibilities of change, movement, and 
behavior. 
 
Disciplines: Composer, Choreographer, Writer, Actor, Activist, Vocalist

Colin Michael Self

Elation 4 is a 25 minute operetta as part of a sequential trans-feminist opera series. Elation presents a 
sacred, queer ceremony as a reverential site for the composition and abstraction of queer, marginalized 
belief systems. Through music, movement, and costume, Colin Self conducts a liturgy to celebrate 
the dawning of global feminized consciousness, and a grievance for failing systems. These actions and 
transformations result in communions of media, liturgy, and dance. Elation’s aim is to follow the 
energetic trajectories of these queer communions in order to foster discourse around our beliefs. For 
Elation 4, a tetrahedron adorned with LED lights is mounted in a blacked-out room, on a stage with 
a mirror podium at it’s core, and a large but quiet fan behind the stage. A ten-person choir barricades 
the alter from the audience. The choir is merely invisible in the blacked-out space except for two LED 
lights on the eyes of each silhouette. Wearing a white cloak, and two wings of LED lights, Colin enters 
the stage and conducts gestural, vocal, and energetic movements. Colin guides the liturgy into formal 
delivery of song as the choir joins in as done in liturgical ceremonies. The performance is bookended 
with processional movement along an outstretched aisle of fabric. Audio is conducted over a speaker 
system, and all singers have microphones.

Keywords: Opera, Choir, Installation, Experimental, Movement

Production History: MoMA PS1 in Queens, NY. RADCAT Theatre in Los Angeles, CA.

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkjZ0YB5S14
 
Contact: colinmself@gmail.com

Website: http://colin-self.com

@colinself
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Concrete Temple Theatre (NYC, USA) 
Since 2004, Concrete Temple Theatre has been in operation as a small touring company based in New 
York City, presenting performances and leading workshops locally, nationally and internationally. 
Concrete Temple Theatre has created twelve original works (five of these tour) and is currently 
developing two new works. We have received several commissions and have been Artists-in-Residence 
at various venues: Dixon Place, NYC; The Yard, Martha’s Vineyard; St. Ann’s Warehouse, Brooklyn, 
performing for audiences at Barrow Street Theatre, HERE, Bard’s SummerScape, Hudson Opera 
House, as well as theatres in Turkey, India, Italy, Scotland, Bulgaria and Sri Lanka. Since 2008, 
we have regularly offered workshops, working with organizations like Sirovich Senior Center, plai 
Theatre, and YAI Autism Center. Co-Artistic Directors, Renee Philippi & Carlo Adinolfi, believe in 
the reflective and infusive nature of varied art forms working together to celebrate and explore the 
human condition. Artistic and programming goals are operatic and inclusive of all art forms, taking 
ordinary people and placing them in extraordinary situations and worlds. Our work is ‘simple’ in 
approach yet highly theatrical. We try in our work to have objects become characters and characters 
become objects, creating a fluidity in the nature of ‘things.’  Images created within a theatrical event 
are often more important than what is said, enabling all people to see themselves and embrace their 
personal struggles. We want our audiences to ask the big question: Why do I exist? 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Puppetry, Music, Visual Arts, Dance, Solo-Performance

Geppetto

Performer Carlo Adinolfi plays Geppetto, aka G, in this heart-wrenching and hilarious tale of a poor 
Italian immigrant puppeteer whose life unravels when his closest companions, two well-worn puppets 
he created for his shows, begin to fall apart. After the passing of his beloved wife and fellow-puppeteer 
Donna, G and his puppets struggle to create a new play. But as his puppets begin to disintegrate 
and his own heart breaks, G must try to fix them and heal himself so that the show, and his life, 
can go on. Drawing inspiration from Pinocchio, The Old Man and the Sea and the inspiring true 
story of double-amputee Hugh Herr’s incredible return to rock climbing, Geppetto is an exploration 
of resilience and ingenuity in the face of loss and change. ‘Geppetto shares more than a character’s 
name and profession with that fairy tale. This play focuses on a longing for magic, a wish for a 
transformative power that could kindle life where it is lacking... It celebrates human ingenuity too 
much to be depressing. The struggling Geppetto exemplifies, literally and figuratively, what we all 
have to do in the face of a shattering blow: pick up the pieces and move on.’  -New York Times ‘’Lewis 
Flinn’s hauntingly beautiful score... highlights the mythic proportions of Geppetto’s journey into new 
selfhood.’ – LettersFromTheMezzanine.com   ‘The transformational Mr. Adinolfi and his puppets 
bridge the gap between two venerable theatrical traditions in an entirely different and indeed more 
touching way...with its mix of human and puppet characters.’ – BlogCritics.com

Keywords: Grief, Triumphant, Italian, Cellist, Classics, Myths

Production History: St. Ann’s Warehouse, Hudson Opera House, HERE,  Bard SummerScape, 8 
City Tour of Italy

Video: https://vimeo.com/71588314
 
Contact: renee@concretetempletheatre.com

Website: http://www.ConcreteTempleTheatre.com

@www.twitter.com/ConcreteTemple

https://www.facebook.com/#!/ConcreteTempleTheatre
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CORE Performance Company, Sue Schroeder  
Artistic Director (Atlanta, Ga / Houston, Tx, USA) 
CORE is dedicated to innovation, collaboration and artistic risk-taking.   A professional dance 
organization founded in 1980, CORE (Several Dancers Core, Inc.) creates, performs and presents 
contemporary dance.  With homes in Houston, TX and Atlanta, GA, CORE promotes dance 
awareness and education through performances, presentations, workshops and classes in contemporary 
approaches to movement and is dedicated to opening new channels of communication between artist 
and community.   CORE Performance Company, the professional contemporary dance company 
of CORE, focuses on the ongoing development of the artistic process through the creation of 
new work.  Made up of individual artists, the company performs new choreography that evolves 
through experimentation, improvisation and collaborations with artists from different mediums. 
Sue A. Schroeder, CORE Founder and Artistic Director, has developed relationships with emerging 
and world-renowned choreographers, adding original bodies of work by artists including Amanda 
K. Miller-Fasshauer,  Ellen Bromberg, Polly Motley, Bill Evans, Joanna Haigood, Tanzcompagnie 
RUBATO, Beppie Blankert, and Alicia Sànchez.   As a choreographer herself, Schroeder artfully 
integrates her process in relationship to the performing artists and is committed to collaborating with 
composers, visual artists, musicians, writers, and artists of other mediums.  These relationships have 
transformed CORE into the internationally acclaimed company it is today, in its 33rd season, known 
for its innovative, unique and captivating dance works. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Contemporary, Movement,

CORE Performance Company 

CORE currently is performing works by Sue Schroeder and Amanda K. Miller-Fasshauer (U.S.) and 
has begun a collaboration with Association Manifeste (Toulouse).  Recent works (below) exemplify 
the strength and range of CORE’s creativity and experience.  In addition to appearing in traditional 
staged settings, CORE embraces the process and challenge of performing in non-theatrical venues.  
CORE has long created and commissioned dance works for a range of performance settings, including 
art galleries, outdoor spaces, informal studios and public gathering spots. CORE Performance 
Company is available to perform existing dances and to develop new works.  Recent productions 
include:  The Liberated Accident by Amanda K. Miller-Fasshauer, created for a reclaimed factory 
building at The Goat Farm in Atlanta but also recreated for a black-box theater; Secret, created for the 
grand entry way at Callanwolde Fine Arts Center mansion but adaptable to other unique venues;  The 
Point, a vibrant quintet inspired by the work of Conceptual visual artist Sol LeWitt and Experimental 
novelist Raymond Federman; THREE, an evening of dynamic, impassioned dances by national 
and international women choreographers; and the cross-cultural multimedia performance piece, 
Corazón Abriendo (Heart Opening), based on the artists’ immersion residencies in the highlands and 
rainforests of Chiapas, Mexico and the lakes, beaches and volcanoes of Guatemala. 

Keywords: Risk-Taking, Innovation, Community-Building, Collaboration, Mentoring, Investigation

Production History: CORE Performance Company has been acclaimed in performance and 
residencies in the U.S., Canada, Holland, Mexico, Guatemala, Sweden, Germany, Croatia, and the 
Republic of Georgia.

Video: https://vimeo.com/coredance
 
Contact: info@coredance.org

Website: http://www.coredance.org/

@coredances

https://www.facebook.com/coredance
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curry&dillon (Buffalo / Seattle, USA) 
curry&dillon engage with strangers in public places using ubiquitous technologies and enter into 
relationships that lead to unexpected outcomes.  Collaborators Laura Curry and Lori Dillon are 
performers / social practitioners who explore the realities and fictions within the meanings and 
boundaries of performance and research.  Their work is typically part theater, part movement, 
part media, part social practice, site-specific, dialogic, time-based and relationship-building.  Past 
performances and installations have been situated in theaters, galleries, retail windows, hotel rooms, 
and other public and virtual spaces.  Support for curry&dillon has included the Paul G. Allen 
Foundation, 4Culture, Office of Arts and Cultural Affairs, Meet the Composer and many individuals 
and businesses. curry&dillon began their careers and their relationship within the framework 
of dance/choreography.  While their creative process still involves movement and is arguably 
kinesthetically-rooted, their work in the last several years has moved from dance [that includes 
audience interaction and social commentary] to social experimentation/performance that exists only 
when there is audience engagement and without the confines of a venue, proximity or duration [and 
includes elements of movement and/or theater]. We make work to challenge, to play, to engage, to 
question, to answer.  And to meet people. 
 
Disciplines: Media, Social Practice, Theater, Dance

The Agreement

The Agreement is a promise of commitment between artist and audience. The commitment time 
frame may exist during the performance only, or may extend up to one year.  The performance 
begins when curry&dillon conduct a one-on-one meeting with an audience member (‘client’) while 
on stage (or in another venue) to engage in a discussion about something for which the client seeks 
help. The artists also discuss ways in which they themselves may need assistance from the client. 
During the performance, a plan is identified by which the artists support the client and potentially, 
how the client will support the artists. The artists may also choose to coordinate agreements between 
the clients themselves. An agreement is the result: a document that describes the support and future 
communication plan and time frame for completing the mutual commitments.  Past agreements 
have involved everything from the artists coaching a client through successful engagements with the 
opposite sex, to encouraging someone to clean up his junk pile and another to finish his Master’s 
thesis, to supporting a woman through bouts of seasonal depression. Boundaries of voyeurism, 
commitment, privacy and time are negotiated within the construction and the process of The 
Agreement.  This project – like no other work that curry&dillon have created or participated in to 
date – fosters true relationship building and invites participates (including the artists themselves) to 
get truly personal and intimate.   The Agreement is about more than making a statement; it’s about 
affecting lives.

Keywords: Social Practice, Time-Based, Engagement, Site Specific

Production History: The Agreement has been conducted at venues in Buffalo/NY, Portland/OR, 
Seattle/WA, Albuquerque/NM, Kassel, Germany as part of Documenta 13, and as part of Time 
Mutations in Buffalo/NY and Weimar Germany.

Video: https://vimeo.com/78231206
 
Contact: curryanddillon@gmail.com

Website: http://currydillon.com

https://www.facebook.com/
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Daniel Glenn (Yonkers, Ny, USA) 
Daniel is an educator and theater artist who received his MFA in Theatre from Sarah Lawrence 
College, where he won The Stanley and Evelyn Lipkin Prize for Playwriting. He received his 
bachelor’s in Dramatic Literature summa cum laude from NYU. In 2011, he was an associate artist 
in residence at Atlantic Center for the Arts, studying solo performance with Heather Woodbury. He 
performed his full length solo play, My Date With Troy Davis, to glowing reviews at the 2012 New 
York International Fringe Festival.  Daniel’s one act and full length plays have been performed in 
various theaters around the country. His play There Was and There Wasn’t (an old Iraqi folktale), was 
a mainstage production at Tisch School of the Arts. His play swingset/moon was featured at the 2012 
Telluride Playwrights Festival. An experimental piece, I’ve Got a Secret will premiere at Dixon Place 
in Fall 2013 and a new solo, Portraits of People I’ve Never Slept With, is making the rounds. Daniel is 
a member of The Dramatists Guild. ‘I make work that challenges the audience, as I believe too much 
theater preaches to the converted. For example, it’s artistically more interesting and difficult to create a 
sympathetic portrayal of a Tea Party member than to lampoon them. I also make work that challenges 
me as a performer, pushing myself to the ends of my physical and mental capacities in order to allow 
something spontaneous and genuine to emerge in the moment. I make work in the theater because I 
believe it has to adapt to new realities, but that the power of presence is still unparalleled.’ 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Solo, Improvisation

HOW TO NOT GET TURNED INTO A TREE

‘We can be awfully hard on ourselves, can’t we?’  --Bill Brady, HOW TO NOT GET TURNED 
INTO A TREE This solo performance follows four characters as they try to find their way to decency 
in a sea of change. Developed at Sarah Lawrence College under the guidance of Dan Hurlin, this 
play had several workshops in the summer of 2013. Daniel Glenn plays a motivational speaker who 
believes Ovid’s Metamorphoses has all the answers, a Tea Party treasurer with a penchant for arts 
and crafts, a disgruntled teenage girl looking for a room of her own, and a stuttering bibliophile 
who believes in miracles. The surprising ways these lives crash into each other and then spin apart is 
matched by the inventive physicality of the performance, based on methods learned while in residence 
with Heather Woodbury at Atlantic Center for the Arts. The show is a structured improvisation, 
with an electric sense of the present moment and up-to-the-minute references to our ever-changing 
contemporary calamities. Praise from TREE audiences: ‘The perfect balance of humor and trauma...
evoked a visceral reaction.’  --Michelle F. ‘Thought-provoking...a stunning performance.’  --Susan C. 
‘Relentless...you will spend days sorting it all out.’  --Kathleen H. Praise for Daniel Glenn ‘Glenn is 
an energetic, expressive performer, [and] funny as hell.’ --NYTheatre.com ‘The engaging Daniel Glenn 
considers such philosophical concerns as comparative moralities and the worth of human life with 
flair.’ --Backstage.com

Keywords: Tragicomedy, Mythology, Politics, Literature, Jane, Fonda

Production History: The Dancing Goat Theatre

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7qTgj5fLUs
 
Contact: daniel.p.glenn@gmail.com

Website: http://www.danielpglenn.com

https://www.facebook.com/danielpglenn
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David Commander (NYC, USA) 
For the last 13 years I have been a member of Big Art Group, a NYC theater company dedicated to 
building culturally transgressive new works through using the language of media and blended states 
of performance. I have developed and performed my own modern toy theater work at the 2011 Toy 
Theater after Dark Festival in Minneapolis, The 2012 TBA festival in Portland, Oregon, and 2013 
Labapalooza Festival at St. Ann’s Warehouse in NYC. In September 2013, I performed all three of 
my short toy theater works back to back at Dixon Place in NYC under the title of New Toy Theater. 
My work is an attempt to give form to an unutterable force that spills past the boundaries of thought 
into a dark, confusing place without expression. I use technology, language and structure that can 
expand and contract in an effort to convey the ideas that dwell in this place. Since it is more adaptive 
to this environment, I often use elements of puppetry in my shows.  I typically use pre-fabricated toys, 
such as action figures or dolls, to bring a quality to the characters that feels uncontrived and beyond 
my control. I tend to think that choosing the appropriate toy is a process of ‘casting’ and shouldn’t 
be tailor-made to my exact specifications. Relinquishing this control allows a world of surprising 
characteristics that is more organic and unintentional. I would like to think that I’m not fully in 
control of what I make. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Puppetry, Toy Theater, Installation

New Toy Theater

New Toy Theater combines my three short modern toy theater pieces into one performance that 
sprawls across the stage. I specifically created these small shows to be modular and easy to be 
transported and performed separately or together as an hour-long performance. A plethora of cameras, 
sampled sound effects, voice modulators, action figures, and miniature worlds made out of cardboard 
are used to weave three epic stories. For one performer to control these multiple tasks at once presents 
a chaotic performance alongside the spectacle of the projected image that is created, forcing the 
audience to make a choice in what they observe. These darkly humorous vignettes tell the stories of 
a plane crash, massive food waste, and the 1819 sinking of the whale ship Essex.  The first piece, In 
Flight, mocks the market of mis-focusing information and our potential for mass apathy. Its story 
of passengers on a crashing airplane draws from the insatiable hunger for distraction and questions 
what it is as a species that allows us to ‘look the other way’. Next, Sacrament burger, focuses on our 
disconnection from the function and value of food and how that detachment contributes to the waste 
of nearly half of all food produced globally. It also explores the inherent need to ritualize the act of 
eating and the ceremony of restaurant culture. Finally, the story of ESSEX draws a parallel between 
the destruction of the whaling-ship Essex by an enraged sperm whale, and the dangerous backlash of 
overtaxing the Earth’s resources.

Keywords: Toy Theater, Puppetry, New York

Production History: Open Eye Figure Theater (Minneapolis, MN), The Wild Project (NYC), Ars 
Nova (NYC), TBA Festival (Portland, OR), St. Ann’s Warehouse (NYC), Dixon Place (NYC)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TxHTnz-tkts
 
Contact: piggyfringe@gmail.com

Website: http://davidcommander.org

@mouthcommander

https://www.facebook.com/pages/David-Commander/125636624121920
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DDMcG Productions (NYC, USA) 
DDMcG Productions is made up of Writer/Performer/Producer Darian Dauchan, Director/Producer 
Jennifer McGrath, and Musical Collaborators Ian J. Baggette and Curtis Stewart of the Hip Hop 
Trio The Mighty Third Rail.  The collective creates genre-bending collaborations that aim to educate, 
entertain, and inspire its audiences.  Through a fusion of Multi-Media, Music, Poetry, and Theater 
DDMcG Productions tackles themes from current events to politics as well as reinventing the classics.  
Through alternative performance and non-traditional storytelling techniques, DDMcG keeps the 
audience on the edge of its seat with full sensory theatrical experiences, pushing the boundaries of 
theater, music, and multi-media performance. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Music, Multimedia, Hip-Hop, Poetry, Jazz

Death Boogie

Death Boogie, winner of two Musical Theater Matters awards for Best New Music and Best 
Innovation in Musical Theater at the 2012 Edinburgh Fringe Festival, is a multimedia Hip Hop 
Poetry Musical that follows the fictional story of Victor Spartan, a blue collar worker who lives a 
comatose lifestyle by day and at night, hears the poetic sounds of revolution. A political romp with a 
Pee Wee Herman meets Che Guevara type flair. Through the combination of music and comic book 
illustrations, Death Boogie is a high energy whimsical examination on the notion of martyrdom, 
altruism, and courage through the stories of a Greek Titan, a soldier, a prisoner of war, a cheetah, and 
a child.

Keywords: Hip-Hop, Political, Music, Poetry, Touring, Award-Winning

Production History: The Comic Book Theater Festival 2011 - The Brick Theater - Williamsburg, 
Brooklyn,NY;  The Comic Book Theater Festival 2011 Encore Shows - The Brick Theater 
Williamsburg, Brooklyn, NY;  Poetic License Festival 2012 - The Wild Project - New York, NY;  
Downtown Urban Theater Festival - HERE Arts Center - New York, NY;  First Voice Festival - The 
August Wilson Center for African American Culture -Pittsburgh, PA;  East to Edinburgh Festival 
- 59E59 Theaters - New York, NY;  2012 Edinburgh Fringe Festival - Assembly Festival Roxy - 
Edinburgh, Scotland; The Auditorium Theatre, Katten/Landau Studio -Chicago, IL

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UyaZRHENpGg
 
Contact: jenmcg99@gmail.com

Website: http://www.dariandauchan.com/shows/deathboogie.php

@Death_Boogie

https://www.facebook.com/DeathBoogie
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Deidra Tyree (Atlanta, Ga, USA) 
An emerging talent based in Atlanta, Georgia, Deidra Tyree Smith received an extensive education in 
film and video, dance, history and photography from the University of Oklahoma.  Her photography 
and performance art has been shown nationally in places like the Hite Art Institute in Louisville, KY, 
and throughout the Atlanta community in spaces such as Kai Lin Art Gallery, Studioplex, Castleberry 
Hill, the Dewberry Gallery of SCAD and the popular tourist spot Atlantic Station.  Besides blogging 
about the art works of colleagues and her travels on ART & JOURNEY(.com), Ms. Smith has 
enjoyed curating such exhibitions like Minus: An Exhibition and SCAD Atlanta’s Juried Photo Show 
at Atlantic Station.  In 2011, Deidra received her MFA in Photography and is now working towards 
an MFA in Sculpture at Savannah College of Art and Design in Atlanta, Georgia.  Ms. Smith uses 
photography and video to document performances in which she uses her body, nature and other 
elements towards multi-media installations.  Deidra currently teaches art classes and workshops at 
SCAD Atlanta and around the Atlanta metro area.     

Creation, destruction and resurrection are prevailing subjects, expressed through the human figure in 
motion, body psychology, the conflict between internal and external perceptions, and the convergence 
between man and nature.  Ritual, endurance, and repetition of the body force a closer look at the 
human condition, leaving remnants of an action documented by various materials, and where 
participation adds to interpretation. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Action Art, Body Art, Voice, Acting, Photography & Video

TAFKADTS

TAFKADTS is a multi-media art installation that takes viewers into an alternate reality of symbolism 
and lore.  Through the use of documented performance art, emerging artist Deidra Tyree Smith 
combines projected video and sculptural objects to transform the space into a contemporary version of 
sacred ground.  Inspired by the turbulence of loss the artist has endured, the artwork consists of video 
vignettes depicting rituals, actions and an alter ego that investigates the idea of finding one’s own 
destiny, or personal legend, through tragedy.  Storytelling, mythology and ancient semiotics, work 
together in creating this parody that reveals freedom through death.  In the process, a discovery takes 
place of truths that have helped humanity throughout time endure and come to terms with mortality.   
The viewer also becomes part of the piece during the installation.  In order to enter the space, the 
viewer must make an offering to the ‘contemporary temple’ (items provided by the artist).

Keywords: Video, Installation, Sculpture, Action Art, Body Art

Production History: The Big House on Ponce

Video: https://vimeo.com/deidratyree
 
Contact: deidratyree@mac.com

Website: http://deidratyree.com

@deidratyree

https://www.facebook.com/tafkadts
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Eileen Tull (Cincinnati, USA) 
Eileen Tull is a performer, writer, and artistic creator currently based in her hometown of Cincinnati, 
Ohio, after living in Chicago and the San Francisco Bay Area. She is a graduate of Loyola University 
of Chicago, with a concentration in theatre. Eileen performs in a variety of mediums including solo 
theatre plays, stand-up comedy, and spoken word poetry, in addition to performance art. She creates 
work with the aim to give voice to the voiceless and to reveal aspects of the human condition so as 
to evoke empathy. Her pieces are often inspired by physical spaces and have a particular emphasis 
on women’s issues, the effects of technology on humans, and the struggle of American society with 
body image and acceptance. Eileen seeks to challenge the ideas and concepts that the American media 
presents about women, people of color, the class system in the United States, morality, immorality, 
faith, and humanity. Her work has been seen throughout the US in San Francisco, Berkeley, Boca 
Raton, Philadelphia, Dayton, Chicago, Indianapolis, Northern Kentucky, Philadelphia, and New York 
City, most recently in the United Solo Festival. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Solo Performance, Theatre

Weight/Training

Weight/Training’ was inspired by the physical space it was originally performed in: an exhibit in the 
Contemporary Arts Center in Cincinnati. It was created because I wanted to examine the pain and 
challenges of the pursuit of physical perfection. In the piece, the character is exercising in a private 
space. The character examines herself in a mirror, then proceeds to begin a weight lifting regimen. She 
then transitions over to the training area, where she begins to administer pain in response to hunger 
and food desire. She transitions back and forth between the weight and the training, finally exploding 
against the self-punishment by binging on the food. She then examines herself in the mirror again, 
still finding flaws, still obsessed with eradicating the extra flaps of skin. I wanted to personify this 
obsession and self-hatred in the lens of weight loss, diet, and exercise. American culture is fixated on 
physical appearance. Attaining and maintaining the ‘perfect’ physique is portrayed in society as more 
important than personal happiness or health. I wanted to throw light onto this dangerous mindset by 
exhibiting someone careening towards self-destruction in a private space. The audience experiences 
this piece much like they would a play. Because it occurs in a private space, the character does not 
interact or acknowledge the audience’s presence.

Keywords: Body Image, Violence, Exercise, Fitness, Trauma, Self-Harm

Production History: Contemporary Arts Center in Cincinnati, The Abbie Hoffman Died For Our 
Sins Festival XXV in Chicago, CONCEAL/REVEAL outdoor exhibition on the streets of Chicago 
presented by Casa Duno, Performance Time and Arts by the Cincinnati Contemporary Dance 
Theatre (January 2014)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v0eq5Icgqz4&feature=youtu.be
 
Contact: eileentull@gmail.com

Website: http://www.eileentull.com

@tullie23

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Eileen-Tull-Performer/134755930063892
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Elizabeth Boubion (Oakland, USA) 
Elizabeth (Liz) Boubion, MFA, RSMT, is the Artistic Director of the Piñata Dance Collective and 
a Registered Somatic Movement Therapist. She was born in Los Angeles County, California and 
presently lives in the San Francisco Bay Area. Ms. Boubion has a degree in Dance from California 
State University Long Beach and a Master of Fine Arts in Interdisciplinary Arts from California 
Institute of Integral Studies.  She has produced Multi-Media Dance Theater in Würtzburg, Germany 
and several venues throughout California over the last 15 years traversing proscenium stages, outdoor 
landscapes, alternative gallery spaces and Universities. Liz currently teaches Contemporary Modern 
Dance classes, Contact Improvisation, Movement for Elders with memory loss, Eco-Somatics and she 
facilitates the Tamalpa Life-Art Process®; a movement-based expressive arts therapy modality developed 
by Anna Halprin for all ages and abilities. My choreography is based in contemporary-modern dance 
forms and cross-genre performance collaborations. I’m cultivating an integrative bridge between 
emotional, mental and physical processes garnished with technical and innovative choreography. I 
formed the Piñata Dance Collective in 2012 to represent the nature of impermanence, Chicanisma 
and as a response to our rapidly changing world. PDC is dedicated to a sustainable future through 
performance, somatic movement education, community ritual and growing food. Our work embraces 
personal and universal themes such as, nature, the complexity of identity and mythologies of the body. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Interdisciplinary Arts, Somatic Movement, Ritual, Modern Dance, 
Contact Improvisation

Piñata

The Piñata holds ancient and contemporary implications of celebration, loss and regeneration for 
Latina/o culture and the world at large.  Originally, before it was the paper mache sculpture filled with 
candy that children smash open with a blindfold and stick, the Piñata was birthed in China as a New 
Years celebration. During his travels, Marco Polo gathered it up for Italy where it was appropriated to 
Catholicism representing 7 deadly sins. From Italy it swung to the Spaniards who colonized Mexico.  
The Aztecs had their own, similar ritual during the winter solstice that included the breaking open 
of a clay pot filled with water as a prayer for the return of the Sun God, ‘Huitzilopochtli’- for the 
continuation of life. In essence, it was a prayer for sustainability which is relevant for our precarious 
world today.  Now, Piñata is used for many occasions including birthday parties- traditionally singing: 
‘ Dale Dale... no pierdas el tino, porque si lo pierdes, pierdes el camino...’(don’t loose your aim, if 
you loose it, you loose your way’).  As a choreographer, Piñata is a symbol of impermanence and the 
temporary nature of Dance. ‘Piñata’ deconstructed, has been performed in several venues as a multi-
media stage piece, an outdoor ritual, a gallery installation, or a public workshop that includes an 
interactive performance with the audience. As performers, we embody the physical and emotional 
imagery of Piñata and work symbolically with what is inside shaping our movement and sound. The 
mythology and metaphor changes with each performer and each setting.

Keywords: Piñata, Community Ritual, Multi-Media, Cross Genre, Improvisational, Experimental

Production History: Central Valley Dance Festival, Würtzburg Tanz Fest, Dance Mission Theater, 
Kunst-Stoff Arts, The Garage, Jon Sims Center for the Arts, THEOFFCENTER, Spaces Limited, 
MonkSpace

Video: https://vimeo.com/53238453
 
Contact: chuparosadancing@gmail.com

Website: http://lizboubion.org

@Liz_Boubion

https://www.facebook.com/elizabeth.boubion
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Ellen Mueller (Buckhannon, USA) 
Ellen Mueller was raised in Fargo, ND and currently lives and works in Buckhannon WV as an 
Assistant Professor of Art at West Virginia Wesleyan College. She received her MFA in Studio Art 
from University of South Florida, as well as a BA in Theatre and Art, and a BS in Design Technology 
from Bemidji State University. Additionally, she has obtained training at Dell’Arte International and 
the Brave New Institute. Recent artist residencies include Vermont Studio Center, Ucross Foundation, 
Santa Fe Art Institute, and NES Artist Residency in Skagaströnd, Iceland. Mueller has exhibited 
nationally and internationally as an interdisciplinary artist exploring the challenge of resisting change 
and maintaining control. She creates experiences that engage the cultural conscience of the audience, 
while addressing social and political issues through image, performance, and installation. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Video, Drawing, Installation

Monotonize Series

My recent work highlights a lack of freedom in a world of non-stop technological revolution, 
impending global climate change, and hyperactive news media. Conceptually and visually, I attempt 
to engage themes of corporate management structures, cult dynamics, and Sisyphean tasks. I use 
humor and absurdist situations as a method for dealing with deteriorating freedom in an indirect way, 
often resulting in an element of escapism. Specifically, the Monotonize Series decontextualizes familiar 
actions, placing them in wilderness settings and exposing their inherent absurdity when juxtaposed 
with the vast free spaces of nature.

Keywords: Nature, Corporate, Performance, Paper, Outdoors, Suit

Production History: Microscope Gallery at Running Rebel Studio, Brooklyn NY; Sleeth Gallery, 
Buckhannon WV; Wiseman Gallery, Grants Pass OR

Video: https://vimeo.com/70560353
 
Contact: ellen@ellenmueller.com

Website: http://ellenmueller.com

https://www.facebook.com/
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Ellie Evelyn (Brooklyn, USA) 
Ellie Evelyn is a Brooklyn-based performance artist who strives to create work that forces viewers to 
question the physical and social contours of their environment.  She has traveled internationally as a 
flight attendant, taught at an immersive trilingual school, moonlighted as a wand salesman, sat with 
the dead, created public love nests and match-making devices, and fallen in love.  Looking to her 
shifting contexts and methods of communication to create the sense of ‘other’ in her work, EE pushes 
her audience to linger in the possibility of a world outside their own, and presents participants with 
the opportunity to experience others having an experience. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art

LIP KISSES OR CASH

The artist bears a sign that demands either a kiss on the lips, or cash from the participant.  Each 
audience member is confronted with the choice, and watches as other audience members are 
confronted with the same choice.

Keywords: Kiss, Choice, Money, Confrontation, Experience

Production History: The Green Building, Culture Fix, and 128 Rivington.
 
Contact: ellie.evelyn@gmail.com

Website: http://ellieevelyn.com

@ellieevelyn

https://www.facebook.com/famutime
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Exploding Moment (Brooklyn, USA) 
Exploding Moment is a loose confederation of artists working with director Catharine Dill.  We have 
created five performance projects: ‘Date:Time,’ ‘What I Like About ‘Breasts,’’ ‘Can I Help You?,’ 
‘Ye’re Here, Cuzin!’ and ‘Hot Dust,’ at venues such as Collective: Unconscious, The Williamsburg Art 
and Historical Center, The Bushwick Starr and Incubator Arts Project.   Honors include the Bessie 
Award for Installation and New Media, the AREA Award (awarded by Chashama and the National 
Endowment for the Arts), residencies at Yaddo, The MacDowell Colony and Brooklyn Arts Exchange 
(BAX) and grants from Art Matters, the Greenwall Foundation, the Heathcote Foundation, the 
Curtis W. McGraw Foundation, and a Foundry Theatre Emerging Artists’ Award.   Catharine Dill is 
currently the Artist Advisor for BAX’s Artist in Residence program. Exploding Moment has created 
projects about the relationship between memory, concentration, industrialization and feminism, 
religious ecstasy and hysteria.  The work manifests the preoccupations of the company members; by 
concentrating on the idiosyncratic nature of the company itself and the schisms between our own 
interests, we hope to reach something equally specific and untouched in our audience.  Our projects 
may be made from any media but usually include a theatrically utilitarian stage design and our own 
ritualistic dance technique; we have also utilized original text, transcripts from reality TV shows, plays, 
a found diary, interviews, court transcripts, live feed video, and performance techniques ranging from 
cinematic realism to butoh. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Theater,  Interdisciplinary

Primitive Tissue

A 19th century doctor examines a patient while a horse racing bookie awakens from a drunken haze; 
the patient’s widow discovers the codicil to her husband’s will and the same doctor, three weeks ago, 
proposes marriage to a trivial socialite who will ruin his life.  These events occur simultaneously.   The 
small town soap opera narratives that make up Primitive Tissue take place within a four part set, each 
containing a microcosm within this microcosm.  Aisles are formed between sets;  spectators view 
the action from inside the aisles and outside the parameter of the stage.  Occasionally, the walls are 
deconstructed, the audience is pushed to the edge of the stage and the community gathers to dance, 
worship and gossip.  Each person’s actions affects his neighbor’s, but each neighbor’s perception of 
one another has an even greater affect.  In George Eliot’s ‘Middlemarch,’ (a masterwork from which 
Primitive Tissue borrows), the country doctor Lydgate hopes to discover the physical ‘primitive tissue’ 
that constitutes mankind; Primitive Tissue surveys the results of our cellular, glandular impulses as 
well as the delicate membrane separating the individual from the community, image from reality.  
Exploding Moment first created a structure of four sets with action running simultaneously in 1995 
for our first project, Date:Time, another examination of the shifting division between privacy and 
community.  The parameters of this distinction have changed greatly in the intervening years, and we 
revisit this theme and structure with renewed necessity.

Keywords: Individual, Community, Privacy

Production History: in development

Video: https://vimeo.com/71353766
 
Contact: info@explodingmoment.com

Website: http://explodingmoment.com

@explodingmoment

https://www.facebook.com/explodingmoment
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EyeKnee Coordination (Brooklyn, USA) 
EyeKnee Coordination is a contemporary dance company under the direction of Einy Åm Sparks, a 
New York based native Norwegian dance artist and singer/songwriter. EyeKnee Coordination creates 
works for the stage, film and site-specific locations, often in collaboration with artists from other 
disciplines; merging dance, film and music to create a fully integrated expression. Both as a solo 
performer and with additional dancers, Einy’s choreography has been presented in the U.S., Norway, 
Czech Republic, Poland, and most recently in Japan. Through studies with Sue MacLennan and 
Karen Greenough at London Contemporary Dance School, as well as from her professional experience 
as a performer with numerous companies, Einy has developed her own unique voice as a mover and 
choreographer. She is fascinated with the ability to create meaning and connect with other human 
beings through carefully crafted physical motion, and how subtle changes can change the physical 
statement. She thrives in the surprises of discovering new movement, new ways of executing familiar 
movement and exploring the borderlines between different styles and different art forms to create 
something new. The various visual opportunities that film offers and the ability to emphasize details 
that so easily disappear on stage is of particular interest to her, especially when incorporated into the 
choreography. EyeKnee Coordination seeks to create performances that are multifaceted and offer a 
new angle from which to experience dance, and to inspire independent creative thought in the viewer. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Music, Theater, Multimedia, Film, Interdisciplinary

Where the Light Falls

WHERE THE LIGHT FALLS is an interdisciplinary dance theater piece for 5 performers, which 
explores the different realities that may take place in any given moment, and investigates how things 
are not always what they seem. The piece incorporates elements of dance, film, live music and use of 
props and furniture to create one whole expression. Through tightly choreographed parallel actions 
and by blurring the lines between the art forms, the piece explores the power of the mind, and how 
we consciously or subconsciously shape our world by what we put our attention to. The piece creates 
a surreal world of memories and daydream and is dynamic, yet tender; embracing both the beautiful, 
bizarre and the serious.   An underlying theme is a sense of stagnation, of finding meaning and 
motivation to continue, and to pull yourself up from a situation that no longer serves you. Although 
choreographed for the stage, WHERE THE LIGHT FALLS is partially site-specific, and adapted to 
the architecture of each particular space where the piece is performed. Available walls, entryways and 
doorways are utilized as possible. Simple props like lamps, books, a small table and chairs create the 
scenery of a home environment, and is intermittently altered by large projections of the dance films 
on the back wall, which for a moment puts everything in a different context. The movement on the 
stage is synchronized with the movement that is happening on the screen, although sometimes with 
more or less people, or with a different intention.

Keywords: Interdisciplinary, Dynamic, Duality, Fluid, Surreal, Musicality

Production History: Moviehouse@3rd Ward, Dixon Place, BAX / Brooklyn Arts Exchange, 
Triskelion Arts, NACL / North American Cultural Laboratory.

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ry2sNAg_15o
 
Contact: info@eyekneecoordination.org

Website: http://eyekneecoordination.org

https://www.facebook.com/EyeKneeCoordination
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FUTURE DEATH TOLL (Portland, USA) 
FUTURE DEATH TOLL (F-DT) is a multidisciplinary collective creating work that circumvents 
the normal bounds that geographic locations and physical media impose on an art form. In a 
society where choice and personal privacy are increasingly under attack, the struggle for personal 
empowerment has become the pulled lynchpin to the derailment of human evolution. By confronting 
and harnessing technology we hope to create tools to orientate our post-evolutionary selves. F-DT is a 
throbbing mess of noise. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Movement, Video, Sound, Activism, Hacking

PRISONCORPPRISONCORPP  RISONCORPPRISONCORPPR  
ISONCORPPRISONCORPPRI  SONCORPPRISONCORPPRIS  
ONCORPPRISONCORPPRISO  NCORPPRISONCORPPRISON  
CORPPRISONCORPPRISONC  ORPPRISONCORPPRISONCO  
RPPRISONCORPPRISONCOR  P P P

Forged from the figurative beauty that dance and movement provides this group of performers aim 
to introduce work that uses light, sound, rope, dance, markers, fire, sweat, haircuts, phone calls, 
and flags as a metaphorical stand-in for issues like mortality, death, diseases, prison as a corporation, 
intellectual property rights, bdsm, and subjective destitution. Pondering questions like: how do we 
talk about performance art? how can we make performances with people not in the same room? 
would that also work for several performers in several different places? how can this engage the public? 
what’s the most minimal amount of material required to conceptually encapsulate the relevant point? 
how are we going to schedule and choreograph all of this? So in attempt to find some answers we’ve 
been writing software that allows for transparent multimedia collaboration amongst a small inclusive 
community of online collaborators both near and far. Answers become fodder for group collaboration 
and idea exchange through tools like open forum discussion, a/v recordings, and video chat. Reading 
poems together in unison provides a preemptive meditation that does not exemplify any individual. 
Black trash bags, heavy breathing, sweat, hair clippers, and orange jumpsuits obscure the identity 
of performers and provide an instrument in an otherwise somber soundscape. Digital projections 
of text and color patterns are the only light source. Movement that’s both expressive and functional 
happen amidst a dim haze of light and sound. A phone call from a nearby payphone provides a distant 
narrative.

Keywords: Blaze Orange, Buzzcut, Prison, Improvisation, Noise, Movement

Production History: Performance Works Northwest; Portland, OR
 
Contact: info@futuredeathtoll.com

Website: http://f-dt.com

@futuredeathtoll

https://www.facebook.com/futuredeathtoll
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Gary Setzer (Tucson, USA) 
Gary Setzer is an interdisciplinary artist.  His performances, installations, objects, and videos 
have been exhibited and screened across the nation.   He has toured his new performance work, 
‘Supralingual/Sublingual: The Tongue is the Terrain’ across the United States. With stops in New 
York, Brooklyn, Chicago, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Denver, New Orleans, and Austin (among others), 
he provided gallery audiences with what the Huffington Post called ‘a phenomenal hybrid of his own, 
integrating video, music and performance.’  Setzer currently lives and works in Tucson where he is an 
Associate Professor of Art at the University of Arizona and a recipient of the Louise Foucar Marshall 
Professorship—a distinguished honorary title and endowed chair. The artist parallels performance art 
and music, both time-based fields of study, ‘piggy backing’ performance art on top of music because 
of music’s readily accessible nature. By hybridizing the two approaches, he hopes to inject a more 
palatable tempo into the repetitive action of performance—alleviating the ‘boredom’ of performance 
and providing interest incentive to devotees from both circles. The hope is to sustain the critical 
conceptual depth of process-oriented work while simultaneously appealing to the open mind and 
bodily instinct people have for rhythm. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Video Art, Installation Art, Sound Art, Electronic Music, Interdisciplinary 
Art

Supralingual/Sublingual: The Tongue is the Terrain

Supralingual/Sublingual: The Tongue is the Terrain’ is a series of interdisciplinary performance works.  
Integrating video, live music, and performance art, I metaphorically parallel the division between air 
and land with the division between language and its meaning.  The surface of the landscape is the 
literal seam between the atmosphere and geosphere; as such, it becomes host to a range of metaphoric 
activity revealing both the poetry and gracelessness of straddling the language/meaning divide.  I 
posit myself here, merging electro nu-wave music and process-oriented performance art to deliver a 
nerdy audiovisual spectacle that recalls Bruce Nauman and Joseph Beuys as much as it does Devo. I 
perform musically in front of a rear projection video screen that also features me but garbed in orange 
coveralls and typically situated in a ritual activity at the surface of the landscape.  Some interactions 
include: crawling through trenches dug into the earth, using my tongue to push a ball across a grass 
field, levitating, drawing a chalk circle around a stationary airplane, and making casts of my mouth 
cavity with Play-Doh.  At points the orange activity suit reads like the costume of a convict.  Other 
sequences promote reading the coveralls as the garb of a construction worker.  This ambiguous 
character purposefully falls between these connotations with regard to his various roles as a user of 
language.

Keywords: Performance Art, Video Art, Electronic Music, Process-Oriented, Semiotics, Landscape

Production History: Mobile Museum of Art (Mobile), The Tank (New York), Center for Visual 
Art (Denver), Las Cruces Museum of Art (Las Cruces), Tucson Museum of Art (Tucson), Fountain 
Studios (Brooklyn), Little Berlin (Philadelphia), Martine Chaisson Gallery (New Orleans), Co-
Lab Project Space (Austin), Future Tenant (Pittsburgh), Flight Gallery (San Antonio), Plus Gallery 
(Denver), Mess Hall (Chicago), Wild Goose Creative (Columbus)

Video: https://vimeo.com/29282544
 
Contact: garysetzer@gmail.com

Website: http://www.garysetzer.com

@gary_setzer_art

https://www.facebook.com/Gary.Setzer.Artist
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Harrison Atelier (Brooklyn, USA) 
Harrison Atelier is a Brooklyn-based design firm founded in 2009 by Seth Harrison, a writer, designer 
and biotechnologist, and Ariane Lourie Harrison, an architect and educator at the Yale School of 
Architecture. Harrison Atelier’s architecture, performance and design works explore the impact of 
technology on culture. Each area of work reflects the firm’s interest in exploring the ‘posthuman’ 
entanglement of human, technology and nature within the built environment. Harrison Atelier’s 
performance works have addressed such topics as: technologically-enabled human longevity, 
the ecological consequences of concentrated animal feeding operations and the economic stakes 
involved in drugs which modify the human psyche. Such topics appeal to us in that they require the 
construction of a fictional space in which human/non-human relationships are enacted, and in which 
the installations themselves function as actors. Harrison Atelier has partnered with world-renowned 
choreographers and performing artists to design and create multi-disciplinary performance projects. 
These include Anchises (2010), a performance on the subject of aging which was listed among the 
New York Times’ Top Ten performances of the year; Pharmacophore 1 & 2 (2011) for the Orpheum 
Theater in Tannersville,NY;  Pharmacophore: Architectural Placebo (2011) at the Storefront for Art 
and Architecture in New York, and Veal (2013), an installation-performance at the Invisible Dog in 
Brooklyn. Harrison Atelier was recognized for innovative installation design at the 2013 World Stage 
Design exhibition. 
 
Disciplines: Architecture, Performance, Design, Installation, Writing

Veal

Our 2013 work Veal traced the ‘via dolorosa’ of industrial animals. Veal explored the industrial 
logics of food-animal production, which extend from concentrated-animal-feeding-operations to 
slaughterhouses, each creating suffering and environmental damage. Veal integrated a narrative of 
genetically modified meat-creatures with the myth of Apollo and Marsyas; Veal featured installations 
that were also musical instruments, from a pen of bagpipe-animals to a wall of lyres, exploring an 
intimacy between audience and installation. During the performances, as the sounds of the lyre 
and bagpipes intermingled with the singers and dancers, the audience became immersed within 
an aural landscape that was described as both novel and strange. A dance work wove dancers into 
the installation and helped to establish the idea that the performance was about the creation of 
hybrid relationships (human-animal and human-object). We envisaged a loose network so that the 
press of bodies in and against things reverberated with the work’s content. Veal was conceptualized 
and designed by Ariane and Seth Harrison from Harrison Atelier. The dance section of Veal was 
choreographed by Silas Riener and performed by Silas Riener, Rashaun Mitchell and Cori Kresge. The 
musical score was composed by Loren Dempster, with lyrics by Seth Harrison; performers included 
Julie Haagenson (soprano), Biraj Birkakaty (counter-tenor), Loren Dempster (lyre and bagpipes), 
Geoff Gersh (lyre), Arthur Soluri (lyre), David Watson (bagpipes), and Joshua Kohl (conductor) at 
The Invisible Dog.

Keywords: Veal, Industrial Animal, Installation, Soundscape, Fabrication

Production History: Invisible Dog Art Center, Brooklyn; installation displayed at 2013 World Stage 
Design, Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama, Cardiff

Video: https://vimeo.com/65849856
 
Contact: ariane@harrisonatelier.com

Website: http://www.harrisonatelier.com

@harrisonatelier

https://www.facebook.com/HarrisonAtelier
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Hector Canonge (NYC, USA) 
Hector Canonge is an artist whose work integrates new-media technologies, physical environments, 
cinematic and performative narratives. He explores and treats issues related to construction of identity, 
gender roles, and the politics of migration. Challenging the white box settings of a gallery space or 
intervening directly in the public realm, his performances incorporate digital technology, movement, 
endurance, and ritualistic processes. His work has been exhibited and presented in the United 
States, Latin America, Europe and Asia. Canonge lives and works in NYC where he organizes and 
curates programs like the performance art festival ITINERANT. In 2012, Canonge lived in South 
America for seven months generating a new body of work, exhibiting, conducting workshops, and 
presenting live action performances in galleries, cultural institutions and public spaces in Argentina, 
Bolivia, Brazil, Peru, and Ecuador. He launched the collective initiative ARTerial Performance 
Lab, and was awarded the Goethe Zentrum prize for his performance ‘SIN FRONTERAS.’  He 
returned to the US in early 2013, to work on his Franklin Furnace Award project ‘LAB.ORAL,’ 
started ‘PERFORMEANDO,’ a program for Latin/o/a performance artists in NYC, and organized 
‘NEXUSURNEXUS’ for the Brooklyn International Performance Art Festival 2013.  His solo 
exhibitions ‘MISK’I’ and ‘CORPOREALIDAD’ are based on performances created during his second 
visit to Latin America in the Summer 2013. From September to October 2013, Canonge traveled 
through various European countries presenting his project ‘TROTAMUNDOS.’ 
 
Disciplines: Interdisciplinary, Performance Art,Visual Arts

SUR

After many years of living in the US, I returned to South America in 2012. The imposed exile and 
the migratory politics of my adopted home country deterred me from traveling abroad, so I lived like 
a bird in a golden cage. I spent seven months in Latin America, and the experience gave me back a 
sense of Self.  I visited the place where I was born in Argentina, stayed in my grandparents’ big old 
house where I played as a child in Bolivia, and re-traced my parents’ journey as they moved during 
the dictatorial period that afflicted the region.  My journey was an inspiration to create a new body 
of work inspired by the geography, the memories and many new discoveries in the places I visited.   
‘SUR’ is a performance art project based on my experiences during my return trip to South America 
in 2012. The work is a series of consecutive actions that evoke various geographical regions I visited, 
and reference the historical events that afflicted the region during the dictatorial regimes of the past 30 
years. ‘SUR’ also (re)captures, (re)frames, and (re)contextualizes some the work created and exhibited 
in various museum, galleries and cultural centers during my seven month journey through Argentina, 
Bolivia, Brazil and Peru. The performance is composed of five interrelated parts: ‘Genesis, Fatherland, 
Heartland, Tropica, and Carnation,’ that blend and complement each other creating sensorial 
stimulations and participatory narratives filled with movement, endurance and visual imagery.

Keywords: South America, Hector Canonge, Ritualistic, Endurance, Partipatory, Durational,

Production History: Panoply Performance Lab (NYC-USA), LiveArt DK: HitParaden 
(Copenhaguen-Denmark), SUPERNOVA Festival (Virginia-USA), MOBIUS (Boston-USA), Casona 
Santivañez (Cochabamba-Bolivia), Espacio In-cognito (Zaragoza-Spain), Espacio e Identidades 
(Madrid-Spain), Dimanche Rouge, Galleria Augusta (Helsinki-Finland), Biennal de Arte SIART (La 
Paz-Bolivia).

Video: http://www.youtube.com/hectorcanonge, https://vimeo.com/hectorcanonge
 
Contact: hector@hectorcanonge.net

Website: http://www.hectorcanonge.net
@hectorcanonge

https://www.facebook.com/hectorcanonge
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Heidi Duckler Dance Theatre (Los Angeles, USA) 
As a choreographer who has consistently infused nontraditional sites with performance for nearly 
30 years, I reevaluate my artistic process with each setting. Location, history, & community have 
been my solid & collaborative partners throughout the years, yet my artistic voice has been deeply 
affected by each place. Place is geographical, cultural, social, historical, architectural, environmental, 
political, & personal. The 51st Floor of the Paul Hastings Tower in downtown LA, or ‘place’ countless 
men worked for ARCO, is not the same ‘place’ that I animated with my company artists during 
the performance of Cleopatra, CEO. in 2012. My work deeply relies on the conceptual complexity 
of location & physicalizes architecture, environment, & community into choreography. Since the 
founding of my company – Heidi Duckler Dance Theatre, I have created over 100 site-specific 
performances that engage citizens throughout the world including Los Angeles, New York, Miami, 
Las Vegas, Portland, Phoenix, Seattle, and Atlanta. Internationally, my company has been recognized 
by Hong Kong, China’s Youth Arts Foundation/Hong Kong Urban Arts Festival (2007), Russia’s 
Link Vostok International East-West Arts Exchange (2010), and Montreal’s Transatlantique Quartiers 
Danses Festival (2013). Throughout our Southern California home, we have invigorated historic and 
architecturally significant sites such as the Los Angeles City Hall and Herald Examiner Building. 
Awards include: 5 recognitions from the National Endowment for the Arts including an American 
Masterpiece, three Durfee Awards, among others. 
 
Disciplines: Site-Specific Dance, Modern Dance, Multi-Disciplinary

Off the Top of My Head

Initially created for the roof of the Indigo Building in downtown Portland, this malleable performance 
titled Off the Top of My Head demonstrated the strong bond between people and their environment. 
The pair of dancers animated the building’s unique architecture of glass and steal to tell a story of 
connection and support. Throughout the piece, the two artists’ relationship remains unclear, yet 
their mutual connection to the location provides a strong foundation for their seemingly ephemeral 
affinity for each other.  I created this piece with the intention of touring the work to rooftops, gallery 
spaces, and lobby areas throughout the world, for the themes of the work are universal. Frequently, 
individuals visit a location with a friend or family member and forever reflect on the fond memories 
of their time in a specific space. Off the Top of My Head adapts that idea of a fleeting moment into 
movement, thereby creating the opportunity for individuals to experience this process of creating 
memories through site-specific dance.  Depending on the layout of the rooftop, gallery space, or lobby 
area, Off the Top of My Head will be experienced by the audience differently, yet I am anticipating 
the public being gathered on one side of each space. This work is designed to be adapted for any 
public space.

Keywords: Site-Specific Dance, Sitespecific Dance, Modern Dance

Production History: Indigo Building, Downtown Portland and multiple private residences in Los 
Angeles, CA

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CzHhMk3TU2o
 
Contact: heidi@heididuckler.org

Website: http://heididuckler.org/

@HeidiDuckler

https://www.facebook.com/heididucklerdancetheatre
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InBocca Performance (Fort Thomas, Ky, USA) 
InBocca Performance was started in 1997 by Caroline Stine as a children’s theatre called the Cliffview 
Players. It began in her basement, then backyard, then later became a proper theatre company within 
the community. InBocca Performance now encompasses work with children, college students, and 
adults. InBocca strives to create work that is devised or de-constructed in nature and aims to produce 
collaborative, exciting, and imaginative theatre within and for our community that will educate 
children and adults of all ages. We make work because we have to, because we live in a world that 
hungers, that suffers from a starvation of the spirit. We make work in an effort to shine light into dark 
places and to give a voice to those who have none. 
 
Disciplines: Circus, Clown, Acro-Dance, Mask, Devised

The Maid of Orleans

The Maid of Orleans was a production of our children’s theatre summer camp, created and devised 
by children ages 6-19. It tells the story of Joan of Arc, for the first time casting a young woman the 
same age as Joan herself in the role. The production explores Joan’s relationship with her Voices, God, 
Authority, and her own doubt and faith. The audience experienced this story in on a thrust stage in 
a blackbox theatre, very intimately and in close proximity with the actors. The audience entered the 
space to a present of a church, with frankincense burning, gregorian chants playing, and the three 
saints (Michael, Catherine, and Margaret) seated at an altar.

Keywords: Provocative, Chilling, Heart-Breaking, Thrilling, Exciting

Production History: Village Players of Fort Thomas, KY

Video: https://vimeo.com/user5889952
 
Contact: cliffviewplayers@gmail.com

Website: http://www.inboccaperformance.com/

@CliffviewPlayer

https://www.facebook.com/cliffviewplayers
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Institute for Psychogeographic Adventure  
(NYC, USA) 
The Institute for Psychogeographic Adventure (IPA) is a team of interdisciplinary artists who explore 
the intersection of place and individual psychology. The IPA was founded in 2012 by Andrew 
Goldberg, Radoslaw Konopka, Liza Wade Green, and Emily Rea while studying at Brooklyn 
College’s Performance and Interactive Media Arts M.F.A. program.  The IPA has created 3 large-scale 
performance adventures: EXPERIMENT #17 (DUMBO), EXPERIMENT #23b (BROOKLYN 
MUSEUM), and EXPERIMENT #2 1/2 (PRELUDE). These projects, developed over the course of 
many months through a meticulous site-specific process, often bring community members into the 
work (shopkeepers and local residents performed in DUMBO and tour guides and security guards 
participated at the Brooklyn Museum). The IPA also collaborates with a large number of performers 
and artists. The resulting structure allows the IPA to send individual audience members on a particular 
personalized path comprised of a series of interactive performances that respond directly to the site in 
which they are taking place and the audience members themselves. Each IPA adventure begins with a 
psychogeographic intake process, helping to determine the particular journey an individual participant 
experiences.  The IPA signals both a serious ‘scientific’ intent as well as a sense of humor. With each 
experiment they re-invent the form of the adventure, while providing the Institute’s study as a frame 
to each participant’s personal experience. The performances have recontextualized notions of place, 
history, memory, access, the everyday and the spectacular. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Theatre, Dance, Interactive Media, Music

EXPERIMENT #23b (BROOKLYN MUSEUM)

Building on the success of EXPERIMENT #17 (DUMBO), the IPA was invited by the BEAT 
Festival to create an original performance experiment at the Brooklyn Museum in September 
2013.  In EXPERIMENT #23b (BROOKLYN MUSEUM), the IPA utilized a community-based 
development process to create a unique adventure through the Brooklyn Museum, exploring the 
historic exhibition spaces and areas usually off-limits to guests. Bridging the museum’s architectural 
and psychogeographic landscape, the piece reworks the museum-going experience, exploring notions 
of observation, display, adventure and play. Through a series of personalized performance encounters 
throughout the museum, visitors were led on a unique journey into the psychic and physical 
unknown, creating a dynamic playground for the imagination.  The IPA called on a large cast of 
over seventy performers, artists, security guards, and tour guides to provide an intimate, personalized 
performance for individual audience members. The performances were tailored to specific sites as well 
as individual audience feedback, based on their responses to the IPA’s psychogeographic survey and 
individual interviews. Audience members signed up for appointments with the IPA and started their 
‘museum tour’ in a group of sixteen. 

Keywords: Psychogeography, Performance, Adventure, Site-Specific, Community-Based

Production History: The IPA’s inaugural project, EXPERIMENT #17 (DUMBO), was developed 
over the course of nine months and presented in May 2013 in public and private sites all across the 
Brooklyn neighborhood of DUMBO. 

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jcxflX73bII
 
Contact: info@ipaexperiments.com

Website: http://www.ipaexperiments.com

@InstPsychAdv

https://www.facebook.com/TheInstituteForPsychogeographicAdventure
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Ion Yamazaki (Atlanta, USA) 
Since I was a little kid in Niigata city in Japan, I have been drawn to different things from what other 
people are interested in. I had an obsession with collecting keys when I was in an elementally school 
while others were talking about Pokemon. When being in a middle school, I was listening to James 
Brown everyday while my friends were mostly listening to Japanese Pop music. This tendency to be 
different from others has driven me to go overseas, to study art, and to become an artist.  Being in 
the US has made me conscious of not only my racial and cultural background but also existence of all 
sorts of different people and culture. My concepts derive from my personal experience and observation 
of the contemporary world, and I often express my thoughts through performance, socially engaged 
art, and three-dimensional work. Although my artistic practice is materially broad, many of my works 
deal with relationships between humans and their social, political, and/or natural environments by 
inserting alternatives to those existing structures. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Contemporary Art,

Mundane Affair

When I went back to my hometown for the first time in three and a half years, I was surprised by the 
progress of my grandmother’s dementia. Although I felt sorry for her, at the same time, I was very 
interested in how she repeats herself and recognizes things around her. Performing this piece becomes 
not only an act of enlightening about the decease and aging, but also my appreciation of her memory 
and herself as my grandmother. By retelling the stories she used to tell me a lot over and over again, I 
am providing the similar experience that I had when I was with my grandmother.

Keywords: Dementia, Aging, Performance, Art, Drag Queen, Repetition

Production History: FLUX Night 2013

Video: http://youtu.be/snzGWeyRELw
 
Contact: ionking815@gmail.com

Website: http://www.ionyamazaki.com

https://www.facebook.com/ion.yamazaki
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Jamie Peterson/The Paper Industry  
(Los Angeles, USA) 
Jamie Peterson creates moving, thoughtful, experimental and accessible work with a flexible 
group of multi-disciplinary artists under the banner The Paper Industry. After studying with 
Anne Bogart and the SITI Company, Peterson went on to work under Richard Foreman for 3 
productions (ZOMBOID, Wake Up Mr. Sleepy..., Astronome). The Paper Industry was created in 
2007, producing the Physical Poetics series of ugly operas, and several smaller works of solo and 
installation style performance. During this time Peterson went on to collaborate with a number of 
influential downtown companies, working as the Assistant Director and Tour Production Manager 
for the NTUSA national tour of Chautauqua! Initially, The Paper Industry was created to produce 
ugly operas a unique style of production that takes an original score of electronica and post-rock 
and creates a modern and fresh spectacle-oriented performance. Eschewing conventional narrative 
structure, these productions create a strong visceral impact, bridging cultural divide through the use 
of visual language and evocative text to create wholly realized worlds. More recently, Jamie is creating 
solo performances deploying similar techniques, focused around exploring the comedy of standing 
in front of a group of people talking and the inherent mediation of one’s presence, mixing live audio 
samples, video and running the entire show from stage. Peterson plays jump rope with the line 
between the vulgar theater and the avant-necessity of performance art, ultimately mining the two for 
something truly unique, forthright and honest. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Installation, Dance-Theater, Solo Performance

Sine Wave Goodbye (2009)

Sine Wave Goodbye was created in 2009, and was workshopped through the Incubator Arts Project’s 
SHORT FORM program, and being featured at the Prelude Festival in 2008 as a work in progress. 
Realizing a full production in 2009 at the Incubator Arts Project in collaboration with designer Peter 
Ksander, Sine Wave Goodbye was a sterling example of the kind of thoughtful and visually arresting 
work created by The Paper Industry. Sine Wave Goodbye is the second of the Physical Poetics trilogy 
of works, which takes as its source the three act structure. Superimposing each act onto a theory in 
physics, Sine Wave Goodbye focuses on the climactic action of a story as viewed through the lens 
of Newton’s laws of thermodynamics. Exploring a dreamlike Carroll-ian mental landscape, the lead 
character M wrestles with a simple existential question of momentum in the outside world. Staged in 
a translucent box, punctuated by a red string tree, the supporting characters burst through the walls, 
tearing the set apart in a Chaplin-esque routine of self-discovery. The whole piece is set to an score 
of electronica, cinematic in scope,  alternating driving and contemplative moods. By the end, the 
walls have been destroyed, the red tree has exploded and the audience finds itself in a moment of true 
suspension, a 7 minute monologue delivered by two women in unison. A haunting vision, that comes 
with a timely resolution, capping off the show with a bittersweet sentimentality that neither asks nor 
offers but serves simply as a reminder.

Keywords: Movement, Theater, Performance,

Production History: NYC: Incubator Arts Project, Dixon Place, Prelude Festival 08 @CUNY,  IRT 
Theater. LA: REDCAT

Video: https://vimeo.com/39073567
 
Contact: jamie@thepaperindustry.com

Website: http://thepaperindustry.tumblr.com

@paperindustry
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Jay Scheib & Co. (New York City, USA) 
This live cinema performance aspires to be a live film. Platonov, or the Disinherited adapted for stage 
and screen. Not meant as a formal filmic essay that fixes characters critically in a sea of exterior forces 
that distort and eventually crush them while a larger comment on cultural production looms above 
(Godard) nor a faux documentary that attempts visually to dispense with fiction in pursuit of what’s 
more real than could possibly be real (Haskell Wexler), nor is it a weapon with which to wound the 
world (Fassbinder) — but I endeavor to be inspired by these filmmakers and see with clearest eyes, 
deeply, and gently this society of anti-heroes clawing at the walls as they free-fall their all the way 
the cliff down—but it’s anyway as beautifully filmed as possible (Radley Metzger.) This is a hybrid 
live-cinema performance about people struggling to remain human in an inhuman world. A story 
told in an idiom that might be the future of performance—partially staged and partially screened. It’s 
my intention to depict this world not as it was written but as we (the ensemble) understand it today. 
It’s a shocking world that we live in—filled with painful, personal things and filled with the most 
hilarious and sexy and funny and awesomely adventuresome things. It’s a shockingly familiar world. 
Violence, lust, humour and heartbreak meted out with no discernable logic and we chase after—into 
foreclosure, into fail, into love lost and gained.Jay Scheib is a director, designer and author of plays, 
operas and hybrid interdisciplinary works for live performance. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Opera, Film, Dance, Video

Plaotnov, or the Disinherited

Platonov, or the Disinherited, after the fragment Platonov by Anton Chekhov, is a new live cinema 
performance adaptation of Chekhov’s first full-length play chronicling an emotionally bankrupt 
society of anti-heroes who are, less heroically, also losing their loves, their homes, and perhaps, their 
humanity as well. The performance is realized simultaneously as live cinema performance (Platonov, 
or the Disinherited) and as live feature film (The Disinherited) shot and edited in real time at The 
Kitchen in downtown New York City and simultaneously broadcast to BAM Rose Cinemas in 
Brooklyn and to AMC Empire 25 in Times Square. Stage design by Caleb Wertenbaker, lighting 
design by Amith Chandrashaker, sound design by Anouschka Trocker, video design by‚ Josh Higgason, 
live camera by Jay Scheib and Laine Rettmer, and costumes by Alba Clemente; with performances by 
Sarita Choudhury, Mikeah Ernest Jennings, Rosalie Lowe, Jon Morris, Virginia Newcomb, Ayesha 
Ngaujah, Laine Rettmer, Jay Scheib, and Tony Torn. A Jay Scheib and Co. Production produced by 
ArKtype / Thomas O. Kriegsmann with support from the MAP Fund, The Kitchen, Times Square 
Alliance, and BAM.The audience may watch it as a live performance with feeds from cameras 
processed, edited and projected in real time. Or the audience may go to the cinema and see the work 
as a live film.

Keywords: Live Cinema Performance, Chekhov, Anton Chekhov, Jay Scheib

Production History: La Jolla Playhouse, Without Walls Festival, The Kitchen, BAM Rose Cinema, 
and AMC Empire 25

Video: https://vimeo.com/78854216
 
Contact: jayscheib@jayscheib.com

Website: http://www.jayscheib.com

@jayscheib

https://www.facebook.com/jayscheib
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Jeffery Byrd (Cedar Falls, Iowa, USA) 
Jeffery Byrd is a performance and video artist who has presented work all over the globe.  His work 
explores the relationship between artifice and reality through actions, movements and otherworldly 
vocals. Byrd has participated in performance and video festivals in major cities throughout the US and 
in China, Germany, Finland, Switzerland, Canada, Poland, Columbia, Mexico, Cuba, Italy and the 
UK. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Video

The Boss

Byrd’s recent work explores issues related to costume and identity specifically as it relates to his day 
job as a university administrator.  In this piece, Byrd dismantles the power of the business suit and tie 
by making both from cardboard.  The piece begins with a simulated committee meeting in which the 
audience must reach consensus on which tie Byrd should actually wear.  Once the tie is chosen, Byrd 
launches into a nonsense speech (inspired by Hugo Ball) loosely based on a Bruce Springsteen (also 
the Boss) song.

Keywords: Dada, Phonetic Poetry, Humor

Production History: DFB, Chicago

Video: http://www.livestream.com/dfbrl8r/video?clipId=pla_43789374-0ad4-459a-8f3d-
7fa104db8b41
 
Contact: byrd@uni.edu

Website: http://JefferyByrd.com

@JefferyByrd

https://www.facebook.com/jeffery.byrd1
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Jen Rosenblit (NYC, USA) 
Jen Rosenblit has been making dances in NYC since 2005, holds a B.A. from Hampshire College and 
is from rural Maine, which always feels important in regards to understanding time passing.   In NYC 
she teaches improvisation and performance through CLASSCLASSCLASS and Movement Research.  
Jen has been a teaching artist at Bowdoin College, Hampshire College, Hollins University and 
University of Massachusetts Amherst and has done lecture demonstrations at both Yale and Harvard 
on the improvisational and performative body.   Rosenblit has worked extensively with performer, 
Addys Gonzalez over the past ten years, was a 2009 Fresh Tracks Artist and is a recipient of the 2012 
Grant to Artists from the Foundation of Contemporary Arts.  Her recent works, That Sick Sound, 
Everlast and So Badly, When Them, and In Mouth have located a space for being with audience in 
a contemplative theatricality.  Rosenblit is currently interested in an improvisational approach to 
choreographic thought and ways of structuring bodies as they fall out of relation aesthetically and 
spiritually while still locating ways of being together. I am working inside of queer and feminist 
frameworks, both historical and imagined.  My body and other bodies and their histories and desires 
are direct politics informing the work.  The audience body is considered in how I arrange information, 
creating performative moments to engage in a space that unites the physical with the spiritual, the 
academic with heart knowledge.  I am careful with sentimentality.  I make experimental dance and 
performance. 
 
Disciplines: Experimental Dance, Performance, Body Politics, Somatics

In Mouth

In Mouth was a year long process of gathering and compiling information and imagery before 
deciding what it would be.  I was working with uncovering, unfolding, listening, seeing, naming and 
then crafting transforming and shifting.  Quickly, images of marriage, unity, the historical pair, the 
division of a religiosity and relocation of the earthly body became a thread to process direction rather 
than narrative.  I was interested in a surreal or dream-like sequencing to the progression of the work.  I 
created the sound scores, the costumes were potently working between a Judson-era casual sweat pant 
and sneaker non-theatricality as well as a more flamboyant (yet still subtle) concept of the magical 
make believe of ballet.  We maintained ways of negotiating theatricality on the body by fluctuating 
between these spaces, sometimes with a clear narrative while still honoring time as non-linear.  This 
work was about the two bodies and the perceived historical knowledge between them.  This work 
was about the theater and it’s labor.  I imagine the audience filters between boredom, confusion, 
sentimental undertones, rage and lost in fabric of the unconventional landscape of the timeline.  This 
work was dealing so directly with the history of dance, theater and audience watching bodies and 
space that it yielded something very specific and potent that is not about any of those things.  Lighting 
design by E Jenetopulos was a crucial dynamic in conditioning the theatrical space, requesting that 
over time, the audience atone to the work rather than the other way around.

Keywords: Duet, Contemplative Theatricality, Marriage, Religiosity, Surrealism

Production History: New York Live Arts

Video: https://www.facebook.com/jen.rosenblit
 
Contact: jrosenblit@gmail.com

Website: http://bottomheavies.blogspot.com

https://www.facebook.com/jen.rosenblit
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Jill Pangallo (NYC, USA) 
Jill Pangallo is a New York City-based multimedia performance artist. She has performed and shown 
internationally at, on and in a multitude of galleries, venues, clubs and screens including Joe’s Pub, 
Judson Memorial Church, Diverse Works (Houston), Bowery Ballroom, Bronx River Arts Center, 
Galerie Zürcher, CCA (Tel Aviv) and the MIX Film Festival. She is involved in two collaborative 
duos, SKOTE, with Alex P. White and The HoHos, with Cathy Cervenka. She has received numerous 
awards and accolades including grants from the Idea Fund, City of Austin and Foundation for 
Contemporary Arts. In 2010 she attended the Skowhegan School, a visual arts residency in Maine. 
Currently, she is creating and producing a series of solo performances, acting and curating ensemble 
performance events. Through my performance I examine aspects of the human condition in dramatic 
terms, re-creating the compound and often-incongruous roles that people perform, individually, on 
a daily basis.  Universally familiar models and tropes—broadcast advertising, industrial videos and 
mainstream dance, amongst others—are referenced and subverted as I navigate the crossover between 
art and entertainment, as well the way humor functions within this interchange. s the cult of object 
and celebrity continue to metastasize, I feel compelled to evaluate and comment upon them, but at 
the same time, expose my own relationship to the phenomenon. This self-reflexive psychoanalysis, 
which I casually refer to as the cycle of shame or the cringe-factor, exists at the root of my art making. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Video, Alternative Theater, Cabaret, Dance, Comedy

Unfollow

With a percolating mix of humor and emotional honesty, my newest solo offering, ‘Unfollow,’ is 
a intentionally hilarious exploration of our contemporary American pop-cultural insanity. With 
an adept mix of live and onscreen performance, I portray a series of awkward stalkers, misguided 
fans, social media addicts and delusional dreamers. At first glance they seem like losers, until you 
realize that they are brave, complicated and a little bit like you. A deceptively naïve aesthetic that 
purposefully highlights the performative rather than the technical is employed, and leaves the 
audience floating in the liminal, and sometimes lonely, space between fantasy and reality. ‘Unfollow’ 
has been described as pee-in-your-pants funny, shape shifting, smart, funny, highly original and kinda 
creepy.

Keywords: Multimedia, Videoperformance, Social Media, Comedic, Queer

Production History: The Wild Project (NYC), Afterglow Festival (Provincetown, MA)

Video: https://vimeo.com/69661459
 
Contact: jillpangallo@gmail.com

Website: http://jillpangallo.com

@jillpangallo

https://www.facebook.com/jillpangallo
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John Sinner’s Theatre Revelation (Los Angeles, USA) 
Winner, 2013 Sherwood Award for ‘innovative & adventurous artists’, John Sinner’s Theatre 
Revelation creates intensely surreal, modern-gothic fairy tales, with wicked humor & searing, intimate 
emotion. Utilizing simple, highly evocative, dreamlike minimalistic settings, the performances by 
Sinner’s independent collective of actors, dancers, designers & video artists demonstrate the company’s 
extraordinary experimental lineage (those who’ve worked w/Reza Abdoh, LA Opera, Peter Brook and 
even Samuel Beckett) & the unique outlier, auteur vision of director/playwright/costumer Sinner. 
Subversively designed as high-paced entertainment, the work is filled with Sinner’s poetic-lyrical 
language, choreographed physicality, hyper-drama mixed with dark, unexpected humor, multiple 
voice-overs, lip-syncing, hallucinatory video sequences, disquieting audio bursts of odd music 
commentary, & expressionistic set pieces. Audiences & reviewers have commented on being unsettled, 
enjoying the entertainment values yet feeling the need to question their own ‘laughter that gets stuck 
in the throat’- that they’ve been on an ‘emotional roller coaster ride.’ Sinner’s lead characters are the 
dispossessed, with no seat at society’s patriarchal table - these tales, of their attempted, harrowing 
escapes, real & imaged, are provocative challenges to complacency in theatre & society. ‘The dreamy, 
poetical quality of the writing & imagery is beyond reproach’-LAWeekly;’tightly executed surrealism, 
with a savage enthusiasm’-NYTheatre.com;’showing humor, rage & sexual fantasy with equal aplomb’-
Huffington Post 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Multi-Disciplinary, Spectacle, Surrealism, Experimental, Hyper-Drama

(1) THE DEVIL HAS A SISTER (A Sororicidal Tale); (2) HAPPY 
ENDING (Who Will Live, Will See)

2 works available for touring: presenters/festivals can choose ONE or BOTH (they share a small cast, 
minimal sets for quick festival staging & each runs approx. 75 minutes):    (1) THE DEVIL HAS 
A SISTER (A Sororicidal Tale):  originated in Amsterdam (at Theatre Festival of the Netherlands 
Amsterdam Fringe Festival).  An intense, precisely choreographed staged surrealistic onslaught:  3 
sisters (in a variety of costumes from Kabuki-like white face to glamorized starlets) face a series of 
society’s subjugations of women-- including abuse by their Father (played on-screen by the great 
Beckett collaborator Alan Mandell) and deceptive advances by the lecherous Tap-Dancing Twin male 
suitors (one, a fey left-over from a Restoration comedy via Charles Ludlam, the other his ‘twin’:  a 
Carol Channing puppet).  Two of the sisters are murdered and the third is sent to the electric chair.  
A dancing Uncle Sam alligator and others try to intervene.   (2) HAPPY ENDING (Who Will Live, 
Will See):  originated in New York City, the work takes the audience into the shell-shocked emotional 
states of 2 agoraphobic sisters Aggie Man and Ethie Lou, whose dance and play create their own 
strange, cocooned home. The sisters panic as the ‘outside’ world threatens to enter (including in the 
form of a young lost soldier intruder returning from war).  Fearful of the looming apocalypse, they 
wage their own war with their dying father in his upside down suspended hospital bed and with 
his ultra-religious Nurse Matilda. Amidst all of this, some are banished to Hell, others to explore 
interstellar space.

Keywords: Surreal, Outrageous, Wicked, Wild, Sensual, Feminist

Production History: Melkweg Theatre, Amsterdam, Nederlands Theatre Festival Amsterdam Fringe 
Festival, Connelly Theatre NYC, NY International Fringe Festival & more

Video: http://www.youtube.com/user/TheatreRevelationLA/videos
 
Contact: theatrerevelation@hotmail.com

Website: http://www.TheatreRevelation.com

@JSTheatre_Rev

htwww.facebook.com/pages/John-Sinners-Theatre-Revelation/149246895092330
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Jorge Rojas (Salt Lake City, Utah, USA) 
Jorge Rojas creates socially-based performances that investigate communication systems ranging from 
traditional conversation to social media to psychic divination practices. Audience participation and 
interactivity are important characteristics of his projects, as he relies on the exchange between himself 
and others. He constructs environments where communicative and social encounters can occur. By 
examining the relationships between artist, viewer, and artwork, Rojas explores how we communicate, 
how we perceive one another, and why we adopt and play out certain roles within our societies. 
Recurrent themes in his performance practice include intimacy, voyeurism and exhibitionism, social 
and cultural taboos, physical vs. virtual interaction, spirituality and mysticism.  Jorge Rojas was born 
in Morelos, Mexico. He is an artist, independent curator and art educator. His work and curatorial 
projects have been exhibited internationally in galleries and museums including Queens Museum 
of Art, New York; El Museo del Barrio, New York; New World Museum, Houston; Ex Convento 
del Carmen, Guadalajara; Museum of Latin American Art, Long Beach; The Mexican Museum, San 
Francisco; Hemispheric Institute, New York; Utah Museum of Fine Arts, Salt Lake City; and Utah 
Museum of Contemporary Art, Salt Lake City. He has received grants and fellowships including 
National Performance Network’s VAN Residency, Experimental Television Center, Vermont Studio 
Center, and Project Row Houses. Rojas is the Founding Director of Low Lives, an international, 
multi-venue online performance festival. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Visual Arts, Multi-Disciplinary, Media Arts

Tortilla Oracle

Tortilla Oracle is based on ancient Mayan and Aztec forms of psychic divination brought into 
contemporary form. I read people’s tortillas like one might read tarot cards or tealeaves. The 
performance evokes a number of different aesthetic frameworks: the idea of the performer as 
interpreter, as creator, as shaman and as perceiver. The performance involves ritual and originality, 
sacred spaces and flowing energies, construction and intuition. It evokes both the dynamics of 
ancient rituals and of enactive acting, of shamanism and energetic-theatre. Tortilla Oracle manages 
to communicate to audiences across the Continent despite remaining in the crossroads of cultural 
traditions and artistic models.  Each reading lasts about 15 minutes and is treated as a personal 
ceremony between the questioner and myself. The total performance lasts up to 5 hours. The public 
can observe the process from a close distance while they wait for their tortilla to be read. Each reading 
begins by creating a sacred space, which involves ritual, prayer and intent, and can be thought of as 
a performance for and about each person I divine for. Divination helps us access information that 
is stored in our subconscious minds, helping us to understand our selves and our place in the world 
and universe; getting a fresh look at the aspects of ourselves that we need to work on. Tortillas are a 
byproduct of corn and are ideal for reading. The flow of energies (earth, water, fire, air) is indicated by 
the marks made on the tortillas, which I interpret.

Keywords: Performance, Tortilla, Oracle, Divination, Shaman, Rojas

Production History: Grace Exhibition Space, Brooklyn, New York; Project Row Houses, Houston, 
Texas; Jancar Gallery, Los Angeles, California; MACLA / Movimiento de Arte y Cultura Latino 
Americana, San Jose, California; UMOCA / Utah Museum of Contemporary Art, Salt Lake City, 
Utah.

Video: http://vimeo.com/album/1555384/video/74074099
 
Contact: keoqui@gmail.com

Website: http://www.phenomenaproject.org/node/41
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Joseph Herring (Pensacola, USA) 
My work situates itself in the areas of intersection between post-dramatic theatre and sculpture; 
time-based media and installation; and video and performance art. Pre-recorded and live-produced 
video elements interact with built and modified objects, environments, and performers. Events 
further the evolution of the delineated space of performance activity, linking the ethereal spaces 
of the close-circuit networks and live-streamed video to that of the dimensional space of the live 
performance. Harebrained investigations into the nature of the media juxtaposed in the combined 
space of performance/installation/exhibition seek to understand our contemporary sublime through 
the development of object/environment/technology interaction. The cockamamie and the structural 
collaborate to form an absurd choreography of space/time/action, simultaneously courting and 
resisting a relationship with narrative inquiry; simultaneously highlighting the plasticity of the 
performance as a content delivery system. Often considered are the ontologies of popular and 
performance-based forms of human interaction including sport and folk dance alongside the 
development of performance-based content delivery systems such as popular theater and cinema. 
Systems of communication are explored as they are folded into each other: typography into sculptural 
form; information design into costume design; choreography into stop-motion animation; and vice 
versa. 
 
Disciplines: Interdisciplinary Performance, Multi-Media Performance, Action Art, Postdramatic Theater, 
Folk Dance, Body Art

INFERNAL CAKES/ADJACENT MANIAS

INFERNAL CAKES / ADJACENT MANIAS is a multimedia performance representing a hybrid of 
folk dance, early cinema, televised cook-offs, collision sports, and video games. The piece explores the 
following popular forms of performance-based human interaction: the cakewalk and its evolution a 
from a cathartic lampooning of plantation society dance into a county fair ceremonial game of chance; 
the square dance and its relationship as a variation on dances of similar origin including the Quadrille; 
the live-telecast football event; the cooking-based time management video game.   The piece uses 
two channels of projected video, mixed live, alternating between the live and the pre-recorded, and 
interacting intermittently with the live performers. The videos serve to propel a (loose) narrative while 
the live action is movement based and oft relies on chance and competition. Live movements include 
hybrids of cheerleading moves, square dances, football practice exercises, cake decoration and related 
forms of vernacular ornamentation, and silent cinema slapstick. Archetypes are reconfigured as sport-
dance or sport-domesticity hybrids are created. Genders are swapped on a frequent basis between 
performers. Power relations are challenged through the hybridization of form and the reconfiguration 
of the function of gender in the narrative. Emphasized is the plasticity of both the proffered 
performance and its dissected precedents.

Keywords: Interdisciplinary, Multi-Media, Action, Post-Dramatic, Confectionary, Plastic

Production History: Zeitgeist Multi-Disciplinary Arts Center
 
Contact: josepherring@gmail.com

Website: http://herringstudio.net/

https://www.facebook.com/JosephHerringStudio
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Joseph Keckler (NYC, USA) 
Awarded ‘Best Downtown Performance Artist, 2013’ by The Village Voice, Joseph Keckler is a 
singer, musician, writer, and interdisciplinary creator known for his wide vocal range and dreamlike 
performances and texts. The artist stages conversations among different forms while reconstructing 
detailed personal experiences, operating in the blur between art and life and elevating the banal to an 
operatic intensity. As he performs his own work live, Keckler attempts to embody that conversation, 
as well as that blur. His work has been presented at The New Museum of Contemporary Art, SXSW 
Music Festival, Envoy Gallery, Issue Project Room, BAM Fischer Center, La MaMa ETC, Performa 
13, Joe’s Pub, Afterglow, and many other venues. He has completed residencies at Yaddo and 
MacDowell and is the recipient of a New York Foundation for the Arts Fellowship in Interdisciplinary 
Work as well as a grant in performance art from Franklin Furnace. He is currently working on a 
collection of stories and an album. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Theater, Multimedia, Opera, Popular Music

I am an Opera

Is opera dead? Is it a ghost? Employing a commanding, classically trained bass-baritone that 
occasionally veers into a soulful falsetto, Keckler presents a quadrilingual collection of arias and 
recitatives that often sound vaguely familiar, as though they might belong to the bel canto repertoire. 
But rather than prayers to the gods or suicidal swansongs, these laments and buffo showpieces tell 
minor stories from Keckler’s own existence: a trip on hallucinogens, an expedition to the bondage 
store, and the time he fell asleep in the stairwell at a day job. Treating the show as a ‘trip’ itself, Keckler 
constructs a container that allows for wild shifts in form, while invoking a hallucinatory world in 
which he is possessed by taunting demons and visited by a persnickety voice teacher who emanates 
from an atmospheric silent film. Part satire, part self-portrait and part aesthetic exorcism, I am an 
Opera delves not only into the question of when life becomes art, but when life becomes dead art. 
Directed by Uwe Mengel. Video in collaboration with Ned Stresen-Reuter and Laura Terruso.

Keywords: Humorous, Deconstruction, Solo, Multidisciplinary Song Cycle

Production History: Commissioned and Premiered by Dixon Plaee Theater, NYC; Remounted by 
Other Forces Festival at the Incubator Arts Project, St. Marks Church, NYC;  Afterglow Festival in 
Provincetown, MA; The Michigan Theater in conjunction with the Penny W. Stamps Distinguished 
Speaker Series, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p83oP0P2LkI
 
Contact: josephkeckler@gmail.com

Website: http://www.josephkeckler.com

@josephkeckler

https://www.facebook.com/thejosephkeckler
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Julie Rada (Tempe, USA) 
CRACKopen. Fuck shit up. Break everything apart.  Kill your parents, kill your god, kill your Buddha 
in the road. +++ Make it beautiful.  Make it a beautiful conversation with others. Break everything. 
Invite, incite, and provoke. +++ We need art of contradictions and simultaneity.  We need art that 
relishes opposites and bucks against duality. We need art that thinks viscerally and feels didactically. 
We need art that is romantic and pragmatic.  We need art that destabilizes expectations and savors 
uncertainty. We need art of prehistory and past.  We need art that looks back on itself. We need art 
of vision and future and chaos.  We need art that responds. And anticipates. We need to be analytical 
and have sloppy edges.  We need to celebrate synesthesia in all forms. We need to support integration 
and holism, if only in fragments. We needneedneedneedneed. +++ (And as I write this, I crack open.  
I fall apart, contradict, lose my thought, reassemble. I want to erase, decimate.  I question the logic 
of language.  I want to call bullshit.  On myself. On all of it. I am/this is/ a work in progress. I want 
to crack. I want to start at the beginning and crack it open again.  Put it back. Crack. Back. Crack.         
Crack. Cr...)   +++  This is the work. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Public Art, Theatre, Intermedia

The Giver of Delight: An Upside-Down Muse

October, 2013 The Giver of Delight is a durational public solo piece exploring obsolescence, decay, 
and grief, originally inspired by Euterpe, the muse of lyric poetry and haunting images of bog 
bodies from Northern Europe. A line of dirt measuring approximately 50 yards bisects a high-traffic 
public walkway on the Arizona State University campus. Capped at both ends with a bucket full of 
colored milk, the figure carries a spoonful of milk from the end of the dirt line, (spotted with rotting 
pomegranates), to a tiny glass vial in the center. She moves back and forth methodically for hours. 
Slightly disfigured by ribbons of lace wrapped around her face and moored by a 12 foot noose of hair 
around neck, she keens along to a cassette tape playing a loop of an aboriginal death wail recorded 
on a wax cylinder. She passes repeatedly between the buckets at each pole, trailing symbols of loss: a 
toy wagon of dirt, a battered tree stump, a rusting hatchet, wilting potted plant, and the classroom 
cassette tape player.    This artistic rupture in public space gently invoked in passers-by a range of 
responses: fear, empathy, quiet attendance, fascination, compulsive photography in the form of cell 
phone ‘selfies’ with the artist, and a police presence. 

Keywords: Performance Art, Public, Intermedia, Site-Specific

Production History: Forest Mall, Arizona State University

Video: https://vimeo.com/75923276
 
Contact: info@julierada.com,julieannrada@gmail.com

Website: http://www.julierada.com

@JulieRada

https://www.facebook.com/
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Julie Tolentino (Los Angeles & Joshua Tree, USA) 
Julie Tolentino’s career spans over two decades of dance, installation, site-specific durational 
performance with diverse roles of host, producer, mentor, collaborator with artists such as Meg Stuart, 
Ron Athey, Madonna, Catherine Opie, David Rousseve, Juliana Snapper, Diamanda Galas, Stosh Fila, 
Robert Crouch, Mark So, Gran Fury, and Rodarte. Tolentino is deeply influenced by her extensive 
experience as caregiver; Eastern and aquatic bodyworker; contemporary dancer and as proprietress 
of Clit Club in New York. Her exploratory practice includes installation, dance-for-camera, and 
durational performance engaging improvisation one-to-one score-making and fluids, including blood, 
tears, and honey. As an extension of her practice after twenty-five years in New York City, she designed 
and built a solar-powered live-work residency in the Mohave Desert: FERAL House * Studio, where 
she explores the remote forms of physical inquiry through landscape and texts. She is currently the co-
editor of Provocations in TDR/MIT PRESS. Recent tours include Myanmar, Manila Contemporary, 
Green Papaya Gallery and Theaterworks in Singapore. Since 1998, she has been presented by 
European and NYC venues and most recently: Broad Art Space at UCLA, L.A.C.E, Commonwealth 
& Council, Honor Fraser, PSI19 at Stanford, Install Weho, The Reanimation Library Project, the 
FIRE IN HER BELLY exhibition at Maloney Fine Art, THE SKY REMAINS THE SAME residency 
at the New Museum, Performa’13, HDTS 2013, and upcoming 2014: NYC Abu Dhabi, SF Art 
Institute, Performatorium and Yerba Buena Center for the Arts.

Disciplines: Durational Performance, One-to-One Performance & Coaching, Installation

HONEY

HONEY is a transparent exchange - an installation involving two people and a consistent flow of 
golden drops of honey between them. Slow, repetitive, and weighted, this work is constructed as a 
movement performance, specifically, a duet.  Tolentino is the receiver, endurer, memory collector, 
and signifier of death, her mouth open in the shape of the last kiss, the “O” of death. Illuminating 
the productiveness and destructiveness of the ecstatic state, she swallows, filling and spilling, and 
her O of ecstasy is enhanced by the drawn out O emitted from the multiple hand-recorders offering 
Chevela Vargas’ “Soledad” lyrics, to which she moves, records, erases. The partner/performer, Stosh 
Fila, is overseer, activator and participant. As the designer of the droplet’s shape, intensity, speed, and 
velocity (the one who squeezes, advances, and withdraws) Fila’s movement expressively and delicately 
recapitulates each swallow. The pouring, manipulation, receipt, and flow into a throaty swallow enact 
a resistance and persistence, composing a duet that evokes the excessive sweetness of drowning and the 
aesthetic perversity of “le petit mort” alongside the viewer’s distanced and sticky association. In this 
sense, HONEY invokes the mouth, memory, hidden texts, fluids and boundaries, recurrent themes in 
Tolentino’s body of work. Performance runs from 3-5 hours.

Keywords: Durational Performance, Resistance, Feminist, Movement, Duet, Fluids

Production History: NYU Abu Dhabi 2014, Performatorium 2014, PSi Stanford 2013; 
Theaterworks, Singapore 2013; Women and Performance Conference NYU 2012; MOCA - with 
Vaginal Davis 2011; Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions 2010; Perform Chinatown 2010

Video: http://vimeo.com/user2596641
 
Contact: thejulietolentino@mac.com

Website: http://julietolentino.com

@jtinjt

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Julie-Tolentino/80384403756
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Julie Troost / Anima Productions (NYC, USA) 
The Artistic Director of Anima Productions, Julie Troost creates concept-driven work in social 
practice, modern dance, experimental theater and video. She portrays the intangible, yet her work is 
firmly rooted in the body. Julie sculpts experience onstage and imbues daily life with site-specific work 
and public participation. She examines faith, family, death, location, memory and loss. Conscious 
of its political, environmental and social relevance, Julie’s work inspires dialogue to promote a 
compassionate and healthy society.  Selected Works: H U G: interactive performance installation and 
video; Congregation: dance theater combating the sterilization of death; The Interim: a physical play 
contemplating existence while trapped between life and death; Assimilated: site-specific dance theater 
exposing the consequences of our wasteful lifestyle; Resuscitation: site-specific dance about the urban 
heat island effect; FrEdem: movement theater asserting the freedoms we take for granted; Farewell: 
site-specific dance memorializing a razed community garden.  A graduate of Northwestern University 
with a B.S. in Theater and Psychology, Julie has performed for Dara Friedman, Daniel Kramer, 
Noemie Lafrance, and Fiona Templeton. She has taught at the Professional Performing Arts High 
School in New York City, Monarch Theater Company, and MIT. Julie was a resident artist at Harold 
Arts, Workspace for Choreographers, and Outpost. She is a Fred Foundation Re-Discover Your Heart 
Award and grant recipient, is a Lincoln Center Director’s Lab member, and is a MAP (Make Art With 
Purpose) artist. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Dance, Video, Social Practice Art

H U G

H U G is an interactive performance installation and 20 minute film that affects social change in 
the world by spreading a healing message of compassion and human connection. H U G is the 
distillation of one human action that is understood universally and without bias. It is a seamlessly 
choreographed grand gesture that sparks a jarring moment of vulnerability. H U G blankets scarred 
spaces that contain the memory of a momentous event of conflict while reminding observers of their 
ability to heal. Appearing and disappearing without warning, people of mixed races, ages, and faiths 
embrace in pairs and remain in stillness. The public spaces visited by the installation are the sites of 
traumatic events submitted by the community. During H U G, the performers extend compassion 
by meditating on these painful memories. The audience is encouraged to participate in this act of 
public generosity by hugging alongside performers and posting photos online. Attendees can also 
magnify the intention of the installation by meditating on public memories compiled in a program. 
Through this powerful gesture of human connection, H U G intends to renew the hearts and places 
where arduous memories reside. H U G promotes community and individual healing and creates 
an opportunity to replace painful memories with new memories of hope. It supports small acts of 
kindness as the cornerstone of global social change. H U G creates opportunities for the people of 
a community to practice compassion for others, to collectively mourn their lost members and to 
memorialize tragic events.

Keywords: Compassion, Healing, Installation, Memory, Community, Interactive

Production History: Conflux Festival (11 sites on the streets of NYC); Walter Bruno Theater @ 
Lincoln Center, NYC; SolarOne @ Stuyvesant Cove Park, NYC; MAP 2013/Lamar Street Festival, 
Dallas, TX

Video: http://vimeo.com/julietroost
 
Contact: info@hugperformance.org

Website: http://hugperformance.org
@hugperformance

https://www.facebook.com/hugperformance
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Julie Wills (Gunnison, Co, USA) 
Julie Wills is an interdisciplinary visual and performance artist with a background in art theory and 
criticism. She works in performance, installation, sculpture, and video, creating artworks that feature 
physical hardship or brutality as a stand-in for, or guide to, psychological hardship or brutality.  She 
received her MFA from the University of Colorado, and MA in art criticism from the University of 
Montana.  In addition to her individual studio practice, she has worked since 2004 as one of four 
members of The Bridge Club collaborative (www.thebridgeclub.net). Wills lives and works in a rural 
area near Gunnison, Colorado. Wills’ current body of work, ‘Marie Antoinette in America,’ is a series 
of performance and video works set within the open landscape.  This series begins with a historical 
fiction, imagining that Marie Antoinette has somehow escaped the French Revolution and acquired 
a new life in the American wilderness.  She wears a tumbleweed wig, as if she herself has blown in 
on the wind.  Each work in this series portrays the character’s attempts at livelihood or survival and 
explores the roles allotted or prescribed for her based on gender, class, and skill set.  The landscape is 
used as a metaphor for a psychological ‘wilderness;’ it implies isolation and makes her societally-based 
efforts at survival inept.  The individual performance works in this series explore a variety of scenarios 
related to labor and leisure, culture and solitude, penance and self-discipline. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Performance-Based Video, Installation, Interdisciplinary

Marie Antoinette in America

Three works from the series ‘Marie Antoinette in America’ (from top to bottom): 1. ‘Interstate’ 
features the Marie Antoinette character endlessly dancing to the same song next to an interstate 
highway, in a sparsely populated landscape in Nevada, USA best known for its rural brothels.  8 
minute video loop 2. ‘Cherokee Rose’ was performed and filmed on land occupied by the Cherokee 
Nation prior to ‘removal’ by the US government in the 1830s.  This former homeland currently 
features a neglected tree nursery, its irregular formality like a Versailles gone awry. The performers, 
as interlopers in the landscape, occupy the land in a senseless leisure, and the limited action repeats 
indefinitely. 25 minute video loop 3. ‘Animal (Hunted)’ features the character in the role of a wild 
animal, seen from the vantage of a hunter in pursuit. 9 minute single-channel video

Keywords: Landscape-Based, Durational, Video Loop

Production History: Rapid Pulse International Performance Art Festival, Chicago, IL; SPANE: 
Screening of Performance Art in the Natural Environment, Toronto, ON

Video: http://juliewills.com/projects/marie-antoinette-in-america
 
Contact: contact@juliewills.com

Website: http://www.juliewills.com

https://www.facebook.com/
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Justin Morrison (San Francisco, USA) 
Justin is a San Francisco and Amsterdam based dancer, performance maker, yoga teacher and 
technology consultant. As a former member of the MAGPIE Music Dance Company, initiated by 
Katie Duck in Amsterdam in 1995, he remains deeply engaged in performance activities involving 
real-time or instant composition. In addition to creating several evening length solos, his other 
performance work gives particular emphasis to collaborations with musicians working with live-time 
music and sound elements. With a background in classical and contemporary dance forms, yoga and 
somatics, Justin brings an articulate and athletic physicality to dancing that extends beyond dance 
genres, fusing theatrical and performance art influences. Thoughts on a solo called ‘WEAPON’: the 
word reminds me of the life cycle of an object, a refined instrument, perhaps a work of art, or for 
‘the self ’, or perhaps the cliché ‘the mind is a weapon’; for the shadow of consciousness, in a Jungian 
sense. Here we have a weapon: it’s forging, it’s refinement, it’s employment in an act of transference 
(performance). The the material of the work is rendered as an environment within which I endeavor 
to discover a dance. [Slightly under count here. Please accommodate, in exchange, some few more 
words in Description Of The Work, which bears emphasis] 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Performance, Music, Theater, Information Technology

WEAPON

WEAPON began with a red platform heel poking out from the ceiling. Slowly a pair of legs emerged: 
gravity-defying Dorothy as astronaut. The lights went down, the dancer slipped from his precarious 
perch with an almost inaudible clop, and the lights lifted again on a primitive man, practically naked, 
emerging on all fours from beneath a sheet of marley. The apparatuses of the stage thus re-purposed, 
Morrison gave a performance that was at times astonishing in the absolute silence of a body in extreme 
control of every joint and muscle fiber, and at times plagued with the question of what constitutes 
theatricality — from the thick false lashes and burgundy hair extensions he wore to the props he 
hauled onstage. By the end of the piece, a bag of costumes, an amp and microphones, a laptop, a set 
of folding chairs, an electric fan... Morrison pulled out trick after trick, calling to [the lighting tech], 
who indefatigably responded with a complex scheme of lights and sounds, pulling a volunteer from 
the audience for impromptu sex therapy, stripping completely and wiping himself down with his 
dance belt, impersonating the turbaned imperiousness of Norma Desmond, the sensual wind-whipped 
dress of Marilyn Monroe. All the to-do made much of and mocked the need to costume and compose 
a theatrical work — it should be no surprise that a dancer known best as an improviser would mark 
choreography by its potential for artifice and error. Morrison kept dancing as the audience trickled out 
the door. The piece, as far as we know, never ended. -Irene Hsiao, SF Bay Guardian

Keywords: Dark, Relentless, Animal, Drag, Queer, Solo

Production History: CounterPULSE, San Francisco

Video: http://justinmorrison.net/works/weapon
 
Contact: me@justinmorrison.net

Website: http://justinmorrison.net

@justinmorrison

https://www.facebook.com/morrisonjustin
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Kaj-anne Pepper (Portland, USA) 
I create performance, dance, and installation exploring our world, notions of self and the queer art 
of creation. My work exists in the collision between aspects of my self - dancer, performance artist 
and drag provocateur. I am a kinesthetic post-realness drag queen. I aim to investigate the magic and 
ritual inherit in transgression, defiance and trickery. I bastardize tradition. I am a faggot bastard queen 
ready to play. My time-based works have been performed in various guises including guerilla public 
action and protest, in nightclubs and cabarets, and as full length dance and theatre productions. 
Rope, mylar, trash, duct tape, make up, mirrors, wool, booze, fire, inks, balloons, and pepto bismol 
are materials that recur in my work. The characters I inhabit are often whimsical, creepy, and intense, 
functioning as exalted exaggerations of myth and self. I am drawn to make work that creates a home 
for my imagination and room for vulnerable expressions of my history. I have a strong desire to draw 
connections between the imagination, fantasy and the body. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance Art, Drag, Theatre, Cabaret, Installation

--->WWWEEERRRQQQ

--->WWWEEERRRQQQ

Keywords: Drag, Queer, Dance, Noise, Failure, Video

Production History: Conduit Dance Center DANCE+ festival, Hand2Mouth Risk/Reward Festival

Video: https://vimeo.com/72265852 password : riskreward
 
Contact: kajannepepper@gmail.com

Website: http://Kpepper.net

@kpepper

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Kaj-anne-Pepper-Performance
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Karen Harvey / Karen Harvey Dances  
(Brooklyn, USA) 
Karen Harvey is a dance artist based in Brooklyn, New York. She has been choreographing dances 
and site-specific experiments for fourteen years and her work often engages artistic collaborations 
across disciplines. Karen’s choreography has been presented throughout the greater New York area and 
internationally in Tokyo, Kyoto and Vienna. As a performer, she has had the pleasure of working with 
a range of international directors, choreographers and theater groups. Karen’s work emerges from the 
realms of contemporary art, dance theater, site-specific performance and personal exploration. The 
elemental fabric of her creations is interwoven with beauty, aesthetics, philosophy, poetic storytelling, 
emotional intelligence and kinetic flow. Her process is a stripping down of layers to reach the 
emotional core. It’s an active process of fully engaging with a particular body of sensations and finding 
access points to pull the audience in and hold them within a very personal experience.  A project is 
complete when it takes on a life of it’s own, it becomes a living work of art that will evolve each time 
it is performed.  More than anything, the act of dancing is essential in her work. There is a natural 
joy that emerges from this art form. Her creative practice researches ways it can inform our culture, 
society and individual lives. Karen holds a BFA in Contemporary dance from University North 
Carolina School of the Arts (2004) where she was awarded the Chancellor’s Award for Excellence. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theater

WETLANDS

An evening-length intimate dance theater work, where the wildness and dense biodiversity within 
swamps and other wetlands becomes a starting point for a real life journey. Featuring a fluid, seamless 
stream of lush movement, a cappella vocals, stories, live music sound-scapes, and videos by an 
international group of dance artists.   Wetlands is born out of the question – how do we sometimes 
forget the essential dependence that we have on nature in order to live? This piece is a research project 
for asking ourselves; what is it that we really need out of life, what is essential, what have we forgotten 
along our path, and how can we rethink ourselves within our environment?  Approaching ‘thirst’ as a 
common paradigm of our lives, Wetlands takes a personal and audience inclusive journey through the 
process of quenching that thirst. A new paradigm is gradually unveiled as our dances (like the Wetland 
ecosystems) become based in personal freedom and global inter-connection. Directed by: Karen 
Harvey  Choreography and Music in collaboration with: Andrew Broaddus, Benjamin Garner, René 
Kladzyk, Thea Little, Katariina Tuomiluoma, Elisa Vazquez and Rachel Watson. Songs composed 
by: René Kladzyk Featuring videos from: Emily Athena Abrahams (Oregon, USA), Anna Asplind 
(Sweden), Silvia Balvin (Spain), Jin Ju Song-Begin (Korea), Miguel Angel Guzman (Scotland), Karen 
Harvey (New York, USA), Carolina Tabares Mendoza (Mexico), Lina Puodziukaite (Lithuania) and 
Elisa Vazquez (Germany). Wetlands was supported by residencies at Mount Tremper Arts and The 
Alphabet City Sanctuary.

Keywords: Dance, Theater, Environmental, Global, Multimedia, Humanity

Production History: Center for Performance Research, Brooklyn, NY

Video: http://youtu.be/0jn0V2kvHJU
 
Contact: karen@karenharveydances.org,info@karenharveydances.org

Website: http://www.karenharveydances.org

@kareneharvey

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Karen-Harvey-Dances/182918511773866
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Kate Brehm, imnotlost (Brooklyn, USA) 
I’m a puppeteer. But I don’t mean furry creatures that talk in funny voices with a hand up their 
backside. I mean bubbling walls and metamorphosing staircases, sunsets and supernovas, opening 
and closing windows, or multiplying paper dolls dancing through the far reaches of your mind. 
Your surroundings,  the objects closest to you become not what you think they are, but rather infuse 
with a life of their own. And these actions  tell a story. A choreography of silk, streamers, sparklers, 
and smoke perform a sunset. This is puppetry. The inspiration for my puppet show, The Eye Which 
We Do Not Have was framing. How do you frame action? How does the shape of a frame change 
the meaning of what’s inside? Can  the movement and arrangement of frames themselves convey 
meaning? Comic books and film inspire and inform these persistent questions, but this puppet show 
is live theater. 
 
Disciplines: Puppetry, Theater, Performance Art

The Eye Which We Do Not Have

The room is dark. The audience is close. Six windows rise to  reveal a hollow emptiness behind 
them. Fractured, Hitchcock music. Drawings appear, then fabric, and finally puppets draw out of 
the darkness and into the light. The windows close and open, guiding your focus. A story emerges, 
a familiar tale, but not. It begins to mishape. Changing perspectives on the stage augment the story 
turning on its head. The world deteriorates, literally breaking apart, reaching a climactic collapse. All 
is destroyed. Four years in the making, in The Eye Which We Do Not Have 6 puppeteers puppeteer 
a beautiful bunraku doll, a transforming house interior, and a wall of windows to bring you on an 
intimate journey through one woman’s shattering mind and desire.

Keywords: Puppetry, Puppets, Brehm, Cinema, Deleuze, Imnotlost

Production History: Dixon Place, Standard Toykraft

Video: https://vimeo.com/78229553
 
Contact: katebrehm@gmail.com

Website: http://www.imnotlost.net

https://www.facebook.com/imnotlost.nyc
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Katya Grokhovsky (New York, USA) 
Based in New York, Katya Grokhovsky works across disciplines including performance, video, 
installation, photography, sculpture, drawing and painting. She has an MFA (2011) from the School 
of the Art Institute of Chicago, USA, a BFA (2007) from Victorian College of the Arts, Australia 
and a BA (Honors, 2000) in Fashion from Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology, Australia. 
Grokhovsky is a recipient of numerous awards including Dame Joan Sutherland Fund, American 
Australian Association, NYC (2013), Australia Council for the Arts ArtStart Grant (2013), NYFA 
Mentoring Program (2012), Chashama space to create grant, NYC (2012), Freedman Traveling 
Scholarship for Emerging Artists, Australia (2007), Maude Glover Fleay Award (2007) Australia and 
many others. She has been awarded residencies at Saltonstall Foundation for the Arts (2013), Ithaca, 
NY, NARS (New York Residency and Studio Foundation, 2013), Santa Fe Art Institute, NM (2012), 
ChaNorth residency, NY (2012), Watermill Center International Summer Residency, NY (2011), 
OxBow Residency, MI (2010), PAF(performing arts forum) residency, France (2008) and more. Her 
work has been shown in venues such as New York City Center, NYC, Soho20 gallery, NYC, NARS 
gallery, NYC, Watermill Center, Long Island, NY, Chashama, NYC, Ukrainian Institute of America, 
NYC, Verge Art Fair, Miami, FL, Pool Art Fair, NYC, Fountain Art Fair, NYC, Gallery 151, NYC, 
Fowler Arts Collective, Brooklyn, Museum of Russian Art, Jersey City, New Jersey City University 
Gallery, Grace Exhibition Space, Brooklyn, The Bedroom, Brooklyn, Cue Foundation, NYC, Ch 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Sculpture, Drawing, Painting, Video, Photography

Status Update

Status Update is an ongoing series of durational performative actions live and for video. The work 
deals with our ever so digitized culture and obsessive status updating . By taking the updates offline 
into physical reality via hand painted canvas banners and durational actions such as walking and 
standing in various venues, I attempt to arrest the ever fleeting attention of the audiences in the public 
domain via semi private proclamations. The audiences are able to experience the work live and via 
video.

Keywords: Performance, Duration, Video, Statement, Private, Public

Production History: Fowler Arts Collective, Brooklyn, NY, New York City Center, NYC, Pool Art 
Fair, NYC, Fountain Art Fair, NYC, Select Fair, Miami, APT Institute Residency, Brooklyn, NY, 
Boomerang Gallery, Chicago, Sullivan Gallery, School of the Art Institute of Chicago

Video: https://vimeo.com/70232108
 
Contact: katyagrokhovsky@gmail.com

Website: http://www.katyagrokhovsky.net

@KatyaGrokhovsky

https://www.facebook.com/katyagrokhovsky
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Kean O’Brien (Los Angeles, USA) 
Chicago native Kean O’Brien is an artist and educator who currently lives and makes work in 
and around Los Angeles. During his undergraduate years at Chicago’s SAIC, where he majored 
in photography and media, Kean made performance art exploring concepts of sex, power and his 
own sense of ownership over his body in its present and past expressions. As he looked deeper into 
his motivations for his art practice, Kean discovered he had been fueled by a self-serving desire to 
understand his own identity, but also a drive to participate in a movement for social awareness and 
change. It was this drive that inspired him to enroll in a graduate program at California Institute of 
the Arts, from which he graduated with an M.F.A. in Photography and Media in 2011. Currently 
Kean is working as an adjunct professor at The Art Institute. Today my work relates to my desire to be 
male, and my necessary interrogation of both the power dynamics and the history of being male. As 
a transgender person in the process of transitioning from female to male I am approaching this work 
from a new space that isn’t about being one gender or another but rather, and of necessity, existing in 
the space of both. I am investigating queer discourse while I also consider, from this transitional space, 
appropriating ‘maleness.’  I am driven to make work out of a desire to create dialogue and space for 
queer and trans artists. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Video, Photography

Man And His Dog

‘Man and his dog’, begins in my interest in the construction of historic male identity and the 
wilderness. Throughout history it has been the responsibility of the men to hunt, battle and subdue 
the wilderness that would become their civilization. This concept has created a societal constraint- 
that throughout history and colonization it becomes a prerequisite for male heroism. Or the ultimate 
spiritual experience- man and nature. I am a transgender person and in this space I am exploring my 
personal identity and relationship to nature and the construction of space created for me/against me. 
My work relates to my desire to be male, and my necessary interrogation of both the power dynamics 
and the history of being male. As a transgender person in the process of transitioning from female to 
male I am approaching this work from a new space that isn’t about being one gender or another but 
rather, and of necessity, existing in the space of both. This work is performative and exists many forms. 
I photograph and create videos of my peformances in nature and use the documentation as a working 
element. I also have performed exaggerated rituals from my exploration live in spaces. This piece is 
ever evolving and never completed. I will keep searching.....

Keywords: Transgender, Queer, Nature, Wilderness

Production History: CalArts 2010, 2011, Barnsdall Art Center 2012, Concord Space 2011

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6aBXK5zsuw
 
Contact: kean.obrien@gmail.com

Website: http://www.keanobrien.com/

https://www.facebook.com/
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Keila Cordova (Philadelphia, USA) 
Keila Cordova grew up writing stories and watching her mother dance in Panama before migrating 
to California, where she was both a gymnast and a cheerleader. Ms. Cordova is a choreographer, 
performer and writer whose work has been performed in New York City and Philadelphia, as well 
as in Pittsburgh, Chicago, San Diego and Toronto.  Co-Founder and Co-Director of the 954 Dance 
Movement Collective, Ms. Cordova received support from the Leeway Foundation and the Puffin 
Foundation to bring Dance for PD (Parkinson’s disease) to Philadelphia.  She has also received artistic 
support with Funds for New Work awards from Harlem Stage, a Greenwall Foundation commission 
and select artist residency awards. She teaches movement workshops in Philadelphia, New York and 
Atlanta. ‘I choreograph in the space between symmetric beauty and unexpected awkwardness.  My 
work is independent of cool.  I explore the human narrative in dance, words and song. I create a 
history of viscerally entertaining lies that are absolutely true. I ask audience members to suspend 
belief, to disregard the somber in favor of serious play.  I’m inspired by empathy, hyperbole, pregnant 
silences, coincidence and the power of community.  I like gaps in narratives and the synapse between 
the body and words. I am interested in collaborations as an act of community and conversation.  And 
the visual impact of Dance.  Rethreading, in the act of tracing back steps, patterns, even stories.  I 
rethread old with the new, memories with images, movements with text.   I am interested in inventing 
both the past and the future.’ 
 
Disciplines: Post Modern, Contemporary, Improvisation, Modern

As Pretty Does

Right now I’m fascinated by the smaller stories in history that are about ordinary people. Traditionally 
history is the sum of stories told about the leaders of the world, or the battles. That’s what gets written 
down.  The lives of ordinary people don’t usually get recorded.  They’re lost. So I’m playing with a few 
of those stories that have captured my imagination. And they exist for us to know because of their 
own uniqueness. And they’re like fossils, in that they tell us so much about the life of those times and 
about the people themselves. I think of micro-storytelling as the narratives that the body can tell, 
sometimes in conjunction with text, or vocals. Sometimes in gesture or pantomime. But specifically a 
context where the narrative does not dominate, but instead it dances. The narrative(s) float and allow 
the audience to create unique symmetries. The performance is featuring 5 performers, 4 dancers and 
1 singer who will also dance. Inspired by lost histories so true they seem fictional, As Pretty Does asks, 
What is it to be human? Taking the audience on a journey of provoking movement and humor, As 
Pretty Does brings together an experimental collision: micro-storytelling meets pure dance. ‘We know 
what we are, but not what we may be.’ (Shakespeare.)

Keywords: Experimental, Pure Dance, Micro-Storytelling

Production History: Conwell Dance Theater, Philadelphia, PA

Video: http://vimeo.com/70918351
 
Contact: me@keilacordova.com

Website: http://www.keilacordova.com

@3ponyshow

https://www.facebook.com/pages/keila-cordova-dances
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Kelly Bond & Melissa Krodman  
(Nashville, TN / Philadelphia, PA, USA) 
We are performers and makers of experimental dance. We employ strategies in our creative processes 
that mine individual and collective physical histories without reliance upon preexisting choreographic 
or somatic tools for devising. Our works, therefore, may present different physical, mental, and 
emotional demands from modern and postmodern approaches to dance, and we recognize the 
need for crafting different possibilities for spectators to experience the works. By placing value on 
the choreographic experiences of the spectators, highlighting their role as an essential part of the 
performative transfer, we aim to create real-time encounters with, rather than demonstrations of, 
the interests and themes in each piece. We use our works as catalysts for self and collective reflection 
on tensions between inclusion and exclusion within shared spaces, which in turn drives questions 
of society and individuality, conformity and resistance, desire and repression. By examining our 
imperfections and expectations, we, as artists, seek to make work that teaches us about ourselves and 
our natures, and that brings to light the choices, and opportunities for choices, present in our daily 
lives.     Kelly Bond holds an MA in European dance-theatre practice from Laban and has served 
as an adjunct professor at The George Washington University in Washington, DC, and University 
of Maryland-Baltimore County. Melissa Krodman was a 2013 graduate of the Pig Iron School for 
Advanced Performance Training in Philadelphia and holds a BS in Film & Television Production from 
Boston University. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance

Colony

Colony is a 50-minute experimental dance duet that uses mechanical and incessant movement to 
exploit both the human and the herd. It continually recreates the critical moment when potentially 
catastrophic tension gives way by employing repetition and duration to explore the tensions that arise 
through the persistence of uniformity and questions of authenticity. Its structure and ideology innately 
consider the spectator as critical to the creation of the performative event. Upon entry to the space, 
individuals, rather than the audience as a group, are confronted by the performers in close proximity, 
forcing their immediate re-examination of expectations of distance and proximity, power and 
vulnerability, and ways of seeing and being in a shared space. Audience members are asked to engage 
with the work outside of the established metronome and spatial parameters of traditional theatre and 
to assume their own choices for mobility while their resulting nomadic movement and focus help to 
generate a hive-like atmosphere that adds layers of tension and activity to the piece. Through incessant 
repetition and contrasting stillness, differences in the performers’ bodies, movements, and states of 
being emerge. While the dancers aim for perfect synchronization, inevitably moments of error occur, 
and these vacillations between ‘perfection’ and ‘imperfection’ add layers of tension and complexity to 
the movement. The subtle discrepancies in the dance become the focus.

Keywords: Dance, Experimental, Performance, Duet

Production History: Abundance International Dance Festival, Karlstad, Sweden; thefidget space, 
Philadelphia, PA; fallFRINGE, Washington, DC; Philly Fringe Festival, Philadelphia, PA; Capital 
Fringe Festival, Washington, DC

Video: https://vimeo.com/67857709
 
Contact: futuremagnolia@gmail.com

Website: http://issuu.com/kellybond/docs/colony_press_kit

@KellyBondDC

https://www.facebook.com/ColonizeYou
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LEIMAY: Ximena Garnica and Shige Moriya  
(Brooklyn, USA) 
Shige Moriya (Japanese-born) artist and Ximena Garnica (Colombian-born) artist began working 
together in 2000 in New York City. The entity LEIMAY gradually emerged from their independent 
creative work and activities at the experimental art space known as CAVE. The word LEIMAY is a 
Japanese term symbolizing the moment of change, as in the moment between darkness and the light 
of dawn, or the transition from one era to the other. Our work  ranges from photography, video 
art, art installations, and dance pieces to interdisciplinary collaborations and training projects. Our 
subjects often question the ambivalence of human nature and we seek transformation as an aesthetic.  
In our performance pieces, we have been experimenting with kinetic sculptures responsive to 
movement of the body, and we use video as light source rather than an image generator. We have been 
exploring the synergistic potential between light and the performing body to create kinetic spaces and 
movement-based performances. Our work exist at the intersection of Japan, North and South America 
cultures and at the collision of different conventions of dance, theater, performance art and visual art. 
We believe work and life are art forms of time: ephemeral, present, historical, immaterial, fluctuating,  
yet fundamentally interlaced.  Our artistic creations as individuals or as collaborators, regardless of the 
medium, are an opportunity to transform ourselves, to continuously look for our place within the flux 
of life.  We believe art is the power of personal revolution and we give ourselves wholeheartedly to it. 
 
Disciplines: Dance. Performance, Installation, Video Art

Becoming -corpus

Becoming -corpus is part of the Becoming Series, a number of works dealing with matter’s constant 
state of becoming through growth and decay, beginnings and endings. Becoming -corpus has 
three separate and connected parts: A stage piece, an exhibition outside the theater and an artifact-
publication. Becoming -corpus’ choreography explores: transformation as a condition of the body, 
apprehending all that has yet to become; the possibilities of existence juxtaposed with the self-identity 
struggle of the social being; the synergetic potential between the dancing body and light to create 
kinetic spaces and virtual/organic movement based experiences. The stage piece is set in an empty 
stage with eight performers. The only sources of light for this performance are eight video projectors.  
The visual art component of Becoming  -corpus features re-purposed historical fragments of earlier 
iterative processes as well as leftover detritus of the creative process. Photographed bodies are printed 
onto latex skins from previous works by Garnica and Moriya. The skins are beheaded, on display not 
far from sculptures of the dancers’ heads, maybe in souvenir to a whole body. Other objects included 
are molds of Garnica and Moriya’s whole bodies entangled in string, appearing to hover in the air 
but also to anchor one’s vision. They use tension and suspension to conflate a sense of expansion 
and collapse of space. The same sense of dislocated space echoes the derangement of order in the 
choreography of Becoming –corpus. The exhibition runs concurrently with the  stage production.

Keywords: Contemporary Performance, Installation Art, Dance, Butoh, Video Projections, Video Mapping, 
Shige Moriya, Ximena Garnica

Production History: Brooklyn Academy of Music (BAM Fisher), World Premiere September 12, 
2013

Video: https://vimeo.com/76275005
 
Contact: ximena@leimay.org

Website: http://leimay.org

@LEIMAY_CAVE

https://www.facebook.com/cave.leimay
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Linda Austin (Portland, Or, USA) 
My creating process tenderly exploits and explores the body’s powers and limits, bringing its 
vulnerabilities and strengths, its moments of accidental awkwardness and elegance, into a web of 
relationships—intimate, playful, confrontational—with other bodies, objects, environment, media 
and commissioned sound/music. The resultant improvisational and/or choreographed works are 
non-linear, poetic and often laced with humor. They may access personal, metapersonal and socio/
political levels of physical and perceptual existence. With a background originally in theatre, I began 
making performance in 1983, with my first piece at Danspace Project at St. Mark’s Church. An 
active participant in the downtown New York performance community until 1998, I presented work 
at PS 122, the Danspace Project, the Kitchen, and Movement Research at Judson Church. From 
1992 to 1994 I lived and worked in Mexico, returning in 1998 for a 2-month residency sponsored 
by Movement Research and the U.S./Mexico Culture Fund. In 1998, in search of a more expansive 
and stable creative environment, I moved to Portland, Oregon, bought a small church which became 
my studio and, with lighting designer Jeff Forbes, founded Performance Works NW, awarded a 2013 
SEED Grant by the Rauschenberg Foundation. My work has been seen around Portland, in PICA’s 
TBA Festival and at On the Boards NW New Works. In addition to Fellowships from New York 
Foundation for the Arts and the Oregon Arts Commission, I have also been grateful for residencies 
through Movement Research, Djerassi and Robert Wilson’s Watermill Center. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance, Multi-Discipline

Three Trick Pony

Three Trick Pony’ is an series of intimate skirmishes between my 6-decade-old dancing body and 
a biomorphic sculptural set by sculptor David Eckard, with music composed by Doug Theriault. 
In my 30 years of performance-making, I have often fallen into a happy confusion where the 
boundaries between myself and objects become unsettled. Everything that exists or happens within 
the charged playing field of the studio or stage becomes as real or as abstract, as alive or as thing-like, 
as everything else. Body, voice, gesture; set elements, sound, lighting; motion, gravity, stillness; playing 
and play-acting, even unlooked for moments of autobiographical or emotional response—these are 
all ‘things’—objective elements to arrange in a composition. At the same time they are all animate 
entities (characters? actors?) that interact with each other, with a ping-pong shuttling back and forth 
of cause and effect. ‘Three Trick Pony’ provides a kind of testing ground and playground where I 
can wholeheartedly experiment with this confusion between what is animate, ‘alive’ and what is 
object. The ‘three’ in the title refers to three passes I make through the set and also to our three-way 
collaboration. David’s sculptures and wearable props are by turns foils, partners and extensions of 
myself. Doug provides a world of concrete sounds, electronic noise and ‘music’ that by turns support 
or tug at me. ‘Three Trick Pony’ unfolds as a living emblem of the body’s limits and vulnerability, its 
irrepressible materiality, and the mutually-energizing presence of dancer and surroundings.

Keywords: Dance, Performance, Multi-Disciplinary

Production History: PICA Time Based Arts Festival 2013

Video: https://vimeo.com/76453115
 
Contact: lindapaustin@mac.com

Website: http://pwnw-pdx.org

@PWNWpdx

https://www.facebook.com/PerformanceWorksNW
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Lisa Levy (Brooklyn, USA) 
BIO  Lisa Levy is a performer, conceptual artist, comedian and (self-proclaimed) psychotherapist. Dr. 
Lisa, the self-proclaimed psychotherapist, psychoanalyzes people on stage, on the street and in her 
office is Lisa Levy’s most popular character Besides all sorts of audience volunteers and comedians, 
Lisa has had celebrity guests such as Joe Gordon-Levitt, Michael Musto, Eugene Mirman and Amy 
Schumer. She has performed in countless venues; an audio/visual exhibition of her therapy sessions 
is scheduled for The Brooklyn Academy of Music, Fall 2014.   She makes work that is audience 
interactive, having played a grandma that rocks people while giving them unconditional love, a red 
carpet host for ordinary people, a fortune teller and has also  staged many original game shows ,such 
as ‘You Bet Your Life LIVE!’, a send-up of the famous Groucho Marx show.   ARTIST STATEMENT 
I have an exaggerated need to emotionally connect with people in a direct way, which I believe is 
what drives my work. As a child growing up, I was the black sheep in my environment. I was very 
shy and isolated. I struggled at making friends.  It seems that my work is a reaction to that part of my 
childhood. I use my work to try to make emotional though platonic connections, even with people I 
meet casually, which is ridiculous, but I love it. Art is healing; and I am now described as outgoing 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Psychotherapy On Stage, Comedy, Game Show Hosting

Psychotherapy LIVE!

I began to do psychotherapy on stage around ten years ago without having any formal training as 
either a therapist or a performer. I quickly displayed a knack for solving peoples’ problems quickly 
while entertaining an audience. Within the year of first performing, I had a regular monthly show, 
and feature stories in The New York Times, Time Out New York and The Village Voice.  Over time, 
I have honed my character, and my ability to analyze people. I so often hear how spot on I am, or 
‘That’s what my shrink says!’ The show is very flexible. I can use audience volunteers or have pre-
selected subjects. I have a simple set, just like a therapist office, with the iconic couch, chair and rug 
I do a brief opening and explain the show, I instruct the audience to call out with helpful suggestions 
if they occur during the therapy. Also, everyone gets a written prescription, which is actionable advice 
for them to take home. I keep things moving and can have from 3-5 people in an hour. The audience 
gets very bonded because they are attached to helping the person with their issue. The show ranges 
from hilarious to serious and it’s exciting because you just never know what is going to happen, 
plus each show is unique. Emotions displayed are real! The best part about my show for me is when 
the audience leaves, they seem to have had a productive, fulfilling, thoughtful evening, while being 
completely entertained.

Keywords: Psychotherapy Live!, Audience Interactive, Performance, Funny, Thoughtful

Production History: The Brooklyn Museum, The Edinburgh International Fringe Festival, Woolly 
Mammoth Theater, Joe’s Pub Brooklyn Academy of Music (2014)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gODfDKNECR0
 
Contact: imahomemaker@yahoo.com

Website: http://www.psychotherapylive.com

@DrLIsaLevySP

https://www.facebook.com/
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LITTLE MATCHSTICK FACTORY (NYC, USA) 
Sylvia Milo is drawn to uncovering stories of great women from the past, whose stories have been 
lost. With her husband, composer Nathan Davis, she seeks to create theatre which works intimately 
with music, but is not a ‘musical theatre’. THE OTHER MOZART is their first production in a 
series of monodramas. Sylvia Milo (Writer, Actress)  Originally from Poland, graduate of New York 
University and Lee Strasberg Theater Institute. Performances in NYC at the Flea Theater (‘Seating 
Arrangements’- co-written by Sylvia, directed by Eric Pold of Gob Squad - ‘Sylvia Milo paints a 
wonderfully vivid picture.’ Village VOICE), La Mama, Ontological-Hysteric, Theatre For the New 
City, and Dixon Place. Among her favorite stage roles: Hamlet in ‘Hamlet’ - an all-female version of 
the play, which she adapted and directed herself. Sylvia is also a violinist (Irving Plaza, CBGB’s, Joe’s 
Pub), and has composed scores for dance and theater (La Mama, Merce Cunningham Studio).  www.
sylviamilo.com Nathan Davis (Composer)  Graduate of Yale University, Nathan ‘writes music that 
deals deftly and poetically with timbre and sonority’ (NYTimes).  Lincoln Center inaugurated their 
Tully Scope Festival 2011 with the premiere of Nathan’s 30 minute site-specific work ‘Bells’.  He has 
received awards from Meet The Composer, Fromm Foundation at Harvard, Copland Fund, Jerome 
Foundation, American Music Center, MATA, ASCAP, and the ISCM. His piece, Ghostlight, was 
premiered at Lincoln Center’s Mostly Mozart Festival 2013. www.nathandavis.com 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Music Theater, Solo Performance, Experimental Music, Monodrama.

THE OTHER MOZART

THE OTHER MOZART is a play about Nannerl Mozart, the sister of Amadeus. It tells the true 
story of this prodigy, a keyboard virtuoso and composer, who as a child toured through all of 
Europe performing with her brother, to equal acclaim, but who faded away and left behind nothing 
of her own.  The show is set in, on and underneath its costume: a stunning dress some eighteen 
feet in diameter, which spills over the entire stage. Original music was composed for instruments 
Nannerl knew intimately, such as clavichords, music boxes, and bells, as well as teacups, fans, and 
other ordinary objects that might have captured her imagination.   With the opulent beauty of 
the dress, the sweet smells of perfume, and the clouds of dusting powder rising from the stage, the 
performance creates a multi-sensual experience and transports the audience into a world of outsized 
beauty and delight - but also of overwhelming restrictions and prejudice. There, in communion with 
the audience, this other Mozart at last tells her story.  In a world still unequal in opportunities for 
women, we accept a view of history dominated by great men like Amadeus Mozart and Shakespeare. 
This Mozart’s story is so very important. Most female composers from the past have been forgotten, 
their music lost, or gathering dust in libraries. With the name of Mozart, the story carries an added 
importance - Amadeus is arguably the most famous composer in history. To bring this other Mozart, 
his sister, to people’s minds is to inspire them, and it brings women into the history of the great.

Keywords: Mozart, Nannerl Mozart, Solo Performance, Monodrama, Experimental Music, Women 
Genius

Production History: Cherry Lane Theatre (NYC), DIVA Monodrama Festival (Tux, Austria - under 
the patronage of UNESCO), Mozarthaus St. Gilgen (Sankt Gilgen, Austria), Berkshire Fringe Festival 
(Great Barrington, Massachusetts), Cabrini Repertory Theatre (NYC), Threshold Repertory Theatre 
(Charleston, South Carolina), Jule Collins Smith Museum of Fine Art (Auburn, Alabama).

Video: https://vimeo.com/55899931
 
Contact: theothermozart@gmail.com

Website: http://www.theothermozart.com

@TheOtherMozart

https://www.facebook.com/TheOtherMozart
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Liz Maxwell (NYC, USA) 
Liz Maxwell is an internationally acclaimed theatre director, cultural instigator, and research artist. For 
three years, Liz served as the Artistic Director of the Art Monastery Project (AMP), an international 
non-profit arts organization that cultivates personal awakening and cultural transformation through 
art, contemplation, and community.  ‘I like to work within the poetry of Time and Space to 
investigate how human beings grapple with being alive. I believe theatre is a place where communities 
gather to debate, celebrate, mourn, and harmonize. The theatre is a home for intellectual rigor, 
spiritual questions, collective challenges, and private understanding. I strive to make work that is 
deeply personal and culturally specific, but at the same time touches upon the universal.’  Liz thrives 
in ensemble-based work, believing that multidisciplinary collaboration more deeply serves the process 
of ideation and is ultimately more true. The collage of these various perspectives produces work that is 
profound, funny, smart, epic, and relevant. AD MORTEM was developed during the AMP’s flagship 
Art Monastic Laboratory program, a 90-day development period in Italy where the artists lived 
and worked together as a temporary, modern monastic community. The company shared a rigorous 
schedule with daily training and rehearsals, communal meals and chores, as well as nightly Gregorian 
chant singing of the Requiem Mass.  The product of the laboratory, AD MORTEM, is inseparable 
from the process through which it was created: intense, all-in, unwavering, loving, difficult, and 
transitory. 
 
Disciplines: Dance-Theatre, Devised Theatre, Collaborative Ensemble, Site-Specific, Live Looping

AD MORTEM: A Real Adventure

AD MORTEM was born from the question: ‘How do I live when I know that I’m going to die?’ This 
philosophical paradox and simple truth - that all humans live despite knowing how the story ends - is 
the driving force that propels the show forward. Drawing inspiration from famous Italian poems, 
personal stories, and the structure of a traditional ritual Requiem Mass, AD MORTEM captures 
the intensity and complexity of death, loss, and transitions of all size and scale while embracing the 
beauty, humor, and joy of being alive.  Highly physical and deeply human, this 70-minute dance-
theater piece utilizes metaphor and poetry to captivate the audience from start to finish. Digital and 
analogue worlds are seamlessly intertwined through sight and sound; the original score is fed by live 
musicians on stage and enhanced by digital loop technology, while video projections are manipulated 
behind live dancers to create echoes through time and space. The show begins with the moment of 
death and discovers how to move forward from there, all the while embracing the chaotic madness 
and laughable inevitability of one of nature’s most common and unknown truths. AD MORTEM 
is for audience members of diverse ages and cultures who choose to embrace the unknown, move 
forward anyway, and attempt to stay present along the journey. This piece is dedicated to life. This 
piece is our energized and unwavering question mark. AD MORTEM is a collective love letter to 
Death, signed by all who witness it.

Keywords: Death, Time, Love, Human, Transition, Paradox

Production History: La MaMa Spoleto Open Fringe Festival, La MaMa Umbria, Calici Sotto le 
Stelle Festival (Labro, Italy)

Video: http://vimeo.com/channels/admortem
 
Contact: dearlizmaxwell@gmail.com

Website: http://artmonastery.org/ad-mortem

@Lizziemax

https://www.facebook.com/artmonastery
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Lucy Watson (Boston, USA) 
I make art because I have no other choice but to make it. Plus art is important in that it reminds us of 
a spiritual reality. God, aliens, mass mind whatever is driving us, the Fool wants me to keep reminding 
everybody that it exists. I am a conduit. Also, I contribute to the already occurring femininization 
of the planet. It was never supposed to be male dominated and has caused a good bit of spiritual 
sickness because of this. I remember this past life where I was this powerful Egyptian mother fucker. 
I remembered it because of an acquaintance I had to this woman who is in my life currently. She was 
also this powerful Egyptian mother fucker. She was scary then and I think she is cursed because she 
was born a man in this life but not cursed because she was not born a maggot. I do not know if this is 
a false memory or if life is an illusion but i am playing the video game hard on the generosity kindness 
tip. My work right now is about trying to pin down where the self resides. How does the soul move? 
Interdimensionally certainly. How else? Etc. Misc. 
 
Disciplines: Action Art, Film, Music, Painting, Dance, Writing

Re: Present Me Performance Documentation

The performance at Re: Present Me, a show curated by myself at the Anthony Greaney gallery in 
Boston’s South End SOWA art district featured six Art Models who are also prolific performance 
artists in the tight knit Boston community. My performance was with Venus Alba. The piece began 
with an impromptu song about my shadow sung by a gigantic puppet of myself with the head being a 
clay rendering of me that took a student at BU months to create. My intention was to break the bust 
into a powder and put the powder in water to turn it back into clay. I would then build a house with 
it. However, as I hit the clay bust with a wooden stick the stick hit the bust’s right eye injuring it and 
the stick broke and hit me above my right eye. I bled and have a scar. This helped to open my psychic 
eye permanently. There was a lot more going on. There was a playing out of a sexual fantasy between 
me and Venus where I was a guard at a museum and I was telling her not to touch the art with her 
dirty hands. We brawled, sexy and giggly. Hot. and tore each others clothes off to reveal mirror suits. 
I said ‘Oh no! We have fallen so deeply in love we have become each other. ‘ Then there was a dance 
with rocks and weeping willow fronds but this is not a hippy fest. We were in a white room with 
people watching attentively. They were engaged, respectful, critical. Sandrine Schaefer was astral 
projecting in some trash cans durationally. She was whispering. There was more. You are missing it. 
You didn’t see it.

Keywords: Mobius, Performance, Psychic, Astral Projection, Real, Action

Production History: Samson, Anthony Greaney, Gay Gardens, Deep Thoughts

Video: http://www.youtube.com/user/kidromancez
 
Contact: wlucy953@gmail.com

Website: http://lucywatson.net

https://www.facebook.com/smartyandthecandygirls/photos_stream
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Lydian Junction (NYC, USA) 
Lydian Junction creates interdisciplinary live art.  We are a cohort of five artist practitioners working 
at the intersection of performance, dance, video art, music and installation: director Sarah Cameron 
Sunde, dancer Dages Juvelier Keates, video artist Karla Carballar, composer Christopher Berg, and 
actor Oliver Burns.   Our work is at once intense and irreverent, fluctuating between moments 
of choreographed precision and improvised impulse. We are dedicated to examining our own 
perceptions of artistic practice, craft, content and form by going outside our comfort zones. We sculpt 
moments of performance by placing each individual’s practice in dialogue with that of the others. 
Content is generated based on impulse; structure emerges organically. We challenge our routinized 
responses and respond specifically to the space we occupy at any given moment. The act of layering 
wildly juxtaposed moments and ideas is our way of mapping vast individual experiences, finding 
unexpected connection points, and containing the world in one space for a short amount of time. 
The artists of Lydian Junction each have 15+ years of experience working locally and internationally 
in their individual mediums. Since 2011, they have experimented with cross-discipline form, 
creating performances for chashama, New Georges, Cornelia Street Cafe, 3LD Art & Technology 
Center, Brooklyn Arts Exchange, [the end], and Figment Festival. Their work is currently featured in 
CHANCE, the new photography magazine about theatrical design; upcoming residency at Robert 
Wilson’s Watermill Center. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Dance, Music, Installation, Video Art

BORN FOR NOTHING

An attempt at survival. Finding structure in the unstructured, revolution in the everyday. BORN FOR 
NOTHING is a long-form mixed-media performance installation structured as investigation into 
methods of survival - on the individual level and the global scale.  The audience is given an envelope 
with a map and instructions for viewing and/or participating if they choose; they are free to roam.  
Projected on the wall are seemingly mundane instructions - recorded from our daily lives at particular 
times of the day, ie. ‘cut toenails,’ ‘read a bit at the library,’ or ‘try to erase the painful moments of 
the day.’   Inspired by Knut Hamsun’s novel HUNGER and New York City’s current relationship 
to sea-water which, experts predict, will soon engulf us, we follow Hunger Man (as we like to call 
him), who starves himself in pursuit of his work. It’s a story of individual daily survival taken to the 
extreme - the work an artist must do to earn the daily bread and water. In the end, Hunger Man 
drops everything and goes out to sea. Lydian Junction attacks this material with a quirky metaphorical 
point-of-view, exploring: New York City as the Wild West, the value and/or dangers of adhering to 
routine, and struggles that come with attempting to survive as a solitary individual versus in solidarity 
with a group. On the micro/macro level: how can a person’s minute everyday actions can lead to 
monumental changes for an entire civilization?

Keywords: Interdiscipinary, Survival, Hunger, Water, Routine, Micro/Macro

Production History: iterations have been presented at chashama, 3LD Art & Technology Center, and 
[the end]

Video: https://vimeo.com/42944532
 
Contact: sarah@lydianjunction.com

Website: http://www.LydianJunction.com

@lydianjunction

https://www.facebook.com/LydianJunction
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Lynne Sachs (Brooklyn, USA) 
Lynne Sachs makes films, videos, installations and web projects that explore the intricate relationship 
between personal observations and broader historical experiences by weaving together poetry, 
collage, painting, politics and layered sound design. Since 1994, her five essay films have taken her to 
Vietnam, Bosnia, Israel and Germany — sites affected by international war–where she tries to work 
in the space between a community’s collective memory and her own subjective perceptions. Strongly 
committed to a dialogue between cinematic theory and practice, Lynne searches for a rigorous play 
between image and sound, pushing the visual and aural textures in her work with each and every new 
project.  Since 2006, she has collaborated with her partner Mark Street in a series of playful, mixed-
media performance collaborations they call The XY Chromosome Project. In addition to her work 
with the moving image, Lynne co-edited the 2009 Millennium Film Journal issue on ‘Experiments in 
Documentary’. Supported by fellowships from the Rockefeller and Jerome Foundations and the New 
York State Council on the Arts, Lynne’s films have screened at the Museum of Modern Art, the New 
York Film Festival, the Sundance Film Festival and recently in a five film survey at the Buenos Aires 
Film Festival.  In 2010, the San Francisco Cinematheque published a monograph with four original 
essays in conjunction with  a full retrospective of Lynne’s work. Lynne teaches experimental film and 
video at New York University and lives in Brooklyn. 
 
Disciplines: Documentary, Multimedia Performance, Poetry

Your Day is My Night

In ‘Your Day is My Night’ a group of Chinese performers creates a dynamic live film-performance 
that tells the collective story of Chinese immigration to New York City from the viewpoint of an older 
generation.  Directed by Lynne Sachs on both stage and screen,  the seven performers play themselves, 
all living together in a shift-bed apartment in the heart of Chinatown. Since the early days of New 
York’s tenement houses, shift workers have had to share beds, making such spaces a fundamental 
part of immigrant life.  In this dynamic multi-media production, the concept of the shift-bed allows 
the audience to see the private become public. The bed transforms into a stage when the performers 
exchange stories around domestic life, dislocation and personal-political upheaval.  ‘Your Day is My 
Night’ is a provocative work of experimental theater and cinema that reflects deeply on this familiar 
item of household furniture.  A bilingual performance in Chinese and English.

Keywords: Film, Performance, Multimedia, Dance, Chinatown

Production History: University Settlement (New York, NY), Proteus Gowanus Interdisciplinary 
Gallery (Brooklyn, NY), Chatham Square Branch - New York Public Library (New York, NY), Arts@
Reinassance - St. Nick’s Alliance (Brooklyn, NY)

Video: https://vimeo.com/63748700
 
Contact: lynnesachs@gmail.com

Website: http://www.lynnesachs.com

@lynnesachs1

https://www.facebook.com/yourdayismynightfilm
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M. Lamar (Brooklyn, USA) 
Counter Tenor, Pianist, Composer M. Lamar writes music that is at once a product of his African 
American heritage drawing heavily from the negro spiritual. Combined with his operatic voice and 
piano playing that is at once interested in western classical music and dissonant black metal Lamar’s 
sound makes one think that things are so catastrophic that the world might end at the conclusion 
of one of his tracks.’ I simply make works because I would die if I didn’t. Lamar’s work has been 
presented internationally, most recently at Södra Teatern Stockholm, La MaMa New York, Warehouse 
9 Copenhagen, WWDIS Fest Gothenburg and Stockholm, Stockholm Queer-Feminist Anti-Racist 
Perfoemance Festival, Performatorum,  Regina Canada, The International Theater Festival Donzdorf, 
Germany, Cathedral of St. John the Divine New York, and The African American Arts and Culture 
Complex San Francisco. Lamar has also presented work at Abrons Art Center, The Chocolate Factory, 
Center for Performance Research and Dixon Place. 
 
Disciplines: Opera, Composing, Theater,

Speculum Orum: Shackled To The Dead

The Atlantic Ocean holds the remains of countless black bodies, people lost en-route from home to 
the new world. During the transatlantic slave trade, millions of Africans were carried in bondage to 
America. A horrifying percentage did not survive the journey. This piece is about them. Many of the 
captured people preferred death to slavery. They jumped overboard or tried to starve themselves. In 
those circumstances the slaver would use a device called a speculum orum to keep the captives’ mouths 
open while they were forced to eat.  In the fetid holds of slave ships, live bodies were shackled to the 
dead, sometimes for days and months at a time. The artist, M. Lamar, believes that we are all also 
shackled to the dead. The water that rises from the ocean, falls as rain into our reservoirs, and flows 
down the pipes to our faucets, was once and is still their grave. This water, water that is now inside all 
of us, conceals and reveals the truth about who we are as Americans. The abducted Africans had their 
months forced open.  M. Lamar states, ‘I will willingly open my mouth to lift my voice and let the 
spirits dance. Yes, we are shackled to the dead! They speak to us and through us. Let their voices rise!’

Keywords: Requiem, Slave Ships, Speculum Oris,

Production History: Cathedral Of Saint John The Divine New York, Dixon Place NewYork, Knox 
Metropolitan Church Regina Canada, The African American Culture Complex San Francisco,The 
International Theater Festival Donzdorf, Germany, Nacht Boulevard Potsdam Germany

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AScdIHvkerQ
 
Contact: m.lamar57@gmail.com

Website: http://www.mlamar.com

@M_Lamar

https://www.facebook.com/m.lamarmusic
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Macklin Kowal (Brooklyn, USA) 
Macklin Kowal’s work is situated at the juncture of creative practice and scholarship. His research 
examines the performativity of scandal and disruption in the context of radical politics. His 
performances approach the hegemony of formalism, presentationalism, and beauty as sites of radical 
and necessary transgression.  Kowal holds an MA in Performance Studies from New York University. 
In 2012 he was Choreographer-in-Residence at San Francisco’s Meridian Gallery, and in the summer 
of 2013 he held the danceWEB scholarship at ImPulsTanz International Dance Festival in Vienna, 
Austria. His original works have been presented in his native San Francisco, New York City, and 
Berlin.  Artist Statement: ‘As a performance maker, I revere bodies as forces of communication and 
intuition, and endeavor to honor the tendency of all matter to disintegrate. My works are made up of 
impermanent assemblages of tactile, sonar, and visual elements. My aim in composing performance is 
to provoke rupture from normalized modes of presentation and perception. I am interested in forging 
disorienting pathways towards sensational affect through my art. I celebrate this process as a political 
act. Rather than working towards a totalized sum of gestures, energy, or affects, I seek to invest in 
the notion that bodies are perpetually engaged in ceaseless processes of biological, social, and cultural 
transformation. I mean for my works to expire through exhaustion rather than through resolution.’ 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance, Performance Art

THE S IN THE IRIS

THE S IN THE IRIS is a languidly abject dance for four performers. The work attempts to be 
ironically epic while its choreography moves from minimal to more minimal. It proposes multiple 
rhythms through bodies of sound, image, and affect; they are contantly extented, distorted, and 
transgressed by each other.  Audiences experience this piece as a destabilized vision of a dancerly 
body, and a subtle transgression of theatrical frontality. It will leave them wondering why they are so 
confused and so satisfied.  Great family fun. Fucking weird.

Keywords: Robust Minimalism, Languid Abjection, Serious Dancing

Production History: Kreuzberg Pavillon (Berlin); Volksroom (Brussels)
 
Contact: macklinkowal@gmail.com

Website: http://macklinkowal.com

@macklinkowal

https://www.facebook.com/macklin.kowal
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Maida Withers Dance Construction Company 
(Washington DC, USA) 
Maida Withers, choreographer, dancer, and filmmaker, is the Artistic Director of Maida Withers 
Dance Construction Company - a Washington, DC-based performance company that tours 
extensively internationally and continues to produce critically acclaimed works. Maida’s passion is the 
creation of new work that is physically exciting and about ideas that are meaningful for today’s global 
audiences as her Company celebrates its 40th anniversary commemorative season, 2014-15. Withers 
is known as a powerful and commanding performer and her career is notable for her international 
collaborations, her commitment to improvisation and live music, and her desire to experiment with 
cutting edge technology and to explore social and political issues. She has created a significant and 
distinctive body of over 100 original choreographed and multimedia performance art works for stage, 
museum/galleries, and sites featuring projected images/films and real-time interactive projects with 
cyber worlds and other technology. Works that juxtapose performance and technology subject themes 
have used rotating loudspeakers  (Stall.), laser beams (Laser Dance), wireless cameras (Surveillance), 
interactive cyber worlds - dancers using the wireless mouse (Dance of the Auroras – Fire in the Sky) 
and other collaborations with computer artists, scientists, and musicians. Her work has been both 
created and toured in the U.S. and internationally in intimate venues and large-scale theaters. U.S. 
Department of State, Embassies, Trust for Mutual Understanding, N.E.A., DC Commission, and 
others support her projects. 
 
Disciplines: Multimedia Dance, New Music, Visual Installation

Maida Withers Dance Construction Company

At once bold, delicate, daring, loving and audacious...’ ‘Pillows thrown, relationships caught! What 
dreams of love do nightmares bring?’ Collision Course – a.k.a. Pillow Talk – a provocative dance 
theatre work from associated memories, dreams, and nightmares - an offbeat, yet delightful spectacle 
about the fiction and reality of LUV for the digital age.  Conceived and directed by legendary 
Washington, DC choreographer, Maida Withers, this real, yet surreal, evening-length performance 
by four extraordinary dance artists exposes the humorous, fragile and volatile nature of relationships 
through intricate and striking partnering performed with dramatic and forceful innuendo.  A 
powerful immersive visual installation features Alex Caldiero, Sicilian/American performance poet 
talking ‘pillow talk’ and gesturing without limits, along with vogue portraits of the dancers mixed 
with colorful abstract paintings.  Physical and symbolic meanings are derived from white pristine bed 
pillows that are central to all scenes and episodes in the work.  These objects of passion and pleasure 
provide dancers opportunity to configure/reconfigure the space constructing a sanctuary for intimacy 
and violence, humor, and remorse.  Pillows are embraced, shared, relayed, and taped to the body 
like appendages becoming an ever present friend, companion, a shield for protection, a burden, an 
instrument for violence, a suffocating handicap, a comfort needed for a soft landing.  At the end of 
the work, pillows migrate into the audience and are thrown back to the stage creating a joyous frolic 
for all.

Keywords: Multimedia Dance, Electronic Music, Visual Installation

Production History: Collision Course – a.k.a. Pillow Talk Venues: First Performance:  Dorothy Betts 
Marvin Theatre, Washington, DC  US Premiere:  Seattle International Dance Festival
 
Video: https://vimeo.com/58111383; http://www.maidadance.com
 
Contact: m.withers@verizon.net,dcco@maidadance.com

Website: http://www.maidadance.com

@MWDCCo

https://www.facebook.com/MaidaDance
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Maria Litvan (NYC, USA) 
Maria Litvan is a theatremaker born in Uruguay, raised in Barcelona, and living in New York since 
1997. Her work questions perception and lives at the border between reality and allegory. It ponders 
on existential themes, but within the rhythm and non-structure of playtime. Her plays often combine 
complex topics with minimal language and absurd situations that heighten a reality other than what 
first meets the eye.  She holds a BA from Hunter College with a double major in theatre and film, 
and an MA from Gallatin School of Individualized Study, NYU, with a concentration in performing 
arts, perception, and mysticism.  She is the recipient of the John Golden Award for Excellence in 
Playwriting, the John Gassner Award, and in Catalonia, the Josep Robrenyo Award. Her full-length 
theatre works include: ‘Borderline’ (Loewe theatre, NY); ‘Obsessions’ (Loewe theatre, and Galapos Art 
Space, NY); ‘Psyche’ (Context Studios, NY); ‘Prologue’ (CPR, NY.) Directing projects, also include: 
‘La Jaula Bajo el Trapo’ by Maria Negroni (the KJCC at NYU); ‘Scenes from Barcelona’ with texts by 
Sergi Belbel, Carles Batlle, and Pau Miró (The Catalan Center, NY), ‘les Cinc Pometes’ (Sala Becket, 
Festival de Gracia, Barcelona) 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Performance, Dance, Film, Video

Prologue

Prologue’ is a mixed-media performance created as a composition of moments – snapshots into the 
life and thought of French philosopher, activist, and mystic, Simone Weil. As an actor prepares to 
interpret Simone Weil, the piece reflects on the mystical and artistic processes, and the important role 
of the other in the construction of meaning.   I was initially drawn to Simone Weil because of her 
extraordinary efforts of attention, addressed not only to obtain truth, but also as love for her neighbor.  
For Weil, the capacity to pay attention is something very rare - almost comparable to a miracle, - and 
capable of reawakening the souls of those whom violence has turned into stone.  Prologue is a tribute 
to this French philosopher, mystic, and social activist, who has been described by Albert Camus as ‘the 
only great spirit of our times,’ and by Susan Sontag as ‘one of the most uncompromising and troubling 
witnesses to the modern travail of the spirit.’  Conceived almost as a live poem, the piece draws on a 
multitude of languages (historical, biographical, allegorical, philosophical...) and mediums (theatre, 
dance, visual arts, video projections, music) to create a stimulating experience for the audience, both 
at a sensorial and intellectual levels.

Keywords: Simone Weil, the Other, Attention, Mysticism, Art

Production History: CPR (Center for Performance Research, New York)
 
Contact: marialitvan@gmail.com

Website: http://marialitvan.wix.com

@marialitvan

https://www.facebook.com/
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Mariah Maloney Dance (Brockport, Ny, USA) 
In 2003, Mariah Maloney Dance began presenting work. Today the company is invited to perform, 
teach and create new work in New York, throughout the United States, Europe, Asia and South 
America. Artistic Director Mariah Maloney, a former Trisha Brown Dance Company soloist and 
ensemble dancer, creates work from the sensing body, accessing movement scores and choreography 
through improvisation.  The work therefore reflects life shaping our being.  Maloney’s choreography 
provides audiences a kinesthetic experience.  The company has toured extensively and recently 
presented at Jacob’s Pillow, La MaMa Moves, DanceHouse Dublin, Ireland and Montalvo Arts Center. 
Mariah Maloney creates innovative postmodern work. Maloney’s work brings forward articulate 
bodies in motion and design. Mariah grew up listening to her mother play live chamber music inside 
a small homesteader log cabin. This early relationship to live music informs Mariah’s dance making 
process today. Improvisation practice in dialogue with choreographic structure and collaborations 
with artists of other disciplines continues to inform Mariah’s work. The experiential in the moment 
possibilities for creating something new, magical, provocative, curious, playful and light bring me to 
making work. Memory plays a large role in my creative process. I draw on past experiences to further 
embody and understand the human condition and the world. It is not about the humdrum of life – it 
is a world of possibility and poetry. I am not at ease unless I am creating or deepening inside work. 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Dance, Somatics, Postmodern Dance

Light

I needed a way to work through a profound loss... Arrive in the studio and begin each day. Do not 
leave the studio until you create a little piece to remember.  My childhood memory of my father 
and his friend performing a sparkler dance for my twin sister and me in part inspired the creation of 
this new work.  The three-part piece ‘Light’ draws inspiration from a sparkler dance that my father 
performed for my twin sister and me while living in an Alaskan cabin with no electricity, ‘Light’ 
features dancers interacting with strands of lights and LED costumes.  Following Light’s premiere 
at the 2013 Rochester Fringe Festival in September, City newspaper Critic Casey Carlsen described 
the performance as, ‘...a fluttering core of young women leaping and twirling in white night clothes 
with high-powered, insect-like energy.’  ‘Each day my body seems to have its own weather/climate/
mood and I create materials that come from the day. I have always marveled at the magic of light – 
moonlight sparkle on snow, ocean waters changing reflective hue, stars, bubbles floating in the air 
catching the light...  I am perhaps becoming of light and the choreography is a vehicle for transmitting 
the experience to the viewers.’ – Mariah Maloney

Keywords: LED Light, Alaska, Innovative, Sparkler Dance, Contemporary

Production History: Rochester Fringe Festival, Hobart and William Smith Colleges

Video: https://vimeo.com/77945732
 
Contact: mariahdance@gmail.com

Website: http://mariahmaloneydance.com

@mariahdans

https://www.facebook.com/mariah.maloney
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Mariana Valencia (Brooklyn, USA) 
I arrived in Brooklyn after studying dance and art history at Hampshire College in MA. I make 
dance works where visual art, fashion and travel come together to manifest in choreography. I 
make dances to witness what is in front of me and to reveal what I research. Choreography is the 
common denominator in my time-based, movement-based and durational works. These are saturated 
experiences in temporal structures where the placement of bodies nurtures time, touch, space and 
weight. I come from an atmospheric approach to making live work. I source both factual and 
imagined signifiers. I place material in spatio-temporal fields, where one idea’s proximity to the next 
reveals substance. My dances stand in history, using it as reference and as a platform to keep shaping 
history’s context.  I witness process and help it to stand still once it’s ready to be seen. Dance generates 
ideas at fast paces leaving us with our experiences to hold onto; I want to give people the experience 
to witness. Dance helps me decipher chaos and gives me the pleasure to gather new approaches 
to confront what surrounds me. My work has been presented in New York, Philly, Chicago and 
Massachusetts. My work has taken me to Belize, Mexico and Denmark. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Choreography, Performance, Installation, Stylist,

ok do one

I made this work during a Residency at Chez Bushwick in the summer of 2013 I had been working 
on group dances for a while and I wanted to explore a solo process again. This dance is the outcome of 
that summer’s research.  This dance is best experienced live.

Keywords: Ok Do One, Solo, Score, Dance, Text

Production History: Chez Bushwick

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDv9aUE22UY
 
Contact: marianavalenci@gmail.com

Website: http://rhinocerosevent.blogspot.com

https://www.facebook.com/
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Mariangela Lopez/Accidental Movement  
(New York, USA) 
My ideas begin from the visceral and physical body rather than from intellectualizing the design of 
the body in the space.  I navigate between the automatic movement, the conscious movement and the 
movement that comes from the reminiscence of another movement.  In my work I question the role 
of the audience: its transfiguration from witness to participant in the feeling of the environment that 
is generated; I challenge the boundaries between presenting and suggesting and the reciprocal process 
of seduction between the audience and the performers. What does it mean to seduce, to provoke 
and how much seduction is part of our social behavior, a way to survive? How can we conceive 
choreography as a ritual of the body? How can we re-discover the visceral universal need of dancing? I 
am Brooklyn based choreographer and performer from Caracas, Venezuela. Since 2001 my work has 
been presented in Venezuela, Mexico, France, Australia, Boston and multiple venues in New York City 
such as Brooklyn Arts Exchange, Williamsburg Art Nexus, Dixon Place, Danspace Project, Movement 
Research at the Judson Church, Dance New Amsterdam, P.S 122, Dance Theater Workshop, Tisch 
School of the Arts and Monkeytown among others. I have also collaborated as a choreographer with 
various artists from other disciplines including singer song writer, Karen O (from the Yeah, Yeah, 
Yeahs), visual artist and costume designer Christian Joy and composer singer and composer Jason 
Grisell from Bubbles. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performing Arts

El regreso

El Regreso (the return) is the going back to the self, a reflection, a necessity. After working and 
investigating the individual journey within a large community of performers for so many years, 
Mariangela López is going back to her own body as an attempt to understand her own ideas from her 
own physicality and inner world. She is using the power of the group as a catalytic energy that will 
guide her through this voyage. In this process she is transposing the relationship of the group and 
herself; how can they be present in the solo performer? How can she become a vehicle and a mirror 
of their own dreams and ultimately find the ritual that allows total exposure to achieve body/mind 
emancipation?In El Regreso, Mariangela López searches for a way to move by the absolute desire to 
fulfill her instinctive connections to the imagery that is created in the moment and that belongs to all 
of us. She continues her obsession about challenging the boundaries between presenting as suggesting 
and the reciprocal process of seduction between the self and the surrounding.

Keywords: Multydisciplinary, Transformational, Raw, Visceral, Mystic

Production History: Brooklyn Arts Exchange

Video: https://vimeo.com/70440056   password: The return
 
Contact: marimari.lb@gmail.com

Website: http://accidentalmovement.org

https://www.facebook.com/accidentalmovement
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Marina McClure (Los Angeles, USA) 
Director Marina McClure creates highly visual live performances that blend new media with a 
dynamic physical vocabulary. Her collaborations with designers Drew Foster, Kate Fry and Simon 
Harding constitute The New Wild—an engine for telling visceral stories essential to our time. Our 
work confronts injustice and advocates for universal compassion. By examining cultural memory and 
questioning contemporary social norms, we challenge our audiences to expand their consciousness 
and become more powerful witnesses to the diversity of the American experience. Although our work 
exposes the grit and grime of humanity, our aesthetic is elegant and clean. Drawing from cinema, 
painting, dance, and sculpture, we animate textures onstage. Our productions are lush and eccentric. 
We want our audiences to feel as though they are witnessing a live staging of a painting, a dream, an 
emotion. We work with color, composition and scale. We heighten and subvert the familiar. We utilize 
spectacle. We place human figures in surprising and distorted landscapes to grapple with the turmoil 
of contemporary existence. We work as a company—designers and performers—to devise the physical 
vocabulary and aesthetic landscape of the piece, and operate in a constant tension of auteurism and 
collectivism.We are interested in timelessness and the human condition in both aesthetic and content. 
We believe that for humanity to grow, humans must be interested in change. Often our characters are 
limited in their capacities for change—they struggle and fail, and the mess is both devastating and 
beautiful. 
 
Disciplines: Theater

Purgatory in Ingolstadt

by Marieluise Fleisserdirection by Marina McCluredesign by Drew Foster (scenic), Kate Fry 
(costume), Simon Harding (video), Anna Martin (lights), Erin O’Donnell (mask)A story of youth 
trapped in a closed society, Purgatory In Ingolstadt depicts a world dominated by church order and 
traditional gender roles. Bereft of stable mentoring, students bully, spy, embrace and reject each other 
in rapid succession. The action focuses on two young outsiders, Roelle and Olga, each of whom tries 
to escape the confines of their society—one with public delusions of grandeur, the other by allying 
herself with men who might help her. It is a rough and dirty play contained within an austere shell. 
Writing in 1926, a then 25-year-old Fleisser was responding to personal experiences in her hometown 
of Ingolstadt, Germany, capturing the post-war social tensions of the Weimar Republic. Her energetic 
script mixes expressionism, neo-realism, and religious references to destroy the guise of moral purity 
in her world. In so doing, she reveals a community based on fear, jealousy, apathy, and brutality, and 
foreshadows the rise of the Nazis. Our production is staged inside a large box with a fixed aperture 
through which the audience views all action. Trapped under white lights, the characters wear colorful 
period-style clothes. In this pristine, contained environment the cancer of human cruelty festers. 
The design and costumes warp. The staging is stylized and expressionistic. The churn of the action 
heightens into a near-continuous frenzy that the characters are powerless to change or escape.

Keywords: German, Youth, Bully, Religion, Surreal, Avant-garde

Production History: California Institute of the Arts

Video: https://vimeo.com/76321312
 
Contact: marina.l.mcclure@gmail.com

Website: http://www.purgatoryiningolstadt.com

https://www.facebook.com/
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Max and Milo (Brooklyn, USA) 
We are two brothers who create and perform structured improvisations about intimacy and anxiety. 
We are extremely close (near-identical non-twins) locked in an adorable-vicious power struggle that 
we celebrate, dissect, and share in our work. We welcome the audience into our secret language of 
words, gestures, and feelings, without translation, in hope that this will create a performance that is 
idiosyncratic and vulnerable. Our rehearsals are intensely generative play-fests that we seek to replicate 
before an audience. The performance becomes a creative act instead of a regurgitation: no reciting, no 
blocking, no perfecting. Buoyed by rigorous design, moments of scriptedness, and grounded in the 
specifics of a 24-year intimacy, our improvised performances are lovingly rehearsed yet unpredictable.  
We call our mom. We wrestle-tickle sort of violently. We wear dresses, winter gear, backpacks, and 
Americana. We write our phone numbers on our bodies. We auction Starbucks gift cards. We scream 
banal-cute okcupid transcripts at each other. We make ominous eye contact with the audience. We 
talk like goblins. We talk like lovers. We talk like corporations.  Our work questions whether Rising 
Action/Climax/Falling Action relates to anyone’s lived experience at all. In our dramaturgy, everything 
that happens is the First Thing That Happens. Dialogues repeat like screensavers, vamping and varying 
toward a latent drama that never unfolds.  Our practice is an identity-hygiene ritual in which two 
performers struggle to become/escape each other -  renegotiating the Mobius strip of u/s 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Theater, Improv, Post-Dramatic, Poetry

Hey

Set in an eerie lake town in the Pacific Northwest, a transfer student in a small public high school 
receives a mysterious tour from a super-senior who may or may not be my brother. A series of fleeting 
crepuscular encounters reveal a suburbia that’s really spooky.  Two hours north... a lone camper 
encounters an ageless bear... and a ‘bird-dog’... and a mood ring. There are no props besides a little 
plant and a cardboard bunny. Our camper goes ‘over there’ and then misses it ‘back where they used 
to be.’ This kind of vague stuff keeps happening.  Actually: we come out. It’s just us. There might be 
a few other things, for instance, a plant. We look at the audience. One brother tells the other brother 
to do things, like ‘warm your hands at the fire.’ The other person, in response, maybe, extends their 
palms. It is like a journey through time and space that is at once insipid and profound, cute and 
ominous, erotic and dull.  The lights change every sixty seconds and someone’s cell phone keeps 
going off. Or is it a twinkling faerie? Ominous drones and lonely EDM ‘soars’ alternate to create 
an ambient suspense that asks: is my life ever going to be a paranormal romance?   Max and Milo 
sip energy drinks and relate to each other through a semi-private language in which every random 
hiccup is rendered ‘perfect’ by a radical brother-acceptance mechanism. ‘Hey’ is an elliptical-ambient-
melodrama exhibiting two brothers who might double as lovers.

Keywords: Duet, Language, Brothers, Cute, Abstract, Alt

Production History: Cloud City, Brooklyn, NY; Occupy the Empty Space at Museum of Reclaimed 
Urban Space, New York, NY; The Dark Festival at The Tank, New York, NY; Dixon Place, New York, 
NY; WAXworks at Triskelion Arts, Brooklyn, NY

Video: https://vimeo.com/32869012
 
Contact: maxandmiloperformance@gmail.com

Website: http://cargocollective.com/maxandmilo

@bbrechtfast

https://www.facebook.com/maxandmiloperformance
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Meghan Moe Beitiks with Sarah Knudtson (Chicago, 
USA) 
As a performance artist, I look for creative ways to explore and measure human impact on landscape 
and use those findings as a prompt to create site-specific work. I gather, research and source material 
through a creative process that slowly unfolds to be the actual parameters of the work.  Success for me 
is measured as creative dialogues unfolding within and alongside the landscape, provoking questions 
like: Can this dialogue expand to impact how we express meaning to one another? Culture is how I 
‘till’ my own visual and emotional landscape—gathering images, meaning and memes from blogs, 
network television, theater, art lectures and online video clips. I want my work to incorporate a self-
reflexive dialogue with culture —how that it is created, what meaning it produces, and how those 
meanings reflect on me.  In earlier pieces, I have been seen jogging with plants, taking thumbprints 
from friends, discussing ecological forgiveness with microbiologists, flinging mushroom spores over 
fences and breathing rhythms into air. I am always looking at my own inner ‘nature’ and searching for 
ways that its connection to the environment might be maintained, improved or remedied. My process 
is infused with comments and research on institutions, norms and structures that I am participating 
in, as well as scientific concepts and methodologies.  Ultimately I see my work as a series of exchanges 
of meaning between material, site, humans, plants—with the goal of creating greater understanding 
between all entities. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Video, Installation, New Genres, Mixed Media

Lab for Apologies and Forgiveness v.3

A Lab for Apologies and Forgiveness’ is an ongoing work in which I perform within a multimedia 
workspace, creating dialogues between uranium-reducing bacteria, accidents within the Manhattan 
Project, public apologies, the idea of safe distance, the words of a microbiologist, materials and 
cultural memes in an attempt to create a trans-human act. In version 3, collaborator Sarah Knudtson 
and I ask members of an audience to stand in space according to a diagram of a Manhattan Project 
nuclear accident. While a clip depicting the accident from the film ‘Fat Man and Little Boy’ plays, 
these participants are thrown spinach-seed infused seed bombs while Knudtson tapes out blast 
patterns on the floor. As Knudston sketches images pulled from Manhattan-Project research, I unpack 
site-specific ideas of safe distance, remediation and recovery. The audience is asked to read along with 
an interview of a scientist researching uranium-reducing bacteria and to breathe along to a clip of 
John Cusack. The performance is a half-hour long non-linear journey through the modern meanings 
of nuclear toxicity, error, our expanded implication and potential collective recovery.

Keywords: Empathy, Science, Pollution, Mapping, Site, Apropriation

Production History: School of the Art Institute of Chicago

Video: Forthcoming-- please contact me
 
Contact: mobeitiks@gmail.com

Website: http://www.meghanmoebeitiks.com

@moedigs

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Meghan-Moe-Beitiks/132326033506967?ref=hl
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Melanie Manos (Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA) 
Melanie Manos is a interdisciplinary artist working in performance, digital media, print, sculpture 
and installation.  Recent exhibitions include Inside/Out, Mechelen, Belgium; Fractured Perspectives, 
Affinity Gallery, Los Angeles; Re/spond/Re/peat, Soapbox Gallery Brooklyn, NY; and Dlectricity, 
Detroit, MI. In 2013 Manos presented her work at Kyoto City University of Arts, Japan, and was 
artist-in-residence at the Frank Lloyd Wright School of Architecture, Taliesin, WI, where she created 
and exhibited video and photographic collage addressing the body and the built environment. Manos 
collaborates with Sarah Buckius as The ManosBuckius Cooperative, exhibiting videos globally in 
video and electronic art exhibitions.  Born and raised in Detroit and Grosse Pointe, MI, Manos holds 
a BA, 1999, UCLA and an MFA, 2008, UM. She was a founding member of the performance duo 
Too Much Girl performing in galleries, museums, artists’ spaces, and punk rock clubs throughout Los 
Angeles. From 2005-2009 she was a regular contributor to Holly Hughes’s Cabaret at Work Gallery, 
Ann Arbor, and Links Hall, Chicago. She is an adjunct faculty member at the UM Stamps School of 
Art & Design teaching time-based art and Detroit Connections, an inter-generational collaborative 
art class. My work addresses the body and the built environment examining notions of containment, 
constraint, compulsion, scale and proportion in live, durational, and mediated performance. I use 
humor and physicality to alleviate and/or create tension, with a nod to silent film absurdity and to the 
existentialist endless loop. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Video, Projection, Installation, Photography

Feeling the Void

Rehabilitation - whether physical, mental, or a physiological/psychological amalgam - is a moment 
to moment process.  A minute can seem an eternity.  As I hold myself between a narrow column and 
a wall approximately ten feet above the ground, I am using muscles throughout my body to keep 
myself from falling to the cement floor.  Pushing against each hard surface is an endurance feat, and 
my feet begin to swell and back bones hurt.  I concentrate on breathing and silent meditation as 
viewers stream into the gallery throughout the four-hour opening reception.  Occasionally I slip and 
the moment becomes immediate and intense for all in the room.   An addiction, an emotion, or an 
activity fills a void; when the substance or source is removed we are left feeling the void.

Keywords: Durational, Live, Endurance, Physical, Site-Specific

Production History: Yacht Club Gallery, Detroit, Michigan

Video: https://vimeo.com/melaniemanos/videos
 
Contact: melmanos@umich.edu

Website: http://melaniemanos.com

https://www.facebook.com/melaniemanos
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Mem Nahadr (NYC, USA) 
Mem Nahadr - (also known as M. Nahadr, ‘Madwoman’ and simply ‘M’ - The name NAHADR 
meaning ‘Divine LIght’) - is an internationally acclaimed performance artist and film composer, best 
known for the performance of the ballad ‘Butterfly’, composed by Yoko Kanno and lyricized by Chris 
Mosdell for the soundtrack to the major motion picture Cowboy Bebop - The Movie.  She is widely 
known for her Off-Broadway performance art piece entitled:  ‘Madwoman:  A Contemporary Opera’.   
She is also an author, composer, independent filmmaker and multidisciplinary video/sonic visionary. 
Portraits of Ms. Nahadr, an African-American with Albinism, are on permanent exhibition from 
the Smithsonian Institute to National Geographic Magazine’s ‘Best Images of the Year’ collection, 
representing ideas of Diversity, Genetic Individuality and Beauty.   Ms. Nahadr has been featured in 
books on pop culture and international icons, independent film, lectures on genetics, and art creation.  
Among her many works, Nahadr’s musical compilation entitled: ‘Eclectic Is M’  was reviewed as ‘The 
Best Soul Album of the Year, for its’ ‘challenge to the genre itself.’  by BBC Music, and USA’s AMG/
Billboard gave the effort ‘Four Stars’.  With a six-octave range, and stunning image Ms  Nahadr is 
known to mesmerize audiences worldwide. Recently, Ms. Nahadr has created a new Modern Opera 
entitled:  ‘Femme Fractale: An Opera of Reflection ‘. ‘I prefer to recognize Harmony in all I see - 
Literally.  I knew where my Love dwelt early on... I simply dedicate to follow it ... Happiness Ensues.’ 
 
Disciplines: Music, Film, Graphic Art, Dance, Acting, Scultping

Femme Fractale:  An Opera of Reflection

The Story: SELF-SIMILARITY . . . THE IN-VISIBLE OBVIOUS . . . the Dark Matter, the 
Feminine, the Sensitive, the Yin . . .M-Theory. The act of experiencing real-time Paradox . . . the 
Expansion inherent in Separation . . .  Coming to see the Whole in the Part . . . Comprehending 
the Mirror . . . Understanding The Fractalization of Being. In shock from a recent devastation, we 
find ‘Mira’ desperate and despondent as she reaches a Crossroad . . . which Challenges what is left of 
her Sanity. There, in her ‘Shattered’ state of suspension, She is introduced to ‘A Host’-  a fractalized 
SUPERVersion of Herself, Who instructs In the Art of  Repetition, Recognition and Reflection. 
Hence the Union of Separation begins . .  ***Femme Fractale: An Opera of Reflection, is an invitation 
to investigate the act of Reflection either as consideration of one’s thoughts, contemplation on a thing,  
or the Recognition of Repetition in each facet of Life itself.  Reflection is considered in this work 
to the literal extreme of  ‘The Life and Secrets within the Mirror’. Through technologies and digital 
programming, ‘Femme’ is staged in a black box theater with 3 projected surfaces holding characters 
who interact with the Live Presence on stage.  The intent is to create a Fractalization of the Live Actor 
as the story of Fractalization occurs...  The audience has an opportunity to understand the Reflection, 
Recognition, and Realization process of the character and thus in themselves.  Understanding how 
Fractal Perception can alter a course heretofore considered closed or destined... Inevitability?

Keywords: Opera, Music, Multimedia, Magic,

Production History: Previewd at:  PFANDHAUS - Cologne, Germany

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELYrLEPDAsg
 
Contact: m@mnahadr.com

Website: http://www.MemNahadr.com

@Nahadr

https://www.facebook.com/MemNahadr
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Minna Harri Experience Set (San Francisco, USA) 
Since 2008 based in San Francisco I create body based work, most often dance performance. In 2006 
I received masters in Performance and Theory from Helsinki Theater Academy in my native Finland. 
I have shown work in several studios, galleries, and on location in Europe. Since 2008 I am active in 
the Bay Area, where I have worked in residency at the Garage and at Subterranean Arthouse, and have 
shown my work in the ODC Theater, Dance Mission, Kunst-Stoff Arts, CounterPULSE and Shotwell 
Studios. I started my training with ballet, but later shifted focus into contemporary dance with forays 
into installations and voice work.  The lived body is the source for my work. Each project might take 
a different form: dance theater, participatory performance, installation, but my focus is always in the 
embodied experience and the thinking body. I find it important to share the physical experiences 
proper. From that grows forth my interest in participation and installations built for the guest to 
explore.The themes that intrigue me connect concepts in our culture to bodily experiences, as in fear 
of death connected to an exhausting chase of productivity. I am passionate about the role our bodies 
play in thinking and the construction of culture. I believe experimenting with the embodied is a way 
to empower bodies colonized by consumerism, bias and oppressive structures.  On the most personal 
level I make work for the connection it creates with people I might otherwise never meet, and to my 
own body. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Participatory Performance, Video, Voice Work

Dead/Alive

Dead/Alive is about the experiences, thoughts and fears the participants have around mortality. It is 
about sharing them, and the connection that comes to existence through that sharing. It is about the 
gaps in the discussion, little social deaths we so badly tolerate.  I wanted to create a space where we 
can be together, but also where we can get used to moments when no one knows what is right to say.  
It is rare that we have a chance to openly discuss the most shaking experiences in life: loss, fear, or the 
peace of mind many have gained through their struggles. I have learned from my guests’ stories. Some 
have come back to say this show was the balm they needed to process a death of a loved one. The fear 
of death - so pervasive in our culture - is visible in the distaste many feel toward aging and the wizened 
bodies. It is also tangible in a horror of silence and inactivity in a culture bent on consumerism and 
productivity.  I invite a few people to join me at a table on stage. While we drink tea and eat cakes 
they participate in a discussion. The rest of the audience may stay in their conventional audience or 
chime in. There are microphones at the table, which can also be reached out to the auditorium. The 
exchange on mortality is intercepted by thematically connected solos I perform. Dead/Alive is perfect 
for spaces that seat up to 100 people.

Keywords: Dance, Participatory, Performance, Voice, Video, Tea Party,

Production History: The Garage, ODC Theater
 
Contact: minnaharrichoreography@gmail.com

Website: http://minnaharrichoreography.blogspot.com

@tsirp

https://www.facebook.com/minnaharriexperienceset
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Molissa Fenley and Company (NYC, USA) 
Molissa Fenley is a New York based choreographer and performer who founded Molissa Fenley and 
Company in 1977 and has since created over 75 dance works during her continuing career. Molissa’s 
work has been presented throughout the US, South America, Europe, Australia, and India, among 
other International locations. Molissa’s work has been commissioned by the American Dance Festival, 
BAM, The Joyce Theater, Dia Art Foundation, Jacob’s Pillow, Lincoln Center, and many others. 
Molissa received Bessies for Choreography in 1985 and 1988. Molissa’s work has been commissioned 
by major ballet and contemporary dance companies, and since the 1970’s has been written about in 
major publications. Rhythm Field: The Dance of Molissa Fenley, a series of essays written by Molissa 
and colleagues will be published by Seagull Press in December 2014. She is Professor of Dance at 
Mills College, in residence every spring semester since 1999, a Guggenheim Fellow, a Fellow of the 
American Academy in Rome, and is a Master Artist of the ACA. Most recently she was presented at 
NYLA as part of their The Replay Series. Molissa’s choreography has most often been defined over 
the years as being rooted in an abstract, cerebral idiom, combining compositional skill with a clearly 
defined movement vocabulary of dynamic and physical strength and lyricism, as such representing a 
continuation of a major thread in the history of American modern dance. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Choreography, Performance, Collaboration, Theory, Archival History

Found Object

Found Object is a new dance piece that experiments with the merging of dance movement, written 
text and new music. Molissa Fenley invited writers John Guare, Joy Harjo and Rudy Wurlitzer to 
provide instructions to be interpreted by the choreographer and the dancers as a ‘found object’. 
Their instructions could be movement based, task based, text based, or anything of interest to them. 
Composer and musician Erin Gee was asked to interpret the instructions of Joy Harjo. Found Object 
originally started with Molissa finding an entry in a choreographic journal in her archive at Mills 
College in which 33 movement phrases were written down but never actually made into a dance, 
consequently video documentation of the actual physical manifestation of the written phrases was 
never made. Molissa interpreted the language of those phrases (written around 2000) by responding 
to the instructions/directions with her sensibility/body some twelve years later. Becoming fascinated 
by the idea of instructions from another artist as source material for the making of a new work, this 
newer version of Found Object was created. Found Object asks the dancer to examine the relationship 
between the language of the physical body and the actual physical interpretations themselves. There 
is a combining of body and mind, text actually said inwardly, out loud, accompanying the body’s 
manifestations.  Both the original and the duet versions of Found Object were preliminary variations 
leading to the premiered ensemble version at NYLA in October 2013.

Keywords: Choreography, Dance, Performance, Collaboration, Playwright, Poetry

Production History: 3:e våningen, Goteborg, Sweden; New York Live Arts, New York, New York; 
The Basicila, Hudson, New York

Video: https://vimeo.com/58547476
 
Contact: molissa@molissafenley.com

Website: http://www.molissafenley.com

@molissafenley

https://www.facebook.com/MolissaFenleyandCompany
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Monica Dionysiou (Boulder, Colorado, USA) 
Performer + Creator + Line Blur-er + Bridge Builder + Artist + Postmodernist +  Performer + Theatre 
+ Creator + Examiner + Deconstructer + Mover + Creator + larger than life + Performer +  visually 
captivating + emotional + unfamiliar + bizarre + glamorous + gritty +  Performance Artist.   For your 
enjoyment and satisfaction, of course. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Theatre, Collaboration, Movement, Directing

Paper Glass - By Monica Dionysiou and Lewis Carrol

As a lover of humanity, I enjoy exploring the success and failures - the loves and the losses -  the daily 
routine and the extraordinary adventures of the average people we coexist with in our everyday lives. 
Their stories are the fabric of our society, and it is my job as an artist to highlight and explore this 
intrinsic beauty.  In my work, I aim to capture the honesty and truth of humanity by way of creative, 
non-linear plot structuring and the transformative use of space and imagery. In PAPER GLASS, the 
audience follows 10 year old Alex White’s journey growing up in a crazy, larger than life world where 
nonsense appears to be the norm. This performance explores the lonely, darker side of childhood 
as Alex struggles with a with her surroundings at school and at home.  Interspersing text from 
Lewis Carroll’s ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS with original text, the mirror-like 
visual landscape and story telling guides the audience from Alex’s perspective. Following is real-life, 
anonymous audience feedback received after presenting the first performance of PAPER GLASS at 
Wally’s Lounge in Chicago, July 2011: ‘A visually stunning, emotionally honest piece.... I particularly 
enjoyed the full arch of the story.’  ‘The amazing thing this piece was able to convey is how adult’s 
expectations can mean everything to you as a child, and yet they are confusing and hard to grasp.’ 
‘Thank you, Monica, for a thoughtfully conceived, thoughtfully rendered exploration of absurdity, 
learning and young womanhood.’

Keywords: Solo Performance, Through the Looking Glass, Visual, Physical

Production History: Wally’s Lounge, Chicago IL
 
Contact: dionysioum@gmail.com

Website: http://monicadionysiou.com/

@MonicaDionysiou

https://www.facebook.com/MonicaDionysiou
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Monique Jenkinson / Fauxnique  
(San Francisco, USA) 
I am a multi-genre performing artist (dance, drag, theater, video). Informed both by a tradition of 
radical queer performance and theory, and by classical ballet training, my work always comes from a 
physical place, and often uses drag to consider the performance of femininity as a forceful, vulnerable 
and subversive act. I create and perform from the fervent belief that embodiment does what cannot be 
said or theorized. I emerged out of a feminist, postmodern, improvisational dance and choreographic 
lineage, but grew toward a tradition of radical queer performance that uses decadence and drag both 
to entertain and transcend. Yvonne Rainer said ‘no to spectacle’ so that I could say yes to sequins. 
Rather than reject the traditional trappings of performance and the performance of femininity, I 
embrace them. My practice of feminism celebrates glamorous women as masters of artifice, and my 
intimacy with both the oppressive and empowering effects of feminine tropes allows me to create a 
zone of play from which I make my particular critique. Since 2003 I have been deeply engaged in an 
ongoing performance project, Fauxnique, my drag queen persona. My short, sharp, entertaining drag 
numbers dovetail with theatrical works by showing the classical rigor and specificity of my movement 
exploration; transcending their pop form. As a lens through which I magnify my artistic concerns, 
Fauxnique typifies and expands a particular evolution of drag-based performance that goes beyond 
camp show-tunes into the realms of punk, horror, high drama, and gender subversion. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Dance

Instrument

Instrument exploits the vibrancy of the body in the ever-dying moment of live performance. A solo 
created in an experimental collaboration with three choreographers – Miguel Gutierrez, Chris Black, 
and Amy Seiwert – Instrument enacts, exposes and undermines the roles of dancer as workhorse 
and choreographer as auteur. The artist’s relationship to authorship is a major theme, as is the 
dancing body as translator, container of knowledge and preserver of culture. In her unique voice 
Jenkinson calls upon ballet hero Rudolph Nureyev, Performance Art heroes of the 60s and 70s, and 
current discussions about ‘the body as archive’ to create a collage of iconic movement, historical 
anecdote, and personal narrative. Instrument highlights the intersections of classical ballet and 
post-modern endurance performance - especially with regard to pushing the body to, through, and 
from exhaustion. It acknowledges the presence of the audience, allowing them to feel the fact of the 
shared moment. Instrument presents not merely a collaboration between three choreographers and 
one performer, but an exploration of that very relationship, examining what happens in the moments 
when ideas are transferred from artist to artist, when movement is translated from body to body. The 
history of Contemporary Dance is a chain of transference from choreographer to dancer to audience. 
Instrument deconstructs this ever-evolving relationship by questioning authority, authorship and the 
slippery status of the performing artist’s body. Because the collaborators come from radically different 
dance perspectives, In

Keywords: Dance, Fauxnique, Monique Jenkinson, Nureyev, de Young

Production History: CounterPULSE, San Francisco

Video: https://vimeo.com/45865882
 
Contact: herself@fauxnique.net

Website: http://fauxnique.net

@MoniqueFaux

https://www.facebook.com/fauxnique
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Monk Parrots (NYC, USA) 
Monk Parrots (New York) produce and tour concept-driven live performances that cross artistic 
boundaries, cultivate new audiences for new forms, provide opportunities for artists, and invite 
multidisciplinary collaboration and international exchange.  The company is led by Producing 
Artistic Director, Luke Landric Leonard, and Co-Producing Artistic Director, Joey LePage.  Awards 
include 2013 and 2011 Lower Manhattan Cultural Council Swing Space Artist Residencies, a 2012 
Foundation for Contemporary Arts Emergency Grant, and 2013 and 2012 USA Projects Grants. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Dance, Performance Art, Visual Art, Video, Opera

Here I Go

Here I Go hitches the emotional gamut of classic, country music with a romanticized depiction of 
Lynette, a cowgirl in her 60s contemplating suicide.  Accusation and acceptance are major themes that 
prompt questions related to loss and sacrifice. As Lynette prepares her famous banana pudding for her 
late husband she is visited by her pet horse, memories of herself at various ages, and a man who tries 
to take her hand...Will she go? Upon entering the theatre, the entire audience (aside from the front 
row) is offered a Vanilla Wafer cookie (a key ingredient in banana pudding).  During the performance, 
Lynette prepares her farewell dessert while revealing that her family and friends have neglected her.  
In the end, Lynette ceremoniously crosses the stage and offers the front row the same wafer-cookie, 
like that of the Eucharist, simultaneously casting the audience as her loved ones. ‘Director/Designer 
Luke Leonard mines the associative imagery of the subconscious to surprising effect...a disorienting 
sense of the rush of conflicting thought and emotion...’ - Arterynyc.com ‘...lives up to the promise...a 
soundtrack for heartbreak...very engaging...’ - T&B On the Aisle ‘HERE I GO is a brilliantly 
conceived and executed performance work...Go see this significant gem of a performance.’ - Theatre 
Reviews Ltd.

Keywords: Dolly Parton, Country Music, Love, Loss, Loneliness, Formal Theatre

Production History: 59E59 Theaters (New York), 2012 La MaMa Spoleto Open at Cantiere 
Oberdan (Italy)

Video: https://vimeo.com/70825189
 
Contact: info@monkparrots.org

Website: http://www.monkparrots.org

@MonkParrots

https://www.facebook.com/monkparrots.org
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moving parts/Meg Foley (Philadelphia, Pa, USA) 
I am interested in spending time with one’s body. To spend time in this moment and then the next is 
to also spend time with time passing. My negotiation of the escaping moments – where both hyper-
engagement and noncommittal action are permissible - translates to a rich embrace of questions of 
aliveness and being. I make work to reconcile my feelings about and celebrate my own mortality. I 
want what I do to be worth it. I build dances often by taking them apart. Their meaning is revealed 
through and derived from the particular process of building them. My composition is a form of 
decomposition and reconfiguration.This investigation is formal as well as about shifting embodied 
realities – physical form as identity and the body as its own ecology. The current manifestation of these 
concerns is a solo improvisational practice that places movement and action at its center. In examining 
movement, I think about shape identity as an experiential and physical reality; the form I take is a 
product of the materials of the immediate moment colliding: the environment, what I see, how I 
see, and the witnesses present. I am mapping experience from the inside, where mapping is the act of 
placing a system of thought and perception atop something that already has its own intricate series 
of relationships and organization. I am a Philadelphia-based artist and educator at University of the 
Arts. My work has been shown in Philadelphia, NYC, Toronto, and Warsaw. I am 2012 PEW Fellow. 
Although I am a body junkie, my work is informed by a background in visual arts, photography and 
installation art 
 
Disciplines: Contemporary Choreography, Performance Practice, Teaching

Lay of this Land

Lay of this Land (working title) is an improvisational practice and solo performance derived from 
a practice I have worked in since late 2010, in which I attempt to choreograph and perform the 
transparency of performing.  I want to connect with you, to show you all of this; I want this to be 
worth it, and I want to enact my body on this space, enact my consciousness on my body.  What if 
this is all I’ve got?  In that case, I want more.  More bodies, more feeling, more dimensionality.  With 
your gaze, I go further, and I appreciate that.  I care about what you go through with me.  As much 
as it can be as I’m throwing myself off a proverbial cliff for you (me), re-orienting the space for you 
(me), this is mutual. What if this is all I’ve got, and it keeps changing? The solo will be performed 
in the round for a small audience in a gallery space. It begins with the intimacy and casualness of 
a studio visit and amplifies into a full scale performance, featuring singing, set elements inspired 
by face painting and the work of Karla Black, and video projection that multiplies my body and 
presence in space, overtaking the space even as I work to take it all apart and give it away.   It blurs 
conversation, ritual, and performance, and examines how we share space and the desire to expose a 
personal underbelly of lived experience while appealing to the interests of strangers.  Transparency in 
this context aims to reveal the psychology of performance, to share, to ask what is it to be seen, and to 
recognize that you can’t hold onto anything, especially one understanding of experience.

Keywords: Solo, Improvisation, Embodiment, Shifting Form, Multiple Bodies

Production History: the full work will premiere in Philadelphia in 2015, presented by Philadelphia 
Dance Projects.  Early in progress versions have been presented at Zamek Castle in Warsaw, Poland, 
and in the Philadelphia area at Vox Populi Gallery, at the Society for Dance History Scholars 2012 
Conference at the Arts Bank, in TEDx Phoenixville (see video link below), and in the Philly Fringe.

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QizWGJjHuqw&noredirect=1
 
Contact: meg.foley@gmail.com

Website: http://movingpartsdance.org

https://www.facebook.com/
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MX Justin Vivian Bond (New York, USA) 
Mx Justin Vivian Bond is a writer, singer, painter, and performance artist. Mx Bond is the author 
of the Lambda Literary Award winning memoir, TANGO: My Childhood, Backwards and in High 
Heels, published by The Feminist Press and Susie Says... a collaboration with Gina Garan (Powerhouse 
Books, 2012). V’s debut CD DENDRPOPHILE was self-released on WhimsyMusic in 2011 and was 
followed by SILVER WELLS in 2012.  In 2011 Justin Vivian’s art exhibition The Fall of the House 
of Whimsy  was presented at Participant Inc. in New York City.  Mx Bond was nominated for a Tony 
Award for Kiki and Herb Alive On Broadway in 2007. Other notable theatrical endeavors include 
starring as Warhol Superstar Jackie Curtis in Scott Wittman’s production of Jukebox Jackie: Snatches 
of Jackie Curtis as part of La Mama E.T.C.’s 50 Anniversary Season, originating the role of Herculine 
Barbin in Kate Bornstein’s groundbreaking play Hidden: A Gender, touring with the performance 
troupe The Big Art Group and appearing in John Cameron Mitchell’s film Shortbus. Other films 
include Sunset Stories (2012), Imaginary Heroes (2004), and Fanci’s Persuasion (1995). Mx Bond is 
a recipient of The Ethyl Eichelberger Award, The Peter Reed Foundation Grant, and The Foundation 
for Contemporary Arts Grants to Artists Award for Performance Art/Theater, an Obie and a Bessie. 
 
Disciplines: Cabaret, Singer, Performance Art, Writer, Musician, Painter

Mx America

World-renowned writer, singer, painter and performance artist Mx Justin Vivian Bond (aka “V”) has 
been described as a “fixture of the New York City avant-garde” (Huffington Post). In Mx America, 
V explores “ways of seeing and being seen” as a patriot, a gender non-conformist and a cabaret artist. 
This new production incorporates video, spoken word and songs from Bond’s critically acclaimed 
records Dendrophile and Silver Wells, plus a few cheap jokes V bought off a drunk queen in San 
Francisco. As the singular finalist in this pageant, Mx Bond expects to be judged in such categories as 
presentation, economic status, mental health, family values and talent, all while creating an elegantly 
formidable evening of beauty and delight.

Keywords: Transgender, Music, Comedy, Queer, Autobiographical, Spoken Word, Cabaret

Production History: Carriageworks, Power House, Arts Centre Melbourne, Joe’s Pub, Bard College, 
USC

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X14a3G0SuLs
 
Contact: justin@justinbond.com

Website: http://www.justinbond.com

@mxjustinVbond

https://www.facebook.com/justinvivianbond
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Nicole Kidman Is Fucking Gorgeous  
(San Francisco, USA) 
NKIFG is a collective trio of art-makers making multi-media performance. Hailing from the realms 
of architecture, photography, nightlife, and dance. Maryam Farnaz Rostami, Mica Sigourney and 
John Foster Cartwright each bring their own set of ‘instruments’ to this ‘art band. They  make ‘songs’ 
using nightlife techniques and drag experience: pastiche, collage, working backwards from image and 
de-contextualizing archetypes whilst striving for the sublime. They belong to a legendary drag house. 
The work is the manifestation of a natural desire for legitimacy that eschews being comfortably in the 
Fold.  Expression stems from the worry of being bested by the Children while remembering that they 
are still and possibly eternally child-like. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theater, Video, Drag, Costuming, Photography

Nicole Kidman Is Fucking Gorgeous

This modular piece was designed to operate fully in dance venues as a full length pice, as well as rock 
venues alongside bands, galleries and living rooms. Over the three years since it’s inception NKIFG 
has shapeshifted to fit the venue, curatorial prompt and gig, all the while maintaining core concepts 
and content.  On stage you will see: extreme physicality, drag reference, ribbon dancing, high poetry, 
video layering, hipsterism, humor, and sweaty attempts at high art and low culture.  NKIFG is series 
of non-linear songs in which Mary, Mike and Jeanne invoke/summon/become the Nicole Kidman. 
NKIFG is futile strivings, including animialistic tendencies, insults, punishments, waiting, relentless 
lay-dancerliness and video. NKIFG is Waiting for Godot as suggested by a goth-metal band of witches 
worshipping Nicole. NKIFG is an attempt to become gorgeous. NKIFG is an album of work by three 
folks playing with their gear to create a shared pulsing moment of Nicole. NKIFG is unknowable. 
NKIFG is wanting to be known... a palpable desperation...a rock experience in a dance theater and 
a dance experience at a rock show. NKIFG is the expectation. NKIFG never says the word Nicole or 
Kidman or Gorgeous.

Keywords: Celebrity, Drag, Movement, Dance, Jolie-Laide, Pastiche

Production History: Berkeley Art Museum, The International Home Theater Festival, Kunst-Stoff, 
CounterPULSE

Video: https://vimeo.com/user9523251
 
Contact: maryamopolis@gmail.com

Website: http://nicolekidmanisfuckinggorgeous.tumblr.com/

@maryamopolis

https://www.facebook.com/NKisFG
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No Face Performance Group (Philadelphia, USA) 
No Face Performance Group was founded in 2007 to explore a performer-driven creative process. 
Since then, we’ve created 13 performances, ranging from full-length works of theater to site-
specific dances. Currently based in Philadelphia, we spent the summer of 2010 to the fall of 2011 
apprenticing with Pig Iron Theatre Company, an OBIE-award-winning ensemble.   Central to our 
work is an interest in form and process. Decisions about style, form and content for each piece are 
made throughout a development period that may have any range of phases, including research, 
training and generative periods. The company adapts its creation method to best fit the piece as 
it emerges, resulting in work structures ranging anywhere from a traditional theatrical model to 
collective choreography.   We make work as an ensemble to investigate the interstices between defined 
genre and form. With ensemble members coming from a variety of backgrounds, the expertise and 
interests of each member combine to push each piece in unique directions. We make work that seeks 
to engage and entertain audiences with familiar performance forms twisted into new and provocative 
shapes. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Cabaret, Storytelling

No Face Performance Group

The Beautiful Refrigerator is Empty’ is an experimental cabaret performance that explores the 
operatic nature of teenage angst. Following the trials of Teena Geist, a fourteen-year-old high school 
freshman with an attitude problem and an easy command of postmodern theory, the show is set on 
the night of Shady Maple High’s junior/senior Prom. Teena is especially excited because she’s going 
to the dance with Tod, the star quarterback of the football team. But wait, isn’t Tod the boyfriend of 
Jessica, Teena’s best friend? And hasn’t Jessica been missing for the past three days? Teena can explain, 
she swears...   Developed as an improvisatory, portable performance, the show attempts to fascinate 
and horrify by integrating the surreal with the everyday. It has been performed in theaters, garages, 
galleries, and suburban homes (by invitation of course).  The setting, the style and the content 
combine to remind audience members of the secrets we keep and, more importantly, the secrets we 
tell. Loosely inspired by the frank sexuality and witty self-mythologizing of Edmund White’s ‘The 
Beautiful Room is Empty’, ‘The Beautiful Refrigerator is Empty’ gleefully dismantles the conventions 
of drag, storytelling, and theatrical framing devices to paint a portrait of a singular persona. By veering 
wildly from banal high school drama to black comedy to Grand Guignol horror, the show explores 
the subjective reality of adolescence, the wily nature of theatrical truth, and the dark heart of the 
American teenage dream.

Keywords: Drag, Teenagers, Subjectivity, Cabaret, Angst

Production History: NOSPACE, Philadelphia, PA; Plays and Players Theater, Philadelphia, PA; 
Space 1026, Philadelphia, PA; AUX Performance Space at Vox Populi Gallery, Philadelphia, PA; 
The Collapsible Hole, Brooklyn, NY; Art6 Gallery, Richmond, VA; The Birdhouse, Knoxville, 
TN; Aquarium Gallery, New Orleans, LA; Alabama Art Kitchen, Tuscaloosa, AL; Whole Gallery, 
Baltimore, MD; The Bryant-Lake Bowl, Minneapolis, MN; The Den Theatre, Chicago, IL.

Video: https://vimeo.com/25633448
 
Contact: mark.mccloughan@gmail.com

Website: http://nofaceperformance.org

@nofacegroup

https://www.facebook.com/nofaceperformance
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NY LIVE ARTS (NYC, USA) 
PHILIP GLASS Through his operas, his symphonies, his compositions for his own ensemble, and his 
wide-ranging collaborations with artists ranging from Twyla Tharp to Allen Ginsberg, Woody Allen to 
David Bowie, Philip Glass has had an extraordinary and unprecedented impact upon the musical and 
intellectual life of his times.  He presents lectures, workshops, and solo keyboard performances around 
the world, and continues to appear regularly with the Philip Glass Ensemble BILL MORRISON is a 
filmmaker and artist, best known for his experimental collage film Decasia[1] (2002). He is a member 
of Ridge Theater and the founder of Hypnotic Pictures. Decasia, his feature-length collaboration 
with composer Michael Gordon, was noted by J. Hoberman of the Village Voice as ‘the most widely 
acclaimed American avant-garde film of the fin-de-siècle.’ The director Errol Morris commented while 
viewing Decasia that ‘This may be the greatest movie ever made’.  KAREN KOHLHAAS is a theater 
director, author, teacher and founding member of the Atlantic Theater Company. She is a senior 
teacher at the Atlantic Acting School, where she has taught since 1987. KIM WEILD is known for 
her inventive, visually stunning and emotionally powerful stagings of new plays, re-imagined classics, 
musicals and devised theatre.  Her work ranges from intimate chamber pieces to grand spectacles 
and explores the synthesis of movement and languages as a means to develop new forms for the 
theater.  Weild works in a variety of mediums and venues all over the world and is known for her 
interdisciplinary cross-cultural work 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Movement, Film, Dance, Sign Language

Re: Awakenings

Suspended. Silent. Still. New York Live Arts, with the creative team of filmmaker Bill Morrison, 
world-renown composer Philip Glass, and stage directors Karen Kohlhaas and Kim Weild have created 
a special event surrounding Pinter’s play, which also encompasses, incorporates and illuminates Dr. 
Sacks’ work with those who live on the margins.  The evening opens with the widely praised voiced 
staging of A Kind of Alaska directed by Kohlhaas, (a founding member of the Atlantic Theater 
Company), then NY Live Arts reveals the premiere of Morrison’s film Re:Awakenings created using 
newly discovered film footage of Dr. Sacks’ patients combined with the 1973 Yorkshire Television 
documentary of Dr. Sacks about his work with L-Dopa and culminates with Weild’s landmark 
staging of Pinter’s play, performed entirely in American Sign Language in celebration of Oliver Sacks’ 
special relationship with the Deaf community and in recognition of his book Seeing Voices.  Join 
us as we lift the veil from Pinter’s principal character, Deborah’s 30-year sleep and observe how she 
struggles to orient herself, a child in an adult’s body, perplexed, distraught yet filled with wonder.  
In offering two separate interpretations of A Kind of Alaska, connected by the life of the man who 
inspired a playwright known for his use of language, pauses and silence, the audience is taken on an 
extraordinary journey investigating the human condition, the nature of language and the mysteries of 
the body.

Keywords: Theater, Film, Sign Language, Glass, Pinter

Production History: NY LIVE ARTS
 
Contact: kim@kimweild.com

Website: http://www.akindofalaska.com

@mmedirector

https://www.facebook.com/kimweild
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Olaniyi Rasheed Akindiya aka AKIRASH (Austin, USA) 
My name is Olaniyi Rasheed Akindiya (Akirash) I am an interdisciplinary artist, Akirash was born 
in Lagos – Nigeria in 01/25/1973, I study bio-chemistry and hear my calling in art 1992, where is 
study fine art and applied art at the institute of textile technology Oregun-Lagos state – Nigeria. I live 
in Austin – Texas USA in 2011.My works can be found in many countries in Africa, Europe, USA, 
Asia, Caribbean’s, Australia,  My works has won awards, grants, fellowships  2013 - John Muafangejo 
Art Center, Namibia, Artists In Residency At Centraltrak Ut Dallas- Usa,2012 -  Vytlacil Campus, 
The Student’s League Of Ny, Triangle Art Association, Ny, 2012 -Nafasi/ Art Space Dar Es Salaam 
Tanzania, 2012- Africa Centre/Infecting The City Festival , Cape Town S.Africa, 2012- Thupelo /
Bag Factory Intern. Residency, Johannesburg S.Africa, 2011 - Nirox Projects/12 Decade Art Hotel, 
Johannesburg-S.Africa, 2012- Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant- Usa, 2011- Art Farm, Nebraska 
– Usa, 2011 - Commonwealth Foundation Connection International Artists Awards Uk, 2011- 
Vermont Studio Center, Vermont – Usa, 2011- Gladstone Gallery/Studio, Toronto – Canada, 2010 
– Cca Lagos/ Triangle Network, Nigeria, 2009 - Thami Mnyele Foundation, Artists In Residency, 
Amsterdam – Netherlands, 2009 Sansa International Residency Kumasi - Ghana- Go Ingenious 
Award, Santa Monica Ca, Usa.2008- Bluesky Projects Il-Chicago , Artcroft Kenturky Usa. 
 
Disciplines: Interdisciplinary Artist

Performance, Installation, Mixed Media Painting/ Sculpture, 
Mixed Media Tapestry, Sound/ Video.

My work is often marked by an exploration of urban life, namely the accelerated pace of development 
and social infrastructure. I work with a multitude of techniques and materials, including mixed media 
painting/ sculpture, installation, video, photography, sound and performance. I produce works that 
explore the personal and the universal, that investigate the invisible systems of power that govern 
everyday existence, and which instigate debate among viewers without traditional conventional ink on 
paper.

Keywords: Mixed Media Painting/Sculpture, Performance, Installation, Tapestry, Sound & Video,  
Public Art.

Production History: Africa, Usa, Europe, Asia, Caribbean, Australia...

Video: http://www.youtube.com/artrule, http://vimeo.com/artwithakirash
 
Contact: artistsrootsembassy@yahoo.com, akblackrts@yahoo.co.uk

Website: http://www.artwithakirash.com

https://twitter.com/akirash1

https://www.facebook.com/artwithakirash
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Orange Theatre (Phoenix, USA) 
Founded in 2010, Orange Theatre is a Phoenix, Arizona based ensemble of performers, artists, and 
designers who create original works of art integrating digital technology with live performance. 
We develop our pieces over many months, working from a variety of sources, including classical 
and contemporary texts, films, and autobiography, which we edit into a unique form of visually 
captivating performance. Recently, our work has been focused on creating techniques that look 
beyond digital technologies as projected scenery or audience interfaces, to a concept of technology as 
integral to the dramaturgy of how the performers develop and perform the piece. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Multimedia, Digital, Ensemble

Solaris

Solaris was created in the Fall of 2012 and presented at the Phoenix Center for the Arts in October 
and November of that year. Andrej Tarkovsky’s eponymous 1972 film, and Tennessee Williams’ ‘A 
Streetcar Named Desire’ are central touchstones in a piece that evokes a man on the edge of space and 
at the edge of his mind.

Keywords: Science Fiction,

Production History: Phoenix Center for the Arts, October 2012

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z8mOprHVkzs
 
Contact: info@orangetheatre.org

Website: http://www.orangetheatre.org

@OrangeTheatreAZ

https://www.facebook.com/orangetheatre
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Pavel Zuštiak / PALISSIMO Company (NYC, USA) 
Pavel Zuštiak, a NYC-based director, choreographer, and performer, was born in the communist 
Czechoslovakia and trained at the School for New Dance Development in Amsterdam. Since 2003, 
he has been Artistic Director of Palissimo, a multidisciplinary platform of collaborators dedicated 
to research and experimentation in the field of live arts. Zuštiak received 2013 LMCC President’s 
Award for Excellence in Artistic Practice, 2012 NEFA Award, 2010 Guggenheim Fellowship, 
2010 MANCC Fellowship and 2007 and 2009 Princess Grace Awards. His trilogy The Painted 
Bird was nominated for a 2013 Bessie Award for Outstanding Production. ‘I am fascinated by the 
unexpected and unpredictable, and love the tension when the lights go down before the show and 
anything can happen. I strive to suspend that tension through a totalizing onstage experience that 
charts the collisions between dance, theatre and visual arts, each an equal element in creating worlds 
that have the potential to consume viewers and alter their perception and senses without offering 
straightforward conclusions.I am drawn towards the darker side of the human condition, mirroring 
my personal immigrant story as someone who falls between the cracks of the social, cultural, 
sexual and artistic categories. I find the human body the ideal vehicle to convey such otherness. I 
question the roles of the audience and performers and play with them, trying to create a moment of 
communion between artist and audience, in which I commit to taking risks, exposing my doubts and 
half-formed beliefs in the service of authentic dialogue.’ PZ 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theatre, Live Music, Visual Arts, Light Design

Endangered Pieces (2013)

Endangered Pieces (2013) contemplates the most vulnerable – endangered – aspects of two 
seemingly disconnected realities: human existence and theatrical performance. This theatrical 
reverie is performed by trio of dancers (Jaro Vinarsky - 2013 Bessie winner for his solo in Palissimo’s 
The Painted Bird/Bastard; Matthew Rogers; and Zuštiak himself ) and its visually haunting scenes 
are shaped by movement, evocative lightning design Joe Levasseur, and live music by Christian 
Frederickson (of Rachel’s) and Bobby McElver (of the Wooster Group). At once tragic and playful, 
deceitfully simple but alluring and unsettling, rich in visual references from both high and low 
culture, the work is raw yet sophisticated in its form and intriguing in its narrative. Dreamy scenes 
unfold against looming calamity, then linger and gestate in the subconscious, penetrating senses but 
denying easy answers.  The concept of the piece was born in response to a magazine report on high 
rate of suicides among US war veterans from Afghanistan and Iraq, shockingly disproportionate 
to the relatively low number of combat casualties. The work is a meditation on human propensity 
to become their own worst enemy, while at the same time exploring radical shift in contemporary 
economic and ecological landscapes – as well as in cultural realities. With its set and costume reduced 
to bare minimum, Endangered Pieces determinedly returns to the human body as the main medium 
of expression, exploring its multifaceted potential as an abstract sculpture, emotional trigger, and 
political symbol.

Keywords: Apocalypse, Live Performance, Minimal, Challenging

Production History: Endangered Pieces is a Palissimo production, commissioned by the Abrons Arts 
Center, developed in residencies and with support of Abrons Arts Center, Vermont Performance Lab, 
Czech Center New York and Stanica, Slovakia. The work premiered in NYC at Abrons Arts Center in 
October 2013 and is booking for 2014/15 touring.

Video: http://vimeo.com/palissimo/endangeredpieces         password: danger!
Contact: pavel@palissimo.com
Website: http://palissimo.com

@palissimoco

https://www.facebook.com/Palissimo
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PerformanceSW (Dallas, USA) 
Founded in January of 2013 by Dallas-based artists Alison Starr and Courtney Brown,  
PerformanceSW (PSW) is a project in support of the proliferation of performance art outside of the 
mainstream American discourse currently present in major metropolitan cities [Chicago/New York/
Los Angeles]. Our mission is to educate audiences through collaboration in performance practice, 
scholarship, and curatorial development. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Curating, Collaboration, Education, Mentoring, Writing For Performance

PSWxEdu

PSWxEdu was a performance art education series at the Dallas Museum of Art designed to educate 
audiences on a variety of practices and topics in performance art today.  PSWxEdu series workshops 
and panels were designed to encourage audience participation through active dialogue and physical 
interaction. Workshop and Panel topics include: ‘An Introduction to Performance Art’ -  A panel 
of practicing performance artists discuss performance art in its historical context and local practice.  
‘Endurance + Ritual’ - A hands-on workshop investigating the practice of endurance and ritual. 
Participants will have the opportunity to interact, critique, and dialogue directly with the artists, 
‘Travel + Technology’ - A panel of artists discuss how  travel might be considered a performative act 
as well as how technology has transformed the way we understand performance. ‘Sport and Persona’ -   
The first-ever Professional Thumb Wrestling Tournament of Champions with the Thumb In The Eye 
Wrestling Federation (TITEWF) featured raw, live in-ring actions with the larger-than-life TITEWF 
Superstars ‘Captain Kiser’ and ‘Iron Sides’.  Chosen audience members joined in to thumb wrestle 
their way to become the TITEWF’s newly crowned heavy weight thumb wrestling champion!!!

Keywords: Dallas Museum of Art, Performance, Education, Art, Audience Participation

Production History: Dallas Museum of Art, 500X, Deep Ellum Windows
 
Contact: performancesw@gmail.com

Website: http://www.performancesw.org

https://www.facebook.com/performanceSW
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Peter Kyle (Brooklyn, USA) 
Peter Kyle is Artistic Director of New York City based Peter Kyle Dance, which exists to further the 
art of dance and all the arts through collaboration. Creating innovative performances, education and 
outreach programs the flexible four to ten-member company celebrates a fundamental belief in the 
power of the imagination and the beauty of humans in motion.The New York Times writes Kyle’s 
work makes for an enjoyable evening. Time Out New York calls his work exquisitely choreographed. 
Since its 2006 launch Peter Kyle Dance has performed and conducted critically acclaimed projects 
at numerous venues throughout New York City, across the United States, and overseas in The 
Netherlands, Scotland, Norway, Germany, China, and Mexico. The company’s popular Tiny Dance 
Film Series has also been installed extensively both nationally and internationally. Forging new 
collaborative territory with creative partners in theater, dance, music, visual art, film, sound design, 
fashion, digital and video art, Peter Kyle Dance consistently delights audiences both familiar with and 
brand new to dance as an art form.A highly versatile performer, Kyle toured the world as a principal 
dancer with Nikolais and Murray Louis Dance, and has worked with numerous other companies 
including Mark Morris Dance Group, Erick Hawkins Dance Company, Pittsburgh Dance Alloy, 
Gina Gibney Dance, Works/Laura Glenn Dance, and the theater company P3/east, among others. 
An accomplished teacher, he conducts workshops intentionally and teaches at Bard College, Sarah 
Lawrence College, and Marymount Manhattan College. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Choreography, Interdisciplinary Collaboration, Solo Performance, Dance Film

100 DAYS

100 DAYS is a tour de force, evening-length solo by New York City based choreographer Peter Kyle. It 
is built entirely from borrowed movements gathered over one hundred days of studying one hundred 
every day people. The work features original music by William Catanzaro, costumes by Garo Sparo, 
and lighting design by Andrew Dickerson.Celebrating Kyle’s versatility and testing his endurance 
as a performer, 100 DAYS is an assemblage of movements he observed between July 1 and October 
8, 2012. The project was sparked by a letter poet Rainer Maria Rilke sent to his wife in which he 
implored her to look, look, look, and take detailed notes during her travels in Egypt so that he might 
vicariously enjoy her experience. Wanting to appreciate what he encountered in his own daily travels, 
and questioning how consciousness, imagination and physicality are linked, Kyle conducted daily 
observations of people moving in transit, at work, and at play for one hundred consecutive days. The 
50-minute work is a document of his human safari; a mash-up of those one hundred movements 
taken from all walks of life--old, young, fat, hunched, athletic, kooky, slow, fast, male, female.Inspired 
by the compelling movements that every body expresses, Kyle sees this as research for redefining dance 
as a vital record of the human condition. Ever hear the maxim, If you put it onstage, no one will 
believe it? Well, believe it, these personae are real.Performed in a theatrical setting, each performance 
includes an interactive discussion referencing video footage of Kyle’s original observations.

Keywords: Dance, Choreography, Interdisciplinary Collaboration, Solo Performance, Documentary 
Performance

Production History: Triskelion Arts, Brooklyn, NY - October 2012 (premiere); Encuentro de Danza 
Contemporanea, Colima, Mexico, December 2012; Triskelion Arts, Brooklyn, NY, June 2013

Video: https://vimeo.com/65522758
 
Contact: info@peterkyledance.org

Website: http://www.peterkyledance.org

@PeterKyleDance

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Peter-Kyle-Dance/133035063472638
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PopUP Theatrics (NYC, USA) 
PopUP Theatrics is a partnership between theatre artists Tamilla Woodard and Ana Margineanu.  
PopUp Theatrics’ mission is to create site-specific/ site impacting theatrical events in dynamic 
collaborations with theatre artists worldwide. PopUP’s 4th and newest concept for international 
collaboration, INSIDE, premiered this summer in Madrid as a collaboration between PopUP, 
Metatarso Contemporary Theatre and The Cross Border Project. Most recently, The Window, 
received 7 Innovative Theatre nominations and won 4 including Best Ensemble. The partners, Tamilla 
Woodard and Ana Margineanu first brought the immersive single spectator Hotel Project to audiences 
in Mexico in January 2011 and to the USA at the WJ Hotel in NYC and The Grand Summit in New 
Jersey in 2012. Long Distance Affair followed as the next multi-country collaboration and the first 
officially under the brand PopUP Theatrics. Since its premier in November 2011, Long Distance 
Affair has been produced in several editions (USA, Mexico, Scotland), brought together more than 
75 artists working from countries on 6 continents and garnered critical praise from press outlets 
worldwide. Long Distance Affair will enjoy its 5th premier in November of 2013 in Buenos Aires, 
Argentina as part of the Bienal Arte Joven de Buenos Aires. 
 
Disciplines: Immersive, Collaboration, Site Specific, International

Long Distance Affair

Long Distance Affair  is a multi-artist, multi national collaboration and a one of a kind theatrical 
event: a Skype show  that creates one-on-one experiences for an audience located in one city with 
performers all over the world. Since its inception in 2011, artists  from more 30 countries on six 
continents have collaborated to create unique virtual encounters for one audience member at a time. 
Actors, directors and playwrights from across the globe meet, rehearse and perform via Skype. 6, 9 or 
12 audience members at a time are welcomed into the performances space. Each is invited to sit in 
front of a computer screen. Soon begins an intimate and often interactive performance given solely for 
the one spectator.  Each short play  or ‘affair’ is presented virtually via SKYPE  and is given by actors 
performing in real time from real locations all over the world– Madrid, Bucharest, Caracas, London, 
Toronto, Sao Paulo, Tokyo, New York, are just of few of the cities represented live. Over the course of 
an evening each audience member experiences three ‘affairs’ of 9 minutes each, moving from station 
to station, country to county, unique encounter to unique encounter.  The ‘affairs’ in Long Distance 
Affair are created by international teams of writers, directors and actors, who are invited to engage 
in a collaboration entirely via  SKYPE. The dynamic process represents a intimate cultural, political, 
aand linguistic exchange between accomplished and emerging theatre artists without these artists ever 
leaving their own countries.

Keywords: International, Skype, Immersive, Technology, Exchange, Single Spectator

Production History: Bienal Arte Joven de Buenos Aires; Summerhall, Edinburgh Scotland, Gershwin 
Hotel, New York City, Laguardia Rough Draft Festival, New York City;  7˚ Festival Cultural 
Universitario Tecnología-Exceso de Presente., Mexico.

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYQr8SW7XgY
 
Contact: tam@tamilla.com

Website: http://www.popuptheatrics.com

@popuptheatrics

https://www.facebook.com/popuptheatrics
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Portland Experimental Theatre Ensemble  
(Portland, Or, USA) 
Performance. Practice. Collaboration. We experiment and we are an ensemble. We make plays 
and tear them apart.  We live in Portland. We value what Portland values: innovative, local, and 
sustainable artistry born from thoughtful process and deep craft. We engage in a unique collaborative 
process to generate one new play and one adaptation of a classic per season. We train ourselves and 
our community in movement, voice and skills for the stage. In our two years as a company we have 
performed at On the Board’s NWNW Festival, the Fertile Ground Festival, Portland Center Stage’s 
JAW Festival, and Pacific University. We have participated in residencies at Caldera Arts, PAClab and 
The Headwaters . We have received support from RACC,  the Celebration Foundation, The Princess 
Grace Foundation, and the Network of Ensemble Theaters. We have taught workshops at Reed, Lewis 
& Clark College, and Portland Center Stage. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Contemporary Performance, Devised, Collaborative

Song of the Dodo

Song of the Dodo staggers drunkenly into the issue of extinction and ends up making a fool of 
herself. And isn’t this how most of us react to tragedy? Drawing on the writings of Euripides and Anne 
Carson, and ruminations of actors Nicol Williamson and Katherine Hepburn, Song of the Dodo sits 
inside the gap between how we talk about death and how we feel about it. We find grief disguised 
as rage, pathos diluted to politeness. Dodo is a shriek of lamentation tucked inside a clown show, a 
traditional Greek tragedy devoured by a contemporary hunger. It is an examination of the many little 
(and big) extinctions, personal and global, that we ignore every day. Under the direction of company 
member, Jacob Coleman, PETE uses movement, extended voice, lamentation techniques, innovative 
design and original music to create a melody of mystery and contradiction intended to move emotion 
and make space for understanding.

Keywords: Extinction, Extended Voice, Lamentation, Greek Tragedy

Production History: On The Boards (WIP), Portland Center Stage JAW (WIP, Headwaters Theatre 
(WIP), Studio 2 (World Premier)

Video: http://vimeo.com/72619887
 
Contact: rebecca@petensemble.org

Website: http://www.petensemble.org

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Portland-Experimental-Theatre-Ensemble/145542292214590
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Puppet Junction (Brooklyn, USA) 
Puppet Junction is a Brooklyn, NY based puppet and prop building company who does both 
commissioned jobs and creates unique multimedia theatrical works. Since 2005, Puppet Junction has 
created original designs for theater, film, and television projects that have appeared on The Colbert 
Report, Fuse Network, Manhattan Children’s Theater, 59E59 Theater and Theaterworks, among 
others. PJ also provides services in education, art direction and consulting as well as custom designed 
workshops in puppet building and performing. Through our artistic work, PJ aims to bring us all 
back to our childhood view of the world. Logic goes out the window, art becomes a lively playground 
in which we are free to appreciate all sorts of visions: silly, appropriate, inappropriate, imaginative, 
mischievous, colorful and humorous. There are no rules. There are no censors. In a collage of layered 
collaborations – through words, puppets, objects, set pieces, sound effects, and music – the elements 
interdependently create unique objectives, unexpected surprise, and generate delight and whimsy. 
Serra Hirsch is a puppeteer, voice-actor and prop/puppet builder. Her work has been on New York 
stages and in film shorts, music videos and television, including a 12’ Colbert puppet for Comedy 
Central’s Rally to Restore Sanity and/or Fear. Sophia Remolde is a multimedia creator in theatre, film, 
dance, puppetry, and robotics. She is trained in Suzuki, Viewpoints, and Butoh, and is Co-Artistic 
Director of technology/performance collectives Robot Immigrants and The Night Bears. 
 
Disciplines: Puppetry, Theater, Film, Prop Design, Art Direction, Education

The Dalí Project

In the most imaginative manner, Salvador Dalí represents to us how one person’s vision can actually 
change the entire world around them. Through his relationships, philosophies, behavior, and his 
artwork itself, Dalí constructed the landscape of his dreams into his everyday existence. Through our 
dramatic impersonation of Dalí, we create a physical portal that Dalí can access, further blurring the 
lines between his subconscious and reality, and enabling him to coexist simultaneously within both 
worlds. Using puppetry amidst a multimedia landscape, The Dalí Project transports the audience from 
a contemporary reality into a blurred world of fantastical creatures and deep underlying messages. 
Our multimedia approach mirrors Dalí’s multifarious methods of art making—we utilize puppetry 
(Bunraku, Rod, Shadow, and more), physical theater, projection design, found objects, transformable 
set design, and exploratory soundscapes to play alongside Dalí’s fantastical imagination, inspiring and 
challenging our very perception of reality.

Keywords: Salvador Dalí, Puppetry, Projection, Multimedia, Art, Surrealism

Production History: Dixon Place (2009), Theater for the New City (2010), St. Ann’s Warehouse 
(2010), Detroit Institute of Arts (2012)

Video: http://vimeo.com/puppetjunction/daliprojectteaser
 
Contact: info@puppetjunction.com

Website: http://puppetjunction.com

@PuppetJunction

http://www.facebook.com/puppetjunction
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Rachel Hynes (Washington DC, USA) 
Experimental theatre artist Rachel Hynes specializes in site-specific performance works, modern 
multi-disciplinary storytelling pieces and dark cabaret. Her work combines poetic imagery with a 
wry sense of humor in order to welcome, move, tease, provoke, surprise and entertain her audiences. 
Self-described as ‘the most sincere con-woman in the United States,’ she trades in polarities, bouncing 
between the epic to the intensely intimate and believes that performance should be visceral and 
affecting, by any means necessary. Rachel has created ritual spaces in a condemned flat in London, 
trans-atlantic performances via skype in On the Boards’ Northwest New Works Series (Seattle),  Oscar 
Wilde adaptations in Ontological-Hysteric’s Incubator Series (New York) and complete mayhem 
as a costumed character known only as Bossy Fat Sack of Shit on the streets of the business district 
(Washington DC). Rachel co-founded and was co-Artistic Director of avant garde theatre group 
Helsinki Syndrome for five years, with whom she created, directed and performed in more than twelve 
original works. Her solo storytelling shows include ‘Tale of a Tiger, A Truthful Fairytale’ and ‘You 
Have Made a Story on My Skin’, a show about scars. She is currently developing ‘Half Life, A Zombie 
Love Story for No One.’ Rachel trained at the London International School of Performing Arts and 
received her MFA from Naropa University in Lecoq-based Actor-created Theatre. 
 
Disciplines: Experimental Theatre, Devised Theatre, Site-Specific, Storytelling

You Have Made a Story on My Skin

In my 37 years, I have 27 scars on my body, each one with a different story attached, from the 
extraordinary to the mundane. After my first big accident, I used to tell my scars, ‘you have made a 
story on my skin,’ and in their sum total, these marks make up a life, from cooking to loving, from 
sibling rivalry to childhood illnesses, from the mysterious to the miraculous. Scars are both public 
and intimate and people telling me their own scar stories let me touch them without me having to ask 
first; it is an understanding, rather than a transgression. The audience is shown into the performance 
space and are given a cup of tea, a map of my body with all the scars numbered and sit in a semi-
circle. Audience members choose a scar and I tell the story of how I got it, audience is invited to ask 
questions, to touch the scar, to show me one of their own. My own stories are interspersed with songs, 
poems and scientific facts about scars. Each show can only accommodate five or six scar stories, so 
each one is different and is allowed to be the culmination of whatever stories take place: funny, sad, 
loving, unusual, but never boring. Afterwards, audience members can write down their own stories, 
record them on their smart phones and upload them or have pictures taken.

Keywords: Scars, Storytelling, Interactive, Devised, Body

Production History: Sydney Harman Hall Happenings Series (Washington DC), The Cut @ The 
Young Vic (London)
 
Contact: rhhynes@gmail.com

Website: http://about.me/rachelhynes

@thegulaggirls

https://www.facebook.com/rachel.hynes.16
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Rae Goodwin (Lexington, Ky, USA) 
I am committed to an expanded practice that examines aspects of maternal ancestry and lineage 
as it influences the construction of identity, along with gender-based assumptions about freedom, 
the unknown and communication.  Working in performance, dialogical practice, photography and 
sculpture allows a flexibility in composing the gestures and language in the work and leaves space in 
the form for my strategy of asking for help or support.  Sometimes this support comes in the form 
of community drawing projects, other times I request individuals to intervene in an action that 
completes, or creates the performance itself.  I received an MFA from Winthrop University and have 
shown work at the Atlanta Contemporary Art Center, McColl Center for Visual Art, Dimanche 
Rouge in Paris, 10/12 Gallery in Brussels, defibrillator gallery, SUPERNOVA festival and other 
venues.  I build relationships with Grandmothers, elders in society, as a dialogical practice and revisit 
communities like Marnay-sur-Seine, France to continue my work with the women in a given place.  I 
also work in academia, as the Director of Art Foundations (our first year program) at the University of 
Kentucky. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Dialogical, Community Engagement, Interventions

a little teacup holds up the entire world

We all stand on their shoulders, the shoulders of our Grandmothers.  The teacup, as a metaphor 
for Grandmother is gently placed on the floor, sidewalk or piazza to be stood upon, fragile yet very 
strong.  It is impossible to balance upon this cup alone and in asking for support from others I engage 
them in a poetic dialog, verbal and non-verbal about ancestry, support and strength.  I believe all 
grandmothers are super-heroes and we need to celebrate their strengths! I honor them by coordinating 
parades where the public can celebrate their lives fully lived, by working with them in a dialogical 
practice and by immersing myself in metaphoric actions associated with ancestry.  For me the term 
Grandmother is a term of respect offered to any woman who has lived fully, whether a Grandmother 
of a neighborhood, of animals, of plants, of children... She is a little teacup that holds up the entire 
world.

Keywords: Grandmothers, Teacups, Performance, Maternal Ancestry, Help

Production History: BIPAF, Brooklyn International Performance Art Festival, sign 6 in Brussels, 
Tuska Gallery in KY, interventions in Sardinia, CAMAC in France,

Video: https://vimeo.com/70257634
 
Contact: goodwinrae@gmail.com

Website: http://raegoodwin.com

https://www.facebook.com/goodwin.rae
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Raquel Cion (NYC, USA) 
Hailed by the New York Times as ‘half witch and half cabaret performer,’ Performer/Chanteuse Raquel 
Cion has worked extensively for the theatre in such legendary downtown NYC venues as New York 
Theatre Workshop, The Kitchen, The Culture Project, HERE, Abrons Art Center, Ensemble Studio 
Theatre, Fez and Dance Theatre Workshop. Ms. Cion has also worked in in Paris, Russia and the Bay 
Area. Recognition for her work includes a Dramalogue Award for Charles Mee Jr.’s Orestes, as well as 
a Bay Area Theatre Critic’s Circle Award for the interdisciplinary work Bake Sale with the Bay Area 
theatre company, The Fifth Floor. Recent projects include: Gilding the Lonely: An Evening of Cabaret 
(Writer/Performer)-Joe’s Pub at the Public Theater, Dixon Place; Nora Woolley’s HIP (Director), IRT 
Theater; Kim Katzberg’s DARKLING (Director) -IRT Theater, CATCH Performance Series at the 
Bushwick Starr; Lysistrata, La MaMa, Etc.; Fête (Writer/Performer), Midtown International Theatre 
Festival; Cou-Cou Bijoux: Pour Vous (Writer/Performer); Galapagos Art Space, Dixon Place; with 
Andrea Kleine Dance and Performance: Rationality (A Virtual Performance) and Memoir, LMCC 
Swing Space; Nora Woolley and Christine Witmer’s Selling Splitsville (Director), undergroundzero 
Festival at PS 122; Lisa Ramirez’s Exit Cuckoo (Associate Director), The Working Theater; Art Of 
Memory, Company SoGoNO, 3LD Art and Technology Center; with Glen Rumsey Dance Project 
...ignored in my heaven (redux), Location One; Little Virtue - Danspace Project. Raquel performs 
monthly in the Obie Award winning The Secret City with The Secr 
 
Disciplines: Actor, Singer, Theatre, Dance/Theatre, Playwright, Performance

Gilding the Lonely: An Evening of Cabaret

Raquel Cion’s Gilding the Lonely: An Evening of Cabaret, (directed by Amanda Duarte, running 
time: 90 mins) delivers glitter, gravel, guts, and grace while delicately holding the hearts of her 
audience in her very capable hands.   Amidst personal stories of dating, a failed marriage, a little 
neurology and how a blown light-bulb can spark an existential crisis, Gilding the Lonely chips away 
at the fantasies and realities of our shared human condition and takes you on an unexpected journey 
that is intoxicating, hysterical and filled with pathos - and we do mean that in full Greek Realness. 
Cion and her extraordinary band kick at the wall of lonely while kicking out the jams. ‘There’s no 
reason sexy chanteuse Raquel Cion should be lonely any longer. Her Gilding the Lonely is an intimate 
portrait of longing that deserves to be seen by many.’ ~Mark Rifkin, Editor, This Week In New 
York. ‘Gilding the Lonely was a unique experience for me. Raquel was the one singing the songs and 
telling the stories, but the vulnerability she expressed was so authentic as to be universal. She erased 
the boundary between herself and me (as audience member). I certainly could identify.’ ~Christina 
Knight, Managing Editor, NYC-ARTS

Keywords: Cabaret, Performance, Singer, Band, Latenight, Chanteuse

Production History: Joe’s Pub at Public Theater, Dixon Place

Video: www.youtube.com/user/rcion
 
Contact: raquel@raquelcion.com

Website: http://raquelcion.com

@raquelcion

https://www.facebook.com//public/Raquel-Cion
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Remote Control Tomato (Detroit, USA) 
An initiative of Spread Art, Remote Control Tomato is the collaborative performance work of 
Thomas Bell and Christina deRoos creating site-specific, immersive environments. Mixing a variety 
of technologies, performances often rely on improvisation and invite public participation. Remote 
Control Tomato is currently producing a series of 20 minute works that explores; advertising, 
surveillance, capitalism, the prison industrial complex, social justice and other relevant social issues.  
‘Do You Know You’re Being Recorded’, ‘Con(text)’, ‘Crapitalism’, and ‘USA Patriot Act(ion)’ are 
the first in the series. Thomas is a sonic, visual and multimedia artist, with practices in performance 
collaboration and community development in the arts. Integrating mediums across artistic platforms 
is a primary focus of his work. Christina is a visual artist (mixed media, multimedia, installation, 
performance) whose work lies at the intersection of art and activism. She frequently performs 
with experimental musicians & performance artists to improvise integrated sound and visual 
landscapes. Spread Art is a ‘by artists, for artists’ grassroots nonprofit organization with a focus on 
experimentation and innovation led by Co-Directors, Thomas Bell and Christina deRoos.  Spread Art 
presents multidisciplinary art events supporting work that pushes creative boundaries, incorporates 
technology, invites public participation, and/or explores immediately-relevant social themes. Spread 
Art also maintains a residency program that offers innovative artists housing, work space, and 
exhibition opportunities. 
 
Disciplines: Video, Sound, Performance, Multi-Media, Installation

Crapitalism

‘Crapitalism’ is a multi-media performance which explores American Capitalism’s historic generosity 
to the 1% through genocide, slavery and the prison industrial complex.  The visuals consisted of 
Christina deRoos projecting a real time mix of found images related to the United States’ history 
of genocide, slavery and the prison industrial complex as well as images reflecting the myth of  
‘American Dream.’  In addition to these visuals with various effects mixed through Isadora, a live 
video feed was incorporated with a video delay to include video feedback with multiple images of the 
performer arriving over 5 to 10 second intervals.  Thomas Bell created live sound loops via a circuit 
bent keyboard and Kaoss pad running through various sound effects, delay pedals and samplers while 
performing choreographed movements at various distances between the projector and the projection 
wall.   Dressed from head to toe in white ‘demolition’ hooded coveralls, goggles and white dusk 
mask, Thomas’ movements while along the wall blended in with the projection, making him barely 
discernible.  In contrast, the shadows cast from the projector as Thomas moved away from the wall 
were incorporated into the overall visual element of the work, especially with the live video feed 
and delay. The set included yellow ‘caution/cuidad’ tape defining the performance area, circuit bent 
keyboard and effects atop a white plinth, sound effects mounted on the floor, and an American Flag 
sculpture wrapped in white holiday lights set on top of hay bale.

Keywords: Technology, Detroit, Performance, Multi-Media, Video, Sound

Production History: Detroit Contemporary, Detroit MI

Video: http://vimeo.com/55678947
 
Contact: info@spreadart.org

Website: http://www.spreadart.org

@spread_art

https://www.facebook.com/spreadart
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Renegade Performance Group/André M. Zachery 
(Brooklyn, USA) 
André M. Zachery is from Chicago, IL and graduated from the Ailey - Fordham BFA program in 
2005.  He is currently enrolled at Brooklyn College in the Performance & Interactive Media Arts 
MFA program.  His dance and performance career has included working with Elisa Monte Dance 
Company, Miller-Rothlein (MIRO), Nathan Trice/RITUALS, CeDeCe (Portugal), Compagnie 
THOR (Belgium), Irish Modern Dance Theatre (Ireland), and the National Broadway Tour of AIDA.  
Through Renegade Performance Group, his choreography has been presented in New York City at 
venues such as Harlem Stage, Dixon Place, LIU-Kumble Theater, The Ailey/Citigroup Theater, the 
Merce Cunningham Dance Space, and The Brooklyn Museum to name a few. Nationally he has 
presented work at Florida A & M University, Florida State University, LIFT (Atlanta), The Ruth Page 
Theater and the DuSable Museum (Chicago); and internationally, RPG has performed in Portugal.  
His works have also received favorable reviews from Jennifer Dunning (New York Times) and Walter 
Rutledge (Harlem World Press).  André has led classes and workshops in New York City, Chicago, 
Tallahassee, Mexico City, Edinburgh (Scotland), Alcobaça (Portugal), and Brussels (Belgium).  André 
self-describes his work as ‘rugged yet subliminal’, creating a performance experience of dynamic 
physicality and poignant use of aesthetic materials re-mapping space.  His interests in collaboration, 
using and making sound, visuals, and the body in projects rest in the desire to push art and 
performance across boundaries and re-imagine notions of culture, identity, and value. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance Art, Inter-Disciplinary, Multimedia, Collaboration, Film

I Want to Give You Something Beautiful

‘I Want to Give You Something Beautiful’ is a deconstruction of maleness, blackness, and redefining 
the relationship within various contexts.  The work was made as an answer to my questioning of 
self-worth in returning to the US from living in Europe two years, being in the middle of a divorce, 
and the image of ‘the male’ (specifically black male) in popular culture.  Audience experiences self 
imposed expositions humor, uncomfortable images and body actions, and ultimately a mess on stage 
considered as a ‘beautiful’ gift.

Keywords: Humor, Grits, Dance, Deconstruction, Media

Production History: Dixon Place, National Black Theatre of Harlem

Video: https://vimeo.com/34008097
 
Contact: renegadepg@gmail.com

Website: http://www.renegadepg.com

@renegadepg

https://www.facebook.com/RPGbrooklyn
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RoseAnne Spradlin / Performance Projects  
(NYC, USA) 
My dance performance work offers a challenging inquiry into the phenomenology of the 
contemporary body/mind; I’m interested in bringing raw immediacy and penetrating observation 
to the creation of real-time theatrical events.  My work abounds in paradox; I have a formalist’s 
love of minimalist vocabularies, yet there is also an extravagance of sensibility in my overarching 
compositional strategies and in my view of the body.  I’ve often used nudity as a key element; how 
both audiences and performers deal with the confrontation of nakedness onstage has been a major 
captivation in my work.  For me nakedness always takes on multiple psycho-social and existential 
meanings alongside its purely formal stance and its plainly erotic or sensual appeal.  As an artist, 
I’m interested in forging new relationships in the force-field that is a dance. RoseAnne Spradlin has 
shown her work in experimental venues in New York City and in London, Vienna and the west 
coast of the U.S.  She has taught in festivals and programs in Berlin, Vienna, London, Paris, Brussels 
and in Tinos, Greece. In 2003 she received a BESSIE award for her choreography and in 2007 
was named a Guggenheim Fellow.  She received the three-year Lambent Fellowship in 2006-2008 
and an Artist Award from the Foundation for Contemporary Arts in 2007.  Spradlin was awarded 
NYFA Fellowships in Choreography in 1998, 2006 and 2013, and BUILD grants five times between 
2000-2011.  She has received multiple production grants from the MAP Fund and from the Jerome 
Foundation.  Next year she hopes to travel and teach in China. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance, Live Music, Video, Film

beginning of something

I made this work because I wanted to experience these four particular dancers flying through space 
and moving from instinct; I also wanted to explore something about the nature of femaleness.  A third 
motivating thread had to do with something I had read about the psychology of performance called 
‘eating the death cookie.’  ‘Eating the death cookie’ obviously has to do with taking a risk; I think 
the basic idea is - can the performer find a way to eat the death cookie and not actually die?  And 
then just from my own psychology I knew I wanted to work with trying to bring something I have a 
very strong feeling about into communication with something that’s really like a black hole – a dark 
and empty place where there’s some kind of gap in consciousness.  I always want to work in those 
dark gaps.  So that’s how I started.  I also had a very complex piece of music, Krzysztof Penderecki’s 
Concerto per Viola et Orchestra, that I wanted to use; and then I had a piece of pop music from the 
60’s, Burt Bacharach’s Don’t Make Me Over, in both vocal and instrumental versions.  Right away I 
wanted to put the four dancers up on a platform, so that they would be dancing above the eye level 
of the audience. I heard from numerous people who’ve watched the work that the performance feels 
like an ordeal for the audience, but a very satisfying ordeal.  The New York Times critic Brian Seibert 
called ‘beginning of something’ a ‘feverishly exciting work.’  The work contains extended passages of 
full nudity.  The choreography is inventive and fresh; the dancing is first-rate.

Keywords: Dance, Performance, Live Music, Nudity, Penderecki, Pop

Production History: Chocolate Factory and New York Live Arts in New York City

Video: https://vimeo.com/55168632
 
Contact: roseanne.spradlin@gmail.com

Website: http://roseannespradlin.com

@RoseAnneSP

https://www.facebook.com/
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Royal Osiris Karaoke Ensemble (Brooklyn, USA) 
Royal Osiris Karaoke Ensemble (Tei Blow and Sean McElroy) work with video,  sound, and 
performers to create installation-based performances.  The ensemble uses VHS tapes and the internet  
to create multidisciplinary shows centered around the re-performance of  media archives of human 
experience. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Video, Sound, Installation, Karaoke, Theater

Everything One in the Disc of the Sun

In Everything One in the Disc of the Sun, three gold-clad Osirian priests gather at an Egypt-themed 
karaoke bar to re-perform songs and video clips from the lexicon of self-help.  Under the glow of an 
LED pyramid, Royal Osiris Karaoke Ensemble sings, chants, and recites forgotten hits from the VHS 
vaults of gurus, cult leaders, corporate speakers, and extraterrestrial mediums, accompanied by original 
songs and video collages.   The audience sits beneath the LED pyramid with the ensemble, taking part 
in song, drinking ceremonies, ritual fist-pounds, hugs, and handshakes as the performers re-perform 
fragments of text from found media in a form of ritual sermon.

Keywords: Pyramid, Cult, Performance, Karaoke, Ritual, Party

Production History: The James A Farley Post Office,  JACK, Arts@Rennaisance, Aunts, Prelude13, 
Kate Werble Gallery

Video: https://vimeo.com/63045146
 
Contact: info@royalosiris.com

Website: http://royalosiris.com

@royalosiris

https://www.facebook.com/royalosiris
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Runn Shayo (Brooklyn, USA) 
I am an environmental site specific performance and film artist. I use film and video to create 
installations, combining multiple channel video projections with live art. My background as a dancer 
and an actor in theater and film influences my work for the screen. I graduated from a performance 
arts conservatory back in my native Tel Aviv in 1992, and in New York, from the HB studios in 
2002 specializing in physical theater. I have performed in dance and theater groups in New York and 
internationally ever since.  Since 2006, I am a self-taught video/film-maker, and I have been creating 
my own work I define as ‘Environmental Site Specific Performance art and film.’ It explores the 
environmental aspects of landscapes through filmed performances. These works have been exhibited 
in Festivals, as the Mix experimental Queer Film Festival in New York, The Dance on Camera Festival 
New York, and Helsinki, Finland, 3rd world in Brooklyn, as well as in art galleries as Vox Populi, 
Grizzly-Grizzly in Philadelphia, AMP in Provincetown and the Todd James Gallery, Provincetown 
Town Hall festival, and others.  I started to explore new ways to move my body after I was diagnosed 
with Lyme in 2010, which affected my ability to move and dance. I studied Butoh with Yukio 
Wagouri, who is a disciple of Hijikata, the founder of the Butoh, which helped me to reinvent my 
physical body and my creative process, it was a perfect form to use in my new work and it inspired me 
to create a unique language that resulted in a series performances, characters, and video installations. 
 
Disciplines: Performance And Video Installation

The performer is not present.

I made it because I wanted to feel my audience’s hands on my body. It’s about Permission( the kind 
we give our selves to make a change,)  it’s about Trust, and it’s about Community.   In this work, 
the audience member is the artist. The performer, is not present, although he does donate his body, 
the way people donate their bodies to science after they die. The audience, uses various art supply, 
markers, paint, chaine beads, stickers, bobble guns, shaving cream, hair sprays, cameras, recording 
devices, and so forth...to create the creature and the story.

Keywords: Performance Art, Installation, Video Projection, Art Materials, Gallery Style Standing.

Production History: The Provincetown Town Hall 10 day arts festival.
 
Contact: runnshayo@gmail.com

Website: http://runshayo.com

@RunnShayo

https://www.facebook.com/runnshayo
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Ryan David O’Byrne (NYC, USA) 
Ryan David O’Byrne is a New York based artist working in performance, photography, and visual 
art. A graduate of The Juilliard School’s Drama division, his work experiments with the collision of 
classical material and contemporary modes of performance, submitting each to the other, thereby 
creating dance, theatre, and portraiture. At the center of the work is a desire to reconstruct theatrical 
elements while maintaining a fidelity to form. Thematically, the work seeks to give expression to a 
death drive — a desire for the disappearance of the subject — through intrusions of ‘the real’ that 
disrupt and disorient the spacetime of performance. It is likewise concerned with the dissolution 
of gender and my personal mythology surrounding the number 13. O’Byrne makes work that 
organizes a shift in reality, a redistribution of the sensible that energizes the space and spectator with 
supernatural vibrations. He has performed in New York at MoMA PS1 (with Ann Liv Young), Joe’s 
Pub, La MaMa Experimental Theatre Club, Dixon Place, Arts @ Renaissance, Culturefix, and The 
Culture Project.  For over two years, Ryan has been working on a large-scale series of self portraits 
entitled SOON WE’LL ALL BE GHOSTS.  He is the recipient of the Michel and Suria Saint Denis 
Prize for Leadership in Drama, The Goldman Fellowship, The Jerome L. Greene Fellowship, and The 
Gluck Community Service Fellowship.  He is also a founding member of The Arusha Arts Initiative, 
a community outreach residency at The Umoja Center in Arusha, Tanzania, and is a 2013-2014 
MAKEHOUSE Artist in Residence. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Performance, Photography, Video

LIFE OR DEATH OR SOMETHING: ALL THAT REMAINS

Through movement, song, text, through technological manipulation, intervention, architecture, and 
design, LIFE OR DEATH OR SOMETHING constructs fragments borne of the collision of the 
classical and the avant-garde. Developed out of O’Byrne’s hostility toward the conventions of his 
traditional training, the work stages the conflict between the classical and the contemporary as both 
an intra-subjective and interdisciplinary struggle. ALL THAT REMAINS (Part II of the series) is 
a choreographic archive of improvised material. The performance presents the artist’s experiments 
with traditional material (i.e. Chekhovian language) and experimental procedures (i.e. the use of 
voice recognition technology). The text, sourced from THE SEAGULL and manipulated through 
voice recognition software, disorients and unhinges Chekhov’s language. This direct intervention on 
the language represents the kind of alchemical procedure that is at the heart of much of O’Byrne’s 
work. The work takes place within an antechamber, which forms a kind of container around which 
the spectator orbits.  The movement of the piece works through exhaustion, deconstructing elements 
of vogue and taking the artist to the limit of endurance. The neo-Chekhovian language works to 
dismantle the piece until it dissolves altogether. The work ultimately aims to bring about something 
sacred — to share with the spectator the experience of an obscured communication, at once ancient 
and contemporary.

Keywords: Performance, Dance, Queer, Theatre

Production History: Dixon Place, Arts @ Renaissance, MAKEHOUSE

Video: https://vimeo.com/ryandavidobyrne
 
Contact: ryandavidobyrne@gmail.com

Website: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ryan-David/405436979538568?ref=hl

@ryandavidobyrne

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ryan-David/405436979538568?ref=hl
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Samantha Johns & George McConnell  
(Minneapolis / Tallahassee, USA) 
Samantha Johns makes work based on her ability to understand what is needed in a given situation. 
She is beginning to understand her huge dependence on set systems. She comes from theatre and 
marching band and love. With other humans, she builds work that is often in response to theatre and 
marching band and love.  George McConnell is a performance practitioner/scholar who understands 
doing as thinking and thinking as doing.  His research explores the creative link between stupidity 
as a mode of continuous thought and process-driven contemporary devised performance.  The 
performances he makes have directly influenced his research and his research has directly influenced 
the performances he makes.  He has a passing interest in marching bands, but feels pretty responsive 
to theatre and love. Samantha Johns and George McConnell have been collaborating artistically for 
over six years. Johns holds a BA in Theatre Arts from the University of Minnesota, where McConnell 
earned his PhD in Theatre Historiography. Their pieces are often radical in content and form, and 
frequently housed in non-theatrical spaces. They produce work in Minneapolis MN, Tallahassee FL, 
and anywhere else people will let them. You should know... It was made for you. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Design, Dance, Theatre, Movement, Image.

SNOWFUCK

SNOWFUCK is a swarm of winter and fucking and calmness. It is an ice box that you want to be 
in, for a long while. It isn’t about something, but it is something.   SNOWFUCK is an hour long 
non-narrative theatrical performance  that explores desire in many of its manifestations,  and the 
longing associated with the dead of winter.   The stillness of a couple sitting at a table eating oatmeal  
is intimately linked to the fury of a blizzard just on the other side of the window.   The hush of a 
winter landscape allows the cries of passionate lovemaking  to resonate and echo into the snow-laden 
night.   Also, there is ice and snow and such. ‘SNOWFUCK [...] employed physical impulsivity in its 
unabashed spirit of play and body exploration. The ensemble perpetrates (multiple) group orgasms, 
makes out with ice, and one-by-one tells audience members eye-to-eye what fucking them is like. 
The group orgasms’ beauty lay not in bawdiness, but in an innocent testament to what someone else’s 
privacy looks, sounds and feels like [...] SNOWFUCK has its own peculiar logic.  It makes sense on 
its own terms [...] It feels like a small miracle.  I feel the urge to find someone and tell them about this 
miracle. Unfortunately, trying to describe this miracle is kind of like describing colors to the blind.’  
--Ben McGinley. MN Playlist Best of 2011-2012

Keywords: Snow, Fuck, Intimacy, Masterbation, Frozen, Stillness

Production History: 1211 N. Washington Ave. Mpls, MN

Video: https://vimeo.com/77228593
 
Contact: john6385@gmail.com

Website: http://evenifwenever.weebly.com
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Sara Schnadt (Los Angeles, USA) 
Sara Schnadt explores technology in her work both as subject and media. Her installations and 
performances use found objects, interactivity, spatial illusions, and movement derived from common 
gestures. Much of her work involves representations or data that translate large quantities of socially 
resonant information into poetic forms, including data visualization. Schnadt often performs within 
accompanying sculptural environments, or sites works within functioning everyday spaces, attempting 
to articulate the personal within virtual and technological innovation.  Sara’s practice is informed 
by her work as a data visualization designer and technology project manager for large data-rich civic 
web projects. Often ‘at the table’ at a range of national and international forums for dialogue around 
pressing concerns for our technology moment, much of her work is motivated by a desire to translate 
this vantage point into tangible material and live experiences.  Sara Schnadt’s projects include: 
‘Drafting Universes’ at Perform Chinatown and Adjunct Positions in LA, ‘Travelogue’ at Torrance 
Art Museum; MCA Chicago’s ‘12x12: New Artists New Work’ and ‘Without You I Am Nothing: 
Interactions’, Hyde Park Art Center, ‘Site Unseen’ Performance Festival, (all in Chicago); ‘Spatial 
City, An Architecture of Idealism’ at MOCAD Detroit; ‘Travel Patterns’ at Counterpath in Denver; 
and ‘Exchange Rate’ public projection series in LA and NY; ‘Upgrade! - Chain Reaction’ in Skopje, 
Macedonia; ‘Upgrade! Soft Borders’ in Sao Paulo, Brazil; CINEA Paris; FreeManifesta, Frankfurt; and 
the Busan Biennale. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Installation

Drafting Universes, 2013

‘Drafting Universes’ is a process-based performance that also takes the form of an installation. 
Through repeated gestures that represent creation, explosion, and removal, Schnadt scatters hundreds 
of tiny metal nuts over a floor grid. Schnadt’s grid implies a field of measurement that when filled 
with metal ‘stars’ approximates the experience of looking at the night sky, amplified by the illusion of 
infinite space created by surrounding mirrored walls. Through her simultaneously clinical, absurd, and 
evocative gestures, Schnadt considers the diligence, imagination, and hubris of the scientific process 
as it tries to define the unknown. This new version, sited in a former garage, emphasizes the personal 
vision, effort and ethos of experimentation that drive scientific discovery.

Keywords: Astronomy, Experimentation, Duration, Task, Ritual, Absurdity

Production History: NEXT Art Fair, Chicago, Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, 6018 
North, Chicago, Perform Chinatown, Los Angeles, Adjunct Positions, Los Angeles
 
Contact: s.schnadt@gmail.com

Website: http://saraschnadt.com

@SaraSchnadt
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Sarah Muehlbauer (Philadelphia, USA) 
Sarah trained formally as a visual artist (MFA Tyler School of Art), and also studied gymnastics 
from an early age. A perpetual writer, she combines a love of words with the dynamic, visceral 
communication of acrobatics and aesthetic practice. Her solo performative work explores the mind/
body, psycho/spiritual divide with a focus on ecology, radical freedom, and personal responsibility in 
collective action.  Sarah’s work can be adapted for both gallery installation and theater. As her most 
recent projects suggest, she creates as an independent performer and curator, producing under the title 
‘LIONORFOX’— while also happily collaborating with other artists and companies. Most recently 
she pursued mentorship under Yaron Lifschitz from Circa Contemporary Circus (Brisbane, AU), 
and performed aerials in a Philadelphia Fringe Festival show headed by Pantea Productions. Over the 
years, she has shown nationally in formal art venues such as the Smithsonian (Washington, D.C.) and 
Crane Arts (Philadelphia, PA). Her current project ‘OAK’ is in development for premier early 2014. 
 
Disciplines: Visual Art, Contemporary Circus, Curatorial Practice

OAK (2014), WAMB (2012)

OAK is a performance and companion publication exploring the dynamics of solidarity and mutual 
support through poetic, symbolic, and scientific example. As it’s namesake, oak trees represent a 
natural ideal – organisms that balance individual and collective growth through grafted roots and 
shared vascular systems. At the same time, trees are symbolically revered for their singularity and 
commitment to developing their own form. Each ring and scar tells the story of a tree’s unique 
life-path and insistence on being. Oak puts a natural metaphor in human terms, responding to 
the writing of transcendental naturalist Henry Thoreau, and poet, novelist, and painter Herman 
Hesse—through writing, acrobatics, and art.  WAMB (Wind at my Back) is a 55-minute ensemble 
piece using a unique curatorial structure. Multi-author narrative tells the story of a character on a 
Jungian investigation on the concept of ‘home’. The piece includes an original soundtrack narrated by 
Muehlbauer with music composed by avant-pop electronic duo Gemini Wolf. Artistic contributions 
made by Broken Arrow Workshop, Emily Davidson, Jovana Sarver, and Lindsay Wallace. Original 
cast and choreography: Sarah Muehlbauer, Rose Bonjo, Meg Skill, Jackie Zalewski, Niff Nichols, Peter 
Smith.

Keywords: Contemporary Circus, Visual Theater, Curatorial Practice

Production History: OAK (TBD), WAMB (The Hatchatory, Philadelphia, PA)
 
Contact: lionorfox@gmail.com

Website: http://lionorfox.com

@lionorfox

https://www.facebook.com/lionorfox
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Seth Eisen/Eye Zen Presents (San Francisco, USA) 
I am a San Francisco-based artist creating a hybrid of live performance and visual media as a vehicle 
to broaden human perspectives and effect social change. I performed as a member of the Butoh 
companies Harupin–Ha and Ink Boat from 1994-99. From 2000-10 I toured with Keith Hennessy 
and Circo Zero across the US and Europe. My solo performances and installation projects have been 
featured in the San Francisco Bay Area at The Oakland Museum of California, Yerba Buena Center, 
as well as being presented in art spaces on both coasts.  In 2007 I founded the company Eye Zen 
Presents, producing performance and visual art projects investigating the traditions of Queer history 
and aesthetics, forging links from past to present Queer culture. My current work is focused on 
recovering the lost history of Queer ancestors whose lives have been erased from the historical record.  
My work engenders an aesthetic that communicates across multiple genres and frameworks, blurring 
boundaries and expanding the dialogue between disciplines. The performative: Butoh, drag, live 
music, physical theater and circus is fused with visual media: video, animation, puppetry, costume, 
installation and fetish object. I fuse the media of radio, stage and film with the present obsessions with 
social technology. I am interested in places where shadow puppetry and animation meet the artifice of 
drag and the movements of Butoh merge with the altered-state of live music. By reclaiming the stories 
and traditions of Queer culture past and present, my work is a beacon of human resilience for future 
generations. 
 
Disciplines: Physical Theater, Circus, Puppetry, Drag, Cabaret, Video

Blackbird: Honoring a Century of Pansy Divas

San Francisco Bay Guardian describes Blackbird as  ‘a rollicking and poignant act of resurrection, 
insurrection, and homage.’  This solo performance directed by Brian Freeman (Pomo Afro Homos) 
is ‘a completely unexpected journey through some vibrant underground queer history.’ The Pansy 
Craze sensation of the 1930’s swept the nation, delivering queer cabaret in all its splendor. Led 
posthumously by the grandfather of the pansy movement Jean Malin, Blackbird serenades you 
into an illicit journey that stitches together songs and stories of the struggles and triumphs of seven 
international gay artists who found radical ways to counter the severe repression of their eras. Join 
the questionably gay Danny Kaye; Tommy Dee of Polk street sleaze; Disco diva, Sylvester; Klaus 
Nomi, the operatic New Wave siren; Brazil’s fey Ney Matogroso and Azis, the uproarious Bulgarian 
gender-bending singer, as they share their own extraordinary stories. Blackbird unfolds through an 
uproarious hybrid of live music and performance: physical theater, puppetry, aerial dance and video. 
From a prohibition speakeasy to the Borscht-Belt, from a Zen priest to a contemporary Bulgarian 
pop singer, Blackbird is a distinctive civil rights story revealing maverick performers who gave their 
new and idiosyncratic voice to the queer underground. Although their stories, cultures and eras differ 
widely, the characters share a common resilience and  determination to pursue their art in spite of the 
discrimination they often faced, whether they were gay, bi, trans, gypsy, Jewish or black.

Keywords: Queer History, Puppetry, Performance, Ritual, Circus, Drag

Production History: National Queer Arts Festival, Momma Calizo’s Voice Factory

Video: https://vimeo.com/16001865
 
Contact: seth@eyezen.org

Website: http://eyezen.org

https://www.facebook.com/EyeZen
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Shana Robbins (Atlanta, USA) 
I am an Atlanta-based artist who works with multidisciplinary processes that cross a spectrum of 
performance, drawing/painting, film, video, and installation. Over the past few years I have engaged 
in a variety of practices, rituals, and earth-based cosmologies that provide a recontextualization 
of human embodiment and time through shamanic worldviews. My work explores methods 
of movement and storytelling that pull from ancient narratives of birth, death, identity and 
transformation. Drawing on my experience with shamanic ceremonies that link the body with the 
Earth and engage roles of conduit and healer, I perform durational ritualized gestures in unique 
landscapes and installation spaces. My work is a layered conversation between experiential and 
visual art media--the works on paper serving as process materials, illustrations, and orphic maps for 
performance installations. Drawings/paintings, photographs, labor-intensive sculptural installations, 
and live and video performances in Iceland, Mexico, Costa Rica, Peru, and rural Georgia explore the 
tension between meditatively slow and sensual/erotic movements--a communing with and bodying 
forth of natural phenomena. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Butoh, Painting, Installation, Video/Film

Axis Mundi at Jökulsàrlón glacier lagoon

My performances are a co-creation with my environment, including cultural and social formations, 
and an attempt at re-patterning and repairing destabilized and damaged places. After studying Butoh 
movement over the years, this co-creation arrives naturally as a way of channeling and releasing a 
physical and energetic language or rhythm from the speechless domain. An ancestral dance—making 
the imperceptible visible.  Axis Mundi camouflages herself as an attempt to merge with or dissolve 
into a place or space and become more like an animal or plant--channeling and releasing physical 
and energetic transmissions from the speechless domain. The only audience for this piece was several 
swimming seals. It is experienced in exhibitions as a video projection and video installation.

Keywords: Shamanism, Ritual Theater, Eco-Spiritual Eroticism, Butoh

Production History: Atlanta Contemporary Art Center; Rowan University Art Gallery, New Jersey; 
Las Vegas Contemporary Arts Center; Monkeytown, Brooklyn; Mobius, Boston; Beta Pictoris, 
Birmingham; San Francisco Art Fair at the Pheonix Hotel; and Cultural Alliance of Long Beach, Los 
Angeles

Video: https://vimeo.com/73865085
 
Contact: shana.robbins@gmail.com

Website: http://www.shanarobbinsart.com

https://www.facebook.com/
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Sharon Mansur (Washington DC, USA) 
Sharon Mansur is a Washington, DC area based experimental contemporary dance artist whose work 
over the past twenty years has integrated choreographic and improvisational approaches, blending 
visual and visceral environments.  Her multi-layered performances and installations have been 
witnessed in theaters, galleries, parks, plazas, street corners, gardens, cafés, apartments, train stations, 
storefronts, fields, rivers and other venues throughout the U.S., in England, Argentina, Ireland and 
Mexico.  Improvisation as a research and performance practice is a focus, as well as themes concerning 
presence, identity, and perception. Her work has been supported by The John F. Kennedy Center 
for the Performing Arts, the Maryland State Arts Council, the Virginia Commission for the Arts, 
The Virginia Center for the Creative Arts, The Bossak-Heilbron Charitable Foundation, and the 
University of Maryland Creative and Performing Arts Award Program, among others.  Since 2002 
Sharon has loosely directed mansurdance, with several near and far flung movement, sound, light, 
visual and media-based collaborating artists.  .......... I make dances because that is the essential way I 
grapple with inherent mysteries and ambiguities in my life. I continually seek new and evolving ways 
to explore, ask questions, create and share art. What I find essential in my current creative practice~ 
~the fluidity and uncertainty of the moment  ~inhabiting the body and dwelling in environment   
~noticing what accumulates quietly over time  ~valuing what is seen and what is invisible to the eye 
but still palpable 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Contemporary Dance, Performance, Improvisation, Experimental Performance

residue

‘residue’ is a richly visual and poetically kinesthetic performative situation inspired by ‘pentimento’, an 
underlying trace image in a painting that has been covered over, reflecting the artist’s change of mind; 
and ‘engram’, the hypothetical way a memory is thought to be encoded in the brain.  A two-minute 
photo slideshow is continuously looped on nine iPads as a performance prelude shared with passersby 
throughout the theater lobby via chaperones.  Like a memory stuck on repeat, drifting in and out of 
focus, a mysterious figure in white appears and disappears. A solo is performed live with spontaneous 
choices unfolding within an evocative and fragile environment.  ‘residue’ subtly accumulates over 
time with remnants of memories past and potential futures.  residue embodies the vulnerable state 
between the acts of remembering and forgetting, a temporal state of curiosity, discovery and loss.  A 
haunting dulcimer, piano and paper sound score adds to the mingling of the ethereal and mundane, 
grace and awkwardness, lightness and weight.   A twenty-five foot long trail of tracing paper initially 
dragged through the audience to the stage, twelve pairs of shoes, a red purse, feathers, and an 
elaborately elegant paper dress comprise the visual landscape. Over time the environment decomposes, 
the dress decays and eventually is shredded completely to reveal an underlayer with an additional 
surprise.  Creation, visual environment and performance by Sharon Mansur, costume design by Aryna 
Petrashenko with Sharon Mansur, sound by Curt Seiss, lighting by Paul D. Jackson.

Keywords: Solo, Improvisation, Multimedia, Experimental

Production History: Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center, University of Maryland; MOBIUS Art 
Space, Cambridge, MA; Shepherdstown On Site Dance Festival, WV; SUPERNOVA Performance 
Art Festival, Rosslyn, VA

Video: http://vimeo.com/63010804
 
Contact: sharonmansur@hotmail.com

Website: http://www.mansurdance.com

https://www.facebook.com/
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Sheri Wills (NYC, USA) 
I explore half-seen imagery that disappears just before you might affix a firm meaning. A shadowy 
beam of light creates an illusion of life, conjuring visions of physicality and evoking strong emotions. 
But you can pass your hand through it. Cinema is at once a presence and an absence. Layers of dust 
and wax, bits of string, fragments of leaves and flowers are the materials I use and reuse in my work. 
In films, photograms, projections, sounds, and objects. While I work with contemporary technologies, 
I see my work in the tradition of women’s lap craft. I am drawn to that which is intimate, everyday 
and personal. Small stories, soon to be placed in a crowded shelf, impossible to find again. Though 
informed by history, nostalgia is not the strain of melancholy I weave into my work. Instead, I seek 
to move beyond the constrictions of the past - to succumb to the ecstasy of a fever dream, to dissolve 
into the light. 
 
Disciplines: Video Art, Projection, Live-Video Performance

Missa Propria

‘Missa Propria’ is a live-video performance in conjunction with a performance of composer, Jan 
Jirasek’s, piece of the same name  for chorus. The New York City choral group, KHORIKOS, 
performed the music for these two performances in May 2013. I interpret this music as a 
contemporary translation of the mass - a mass for the individual, or perhaps a mass for oneself. 
Every day, as I walked home from work, I would shoot video of the other people walking home, to 
the subway, shopping, talking with each other, looking at their mobile devices. When I dramatically 
slowed the footage down, the everyday walk home took on a transcendent quality I felt captured 
the abstract meaning in the music. This otherworldly quality was enhanced when I projected three 
separate images on scrims above and beyond the chorus, who were singing center stage. I perform the 
video in real-time, along with the musicians performing the music.

Keywords: Video Art, Choral Music, Czech, Contemporary Mass

Production History: Roulette, Brooklyn, NY; The Czech Center, New York City

Video: https://vimeo.com/69801020
 
Contact: sws@sheriwills.com

Website: http://sheriwills.com/

https://www.facebook.com/
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Soo K. Kim (NYC, USA) 
Soo K. Kim was born and raised in Seoul, Korea, and now lives and works in New York. She has 
shown her work in solo and group exhibitions in places include New York City, Seoul, Tokyo, 
Singapore and Berlin. Her work has been published in international publications. She has had work 
experience as a Designer for publications including Time Out New York magazine, and NY Daily 
News. While orchestrating multi-discipline works such as installation, performance, video, painting, 
drawing, text, and staged objects, I become a composer, and the world that I create, an uncanny 
place, where there is no sense of belonging to any specific place or time becomes my symphony. 
Text plays a quintessential role in my work. Having been sensitive to use of words and sentences, 
literature, especially poetry has been the biggest inspiration.  As I am in control of staging dialogue, 
text, characters, and objects up until certain point, once different elements are tossed in the air 
within a space, there is a moment when it gets out of hand. New stories or characters emerge and 
get intertwined on their own, giving the individual pieces a subtle narrative quality. The series as a 
whole is not based on any specific story, but it revolves around the central theme of ‘Interaction’. 
The moments captured are often silent and depict the subtle unspoken language that can occur in a 
single instant. Focus is to observe spaces between objects, or between the objects and their situated 
surroundings. 
 
Disciplines: Minimal, Conceptual, Text, Video, Performance, Multimedia

Cantabile

Everything started with the questioning of ‘As if..’. I created an intimate birthday party scene by 
composing arrangement of installation, staged objects, paintings, changing spotlights, characters, and 
stories. The space becomes a stage, where a new story, that is both narrative and abstract is created. 
The performance comprises of 3 phases. It explores the unspoken message between the original and 
the imitated using sound, changes of lights, the movements of the body and video cameras within 
the set. -As if.. by Soo Kim I painted a picture. It is a piano with a small blanket gently placed on it. 
It was an image that had been lingering in my head for a while. I started wondering ‘where does this 
image come from?’ I decided to actually create the scene from my painting into real life. I compare 
the original painting, and the artificial setting. And then.. When you called its name, a new meaning 
was layered in a second. I pretend, as if I didn’t know what the original meaning was. I unlearn, then 
I learn again. Celebrate, as if it was your birthday. Even if only for a day, You have every right to wish. 
As the candies fall down from the Piñata, your wish might come true

Keywords: Text, Minimal, Conceptual, Installation, Video, Multidisciplinary

Production History: The New York Public Library, Tompkins Square park

Video: https://vimeo.com/57564439
 
Contact: info@sookimart.com

Website: http://www.sookimart.com

https://www.facebook.com/
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Stefanie Weber/Creatures Of Habitat Physical  
Poetry Performance Project (Pittsfield, MA, USA) 
Stefanie Weber began the Creatures of Habitat Physical Poetry Performance Project in 2001 to 
artistically explore connections between behavior, environment and a collective psyche she believes 
humans share with the rest of nature. She premiered her underground-natured performance-art work 
with the evening length eco-feminist journey INDICATOR SPECIES  inspired by the habitats of 
nest, womb and earth in a barn deeply embedded in the woods of Western Massachusetts. Next was 
OSCHUN EXUVIA a public shedding of a goddess exoskeleton in a church that celebrated the 
detoxifying of a Superfund city and it’s river. HABITAT (DE)FRAGMENTATION followed taking 
place in transformed city restaurant ballrooms connecting roads to rhythms, creating corridors, 
linking separate worlds, illuminating mystery and feeding the eye a bittersweet candy that becomes a 
food for thought.  Weber’s most recent obsessive investigation, AUTO MOBILE BODY WORKS, 
follows her extremes suitably through the fasciation of: how a media-loaded body part tells a real 
story, metaphors that an unmoving moving vehicle can inspire, and paved habitats that require 
passing through to retain existence. Weber must create in order to survive and her work exhibits and 
highlights that need in all of us. It is action-based art: poems in physical form that include the bones 
of a collective moving dream. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Poetry, Video, Music, Movement, Theater

Auto Mobile Body Works

AUTO MOBILE BODY WORKS is space-specific adventure in action based art that both imagines 
and reveals an integration of human and auto bodies. The Creatures of Habitat Physical Poetry 
Public Performance Project utilize video projection, movement, music, and vehicles in outdoor paved 
spaces, parking garages, lots, abandoned industrial atmospheres and car wash bays to bring persistent 
metaphors to life. Sculptural regalia for all the bodies present transport the viewer into a mythical 
world of blurred lines between real and imagined. The audience are active participants traveling to 
four separate locations to view the work.  AUTO MOBILE BODY WORKS is like a breathing 
chapbook of individual physical poems that are bound together by a vocabulary versed in intimate 
texture, dystopian concept, female fierceness and cultural investigation. Original video by Stefanie 
Weber and Greylock Productions Choreography by Stefanie Weber and Creatures Sculptural regalia 
created by Stefanie Weber Music by Thomas White/Electric Soft Parade

Keywords: Public Art, Performance, Projection, Scenes, Theater, Dance

Production History: Cultural Councils of the City of Pittsfield, MA; Northampton, MA; and 
Greenfield, MA
 
Contact: stefanie@fertileuniverse.com

Website: http://www.fertileuniverse.com

https://www.facebook.com/COHfan/info
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Stephanie L.H. Ross (Pittsburgh, USA) 
I am performance artist born, raised, and based in Pittsburgh, PA. I received my BFA from Carnegie 
Mellon University in 2013, and have shown my work in Pittsburgh, New York, San Francisco, and 
Columbus.  Through costumed performance and drag interventions, my work queers femininity 
white critiquing femme archetypes and static sissy identity. I transform into imagined beings of 
multiple species, sexualities, and genders to convey the power of fluid identity and rejection of 
passing in radical queer politics. These monsters can be made of found brocade, wool felt, yarn, paper 
flowers, spandex, silicone, and taxidermy forms, among other materials. My body of work includes 
intervention works during museum openings, ‘drive-by’ monster-happenings in shopping districts,  
participation in shows at venues such as the Andy Warhol Museum and the Children’s Museum 
of Pittsburgh, and performances at cabarets and drag bars across the city; I am currently the only 
performing faux/bio-queen in Pittsburgh. In response to difficultly in having intimate encounters 
of the physical and emotion kind with others and a bias against femme-ness in the gay and lesbian 
communities of Pittsburgh, I make flamboyant, self-annihilating sissy-beasts who have no problem 
confronting and destroying that bias in a way that my human body cannot. In a sense, my work 
is about an ecstatic failure;  the monsters I make and perform as interact with my mostly human 
audiences, attempting to form alternative intimate relationships and bonds with them when my 
morphed body makes ‘normal’ interactions impossible. 
 
Disciplines: Drag, Costume-Making, Fursuiting, Burlesque, Interventionist

sweetlilsiss/suchagoodgirl

The sweetlilsiss project, spanning from September 2012 through May of 2013, was my first major 
foray into creating trans-human creatures that could adapt to being exhibited in galleries just as well 
as in nightclubs or on the streets. suchagoodgirl is inspired by the furry community, specifically about 
the controversy surrounding the sexualization of the human/animal hybrid personas, or ‘fursonas’, 
that members of this community take on. The character to come out of the project was a white female 
dog who also did burlesque; her movements were awkward and animal-like and she straddled between 
appearing ‘sexy’ to her human audience and playing with chew toys she pulled from her bras and 
asking for belly rubs. I often play with conflicting ideas in a single character and meshing/comparing/
contrasting/hybridizing them with each other, such as in this project the naive love of a dog for 
people and human desire.  The work exists as a cabaret-style burlesque routine (to songs like Lady is 
Tramp sung by Ella Fitzgerald and Every Woman by Chaka Khan), a walk-around costume in public, 
and as a series of photographs documenting the progression of of the striptease. The way in which is 
character is presented and presents herself allows for her to find an audience everywhere within a wide 
demographic. The costume also allows for the parts to be used in other performances and characters 
and is able to be completely dismantled.

Keywords: Burlesque, Transhumanisn, Fursuiting

Production History: Carnegie Mellon University (Pittsburgh, PA), VIA Festival (Pittsburgh, PA), 
Center for Sex and Culture (San Francisco, CA), Clarion University (Clarion, PA)

Video: https://vimeo.com/user14830996
 
Contact: slhross@gmail.com

Website: http://stephanielhross.com

@https://twitter.com/darla_lapiranha

https://www.facebook.com/slhross
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Sue Murad (Boston, USA) 
Sue Murad was born in New Hampshire in 1974. She attended the Massachusetts College of Art 
& Design and graduated in 1998 with Departmental Honors in Sculpture. She went on to form 
Orange, a six year art & design collaborative with Charity Malin working extensively with the Boston 
Public Libraries. During  2003, Sue orchestrated improvisational performances at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and in 2004 joined the performance art band, UV Protection, for which 
she won a Massachusetts Cultural Council award in Choreography. After a 3-year season of cross-
referencing ancient cultures, Sue created two large scale performances and a book from her studies. 
‘Figurative’ an undercover performance at the Museum of Fine Arts, ‘Buried- Funerals and other 
formal arrangements,’ at the historic Park Street Church, and a book titled Ruth.   In 2012 she created 
a performance with the sculpture of Antoniadis & Stone at Samson Projects, and most recently 
performs at monthly dinner party events hosted by fellow artist, Jessica Gath, and Christo Wood. Sue 
lives and works in Boston, Massachusetts. Anything that exists can be the focus of our contemplation 
and reflection. My work is an intuitive engagement with form, quieting ideas of usefulness, common 
meanings and prescribed narratives. I observes the physical characteristics of everyday objects, images, 
and environments and arrange, alter, move with and document them. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Sculpture, Installation

Seven page paper

Seven Page Paper was conceived in response to a house lit with UV light.  The newer the paper in 
the house, the brighter it shone.  This work is part of an ongoing series of performances created in 
relationship with monthly dinner parties hosted by Jessica Gath and Christo Wood. The guest list is 
kept small (5-12) and formed around a monthly theme. Each performance is then directly tied to the 
house, host, theme and guests. The performance happens somewhere in the flow of the evening.

Keywords: Paper, Ultra Violet, Black Light, Office, Quiet

Production History: Part of an ongoing series of dinner party performances

Video: https://vimeo.com/77656851
 
Contact: suemurad@verizon.net

Website: http://suemurad.com

https://www.facebook.com/
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Susan Pope (Danville, USA) 
I CREATE THROUGH IMPROVISATION. I may begin with movement that I find inherently 
interesting or with an activity I think my character would do. I may spend hours knitting or dancing 
or throwing props around before I start writing or drawing anything on paper. In my abstract 
work, I enjoy playing with randomness in the intersection of movement and words — looking for 
patterns that I can build on and learning the meaning that others see in my work that I didn’t put 
there but which I can tap into to communicate. I MAKE WORK so that I can perform it. And I 
love performing. I love having an impact on an audience. I love knowing that I can give them an 
experience . . . that I can change the way they breathe.  MY PROCESS AND WORK were strongly 
influenced by physical theatre artist, Daniel Stein, with whom I studied at the Dell’Arte International 
School of Physical Theatre in California. In conjunction with my solo play, DREADFULLY WHITE, 
I offer applied theatre workshops in College, Professional Development, and Organizational settings, 
including the Strong Stance program for women and girls at risk of exposure to Domestic Violence. 
When not touring, I consult with teachers on how to integrate theatre across the curriculum in 
Kentucky Schools, and I perform in the Shaker Meeting House at historic Shaker Village of Pleasant 
Hill in Harrodsburg, Kentucky. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, Physical Theatre, Music,

DREADFULLY WHITE

DREADFULLY WHITE is a zany look at the serious subject of growing up in a violent family. In 
this strikingly visual work of physical theatre, parents teach a delusional family system to a child 
who will one day become their caregivers. ‘I laughed out loud while being chilled to the bone,’ 
wrote Theatre Louisville. 1 actor, 10 characters, 5 1/2 Styrofoam heads!  This solo work is a twisted 
tale, spun with visceral imagery, mask, clowning, and song. ‘We are not dangerous. We are not bad 
for the environment. We are good for you! God trusts us,’ announce the People in Charge of this 
absurd environment called ‘Home’. Meet the Household Head, his Housebroken Helpmeet, and a 
Host of other Hapless Hypocrites in this upside down world where things are generally not as they 
are advertised to be. DREADFULLY WHITE has been performed at festivals, conferences, colleges, 
and homeless shelters. Audiences often want to stay for a talkback and consistently express, ‘I want 
you to know that you ‘got it right’’ or ‘You could have been writing about my life.’ They describe an 
experience that is incredibly intense, visually riveting, and moving.  Japanese and Spanish bilingual 
adaptations of DREADFULLY WHITE are in currently development. The English version is 45 
minutes, plus optional talkback.

Keywords: Physical Theatre, Mask, Family, Women, Children, Domestic Violence, Psychology,

Production History: Philadelphia Fringe Festival Southeastern Theatre Conference Fringe Festival 
Berea College  Ministries United of South Central Louisville Ending Sexual Assault and Domestic 
Violence Conference The Unitarian Universalist Church, Lexington, KY   The Bennett Center, 
London, KY Maryhurst, Louisville, KY Bethlehem High School, Bardstown, KY Hardin County 
Public Library, Elizabethtown, KY Pioneer Playhouse, Danville, KY

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zQtBVzPLmo
 
Contact: spope8@gmail.com

Website: http://susanpope.com

@susanpope8

https://www.facebook.com/susan.pope8
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Teresa Ann Virginia Bayer (Brooklyn, USA) 
Teresa Ann Virginia is dedicated to crafting whimsical, provocative performances that challenge and 
entice. She intends in each piece to create a unique visual world for the audience to enter, and an 
experience in which the familiar becomes strange and the strange melds into the familiar. She tell 
stories through narrative, rhythmic language and sounds, puppets, projections, as well as classical and 
contemporary dance and performance . Her work lives in the intricate details that have the power to 
transform the theatrical experience through the creation of something out of nothing and belief in 
the eternal power of play.  Teresa is the Creative Director of PuppetFluff, a puppet production and 
design company, and is a proud alum of the National Theatre Institute, Rice University (BA), and the 
University of Maryland (MFA). 
 
Disciplines: Puppetry, Performance Art, Adaptation, Movement

Coffee & Biscuit

The Show: See what happens when Nora Helmer’s perfect world of Hoovers and Jell-O molds topples 
around her in ‘Coffee & Biscuit’, a technicolor variation on Henrik Ibsen’s ‘A Doll’s House’. This 
physical, whimsical romp, featuring both puppets and live actors, provokes its audience to examine 
the gender roles constructed by society and the media, by putting Ibsen’s classic story against 20th 
century feminist thought, playfully tearing at the seams of convention. Synopsis When deciding 
whether or not to sign the contract to borrow money from Carl to save her sick husband Harold’s 
life, Nora gets sucked into a daydream. It is in this slightly twisted world where all of the demons of 
her past and present haunt her. It is only here, in the deepest crevices of her imagination, that she 
will discover what she would gain (a husband who’s love is only skin deep) and what she would lose 
(any hope of having true independence again) if she puts pen to paper. History: Coffee & Biscuit 
premiered in April 2013 as a part of the Masters of Fine Arts in Performance Festival of New Work at 
the University of Maryland College Park. Developed under the guidance of Professor Leslie Felbain, 
Dr. Faedra C. Carpenter, and Dr. Martha Nell Smith, this production fulfilled the thesis requirements 
for the MFA degree in the School of Theatre, Dance, and Performance Studies.

Keywords: Puppets, A Doll’s House, Ibsen, Adaptation, Whimsy

Production History: Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center (College Park, MD)

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPlhFfjKFB8
 
Contact: teresabayer@gmail.com

Website: http://teresaannvirginiabayer.weebly.com

@TeresaAnnBayer

https://www.facebook.com/puppetfluff
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The Bridge Club (Huntsville, Tx / Warren, Ct / Knox-
ville, Tn / Gunnison, Co, USA) 
The Bridge Club is a contemporary visual and performance art collaborative comprised of artists 
Annie Strader, Christine Owen, Emily Bivens and Julie Wills. The Bridge Club’s interdisciplinary 
installation, video, live performance and digital media works are site- and context- specific, and each 
work investigates specific local histories, populations, contexts, stereotypes, expectations and conflicts. 
Performances and installations have taken place in both traditional and nontraditional venues, 
incorporating and responding to sites such as a hotel room, a city bus, or an abandoned storefront in 
addition to the traditional gallery or museum space.  An anonymous collective persona inhabits each 
of The Bridge Club’s works, with each member artist donning wigs, shoes and a variety of carefully 
selected garments that relate directly to the site and concept of a specific work. The collective presence 
of the four costumed member artists lends an unsettling normative air to odd or uncomfortable 
situations, while costuming and object choices create a historical ambiguity of era that addresses 
change and continuity of gender and interpersonal histories, roles, expectations and behaviors. The 
Bridge Club’s works have been performed in venues and festivals throughout the U.S., and The Bridge 
Club was recently awarded grant funding from The Idea Fund (a regional re-granting initiative of 
the Andy Warhol Foundation) and from the Mid-America Arts Alliance in support of their touring 
performance project, ‘The Trailer’ (www.bridgeclubtrailer.com).  The Bridge Club is represented by 
Art Pa 
 
Disciplines: Collaboration, Multimedia Performance, Installation, Site-Specific

Medium

Medium’ is a performance and multimedia installation art work incorporating live performance 
action, video, and sound.  The four artists of The Bridge Club collaborative are seated on four chairs, 
suspended from the gallery walls at a height just above viewers’ heads.  From their respective seats, 
each performer interacts with or responds to a combination of objects, video projection, reflected 
light and sound. The work’s title, ‘Medium,’ refers both to the collection and dissemination of other-
worldly messages and to the materials from which artworks are created.  The nature of the performers’ 
activities remains unclear, whether spiritual, psychic, scientific or otherwise.  This work invokes the 
intentional, wondrous and quasi-religious aspects of both art making and seeking the divine.

Keywords: Collaboration, Projection, Audio, Gallery, Installation

Production History: Currents: The Santa Fe International New Media Festival, Santa Fe, NM; Art 
Palace, Houston, TX

Video: http://thebridgeclub.net/works/medium/medium-video/
 
Contact: info@thebridgeclub.net

Website: http://www.thebridgeclub.net

https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Bridge-Club/153294131817
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The Ghost Road Company (Los Angeles, USA) 
The Ghost Road Company is one of Los Angeles’ premiere theatre ensembles dedicated to the 
creation of new work for the stage. Our company is unique in its approach, having developed our 
own methods of collaborative development over the years –methods that utilize the talents and 
experiences of each ensemble member. These techniques produce plays created by our members with 
a dedication to our mission: The ensemble scavenges the current social landscape for objects, language 
and images that are, in turn, informed by the ensemble’s individual experiences of the world, creating 
something surprising and unexpected. The world of the piece is the piece itself, in which the ‘everyday’ 
transforms into unexpected realizations and epiphanies about the nature of truth and possibility in the 
world at large. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre

The Bargain and the Butterfly

The Ghost Road Company’s latest ensemble-devised production, The Bargain and the Butterfly, is 
loosely inspired by American novelist Nathaniel Hawthorne’s short story, The Artist of the Beautiful, 
and recent discoveries in neuroscience. Under the direction of Katharine Noon, the Los Angeles-based 
theater company has created a beautifully haunting new play, which explores the delicate intersection 
of genius and madness.   In a world of shredded books and ticking time pieces, Annie, the brilliant, 
yet tense progeny of a scientist and a watchmaker, has one desire: restore the soul of her twin brother 
Owen who has been in a state of coma since birth. With blueprints for a synthetic soul in hand, she 
turns to a local glassblower to execute the central, delicate piece required for her design to function. 
However, progress falters as she confides in her new companion, and Annie begins to wonder if time 
may be running out.   This expertly crafted, ensemble-driven theatrical work looks at the choices we 
face involving individual survival and the survival of the human race through the prism of neurology, 
bio-genetics and psychology. In addition to using Hawthorne’s The Artist of the Beautiful as its 
central source material, the company found inspiration through current discoveries in neuroscience, 
in particular research concerning a genetic anomaly present in both schizophrenics and highly creative 
people called the T/T variant on the Neuregulin 1 gene.

Keywords: Ensemble, Devised, Theatre, Alternative, Literary

Production History: Artworks Theatre, Hollywood California and Komuna/Warszawa, Warsaw 
Poland.

Video: https://vimeo.com/71234443
 
Contact: info@ghostroad.org

Website: http://www.ghostroad.org

@TheGhostRoad

https://www.facebook.com/GhostRoadCompany
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The LIDA Project (Denver, USA) 
The LIDA Project is a meta-media art collective with a strong emphasis on live performance. The 
company, founded in 1995, is an ensemble-based company dedicated to experimentation of the 
theatrical form with particular focus on play-script development and multi-media integration. Our 
goal is to present works that experiment and challenge the structure and presentation of performance 
while strengthening local culture, community, and artistic growth. 
 
Disciplines: Media, Performance, Physical, Elemental, Movement

Watershed

A two part play built in collaboration between The LIDA Project and Metro State University. 
Watershed is a modern performance fantasy that looks at the character of water in a world of radically 
changing politics and climate. This meta-media work combines elemental water, high tech projection, 
and human performance that pushes the boundaries of performance presentation and political theatre.

Keywords: Water, Global Warming,

Production History: work | space (Denver, CO), Courtyard Theatre (Denver, CO)
 
Contact: lida@lida.org

Website: http://www.lida.org

@lidaproject

https://www.facebook.com/lidaproject
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The Lunar Stratagem (Huntington, Wv, USA) 
The Lunar Stratagem creates original, diverse, eclectic theater works that are both inquisitive and 
inclusive, and that usually have their foundation in some form of literature. Founded in 2011 by 
Matthew Earnest and Nicole Perrone, the company took their name from Aphra Behn’s 1687 play 
THE EMPEROR OF THE MOON, in which a young girl and her friends put on a show in order to 
influence her father’s opinion of her lover. All works by The Lunar Stratagem have their premieres in 
Huntington, WV, where the company is based. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Literary, Dance-Theater, Multi-Disciplinary, Performance

Dead Letter Office (a prelude to ‘Bartleby the Scrivener’)

International theater maker Matthew Earnest uses found letters from antiquity to the present to create 
this elegantly boisterous new work, a Baroque era vaudeville that brazenly asserts itself as a prequel to 
the iconic American short story. Melville reveals in that story’s final passage that Bartleby had once 
worked in a dead letter office, and that something occurred there to render him a reclusive, babbling 
fool – but what? With anthropologically inaccurate disco dancing, bastardized ASL, inappropriate 
soft-shoe minstrelsy, a clothesline full of embarrassing letters from people in every town between 
Arkansas and Syria, an Ethel Merman tune and boundless impertinence, Earnest speculates wildly as 
he and the company frantically attempt to keep the lights on for a belle-lettres revelry, a party that, 
unknown to the three Enlightenment-era scholars re-routing all the lost mail, has already ended, 
and Ages ago. Featuring personal letters by everyone from Napoleon Bonaparte to an anonymous 13 
year-old girl who left a love note inside a library book at a bus stop in Toledo, Ohio, DEAD LETTER 
OFFICE reveals a vast mosaic of impulses as it questions the relationship between the erosion of 
language and the erasure of history.

Keywords: Prequel, Vaudeville, Letters, Dance, Enlightenment, Literary

Production History: Joan C. Edwards PAC, Huntington, WV; Daniel Arts Center, Great Barrington, 
MA

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jDuR9mCKVRc
 
Contact: lunarstratagem@gmail.com

Website: http://thelunarstratagem.org

https://www.facebook.com/lunarstratagem
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The Nerve Tank (NYC, USA) 
Named One to Watch in 2010 by BroadwayWorld, The Nerve Tank is a world-class innovator in 
theatrical performance. Founded by Melanie S. Armer and Chance D. Muehleck, the company 
collaborates with actors and designers in a spirit of artistic adventure and remodels traditional 
performance methods. We combine elements of popular culture, mediated image, and physical 
presence to test lines of engagement between spectator and live event. Based in New York, we have 
staged works at chashama, FringeNYC, Dixon Place, The Tank, University Settlement, Incubator 
Arts Project, the World Financial Center Winter Garden, and Pittsburgh’s Flux Festival. From 2008 
to 2010 we were the resident theatre company of the Brooklyn Lyceum. In 2011, NT was named a 
Person of the Year by the New York Theatre Experience. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Theatre, Dance

The Attendants

The Attendants is part installation and part interactive multimedia performance. The dominant set 
piece is an eight-foot, transparent plexiglass cube. Two silent performers dressed in black suits move 
inside it, and a recording of a conversation about making theatre is heard. People can communicate 
with the performers by texting to them with their cell phones. The messages appear on two screens 
that flank the cube.  This project was conceived with a heretical question in mind: What would a 
contemporary sequel to Waiting for Godot look like? The first element we eschewed was the theatrical 
stage or any sort of traditional playing space. Beckett’s tramps have been stripped of their language 
and now exist in a sterile, digitized context. The cube itself is both a container for their endless time-
games and a transmitter for messages sent by proximate and remote-viewing audiences. The promise 
of Godot’s arrival is centered on the screens. The Attendants is meant to activate the public square 
or gallery space with interactive technology and bodies in motion. We explore what happens when 
artists give agency to audiences to influence the event. Part of this exploration is contingent on an 
anonymous or semi-anonymous artistic authorship. Viewers are confronted with the cube and the 
recorded soundscape; they then must navigate their own responses to it.

Keywords: Interactive, Installation, Multimedia, Durational

Production History: chashama, World Financial Center Winter Garden

Video: http://youtu.be/mMB9GMptkV8
 
Contact: chance@nervetank.com

Website: http://www.nervetank.com

@nervetank

https://www.facebook.com/nervetank
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Theater Plastique (NYC, USA) 
Founded in 2013 by artistic director Michelle Sutherland, Theater Plastique is an artist collective that 
develops highly original music theatre, opera, and plays. Theater Plastique’s first production, Gertrude 
Stein SAINTS! was produced at La MaMa Experimental Theatre Club in New York City as part of 
the 2013 New York International Theater Festival. It was the only production that year to win two 
awards: Overall Excellence: Musical and Overall Excellence: Directing (Michelle Sutherland). It will 
be playing again in New York City during the summer of 2014 in addition to Theater Plastique’s 
next show, Seven Portraits of Adelaide Herrmann about the magician and vaudeville performer. 
Theater Plastique creates distinctly American work. As there is no ONE voice in America, but rather 
a humming, droning, multiplicity of voices that define the landscape, the collective seeks to create 
a working situation that allows for this multiplicity to emerge. They are currently developing new 
work using jazz techniques such as improvisation, call and response, and jam session as the basis for 
collaboration and exploration in the rehearsal room. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Opera, Dance, Music, Beauty, Magic

Gertrude Stein SAINTS!

One of Gertrude Stein’s lifelong projects was to capture the rhythm and sound of American language. 
In their quest to further elucidate her project, Theater Plastique has recast her saints librettos in 
quintessentially American music. The original musical score developed collaboratively in rehearsal 
by fifteen performers has become a joyful mash-up of rap, rock n’ roll, gospel, New Orleans parades, 
sermons, bluegrass, folk, Shaker, and jazz. Stein’s libretto offers no plot, no characters, and no conflict; 
it is a non-narrative text that can best be described as linguistic gymnastics. In all this absence, 
anything becomes possible and what the performers discovered was a theater of joy, the kind of 
ecstatic experience that is better seen and felt than described. The initial investigation into Stein’s 
work began with an all-male production of Four Saints in Three Acts at Carnegie Mellon University 
in February of 2013. After a resoundingly positive reception, an all-female cast performing selections 
from Saints and Singing was added. The two works combined create Gertrude Stein SAINTS!, a 
powerhouse exploring gender, communal thaeatre, and America’s sounds and rhythms. This work has 
ultimately become about the working artist. Stein says that the Saint’s relationship to God is the same 
as the Artist’s relationship to the work of Art. The Saint dances, sings, paints, and writes and so does 
the Artist. Part seance, part concert, and all party, audiences routinely lean forward, stand up, and 
cheer as these artists embody a multitude of American voices

Keywords: Gertrude Stein, Opera, America, Music, Dance, Original

Production History: La MaMa Experimental Theatre Club

Video: https://vimeo.com/75107253
 
Contact: theaterplastique@gmail.com

Website: http://www.theaterplastique.org

@prepare4saints

https://www.facebook.com/GertrudeSteinSaints
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Theater Three Collaborative, Karen Malpede and 
George Bartenieff, Artistic Directors (Brooklyn, USA) 
Theater Three Collaborative, Inc., founded in 1995, creates, develops, produces and tours new 
poetic plays on urgent contemporary issues. We present our plays alongside Festivals of Conscience, 
talks related to the subjects of the plays by major thinkers, writers and activists in the field.  We 
believe that art opens peoples hearts and minds to the important issues of the day. Recent past 
productions: ‘Another Life,’ (2010-2013) surreal and satiric, is the only American play about the US 
torture program, produced with a Festival of Conscience with over 50 major human rights activists.  
‘Prophecy’ (2006-2010) about post-traumatic stress due to war and the ways it plays out inside an 
extended family, with a Festival of Conscience headed by Noam Chomsky. ‘Iraq: Speaking of War’ 
(2004-2005) a docu-drama with voices from all sides of the invasion of Iraq.  ‘I Will Bear Witness’ 
(1999-2003) the Holocaust Diaries of Victor Klemperer. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Social Issues, Environment, War And Peace, Drama

Extreme Whether’

Extreme Whether’ tells the story of American climate scientists trying to tell the truth about global 
warming and battling the sabotage of climate change deniers.  It is a family drama set on a wilderness 
estate: a major climate scientist, his younger lover, an Arctic Ice scientist, and his twin sister, a 
publicist for the fossil fuel industry, and her husband, a fossil fuel lobbyist, duke it out.  Annie, the 
scientist’s precocious gender fluid young daughter and Uncle, an elderly environmentalist, work to 
save the frogs and the land from groundwater pollution and fracking, and to install solar panels and 
wind turbines.  The science is accurate, the battle is fierce.  Audiences have loved this play: its humor, 
passion and its passionate commitment to saving the Earth resonate.  Audiences laugh, gasp and cheer. 
Major climate scientists Dr. James Hansen and Dr. Jennifer Francis have vetted and also praised the 
play and have spoken on the Festivals of Conscience.  The play has a full musical score by Arthur 
Rosen. ‘A new play by the brilliant Karen Malpede adds emotional drama and strangeness aplenty to 
the story of climate science,’ David Swanson, The Humanist Magazine.

Keywords: Family Drama, Tragicomedy, Global Warming, Climate Change, Arctic Ice Melt, Anti-
Fracking, Climate Change Deniers

Production History: Cherry Lane Theatre, Theater for the New City, NY Horticulture Society, 
Columbia University, all as readings
 
Contact: info@theaterthreecollaborative.org

Website: http://www.theaterthreecollaborative.org

https://www.facebook.com/theaterthreecollaborative
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Theatre Reverb (Brooklyn, USA) 
Theatre Reverb is an experimental live arts collective, founded by Kristin Arnesen and Radoslaw 
Konopka, that has been making performance and media hybrids since 2006 using collage and 
sampling techniques and a unique brand of visual theatre. They’ve shown work at nightclub, gallery, 
and theatre venues across NYC, at the Brooklyn Museum, at festivals including HEREstay, FRIGID, 
Game Play, Anarko Art, and in Berlin and Poland. Their often humorous, sometimes frightening, 
occasionally erotic dreamscapes, position reappropriated materials for alternative consumption. Their 
work includes: a live art gaming series exploring conquest and American Dream mythology through 
a visual dialogue between the female body and the fantasy of classic Nintendo and Atari games, 
a ‘War on Terror’ inspired theatre series investigating militarism in popular media and consumer 
products, and a dance theatre series tracing rising geopolitical anxiety and cross-cultural end times 
mythology.  The latter project brought them to India to train in the ritual dance-theatre tradition 
kutiyattam and form an ongoing collaboration with artists in Kerala. The press has called their work: 
the ‘pre-postmodernism of Tristan Tzara and Dada’, ‘visually stunning,’ and ‘fringe theater at its very 
best.’ They were artists in residence at Galapagos Art Space, and won ‘Audience Choice’ and ‘Most 
Innovative’ awards for their fringe productions. They are regular performers in NYC burlesque and 
variety clubs, and they work with Occupy and international feminist organizations to stage political 
performances and media stunts. 
 
Disciplines: Theatre, New Media, Dance, Music, Cabaret

initium/finis

initium/finis is a lush, media-driven fantasy exploring voyeurism, eroticism and terror. Sourced from 
classic films Blade Runner and Metropolis, the plot unfolds in the Yoshiwara club of the red light 
district, as four members of opposing insurgent factions battle for control of a revolution against a 
crumbling empire. Found revolutionary texts and Christian and Hindu mythology combine with the 
cinematic plot to take spectators on an intuitive and visceral journey through a cycle of violence and 
struggle for power between an empire and its subordinates. The artists use live feed from multiple 
security cameras and interactive software to create a multi-textured landscape exploring identity and 
autonomy in the face of surveillance, terrorism, and retaliatory violence. The beautiful nightmarish 
environment employs media, live music, red light cabaret and ritual dance-theatre, to surround 
spectators in a total theatrical experience the press calls ‘a multi-sensory, funny, serious, erotic and 
fascinating piece of theater’ and ‘a paranoid post-apocalypse [that] bridges ancient and modern 
mythology and calls on audiences to question the composition of human nature.’ This cross-discipline 
collaboration was developed by artists from the US, Central Europe and Asia.  Winner: ‘Most 
Innovative Production’ (FRIGID New York)  ‘In the tradition of retelling myths, this sci-fi noir uses 
elements of cult classics to create something familiar, but foreign, in a world where everyone is being 
watched... I’ve never seen multimedia work so well. Theater Reverb has its game on.’ –nytheatre.com

Keywords: Interdisciplinary, Experimental, Funny, Erotic, Beautiful, Frightening

Production History: HERE Arts Center, The Red Room Theatre (FRIGID New York Festival), The 
Kraine Theatre (APAP Showcase), HomeBase Berlin’s Performance Salon (in excerpt), tamtamArt 
Berlin (in excerpt)

Video: http://theatrereverb.org/initium-finis.html
 
Contact: info@theatrereverb.org

Website: http://www.TheatreReverb.org

@TheatreReverb

https://www.facebook.com/
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Thomas Albrecht (NYC, USA) 
Thomas Albrecht’s performances explore ritual and language in public spaces, prodding cultural beliefs 
and individual doubts. His current projects involve duration and elements of absurdist theater, laying 
bare contingency in human constructions and slippage between truth and fiction. He has performed 
throughout the United States and in Europe, and has initiated unscheduled interventions on sidewalks 
in multiple U.S. cities; his interactions with local police have been few. He received his BFA from 
Rhode Island School of Design, a Master of Arts in Religion at Yale, and his MFA from the University 
of Washington in Seattle. He is an assistant professor of art at the State University of New York at 
New Paltz. 
 
Disciplines: Performance

Happiness

We tinker and cobble experience. Life is filled with the props we imbue with meaning. The 
performance serves as a meditation on the contingency of our constructions, fleeting moments of joy 
aloft wilting under the weight of experience, followed by anxiety in an afterglow sensed but no longer 
seen. The pace of the performance is deliberately slow, and as balloons begin to fail, so does the false 
smile fade. The hubris of expectation, and the bitterness married with disappointment that often 
follows, fuels a final outburst--pathetic and absurd--at what once was.

Keywords: Artist, Performance, Durational Art, New York

Production History: Grace Exhibition Space, Brooklyn, NY
 
Contact: albrecht@newpaltz.edu

Website: http://www.thomasalbrecht.com

https://www.facebook.com/thomas.albrecht.908
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Tia Nina (Washington DC, USA) 
Tia Nina is a feminist punk rock modern dance band consisting of three iconic personas, J Van 
Stone (Leah Curran Moon), Sammy Rain (Ilana Silverstein) and Sticks (Lisi Stoessel), who deliver an 
exciting, rock ‘n roll meltdown of a show.  Tia Nina’s shows shatter expectations and surprise audiences 
with a gritty, physical, surreal experience that challenges taken-for-granted assumptions about rock 
performance, modern dance, gender and popular culture.  Our performances are at once are a 
celebration, an invitation, and a deconstruction of rock ‘n roll and also a witty social commentary.  Tia 
Nina’s work is interdisciplinary – we combine dance, theatre, critical theory and performance art to 
create new and exciting experimental productions that explode boundaries and offer audiences new 
ways of seeing.  We cross-pollinate audiences of different genres and interests and ask provocative 
questions.  We invite the audience to be a part of it. 
 
Disciplines: Physical Theatre, Dance, Performance Art, Gender Studies

Pitchin’ the Tent

Pitchin’ the Tent is a ‘rock concert’ that makes the sensationalism and theatrics of rock performance 
the main event.  Pitchin’ the Tent celebrates the athleticism, corporeal prowess, grace and 
subconscious gestures of famous rock stars through vigorous, energetic dancing, fluid, precise 
movements, and engaged facial expressions.  We read the showy, phallic panache of lead guitarists, the 
aggressive boastful struts of front men, and the sweaty, reckless abandon of great drummers through 
a lens that exposes how masculine activity, feminine passivity and compulsory heterosexuality are 
reproduced in in rock ‘n roll.  Tia Nina asks what taken-for-granted assumptions in rock performance 
mean for women’s roles on and off stage, and through our songs, we offer competing versions of 
gender in rock performance and society at large.  Our audiences hoot, holler and head-bang as we 
dance with abandon.  We invite them to relax and have fun, while also offering them new ways to 
think about ideas like objectification, idolization and fetishization in contemporary society.

Keywords: Feminist, Rock ‘n Roll, Gender, Dance, Physical Theatre, Performance Art

Production History: Atlas Performing Arts Center; EMP Collective; Supernova Performance Art 
Festival at Artisphere; Anacostia Arts Center; Capital Fringe Festival - Baldacchino Gypsy Tent; 
fallFringe - Fort Fringe, The Shop; Whitman College - The Gesa Power House Theatre

Video: http://vimeo.com/channels/tianina
 
Contact: tianinarocks@gmail.com

Website: http://www.tianinarocks.com/

@tianinarocks

https://www.facebook.com/TiaNinaRocks
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Tiffany Trenda (Los Angeles, USA) 
Tiffany Trenda is a new media performance artist based out of Los Angeles, California. She received 
her BFA from Art Center College of Design and her MFA from UCLA Design and Media Arts. She 
has presented live work at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art in 2009 and at the World Expo in 
Shanghai, China in 2010. Trenda won the prize of The Artist of the Year at the London International 
Creative Competition Awards. More recently, she performed at the Los Angeles Contemporary Art 
Exhibitions (LACE), Performance Art Institute, A+D Museum, Scope Art Fair (Basel and New York), 
LACDA, and Miami CONTEXT (where she graced the cover of the Miami Herald for the first image 
of Art Basel 2013). Trenda was included in the performance program for the Metamorphoses of the 
Virtual 100 Years of Art and Freedom (with main exhibiting artists ORLAN and Pia MYrvoLD) 
during the 55th annual Venice Biennale. Tiffany Trenda uses screen and imaging technologies, such as 
LCDs and video projections, to create a performance that encompasses the digital environment. With 
these elements, she interchanges her identity and her physical body with screens. Thus asking the 
question—how far can we push the visceral qualities of the body until it becomes unrecognizable? As 
technological devices continually become a part of our daily lives, we relate to these objects as if they 
are part of our skin. This will change how we see others and ourselves with the merging of the human 
body with new technology. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Video Installation, New Media,

Body Code

Body Code is a live performance by Tiffany Trenda that conceptually focuses on the toxicity of man-
made chemicals and how these harmful substances affect the human body. The work is interactive by 
encouraging the viewer to scan the artist’s body with their smart phone using a QR reader. The scan 
from the printed QR codes found on the artist’s latex suit, will take them to a certain page found on 
the Body Code website (www.bodycodeart.com). Depending on where the viewer scans, they will 
read Google searches consisting of two key words: man-made chemicals and the corresponding part of 
the body- the eye, muscle, throat, etc. During the performance, the artist stands completely still and 
the viewer mistakes the artist as not being a real person. Body Code is about the relationship of the 
human body to the information found on the Internet. When the observer reads a Google search, they 
can see advertisements about other products that are sometimes in conflict of this significant material. 
Therefore, valid information becomes a billboard to sell products, a commodity. She also questions 
how this can affect the rationality of the Internet data. We are so accustomed in having data at our 
fingertips that the content is not as important then the act of downloading. Instead, the retrieving of 
data has become a physical obsession. Trenda represents this seductive side of data.

Keywords: QR Code, Technology, New Media,

Production History: Scope Art Fair in Basel (Switzerland) and New York, Miami CONTEXT, 
Performance Art Institute in San Francisco, A+D Museum, Perform Chinatown Los Angeles, Design 
West, Art Wynwood, Photo LA, Autumn Lights, Orange County Center for Contemporary Art, 
Times Square in New York, Los Angeles Center for Digital Art, Metamorphoses of the Virtual - 100 
Years of Art and Freedom during the 55th annual Venice Biennale,

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IQf0L96Q-E
 
Contact: tiffany@tiffanytrenda.com

Website: http://www.tiffanytrenda.com/

@tiffanytrenda

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Tiffany-Trenda/296119533742379
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Tina McPherson (Washington DC, USA) 
Short Bio: Tina McPherson is an interdisciplinary artist and librarian who was born in Washington, 
DC, and grew up in the Northern Virginia area. She likes to spend time in Houston, Texas, where 
she lived for 10 years, and is an active member of  the Houston-based Continuum Performance 
Art collective.  What kind of work do you make? Performance art, ed-media, photography, film, 
and graphic design.   Why do I make work? It is a methodology for me to share, engage, and learn. 
The nature of performance art lends itself to learning, as this genre is a social sculpture – viewed 
from a myriad of perspectives on the notion that life is a highly complicated mystery that humans 
must understand with rational thought and intelligence. I have a passion for awareness and self-
exploration projects. Love a common-thread in my body of work. Love is timeless... As a Librarian 
I am interested in education foremost and hope to see participants and instructors learn and grow 
together. Even if everyone takes away one methodology, thought, question, answer, or other – it is a 
success. Performance Art is a great tool to explore in hope of finding understanding just as reading, 
classes, meetings, mind-dumps, think-tanks, and all of the other buzz methodologies out there. There 
are no rules to Performance Art, which makes it a safe, creative, non-judgmental space to express and 
explore oneself and others. I also love adventure, and art is a means to explore the world around me. 
One of my favorite adventures was climbing Huayna Picchu, a mountain in Peru around which the 
Urubamba River 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Painting, Photography, Graphic Design, Short Film

Love Sense

I made the Love Sense to make sense of love, and to explore the ways one loves through touch, 
smell, sight, and hearing, and to invite the audience to explore this theme with me. I often make 
my performances participatory.  The participants were gestured to smell, touch, and see items on a 
plate with me. Once the participant engaged with me, I asked them to engage with the audience, to 
share the plate of fruit, lotions, and more. This exploration of the senses morphed into sharing as an 
act of love. By the end, all participants engaged with me and each other, making it a participatory, 
community experience. This emotional connection and experience with the audience is the power 
of performance art. It amazes me how I tend to bond with the audience, which leads to friendship. 
I would argue the bonding is birthed due to the participatory aspect of this genre. Meaning, 
performance artists explore extremely personal themes, which complete strangers experience voiding 
distance – the viewer and performer are no longer strangers.

Keywords: Love, Smell, Touch, Hear, Speak, Sight, Performance, Art

Production History: Orange Show Center for Visionary Art, AvantGarden, Menil Park, War’Hous 
Visual Studios, East End Studio Gallery, Blaffer Museum, Caroline Collective, Spacetaker ARC 
Gallery, Skydive Art Space, Gallery M Squared, Lawndale Art Center, Diverseworks, Steven R. Gregg 
Gallery, Box 13 ArtSpace

Video: http://vimeo.com/65858053
 
Contact: mcpherson_tinamarie@yahoo.com

Website: https://www.facebook.com/LovologyPerformanceArt

@TinaMMcPherson

https://www.facebook.com/LovologyPerformanceArt
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Transit Lounge  
(Washington, D.C. and New York, USA) 
About the company:  Writer Christine Evans, director Joseph Megel and multi-media designer 
Jared Mezzocchi formed Transit Lounge to create ambitious, aesthetically adventurous, collaborative 
theater works, in dialogue with innovation in fields outside the theater. The company’s aim is to tell 
great stories for and about our times by 21st century means. We combine the use of cutting-edge 
technology and a focus on media design with a belief in the power of strong writing and acting. 
Transit Lounge builds script-centered work where digital media design is a full partner in the creation 
process, in close connection with partners (such as the Virtual Iraq design team) from other fields.  
Transit Lounge puts the artists in charge, builds work with long research and development phases, and 
values audience and community outreach as an integral part of the journey. About the artists: 
Christine Evans is a multi-award winning playwright whose work has been produced and published 
in Australia, the US and the U.K.  She is a faculty member at Georgetown University. The first 
projections designer to receive the Princess Grace Award, Jared Mezzocchi designs, writes and directs 
multimedia performances across the U.S. He teaches media design at UMD. Joseph Megel specializes 
in new work and helms the Process Series at UNC Chapel Hill. He has directed hundreds of plays 
across the US, including at major regional and off-Broadway theatres. 
 
Disciplines: Multimedia, Theatre, Performance

You Are Dead. You Are Here.

A ghost story for the digital war age, YOU ARE DEAD. YOU ARE HERE. (YADYAH) explores 
the haunted human lives that shadow the screens of high-tech war. It incorporates projections from 
Virtual Iraq, a virtual reality (V.R.) program pioneered by Dr. Skip Rizzo at the Institute for Creative 
Technologies (U.S.C.), as a PTSD therapy tool.YADYAH tells the colliding stories of Michael, an 
African-American veteran undergoing V.R. therapy for PTSD, and Zaynab, a teenager from Fallujah 
who’s blogging during the Iraq war, through the lens of the technologies that connect them. It begins 
in a spare, clinical room, as therapist Hanna introduces Michael to his first session with Virtual 
Iraq.  But as Michael immerses himself by donning Virtual Iraq’s goggles and headphones, he starts 
interacting with the animated scenarios Hanna programs on her computer.  These scenarios—Iraqi 
desert landscapes; city battle zones-- gain power, bleeding into three-dimensional space to form a two-
way portal.  As they come to life, they take Michael back into his war experience, while giving Iraqi 
teenager Zaynab a window to the world via her weblog.  Zaynab and Michael’s conflicting stories play 
out in both the real (present-day therapy room) and projected landscape of Virtual Iraq, until they 
connect as we reach their traumatic encounter during the war—an event that demands and finally 
receives a reckoning.

Keywords: Multimedia, Iraq, War, Virtual Iraq, Experimental Theatre, PTSD

Production History: HERE Arts, NYC, June 2013.  Workshops at UNC Chapel Hill, Georgetown 
University, the American Repertory Theater, and the Institute for Creative Technology (ICT) in LA.

Video: http://vimeo.com/51167589
 
Contact: scribbletea@gmail.com

Website: http://www.christine-evans-playwright.com

@christineteagrl

https://www.facebook.com/TransitLounge917
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Vangeline (Brooklyn, USA) 
Vangeline is a teacher, dancer, and choreographer specializing in the Japanese postwar avant garde 
movement form Butoh. She is the Artistic Director of the Vangeline Theater (NYC), a dance company 
firmly rooted in the tradition of Japanese Butoh while carrying it into the 21st century. Since its 
inception in 2002, the Vangeline Theater has fused the post-apocalyptic vision of Butoh with the 
near- aesthetics of 21st century film noir. Vangeline’s choreographic work spans performance on stage 
and in film and has been performed throughout the US for the past 10 years. Time OUT Chicago 
named Vangeline’s, ‘one of the best Dance Visits of 2011.’ She was also the recipient of a six-month 
artist residency at PS 122 Performance Space (‘New, New Stuff’).  Vangeline performed the critically 
acclaimed role of the Black Dahlia (Elizabeth Short) in the Los Angeles production of ‘The Chanteuse 
and the Devil’s Muse.’ directed by David J (Bauhaus). THEATER IN LA selected her performance as 
one of the best 2011 performances in Los Angeles. Current projects include a starring role alongside 
actors James Franco and Winona Ryder in the feature film by director Jay Anania, ‘The Letter’ 
(2012-Lionsgate). Claudia la Rocco from the New York Times wrote that Vangeline is ‘captivating in 
her devotion to simple movements’; Hampton Fancher, writer of cult movie ‘Blade Runner’,  wrote 
that Vangeline’s work is ‘poetry in motion’; and the Los Angeles Times wrote that’ Vangeline moves 
with the clockwork deliberation of a practiced Japanese butoh artist’. 
 
Disciplines: Butoh, Dance, Avant Garde Theatre, Performance Art, Multimedia

SPECTRAL

Best dance visits | 2011 TIME OUT CHICAGO ‘Vangeline Her solo, SPECTRAL, which she 
performed shaking violently, in a heavy white dress, holding a piece of twine and with both eyes 
rolled back into her skull, was bone-chilling.’ Zachary Whittenburg on Dec 28, 2011 ‘A ghost, 
dancing like an old woman from the end of life to the beginning of death.’ -Hyperallergic Magazine 
on Spectral, March 4, 2103 SPECTRAL Running time 60 minutes A blend of live performance and 
film, ‘SPECTRAL’ is a mixed-media installation using film, live Butoh performance, video art and 
projection on smoke This beautiful, multimedia Butoh meditation juxtaposes Vangeline’s solo work 
with three-dimensional video projections and short film by longtime collaborator Geoff Shelton. 
Inspired by the history of women who worked at a Dutch mill upstate New York making uniforms 
for soldiers during the Civil War and World War II, ‘ SPECTRAL ‘ conjures up haunting images of 
the ghosts of women past and their often forgotten sacrifices In this piece about death, nature and 
transformation, memories linger like ghosts, confronting our own mortality and potential for rebirth 
and transformation. This intimate, ritual performance offers a rare glimpse into a world beyond the 
seen, bringing the viewer into a hallucinatory realm where senses are heightened. As internationally 
acclaimed performer, Vangeline surrenders the infinite space around us, and provides a mirror for us 
to feel vastness within ourselves.

Keywords: Butoh, Multimedia, Spectral, Ghost Like, Intimate, Eerie.

Production History: Excerpt in movie ‘The Letter’ with James Franco and Winona Ryder (2012); 
Excerpt at Cornell University 2011, Full length piece presented by Triskelion Arts in February 2013; 
to be performed at Avignon Dance Festival in July 2014.

Video: https://vimeo.com/album/2575787
 
Contact: vangelinetheater@yahoo.com

Website: http://www.vangeline.com

@vangelinebutoh

https://www.facebook.com/vangelinetheater
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WaxFactory (NYC, USA) 
WaxFactory is an ensemble of interdisciplinary artists dedicated to exploring a multiplicity of 
theatrical visions. The company focuses on original works devised by its founders, along with 
innovative adaptations of literary and cinematic works. WaxFactory’s productions are characterized 
by unconventional narrative styles, visual and physical rigor, integrated use of new media and 
technologies, and site-specific work. The company is committed to ensemble work and international 
exchange through co-productions, educational projects, and touring. WaxFactory’s founders are 
current artistic co-directors are Ivan Talijancic and Erika Latta. Founded in 1998, WaxFactory has 
established itself as one of the most internationally active performing arts groups to emerge from 
the New York downtown community, creating new theatre, installation, and film/video works. 
Producing both in unconventional sites and experimental venues in NYC (PS122, Soho Rep, 
Segal Center,  New York Theatre Workshop, PRELUDE festival, etc), WaxFactory also presented 
worldwide at ICA/Institute of Contemporary Arts (London, UK), Gulbenkian Museum (Lisbon, 
Portugal), SommerSzene (Salzburg, Austria), Centre Pompidou (Paris, France), FIT/International 
Theatre Festival (Caracas, Venezuela), OLTRE90 (Milan, Italy), Bologna 2000 / European Cultural 
Capital (Italy), MES festival (Sarajevo, Bosnia), Cankarjev Dom (Ljubljana, Slovenia), Zürcher 
Theaterspektakel (Switzerland), Adelaide festival (Australia) and many others. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Theatre, Installation, Sound, Visual Arts, Film/Video

blind.ness

Presented in WaxFactory’s renowned interdisciplinary style, part-multi-media installation, part-dance 
theatre, BLIND.NESS (Love is a four-letter word) is an in depth and daring examination of what 
happens when love goes terribly wrong.   Directed by Ivan Talijancic and co-written with Slovenian 
playwright Simona Semenic, BLIND.NESS follows a powerhouse all-female cast on an emotional 
roller coaster ride across the dark and wildly humorous underbelly of love. BLIND.NESS brings 
together an exciting team of international collaborators including an atmospheric video environment 
designed by Antonio Giacomin (Italy), and sleek scenic installation designed by Minimart architecture 
studio and surround soundscape composed by the electronica duo Random Logic from Slovenia and 
creations by fashion designer Haans Nicholas Mott. This technology infused tour de force will surely 
bend minds and break hearts.   ‘If you’re turned on by that infamous scene between Dennis Hopper 
and Isabella Rossellini in Blue Velvet, you’ll go wild for this.’  - Gothamist ‘...like the recent films of 
David Lynch, [the show’s] layers of potent and enigmatic imagery aspire to be baffling, disturbing and 
intoxicating at once.’ – the Brooklyn Rail

Keywords: Performance, Physical Theatre, Visual Theatre, Installation Art, Sound Art, Architecture

Production History: Performance Space 122 (New York, USA), Cankarjev dom (Ljubljana, 
Slovenia), Abrons Arts Center (New York, USA)

Video: https://vimeo.com/73297983
 
Contact: hq@waxfactory.org

Website: http://waxfactory.org

@waxfactory

facebook.com/waxfactoryNYC
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William Skaleski (Milwaukee, USA) 
William Skaleski is a working artist in Brookfield, Wisconsin. He has earned a BFA in Art & Design 
concentrating in Digital Studio Practice in the Peck School of the Arts at the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee. He has exhibited around the Milwaukee area as well in New York. My practice centers 
on the idea of being alone, concerning both the positive and the negative aspects. Loneliness is a 
concept I have been dealing with throughout most of my life and I feel that life experience bring out 
the best in me artistically.  What I find best shows these concepts is by performance, either live or on 
video, so that I can deal with these issues with my own physical being rather than an outside source to 
describe it for me. One aspect of loneliness that fascinates me is the idea of comfort, on how we find 
certain places or objects to make us feel safe. Performing live and on video depends on the nature of 
the performance in terms of if there is a certain part I want to pay attention to more than the whole 
body. My influences on performance include more popular media like music videos and live rock 
performances. To me they are a gateway to what most traditional performance artist did in the past 
and in the present, maybe because they draw in a more accessible wider audience, and I want to take 
what they do and put it in the more traditional art world. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Video, Drawing

XOXO

I came up with this piece of the experience of writing the most basic type of written communication, 
using symbols instead of words, and making those symbols visually have as much meaning as saying 
the full message or expressing it in person without words. Using the example XOXO (kisses and hugs), 
I wanted to make it as I was writing it, the  body would feel the expression as I contented writing 
the phrase over and over again as I moved against, over and under the desk. The audience can either 
experience the piece through video or a possible future live performance. The video version has my 
entire body fill the frame to make as if I’m towering over a little space to enhance the innocent look of 
the piece. They wouldn’t know what was being written as I moved through the space for the duration 
of the performance. After they would see the phrase XOXO written over and over and at the very 
bottom of the paper writes ‘I love you’ during the performers calm state at the end of the piece.

Keywords: Love, Understanding, Feel, Words

Production History: N/A

Video: https://vimeo.com/78173433
 
Contact: williamskaleski@gmail.com

Website: http://www.williamskaleski.com

@billskaleski

https://www.facebook.com/bill.skaleski
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Xandra Ibarra aka La Chica Boom  
(Oakland, California, USA) 
Xandra Ibarra (b. 1979, El Paso, Texas) is a video and performance artist that performs short burlesque 
acts and full-length theater, dance, and time based performance art works. Recent exhibitions and 
screenings include Popa Gallery (Buenos Aires), Centre for Contemporary Arts (Glasgow), Mix Film 
Festival (NYC), Yerba Buena Center for the Arts (SF), Performance Studies International (Stanford), 
and Joe’s Pub (NYC). Recent awards include the Franklin Furnace Archive’s Fund, CA$H Grant from 
Theater Bay Area, and the YBCAway Fund from Yerba Buena Center for the Arts. Recent residencies 
include CounterPULSE (SF), University of Chichester (UK), Guillermo Gomez-Pena’s Summer Art 
Intensive (SF), and Atlantic Center for the Arts (FL) as curated by Coco Fusco. Ibarra’s work has been 
profiled by In Dance Journal, GLQ Journal, SF Bay Guardian, SF Weekly, Telemundo, Seattle Gay 
News, Art Practical, and Curve Magazine. For over 10 years, my work has interrogated the spectacular 
suffering and survival of fixed images and narratives that have reduced Latinidad to an exhaustive 
list of hollow iconographic symbols. I integrate my prior experience in theater and burlesque to 
undertake the task of performing the reorganization of Latino symbols such as fists, buttocks, donkey 
shows, cockroaches, wrestlers, tacos and US/Mexico border iconography. My work is not about 
what Mexicanidad is but about the spectacle of mimetic Mexicanidad as a disciplined and controlled 
existence. My performance plays between notions of degeneracy and power and works with and 
against the nostalgia for Mexicanidad. 
 
Disciplines: Performance Art, Video, Theater, Dance, Installation

FML, Fuck My Life

‘FML’ is a silent solo performance work that combines physical theater, burlesque, Mexican 
minstrelsy, sound and video.  FML communicates the backstory, logic, and failure of Xandra Ibarra’s 
burlesque persona La Chica Boom (LCB). The staged work takes place between the burlesque stage 
and bathroom that features LCB’s toilet alter to Lupe Velez, a Hollywood Mexican actress who 
purportedly died with her head in the toilet. Velez and LCB’s story are presented side by side in order 
to foreshadow the destiny of Ibarra’s burlesque persona.   Ibarra draws on 10 years of US burlesque 
audience commentary to develop racist sound montages and voiceovers that force FML audiences 
to play the role of the incompatible racist audience, LCB’s source of racial melancholia.  This 
active audience strategy implicates the audience in LCB’s misrecognition and illuminates how her 
performance of spictacles (a concept Xandra Ibarra coined), fail as a result of audiences readings these 
subversive minstrel performances as reality. FML illustrates the consequences of misrecognition that 
lead to failure and fatigued state of Ibarra’s racialized burlesque persona. In an era rife with rampant 
Mexiphobia, a foul-mouthed cockroach maps the journey of a queer burlesque performer named 
La Chica Boom. After 10 years of performing Spic-tacles on and off stage, La Chica Boom is forced 
to interrogate her method for insurrection.  Inspired by Lupe Velez, a  Mexican Hollywood actress 
who purportedly died with her head in the toilet, Chica spends night after night    starring into the 
porcelain bowl.

Keywords: Cabaret, Burlesque, Physical Theater, Queer, Mexican, Failure

Production History: Production History: Recent productions of Fuck My Life took place at The 
Wild Project, NYC (2013), CounterPULSE, SF (2012). Fuck My Life was also exhibited within 
Martha Wilson and Larry List’s SKIN TRADE Exhibition at the PPOW gallery in NYC in 2013. 
 
Contact: xandraibarra@gmail.com

Website: http://www.lachicaboom.com

@lachicaboom

https://www.facebook.com/lachica.boom.5
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YE TAIK ( The Blacksheep Contemporary Performing 
and Visual Art Collective Org, USA ) (NYC, USA) 
Artistic Director of The Blacksheep Contemporary Performing and Visual Art Collective 
Organization, Ye Taik is a New York City and Colorado based performing artist and also an 
independent curator of multidisciplinary art and media projects. He is working on the National level 
project in Los Angeles, California 2013, called, ‘ Project Unspeakable’ and also working with Barabar 
Dilley’s Improv/ Composition piece called, ‘ MAPS’ in Boulder, Colorado 2013. He dedicates most 
of his time to his practice as a collaborative choreographer, performer, curator and avant-grade theater 
artist; to discovering and developing cultural interactions through art and performance. His work is 
rooted in the belief that art and performance is a language unto itself without borders or boundaries, 
and is a vital way to initiate peaceful intercultural communication and to develop means of conflict 
resolution.  His pod-casting project about Burmese-American, ‘ American Alien’ is successfully release 
on Flux Factory since August 2012. He has been awarded ‘ Presidential Scholarship’ for Master of Fine 
Arts in Theatre : Contemporary Performance 2012-2014 at Naropa University, Boulder, Colorado 
and is garnering his Thesis project called,’ Wuthering Heights’ in February 2014. His upcoming 
project called, ‘ Wake up and take some sleeping pills with a cup of roasted coffee’ is based in Athens, 
Greece 2014 and ‘Psychosis’  will be premier in CrisisArt Festival in Arezzo, Italy 2014. His work is 
in the permanent collections of the Library of Congress, Washington, DC. He is a proud Burmese 
American. 
 
Disciplines: Avant-Grade Theatre Maker, Actor, Director, Choreographer And An Indecent Curator

Performance  2013 

Recently, this past summer 2013, he was officially invited to perform and lecture in 
MOVIEMIENTO 2013 - Creative Communities and Moving Ideas, a Festival in Berlin, Germany 
and Crisis Art Festival in Academia dell’Arte, Toscani, Italy and also selected to show his work, ‘ the 
13’ at Nuit Blanche 2013, Propeller Centre for Visual Arts in Toronto, Canada. His site-specific 
research about emotional landscape and a protest of Berlin Wall 2013 project called, ‘ Jetzt ‘ - 
performance video was based in Berlin, Germany. His choreographing work, ‘ Nebulae’ contemporary 
dance film is a apart of ‘anything Anything’ - a group exhibition and performance 2013 in Flux 
Factory, Long Island City, New York. He is closely working with Wendell Beavers, Kate Whoriskey, 
Barbara Dilly and so many honorable theatre directors and choreographers in U.S. His obligation as 
an artist is to develop the definition of human evolution. There is no conquering of anything unless 
one has conquered the ‘self ’. ‘ the 13 ‘, Ye Taik’s piece is the soft nature of the image quality and the 
visual of the dancers was very inviting.  I’m also glad at how abstracted the piece was, with no actual 
American flag, but written from the perspective of the flag- people asked questions about your piece 
because of its confidence and its ambiguity. - Katie Micak, the curator of Nuit Blanche festival, 
Toronto, Canada 2013 Bringing a new meaning to ‘interactive audience’ - a surprised spectator gives 
an impromptu concert in Ye Taik’s performance, ‘Gog and Magog’ - Crisis Art Festival, Arezzo, Italy 
2013

Keywords: Avant-Grade Theatre Maker, Choreographer, Director, Actor ( Film And Theatre )

Production History: Affiliate Organizations and Production History :   Athens Video Dance Project, 
Athens, Greece 2014 Project Unspeakable, L.A, California 2014 ; the Blacksheep Contemporary 
Performing and Visual Art Collective - Artistic Director, New York, US 
 
Contact: yetaik@hotmail.com

Website: http://www.fluxfactory.org/projects/american-alien/

https://twitter.com/YeTaik

https://www.facebook.com/pages/American-Alien/398578736871964
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Zullo/RawMovement (NYC, USA) 
John is originally from the Bronx, New York and currently resides in NYC. He graduated from 
American University in 1996 with a B.A. in Anthropology and 1999 with an M.A. in Dance. While at 
American University, hewas privileged to perform in the work of Ohad Naharin, as well as having his 
work presented at Dance Place in Washington,DC and being awarded the Arts Club of Washington’s 
Award for Outstanding Choreographer 1999. John has danced with Regina Nejman Company, 
performing in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil and numerous venues in NYC and worked with Jeff Rebudal for 
over 10 years as a performer & Associate Director.  Zullo/RawMovement presented its 2013 season 
at Danspace Project at St. Mark’s church as part of the Dance:Access series. Zullo/RawMovement 
was presented for a sold out run at the LaMaMa Moves! Festival 2013 and invited to perform in the 
Dumbo Dance Festival 2013 as well as Theater for the New City’s LES Festival  2011, 2012 & 2013 
as well as at Dances for DNA Day May 2013 for Dance New Amsterdam and The New Museum’s 
Ideas City Festival.  Zullo/RawMovement was presented at the LaMaMa Spoleto Open in Spoleto, 
Italy September 2012. Dixon Place presented an evening of Zullo’s work in November 2012 as well as 
a Split Bill in June 2012 and the July 2012 Moving Men Series as part of the HOT! Festival. Zullo/
RawMovement is exploring ideas from our cultural landscape that are transformed into works that 
are expressive, imaginative and explosive. The company strives to create and share these dances in the 
hope of eliciting an emotional response to a movement experience. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Installation, Physical Theater

The Memory Suite

The evening of works, the Memory Suite, includes ‘this Exquisite diversion/mysterious Skin’ (2013), 
‘ALL what THIS do HAS you HAPPENED see? BEFORE’ (2012), & project Xiii (2013).  ‘this 
Exquisite diversion/mysterious Skin’ delves into the physical manifestation of extreme psychological 
experiences where individual’s are blocked from accessing the memories of events that happened. The 
walls of mind and memory are slammed and mined for fragments of a lost story whose effects are felt 
but not always recalled. Using the text of Scott Heim’s novel ‘Mysterious Skin’ as a map and compass 
for the work where two young boys are sexually exploited and assaulted and the different ways their 
psyche’s process and both accept or deny the trauma and the subsequent courses that are set in 
motion in their lives. ALL what THIS do HAS you HAPPENED see? BEFORE explores perception, 
perspective, the insistence of memory and the inevitability of repetition.  Events unfold, remembering 
actions we have seen, how they differ from what actually occurred versus what we remember having 
happened. Movements are repeated, constructed and then deconstructed, rearranged then viewed 
from different angles shifting the perspective to create something familiar yet new. The work creates 
a clear space for the action to unfold as the audience is invited to watch the work from any side 
of the space. ‘project Xiii’ explores the constraints of time and the ephemerality of memory. Guest 
performers join the company for movement variations based on an initial phrase until all join together 
in the final moments.

Keywords: Dance, Performance, Installation, Physical Theater

Production History: Dixon Place (New York), LaMaMa Spoleto Open (Spoleto, Italy) LaMaMa 
(New York), Danspace Project (New York) American Dance Institute (Rockville, Maryland)

Video: http://youtu.be/q719eoKn6LM
 
Contact: john@johnjzullodance.com

Website: http://johnjzullodance.com

@jjzdance

https://www.facebook.com/johnjzullodance/RawMovement
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CABULA6 (NYC / Vienna, USA / Austria) 
CABULA6, voted Company of the Year 2009 in Europe’s prestigious cultural magazine, Ballettanz 
and awarded Outstanding Artist 2010 by Austrian Ministry of Culture, is an internationally acclaimed 
Performance and Film company led by Artistic co-Directors, Claudia Heu and Jeremy Xido.  We 
have presented work around Europe, the United States, South America, Asia and Africa. Our work 
overwhelmingly focuses on the border between reality and fiction and the uneasy dialogue between a 
person’s private sense of identity and its dynamic reception in a broader social context.  We search out 
non-traditional performance spaces that make it possible to walk this line between what is ‘real’ and 
what is constructed and which can bring audience members face to face with their assumptions and 
expectations about who they are and with whom they live.  Our work ranges from stage pieces, to site-
specific works, to films, to projects of social intervention. We are dedicated to principles of delight, 
humor, investigation and jolts of adrenalin.  We love to play. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Dance, Visual Arts, Site Specific, Film, Social Intervention

The Angola Project

A dizzying expedition through the history of colonial Portugal, the travelogues of Burton Holmes, 
the films of Bruce Lee and Jim Kelly, the Detroit race riots/rebellion, Berlin documentary film crews 
in Africa, and the blood-thirsty mechanisms of international film finance. The Angola Project, a 
three-part solo performance, is a fusion of film and narrative, tales and fragments, joining together 
and crumbling away. Rooted in the tradition of travel lectures that emerged in the 19th century, 
CABULA6 invites the audience on a journey into Jeremy Xido’s real-life attempts to finance a 
film and confront the truths of mortality in the 21st century. PART I – ‘LISBON’ Follows Xido’s 
captivation by the city of Lisbon’s sunset-timed gas lamps and growing idea for a feature film. He 
collects historical tidbits and horticultural facts, twisting random encounters into fanciful story lines. 
The stories begin to derail and travel from Europe to Africa, landing in a mulberry tree in Detroit. 
PART II – ‘ANGOLA’ On his quest to build a script for his feature film, Xido travels to Angola along 
the Benguela railway, currently being rebuilt by Chinese construction companies. He must carefully 
navigate the minefield of international film financing, constantly reconfiguring his script and feature 
film pitch accordingly. PART III – ‘XIN’ The improbable yet inevitable third part of The Angola 
Project, where personal effort to make sense of the world is reaching its limit—a moment of death 
that brings us to the heart of the matter.

Keywords: Lecture Performance, Multimedia, Film, Martial Arts

Production History: Impulstanz Festival, EMPAC, PS122, Maria Matos Theater, Tanzfabrik Berlin, 
Dance New Amsterdam, ArtsAdmin London

Video: https://vimeo.com/68062303
 
Contact: office@cabula6.com

Website: http://cabula6.com

@jeuxjeux

https://www.facebook.com/ANGOLAPROJECTTRILOGY
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BIZARD (Miami / Lyon, USA / France) 
Benoit Izard aka Bizard is present in the dance field and visual art venues : Art Miami, FIAC in Paris, 
gallery Bernice Steinbaum, Miami Theater Center, (e)merge in Washington DC, Tigertail productions 
and France Florida festival, Sleepless Night Miami, Maribor European Capital of Culture 2012, 
Fountain Art, Como Clube in Sao Paulo ; as well as site specific projects in Africa, Brazil, Europe and 
USA. Benoit is architect and bachelor from the School for New Dance Development in Amsterdam 
(SNDO). He danced with Jérôme Bel for The Show Must Go On, he organized dance and slam 
poetry performances and workshops with Centre Pompidou. He lives in Lyon and Miami.  Bizard 
develops a work based on clear statements, like Scotch crossing cities or Kissers, where the body is its 
own scenography. Likely site specific and very visual, his performances fascinate the eye and place the 
viewer in wider live experience. It gives possibility to question how we accept unknown or non-control 
and to new stories shared by the people to open. Bizard shows us the world as a canvas to a possible 
freedom. He is also an  accomplished installation artist, like when he inscribes gigantic LOVE on the 
ground, and a photographer.  ‘I’m interested in what manifests between the action and the person who 
watches it. My theater is a key to free the experience. What it creates is festive freedom’. 
 
Disciplines: Performance

Kissers

Two nude persons are sealed in a kissing position by a double head mask. Kissing and hugging 
continuously for one hour, the performers reduce their action to nothing but a presence, which 
manifests between them and their viewers. Who are these kissers? It’s beautiful and fascinating. 
Kissers came questioning my practice : what do I need to do when life is naturally here ? I wanted 
an endangered piece that would maybe extinguish to be a moment of life.  Performers have to let 
go of their fears and open, like in meditation, a transformation operates, their bodies is a place 
of circulation, including and freeing. Spectators are facing a strong visual and frightening act of 
submission to the moment, yet these quiet bodies make them experience their own presence, 
imaginary and pleasure.  Sexual gender and identity are simply washed away. The main attribute of 
identity, the face, is erased from the picture. Nudity is a neutral ground, timeless human being. No 
demonstration here, yet it is full, life expresses, highly political. We see two bodies, they slowly find 
their way and take pleasure to a new relation to space and time. People see a contemporary art form 
and a tribal universal message. The simple presence of Kissers, like sentinels, recall what is deep in each 
of us, that we communicate beyond the forms and are made for joy. Kissers is a manifesto of freedom 
and magic. How much can we take love and where does that leave us?

Keywords: Kiss, Presence, Performance, Love, Mask, Nudity

Production History: Miami performance festival , (e)merge art fair - washington DC , Miami light 
project , private events

Video: http://www.youtube.com/benoitizard
 
Contact: contact@bizard.net

Website: http://www.bizard.net/

@b_izard

https://www.facebook.com/benoit.izard
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Izumi Ashizawa Performance (NYC, USA / Japan) 
Originally founded in 2002, Izumi Ashizawa Performance explores the physical story-telling 
with unconventional puppetry and object animation. The company values the interdisciplinary 
collaboration process with dancers, actors, composers, musicians, sculptors. Based on Japanese 
physical performance techniques, Ashizawa’s movement techniques are taught around the world, 
including the U.S.A., U.K., Japan, Norway, Austria, Bulgaria, Slovenia, Romania, Poland, Turkey, 
Iran, Australia, the Cayman Islands, and Peru. The original performances by Izumi Ashizawa 
Performance were performed in various countries: The Blue Rocks (Sibiu International Theatre 
Festival in Romania, Fadjr International Theatre Festival in Iran, ManInFest in Romania, Arion Tokyo 
Summer Music Festival in Japan, International Arts and Ideas Festival and NYC International Fringe 
Festival in the U.S.A.), Bakeneko Kyosokyoku (Novo-Siberian Transit, Russia), Gilgamesh (Clarice 
Smith Performing Arts Center, and USF, U.S.A.) Le Morte de La Fontaine (Woodford Folk Festival, 
Australia), Haoma and the Warrior (Iran), Zahak (International Women Theatre Festival, Iran), 
iKilL (Capital Fringe Festival, U.S.A.), Minotaur (Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center, U.S.A., 
and IIFUT Festival, Iran). Director Izumi Ashizawa won numerous awards including the Medal of 
Honor for Cultural Excellence from the City of Piura in Peru, the Kennedy Center American College 
Theatre Festival Faculty Achievement  Award Excellence in Directing and Technology, Capital Fringe 
Director’s Award, UNESCO-Aschberg Award, IIFUT Best Performance Award,etc 
 
Disciplines: Physical Theatre, Puppetry, Japanese Theatre, Neo-Opera, Mask, Interdisciplinary

Dreams in the Arms of the Binding Lady

---Trapped in the intertwined web of seduction, these are the dreams that the entangled man saw in 
the arms of the Binding Lady. Jyorogumo=Binding Lady: Japanese spider species Nephila clavata. 
According to some Japanese legends, a Binding Lady can change its appearance into a seductive 
woman who entices a man into a quiet shack and binds her victim in spider silk threads. ‘Dreams in 
the Arms of the Binding Lady’ is a physical story telling based on Japanese legend of a Jyorogumo 
(Binding Lady). Fusion of Japanese physical theatre, unconventional puppetry/mask, and chanting, 
the show, according to a critic ‘is a triumphant display of some serious artistry’(DC Theatre Scene). It 
was commissioned by the Embassy of the United States in Peru and premiered in Danza Nueva, Peru 
and won the Medal of Honor for the Cultural Excellence from the City of Piura, Peru in July 2012. 
Three episodes are portrayed in the frame of one man’s dream world. Things constantly metamorphose 
in front of the audience, and the line between real and unreal becomes ambiguous. Grotesque and 
beauty coexist sometimes harmoniously and sometimes with high tension in the imageries of ‘Dreams 
in the Arms of the Binding Lady’. The performance possesses an atmospheric quality of Japanese ghost 
story and ritualistic ceremony that invites the viewer into an ethereal state of mind. Original music 
score and chanting with a transformative spider web set  that functions as a big puppet stimulate the 
audience’s imagination.

Keywords: Physical Theatre, Dance, Puppetry, Japanese Theatre, Music, Interdisciplinary

Production History: The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts (Washington DC), The 
Wang Center (New York), Danza Nueva Festival (Lima, Peru), The National Festival of the Puppeteers 
of America (Pennsylvania), Piura Municipal Theatre (Piura, Peru)

Video: http://www.kennedy-center.org/explorer/artists/?entity_id=89026&source_type=B
 
Contact: izumedusa@gmail.com

Website: http://izumiashizawa.tripod.com

@izumedusa

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Izumi-Ashizawa-Performance/56774476454?ref=hl
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The Night Bears  
(Brooklyn / Osaka / Tokyo, USA / Japan) 
Charged with the task of spiritually preparing the human race for the coming Singularity, The Night 
Bears masquerade as a New York City based media and performance collective. The group investigates 
narrow sense-apertures to locate the spaces where the divide between biology and technology will 
eventually dissolve. The Bears tell stories with subtle light in darkness, small indications of depth 
in flatness, tiny sounds in silence, near-stillness in stillness. They tell timeless tales of sex and 
death, human-machine collaboration and conflict, and universal journeys of self-discovery and 
transcendence. The group’s members forge their work from the interplay of their seemingly polar 
and contradictory, and often extreme, physical and philosophical practices. They knit their work 
from Butoh, Suzuki, martial arts, and contact improvisation; and weave in shiny threads of media, 
robotics, coding, music, and puppetry. John J.A. Jannone studies cooperation, coordination, and 
collaboration with an emphasis on live performance. He is an Associate Professor at Brooklyn College, 
and designed its M.F.A. program in Performance and Interactive Media Arts (PIMA).  Daniel Munkus 
is an interdisciplinary artist. He leads the band Old Robes and works with collaborative ensembles as 
an electronic composer. He has a background in Wing-Chun, Tai-Chi, Zen meditation, and studied 
visual arts at UC Berkeley. Sophia Remolde is a multimedia creator in theatre, film, dance, puppetry, 
and robotics. She is trained in Suzuki, Viewpoints, and Butoh, and is Associate Director of Puppet 
Junction. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Puppetry, Theater, Technology, Music, Robotics

Meat&Light

Meat&Light is a futuristic ‘nori-noir’ graphic novel drawn live in performance. The performers switch 
between roles as characters, light puppeteers, technicians, and visual artists. Long-exposure digital 
photography is used in performance to convert the light puppetry into ‘Manga’ that is projected on a 
comic-page cyclorama using image processing and projection mapping software. The story: Morthan 
Meat, private eye, narrates the tale of a young woman from a prominent family who is resisting the 
now-commonplace practice of nanobots being injected into her nervous system. The nanobots extend 
lifespan, expand intelligence, open new sensory pathways, and allow for the enjoyment of many 
new forms of entertainment and learning. But there is a sinister side: despite the benefits, there is a 
complete loss of privacy to the individual, and many in the anti-bot underground believe there is the 
possibility of free will being compromised. She fears that she will be injected with bots by the force of 
her overbearing family. Mr. Meat takes the case, and through a series of episodes ranging from classic 
gumshoe noir to over-the-top Anime, the performers create scenes that also produce drawings, so 
that the stage becomes a visual record of the narrative as it transpires. Surreal, funny, and touching, 
Meat&Light explores some of the most difficult issues of what it means to remain human in the face 
of rapid technological change.

Keywords: Anime, Manga, Noir, Technology, Projection, Drawing

Production History: Brooklyn Center for the Performing Arts (NYC), The Red Room (NYC), 
Onassis Cultural Center (Athens, Greece)

Video: http://video.nightbears.org/
 
Contact: bookings@nightbears.org

Website: http://www.nightBears.org/

@theNightBears

https://www.facebook.com/nightbears
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Koans and Performance Project  
(Brooklyn / San Francisco / Warsaw / Copenhagen, 
USA / Poland / Denmark) 
The Koans and Performance Project was founded in 2011 by Asa Horvitz, as a continuation of and 
alternative to experimental performance work he participated in in Europe between 2007-2011.  
Between 2012-2013, Horvitz and John Tarrant Roshi of the Pacific Zen Institute (CA) designed a 
container in which actors, musicians, and visual artists would encounter Zen Koan work and develop 
performance material stimulated by this meeting.   This culminated in a ten week residency in the 
Bay Area for nine artists from Poland, Denmark, and the US – including collaborators of Krystian 
Lupa, Pig Iron Theater Company, Teatr ZAR, and Anthony Braxton – during which the group 
collaborated with local instrument builders, Sacred Harp singers, and created the performance, We 
Are Still Here.  A performer reflected: ‘We wanted to find out what Koans (and later, ‘Perceval’, too) 
might have to say to us, where we might find Koans in our lives, what they might do to our work. We 
wanted to spend a lot of time with them every day and see what they might ask of us. And then we 
would respond in our medium – as musicians, actors, etc... After a while we weren’t even sure who we 
were anymore – all the wildest parts of us we usually push away were there in the room with us, and 
this was crafted into the performance. You had the sense that the audience could taste this quality, of 
letting it all in, of being really open, turned inside out.’  Group members (2013): Nini Julia Bang, 
Gedney Barclay, Kyle Farrell, Robert Hope, Richard Hunter-Rivera, Lukasz Korczak, Jessica Sledge, 
Trevor Wilson, Asa Horvitz. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Contemporary Music, Video, Theater, Installation, Koans

We Are Still Here

We Are Still Here is a performance in three parts – first, an audio-visual installation, second, a 
concert/theater piece lasting approximately 90 minutes, and third, an open Sacred Harp (shapenote) 
sing that lasts as long as the participants wish to continue.   We Are Still Here takes its inspiration 
from Perceval, a legend which arose in the 12th century in France and became the most popular 
European myth of its day, giving birth to the first novels in the West and many other artworks.    
Today we live largely ‘above the belt’, in a world of intellect and willpower, cut off from sex, grief, 
passion, and creativity. As in Perceval’s time, this has created a psychological and literal wasteland all 
around us.  But Perceval tells us that each of us can heal this wasteland. We simply have to ask the 
right question – and observe. What arises in the space opened inside of us (and in the world) by such 
questioning is not predictable – it can be beautiful, terrible, strange, funny – a memory, a dream, a 
fantasy, a sound, even an event happening right now. Whatever it is, if we are really asking and really 
listening, it will be as wild as we are...   New art songs in three voices, shimmering multi-percussion 
music, two-screen documentary-style video shot across Northern California, and disarming scenes and 
monologues created by an international ensemble combine to create a by-turns humorous, haunting, 
and powerful music-theater essay after Perceval, in which the themes of the legend illuminate the lives 
of the performers and the world around them.

Keywords: Koans, Percussion, Sacred Harp, New Art Songs, Perceval, Koans, Sonoma County, Percussion, 
Sacred Harp, Sonoma County

Production History: CounterPULSE, San Francisco, CA

Video: https://vimeo.com/74976106
 
Contact: koansandperformanceproject@gmail.com

Website: http://www.koansandperformance.com/

https://www.facebook.com/koansandperformance
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Cheng-Chieh Yu  
(Los Angeles / Taipei, USA / Taiwan) 
I choreograph using traditional Chinese Martial arts practices in conjunction with Modern/Post 
Modern dance technique to achieve an integrated but multi-culturally nuanced embodiment.  The 
resulting hybridity in subjectivity is uniquely contemporary.  My choreography focuses on themes, 
which explore Chinese diasporic issues in dialogue with currents of globalized culture.  My conceptual 
premises explore the notions of an Asian profile, crisscrossing issues such as traditional gender 
ascriptions, social-political perspectives, and cultural Hybridity.  These premises bring provocative 
imagery to dance stagings that are characterized by a strong physicality.   Cheng-Chieh Yu began 
her performance career touring with Cloud Gate Dance Theater of Taiwan. Then residing in New 
York City from 1989 to 2001, Cheng-Chieh performed in the companies of Gus Solomons Jr., Jose 
Limon, Bebe Miller and as a guest artist for the Ralph Lemon Dance Project. Her choreography has 
been produced by numerous venues in NYC and Los Angeles as well as internationally in Germany, 
Indonesia, China, Singapore, HongKong and Taiwan. Yu has received numerous Choreographic 
commissions including the Beijing Modern Dance Company, Guangdong Modern Dance Company/
China, The Creative Society and Sun-Shier Dance Theatre of Taiwan, and the Jumping Frames Dance 
Video Festival in Hong Kong.  Her funding credits include City of LA/Cultural Affairs, the James 
Irvine Foundation, the Jerome Foundation, the Durfee Foundation, DTW Suitcase Fund, Asian 
Cultural Council as well as the Arts and Culture Foundation of Taiwan. 
 
Disciplines: Dance, Theater, Performance, Dance For Camera,

Martiality Not Fighting

Martiality Not Fighting is the newest dance for camera collaboration between choreographer Cheng-
Chieh Yu and video artist Marianne M. Kim. It is derived from Yu’s full evening commission with 
the Guangdong Modern Dance Company/China (GMDC) in 2011.  The Dance for Camera is co-
commissioned by GMDC and the Jumping Frames International Dance Video Festival/Hong Kong 
in 2012.  The camera follows a group of dancers negotiating the intense physical ardor of martial 
culture, and who struggle to maintain a personal identity against the conformist dictates of martial 
intension.  The video’s framing narrative focuses on two dancers who do not fight nor flee; they choose 
to meditate on a life shared in freedom and within a controlled environment. They forsake violence in 
favor of contemplation and kinetic empathy.  The fresh understanding of movement interdependence 
and shared risk usurps the expected potential for violence.  The dance proposes that the loss of identity 
associated with military training can be countered by the self-discovery in the deep practice of internal 
martial arts.  Yu’s innovative choreographic approach is based on her long term exploration in the 
martial art form BaGuaZhang.  The spiraling energy, ever changing spatial interplays and physical 
exchanges represent a unique internal embodiment and subjectivity.  At the core,  Martiality Not 
Fighting deconstructs the external martial art expressions of fighting, and discards formal display as a 
way to explore deeper questions of personal, artistic, and national identity.

Keywords: Dance, Theater, Film, Martial Arts, BaGuaZhang

Production History: Stage Production Guangdong Modern Dance Festival, half evening production 
(45 min), 2010 Guangdong Song and Dance Theater, full evening production (70 min), 2011  

Video: http://vimeo.com/53118372
 
Contact: whyoudance@aol.com

Website: http://YuDanceTheatre.com

https://www.facebook.com/chengchieh.yu.37
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Ben Spatz (NYC / Huddersfield, USA / UK) 
Ben is founder and artistic director of Urban Research Theater, a conceptual institution that develops 
original performances out of long-term embodied research at the borders of song, movement, and 
action. Ben’s artistic work has been seen at numerous venues in New York City and beyond, including 
Abrons Arts Center, Lincoln Center Rubenstein Atrium, The Living Theatre, New York Live Arts, 
HERE Arts Center, Judson Memorial Church, Center for Performance Research, and Medicine 
Show. Ben was a Movement Research Artist-in-Residence (2010-2012) and a studio resident artist 
at Leimay/Cave (2011-2013). He lived in Poland for two years (2003-2005), first as an ensemble 
performer with the Gardzienice Centre for Theatre Practices and then as a Fulbright Fellow at the 
Grotowski Institute in Wroclaw. Ben Spatz holds a Ph.D. in Theatre from the City University of 
New York (The Graduate Center) and a B.A. from the College of Letters at Wesleyan University. His 
current theoretical project involves the development of an epistemology of embodied practice, based 
on a thorough revitalization of the concept of technique. Ben’s writing has appeared in New York 
Theatre Review, Movement Research Performance Journal, Slavic and Eastern European Performance, 
Theatre Topics, Theatre Journal, Studies in Musical Theatre, TDR, Ecumenica, and elsewhere. Ben has 
taught theatre, acting, and performance at the City University of New York since 2008. He will begin 
a new position at the University of Huddersfield, England in 2014. 
 
Disciplines: Theater, Performance, Movement, Song, Training, Practice

Rite of the Butcher

A visceral fable about the power of fantasy, as told by the Butcher—refugee, criminal, shaman—
through poetry, martial dance, and folk songs in an invented language. Dynamic physical action, an 
evocative vocal score, and a half-mythical story of apotheosis and disillusionment draw the audience 
into the story of a fallen man who may also be a god. The piece is a modern-day ritual of mourning 
and resurrection, unfolding in a single continuous unbroken line. This interdisciplinary work 
opens new doors for solo performance by combining embodied vocal and physical abstraction with 
contemporary themes of war and violence. It has been performed in multiple versions since 2010, 
ranging from ten to fifty minutes in duration, and remains a work in progress as well as a finished 
product. In 2013, the piece was performed at Lincoln Center’s Rubenstein Atrium, with live-mixed 
video projections by Manuel de la Portilla. Elements: Performer. Chair. Knife, glasses, apron. Lighting 
design can be as simple or as complex as suits the venue. Live-mixed video projection is available but 
not required.

Keywords: War, Memory, Songs, Solo, Shaman, Ritual

Production History: Réplika Teatro, Madrid, Spain (2013); Rubenstein Atrium at Lincoln Center 
(2013); Association for Theatre in Higher Education Conference (2012); Performance Studies 
International Conference (2012); Cave Arts SOAK Festival (2012); United Solo Festival (2011); 
Panoply Lab Conference of Works (2011); Movement Research at Judson Church (2011); Movement 
Research Open Performance (2011); Medicine Show Theatre (2010).

Video: https://vimeo.com/benspatz/
 
Contact: ben@urbanresearchtheater.com

Website: http://www.urbanresearchtheater.com/

https://www.facebook.com/
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Mitsu Salmon  
(Chicago / London / Los Angeles, USA / UK) 
I create interdisciplinary performance and visual art works drawing from the autobiographical. I 
have presented my original solo performance works at New York at spaces such PS 122, Los Angeles 
at Highways, Links Hall in Chicago and collaborated with musicians in Bali and Japan. Currently I 
am pursing an MFA in studio practice where performance and painting intersect, investigating ideas 
around self as connected to collective experience. In my art, I tell stories which bring to light the 
hidden in order to open dialogues around understanding difference and cultivating compassion. 
 
Disciplines: Solo Performance, Painting And Dance

Fish Dreams

Fish Dreams integrates text, movement and painting. It will be a 15-20 minute piece with a set of a 
small table or bench and a canvas on the wall or structure. In the beginning of the piece, I am giving 
a monologue about the background of my name, Mitsu As I speak I move three rocks to spatially 
represent what I am speaking about.  I then retrace where I have been and dip the rocks into paint. 
I then continue painting, demonstrating my family and four parents and the complications of a 
modern family though explaining names again. The painting then becomes a set in the background 
in which I explore ideas I have speaking about through the body. In front of the canvas, I repeat 
the same gestures it was to make the painting but without the paint.  In the piece I am looking at 
mapping and naming as explored through text, painting, objects and the body. The piece draws from 
autobiographical monologue work, Butoh and Gutai (a Japanese art movement after the war which 
blended painting and performance).  Central to this piece and my current work is the exploration of 
hybrid identities and hybrid artistic mediums.

Keywords: Autobiographical, Painting, Monologue, Dance

Production History: Defibrillator gallery

Video: www.vimeo.com/mitsusalmon
 
Contact: mitsusalmon@gmail.com

Website: http://www.vimeo.com/mitsusalmon

https://www.facebook.com/mitsu.salmon
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The Relationship / Fiona Templeton  
(NYC / London, USA / UK) 
The Relationship has a core group of artists, and a larger changing community.  The group was 
founded officially in 2005 but we have been making work together in some combination for two 
decades.  Our Artistic Director is Fiona Templeton, award-winning poet and director, known for 
her pioneering audience journey, YOU-The City. We experiment with site, relation to the audience, 
and innovative language.  We make devised work, work with texts by Fiona, and by others writers 
who push the boundaries of language in performance - Leslie Scalapino, John Jesurun, Elfriede 
Jelinek, Suzan-Lori Parks, Michael Gottlieb. We’re called The Relationship because theatre is the art 
of relationship, and relationship is life.  We make performances because we have bodies, because you 
have to be there, because imagination is free, because the moment is precious, because speaking is 
relation, because speaking is song, and to find out if there’s a reason. 
 
Disciplines: Performance, Theatre, Installation, Poetry, Site-Specific, Audience-Responsive

The Medead

This collaborative musical version of the 6-play epic The Medead fuses Templeton’s multivocal poetic 
fireworks with Sinha’s soaring vocals and instrumentation, layering ancient and future soundscapes. 10 
years in the making, The Medead ranges across history and the subconscious to excavate the multi-
viewpoint reverberations of a myth - of east and west, of a woman’s power - to ‘sing a skin of language 
over the invisible’. It is played as a concert, but with each part of the cycle it sweeps through the space, 
through the ways performance has related to its audience across history.   With Stephanie Silver, 
Clarinda MacLow, Dawn Saito, Anna Kohler, Graziella Rossi, Valda Setterfield, Adam Collignon, 
Peter Sciscioli, Andrew Zimmerman, Whitney Hunter.  Video shot in the Republic of Georgia, with 
Nato Murvanidze, by John Jesurun.  Written and directed by Fiona Templeton.  Music by Samita 
Sinha.  The performance is 2 hours long, with interval. The book of The Medead is from Roof Books, 
January 2014. ‘In this choric poem/drama of I hear all of contemporary English open to a force of 
collective enunciation (nation language, idiolect) against ‘standard’ English and the economic and 
gender-based violence it has facilitated from its inception into our present. It is a sustained attention 
to language widening into larger ambivalences and subtle vocalizations (phonemics, neologism, 
homophony)—an anti-epic border song marking the shifting and thus precarious territorial claims of 
an anglophone geopolitical unconscious.’ - Thom Donovan, editor of On Poetics

Keywords: Medea, Women, Soundscape, Experimental Music, Indian

Production History: – In development:  Nuffield Theatre Lancaster, Tramway Glasgow, Mabou 
Mines New York, Lower Manhattan Cultural Council’s Swing Space, Governor’s Island Parks 
Department New York Harbor, Chisenhale Dance Space London.  Premiere of full 6-part cycle:  
Roulette Brooklyn, New York 2012.

Video: https://vimeo.com/77906591
 
Contact: home@therelationship.org

Website: http://therelationship.org

@TheRelationsh1p

https://www.facebook.com/FionaTempletonandTheRelationship?ref=hl
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Boris Azemar (Berlin, Germany)  137
Branch Nebula, Matt Prest & Clare Britton (Sydney, Australia)  11
Bristol Experimental Theatre Company (Bristol, UK)  343
Broken Box Mime Theater (NYC, USA)  449
Bryce Cutler (NYC, USA)  451
Buran Theatre (NYC, USA)  453
CABULA6 (NYC / Vienna, USA / Austria)  717
Calé Miranda Cia. da Ação! (Rio De Janeiro, Brazil)  49
CALVIN KLEIN (Berlin, Germany)  139
Camila Rhodi (Berlin, Germany)  141
Cao Danado (Porto, Portugal)  261
Cara Scarmack (NYC, USA)  455
Caroline Bergvall (London, UK)  345
Caroline Finn (Munich, Germany)  143
Caroline Smith (London & Southend-On-Sea, UK)  347
Carroll Simmons (Brooklyn, USA)  457
Casson & Friends (London, UK)  349
Caterina & Carlotta Sagna (Paris, France)  123
CCCompass (Amsterdam, Netherlands)  221
Cheng-Chieh Yu (Los Angeles / Taipei, USA / Taiwan)  727
Cherie Sampson (Columbia, Mo, USA)  459
Cherrise Wakeham’s Project 7 Contemporary Dance Company (Marietta, USA)  461
CHOKRA (Dubai / New York, United Arab Emirates / USA)  385
Chou, Tung-Yen ( Very Mainstream Studio) (Taipei, Taiwan)  327
Christen Clifford (Queens, NYC, USA)  463
Christian Kuntner and Astride Schlaefli (performance operators)  
(Kuettigen, Switzerland)  323
Christine Bonansea Saulut (San Francisco, USA)  465
Christine Ferrera (Baltimore, Md, USA)  467
Chuck Chaney (Boston, USA)  469
CiCi Blumstein (Brighton, UK)  351
CiM -  Integrated Multidisciplinary Company (Lisboa, Portugal)  263
Clerke and Joy (Bristol, UK)  353
Cloud Eye Control (Los Angeles, USA)  471
Colin Michael Self (Brooklyn, USA)  473
Concrete Temple Theatre (NYC, USA)  475
CORE Performance Company, Sue Schroeder Artistic Director  
(Atlanta, Ga / Houston, Tx, USA)  477
Cryptozoology Playground (Toronto, Canada)  63
curry&dillon (Buffalo / Seattle, USA)  479
Dana Gingras/Animals Of Distinction (Montréal, Canada)  65
Danah Katz (Tel-Aviv / New York, Israel)  181
Dance theatre comma8 (Vilnius, Lithuania)  215
Daniel Glenn (Yonkers, Ny, USA)  481
Dario Tortorelli (Rotterdam, Netherlands)  223
David Commander (NYC, USA)  483
Davis Freeman / Random Scream (Brussels, Belgium)  33
DDMcG Productions (NYC, USA)  485
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Deanne Butterworth (Melbourne, Australia)  13
Deborah Leiser-Moore (Melbourne, Australia)  15
Deidra Tyree (Atlanta, Ga, USA)  487
DominiqueBB (London, UK)  355
Dorotea Saykaly (Montreal, Canada)  67
Douglas Eacho (Brooklyn, NY, USA)  391
Dovrat Meron (Berlin, Germany)  145
Driewieler Collectief (Amsterdam, Netherlands)  225
Edan Gorlicki (Groningen, Netherlands)  227
Eileen Tull (Cincinnati, USA)  489
Electric Alhambra (Copenhagen, Denmark)  93
Elisa Arteta (Madrid, Spain)  303
Eliu Almonte and Jessica Hirst (Puerto Plata, Dominican Republic)  103
Elizabeth Boubion (Oakland, USA)  491
Ella & Edo (Tel-Aviv, Israel)  183
Ellen Mueller (Buckhannon, USA)  493
Ellie Evelyn (Brooklyn, USA)  495
Emmanuel Hernandez (Las Varillas - Córdoba, Argentina)  3
Evie Demetriou (Limassol, Cyprus)  89
Exploding Moment (Brooklyn, USA)  497
EyeKnee Coordination (Brooklyn, USA)  499
Fabryka Destrukcja (Warsaw, Poland)  259
Farid Fairuz (Bucharest / Berlin, Romania / Germany)  281
Figs in Wigs (London, UK)  357
Fotini Kalle (Athens / Thessaloniki, Greece)  165
Francesca Cola/VOLVON (Turin, Italy)  193
Francesca Gironi (Ancona, Italy)  195
Franz Rosati (Rome, Italy)  197
Frauke (Gothenburg, Sweden)  309
Freya Björg Olafson (Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada)  69
FUTURE DEATH TOLL (Portland, USA)  501
Gabriele Castaldo (Napoli, Italy)  199
Gabriella Daris (London, UK)  359
Gary Setzer (Tucson, USA)  503
Gavin Krastin (Cape Town, South Africa)  299
Gaynor O’Flynn (London, England)  105
Geist (Stockholm, Sweden)  311
Genetic Choir (Amsterdam, Netherlands)  229
Gruppo e-Motion (L’Aquila, Italy)  201
Harrison Atelier (Brooklyn, USA)  505
Haworth + Hayhoe (London, UK)  361
Hector Canonge (NYC, USA)  507
Héctor Eguía del Río (Stockholm, Sweden)  313
Heidi Duckler Dance Theatre (Los Angeles, USA)  509
Hyenas Collective (Rio De Janeiro, Brazil)  51
ilDance (Gothenburg, Sweden)  315
InBocca Performance (Fort Thomas, Ky, USA)  511
Institute for Psychogeographic Adventure (NYC, USA)  513
International company Dialogues Inévitables (Berlin / Cotonou / Genova /  
Paris / Montreal, France / Benin /Canada / Germany / Italy)  129
Ion Yamazaki (Atlanta, USA)  515
Irina Anufrieva (Stockholm, Sweden)  317

Isadorino gore dance co-op (Moscow, Russia)  283
iselinki (Sarpsborg/Zurich, Norway / Switzerland)  251
Izumi Ashizawa Performance (NYC, USA / Japan)  721
Jamie Peterson/The Paper Industry (Los Angeles, USA)  517
Jaras Ramunas (Vilnius, Lithuania)  217
Jay Scheib & Co. (New York City, USA)  519
Jeffery Byrd (Cedar Falls, Iowa, USA)  521
Jen Rosenblit (NYC, USA)  523
Jill Pangallo (NYC, USA)  525
João Garcia Miguel’s Theatre Company (Torres Vedras, Portugal)  265
Jochen Stechmann (Amsterdam, Netherlands)  231
John G. Boehme (Victoria, Canada)  71
John Sinner’s Theatre Revelation (Los Angeles, USA)  527
Joke Raes (Bruges, Belgium)  35
Jorge Rojas (Salt Lake City, Utah, USA)  529
Jos Diegel (Offenbach, Germany)  147
Joseph Herring (Pensacola, USA)  531
Josephine Turalba (Manila, Philippines)  257
Joseph Keckler (NYC, USA)  533
Julia Lazareva (Moscow, Russia)  285
Julie Rada (Tempe, USA)  535
Julie Tolentino (Los Angeles & Joshua Tree, USA)  537
Julie Troost / Anima Productions (NYC, USA)  539
Julie Vulcan (Sydney, Australia)  17
Julie Wills (Gunnison, Co, USA)  541
Just a Must (London, UK)  363
Justin Morrison (San Francisco, USA)  543
Kai Eng and Sviatlana Viarbitskaya (Singapore, Dijon, Singapore / France)  289
Kaj-anne Pepper (Portland, USA)  545
Karen Bernard/Solo (New York, NY, USA)  393
Karen Harvey / Karen Harvey Dances (Brooklyn, USA)  547
Karolina Nieduza (Somerset, UK)  339
Kate Barry (Toronto, Canada)  73
Kate Brehm, imnotlost (Brooklyn, USA)  549
Katya Grokhovsky (New York, USA)  551
K&C Kekäläinen & Company (Helsinki, Finland)  117
Kean O’Brien (Los Angeles, USA)  553
Keila Cordova (Philadelphia, USA)  555
Kellie O’Dempsey (Byron Bay, Australia)  19
Kelly Bond & Melissa Krodman (Nashville, Tn / Philadelphia, Pa, USA)  557
Kevin Jesuino (Vancouver, Canada)  75
Kirsten Heshusius (Amsterdam, Netherlands)  233
Koala YIP (Hong Kong, Hong Kong / China)  171
Koans and Performance Project  
(Brooklyn / San Francisco / Warsaw / Copenhagen, USA / Poland / Denmark)  725
Krista Köster & Arne Forsen (Tallinn / Stockholm, Estonia / Sweden)  111
Kristal and Jonny Boy (Stockholm, Sweden)  319
LEIMAY: Ximena Garnica and Shige Moriya (Brooklyn, USA)  559
Lia Jupter (Sao Paulo, Brazil)  53
Liat T. Waysbort (Amsterdam, Netherlands)  235
Linda Austin (Portland, Or, USA)  561
Linda Rae Dornan (Sackville, Canada)  77
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Lior Kariel (Herzliya, Israel)  189
Lisa Levy (Brooklyn, USA)  563
LITTLE MATCHSTICK FACTORY (NYC, USA)  565
Liz Maxwell (NYC, USA)  567
Longva+Carpenter (Bergen And Alfred, Ny, Norway / USA)  253
Lorgean Theatre (Bucharest, Romania)  279
Lucy Watson (Boston, USA)  569
Lydian Junction (NYC, USA)  571
Lynne Sachs (Brooklyn, USA)  573
Macklin Kowal (Brooklyn, USA)  577
Mad Kate (Berlin, Germany)  149
Maida Withers Dance Construction Company (Washington DC, USA)  579
Mara Cassiani (Pesaro, Italy)  203
Marcelo D’Avilla (São Paulo, Brazil)  55
Mariah Maloney Dance (Brockport, Ny, USA)  583
Maria Litvan (NYC, USA)  581
Mariana Valencia (Brooklyn, USA)  585
Mariangela Lopez/Accidental Movement (New York, USA)  587
Marina McClure (Los Angeles, USA)  589
Marintan Sirait (Bandung, Indonesia)  175
Martha Hincapié Charry/Periferic (Berlin, Germany)  151
Max and Milo (Brooklyn, USA)  591
Maxine L. Y. Hsu (Taipei, Taiwan)  329
Maya Weinberg and Lee Meir (Berlin, Germany)  153
Meghan Moe Beitiks with Sarah Knudtson (Chicago, USA)  593
Mehdi FARAJPOUR / ORIANTHEATRE Dance Company (Paris, France)  125
Melanie Manos (Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA)  595
Mem Nahadr (NYC, USA)  597
Mica Dvir (Tel-Aviv, Israel)  185
Michael Palumbo (Montréal, Canada)  79
Michael Twaits (London, UK)  365
millimeter performance group (Tallinn, Estonia)  107
Minna Harri Experience Set (San Francisco, USA)  599
Mireia Arnella (Brussels, Belgium)  37
Mirella Brandi and Muepetmo (São Paulo, Brazil)  57
Mirko Feliziani / Le Sembianze di Marion Ilievski (Ascoli Piceno, Italy)  205
Mitsu Salmon (Chicago / London / Los Angeles, USA / UK)  731
M. Lamar (Brooklyn, USA)  575
Molissa Fenley and Company (NYC, USA)  601
Molly Haslund (Copenhagen, Denmark)  95
Monica Dionysiou (Boulder, Colorado, USA)  603
Monique Jenkinson / Fauxnique (San Francisco, USA)  605
Monk Parrots (NYC, USA)  607
Montserrat Rodríguez aka nyx10110 (Girona, Spain)  305
Moran Sanderovich (Berlin, Germany)  155
Motley Theatre Company (Bristol, UK)  367
moving parts/Meg Foley (Philadelphia, Pa, USA)  609
Mundo Perfeito / Tiago Rodrigues (Lisbon, Portugal)  267
Mute Comp. Physical Theatre (Copenhagen, Denmark)  97
MX Justin Vivian Bond (New York, USA)  611
MyChapeau (Amsterdam, Netherlands)  237
Nadi Gogoulou (Athens, Greece)  169

Nataly Zukerman and Atalia Branzburg (Tel-Aviv, Israel)  187
NBprojects/Nicole Beutler (Amsterdam, The Netherlands)  333
Negin Vaziri (Venice, Italy)  207
Nicole Kidman Is Fucking Gorgeous (San Francisco, USA)  613
Nina Jan and Urša Sekirnik / KUD NUM (Škofja Loka / Barcelona / Amsterdam, 
Slovenia / Spain / The Netherlands)  295
No Face Performance Group (Philadelphia, USA)  615
NO SHOW: Bridget Balodis + Mark Pritchard (Melbourne, Australia)  21
NY LIVE ARTS (NYC, USA)  617
Olaniyi Rasheed Akindiya aka AKIRASH (Austin, USA)  619
Olga Spiraki (Soyuz) dance company (Athens, Greece)  167
Orange Theatre (Phoenix, USA)  621
Patrícia Carreira (Lisbon, Portugal)  269
Paulo Henrique (Paris, France)  127
Pavel Zuštiak / PALISSIMO Company (NYC, USA)  623
Pedro Goucha Gomes/Miguelangel Clerc  
(Rotterdam/Lisbon, Netherlands / Portugal)  245
PerformanceSW (Dallas, USA)  625
Peter Kyle (Brooklyn, USA)  627
Philippe Rives / BK COMPAGNIE (Berlin, Germany)  157
Pilar Villanueva LAN 1 (Madrid, Spain)  307
Planète Concrète (Antwerp, Belgium)  39
Plasticus (Melbourne, Australia)  23
PopUP Theatrics (NYC, USA)  629
Portland Experimental Theatre Ensemble (Portland, Or, USA)  631
Proto-type Theater (Manchester, UK)  369
Puppet Junction (Brooklyn, USA)  633
pvi collective (Perth, Australia)  25
Rachel Hynes (Washington DC, USA)  635
Radix Theatre (Vancouver, Canada)  81
Rae Goodwin (Lexington, Ky, USA)  637
Rani Nair Choreographer / Kate Elswit Dramaturge (Stockholm, Sweden)  321
Raquel Cion (NYC, USA)  639
Reckless Sleepers (Gent, Belgium)  41
Remote Control Tomato (Detroit, USA)  641
Renegade Performance Group/André M. Zachery (Brooklyn, USA)  643
Restless Productions (Vancouver, Canada)  83
Ricardo Correia / CASA DA ESQUINA (Coimbra, Portugal)  271
Richard Daniels Dances for an iPhone (NYC, USA)  247
Risa Takita (Amsterdam, Netherlands)  239
Robel Temesgen (Addis Abeba, Ethiopia)  113
Roberta Orlando (Milan, Italy)  209
Roberto Rossini (Genoa, Italy)  211
RoseAnne Spradlin / Performance Projects (NYC, USA)  645
Rosie Kay Dance Company (Birmingham, UK)  371
Royal Osiris Karaoke Ensemble (Brooklyn, USA)  647
Runn Shayo (Brooklyn, USA)  649
Ryan David O’Byrne (NYC, USA)  651
Samantha Johns & George McConnell (Minneapolis / Tallahassee, USA)  653
Sandra Lamouche, International Dance Council (Member) (Fort Macleod, Canada)  85
Sarah Muehlbauer (Philadelphia, USA)  657
Sara Marasso | il Cantiere (Turin, Italy)  213
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Sara Pathirane (Helsinki, Finland)  119
Sara Schnadt (Los Angeles, USA)  655
Sara Vilardo (Brussels, Belgium)  43
Secret Hotel - Christine Fentz (Aarhus, Denmark)  99
sentidosilimitados (unlimited senses) (Lisbon, Portugal)  273
Seth Eisen/Eye Zen Presents (San Francisco, USA)  659
Shana Robbins (Atlanta, USA)  661
Sharon Mansur (Washington DC, USA)  663
Sheri Wills (NYC, USA)  665
Shu-Yi & Dancers (Taipei, Taiwan)  331
Sohail Khan (Huddersfield West Yorkshire, UK)  373
Soo K. Kim (NYC, USA)  667
Sophiline Arts Ensemble (Phnom Penh, Cambodia)  59
Stefanie Weber/Creatures Of Habitat Physical Poetry Performance Project  
(Pittsfield, Ma, USA)  669
Stef Meul (Brussels, Belgium)  45
Stephanie L.H. Ross (Pittsburgh, USA)  671
Sue Murad (Boston, USA)  673
Susan Pope (Danville, USA)  675
Tani Ghaffarsedeh (London, UK)  375
Tara Fatehi Irani (Tehran/London, Iran / UK)  177
Tatjana Andreeva (Hammerfest, Norway)  249
Teater Viva (Aarhus, Denmark)  101
teatromosca (Sintra, Portugal)  275
Teresa Ann Virginia Bayer (Brooklyn, USA)  677
Tero Nauha (Helsinki, Finland)  121
Theater Plastique (NYC, USA)  689
Theater Three Collaborative,  
Karen Malpede and George Bartenieff, Artistic Directors (Brooklyn, USA)  691
Theatre Junction (Calgary, Canada)  87
Theatre Reverb (Brooklyn, USA)  693
The Bridge Club  
(Huntsville, Tx / Warren, Ct / Knoxville, Tn / Gunnison, Co, USA)  679
The Ghost Road Company (Los Angeles, USA)  681
the guts compny (Dresden, Germany)  159
The LIDA Project (Denver, USA)  683
The Lunar Stratagem (Huntington, Wv, USA)  685
The Nerve Tank (NYC, USA)  687
The Night Bears (Brooklyn / Osaka / Tokyo, USA / Japan)  723
The Relationship / Fiona Templeton (NYC / London, USA / UK)  733
Theresa Bruno (London, UK)  377
The Wanted Berlin (Berlin, Germany)  161
Thomas Albrecht (NYC, USA)  695
Thomas Körtvélyessy / Reàl Dance Company (Rotterdam, Netherlands)  241
Tiago Cadete (Lisboa, Portugal)  277
Tia Nina (Washington DC, USA)  697
Tiffany Theatre (Ljubljana, Slovenia)  291
Tiffany Trenda (Los Angeles, USA)  699
Tim Darbyshire (Melbourne, Australia)  27
Tina McPherson (Washington DC, USA)  701
TITS (Scandinavia, Europe)  115
Transit Lounge (Washington, D.C. and New York, USA)  703

TUĞÇE TUNA / RemDans (Istanbul, Turkey)  337
Twisted Dance Co (Tallinn, Estonia)  109
Urban Belina (Ljubljana, Slovenia)  293
Vangeline (Brooklyn, USA)  705
Vik Laschenov (Moscow, Russia)  287
WaxFactory (NYC, USA)  707
Wild Vlees (Amsterdam, Netherlands)  243
William Skaleski (Milwaukee, USA)  709
Xandra Ibarra aka La Chica Boom (Oakland, California, USA)  711
Xristina Penna/aswespeakproject (London, UK)  379
YE TAIK ( The Blacksheep Contemporary Performing  
and Visual Art Collective Org, USA ) (NYC, USA)  713
Yiota Demetriou (Bristol, UK)  381
Zierle & Carter (Alexandra Zierle & Paul Carter) (Penzance, Cornwall, UK)  383
Zullo/RawMovement (NYC, USA)  715
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Academia 371

Acro-Dance 511

Acting 67, 487, 597

Action 323, 355, 487, 531, 
569

Activism 501

Activist 473

Actor 365, 473, 639, 713

Adaptation 677

Aesthetic 241

Afro-Modern 443

Alternative 525

Analysis 241

Anatomy 183

Animation 23, 471

Anthropology 279

Archeology 339

Architecture 359, 399, 
407, 505

Archival 601

Aroma 385

Art 17, 19, 23, 25, 37, 39, 
41, 43, 47, 55, 71, 73, 87, 89, 
107, 111, 113, 121, 153, 163, 
165, 177, 185, 187, 189, 197, 
203, 207, 211, 223, 231, 233, 
245, 251, 259, 279, 291, 295, 
297, 299, 305, 315, 317, 325, 
329, 333, 339, 351, 353, 355, 
357, 361, 363, 373, 375, 381, 
383, 405, 407, 415, 423, 425, 
427, 449, 457, 459, 463, 487, 
489, 503, 507, 513, 515, 521, 
531, 533, 535, 539, 545, 549, 
559, 569, 571, 577, 591, 597, 
603, 607, 611, 625, 633, 637, 
643, 657, 665, 673, 677, 697, 
699, 701, 705, 711

Art-And-Medical 53

Arte 367

Artform 7

Artist 75, 141, 189, 365, 
619

Artist-Film 351

Artivism 91

Arts 7, 31, 99, 117, 129, 
175, 205, 225, 255, 261, 277, 
337, 345, 363, 475, 491, 507, 
529, 587, 623, 707, 717

Assemblage 5

Audience 189

Audiencebased 99

Audience-Responsive 733

Audio 405

Audiovisual 57, 293

Augmented 433

Autobiographical 141

Autobiography 457

AV 51 

Avant-Garde 453, 705, 
713 

Avant-Pop 437

Ballet 67, 331

Based 121, 287

Beauty 689

Black 115

Blindness 263

Body 77, 163, 239, 263, 
331, 337, 487, 523, 531

Body-Architecture 429

Bodyart 55

Box 115

Boylesque 55

Brechtian 343

Brink 333

Burlesque 137, 443, 
671

Butoh 49, 179, 219, 291, 
309, 317, 661, 705

Cabaret 39, 291, 365, 457, 
525, 545, 611, 615, 659, 693

Cambodian 59

Camera 727

Choreographer 55, 465, 
473, 713

Choreographic 61

Choreography 27, 45, 83, 
85, 89, 151, 171, 203, 299, 
351, 413, 419, 585, 601, 609, 
627

Cinema 51, 69, 261, 305, 439

Circus 61, 63, 273, 511, 657, 
659

Classical 59, 375

Clown 511

Coaching 537

Collaboration 13, 19, 83, 
183, 601, 603, 625, 627, 629, 
643, 679

Collaborative 567, 631

Collage 103

Collective 315

Colonized 141

Comedy 343, 353, 357, 367, 
421, 467, 525, 563

Commedia 367

Communication 425

Community 113, 637

Composer 473

Composing 217, 575

Composition 83, 229

Computer 79, 197

Concepts 29, 157

Conceptual 237, 295, 
377, 667

Concert 311

Contact 183, 491

Contemp 285

Disciplines Index Contemporary 11, 15, 29, 
37, 41, 59, 61, 67, 85, 97, 107, 
109, 117, 143, 153, 159, 161, 
183, 201, 213, 235, 265, 299, 
307, 315, 319, 337, 349, 369, 
373, 443, 447, 461, 477, 491, 
515, 543, 555, 583, 609, 631, 
657, 663, 725 

Cosmology 385

Costume 149

Costume-Design 155

Costume-Making 671

Costumes 35, 219

Costuming 613

Creates 189

Creation 337

Creative 47

Cross 7, 331

Culture 239

Curating 151, 625, 713 

Curatorial 657

Dance 11, 13, 23, 27, 33, 
37, 43, 45, 49, 51, 55, 59, 61, 
63, 65, 69, 81, 83, 85, 87, 89, 
91, 93, 97, 101, 107, 111, 115, 
117, 123, 125, 127, 129, 131, 
139, 143, 153, 159, 161, 169, 
171, 179, 181, 183, 195, 201, 
213, 215, 219, 221, 223, 227, 
231, 235, 241, 243, 245, 247, 
263, 265, 273, 277, 281, 283, 
289, 301, 303, 307, 311, 315, 
317, 319, 321, 323, 333, 337, 
349, 357, 359, 371, 389, 393, 
397, 403, 405, 413, 417, 419, 
421, 427, 431, 441, 445, 447, 
449, 457, 475, 477, 479, 487, 
491, 499, 509, 513, 519, 523, 
525, 531, 539, 543, 545, 547, 
557, 559, 561, 569, 571, 577, 
579, 581, 583, 585, 587, 597, 
599, 

601, 605, 607, 613, 617, 623, 
627, 639, 643, 645, 651, 653, 
663, 669, 687, 689, 693, 697, 
705, 711, 715, 717, 723, 727, 
731

Dancer 465

Dance-Theater 29, 289, 
517, 567, 685

Dancing 149

Dell 367

Design 5, 29, 45, 199, 207, 
221, 223, 327, 451, 453, 505, 
623, 633, 653, 701

Designer 75

Destructive 259

Devised 271, 269, 389, 391, 
379, 395, 511, 567, 631, 635

Dialogical 637

Digital 247, 327, 387, 
621 

Director 75, 269, 603, 633 , 
713

Disciplines 301

DIY 279

Documentary 177, 271, 
573

Drag 291, 545, 613, 659, 
671

Drama 9, 343, 691

Dramaturgy 21, 213, 341

Drawing 19, 95, 155, 257, 493, 
551, 709

Drawings 35, 405 

Durational 17, 253, 
355, 537

Education 205, 241, 
353, 371, 625, 633

Electro 319

Electroacoustic 79

Electronic 345, 375, 
433, 503

Electronica 93

Elemental 683

Endurance 399

Engagement 637

Ensemble 439, 567, 
621

Environment 49, 691

Environmental 33, 63, 459

Event 211

Experience 451

Experiences 437

Experiential 9, 45, 
237 

Experimental 27, 87, 187, 
329, 389, 427, 455, 523, 527, 
565, 635, 663

Experiments 331, 437

Expression 167

Feminism 73, 347

Feminist 141, 253, 463

Film 35, 65, 105, 147, 247, 
371, 377, 381, 385, 445, 499, 
519, 569, 581, 597, 617, 627, 
633, 643, 645, 661, 701, 707, 
717

Fine 261

Flamenco 93

Folk 531

Frame 167

Funk 443

Fursuiting 671

Game 563

Gaming 173

Gender 55, 697

Generative 197

Genres 593

Glitter 421

Graphic 597, 701

Graphics 197

Grotesque 367

Hacking 501

Hip-Hop 485

History 47, 85, 601

Hoop 85

Hosting 563

Humor 95
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Hybrid 7, 285, 293

Hyper-Drama 527

Image 17, 653

Immersive 21, 57, 299, 
629

Improvisation 19, 23, 111, 
183, 225, 229, 249, 259, 331, 
417, 431, 481, 491, 555, 591, 
663

Improviser 169

Impulse 337

Indecent 713

Indigenous 85

Indoor 157

Information 543

Installation 5, 11, 15, 
17, 29, 33, 35, 43, 55, 61, 65, 
75, 77, 81, 103, 111, 113, 119, 
125, 127, 133, 137, 147, 155, 
171, 173, 181, 209, 223, 237, 
255, 281, 299, 305, 313, 335, 
351, 361, 369, 377, 379, 383, 
397, 399, 405, 409, 419, 427, 
437, 439, 445, 453, 463, 469, 
483, 493, 503, 505, 517, 537, 
541, 545, 559, 571, 579, 585, 
593, 595, 641, 647, 649, 655, 
661, 673, 679, 699, 707, 711, 
715, 725, 733

Instant 229

Interaction 221

Interactive 21, 33, 105, 
137, 159, 171, 197, 237, 349, 
379, 513

Inter-Arts 83 

Interdisciplinary 69, 81, 99, 
107, 185, 253, 293, 369,  393, 
395, 423, 429, 491, 497, 499, 
503, 507, 531, 541, 619, 627, 
643, 721

Intermedia 241, 535

Inter-Media 173

International 629

Internet 173

Interspecies 425

Interventionist 671

Interventions 91, 103,  
145, 157, 163, 281, 637, 717

Issues 343, 691

Japanese 721

Jazz 443, 461, 485

Karaoke 647

Koans 725

Lama 227

Language 77, 617

Latin 443

Light 13, 29, 115, 201, 223, 
245, 623

Lighting 27

Literary 685

Literature 147, 217, 
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145, 347, 599

Partipatory 507

Parton 607

Party 599, 647

Passage 93

Pastiche 613

Patterns 379

Penderecki 645

Perception 193, 243, 
465

Perceval 725

Percussion 725

Performative 163, 171, 
265, 287, 429

Performers 123

Performing 437

Personal 237

Pertinente 261

Pessoa 313

Phenomenology 183

Phone 25

Phonetic 521

Photography 151, 207, 
287

Physical 15, 23, 27, 37, 97, 
205, 243, 271, 315, 343, 367, 
389, 595, 603, 675, 697, 707, 
711, 715, 721

Physicality 445

Pie 143

Piñata 491

Pineal 421

Pinter 617

Plastic 531

Play 25, 123, 333

Playing 295

Playwright 267, 601

Playwrighting 341

Poetic 111, 233

Poético 261

Poetry 37, 77, 97, 125, 201, 
217, 293, 423, 433, 485, 521, 
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Poignant 401

Poland 121

Political 33, 53, 91, 127, 131, 
167, 191, 227, 267, 335, 343, 
485

Politics 177, 481

Pollution 593

Polyglot 123

Pop 39, 319, 645

Portrait 287, 457

Portugal 267, 275

Portugese 75

Post 9

Post-Colonial 299

Postdramatic 363

Post-Dramatic 531

Post-Hegemony 241

Post-Human 453

Power 461

Powerful 401

Practice 479, 657

Prequel 685

Presence 119, 719

Primitive 447

Prison 501

Privacy 497

Private 141, 195, 551

Process 213

Process-Oriented 503

Production 281

Profound 235

Projection 75, 107, 
269, 453, 559, 569, 633, 649, 
669, 679, 723

Promenade 63

Protest 329

Provocative 185, 511

Psychic 569

Psychogeography 513

Psychology 413, 675

Psychotherapy 563

PTSD 703

Public 61, 195, 323, 349, 
373, 535, 551, 619, 669

Punk 39

Puppetry  59, 403, 483, 549, 
633, 659, 677, 721

Pure 555

Pyramid 647

QR 699

Queen 515

Queer 39, 73, 137, 299, 525, 
543, 545, 553, 611, 651, 659, 
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Quest 295

Quiet 673

Racional 261

Radio 65

Rame 199

Raw 447, 587

Reading 217

Real 245, 569

Reality 433, 465

Reborn 169

Red 355

Reductionist 27

Re-Embody 381

Re-Enact 381

Reflecting 221

Reflection 99, 127, 235

Reflexes 183

Relate 315

Relations 243

Relationship 213, 287

Relationships 73

Relentless 543

Relevant 345

Religion 281, 589

Religiosity 523

Re-Perform 381

Repetition 13, 169, 
379, 515

Representation 147

Republic 103

Requiem 575

Research 211

Resistance 537

Revolution 335

Rice 183

Richard 247

Risk-Taking 477

Ritual 61

Rite 93; Ritual 11, 
17, 191, 211, 245, 329, 333, 
491, 647, 655, 659, 661, 729; 
Ritualistic 507

Robust 577

Rock 697

Rodrigues 267

Rojas 529

Roland 193

Roll 697

Roots 469

Routine 571

Row 41

Russia 441; Russian 283

Sacred 725

Sade 359

Sahara 119

Saint 255

Salvador 633

Samurai 239

Scars 635

Scavenge 149

Scenes 669

Schrödingers 231

Science 353, 593, 621

Score 585

Screen 13

Scuba 217

Sculptural 459

Sculpture 35, 325, 
377, 487, 619
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Sea 305, 345

Secrecy 347

Self 335; Self-Discovery 
47; Self-Harm 489; Self-

Portait 35

Selfsensorship 233

Semiotics 503

Sensation 225

Senses 77, 99

Sensitive 235

Sensory 11

Sentimental 181

Serious 577

Sex 147

Sexual 209

Sexuality 73, 281, 411

Shadow 193, 331

Shaman 529, 729

Shamanism 661

Shame 299

Shape 325

Shapeskin 155

Shifting 609

Shige 559

Ships 575

Shipwreck 119

Short 161

Shorts 449

Sight 263, 701

Sign 213, 617

Silence 213

Simone 581

Sincerely 5

Singer 639

Single 629

Sistrs 439

Site 133, 145, 253, 337, 
383, 479, 593

Site-Responsive 395

Site-Specific 229, 347, 
509, 513, 535, 595

Situationist 147

Skype 629

Slam 97

Slave 575

Slow-Motion 157

Smell 701

Snow 653

Social 79, 121, 127, 167, 
281, 335, 445, 479, 525

Society 159

Soldiers 371

Solo 13, 95, 159, 277, 413, 
421, 533, 543, 565, 585, 603, 
609, 627, 663, 729

Song 77, 533 725, 729

Sonic 27

Sonoma 725

Soul 219

Sound 51, 65, 105, 115, 197, 
213, 221, 303, 341, 375, 409, 
619, 641, 707; Soundscape 
505, 733; Soundtrack 29

South 507

Space 3, 61, 73, 141, 205, 
263, 323, 327, 435, 459, 
465 

Sparkler 583

Speak 701

Specific 63, 115, 133, 145, 
337, 383, 479

Spectacle 63, 399

Spectaformer 279

Spectator 629

Spectral 705

Speculum 575

Spirits 445

Spoken 611

Sport 71, 297

Sports 399

Sprinkle 359

Standing 649

Statement 551

Stechmann 231

Stein 689

Still 333

Stillness 653

Stilt 63

Stimme 29

Stories 187, 449

Storytelling 85, 635

Story-Telling 227

Street 285

Streetdance 109

Strength 461

Struggle 399

Style 649

Subjective 465; 
Subjectivity 73, 615

Sublime 453

Suit 493

Supper 41

Surgery 433

Surprising 227

Surreal 223, 357, 417, 499, 
589; Surrealism 523, 633; 
Surrealist 27

Survival 571

Swiss 283

Swords 239

Symbols 355

Systems 433

Tactile 47

Tanztheater 143

Tape 325

Tapestry 619

Tarot 377

Task 655

Tea 599

Teacups 637

Technology 75, 423, 
629, 641, 699, 723

Teenagers 615

Telematic 51

Tension 225

Testimonial 177

Text 117, 393, 585, 667

Theater 33, 101, 135, 139, 
161, 163, 167, 237, 241, 289, 
313, 391, 395, 403, 417, 439, 
441, 449, 455, 483, 517, 547, 
617, 657, 661, 669, 711, 715, 
727

Theatre 23, 29, 63, 81, 87, 97, 
125, 145, 187, 203, 205, 215, 
265, 267, 271, 275, 299, 311, 
363, 369, 389, 607, 651, 675, 
681, 697, 703, 707, 713, 721

Theatrical 227, 355, 
401

Theatricality 523

Theory 211

Thoughtful 563

Three 439

Thrilling 511

Through 93, 603

Thunderous 13

Time 315, 567

Time-Based 479

Tollefson 407

Too-muchness 153

Torture 415

Total 331

Touch 701

Touring 373, 485

Toxic 131

Toy 483

Tragedy 391, 631

Tragicomedy 481, 691

Transcendence 413

Transformation 127, 179

Transformational 587

Transformative 27

Transgender 553, 611

Transhumanisn 671

Transition 461, 567

Translation 293

Transmission 61

Trauma 177, 257, 489

Trio 29

Triumphant 401, 475

Truth 201

Turkey 143

Ultra 673

Uncanny 225

Unconscious 211, 375

Understanding 709 

Vanity 53

Vaudeville 685

Veal 505

Video 47, 107, 125, 211, 
277, 313, 393, 453, 467, 471, 
487, 503, 541, 545, 551, 559, 
599, 619, 641, 649, 665, 667

Video-Game 427 

Video-Performance 
459, 525

Violence 257, 411, 425, 489, 
675

Violet 673

Virtual 69, 335, 703

Visceral 11, 445, 587

Vision 193

Visual 15, 37, 91, 107, 139, 
197, 203, 343, 367, 375, 579, 
603, 657, 707

Vitruvian 203

Vocal 137, 409

Voguing 385

Voice 101, 201, 229, 599, 
631

Void 451

Volcano 353

Volunteer 17

Voyeurism 225

Vulnerability 73

Vulnerable 447

Walking 63

War 9, 15, 371, 441, 703, 
729

Warming 683, 691

Water 253, 571, 683

Wearable 35, 429

Webcam 195

Wedding 385

Weil 581

Whimsy 437, 677

White 451

Whiteness 299

Wilderness 553

Witness 415

Woman 53, 141

Women 253, 301, 357, 565, 
675, 733

Wonderland 257

Words 41, 611, 709

Work 159, 163, 391

Workshops 121

World 9, 59

Worldviews 99

Writing 73, 361, 397

Ximena 559

Xtended 323

York 277, 483, 695

Young 605

Youth 113, 589

Youtube 421
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	Theatre Junction (Calgary, Canada) 
	Theatre Reverb (Brooklyn, USA) 
	The Bridge Club (Huntsville, Tx / Warren, Ct / Knoxville, Tn / Gunnison, Co, USA) 
	The Ghost Road Company (Los Angeles, USA) 
	the guts compny (Dresden, Germany) 
	The LIDA Project (Denver, USA) 
	The Lunar Stratagem (Huntington, Wv, USA) 
	The Nerve Tank (NYC, USA) 
	The Night Bears 
(Brooklyn / Osaka / Tokyo, USA / Japan) 
	The Relationship / Fiona Templeton 
(NYC / London, USA / UK) 
	Theresa Bruno (London, UK) 
	The Wanted Berlin (Berlin, Germany) 
	Thomas Albrecht (NYC, USA) 
	Thomas Körtvélyessy / Reàl Dance Company 
(Rotterdam, Netherlands) 
	Tiago Cadete (Lisboa, Portugal) 
	Tia Nina (Washington DC, USA) 
	Tiffany Theatre (Ljubljana, Slovenia) 
	Tiffany Trenda (Los Angeles, USA) 
	Tim Darbyshire (Melbourne, Australia) 
	Tina McPherson (Washington DC, USA) 
	TITS (Scandinavia, Europe) 
	Transit Lounge 
(Washington, D.C. and New York, USA) 
	TUĞÇE TUNA / RemDans (Istanbul, Turkey) 
	Twisted Dance Co (Tallinn, Estonia) 
	Urban Belina (Ljubljana, Slovenia) 
	Vangeline (Brooklyn, USA) 
	Vik Laschenov (Moscow, Russia) 
	WaxFactory (NYC, USA) 
	Wild Vlees (Amsterdam, Netherlands) 
	William Skaleski (Milwaukee, USA) 
	Xandra Ibarra aka La Chica Boom (Oakland, California, USA) 
	Xristina Penna/aswespeakproject (London, UK) 
	YE TAIK ( The Blacksheep Contemporary Performing and Visual Art Collective Org, USA ) (NYC, USA) 
	Yiota Demetriou (Bristol, UK) 
	Zierle & Carter (Alexandra Zierle & Paul Carter) (Penzance, Cornwall, UK) 
	Zullo/RawMovement (NYC, USA) 

